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THE

PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.

NOTES AND NEWS.

IBicti

Ox THE 11th OCTOBEi;, 1896,

HIS GRACE THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY
(DR. BENSON),

President of the S'ocieti/.

The Committee receired with great regret intelligence of the sudden death of

their valued President, Archbishop Benson. His Grace had always been most

courteous and kind, and taken a deep interest in the progress of the work of tlie

Fund. They are happy to announce that the new Archbishop of Canterbury,

Dr. Temple, has consented to become the President.

The Committee again desire most earnestly to draw attention to the financial

position of the Fund. In response to their appeal made at and after the

Annual Meeting, 35 subscribers of half-a-guinea have inci-eased their subscriptions

to one guinea, four subscribers of one guinea have raised their subscriptions to

two guineas, and 58 special donations have been received, amounting together

to £150 9*. The outatandiua; balance against the Fund has been reduced to

£790.

The importance of the excavations now in progress, to all who take an

intelligent interest in ancient Jerusalem, cannot be exaggerated. The success

that has hitherto attended the devoted hibours of Dr. Bliss and Mr. Dickie

is incontestable. They are now at work in the Tyropoeon V'alley. For the

Committee to be compelled for financial reasons to suspend or delay the

completion of these excavations would be most lamentable from every point

of view.

A
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Thft /;'«ni»uiU»^e .v.oulcl Alierefore, iu order to avert such a eatastroplie,

respeyfi'!H}'.'V^'.'*i^*»"J^^J<^^^'>' '^^ subscribers to the Palestine Exploration

Fund 'to' CDiisicIer wl\cth'er"t*liej will not endeavour to increase their subscrip-

tions, at all events while these important excavations are in hand.

But the great need of the Fund is neio annual sv.hseribers, and if everyone

interested in the exploration of tlie Holy Land could succeed in inducing one

friend to become a subscriber, the financial difficulties of the Fund would be at

an end.

Sir Cliarles Wilson writes :—" The principal featui-e in this year's excava-

tions has been the detei-mination of the dimensions of the true Pool of Siloam,

and the discovery of the church built, or perhaps only rebuilt, by the

Empress Eudocia, on its north side. Here v.e have, without doubt, the pool

mentioned in the Bible, and it is to be hoped that the site may be purchased

and tlie whole pool thoroughly cleared out and restored to its original condition

as far as this may be possible.

" Xext in interest is the paved street with steps, which is apparently that

by which Antoninus descended to Siloam. This street points towards the

•Double Gate,' and by following it up that all-important landmark, the steps

tliat go up to the City of David, may be discovered, and a clue obtained to

the position of Dayid's sepidchre.

"Of great interest also are the dam of the lower Pool of Siloam, the rock

scarp that possibly marks tlie line of the old wall, and the researclies connected

with the wall on the western hill.

" The Fund is, I think, to be congratulated on the result of this season's

work, and the promise it aifords of a rich harvest of discovery during the

])rcsent year. It is clear that we have arrived at one of the most important

sites for excavation, and may possibly, before the year is ended, discover a

clue to the ancient topography of the city. The rubbish is very deep, and

excavation difficult. This means additional expense, wliich I earnestly trust

may be met by increased subscriptions before the spring work commences."

Under date December 16th, 1896, Mr. H. A. Harper writes as follows :

—

Last month, while in Jerusalem, I was so fortunate as to see a good deal

of Dr. Bliss and also of Mr. Dickie. The Committee of the Palestine Fund

have good reason to congratulate themselves on securing the services of such

able explorers.

I had the honour of presiding at a lecture Dr. Bliss gave to a large party

of tourists, and it was impossible not to express a hope that such a lecture

would be given in London.

In comjjany with Dr. Bliss I visited the scene of the excavations, and had

the benefit of his explanations. Not wishing to anticipate his report to the

Committee, I confine myself simply to calling attention to what I think ai-e

distinct Biblical gains in the last season's work.

Jerusalem is known to me fairly well, as I have drawn and painted the

city from almost every point of view, but I was not prepared to find that in

the old days it had extended so much further on the south-eastern side than

is generally supposed, and yet, standing on the grovmd, Dr. Bliss pointed out
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tlie line of liis excavations, soui': of the most interesting of wliicli Imd already

been filled in, for the rains were expected, and lie had altogetlier this year

opened quite a mile of tunnels.

1 saw portions of walls, Jewish and Roman, proving that on tliis south-

eastern side tlie city had extended quite down into the valley, touching the

Valley of Hinnom on one side and the King's Gardens on the other, and

it seemed most i)robable that this wall, or two walls, liad included and enclosed

the Pool of Siloam.

Ifwc turn to tlie book of Nehemiah, chapter ii, verses 12 and 13, we see

how tiie Pro])]u't " went out by night by the gate of the valley." It seems

to me that Dr. Bliss has found that gate.

Chapter vii, verse 4, says :
— " Now the city was large and great." Anyone

consulting a map in the light of Dr. Bliss's discoveries will, I think, admit

that the city was indeed " large," and this increased size will also explain

how it was possible for so many people to iidiabit Jerusalem as spoken of by

later writers.

In chapter iii, verse 15, we i-cad :
—" And the wall of the Pool of Siloali

by the King's Garden and xinto the stairs that go down from the City of

David"; and in chapter xii, verse 37:—"And at the fountain gate, which

was over against them, they went up ht/ the stairs of the City of David, at

the goini) up of the wall, above the house of David, even unto the water gate

eastwards " {see also chapter ix, vei'se 4). Dr. Bliss has found a grand flight

of steps (Jewish) leading from the Pool of Siloam up to the city. He will

doubtless describe tiicm in full, Init probably we have there the very "stairs"

Nehemiah sjieaks of, and those by which people were accustomed to go down to

the Pool of Siloam in the time of Our Lord.

To my mind any excavation which throws light on Bible statements is of

the greatest value.

The Committee learned Avith much regret tliat Mr. Dickie had been laid up

with a severe attack of fever and had to take a short voyage (to Alexandria) for

bis recovery, Dr. Lunn having kindly offered him a passage ou board the

" Midnight Sun." ^Ir. Dickie has returned to Jerusalem quite recovered.

The Rev. Theodore E. Dowling reports that the Sixth Annual Course of

Public Lectures in Jerusalem is ai-ranged for the forthcoming tourist season on

Saturdm- evenings, as follows :
—

Date. Hotel. Name. Sdbject.

3Iarch 6
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A Public Concert will also be given in the Grand New Hotel, during the

tourist season, to aid the Palestine E.rplorafion Fv.nrJ in their expenditure on

excavations.

On October 28th Bauratli von Schick completed tlie fiftieth year of his

residence in Jerusalem. The esteem in which he is universally held was shown

by addresses of congratulation coming to him from various countries and by

the degree of doctor philosophiof et arfium liberalium magister being conferred

upon him honoris causci by the University of Tubingen, which is in his native

country. The Committee of the Fund sent a special letter to Dr. Schick

expressing their cordial congratulations and high appreciation of the very

valuable contributions which he has made to the knowledge of ancient and

modern Jerusalem.

Dr. Schick reports that a new church is being erected on the site of " the

original, or Byzantine, Church of St. Stephen," north of Damascus Gate

(Qt'.arterlif Statement, 1890, p. 9).

He also mentions that " tradition places the house of Simon the Cyrenian

in the Via Dolorosa, the present Tarik el Serai, called also Tarik 'Aloun," and

that recently the lowest house of this street, whei-e it enters a cross road,

the corner house, having come into possession of the Franciscans, has been

mai-ked with an inscription, the arms of the Franciscans with the pierced

hands, and to the right and left Jerusalem crosses, all cut in relief in new

stones and put into the old wall. Veronica's house is 220 feet higlu-r up the

same street (towards the west) and on the same (the southern) side.

Attention is drawn in our present issue to the extremely interesting

question of what really now exists in the Cave of Machpelab, below the floor

of the existing Haram. The Kev. Canon Dalton, who, as governor of the

sons of the Prince of Wales, had with them the rare privilege of entering

and examining the interior of the mosque, has contributed some valuable ancT

curious notes and suggestions in connection with the translation of David

Keubeni's account of his visit to the same sanctuary in A.D. 1523.

Dr. Masterman, of Damascus, writes that the work of rebuilding the fine

old mosque is now being pushed on with great energy. Seven or eight

monolithic columns (quite new) with beautifully carved Corinthian caijitals

have been erected, and the bases of a good many more were already in position.

The work is chiefly at the east end of the mosque, and apparently it is intended

to do that befoi-e the west end.

The income of the Society, from September 21st to December 21st, 1896,

was—from annual subscriptions and donations, including Local Societies,

£1,00-1 9*. od. ; from all sources—£1,378 16s. 6d. The expenditure during the

same period was £1,233 11*. 6d. On December 21st the balance in the Bank
was £293 4«. 3(/.
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Dr. Post's "Flora of Syria, Palestine, and Sinai," is now ready, and may b<

obtained on application to Mie author at BeirAt. {See advertisement.)

riie work embraces 12G orders, 850 geneva, and 3,4.10 species, many ol' the

latter, as well as numerous varieties, being new to science. It is illustrated by

445 woodcuts, and a coloured map, sliowing the botanical regions of the

district covered. It contains a general analytical key to all the orders, and

special keys to the larger tribes and genera. Much labour has been expended

oiT these keys, and it is hoped that, by their means, the usefulness of the book

will be greatly increased, especially for students and travellers.

His Gi-ace the Archbishop of York has kindly accepted the office of

President of the York branch of the Fund.

The following gentlemen have kindly consented to act as Honorary Local

Secretaries :
—

Henry J. Bailey, Esq., M.l)., for Bishopstoke, Hants.

Rev. T. F'orbes, for Bolton and Horwich, in place of Rev. S. Bond,

resigned.

E. G. Treyer, Esq., has become Honorary Treasui'er for Damascus and Beirut.

The first portion of M. Clermont-Ganueau's work, " Archaeological

Researches in Palestine," is now ready, and being sent to subscribers.

Memo, for Subscribers to the Suri-ey of Palestine.—In the original pro-

gramme it -was intended that the " Archaeological Researches " of M. Clermont-

Ganneau should be published in one volume, but the work increased so much

since its commencement that the Committee found it necessary to arrange for

the publication of the whole in two volumes. Vol. II has been published in

advance for the reasons stated in the prefatory note.

Vol. I, which treats of Jerusalem and its neighbourhood, is well forward,

and, when ready, will be sent out to the first 250 Subscribers without any

increase in their subscriptions for the full set.

There are only a few copies of tlie sets left at the price of £7 7*.

When these have been cleared out the price will be raised to £12 12.9.

{See advertisement in fore-part of Journal.)

A third and revised edition of " Syrian Stone Lore," by Lieut.-Colonel

Conder, R.E., is now ready.

An important work by Lieut.-Colonel Conder, R.E., entitled, " Tlie

Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem "—1099 to 1292 a.d.—and describing the

condition of Palestine under the Crusaders, is now ready. It is based on the

chronicles and contemporary accounts, both Christian and Moslem, and on
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the information collected during the progress of the Survej, with descriptions

of the scenes of the important events, and other information not to be found

in previous histories of tlie Crusades. The whole will form an octavo volume

of about 400 pages, with two maps, giving tlie Crusading names and boundaries

of the " Fiefs " tliroughout Palestine.

Boha ed Din's " Life of Salali ed Din," translated from the Arabic, is in

the Press, and nearly ready for publication. It forms the concluding volume

of the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Series of Translations.

A complete set of the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Translations in 12 volumes,

with Index, bound in cloth ;
price, £10 10*. For contents of volumes, xee end

of Qi'.arlerlii !<iafeinei)i.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, ail Sunday Schools within

the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan

Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Eesolution of the

Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be allowed to pur-

chase the books and maps (by application only to the Secretai-y) at reduced price.

The Committee have to acknowledge with thanks the following donations to

the Library of the Fund :—

" Palestine, the Glory of all Lands.'' By Rev. Archibald Sutherland.

Edinburgh, 1896. From tlie Author.
" Flora of Syria, Palestine, and Sinai." By Eev. George E. Post, M.A., M.D.

Beirut, 1896. From the Author.
" Anecdota Oxoniensia—Mediseval Jewish Chronicles." By Ad. Neubauer.

Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1895. From Eev. Canon Dalton, C.M.G.
" Litterarischer Paliistina-Almanach." By A. M. Luncz. Jerusalem,

1896. From the Author.

"Six Months in Jerusalem." By Eev. Charles Biggs, M.A, 1S96. From
the Author.

" The Veil Lifted—A N^ew Light on the World's History." By H. Martyn

Kennard. From tlie Author.

The Committee will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library

of the Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to

Palestine and other Bible Lands. A catalogue of Books in the Library will

be found in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.

Mr. Geoi'ge Armstrong's Eaised Map of Palestine is on view at the office

of the Fund. A circular giving fidl pai ticulars about it will be sent on appU-

cation to the Secretary.
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The tliird edition of the new Collotype Print or Photo-relief from a

specially prepared eopj of the Raised Map of Palestine is now ready.

Price to suhseribers, 2.<i. Sd. ; non-subscribers, 3*. 3d., post free.

'i'lu' |iriiit i^ on tliin paper, measuring; 20 inches by 28^ inches.

It iiuving again been reported to the Executive Committee of the Palestine

Exploration Fund that book hawkers are representing themselves as agents

of the Society, tlie Committee have to caution subscribers and the public

that they have no book hawkers of any sort or kind in tlieir employ, and that

NONE OV THEIR WORKS ARE SOLD BY AN\' ITINERANT AGENTS.

The museum of the Fund, at 24, Hanover Square, is now open to subscribers

between tlie hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., every week-day except Saturdays,

when it closes at 2 p.m.

It may be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded to in the

reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be published, but all are

preserved in the otTices of the Fund, where they may be seen by subscribers.

Subscribers are requested to note that the following cases for binding,

casts, and slides can be had by application to the Assistant Secretary at the

Office of the Fund:—

Cases for binding Herr Schumacher's " Jaulan," Is. each.

Cases for binding the Quarterly Statement, in green or chocolate, 1*. each.

Cases for binding " Abila," "Pella," and '"Ajlun" in one volume,

\s. each.

Casts of the Tablet, with Cuneiform Inscrijjtion, found at Tell el Hesy,

at a depth of 35 feet, in May, 1892, by Dr. Bliss, Explorer to the Fund.

It belongs to the general diplomatic correspondence carried on between

Amenhotep III and IV and tlieir agents in various Palestinian towns. Price

2s. 6rf. each.

Casts of the Ancient Hebrew Weight brought by Dr. Chaplin from Samaria,

price 2*. Qd. each.

Casts of an Inscribed Weight or Bead from Palestine, forwarded by Professor

Wright, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A., price 1*. each.

Lantern slides of the Raised Map, the Sidon Sarcophagi, and of the Bible

places mentioned in the catalogue of photos and special list of slides.

In order to make uj) complete sets of the Quarterly Statement the

Committee will be very glad to receive any of the back numbers.

Wliile desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications and other

theories advanced by officers of the Fund and contributors to the pages of the
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Quarterly Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly understood that by

publishing tliein in tlie Quarterly Statement tliey neither sanction nor adopt

them.

Subscribers who do not receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Secretary. Great care is taten to forward eacli number

to those who are entitled to receive it, biit changes of address and other causes

occasionally give rise to omissions.

Tlie iiutliorised lecturers for tlie Society are

—

America.

Professor Theodore F. Wright, Ph.D., 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge,

Mass., Honorary Greneral Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund
for the United States. His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) The Building of Jerusalem.

(2) The Overthrow oj Jerusalem.

(3) The Progress of the Palestine "Exploration.

England.

The Rev. Thomas Harrison, F.R.G.S., Tlie Vicarage, Appledore, Ashford,

Kent. His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) Research and Discovery in the Holy Land.

(2) Bible Scenes in the Light of Modern Science.

(3) The Survey of Eastern Palestine.

(4) In the Track of the Israelitesfrom Egypt to Canaan.

(5) The Jordan Valley, the Dead Sea, and the Cities of the Plain.

((J) The Recovery of Jerusalem— (E.rcavations in 1804).

(7) IVte Recovery of Lachish and the Hebrew Conquest of Palestine.

(8) Archceological Illustrations of the Bible. (Specially adapted for

Sunday School Teachers).

N.B.— All these Lectures are illustrated by specially prepared lantern slides.

Tlie Rev. Charles Harris, M.A., F.R.G.S., Appledore, Ashford, Kent. (All

Lectures illustrated by lantern slides.) His subjects are as follows :

—

(.1) Modern Discoveries in Palestine.

(2) Stories in Stone; or, New Light on the Old Testament.

(3) Underground Jerusalem ; or, With the Hxplorer in 1895.

Bible Stories from tlie Monuments, or Old Testament History
in the Light of Modern Research :

—

(4) A. The Story of Joseph ; or, Life in Ancient Egypt.
(b) B. The Story of Moses ; or, Through the Desert to the Promised

Land.

(C) c. The Story of Joshua; or. The Buried City of Lachish.

(7) D. The Story of Sennacherib ; or Scenes of Assyrian Warfare.

(8) E. The Story of the Hittites ; or, A Lost Nation Found.
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Scotland.

The Rev. J. R. IMaciihcrsoii, B.D., Kiunaird Manse, Incliturc, N.B. Hi?

subjects are as follows :

—

(1) Excavationn in Jerusalem, 18G8-70, 1894-5.

(2) Lachlsh, a Mound of Buried Cities ; with Comparative Illustra-

tions from some £gi/ptian Tells.

(3) Recent Discoveries in Palestine—Laehish and Jerusalem.

(4) JExploration in Judea.

(5) Galilee and Samaria.

(G) Palestine in the Footsteps of our Lord.

(7) Mount Sinai and the Besert of the Wanderings.

(8) Palestine— its People, its Customs, and its Ruins. (Lecture for

Children.)

All illustrated with specially prepared liine-light lantern views.

The Rev. -James Smitli, E.D., St. George's-in-t he-West Parish, Aberdeen.

His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) The Palestine E.rploration Fund.

(2) A Pilgrima(je to Palestine.

(3) Jerusalem—Ancient and Modern.

(4) The Temple Area, as it now is.

(5) Tlie Church of the Roly Sepulchre.

(G) A Visit to Bethlehem and Hebron.

(7) Jericlio, Jordan, and the Dead Sea.

The Rev. W. Burnet Thomson, M.A., B.D., G-alashiels, N.B. His subjects

are as follows :

—

(1) T//e at// of the Great King ; or Jerusalem and the Explorer.

(2) The Temple, the Sepidchre, and Calvary.

(3) Southern Palestine.

(4) Jerusalem to Damascus.

(5) Palestine and Jesus Christ {for children).

(6) The Bible and the Monuments. Discoveries in Ancient Land.

All illustrated with lantern slides.

Wales

The Rev. J. Llewelyn Thomas, M.A., Aberpergwui, Glynneath, South

Wales. His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) Explorations in Judea.

(2) Research and Discovery in Samaria and Galilee.

(3) In Bible Lands ; a Narrative of Personal Experiences.

(4) The Reconstruction of Jerusalem.

(5) Problems of Palestine.
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Application for Lectures may be either addressed to the Secretary,

24, Honover Square, W., or sent to the address of the Lecturers.

Tourists are cordially invited to visit the Loan Collection of " Antiques "

in the Jekitsalem Association Eoom of the Palestine Exploration Fund,

opposite the Tower of David. Hours : 8 to 12, and 2 to 6. Maps of

Palestine and Palestine Exploration Fund publications are kept for sale.

Necessary information will be gladly given by the Kev. Theodore E. Dowling,

Hon. See.
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ELEVENTH REPORT ON THK EXCAVATIONS AT
JERUSALEM.

By b\ J. Bliss, I'li.D.

The jireseiit ivpoit is iutiniately coniiectt-d willi the last, us it shows the

development of certain clues already given during the summer season.

The results obtained have been in part jiositive and in jjart negative, with

a decidetl l)alance in favour of the former. We have proved that the

built stairway made use of a system of rock-hewn steps, jn-oliably older,

ami lead to a tourt in front of the Pool of Siloam. Our work at the

po-.l itself, taken in connection with that of Dr. Guthe, has determined

its ancient limits. An historic church has been discovered so excellently

preserved that we have been able nut only to recover its main outlines,

but to trace many particular features. The paved road to the north of

tlie pool has been trace.l 30 feet south of the ]:)oint described last season.

\'alual>le work has l)een done on the wall crossing the Tyropoeon l)elow

the pool, and its south-east angle has been found. The season has had its

disapi>ointments, the chief one being oui' failniv to find the continuation

of the wall to tlie west of the old pool.

This wall, it will l)e remembered, was traced from L to A, the last jiart

being on a scarp, whicli ran on for 290 feet from A to B. Between these

two points no wall was found on the scarp, the top of which could not

always be seen, for reasons gi\en, except that a few stones were seen

between the top step of the stairway and B. This wall continues to C,

with an unsatisfactory face, from whence we described it in our last

report, as breaking out 14 feet to the east, where it foinis a strong corner

at D, the masonry along the line CD being much better than that of the

line BC. At E the wall Ineaks out to F, where it again forms a strong

corner. It then runs north to G, to which point it was traced when the

last report closed. From the corner G we tunnelled west along an

irregular face to I, where the wall runs out to nothing. The enormous

thickness, FG, ascertained at a i)oint midway between F and G, proves

that EFG is a solid mass of foundation work, added on to DH. For DE
continues back of EF as far as H, and while tunnelling along a miserable

face between F and G we were really ((uarrying through this added

blockage. Following the face to the west for 18 feet from H we found

this wall also running out to nothing. Attempts to tind its thickness

made from the east and north proved that this also is a great foundation

block aye.

The work done here during the last season illustrates the dangers of

trying to make a report intelligible when a given excavation has not been

exhaustive. Arguing from the massive nature of the wall between

C and G, we had assumed that it was connected with the bit of wall,

BC, which was sui>posed to have been once joined to the wall T^ to A
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by a wall on the connecting scarp. The tirst part of this theory has

now been proved untenable. Having lost all clues to the north, we

returned to the crucial jjoint C. A few hours' work show-ed that the

wall BC is unoinnected with CD, the latter forming a true corner at

C, with a face running to the north. Against this earth is piled up,

showing that whatever the wall BC may have been it is (juite gone

uorth of the point C. BC is much ruined, and appears to he of slight

thickness, thnugh the rapidly rising rock to the west makes the qnestimi

of its original breadth uncertain. The exiict jjurpose of the great

blockage CDGI is undetermined, though the work upon it has cost us

an infinite labour of tunnelling and quarrying. As the fall in the rock

between B and F is 15i feet (the blockage at these two coruei^s resting

on the rock) it is evident tliat we have here a filling up of the valley to

sui)port some important building. Its relation to the Roman Stairway

and to the Byzantine Church indicate that it is later than both of these.

The line IG, though a real face, does not indicate the extent to which

the valley has been blocked uj) with masonry, for in a shaft immediately

to the uorth, from which the line IG wa.s reacherl, we had to quarry

through a confused mass of building to a dejrth of 20 feet, below which

there was soil.

The absence of a western door in the church (to be described later)

favours the idea that a wall once ran along the scarp from A to B.

This may be either city wall, interru])ted Ijy the later blockage, or a

wall to pi-otect the two pools. It is jiossible that part of this wall may
have been seen by us. At a point about ojjposite the south wall of the

pool we drove a tunnel west from the top of the scarj) and at a distance

of 6 feet, we found a fragment of wall 8 feet thick. Only 11 feet

of its length remain. Two courses of dressed stones appear, 18 and

20 inches high respectively. The stones hnve chisel -drafted margins,

with centres projecting fi'om | an inch to | of an inch, chisel-picked.

They ai-e well squared and set, no lime being used on the face, though

it was observed on the inside of the wall. It resembles the masonry

found at L in the line LA. Search for a continuation of this wall was

made by driving a tunnel west from (' for 20 feet, but nothing was

found.

While sinking a shaft to the west of the road in line with the series

of shafts across the Tyropoeou {sie plan), we came <3n a wall whose

thickness of 8 feet showed it to be worthy of examinatio)i. It rests upon

a scarp, found at one point to be 9 feet high. Several courses are standing

for a distance of 61 feet south of the point where it strikes the road.

Then for 33 feet there are clear indications of masonry foundations, con-

tiiuiing as the scarp turns west for 9 feet 4 inches, where it again was

traced south for 1 1 feet. Here the excavation was temporarily suspended.

Twenty feet south of the road there is a rock-hew-n chamber cut back

into the scarp, with two square doorways, roughly lintel led by the wall,

which here is 12 inches out from the face of the scarp against which it is

built. The scarp thus seems to be older than the wall, but the chambers
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were still in use when the latter was Imilt. Indications of rock-chanil>er.s

wex'e also found near the turn of the scarp furtlier south. The masonry

of this wall consists of rou^h stones set in lime, with courses averaging

10 inches high. Though its scarp is not in line with the scarp t<i the

west of the pool, we intend to trace it further south.

In the meantime, we have been pushing a tunnel north from III in

the hope of catching any line of city wall that may cross the Tyrojxeon.

Up to the time of writing, 80 feet of tunnelling in the rock have revealed

no signs of such a wall. Negative results are sometimes as important as

positive ones, and in Innkiug at the plan the reader nuist remember that

the red lines liy no means indicate the whole of our work.

Far more satisfactory has been the work along the wall which cro.sses

the Tyropceon Valley below the pool. Various periods of reconstruction

are indicated by different kinds of masonry, proving this to have been the

line of the city wall for a very long time. We caunnot hold Eudoeia

responsible for them all, though this Imperial lady has complicated our

excavations at \arious points. Oar work hex'e has been very extensive,

but it is still going on, and I prefer to reserve my description till this

corner has been carefully drawn in detail.

The great stairway to the west of the Pool of Siloam was generallv

described in the last Quarterly^ but further investigation tlemands a few
alterations. On the west the steps butt w\> against the scarp, and on the

east against the west wall of the original jiool, which also served as their

parapet. As the scarp and wall are not parallel, the breadth of the steps

varies from 27 feet at the top to 22 feet at the bottom. The number of

steps is 34. They vary in height from 6 to 9i inches, and are arranged in

a system of wide and narrow treads alternateh", the wide treads from
4 feet 3 inches to 4 feet 11^ inches, and the narrow ones from H inches

to 17. The main part of the stairway, as seen, consists of steps built of

hard, well-jointed stones, laid on a bed of chips and weak mortar, formed of

mud and lime. But pushing along the whole breatlth of the stairway along

step A {sue plan of Stairway and Pool) to the parapet wall, we found that for

10 feet 9 inches from the scarp the tread consists of the natural rock well

])oli.shed by foot-wear. For a foot from the scarp the tread is 6 feet 4 inche*

broad ; for the rest of this distance the breadth varies from 3 feet 9 inches

to 3 feet 4 inches. Then for 5 feet the tread consists of a patchwork, the

irregular rock being levelled up with bits of paving. Here the breadth
has the normal measurement of 4 feet 4 inches, the additional breadth
being furnished by a stone step which could never have been straight to

the scarp, as the plan and section EF will show. From this point to the
jiarapet the tread is of laid stones. In our tunnel down the steps, a few
feet from the parapet, we found several instances where paving stones

levelled up the rock, but in general the stejis were built. However,
pushing a tunnel south from A, along the scarp, a system of rock-hewn
steps, well polished, appeared. Their treads are of varying breadths, one
of them being })atcheil up with a stone step. They are at slightly higher
levels than the corresponding steps of the stair near the parajtet.
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Accoitlingly, it is needless to say that they do not represent an oklev

system of steps, covered at a hiter period by stone steps which have since

disappeared. But that they represent an older system of steps, enlarged

and extended by the builders of the stone system at this point, seems

probable. Though well polished by foot-wear, they are very rudely cut,

in gi-eat contrast to the well-sqnai'ed stone steps, and the two cannot be

ascribed to the same constructors. Had the rock fallen naturally at the

time of the builders of the stone stejis at this point, they would either

have cut well-squared rock steps or have cut down the rock to a level

admitting of the insertion of stone steps to correspond in level to the rest

of the system.

North of A we removed stone stejis at the points B and C to find out

if the rock was cut into the form of steps. In both places it was found

to be in a natural irregular state without foot-wear, and at C some of the

red, natural soil was still clinging to it. The lock was also seen below

the top <if the stairway at D. The easy fall of the rock shows that the

road might have run along the red earth, without ste]5s, as far as A.

The top of the stone-step system is shown by the much broader tread

at D and the single stej) doira from it to the north. The ap])roach from

the north is one of the unsolved jjroblems. The stairway points to the

tine paved road further north. But between them interposes the curious

large blockage which we had wrongly supposed to be part of the city

wall. Although this building rests on the rock, which falls rapidly to the

•east, we are forced to suppose that it was erected after the steps were

disused, for so magnificent a stairway must have had a clear space in front

of it. We jjushed 20 feet east from the corner C of this blockage, partly

to see whether the approach to steps might not have been to the west of

it, but the rock rises so rapidly that this theory is impossible. Accord-

ingly I infer that the paved road once led down to the steps, especially as

they are of the same class of work. Further investigation may help to

settle this point.

Though our excavations at the pool were not undertaken originally

for the sake of studying the pool itself, but rather to determine questions

relating to the stairway and the church, before showing the connection

between the stairway and the pool it will be convenient to show first

what light has been cast upon the latter. We first struck the western

wall of the original pool, where we found stejj A batting up against its

western face, which thus also served as a jjarapet for the stairway. In

the last report 1 gave its thickness at 3 feet, and said that it was set back

from a scarp. Further investigation has shown that the true eastern face

had been I'uined, and that it was originally plumb with the scai-p, giving

9. thickness of 4 feet. For on siidiing with the scarp and tunnelling

south we found the true face of the wall, in line with the scarp, the latter

lising here for 5 feet 6 inches, as may be seen in section GH. This wall

was traced south for over 30 feet where a corner was reached. At this

end five courses of masoni-y were seen, the lowest, of rough stones, set on

.the tu]) of the scarp. The courses vary in height from 12 to 18 inches.
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The stones are mainly small, their lengths varying from 1 to :'. feet.

They are well jointed and set in lime, with a tine comb-pick dressing,

appearing faintly, as the wall is much weathered. At intervals varying

from 3 feet 1 inch to 4 feet 2 inches in tiie second course of good mas(jnry

from the bottom, are l)evelled sinkings in tlie stones 5i inches square,

li inches deep at toj) of stone, the bevel running out as it descends.

They look like cuttings made for the purpose of a raking strut to shore

tlie wall, but why tliis should have been necessary in a course pi-actieally

resting on the scarp, is hard to explain. Fallen in front of the wall were

two large stones ornamented with an inverted ogee moulding and tiilct.

The scarp is not very well worked, and has a decided batter. The wall

turning to the e;ust fi'om the corner is 5 feet 3 inches thick. At the angle

three rock-hewn steps were found, descending to the iiorth. East of

these steps a pavement appears. At a distance of 4 feet 6 inches from

the west scar]), and running parallel to it, a stone division was traced f(jr

21 feet. This is 2 feet 6 inches high, 12| inches broad, and has a rounded

head, as seen from section GH.
We had thus reached the south-west angle of the original jjool. The

north-west and north-east angles had been determined by the excavations

of Dr. Guthe, giving to the northern wall a length of 75 feet. The west

wall runs at right angles to the northern wall, and the distance between

the south-west and the north-west angles is 71 feet ; hence we have

l)roved the original pool to have been almost square. A happy accident

l)ei-mitted us to see the north-west angle. While sinking a pit in search

for the south wall of the church, a thick block of stone was observed at

one side of the pit, under which the earth began to run. Crawding under

the stone, we found ourselves beneath a roof of huge covers extending

from the top of the wall to a large pier. The earth which had once tilled

the place had sunk, leaving an area some 4 feet high where we could

examine this north-west angle at our leisure. The cover at the angle has

a clear bearing of 10 feet by 9 feet 7 inches. The moulding of the wall

is precisely similar to those found on the stones fallen in front of this

same wall further south. The masonry is also quite similar, but as the

roof is here ])reserved, the stones are not %veathered. Dr. Guthe indicates

on his plan the position of tlie pier but as he does not draw this in

elevation, we sank a shaft along its side, desirous also of comparing the

level of the floor with that of the pavement found near the south-west

corner and with that of the modern pool. At a height of 12 feet 9 inches

fi'om the pavement, the tirst springer of an arch is seen on the pier,

indicating an arcade on this side of the pool. Some of the stones of the

pier have a fine comb-i)ick margin, with a very tine ])ock marking in the

centre. The level of the floor of the arcade at this point is 1 focit higher

than that of the pavement found at the south-west angle, and is level

with that of the present pool at a point opposite, strong indication that

the portico was included in the pool itself, a fact also ])roved by the

relative levels of the portico jjavement and the outlet channel, to be

noticed presently. The stone division with roundeil head was found to be
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in the «anie jjosition relative to the wall as seeu to the south. The north-

east augle of this same division, evidently a feature of the arcade, was
seen by Gnthe, as well as a considerable portion to the west and south of

tlie corner.

We may .safely assume that the arcade ran around the four sides of

the pool, and represents the " quadriporticum," or four-sided arcade of

the Bordeaux Pilgrim. Tlie channel left between one division wall and

the limits of the ])ool was found by Dr. Guthe to have a cement bottom.

The rounding of its head towards the channel, and the extreme polish on

its stones, suggest that it may have been used as a bench where pilgrims

could have sat and bathed their feet. The depth of this channel he did

not tind. A tunnel in the rock, forming the base of the south wall of the

pool, shows how the overflow was carried off.

A glance at section EF will show that a large part of the western wall

of the pool was hewn out of the solid rock. I have si)oken of this

arcaded pool as the original pool, viewed in relation to the present pool,

which is a contraction within the area of the former. However, it seems

probable that this rudely-hewn scarp indicates the western line of the

pool Ijefore it was built up in Roman times.

To the south of the ])ool wall an extensive pavement was found,

5 feet 9 inches higher than the level of the pool pavement. This allows

for a dei^th of water available for all bathing purposes. The southern

limit of the pavement was shown by the low scarp, some 37 feet south

of the pool wall. Leading down on to this pavement from the south

were found eight steps, the stairway being ruined at the top. We have

here evidently a court in front of the pool. Eesting on the pavement
(and hence constructed after it) was found a wall with a column in front

of it, also placed on the ]xivement.

The west wall of the pool was also used as a parapet for the stair-

way, and this continues south beyond the pool corner. In the south

interior angle were found several rock-cut steps, all below the level of the

pavement which has now disaj^peaied at this point, but which once mu.st

have covered them.

We are now in a position to suggest, with great probability, the terminus

ad quern of the two systems of steps described above. They Avere both

of them means of access to the pool. The rock-cut system, traced for

only a short distance south of A, may have descended to a point just

oppo.site to the rock-cut steps just mentioned, and then have turned at

right angles to the scarp terminating with these latter steps. The built

system terminates in a level pavement which extends south for 18 feet,

when a step down occurs. This pavement continues south (in a more or

less ruined condition) for 1.9 feet, when it butts u]) against tlie scarp

afore-mentioned. A step to the east, however, brings it on to the pave-

ment of the court in front of the pool. At the point where last seen

the south wall of the pool was ruined down to the level of the pavement,

hence it is probable that the entrance from the paved court no longer

exists.
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The most complete discovery of the season is tliat of the chnicli

immeiliately to the north of the present Pool of Siloani, and witli ils

south aisle built over the north arcade of the ancient pool. To what ;iu

extent this discovery is coMi|)!ete may be seen from the plans and sections.

Not only has the general form been recovered, but we have found many

of the details, and the only part not clear is that just within the west

wall.

The inside measurements of the church are a.9 follows :—Length,

8i feet; breadth, 51 feet 6 inches; width of nave, 25 feet 10 inches;

width of aisles, 10 feet 5 inches ; assumed length of atrium, 62 feet
;

ascertained breadUi of atrium, 17 feet 8 inches. The church is remark-

ably well preserved for a buried building. The flooring was found (o be

intact, wherever we struck its level, with the exception of a large part of

the north aisle, an<l a portion of the west end of the church. In the

arcade the west pier stands to its full height, as es])ecially determined,

while the tunnel, though in places 7 feet high, did not reveal in most

cases how much of the others still remain. The west wall is preserved

in ])laces to a height of 6 feet, as is the south-east angle of the chapel.

The steps of the apse are laigely iutact.

The discovery was made by accident and illustrates a frequent

experience of the excavator, who, in searching for one thing, often finds

another. I have .shown (on p. 302 of the Quarterly/ for 1896) how we pushed

east from the scarp along the top step of the great stairway, in the hope

of finding its breadth at that point, and how, 7 feet from the scarp, we
found a wall, 4 feet 4 inches thick, running not quite parallel to the

scarp. I showed that this wall was later than the steps, as these were

broken off irregularly to give place to it. Since then in digging in the

south aisle we have found a continuation of the steps buried beneath the

level of its flooring. Even while writing the last rejiovt I had a hope

that we were on the track of the ancient church, which is known to have

existed near the Pool of Siloam. But as my guesses could not then be

supported by any evidence, I withheld the suggestion. On our plan,

published with this report, the hard lines represent parts actually seen,

and the dotted lines those inferred. On first looking at the plan and

noticing the great pre]ionderance of hard lines, the reader will naturally

suppose that, were he on the ground, at one glance he could see the whole

form of the church, and that by walking about he could stud^'^ the

details in the open air. Such, however, is not the case Expecting to

see a church, he would find only a cauliflower field. The whole floor, with

the exception of the south aisle, where the soil is slight, is .still buried

under a mass of dSris varying in height from 12 feet above the atrium

to 22 feet above the north aisle and the nave. Section AB is valuable

in showing how impossible it is to infer original levels from modern

terracing. The recovery of the church is due to a system of tunnels, the

added lengths of which come to more than 500 feet. As the length of

the church and its a])peiulages is only 115 feet, ami the breadth 100 feet,

how completely honey-combed the excavated area must have been will

u
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appear at once. How ticklish some of the tunnelling was, svill appear

in the course of my description of the excavation.

When we had di.scovered the west wall, as recorded above, we sunk to

the flooring, which we found to be of stone pavement, and i)ushed south-

wards to its south-west corner, in a tunnel separated from the lofty

tunnel above the steps only by the wall itself, which, fortunately for

safetv, stands here to a height of 6 feet. On the outside, this wall

consists of well-squared, well-set stones, in courses averaging 21 inches

high, set on large foundation work, rudely laid. The dressing is plain-

faced, comb-picked or chiselled ; a few margined and picked-centrtd

stones are seen. The faces of the joints have a rough trowel pointing.

It extend.s indefinitely to the south beyond the place for the south-west

outer angle of the church, though the masonry grows ruder. The iubide

face of the wall is plastered.

Turning to the east, we tunnelled 6 feet from the corner, coming upon

a door, with a step of 7 inches leading to a small chamber paved with

white tesserae. Going over its east wall we found this running for some

distance to the south, burying the great stairway. The south and east

walls of this chamber have been merely dotted in on the plan for reasons

to be explained later.

lleturning to the point where the church pavement had first been

str ick, we pushed north to the internal north-west angle of the building,

but at a distance of 15 feet from the corner the stone flagging gave place

to a patterned mosaic. It is curious that there is no corresponding bit of

mosaic in the south-west angle. The west wall was thus traced from

corner to corner on its inside, but no door was found in it. This is

explained by the rapid rise of the rock to the west. This lack of a

doorway also helps the view that a wall ran along the top of the scarp a

few feet to the west. In any case, a main north entrance would have

been more convenient for those approaching from the city. This north

entrance was actually found later.

In the meantime, striking in at the right spot, we had found the

exterior north-west angle of the building. We pushed eastwards along

a pavement some 10 feet higher than the floor of the church, and, at a

distance of 19 feet, we came upon a wall running north from the wall

tint we were tracing. The pavement was traced for some distance north.

Pushing eastwards over the top of this wall, and finding no pavement,

at the same level, on the other side, we sank a shaft in the tunnel down

along the face of a pier, apparently terminating the north wall of the

church at this ])oint, striking what appeared to be a paving stone, some

40 inches ab(A'e the level of the church flooring as ascertained before.

This paving stone, however, was soon shown to be the top of a step, with

an 8-inch rise, and pushing south we followed down five steps, coming then

on to a mosaic which thus turned out to be at the exact level of the

tl )oring of the building. The pier still stands to its full height, and

fortunately the cornice is preserved. It was supposed to be the side of

a door and was thus marked in the last plan. To find the other side was
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impossible without another sliiift. We had passed underground from the

pi()|ieitv of one man to a point undiT the gully which w;vs formerly a road

hut is now used as the open drain of the city, and which hounds the land

(if another proprietor. These felhihin give us carte hJanclie to work in

(heir lands (for a i)roper compensation !), hut no man will let us penetrate

an inch into his j)roperty if we ai^proach it subterraneously from the land

of another, for these stones which may rightfully hclong to him will

emerge into the oj)en air from the shaft in the field of his neighbour, who
will set up a counter claim. Accordingly, we sank a new shaft at the

piiut where we expected the other side of the door, and came right down

upon the steps and also upon what we supposed to be the corresponding

door piei". Farther investigation, however, showed this to be an isolated

pier, about square, set back 1^ inches from the lowest step. Its original

south face was 2 feet 6 inches broad, but it had been strengthened by an

additional pier 30 inches broad. The two periods are clearly shown by

the straight joint between them and by the fact that whereas the tread

of the fourth step from the bottom is broadened to join the back of the

oiiginal pier, such is not the case with the addition {see plan). We then

pushed a tunnel eastwards on the mosaic flooring, keeping in view the two

lowest step^, and 7 feet 4 inches from the first isohxted pier we came

n])on a second, consisting of a monolith to the height seen, which was

40 inches. At a distauce of 7 feet 2 inches from this another was found.

By this time it was clear that we were working along an arcade, and the

discovery of three more piers confirmed the idea. A little beyond

the last of these the border of the mosaic turned south, and we soon

found the corner pier and the end of the steps. Turning east we

followed along a step (7 inches high) till we came upon another pier

and a stone step running south, giving the breadth of this arcaded

north aisle of the church. The northern step leads to a chapel railed off

in a manner to be described elsewhere. The floor of the chapel is of

stone flagging.

The length of the arcade is 64 feet. A glance at section CD will show

how rough the construction is. The inter-columnar spacing is irregular,

with an extreme variation of 3^ inches, and in the breadtha of the piers

there is a maxinxum variation of 5 inches. These are built of stones set

in lime roughly dressed with the comb-pick, except the monolith, which is

chisel- picked. From the irregularity of the courses one would gather that

they had been jjlastered like the rest of the church. The two bottom

steps leading down to the arcade were traced along its whole length.

The six lower steps were seen in the shaft, and the six higher ones in a

tunnel at another level. Measurements between allow for four more,

making IG in all. It is not impossible that an extensive excavation

might reveal the whole stairway still preserved.

The pavement of the atrium and the westernmost of its three doors

had been seen last season in a shaft which we sank in search for the city

wall, but at that time these had no meaning for us. However, when we
followed up the steps, crossed the pavement of the narthex, and broke

B 2
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throujrh its -wall at the north-west corner we found oui-selves on this

same pavement, and were able to see its connection.

The south wall of the ati'ium was traced for its entire length, and

three blocked-up doorway's were found in it. On removing the blockage

we observed curious grooves on the outside sills and jambs. Tlie sockets

indicate that the doors were double. Opposite the central doorway were

found two columns. In the joint between the shaft and the base is a

heavy lead bedding, the shaft being merely set on the bed, without joggles

or other fixing. The entire shaft of one is still standing, its top being

7 feet 9 inches above the pavement, and only 5 feet under the surface.

At the east of the atrium were found offsets from the door-piers,

20 inches high, which were evidently used as benches. Against the west

pier of the central d'^orway we have dotted in on the plan another bench

or seat, as a rough portion in the otherwise smooth masonry (here ruined

down to one course) corresponds exactly in position to the bench against

the east pier, which has also rough masonry Itehind it. In the east wall

several courses are still standing. These continue west in the north wall

for about 4 feet, where it is ruined down to tlie bed of the first course

above the pavement. This low course continues to the point indicated on

the plan, where it is ruined completely, though the pavement continues.

Ten feet beyond in the same line is a rough wall, evidently of the period

of the filling in of the doorways. No sign of the doorway which must

have existed in the line of the north wall remains, though carefid search

was made. The atrium must have had a west wall, but its place is now
occupied by the huge blockage of masoni-y, which tlius probably repre-

sents a later period. We have seen before how this same blockage had

also obliterated all signs of aiiproach to the great stairway. Builders are

unfortunately not properly considerate of the unborn excavator.

The excavation of the apse and choir was a somewhat anxious affair,

as so many features in a very limited area had to be sought for by
tunnelling. The fear was that by following a false clue we might render

it impossible to tunnel in the vicinity. As it was, we were obliged to till

up some places immediately after the remains were measured, so that we
could go on with safety. The plan shows that a wall separates the choir

from the north aisle, with two steps leading up to the choir through an

opening. The discovery of the apse, with its live steps, was a great lelief,

as it was the first sure proof that we had found an ancient church. The
southern half of the apse was seen in a shallow cutting made at the base

of the terrace, and connection being made with the former tunnel, the

ventilation was vastly improved. Access to the church was rendered only

too easy, and a guard had to be stationed at the spot on Sundays to prevent

the entrance of people whose curiosity might have lead them to pull stones

out of the tunnel roof. The soil here being so slight the south wall of the

choir is gone except one stone. The white marble pavement, partly

set in geometrical pattern, is fairly well preserved. A wall was found

showing the existence of a chamber to tlie south of the apse. This had

been used at a later period, as proved by walls butting up against it.
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Siji;ii.s of a painted pattoiii were found on the jjlaster of tlie choir

wall.

1'he north wall of the ohoir is built on the step, 2!) inches 1)road and
3 incites high, which is thus proved to belong to an earlier period. We
followed this in a tunnel parallel to that which had revealed the piers of

the arcade, and sopar.ited fro.u the latter by a pier of earth only 5 feet

tliick. Fortunately the soil was very firm, no boxing being required.

On reaching the exterior north-west corner of the choir, we drove a tunnel

to the south, soon finding the two steps leading up to the choir, and two
small column bases at the entrance. Between the two columns (the

mouldings of whose bases are dissimilar) is a 3-inch sinking in the choir

floor, nieasuiing 3 feet 2 inches by 2 feet 8 inches. Desirous of examining

the east and west cential axis of the choir, in hopes of finding the position

of the high altar, we drove a tunnel east as far as seemed prudent, working
from that diiection, and then working back from the tunnel in front of

the apse, we made the connection, coming upon a stone slab set in the

marble pavement. Before we could safely examine the limits of this, the

first tunnel had to be tilled up. This stone is 6 feet 3 inches long by
3 feet 2 inches broad, and a |-inch sinking was found in the angle It

occurs exactly in the position for the high altar, which doubtless once
stood upon it.

In the angle of the pier north of the apse, another interesting discovery

was made. At this point tlie marble flooring was ruined. Let into the

angle was found a sunk box, with sides and liotloni formed of red stone

slabs varying in thickness from | inch to 3 inches. Its bottom rests on
4 inches of earth, burying the pavement in use before the choir wall was
built, hence it belongs to the second period of the church. The internal

measurements are 23 inches by 8 inches, the depth being 16 inches. The
top is entirely gone and nothing was found in it. It reminds us of a
discovery we made two years ago of a box sunk under the centre of the

apse in the church found on the Mount of Olives. The objects found in

this latter box are figured on p. 104 of the Quarterly for April, 1895. We
decided that this was used for a reli(iuary ; accordingly we mav assume
that the box found in the Siloam Church was used for the same purpose.

The difference in the position of the two boxes should be noticed.

In the meantime we had been continuing our tunnel west for 40 feet

from the north-west exterior angle of the choir, and hail come upon the
two great piers built upon the stone step, hence evidently belonging to

the later period of the church. These were puzzling at the time, wiiile

tlu.' dwarf wall running between them is still unexplained.

The aisle mosaic and the stone step separating the aisle from the nave
continued the whole length of our tunnel. The step, however, does not
extend to the west wall of the church, and the mosaic at the north-west
angle is of an entirely differeut pattern. I am sorry that these dis-

crei)ancies were not explained, but at first we had expected to recover
only the main outlines of the church, and it was not till the excavations
were finished that we were aware how completely the remains fitted
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together to fdrra a coherent plan. Certain details were, however,

wanting ; some of these could no longer be supplied, as we had been

forced to close up certain tunnels as the w^ork proceeded, and others

could be no longer sought for owin>T to the lateness of the se;xson. Fur

example, further excavation at the west end of the church is now

rendered impossible by the rains, as it is under an open drain down

which a torrent of water ponrs, rendering further tunnelling unsafe.

At the south part of the church, the soil being slight, the work

was mainly carried on in an open trench. In this was seen the termina-

tion of the steps leading to the choir. Through the kindness of Mr.

Charles Horustein we were able to obtain a photograph of the mosaic of

the nave. It has the "scale pattern" enclosed in a border, and is

similar to the mosaic of the north aisle. The stone step separating the

nave from the south aisle was also traced to the point indicated on the

plan. On it were found the two piers corresponding to those on the

other step. These had at first ajjpeared to be without meaning, but when

the two others were found, it became plain that they had been built at

a later period to carry a dome. The east wall of the church appears to

be completely destroyed, but sure proof of the south aisle was given by

the mosaic, still in situ but much broken, to the south of the south-

west pier.

Various column bases and bits of moulding were found among the

debris ; these, with the ornamentation still m sitv, will be diawn later on.

Such then are the details of the church we have discovered at the

Pool of Siloam, but there remains to us the interesting query as to

whether this church is historic or not. The Pool of Siloam is mentioned

by the Bordeaux pilgrim (a.d. 333) as having a four-sided portico, but he

makes no mention of a church. Antoninus Martyr (a.d. 560-5 Tc)

describes a church over the pool. Arculfus (a.d. 670), however, who
makes a speciality of the de^scription of churches, is silent in regard

to the church at the pool. Accordingly we assume that the church

mentioned by Antoninus was built after 333, and destroyed before 67(>.

To assign a builder to it is not difficult. The Empress Eudocia, who
died in May, 460, spent the last 10 or 11 years of her life in Jerusalem,

where she had been exiled by her weak and jealous husband, the

Emperor Theodosius, She employed her time in building numerous

churches (notably the Church of St. Stephen, whose restoration is now
being rapidly accomplished by the Dominicans}, in erecting an Episcopal

Palace, and establishing asylums for the poor and aged. Antoninus

states that " the fountain of Siloa is now within the walls of the city,

l)eoause the Empress Eudocia herself added these walls to the city.

'

Though he does not state who built the church, it is not very far-fetched

to assume that Eudocia's reason for extending the city walls to include

the pool within the city was to protect a church she had built at that

point.

Antoninus's description is as follows' :
—"Cap. xxiv. Exinde venimus

' Edition of Tobler and Molinier, Genera, 1879.
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ad arcuiii, iclic- antiiiua ])Oi(a fiiit civibitis. In ipso loco sunt arnic

putride, in qnas niiasiis est Jereniias propheta. Ab area illo descendentf s

ad fonteni Siloani jier j^radus niultds, vidinnis basilicam vohibileui, snl>tiis

de qua surj^it Siloe : que lialx't solia duo ex niarniore n)anu lioniiuis

facta : inter solium et solium clausnra cancellaruni ;
in uiio jiio

benedictione larantur viri et in alio niulieres. In quibis apu.s multe

virtutes astvudentur, imo et iepiasi niuiidnntur. Ante atrium t^t

jiiscuia <,'randis, in qua jjopulus la\atur assidue ; nam solis certis lioiis

fens ipse irrigat aquas mulrns, que dcscenduHt prr vallera Gethsenuiiie,

que et Josaphat vocatur, usque ad Jordaiiem in loco, relic c'eficit in mare

Saliuanim subtus Sodomam et Gomorrham." The translation is as

follows :
—"Thence' Ave came to an arch where was an ancient gate of

the city. At that place was the putrid water into which the prophet

Jeremiah was sent. Descendini,' from that arch to the fountain of Siloai.i

by many stejis we saw the round (0 basilica from under which Siloani

rises, winch has two baths made by the hands of men out of marble
;

between the two baths runs a partition, in the one men, in the other

women, bathe for a blessing. In these waters many cures are efTecte.l,

and even lei)ers are cleansed. Before the atrium is a large pool made by

the hands of man, in which the people bathe continually, for at certain

hours the fountain of its own accord pours forth much water, which runs

down through the Valley of Gethsemane, which is a^so called Jasophat,

as far as the Jordan, and enters the Jordan at the place where it runs

into the Salt Sea below Sodom and Gomorrha."

My translation is based upon that of Mr. Aubrey Stuart, the editor

of " Antoninus Martyr," in the Pilgrims' Text Series, but in his desire

to render bad Latin into good English, he has fallen into one or two

en-ors, if we assume that the church that we have just discovered and

the church that Antoninus describes are the same. Our Latin author

writes': " Vidimus basilicam volubilcm, subtus de qua surget Siloe : que

habet solia duo," &c. Mr. Stuart, evidently with a laudable desire to avoid

two awkward relative clauses, assumes that both relatives refer to tl^e

church, notwithstanding the absence of an and, places a period after the

first clause, and begins anew sentence thus :
" The church has two baths."

I prefer to read the Latin as it is written. " We saw a round (

basilica under wliich Siloa rises which has two baths." The only dithculty

here is in making the word Siloa api)ly to both the fountain and the jiool,

but this is not great, and the excavations bear out the literal translation.

The plan will show that no signs of baths were found within the church

itself, and its height above the pool of almost 27 feet make such an

arrangement quite imi)racticable. We would naturally expect to find

the baths in the pool, and such has been the case. The portico we have

found about the pool is an ordinary Roman bath arrangement, though

its inclusion in the limits of the bath itself is unusual. The e.\cava-

tions were not carried on sutticiently to reveal the division between the

' He has just been describing the Church of St. Marj's within the Temple

Area.
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meu's and women's apartments. The hard and well-polished Mizzeh

stone of the division wall bounding the channel might well be described

as marble.

In the sentence describing the large pool in which the people bathe,

and which is said to be " before the atrium," Mr. Stuart sui)]:)lies a word,

writing, "before the atrium of the chmxh." Now the atrium of the

tliurch that we have discovered is to the north, and its floor is 10 feet

higher than the level of the church itself. The space before it {i.e., to

the north) is quite unsuited, both by position and level, for a bath.

Antoninus, we have assumed, has just been speaking of baths within

the pool. He then refers to " the allium.'' If we assume that he means

an atrium of the pool, his meaning becomes clear. For south of the

pool we have an extensive court, witli steps leading down to it from

the south, and with indications of a colonnade. Assuming this court to

be the atrium he refers to, the pool where the people bathed is to be

looked for to the south. Well, immediately to the south is the gieat

" Old Pool," the dam wall of which is still standing, while the scarp we

have followed at its western side was certainly formed by the hands of

men.

We may now study the text a little further, and notice the correspon-

dence of our church with the description of Antoninus. Leaving the

Temple Area, probably the Double Gate, as suggested by Mr. Stuart,

he descended by many steps to the church. The paved road—apparently

Eoman—which we uncovered to the north of the pool, points almost

in a straight line to the Double Gate. It is stepped down about every

18 feet, and thus "many steps" would occm- along its whole length.

Siloa, he says, rises beneath the church. Not only does the north aisle

of our chui'ch extend above the roof of the arcade, but the Siloam

Tunnel passes directly under the stone of the High Altar, which w^as

usually placed above a sacred spot. It was the healing properties of

these waters that made the place sacred, and led to the construction

of the church. It seems probable that the connection with tie Vii-gin's

Fountain was unknown, and that the builders of the church believed

tlie source to be near the mouth of the tunnel. Antoninus, at least, held

this view.

Our author uses the word "volubilis"to describe the church. The

meaning of this late Latin word has been lost, but the various

.suggestions of splendid, vaulted, and round have been made. The

latter, made by Mr. Stuart, may be the correct one, and the word

may refer to the dome, which our excavations have undoubtedly pi'oved

to have existed at the second period of the church. If Justinian added

this dome to the church, as will be suggested in the architectural notes,

then it would have been a prominent feature at the time of our pilgrim's

visit.

The question now arises : How was the pool approached from the

church'? As the church extends over the pool, its flooring being 26 feet

7 inches higher than the pool pavement, the descent must have been alo,ng
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either the e.ost or west aide of tlie pool, the direct a])iM-oach being from

the south. A study of the relative position aud levels of the church,

the great stair and the pool on the plan and section GIT, antrgests an

answer to the question. The upper part of the stairway was destroyed

on the east when the church was built, as the whole floor of the nave

is lower tlian the level of the steps at this point. When we reach,

however, the place for the now de-^troyed south wall of the south aisle,

a broad steji of the stairway seen at this ])()iiit is 3 feet below the level

of the mosaic, still in situ, and four steps with narrow treads could easily

have lead from an ojjening in the aisie, near the south-west corner of the

church down on to this broad step, and from that point the stairway

could have been utilised, the apinoach being as formerly from the south.

As this stairway is to this day in such excellent preservation, and as it

must have been seen in the course of the construction of the church, it

seems most reasonable to sup))ose that advantage would have been taken

of it by the buiklers of a church, whose very rea.son for existence was the

sacred* Pool of Siloam. The present remains furnish at first sight an

objection to this theory. In order to entertain it, we must assume that

the small chamber with white mosaic flooring belongs to a later pericxl,

as it stands in the way of an access to the stairway. Accordingly its

walls have been simply dotted in. That parts of the church seem to

have been used at a later period for some other pur])oses seems to be

indicated by the blocking up of the doors of the atrium, by the rough

wall built at its north, and by the chambers built against the wall to the

south of the apse. This blocking up of the atrium would leave no

approach to the church, as such, for there is no door in the west wall.

Hence this small mosaic chamber may belong to the later period, together

with the extension of the west wall towards the south in a rougher style

of building. If we reject this theory, the only alternative is that the

pool was approached by a stairway from the south-east angle of the

church. But why build a stairway to the east of the pool when so fine

an approach was known to exist to the west ?

During the present season the number of workmen has attained the

high average of last season. The filling up of tunnels has taken much

labour, and esjjecial care had to be exercised in packing those that

extended under the open drain. Most of these were closed before the

rains, but one remained open, and the pressure of the rushing water

created a shaft from the surface which was more than 20 feet above the

top of the tuiniel. The earth thus washed down helped to till our tunnel,

and the shaft was easily filled in from the top. Notwithstanding the

extent to which the grcgmd has been honeycombed, not an accident has

occurred in our many tunnels. A touch of comedy has been added to

our relations with the landowners by a grim Siloam lady, who lays claim

to a large part of the territory in which we have been excavating, and

who declares the owner with whom we have negotiated to be a usurper.

She ai)pears pej-i(>dioally on a Monday morning and tries to stop the

work, sometimes going to the extent of threatening to throw herself down
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the shafts. The transfer of a silver coin, however, temponuily appeases

lier.

The hot weather continued very late, and the Tyropoeon Valley

became more and more unendurable till the rains set in. Both Mr.

Dickie and myself were obliged to leave Jerusalem for a short time, but

fortunately our periods of indisposition did not coincide, and the wnik

was uninterrupted. Even during several days of rain the work of tilling

up tunnels went on.

A pleasant incident of the season was the fiftieth anniversary of Herr

Schick's life and labours in Jerusalem. In honour of the event the

University of Tiibingen conferred upon him the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy, honoris causa. The German community met at his honse,

and a service was held and addresses given. Other friends called after-

wards, and all were rejoiced to congratulate Dr. Schick and his wife, not

only on their excellent health, but on the wonderful work this ahle

arclite dogist has accomplished in the Holy City.

Jerusalem, December \bth, 1896.

ARCHITECTURAL NOTES OX BEMAINS OF ANCIENT
CHURCH AT POOL OF SILOAM.

By Archibald C. Dickie, A.E.I. B.A.

Those interested in the history and development of early Christian church

architecture will find this example to be worthy of special study. Early

architects seem to have been so generally favoured with a comparatively

"free hand" in their work, that it is of rare occurrence to find their

ingenuity taxed to surmount the many dilficulties involved in dealing

with a contracted site. Here we have a site bounded on the south by the

Pool of Siloam, on the west by a scarp and probable wall, on the north by

an unlimited but rapidly rising surface, and on the east by the position of

the conduit which conveyed the wa'er to the pool.

The then existing north wall and arcade of the pool supplied a ready

bearing for the nave, arcade, and south wall of the church, the desire

evidently being to place as much of it as possible over the ])ool. As the

healing waters of tlie pool were the sacred element in connection with this

church, the high altar—which in usual cases was placed over the remains

of the departed saint to whom the church was dediijated— in this instance

stood over the point from which the holy waters flowed unpolluted into

the open pool. 'J'hus the eastern limit of the church was defined, and this

so awkwardly that the scarp and probable wall to the west completely

shut off the western access, the necessity for including the steps in older

to reach them from the church—as the only available descent to the pool

—furcins the architect to draw the west wall to within a few feet of the
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scarp. Coiiseqviently, the only practicable point of access was from tli.-

iiurll), and altliough the rapid rise of the gronud rendered this difhcult,

necessity doniaiuled it, hence the unique arrangement of the cluirL-li

accessories, wliitli were so essentially a part of the design. An enclosuie

resembling an atrium was jilaced at the extreme north, the entrances lo

which have, however, not been recovered. Against the piers between the

three doors in the south wall, low stone-built benches occur, which were

in all probability used as seats for those whose initiation had been incom-

plete and who were consequently prohibited from entering further into

the sacred precincts. In front of the middle door to the narthex a'e

two pillars, the remains of some central feature addetl to give prominence

to this entrance. The compartment marked narthex on plan might in this

instance more properly be called an inner portico introduced to meet the

exigencies of the rajndly falling ground to the south, more for the pur})ose

of a staircase than for any other motive. The stairway which extends

almost the whole length of the church, descends to the north aisle through

an arcade of seven arches carried on square piers, quite a unique arrange-

ment. A glance at the ])lan will show that the original internal form of

the church has been destroyed by a later alteration, the parts of which

are shown by "hatching," in distinction from the blackened parts. The

slightly raised step on a stone foundation, seen for the whole length of

the arcade, and continuing unbroken under the later walls and piers, is

satisfactory indication of the original nave (terminating in a stepped

apse) and two aisles, and although the later alteration has removed all

traces of the nave arcade, the columns must have rested on this foundation.

Thus on the stepped apse (now in the east end), the atrium, and the

narthex all the characteristic features of the early Christian adaptation

of the Basilican jilan are retained in a more or less modified form. Tlie

history of the stei)]ied apse illustrates an interesting instance of an

adaptation—to an early Christian form of service—evolved from pagan

souices. When—under Constantine—Christians were free to worship

openly, the Great Judgment Halls of the Romans wei-e at once seized

upon as the most suitable buildings in which to woishii), and were

accordingly taken as the type of the first Christian church. The ap-e

was used by the Romans as a tribunal, and the seats arranged in tieis

around the semi-circle, the presiding judge having his seat in the centre

at a higher elevation than the side seats, which were occupied by the

minor members of the tribune. This arrangement was particularly

suitable for the Christian form of service of the time, and was conse-

quently adopted, the seat of the presiding judge becoming the throne

of the bishop, and the seats of the minor judges becoming those of the

minor clergy. The altar, which in Jvouian times was placed in front

of the chief judge and was used for taking the oath, retained its position

in the Christian Church in front of the bishop. In this church, however,

the steps of the ap.se are so exceedingly narrow and low (10-inch risers

and 10-inch heads) that it is doubtful whether they were ever used as

seats, and are suspiciously suggestive of the architectural retention of a
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feature the original meauing of which bad either been forgotten or

ignored.

Unfortunately the bases of the nave arcade columns have all been

removed, and their )3ositions so completely lost that it is impossible to give

the exact reconstruction, but tliere is little doubt that they took the form

of the ordinary Basilican arcading, viz., an arcade c;irried on circular

columns su])portiag a gallery and higher arcade, the whole breadth of

nave and aisles being covered with a simple sloping wooden roof. How-

ever, considering tlie unusual peculiarities of the general planning, and

knowing that the raised bearing of the colonnade did not butt against

the west wall, it is possible that the aisle may have continued round the

we.st end, the absence of an entmnce in the west wall allowing of, and,

in fact, suggesting, such a deviation from precedent. The interior

western termination of both periods can only, however, be conjectured,

as the excavation of that part has disclosed no clue.

I now come to the later alteration, viz., the choir and the four great

piers in the nave. The fact that a lower and earlier floor of the choir

exists, and that the step and pavement extend under the walls and piers,

is suthcient proof that these latter constructions have been set on the

original floor at a later date. Besides, this arrangement is entirely out of

date with the Basilican plan and plainly shows a later feature introduced

incongruously into a distinct type of earlier church. The large proportion

of the piers (4 feet 3 inches square), the width of the intercolumnar

spaces (20 feet), and the position of the piers in the angles of a perfect

square, make it quite evident that they supported a dome. This style of

dome construction, viz., four piers in the angles of a square supporting

four connecting arches which carry a circular dome with pendentives,

dates from the time of Justinian. It is the invention of the Byzantines,

and is the leading characteristic of their architecture, and might well

have been seen by Antoninus Martyr—5(30 to 570 a.d.—when he visited

Jerusalem. Structural provision to resist the immense thrust of these

large supporting arches can be seen in the enlarged piers at the angles

of the choir enclosure, and the later addition to the westernmost isolated

pier of the stair arcade. The position of the choir extending well into

the nave also indicates a later development.

North of the apse is a small cell marked chapel. Its floor is raised

9 inches above the aisle floor, and in the sill is cut a 3 inches wide by

3 inches deep groove, which also continues for 15 inches up the side piers,

and in the south pier a fragment of a polished redstoue slab is inserted

into the groove. Here were also found the remains of stone standards,

one of which was entire and measures 8h inches square and 3 feet high,

liaving a shallow moulding worked on one face, and in one side a sunk

groove similar to that found in the stej) and piers ; the head of this

standard is finished by a rudely worked ball ornament. These apparently

are the remains of a low enclosure, railing the cell off from the aisle, the

redstone slabs being let into the standards on either side of the central

entrance. The quantity of the remains seems to indicate that a coping
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siniilar in design to the standards ran along the top of the redstone

slab.

It is impossible to giv^e an adequate idea of the character of (lie

mouldings and other carving without detailed drawings, but these will

be furnished later. The mouldings fouml

—

in situ—belonging to the

earlier church are :—^The cap of the autce pier of the stair colonnade

(see section CD), and the l)a^e mould of the south pier of the chapel

entrance which extends behind the later pier, added at that point aa

shown on plan. Both of these examjiles are similar in character,

shallow unstudied copies of classic work, as rude in execution as they

are weak in design. The column bases— «? situ—at the entrance to ihe

choir and in the atrium are equally rude and class with the general Ijad

workmanship of the whole building. Three large cohinin bases and one

carved cap were found within the body of the church—not in sitii. The

base moulds are of a much finer class than those I have just described,

th.ey are well worked and are late imitations of the attic base so commonly

used in this country even in the time of the Crus;iders. The cap is of the

same character and is a debased imitation of a Roman Corinthian cap

possibly stolen from some earlier structure. None of these mouldings

and carvings, except the large column bases, are su.':h as might be

expected from an erection by Justinian.

Jerusalem, December Ibth, 1896.

KHAN EZ ZETT.

By Dr. Conrad Schick.

The Calvary question demands a great j^art of the time I can give to

such matters. The many visitors who come to me, asking information

or to see my models, generally bring also the Calvary question forward.

VVhen for an hour, or even more, I have been ex])laining the models, they

say at the end :
" Please, now only one more question : What do you

think of the new Calvary ?" which opens a new field, with many things

to be said pro and contra as to both Calvaries, that is the new one and

the old one, or the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. So in order to simplify

matters, I resolved to make a model of the site of the said church ; as it

had been in ancient times, and for the tourist is no more visible, viz.,

that there was a large rocky eminence, or platform, as I have pointed

out already on some former occasions {see Quarterly Statement, 1890,

p. 20, and 1887, p. 154, et seq.). So when shown this rocky height in a

model they would get a better idea of the locality, and save me much
explanation. Tn order to di^ this well, I examined once more the whole

neiglibourhood of the church, and also the Khan ez Zeit situated e;ist of

it. I had known for a long time that there are pillars tLere, but thought
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them to be simply old broken mateiials, used again when the Khan was

built. Now, by going more into the details I found the site much more

interesting than I had foimerly supposed.

The khan is actually a large Hall with four aisles, each of five yokes,

or arches, and vaulted with 20 cross archings, supported, besides the

outside walls round about, in the inner with a wall and two rows of four

jnllars {see plan). The point of the springing of the arches from the top

of the capitals of the i)illars is now only about 2^ to 3 feet above the

]tresent main level of the flt)oring. As there are two cisterns having

now very little water in them, we let down by a rope a man to ascertain

the size and depth, &c. The depth was found to be 15 feet, and the

neighbouring pillar ascertained to have its base at the bottom of the

cistern, but as it is plastered no mouldings could be seen on it. As there

jp «c Je ao 9e
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is by the west wall another cistern, which proved to be nearly the same

th^pth, it is clear that the pillars, with their bases, stand 14 or 15 feet

underground, and the space is filled up with these two cisterns and with

other smaller ones, not for water but for oil, as for a time there was a soap

manufactory here, and with earth and dung from horses and donkeys

kept here, which was never removed. But what was most striking to

me was to find that the whole is sunk into the rock, like a kind of pool,

as round about the rock is either very near to the surface of the streets,

or even rising several feet higher. In the street on the north it rises

oil the north side 6 feet high, and at the south end of this sunken ground

(or pool) even a little higher, forming there a rock embankment, through

which a passage I85 feet long is cut,' as shown in the plan. The western

part of this passage (which is not straight, but crooked) is entirely rock,

' Some rock steps lead up to it.
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the eastern jiart chiefly maaoiuy. The passage is covered with ;i low

tunnel arch of common stones.

On the west wall of tliis groat Hall th.n-e are two more pillars, and

outaitle of it, in one of the shops, are another pair of })illar.s, but put

nearer together than those of the Hall. The capitals of all tliese ])ill;ir3

are, with a few exceptions, alike, worked out of red mizzeh stone,

wiUiont any foliuge, sini]ily a kind of cube, on which the sides of the

upper part is ornamented with horizontal mouldings, and the lower part

with rounded mouldings, beginning with a large round ogee (not squai e,

but round shaped), with some other additions, as the figure shows. The

abacus is 2 feet broad each side, and the shafts 1 foot 7h inches in

diameter.

As there are windows (three) only on the north side, of which one

opens into the covered street, and all are near the ground, the Hall

would be rather dark, if there was not towards the centre an opening

in the roof, with an eight-sided lambour, having small windows round

about, and covered with a small dome, so when the sun shines there is
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in the centre and the northern part some light, but in the west, behind

the wall, and in the south, beyond the rock embankment, it is entirely

dark, even at noontime. Near the north-west corner of the Hall there

is a staircase leading up to its roof and to some buildings ei-ected over it,

and in the neighbourhood.

Seeing this pillar, one is inclined to think this building may have

been a church, but I found nothing to justify such an idea. The more

I Ciinsider the matter, the more I become convinced that there was here a

Market Hall, and that it was originally built for such. The deepening

(or pool) was of course already there at the time of the erection of the

present building, on which I could not see any alterations or restorations,

except that the w.Uling-up of the shops in front of it on the west was

done in a later time, and at the east wall an additional wall was made,

of about 23 feet long, for a support to build a house upon {see plan).

The quarrying of this deep and large place was done apparently in
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the Jewish timp, and belonged to ancient Jerusalem (being inside the

second wall). Mo?t likely it was then a pool for water,' collected there,

and for the use of the people residing in this fortified elevated place—

which T consider to have been one of the Akras, if not the Akra. If

they had wished to cover it up, they could have done this best and most

easily by making square piers, and not pillars. So in finding these

pillars, I think the covering was done at pome later time, and not for

keeping water, but for creating a covered Market Hall. When putting

into it some walls a public road was made on its north and west sides

and a kind of vestibule formed, covered perhaps only as far as the pillars

o-o. In the corner a separate shop or office was made, and close to it a

cistern in the open air. The chief entrance to this Market Hall would

have been at that time on the western side, with a broad flight of steps,

and the two outer pillars belonged to the chief gate of the vestibule.

Capital of Pillar at Khan ez Zkit.

It is remarkable that in tlie west opjiosite stood once the Basilica of

Constantine. Of its propykeum three pillars- are still standing on the

Kussian ground. One pillar (marked a on the plan) I saw 40 years

ago, but it was removed when the opening M was mide there. I found

that Constantine's propyheum must have had 10 pillars,' which I have

shown in tiie i)lan by dots. Eusebius speaks of a Market jilaoe east of

the propyheum, which was certainly of some extent. Now from the

plan one can easily see tiat from the propyloeum i)illars to the pillai-s

of the vestibule of the ]\Iarket Hall there was a free space of 45 feet

1 About 80 feet long, 60 feet wide, and 20 feet deep.

' One stands in the wall of the first shop.

8 See " Zeitschrift des Deutschen Tal. Vereins," 18S5, Plate XI. Cf. also

Professor llavter Lewis*, "Introduction to the Chiirehes of Constantino at

Jernsalein," Pnl-stine Piljiriras' Text Society, 1891, pp. xi-xxix, and Sir

Charlea Wilson's plan, p. 34.
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wide, ami tlivee times as long, or 13J feet from one road to the otliei-.

This "INIurket place" \va3 nicely paved—a piece of the pavement was
found when the Russians cleared their property. It is now occujoied by
the main street and the row of shops on each side.

I may aild that the basement of one of the pillars, marked a, is hewn
out from the solid rock, and the flooring there is rock well smoothed, like

a pavement.

This Market Ilall was not built by the Crusaders ; it is, I think,

anterior, and must have stood when Constantine's Basilica was built,

although the arches are to some degree pointed.

1 have to adtl, that in the street Khan ez Zeifc, on its west side, at one

of the shops, stands also a pillar, h, which has lost its capital. I have an

impiession that the paved mai'ket place was perhaps bounded there by a

colonnade, in a line as shown by red dots.

REMARKABLE SCULPTURE AT MEJDEL.

By Eev. J. E. Hanauer.

Whilst itinerating lately amongst the Jewish colonies in Philistia, I

stopped for the night of May 25th at tlie town of Mejdel, situated about

2 miles from the ruins of Ascalon. There being no hotel in the place,

my companions and I knocked for admission at the door of a stone honse,

which was ptiinted out to us as rented by the English C.M.S. missionaries

working at Gaza, and occupied by a dispensary.

Sketch of Scplptube peom Ascalon built into a House at Mejdel.

Observed May 'loth, 1826. J. J?. Hanauer.

Whilst awaiting the arriv-al of the native caretaker I noticed, built

into the wall over the house door, and at the height of from 10 to 12 feet

from' the ground, a white marble stone 0"73 centimetre long and
0"33 high. Seuljitured npon it in very low relief was a striking picture

which I at once sketched, and of which I send you two squeezes.

The carving is divided into three sections or circular panels surrounded

c
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by convention.ally represented foliage, evidently intended to indicate

forest or thicket scenery. I was told by several of the bystanders that

the bas-relief bad been found at Ascalon. I will now endeavour to

describe it.

In the first section, beginning at the left, is seen the figure of a hunter

of great niuscular development and strength striding along. His

bearclless face is looking backward, and his left arm is outstretched as if

urging others to follow him. His face is given in profile, only the nose

and eyes being depicted and not the mouth. It is the same in the case

of the other figures. With the exception of the characteristic Egyptian

head-dress (so often seen in pictures of monuments in the land of the

Nile), and a short cloak or chlamys fastened round his neck and

fluttering in three folds over and behind his right shoulder, he is

])erfectly nude. He carries a live goat, gazelle, or antelope, the head

und horns of which are seen over his right shoulder, and the hin<l(]uarters

over his left. His right arm is bent, and the hand grasps a short but

thick and jjonderous spear or javelin {pilum ' or vij(t6(t) remarkable for

its small- and broad barbed head, which points upward over the right

shoulder of the hunter.

The second section, or panel, in the middle of the sculpture, contains

the figure of a huge human-headed lion, or sphinx, with Egyptian head-

dress and amiable-looking feminine features. The face is looking

backward. Here, also, the mouth is not indicated. A barbed javelin,

like that carried by the figure in the first section, has been struck into

the head of this creature, but the spear-head is only half embedded in

the wound. The short, thick spear-shaft slopes upward from the head,

and passes through the foliage into the third prmel. It is evident that

it has just left the still uplifted hand of the human figure represented in

this section as crouching or kneeling upon its right knee. The Egyptian

head-dress, the beardless features, and the short cloak fa-^tsned round the

neck, but (in this case in order to give symmetry to the design) fluttering

above and behind the left shoulder, enable us to identify this figure with

that of the individual represented in the first panel. His left hand holds

what may be taken either for a sword or for the shaft of a second javelin.

It was usual for soldiers to carry two such (Polybius vi, 23 '). The

outlines of the carving are ver}*shallow, and it is therefore very difficult to

obtain a good squeeze, or even, because of the vei-y small amount of shadow,

a photograph of the sculpture. In order to give greater vividness to

the picture, and to compensate for the very low relief, the foliage is not

only carved, but also painted a light green, the contrast between which

and the white of the living figures (which are drawn in a very spirited

.style) is very striking. A crack runs through the stone just behind the

1 "Smitii's Dictionary of Greek and Eoman Antiquities." Article

" Hasta."
2 Tlie lu-ads of Roman pila extended often half way down the shaft,

therefore tliose in the sculpture are comparatively small.
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head of the s]>liinx, wliosc foatnves, tliougli more fcniiiiiiie, have a family

likeness with those of the two other figures.

The sculj)ture is, I venture to think, Greco -Egyptian in character.

The Greok element is indicated by the animated drawing of the figures,

and especially of the sj>]iinx. We are told by the writer of the artii;le

"Sphinx," in "Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and

Mythology,'" that "The Egyptian Sphinx is the figure of an unwinged

lion in a hfing attitude" (the italics are mine), "but the upper part of

the body is human The common idea of a Greek Sphinx, on the

other hand, is tliat of a winged body of a lion, having the breast and

upper part of a woman. Greek Sphinxes, moreover, are iiot always

represented in a lying attitude, but ajipear in different positions, as it

might suit the fancy of the sculptor or poet."

If so, then the Mejdel Sphinx, being neither ivinged nor recumbent,

may possibly be assigned to a middle position between Egyptian and

(ireek Sphinxes. This, however, is a question which I must leave to

others to determine.

A JOUllXBY TO PETRA—1896.

By Gray Hill, Esq.

(All rights reserved.)

In the Quarterly Statemmt for Ja,nuary, 1896, I gave an account of an

unsuccessful attempt (the fourth) made by my wife and myself in the

spring of 18.0') to reach Petra from the north. In our fifth attempt, ninde

in the spring of 1896, we were completely successful ; but the difficulties

had faded away. Perhaps we may claim the merit of perseverance, but

if there had not been a change in the condition of the country lying

between Jerusalem and Petra I am afraid that perseverance would not

have been sufficient for the purpose. Our attempts made in 1890, 1891,

and 1893 were foiled because of the dangerous state of the country in

those years, and the fighting going on amongst the tribes on the road
;

and that in 1893 because the Mutesserif of Kerak stopped our progress

at that place for want of an order from Constantino[)le allowing us to visit

Petra.

The military posts now established by the Turkish Government at

Madeba, Kerak, Sh)bek, and Ma'an, and the militaiy escort granted to

travellers, greatly facilitate the journey from Jerusalem to Petra, which

was made by several Europeans in the spring of 189G ; and indeed,

Mr. Forder, the English missionary of Kerak, made the journey from

Kerak to Petra, ciA Shobek, in September, 1895, being the first, I believe,

to reach Petra, either from north or south, for about 12 years. He

' Volume iii, p. 895.

c 3
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travelled, however, under the protection of theilute.5serif of Kerak. But

v.-e had no intention of revisiting Kerak after the experiences which we
had had of the Mujelli Sheikhs, seeing that they have never been

punished, either for their robbery and detention of us in 1890, narrated

in my book, " With the Beduins," or the attack made on us by their

followers in 1895. Besides, we desired, if possible, before proceeding to

Petra, to reach Azrak and Toupdelrudduf, places of which we have often

heard from the Beni Sakhr, and which lie many miles to the east of the

Haj road, and are said to be of great interest. Azrak is described to us

as containing abundant springs, a large pool, many palm trees, and a very

large building. Mr. Wilfrid and Lady Ann Bluut passed to the east of

it in charge of the 'Anazeh, on their journey to the Nejd, and in their

map it is described as a ruined fort, but they did not visit it. We desired

also to visit Ma'an, of which Mr. Doughty gives an interesting account in

his "Arabia Pctrtea," and to see the Haj pilgrimage encamp there.

We started from our house on Mount Scopus, near Jerusalem, on

March 30tli, 1896. In addition to the usual number of men for our camp

we had with us our trusty friend and dragoman, George Mabbedy, and

Sheik Mohammed, of the Beni Sakhr. We had sent a messenger some

days previously to the camp of that tribe, which was then at Kllstfil, to

request Jeruah, the brother of ^Mcjhaunned, in whom, as a man of tried

courage and skill, we had more confidence than in Mohammed, to come,

but Jeruah, having gone on a ghazli against the 'Anazeh, Mohammed
came in his stead, accompanied by a negro slave of his famil}'.

Descending the steep slope behind our house, and crossing over hill

and dale, we reached the modern road between Jerusalem and Jericho,

somewhat to the west of the " Inn of the Good Samaritan," and in the

afternoon were comfortably settled in our camp pitched near the "Brook

(^'herith." The vegetation was in all its spring beauty, and seated before

oar tents we enjoyed the sweet air and lovely evening light, and saw the

stately moon rise over the mountains of Moab, silvering all the valley,

while the fire-flies darted hither and thither in their rai:»id flight.

The next day we crossed by the wooden bridge over the Jordan, then

fall and " overflowing all his banks," and rode through the valley on its

eastern side through masses of wild flowers, amongst which were great

patches of scarlet anemones and yellow marguerite daisies, tall enough to

reach to the bellies of our horses, and under great flights of storks

wheeling round and round in the air. Mohammed showed us with pride

his sword, given, he said, to the Faiz family by Jezzar (the " Butcher"),

some time tyrant of Acre, by whom it was used as a sword of execution.

On the way we met several of the Adwan tribe, and could not prevent

two of them from coming with us across their territoi-y in pursuit of

liaksheesh. We pitched our camp for the night at Tell Rameh.

On the third day we mounted for several hours up the western slopes

of the mountains of Moab, grassy and rich with wild flowers, and on

reaching the table-land on the toj), had much difliculty in getting the

baggage mules over some very slippery ground and much thick mud
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formed by the I'ccent rains. We passed Umm el Aniad, where our old

friend Sheikh Hazdh, of the Beni Sakhr, killed last spring by his nephew

in a family (piarrel, lies buried on tlie hill-toj), and reached Kfistfd, which

we now visited for the fourth time. Here we stayed for a day to rest

the mules, and whilst my wife made sketches from the ruins, I revisited

Kitlat Zizah (pronounced by our guides Ziziah), which, like Kilstfil, was

<liscoverfd and described by Canon Tristram. The great reservoir at

Zizah struck me with greater admiration on this my second visit than on

ray first. It is in a more perfect state than any other that I know in

this jmrt of the country, but for want of repair contained no water. The

stone entrances or sluice gates for admitting water to it stand almost

tjomjilete, but the arrangements for penning back the rainfall to drive it

through them have broken down, so that the main supply has failed.

Besides the Khan near the pool there are considerable ruins at and neai'

Zizah, anil the land for many miles round that i)lace and K^lstftl is well

fitted for cultivation, the soil being deep and good. Evidently it sup-

ported many inhabitants in former times. 'J'aking advantage of the

delay at KAstfd we sent a mes.senger to seek for our friend Abu Seyne, of

tlie Adwan, who has so often travelled with us, but he had gone to

Jerusalem to look for us. Finding that we had left he sought for us

near the Ilaj road for some days, but never succeeded in coming up

with us.

We left Kilstfd in charge of Mohammed and several of his tribe, one

of them a man possessed of the most ruthless expression of countenance

that I ever saw. He gave us no trouble, but looked as if he would have

cut our throats for an exceedingly moderate remuneration, or even merely

for the j)leasui'e of the job. In 45 minutes we crossed the Haj road, and

picked up a well-defined track going due east, which Mohammed told us

led to Azrak. One hour further brought us to the remains of a strong

wall formed of large and carefully-cut stones, which had evidently served

to keep the water coming down a seyl from escaping over a slope in a

wrong direction. Soon afterwai'ds we reached a small pool of muddy
water and rested while our animals drank. A Bedawy woman and her

daughters, whom we found here drawing water in their skins, examined

ruy wife with great curiosity, and, having looked sliglitly at me also,

candidly confessed that they did not like the looks of either of us, and

went oti" jeering at both. At the end of three hours from Kustul

Mohammed made us pitch our camj) near another dirty pool, and amongst

flocks of sheep and herds of camels belonging to the Beni Sakhr. As he

said this place, called El Matubbeh (the camping ground), was two days'

journey from Azrak, and that it was not safe to camp further east and so

nearer to the latter, we began to fear that we should not get to that place,

and longed for poor Hazdh, who had taken us to the Castle of Khauranee

the year before, when his brethren hesitated. Umm Moghr (described

in my last narrative) bears south-east from El Matubbeh, distant, I

judged, from G to 8 miles. The country all round is absolutely tree-

less and uncultivated, but there was much camel herb about it. The
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landscape is like a bit of the Sussex downs There was great talk

amongst our guides and the shepherds tending the flocks here of the

'Anazeh being at Azrak, and of Druses who had come down there from

the Hauran, owing to the disturbances in their own country, and our

hopes fell lower and lower.

In the afternoon, Mohammed, who had ridden off to the nearest

important Beni Sakhr encampment, came back with news that his

brother Jeruah, wath 500 of the Beni Sakhr, who had gone on a

ghazd against the 'Anazeh, had captured many camels, and were

returning westward pursued by the enemy, and that it would be quite

im])0ssible to go to Azrak. This was particularly annoying, as, owing

to the unusually large amount of rain which had fallen, there was

no difficulty this time arising from want of grass or water for the

animals. We asked to be taken to Amr, or Aiurah, a ruiji lying,

it is said, between Khauranee and Azrak (see my last narrative), but

Mohammed declined on account of danger, and we wei-e powerless. He
ofi"ered, however, to take us to Toupdelrudduf. We have heard very

varying accounts of the last-named |)lace. When the Beni Sakhr wish

us to go a journey into their country they tell us that it is a ruin with

sculpture, like Umm Shetta (Masheta), only larger, and when they

apprehend danger in reaching it they tell us it is only a little heap of

burnt brick and smells of dead men, meaning that it is a place where

homicides are frequent in the quarrels of the tribes. It is, perhaps, this

same place that Doughty heard o£ as two days' joui-ney south-east of

Kulit Belka.' We thought tliat Mohammed would probably lead us

a little way towards this place and then hurry us back again, and were

so vexed that we determined to go next day south-west to KtiUlt el Belka,

on the Haj road, and proceed along that road to Ma'an. In the night

two messengers passed our camp dispatched by the Beni Sakhr to

summon their fighting men, and in the morning all the flocks and herds

were moving westward, so we supposed the news about the approach

of the 'Anazeh to be true.

Proceeding in a south-westerly direction we came, in little over an

hour, to a spot where the table-land descended sharply 200 or 300 feet

to a lower plain. Here, before descending, we noticed, in a shallow pit

under the crest of a small hill, four dome-shaped Hint stones, each about

6 feet in diameter, which looked as if they must have been shaped

by the hand of man, but for what purpose we could not surmise ; two

were entirely above ground and two half buried. Descending to the

lower level by a gully we proceeded due west about 3 miles to a

place called Kuneitran, to which we deviated, to examine what looked

at a distance like ruins, but we found nothing there but mounds, caves,

Arab graves, and a few upright stones that might be dolmens. There

were, however, remains of a wall in the valley below to the west,

apparently intended to jien back water. Es Samik bore about south-

west. A wide belt of splendid red poi:)pies, winding like a stream in

1 " Ar.ibii Petrrea," vol. i, p. 13.
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a hollow near tlie wall, no ilmilit indicated tliat water had been lying

here recently. \\'e i)assed many camps and flocks and herds of the

Beni Sakhr as we proceeded to the west. While we sat npon the ground

to rest, live out of our eight horses broke loose from their tethers, and

made oflf careering over the plain, and as they all soon disappeared from

view the prospect did not look cheerful. Some of our guides rode off,

on the three lior.ses which remained, to seek for the five, and we began

to feel a little anxious. But after an hour all returned, and a little later

we reached Kiililt el Belka. Here there is a Khan for the Haj pilgrimage,

with stone-built pools full of water, and sevei-al muddy hollows holding

water after the recent rains, but which Avould, no doubt, dry up soon

after they should cease. Here Mohanimed said we were nearer to

Toupdelrudduf than at our last camping place, and we, beginning to

hope again, begged him to take us there, to which he consented with

difficulty. The next day, therefore, after proceeding three hours along

the liaj road to the south in heavy rain, we diverged from it to the

south-east. We passed an old battle-field, where 'Anazeh and Beni

Sakhr had, as Mohammed told us, often contended, and he pointed out

some of the numerous little heaps of stones ])laced over the dead, as

indicating the place where such and such a mighty man of valour

belonging to the one tribe or the other had fallen. Another two and

a half hours and a halt was called, and we i>itched our camp in a valley

by a muddy pool, the place being called Atara. We were to ride from

here to Toupdelrudduf and back in one long day. Mohammed said that

Atara was a dangerous place for us to be in. There was much recon-

noitring, scouts were posted on the hills, and no fire or light was to be

allowed at night. On our way here we passed a great number of

beautifully marked Fraukolin, called by the natives " Katta," some of

which were shot for food. These birds are larger than pigeons, and great

flocks of them were visible. We saw a large wolf pretty near. The

Beni Sakhr seemed to get very anxious as night approached, and one of

our servants came to report that he had overheard them arranging that

if any enemy appeared they would escape on their mares and leave

us, and it -was observed that they had made certain preparations with

this view. We were kept all night in an agitation—some fires being

seen in a valley near—and were made by George, who had satisfied

himself that there wei'e real grounds for anxiety and that the servant's

report was true, to lie down in our clothes, with everything prepared

for a rash, and the abandonment of camp and baggage in case of

necessity. The heavy rain poured down on the tents, one rejiort after

another came, and sleep was not to l.)e had. It was of no use, we had

to consent to give up Toupdelrudduf also ; Mohimmed said^ " Thank

God, ' and we started off south-wesL again very early the next morning.

Having ascended the day before amongst hills several hundred feet high,

we redescended until we came to a wide plain, at the end of which, under

other hills rising to the west, in the direction of Kerfik, we saw the

Khan and pool forming the Haj station of Kutrdneh. On the way we
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])assed large numbers of wild rliubaib plants, which Mohammed said the

Bedawia use medicinally.

Seeing a Bedawy with a dromedary in a valley, Mohammed and one

of his sjiearmen rode after him, and they presently returned, both riding

on the dromedary, and drawing their mares after them, the Bedawy

running by the side. The latter called his fellow, who was in hiding

near, and, he coming forth, we asked both to eat with us. They were

williu"' enoush, and we sat down and lunched in a hollow under a

rocky slope, and making a fire of some dry scrub enjoyed the fragrant

coflFee.

The men said that they belonged to the Sherarat, and they had no

shadow of shame in stating that they gained their living entirely by robbery.

They said that Atara, Avhere we had slept, was a very dangerous place.

Their plan was to hide their dromedary in a i-etired spot amongst the

hills, and when they had secured some booty to run to her, and, mounting,

escape. No doubt tliey had stolen her, but they were poor and almost

naked, and George asked Mohammed to let them have her back. The

hitter and his spearman I'ode 0:1 the dromedary to Kutrdueh, the owners

running beside her, and there the animal was restored to them. But

we soon afterwards regretted this act of clemency, for that night, just

after we had gone to bed, George came to tell us that a poor Bedawy
had arrived at our camp with nothing on but a ragged shirt, having

been robbed of the rest of hi.s clothing and his gun by these very Shararat,

who were now fully equipped for their business. Until they got this

gun they had only one sword and two daggers between them. The Bedawy
was cue of the Hajii, and so a thief himself, but George felt bound to

give him a little hospitality and a little clothing, and, being thus refreshed,

in the morning he pursued his way to a camp of his tribe which was not

far distant.

At Kutraneh we sent Mohammed and one of our men to Kerak with

a letter from myself to the Mutesserif, enclosing one from the Pasha of

Jerusalem, in which the latter stated that he had received an order from

Constantinople to enable us to visit Petra, and asked that a military escort

should be given to us. We went to see the Khan of Kutraneh. The
keeper of it said that his father and grandfather had held the post before

him. The Khan does not look very old. There are three small cannon

in it, said to have been placed there by Ibrahim Pasha. "We bought a

sheep and a Iamb from some Ilajii for the equivalent in Turkish money
of 7s. At Kutraneh there is a very large and well-built ancient reservoir

84 paces square, above it a small one, 46 by 8, overflowing into the big

one. The earth is embanked round the pools so as to supply water to

them. Above the smaller ])ool a stone wall arrests water descending

to a hollow and turns it to the jiools ; but they contained nothing but

mud for want of a little repair.

The next day we rode to the ruins described by Di'. Bliss in the

number for July, 189.5, and called by him Kusr Bshcr. They are nearly

due north of Kutraneh. After one hour's ride uj) into the hil!s we
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reacliud :iu emiuence from wLicli wc could see Lotli Kusr BshC-r and

Kutmueh at the same time. Tlie former bore 3:30", the latter 170 .

Three-quartera of an hour more brou,<,dit us to Kusr Ilshcr. From tlii.s

Jebel .Sliihan bore 28(5°, and a large square reddisli-coloured tower ou the

top of an eminence distant about 10 miles, and ajjparcntly ou the north

side of Mojib, bore 340°. I took the latter to be the tower of Umm
Resas. A smaller ruin about 2 miles off, apparently a plain square

reddisli-coloiu-ed building, which we did not visit, bore 295".

Tho pool l)el()W Kusr Bsliur, and about a quarter of a mile west of it,

is well built with solid masonr}", like that in tlie pools of Ziza an<l

Kutraneh. Some Hajii, who were encamped near, politely expressed the

hope that we would come to live in the Kusr, while Mohammed's negro

slave asked if all the English people were as mad as we, roaming about

in wild places.
*

In the afternoon Mohammed returned from Kerfdv with a polite letter

from the Mutesserif,and live horse soldiers, and letters of recommendation

to the Kamaikam of Ma'an, and the chief officer of the gendarmerie

stationed at Shobek. Our servant, who had accompanied Mohammed,

told us tliat the journey fi'om Kutrfmeh to Kerak took seven hours of

steady riding, and that the road was good. AVe were glad to learn here

that the report which we received last year of the death of Arar, Sheikh

of the Howeytat, who has great power in Petra and its neighbourhood,

was false. Uaving got into trouble with the Government he had been

imprisoned at Damascus, but was now released.

The next day we parted with the Beni Sakhr, who went off happy

with their baksheesh, and making their horses dance, while they flourished

guns and spears, until they disappeared over the rising ground going

north, while we, with our military escort, followed the Haj road south-

ward. It v.'as desolate enough, but enlivened now and again with small

quantities of whiie broom, and patches of grass, and great flights of

frankolin. The soldiers, who were Circassians, proved very obliging, and

chanted sweet melancholy songs together as they rode. The Choweesh

(sergeant) was the same who accompanied i;s last year from Kerak to

Jerusalem via the south end of the Dead Sea. We passed five Hajii,

one of whom carried a Remington rifle. This the soldiers took from him,

it being contrary to Government orders for the Bedawiu to have rifles.

The man had such an evil cast of countenance that it was no doubt foi-

the benefit of the very few passers by that he should be relieved of his

weapon. After several hours we entered a defile, and issuing from the

further end of it mounted a hill, from which Ave had a very extensive

view of a mountainous country to the west, and of a ])lain and distant

hills to the east. A remarkable sugar-loaf mountain was visible to the

east, standing solitary in the plain. From this point there was a

considerable descent to a valley, where we found many small hills of dried

mud, shaped like those near the Jordan. At the end of this descent we

came to the Wady el Ilesy, which east of this, according to Doughty,

contains a brook (jierhaps, he says, the brook Zared of Moses) running out
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to the Dead Sea. Dou-^lity appears to have rejoined the Haj road at this

point, having branched off from it to the west at Kulit el Belka in order

to visit Kcr^k. At the bottom of this wady we found a dilapidated old

bridge of three arches, and a paved causeway, made, Doughty says, for

the camels' passage over the slippery loam, but no water was in the

hollow. Just beyond this was the Haj Station, which we reached, having,

ridden for seven and a half hours. The Kulat, which is near the bridge, is

called Hesy, after the wady. It is in style like that at Kutraneh, but

in a state of greater decay. The north-east corner has given way from

the top half-way down, and it looks as if half of the north and east walls

would soon fall. The cistern liere mentioned by Doughty as being new

when he passed, contained water of a very uninviting appearance over-

grown with weeds, but inside the Khan was a cistern of good drinking

water. The keeper of the -Kulat objected to sell us any barley, of which

we were in want for our horses, but the soldiers overcame the

difficulty very summarily.

The mules were very late in coming in, having lost their way, and

George, riding back, was pursued by two hostile Bedawiu, who called on

him to stop, and fired two shots at him, but he outrode them on his lleet

Arab mare, and got safe into camp. The Choweesh told us that from

here to Ma'an was a very dangerous country, and that unless we could

hear that there was water at the next station (Angzy) we must go from

here to Tafileh, and so to Petra. In the night, however, some Bedawiu

passed who reported that there was water at Anezy, so we continued the

next day along the Haj road. The weather became bitterly cold with

rain, and we were glad of our warmest clothes, and all the wraps we could

cai-ry on our backs. The first part of the journey was varied somewhat

by hill and dale, and we skirted some hills to the west where we had some

little excitement, owing to our discovering some nine or ten Bedawln on

camels and horses, watching us from above, and who moved down towards

us, and then retreated.

Resting and making a little tire and coffee in a hollow, we mounted to

the Ard Suwwan, or flint-strewn country, which extends as far as Ma'an,

and, as travellers report, much farther, '• a stony nakedness blackened by

the weather," as Doughty well calls it. He reports the elevation of this

plateau above the sea as 4,000 feet. We were glad to reach the Kulat at

Angzy, and to enjoy the warmth of a great bonfire of scrub gathered by

our men. At a little distance to the west of this station is a fine black-

looking volcanic mountain, and in the same direction a few miles off

Doughty found a ruined town, which I judge from his description to

resemble Kusr BshSr, but we did not visit it. From here to Ma'an was

about five hours' ride, over a country more desolate and more thickly

strewn with flint and basalt stones than before. A mirage showed in

front—the sun feeling very hot after the cold wind, which had ceased.

Ma'an has a most curious and interesting appearance from the desert.

It is a small town built of dried mud surrovuided with a wall and placed

upon a little hill in the waste of clean yellow sand all around it. Below
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us, as we stopped to look at it from tlie top of a slo))e, we saw a valley

with gardens enclosed by mud walls, in which was tlie exquisite green of

spring ai)pearing in the foliage of figs and pomegranates, and the flower of

peach trees, and UiU tufted i)alms, and white-stemmed i)oi(lars springing

high into the air, and slung poles attached to water skins for raising

water. As we passed along the valley under the town we saw the elders

sitting outside the gate, and watching us from above, and came ujxiii

running waiter, clear and cool, which gladdened the hearts of o\ir pO(jr

beasts. We rode past Ma'au with every eye upon us, and found our

camp i)itclied at the village of Shemniia, half a mile west of Ma'an,

where there was also much foliage and abundant water. Indeed w^e

were told that the latter is found everywhere in the neighbourhood at a

few yards dei)th, although the sand is so dry above the water level that

dead bodies are preserved from decay for many years after burial in it.

We found the air most pure, dry, and pleasant at this ])lace.

A little crowd soon gathered round our tents, and ofticers arrived to

summon me to the Kaimakam. Accompanied by George I passed through

the narrow streets of Shemmia, between mud-built walls and unfriendly

glances, to a large stone house, which is well built ai)parently out of older

materials and recently restored, and is used as a Serai. The Kaimakam
remembered us. We had met him twice before when he was Kaimakam
at es Salt. I presented my letter, and he promised to facilitate our visit to

Petra. He told us that we could spend three whole days in Wady Musa

and return to Ma'an in time to see the Haj pilgrimage ariive there.

Later in the day the Kaimakam, accompanied by the Kadi, returned my
call. The former promised to send his Choweesh with us, and also

arranged w-itli the Sheikh of Shemmia to accom])any us. Indeed Ave were

treated with the greatest courtesy by the officials at Ma'an.

The next morning we rose very early, full of the thought that at Last

we were to visit the rock-cut city of Edom, which we had so long

desired to see, but still with an apprehension, derived from our previous

disappointments, that some untoward event would yet prevent our getting

there. After a few miles ride to the west, we passed out of the pure

yellow sand which surrounds Ma'an, and entered upon hill and dale

covered w-ith scrub and aromatic plants, gradually ascending to a

ridge. From this the descent was almost continuous until we reached

the village of Eljy, and later the entrance to the Sik. For over an hour

before getting to Eljy we followed a small stream down a wild, winding

valley, where were abundance of paj-tridges and blue pigeons, and where

the water brought a rich crop of grass and wild flowers to the narrow

bottom. The valley opened out wide, and the well-cultivated fields and

gardens which surround the village of Eljy appeared brilliant with the

blossoming almond and peach trees and all the green of spring. Through

this we passed amidst the wonderment and scowling looks of the inhabi-

tants, and down a very rough and stony path crossed by low stone walls

of enclosure, then through the brook which flows down from 'Ain Musa,

where, accordiuf to Arab tradition, Moses struck the rock. The strange
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rnege'l pnrple- coloured mountains, in the midst of which Petra stands,

were now open to our view, phxced between the great white liills which

lie to the south and east of it, and terminate in bulbous shaped rocks like

those at Phihe, as of an ungraceful antediluvian world. We did not

linger long amongst the imposing rock-cut tombs found here, as we were

eager to enter the Sik, which w\as now at hand.

{To he continued.)

THE VISIT OF DAVID THE REUBENITE TO HEBRON
AND JERUSALEM IN a.d. 1523.

By Thomas Chaplin, M.D.

The recent publication of the text of the " Diary of David the Eeubenite,"

by the Clarendon Press, under the editorship of Professor Ad. Neubauer,'

draws attention to the visit of that most singular man to the holy places of

Hebron and Jerusalem in the year 1523. What amount of credit should

be given to David's account of his wanderings is perhaps doubtful.

Professor Neubauer in his preface (p. xii) remarks :
" It is not my object

to take off the mask of Reubeni and declare him a falsificator, or, on the

other hand, to accept his facts without scrutiny. My task at present is

to make this diary accessible to historians" ; and Graetz, in his "History

of the Jews," speaks of Reubeni as " a man come out of thick darkness

from the far East, of whom one does not know whether he was a deceiver

or a daring enthusiast."- There is, however, in that part of the diary

^ "Anecdota Oxoniensia," Mediaeval Jewish Chronicles, Ad. Neubauer,

Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1895, vol. ii.

- "GescLichte der Juden," Leii^zig, 1SG5, Band ix, s. 2-4-4. The English

translation, Bella Lowy, Nutfc, 1892, vol. iv, p. 523, has the following :

—

" From obscurity and out of the far East appeared a man, of whom no one

righllj knew whether he was an impostor or a foolish fanatic, or -whether he

intended to play the role of a Messianic or political adventurer, but he caused

a great stir among the Jews, which even affected the Marranos in the extreme

West. David, an Oriental by descent, who had been for a long time in Arabia

and Nubia, suddenly came to Europe on a particular mission, and started the

wildest hopes, both by his imaginative discourses and by his reports of actual

occurrences

David Ecubeni's appearance and manner were such as to inspire alike fear

and confidence. In both there was something strange, mysterious, and eccentric.

He was of dark complexion, and dwarfish in stature, and so excessively thin,

that continuous fasts had almost reduced him to a skeleton. Possessed of

courage and intrepidity, he had at the same time a harsh manner that admitted

of no f;imiliarit3\ He only spoke Hebrew, and that in so corrupt a jargon

that neither Asiatic nor European Jews imdcrstood him."
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which refers to Palestine internal e\i(lence that if it is not the adven-

tures of l):ivi(l himself tliat ai'e uairated, tli<; story must have been

written, or ilietateil, by someone intimately acquainted with the

condition and manners of the country.

Reubeni's account of himself and his family is sufficiently striking :

—

" 1, David, am sou of King Solomon, may the memory of the just be

blessed. My brother, the King Joseph, is older than I, and sits on the

throne of his kingdom in the wilderness' of Kliebor, and he reigns over

thirty miriads ; over the sons of Gad, and the sons of Itiuben, and half

the tribe of Manasseh."

There is little room for doubt that the Khebor referred to is the

Kheybar of North-Western Arabia, where traditions are still current of

the comparatively recent existence of free tribes of Jews there. In

Jerusalem, I once had under my care a man who said he came from

Kheyl)ar, and claimed to be a " son of Rechab," of the Beni Israel, and

that his tribe had the right to levy a poll-tax ou the passing Mohammedan
llaj ! Gibbon tells us in a footnote that, " the banishment of the Jews

(to Syria) is attested l\y El Macin and the great Al Zabari. Yet Niebuhr

("Description de I'Arabie," p. 324) believes that the Jewish religion, and

Kareite sect, are still profe^-sed by the tribe of Chaibar ; and that in the

plunder of the caravans, the disciples of Moses are the confederates of

those of Mahomet. ''-

According to Burckhardt, "A colony of Jews formerly settled at

Kliaibar has wdiolly disappeared. It is commonly believed at Mekka and

Djidda that their descendants still exist there, strictly performing the

duties of their religion ; but upon mimite inquiry at Medina, I found

this notion to be unfounded, nor are tliere any Jews in the northern parts

of the Arabian Desert. The Jews who were formerly settled in Arabia,

belonged to the tribe of Beni Koreyta (Caraites). They came to Medina

after Nebuchadnezzar had taken Jerusalem, when Kerb ibn Hassan el

Hemyarv .... made an inroad towards Medina, wdiich he besieged, and

on his return from thence, carried some of the Beni Koreyta with him to

Yemen. These are the first Jews who settled in that country, and (heir

descendants still remain at Szauaa." ^

Mr. Doughty, in his "Travels in Arabia,"* vol. ii, \>. 127, says :
" It is

certain that the Jews of this day have a fabulous opinion of Kheybar.

Some of them (in the east) told me that 'the Yalifid Kheybar' are the

Beni Israel Merchants of Kasim have related to me that ' tliei'e are

descendants of the YahM Kheybar in Bagdad, who are accounted noble

(asily) among the Jews ; there are besides, rich traders of them in India',

' 13"I?03. So also Dr. 15ieberfeld in ''Dor Eeisebericht dt<3 David

Rcubeni," Leipzig, 1892. Graetz, in his "Geschichtc dor Judcii," has DinDD,
" in the province."

- " Decline and Fall," chap. 1.

^ " Travels in Arabia," John Lewis Burckhardt, London, 1829, Appendix,

p. 46 k
* " Travels in Arabia," by C. M. Douglity, Cambridge, 1833.
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but these words were, I found, as strauffe tales in the ears of tlie

respectable (Bufjdad) merchant Jews in Bombay." Dr. Wolff came in

contact near Seuaa with the Beni Khaibr, a tribe who identified them-

selves with the sons of Jonadab. Siguor Pierotti also met with a tribe

calling themselves Eechabites, about two miles south-east of the Dead

iSea. They had a Hebrew Bible, and said their prayers at the tomb of a

Jewi.sh Eabbi {see Smith's " Dictionary of the Bible," s.v., Eechabites).

A Persian gentleman of my acquaintance informs me that in his country

these Jews are still remembered with reproach, and that wl-.en a Moslem

wi.slies to cui-se anyone, he will sonit times say :
" May you be as a Jew of

Kheybar." It is interesting in connection with this subject to note that

the Jews from Yemen who have within the last few years migrated to

Jenisalem, declare themselves to belong to the tribe of Gad.

Eeubeni's narrative continues :
— " I de]:)arted from before the King,

my brother, and the seventy elders who gave him counsel, and they com-

manded me to go first to Eome and the Pope, may his glory be exalted.

And I journeyed from them from the wilderness of Khebor by the

mountain road ten days, until I arrived at Jeddah, and there I was

prostrated with a gi-eat illness."

pj-^pf which I have translated "the mountain," is not improbably

Eeubeni's way of transliterating into Hebrew '^ _j^ harrah, a lava field

or volcanic district, of which there are many in North-Western Ai-abia.

Kheybar itself is situated in one of them. But Eeubeni may have meant
a mountain road towards the coast, in order to avoid the city of Medina.

Such a road is indicated in the very valuable map attached to Mr.
Doughty's work.

From Jeddah Eeubeni took ship to Suakim, whence he travelled to

Dongola, and afterwards to Egypt. From Egyj)t he went to Gaza,

and it is here the portion of his narrative which most concerns the

student of Palestine begins :

—

"After this, ho (a Jew named Abraham) came to me,' and a goldsmith

named Joseph, who keeps a shop. He had a brother, whose name was
Jacol), and their old father was living. He and Joseph the goldsmith

remained witli me that day about two hours, and I was reticent with

them, and communicated to them only short hints.- And the Jews sent

meat and bread to me secretly by the hand of Abraham the Jew.
" I remained at Gaza five days, and afterwards !^et out from Gaza on the

19th of Adar, 1523, and proceeded on the road to Hebron. I travelled

by day and by night until I ari-ived in Hebron at the place of the Cave of

Machpelah, on the 23rd of Adar, at noon. Then the guardians who
guard the cave came to nic to kiss my hands and my feet, and said to

me: 'Come in thou blessed of the Lord, our lord, and the sou of our lord.'

' At Gaza.

- D''p"lQ ^k^*X"l, lit., heads of chapters or sections, i.e., in reference to the

mysterious message which David professed to be charged with.
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And there came to me two old men of the guardians of tlie clmrch* of

Abraham, and tliey are tlie wisest and tlie greatest, and heads over all tht*

guardians. And it is they who put out (from) and bring in to tlie church,^

and they are the judges in Hebron. They took me by the hand, and caused

nie to stand before a certain toml), and said to me :
' This is the tomb of

Abraham our father,' and I prayed in that place until I had tinished the

prayer. Then they showed me on the north side a little chapel- in which
is the tomb of our mother Sarah. Aiul in the middle, between the tomb
of Abraham and the tomb of Saiah, is the prayer jilace- of the Ishmaelites

and beyond {lit. above) the head of Abraham the tomb of Isaac in the

large church,'- and near the tomb of Isaac the tomb of Rebekah, beyond
{Ut. above) the head of the tomb of Sarah ; and beyond {lit. below) the

feet of the tomb of Abraham, the cennta])lr' of Jacob in another ]ar"-e

cha]iel.< And near the cenotaph of J:!cob is the cenotaph of Leah,

opposite the tomb of Sarah.

"After this I gave them alms, ten paralhim, in order that they might
buy oil, and then I said to the guardians that these cenotaf)lis are not

true ; that the truth is that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are in the cave

underground, and that they were not buried on the surface of the earth.

They answered me : 'Thy words are just,' and I told them to show me
the cave. So I went with them and they showed me the opening cf the

door of the cave in the mouth of the pit. There is a lamp burning day
and night in this pit, and they let down the lamp into the pit by a rope,

and from the mouth of the pit I saw the opening of the door about the

lieight of a man, and I was convinced that it is indeed the cave. So I

rejoiced in my heart, and I sent away the Ishmaelites from before me, and
did my devotions at the mouth of the pit until I had finished the prayer.

"And after this I called the older guardians, and said to them : 'This

is not the opening to the cave; there is another opening'; and they
answered me :

' Yes ; in ancient times the opening of the cave was in

the middle of the great Church,^ in which is the cenotaph of Isaac
'

; and

' riDJD, a place of assembly. Reiiboni uses this word (or its plural) for

churclies, mosques, synagogues, and chapels or praying places. Perhaps

"cjuu'cli" covers all these meanings best. It is not clear to mc whether
Dm^X JIDjD, Kanaeneth Abraham, means a synagogue of the Jews or the

llaram. If the former, then we have the interesting statement tliat

Kenbeni's conductors over Mu- Il.aram were Jews. Benjamin of Tudela savs :

—

vj;2 Dnin' nD:3 nn^n x*m nmns mt^ }n1pi^' rh\i:^r\ noan cr
DvXyDC^"- "Here is the place of worship called St. Abraham, which durir.g

tlie time of the Mohammedans was a synagogue of the Jews" (" Itin^. of

R. Benjamin of Tudela," translated and edited by A. Asher, London, 1S40).

On the whole, it seems more probable that these two wise and iiiQucntial

guardians were Moslems, and that the place they guarded was the Haram.

•* "I2p IW, the form or representation of the tomb.

•• mnx rh'\'\:k nojDa, see footnote \
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T said to them ;
' Show me the place of that opening" ; and I went with

them and tliey removed the covering from the floor of the Church,'

and showed me the phxce of the opening of the door, and it was shut

with hxrse stones and lead,- and no man was able to remove that

masonry. And after this I said to them :
' Cover the floor with

the coverings.' And I asked tliem :
' Is it known to A'ou who built

(up) the opening of the cave ?
' And they brought out to me a book,

and read it before me, and it was said in that book that a certain

King built (up) the opening of the cave after the Ishmaelites had taken

tlie Sanctuary from the Christians, and that King was the second from

Mohammed : and that King also sent four men into the cave, every

one with a lamp in his hand, and they remained inside the cave about

an hour, and afterwards came out. And three of them died immediately

on comino- out of the cave, and the fourth remained dundj until the

third da}'. And the King who sent him asked him :
' What didst thou

see in the cave? And he said to them (sic): 'I saw those figures,'

namely, Abraham, oar father, o^i a coucli, in the place of the upper

cenotaph which they have made, and around the couch of Abraham,

our father, lamps all round and many books, and his couch was covered

with beautiful coverings, and near to Abraham, our father, Sarah, our

mother, and Isaak, and Eebekah, beyond (lit. above) the head of

Abraham and Sarah ; and Jacob, our father, and Leah, our mother,

beyond (lit. below) the feet of Abraham and Sarah, our mother. And
there were lamps all round upon the couches, and there is upon each of

the couches the likeness of a man for a man, and the likeness of a woman for

a woman.* And the lamps wliich wei'e in our hands became extinguished,

but in the cave there was a great light like (that of) the sun. And after

we had seen all these things we came out, and there was there a pleasant

- mDiy, " Iron," Biebcrfeld.

* CIVV, forms, representation?.

'' This is surely a remarkable statement. Jacob was cmbabned in Egypt,

and quite possibly his " likeness " may have been portrayed in Egyptian

fashion upon his mummy case. If this were so, a tradition of it may have

bjen lianded down, and, in course of generations, been extended to the tombs

of the other Patriarchs also. It has never been a custom of either Jews or

Moslems to put representations of the human figiu-e on sepuleliral monuments.

Tlic only instances of anything of the kind that I renifnibcr are at Jlogador,

in Morocco, where an extremely rude indication, rather tlian representa-

tion, of the human form, is carved on tlie flat gravestones of the Jewish

cemeterv, in order, I was told, to mark llie position of the head and feet of the

body below, for all are not buried in the same dii'ection. On next page is a copy

of a rough sketch of such gravestones, whicli I made on the spot. In Moslem

burial places a figure of a turban cut out of stone or other material may

often be seen placed over the position of tlic head of the corpse below, and in

tombs under cover the turban itself is sometimes wourd round as in the royal

tombs at Constantinople.
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odour like (that of) incense. And we went before tlie tomb of Rebek.di,

iuid the four of us went on, and after that there cried at us tlie

leseuibhmce of a man wliich was upon the couch of Isaac,' with a knid

voice, and we stood (tenified) until we got breathless out of the cave.'

And those are the figures of the tombs and the masonry of the opening

of the cave which that King caused to be closed until this day. These

were tlie words of the fourth (man) who remained dumb one day {sic).

" After this I stood and prayed at the opening of the pit (and I saw
the opening of the door of the cave) on the night of 8al)bath until

morning, and in the morning I remained to pray until the evening and

on the night of the first day (of the week) I prayed at the mouth of

the cave, and did not sleep until the morning. And the seventy old men
had said to me tliat on the third day T should see a sign, and I waited
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for four years,' and I went witli them to see the water, and lo, it was

coming good and pure into the pool from the distant land.

"After this I set out from Hebron on the 24th cf Adar, and travelled

to Jerusalem, and robbers came upon the road between Hebron and

Jerusalem, and they said to me : ' O, our lord, son of the prophet,

behold the enemies are before us ' ; and I said to them :
' Do not be

afraid, do not tremble ; they shall fear and you be safe.' Hardly had I

spol^en with them, when, lo, the Head oi the Turkish Police,' came from

Hebron with many servants, and the robbers saw him and tied, all of them.

So I went with him to Jerusalem, and entered the city on the 2.")tli of

Adar, L523, and that day I went into the Holy of Holies,^ and on my

coming to the Sanctuary all the Ishmaelite guaxdians came to bow down

before me and to kiss my feet ; and they said to me : ' Come in, thou

blessed of the Lord, our lord son of our lord.' And their two principal

men came and took me into the cave which is under the stone of

foundation,^ and said to me :
' This is the place of Elijah the ^irophet,

and this the place of David the King, and this the place of Solomon

the King, and this is the place of Alu-aham and Isaac, and this the

place of Mohammed,' in the cave under the stone of foundation and

above. And they showed me the places of the prophets below and above

the stone. And I said to the guardians :
' Now that I know all these

places go your ways, for I wish to pray, and in the morning I will give

you alms,' and they went their wa}'. And I knew already that all their

words were false and vain, and I prayed until all the Ishmaelites came

to pray. And they went out of the court from their prayer, and

two hours after night went to their houses, and I went underneath the

stone of foundation. Afterwards the guardians extinguished all the lamps

of the court except four, and before shutting the doors they came to look

and searched if they might find anyone sleeping in the cave in order

to put him out. And they found me and said to me :
' Come out of that

place, for we guardians cannot allow any man whatever to sleep there, for

so we have sworn to the King ; and therefore we are not willing that

thou shouldest sleep in that place, and if thou dost not go out, we will

go to the Governor and he will cause thee to be put out against thy

will.' When I heard their hard words I went out of the court, and

they shut the doors round the court. I prayed and fasted all night,

and that was the night of the fourth day {i.e., Wednesday). And in

the morning when the Ishmaelites came to pray in the court, I entered

with them, and when they had finished their prayers, I called with

a loud voice, ' Ho, guardians !
' and they all came before me, and I

' I follow Dr. Bieberfeld in his rendering of IJinn "pL" DSu'lOn 7^3.

The goTernnient of Syria had been put into order by its Turkish conqueror,

Selim I, about five years before the period of Reubeni's visit.

* By Holy of Holies, Reubeni apparently means the Dome of the Rock,

wliich, in tlie traditional belief of the Jews to the present day, covers the site of

that portion of the Temple.

^ The sacred rock over -vvhicli the Dome is built.
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said to tliem :
'
1, vour lnid ami the son of yoiii' loid tlic j»i'0|»liet,

c-aiiR- from a distanl land to this Holy House, and my spirit yearned to

stand within it and i)ray, anil not to sleep.' And after this there came
four of the guardians and drove me out, and I said to them: 'I (am)

yiiui' lord and tlic son nf youi loril ; if you desire i)eace from me it is

well, and I will bless you ; and if not, I will be avenged on you, and will

write to the Governor ("^Ilin — ^^'"^ Turk) of your evil ifoings.' And
they answered me :

' Forgive us this time, for we wish to serve thee, and

to be like slaves to thee all the time thou remainest in the Sanctuary,

and to do thy will.' Then I gave them ten ducats as alms, and remained

in the Sanctuary and fasted in the Holy of Holies ; five weeks bread I

did not eat and water I ilid not drink, from the night of the Sabbath to

the night of the Sabbath, and I prayed under the .stone of foundation and

above. And there came ten messengers from the King my brother

Josejih and his ancients to me, and they made themselves strange and

stood before me in the Sanctuary ....
"And the Ishmaelites have a figure on the top of the Dome of the

Court, and that figure is like a half-moon tuiiied towai-ds the western

side, and on the first day of the Feast of Weeks, 1523, it turned towards

the eastern side, and when the Ishmaelites .saw that, they cried Avith a

loud voice, and I said to them :
' What are you crying out about ^' They

au'^wered : 'Because of our sins that figure of the half-moon is turned

towards the side of the sunrising, and that is an evil sign for the

Ishmaelites.' And after this, the workmen of the Ishmaelites went up

and leturned that figure to its ])lace on the first day, but on the second

flay tlie figui'e returned a second time to the eastern side whilst I was

jiraying, and the Ishmaelites cried out and wept and sought to turn it

back but could not. And the old men had said to me before :
' When

thou seest that sign, go away to Rome.'
" And I .saw the Gate of Mercy and the (jtate of Pei^entance,' and

went under the Sanctuary, wliicli is a building as large as the upper

Iniilding. And I did under the Sanctuary that which the old men bade

me, in a place to which no man might come. And the sign mentioned of

the figure (of the half-moon) was seen after I had done the commands of

the old men under the Sanctuary.-

" And after this I went up to the Mount of Olives, and saw there two

caves, and I returned to Jerusalem and went up to Mount Zion, and

there are there two churches^ in the place of the convent^ ; the church in

' These two gates belonged to wliat is now called the Golden Gate.

- It is difllciilt to understand this obscure passage. Perhaps by " the

Sanctuary," L*npJ3, c/ Aksa is intended, and Reubeni was taken into the

subterranean ( assage and chamber, as visitors now are. But what the

eouniuvnds of the old men were, is a mystery.
•' nVDiD.
•* Professor Neubauer has here HT'^, the palace, or castle, but notes that

the MS. has HTT. 1 venture to think that HTT is the right reading,

D 2
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the liamls of tlie Christians is the upper one, and the lower one is in the

hands of the IshmaeUtes, and the IshmaeHtes opened ' for me and showed

nie the likeness of tlie tomb O^p jn'l?2"T - cenotaph), and said to me
that it was the tomb of I)a\'i(l the Kin^, on whom lie peace, and I

prayed there. And I went out from there and went to the upper

church,"- and the Christians opened to me, and 1 entered that

church- and ])rayed there. And after that I went from Ziou to

Jerusalem. And I went to the house of a Jew whose name was

Abraham the Gaer (or Haggaer). He was a goldsmith, and lived

over the synagogue, and there were there old women who M-ashed the

lamps of the synagogue. And when I was in the house of that Jew
two IshmaeHtes were there, and I asked him :

' What is thy name ?

'

and he answered me :
' Abraham ' ; and after that I sent away the

IshmaeHtes, and said to them :
' I have some business to do with this

goldsmith,' and then the IshmaeHtes went their way.
" And I asked him :

' Do you pray at this season, " Who causeth the

rain to fall," or "Who causeth the dew- to fall'' (Morid haggeshem, or

Morid hattal?)'?^ And he said : 'Who causeth the dew to fall?' and

stood astonished. And I spoke many words with him, but did not tell

him that I was a Jew until the third time that I went to his house

before my departitre from the Sanctuary. And I said to him :
' Describe

to me Venice and Rome and Portugal'; and he described them all.

And I said to him :
' I am wishing to go to Eome ' ; and he said to me :

' For what purpose art thou going ?
' and I said to him :

' I am going

for a good purpose, but it is secret, and I cainiot reveal it ; but I wish

you would counsel me which way I should go.'

" Afterwards I gave into the hand of the said Abraham a book

which I had written for the Sanctuary, and said to him :
' Give the book

for me into the hands of the ruler (Nagid) Rabbi Isaac' ; and I departed

corresponding to the Arabic jj, a convent. In A.D. 1523 the place was

still in the hands of the Frauciscans, who had held it since A.D. 1313, and

were not exj^elled until a.d. 15GI, when they bought of the Georgians the

property where the Latin Convent and Church of St. Saviour now stand.

' Dr. Bieberfeld has hei-e "ITJ, gader or jader, an enclosure, which he

translates Gitter = lattice. If, as Professor Neubauer intimates, the writer

of the MS. was probably a German Jew, gitter is very likely the true

translation ; but where Bieberfeld got the word "iTJ from I know not. Visitors

are still taken to look at the tomb through a trellised doorway.

- nojs.
^ The prayer which the people of Israel were commanded to offer at the

end of the tithing in the third year— " Bless thy people Israel and the land

which thou hast given us" (Deut. xxvi, 15)—is explained by the Mishna to

include a petition for dew and rain (" Maas. Sheni," 5, 13). These prayers

have a place among the " Eighteen Benedictions " of the Jewish Liturgy.

According to Dr. Bieberfeld, the Jews of the East use the prayer for rain

during the winter or rainy season, and that for dew during the summer, when

rain would be injurious. {Op. cif., Noten, p. 4.)
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from Jernsaloin on tlie 24th of Siwaii, 1023, ami a great immtM-r nf

Ishiiiaelit.'s, riding on horses, accompanied me five miles."

NOTK ON THE HEBRON HARAM.

P.y the Rev. Canon Dalton, C.M.G.

That portion uf the diary of David the Renbenite which describes his

visit to tlie interior of the Haram at Hebron in a.d. 1523 is fnll of

circumstantial detail, and carries on its face an aspect of truth altogether

diflerent from anything which " a fabricated '' account might be expected

to exhibit. What he says he did and saw on a particular date is wholly

distinct from the account he gives of his ancestors and of those he had

left behind in Khebor, or the ambitions projects he may have cherished as

likely to result from his travels. The stories about his ancestors he may

have' himself come to have believed. They may very well have l>een

founded on fact, however largely they were subsequently embroidered

with imaginary additions, just as, in a similar way, the accounts given by

many otherwise truthful and trustworthy persons in England regarding

their own ancestors are wont to be, even in these enlightened and

matter-of-fact days. But be this as it may, I shall confine myself in

the follo%ving note to what Reubeni says that he actually saw in the

Haram at Hebron in the spring of a.d. 1523. In any careful chrono-

logical catena of authorities who describe their visits to the Patriarchs'

Tombs, such as that given by Colonel Conder at the end of the pai.er

concerning his own visit to Hebron in 1882, and published in the

quarterly Statement for that year, p. 212, Reubeui's account will hence-

forth have to be inserted immediately before that of the tract, " Jichus

ha Aboth," a.d. 1537. " All the extant notices of visits to the sepulchres

of the Patriarchs at Hebron are brought together and discussed by Comte

Riant, in a paper in vol. ii, p. 411, of the 'Archives de I'Orient Latin,

1884'" (Guy Le Strange, "Palestine imder the Moslems," 1890, p. 318).

In the late Dean Stanley's "Sermons in the East," 1863, pp. 141

to 169, is the inimitably fresh and picturesque narrative of the visit

paid by him with the Prince of Wales to the same Haram in January,

1862. In the late Professor Fergusson's " The Holy Sepulchre and the

Temple at Jerusalem," 1865, Appendix J, on "the Mosque at Hebron,"

pp. 136 to 151, is the description of the visit i)aid by him to the interior

at the end of 1864. The account appeared originally in the " Builder,"

24th December, 1864, and is valuable as containing the opinion of a

trained architect as to dates of stonework, etc. In the Quartvrli/ Statement

for 1882, PI). 197 to 214, ajjpeared Colonel Conder's careful and detailed

report, with Sir Charles Wilson's additional note, concerning the visit

paiil by both of them, wn'th the late Duke of Clarence and with the i:)uke

of York, to the interior of the Hebron Haram in April of that year.
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Tlii.s luis since been repriuted iu a sliQitened form in the third vohiine

of the " Survey of Western Palestine," pp. 333 to 346 ; and in a still

fuller form, and with a more detailed plan of the Haram, in the "Cruise

of H.M.S. Bacchante, 1879 to 1882," vol. ii, pp. 595 to C19. The three

several accounts written Ly Dean Stanley, Professor Fergusson, and

Colonel Conder should be really re-read, for the sake of refreshing the

memory, by those who wish properly to appreciate in detail David

Reubeni's account, now translated by Dr. Chaplin. Similarly the

quotations from various Moslem visitors, given by ]\Ir. Guy Le Strange,

iu his " Palestine under the Moslems," 1890, pp. 309 to 327, can be readily

re-perused by those who think that Eeubeni may have copied or borrow^ed

the accounts of others and incorporated them into his own diary. As,

however, without reference to the plan of the interior of the Hebron

Haram {Quarterly Statement, 1882, \>. 196), his nai-rative can (.nly be

very inadequately understood, that plan is here reproduced with these

few elucidatory remarks. The Hel;>ron Haram, as originally constructed,

appears to have Ijeen a miniature copy of the Temple Haram at Jerusalem.

The Cave of Machpelah is enclosed at its south-eastern en<\, under the

three-aisled church that now stands above it. The floor of the church

and of the quadrangle in front of it is now 18 feet above the level of

the ground on the western exterior of the Haram. This higher level is

therefore now approached by means of two stairways (1 and 2), erected in

the tenth century, " one for going up and one for coming down," against

the uorth-western and south-eastern exterior ends of the Haram, and

by means of the passage along the whole north-easten. side. These

Moslem additions make it thus practically a dependence of the Jawaliyeh

Mosque, entered at X, on its north-eastern side. The only entrance

now into the Haram is at 7. This door was broken through the Haram

wall in the tenth century by order of the Fatimite Khalif Mahdi, who

came to the throne of Egypt in A.o. 918. Professor Fergusson, Sir

Charles Wilson, and other authorities consider it probable that the

original entrance in Herodian and Byzantine times was in the north-

western corner, and may have been similar in design to that of

"Barclay's Gateway" in the Jerusalem Haram, and that the portal

in the massive masonry is concealed by the buildings known as Joseph's

Tondj, Q, erected by the Moslems in the tenth century. No traces of

an entrance are \isible in the exterior walls of the Haram anj'where

else, and as this is the only place where the Moslem additions cover

up any extent of these walls it seems natural to conclude that the

original entrance must now be covered by this erection. In the accom-

panying plan the lower portion only of that building is shown, with

its entrances at G and at 9 ; this last, from the kalah, or castle, opens

immediately upon the Toml) of Joseph itself. The upper story, 18 feet

above it, consists of two chaml^ers ; the one approached from the level

of the quadrangle by S, a door opened through the Haram wall by

Shihilb ad Din Ahmad al Yaghmuri, one of the guardians, and after-

wards Governor of Jerusalem and Hebron in 1394 a.d., when he also
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erected the cenotaph of Joseph in this chamber, inuneiliately over his

tomb below, for the convenience of pilgrims visiting the cenotaphs of the

other i)atriarchs within the Harani. The other chamber, over 50 feet

long, in this iijiper story of Joseph's tomb is approached by the

doorway R, pieiced by the same authority at the same date. All

the buildings in the northern two-thirds of the Haram, that is,

in the portion outside the church, are Moslem, and, with the

excei)tion of the two octagonal cha])els containing the cenotajihs of

Abraham and Sarah and the two oblong chapels containing the cenotaphs

of Jacob and Leah, were erected in 1331 a.d., and are the successors of

those that were built, as Mukadessi tells vis (Pilgrims' Text Society,

1886, pp. 50, 51), as a public guest-house, with kitchener, baker, and

servants a2)iJointed thereto for the accommodation of Moslem i)ilgrims.

What is contained in the 18 feet depth of soil or rock immediately beneath

these buildings and the quadrangle outside the church is not known, or

whether its present level is the same as it was in Herodian or Byzantine

times. It would appear possible that this two-thirds of the Haram
interior may have originally been supposed to cover the extent of the field

purchased by Abraham outside the actual cave (Gen. xxiii, 17), and its

level when first enclosed may have been nearer that of the exterior of the

Haram on the west than that of the present interior. Judging from

the enclosure at Beit-el-KhullI, where the stones are apparently of the

same date as those in the exterior walls of the Hebron Haram, the motive

that promj^ted the construction of that as well as of this was merely the

•desire to mark off a site hallowed by the presence of the Father of the

Faithful. Beit-el-Khulil was the spot where he traditionally had pitched

his tent, Machpelah his place of burial. These sites were preserved, but

without an}' adventitious additions. Hence, in Herodian times, when
the Haram vras entered at the north-west corner, the visitor would, as he

stood " in the field that was before Mamre,'"' see in the cliff face fronting

him at 8 the square door that led to the double cave behind. The bodies

of the patriarchs would long ere that date have returned to their native

dust; even Jacob's" mummy '' could not have endured till Herod's days

in that moist and damp climate. It was the cave alone that was preserved

for the sake of the hallowed reminiscences that clung to it. In the

Byzantine period a chuich was erected over the cave ; and judging by

what happened at the Holy Sejjulchre, at Bethlehem, at Nazareth, and

elsewhere, the interior of the cave would be encased with marble, and

otherwise ornamented. All this would be overthrown by the Moslems.

But Ibn Batutah, who visited Hebron in 1355 a.d., states that even then

the caves were " paved with marble." The level of the court outside the

church was meanwhile artificially, and probably gradually (with the debris

of Byzantine church, etc.), raised 15 feet, so that the present approaches

round the exterior of the Haram and at a higher level would be more

convenient, and they are entirely Moslem, as has been mentioned.

After enteriuir the Haram at 7 the visitor finds himself in a wide
o

narthex oi' jjortico, at the north-west end of the church. This jiortico
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communicates tlii<ni<(li futir jidinu-d arclies witli tlie open iiuadrantfle
;

and bv two iloois at 4 ami ") with llir clmii-li. Tlii'i-e was finnifrly a

fifth arcli in the portico at its west end, and a tliiid (hiorway to tlie

cbnrch at E. Tlie latter of these w;i.s blocked, and the former lenioved

when the vaulted gallery was erected. Thus each aisle of the Crusaders'

churcli had a doorway at its nortli-westeni end, and probably each had

an altar at its south-eastern end, in honour severally of each of the three

patriarclis, St. Abraham, St. Isaac, and St. Jacob. This arrangement

of separate altars would thus resemble that which exi.sted in the church

on Tabor, where Moses and Elijah each had a separate altar and side

chapel. At G is an Arabic inscription on the pier, stating that repairs

were made to this part of the building in 1755 A.D. At T is the sebtl or

water cistern for ablutions. At E is shown Adam's footprint. N is

Abraham's cenotaph, M is that of Sarah. W is the vestibule. At F is

the fi-agment of a Greek inscription of the Byzantine period on the wall.

P is Jacob'.s cenotai)h, C) is Leah's. Z are .>iteps by means of which an

ascent is obtained r.n to the roof of the lumber room, and thence out on

to the north-west wall of the Haram, and so along the top of the br(jad

walls to the two minarets that now crown the corners at U and V. In

the church over the cave, L is the merhala or reading desk, K the

millibar or pulpit, 3 is the mihrab, J is the cenotaph of Isaac, I is that of

Rebecca. At C is a round hole in the floor of the church, looking down

through which a square chamber is seen below, with a square-headed

iloorway at 8 leading into the outer or western cave. This cave

apparently extends from 8 to A, where thei'e was another entrance to it

from the church—now blocked. Pilgrims in the time of the Crusaders

would pass down steps at C, ami after looking into the inner or eastern

cave ill which the patriarchs had been buried, would pass along and come

up at A. At I), in the exterior wall of the Haram, is a hole opening into

this outer cave, where the Jews and others are now allowed to stand and

pray, in a similar manner as they do at the " Wailing place " outside the

Jerusalem Haram. At B, in the floor of the church, was the descent into

the inner or eastei-n cave under the central aisle. This aisle, as well as

the whole floor of the church, excej)t C, is now covered with carpets and

rugs. At H is a Greek invocation to Abraham, dating from the time of

Justinian. For fuller detailed information the reader can only again be

referred to Quarterbj Siatemeiit, 1882 (pp. 197 to 214).

Taking u]) now Ueulieui's narrative of his visit in 1523 A.n., we may
note :

—

1. For "the 23rd Adar," we should apparently read 20th Adar. The

distance from Gazji to Hebron is between 33 and 34 miles. He left Gaza

on the 19th, and, travelling all day as well as after sundown and before

sunri.se, reached Hebron midday of Tluu-sday the 20th. He left Hebron,

after praying three days in the church, on Monday moi'uing, the 24th

Adar. The time spent at Hebron would alone necessitate this correction,

and he evidently means to say that he travelled with haste from (4aza to

Hebron, whereas if he hail taken four days ami nights to cover the
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distance, this would manifestly not have been the case. With this one

correction made, all his other statements cohere definitely and accurately.

2. " The seventy old men " who sent a message to Eeubeni were the

hereditary Moslem guardians of the mosque. They are now said to be

"forty" (Staidey, p. 154). In each cise the number is, of course, a round

one, and in neither is it to be literally pressed. Two of them, as

Sheikhs, are told off to attend him, and see that all arrangements

reo-ardiuo- backshi.sh and other matters are fairlv carried out. Eeubeni

states explicitly that these guardians are thev who " jnit out from ami

bring into the church,' i.e., have the right of excluding persons or

admitting them to the Haram. They addi'ess lieubeni complimentarily

five times as " ?on of our lord," that is, as they themselves once expressly

say "of Abraham, the Prophet": their connnon ancestor and his, and

the i^residing genius loci. So in like manner Eeubeni afterwards to

the ouardians of the Jerusalem Haram claims to be " the son of their

lord," the prophet Aliraham.

3. His description (]). 47) of the relative position of the cenotaphs of

the three jjatriarchs and their wives is most accurate. The prayer-

place of the Ishmaelites or Moslems (p. 47), W, between the two chai)els

containing respectively Abraham's cenota])h, N, and Sarah's, M, to the

north-east of it, is just outside the door of the church, and here Moslem

visitors woidd stand and pray immediately after ablution at the sehil, T,

in the portico ; thus standing, they would face the entrance of the

mosque, the cave itself, and Mecca.

The cenotaphs themselves are always said to have been erected

"by the Gentiles," i.e., Christians, e.g., Benjamin of Tudela, a.d. 1172

{Quarter^^ Statement, 1894, p. 296). Photographs have been published

of Abraham's and Sarah's. But the two actually within the church, now

called those of Isaac and Eebecca, J and I, are difierent from the other

four. They appear the oldest, and they only are enclosed in two masonry

shrines of Santa Croce marble, through the windows in which the two

cenotaphs can be seen. These two cenotaphs are remarkably like the

tombs of the Norman Kings of Sicily in the cathedral at Palermo, and,

if erected when the church was built {i.e., between 1167 and 1187 a.d.)

by the Crusaders, would be of the same date as, and ])Ossibly by the

same artists as those that reared, the red porphyry sarcophagi and hearse-

like canopies at Palei-mo from 1154 a.u. and onwards. These two

cenotaphs also are the only ones of the six that stand over the cave,

and would lie on either side of the site of the high altar.

4. Having been shown the cenotaphs, Eeubeni asks about the cave

beneath, and gives the guardians money, apparently to ])urchase oil for

lighting the lamp to be let down to illuminate the aperture at C, to

which they then conduct him. The chief entrance from the church

to the innermost cave was in front of the high altar and alongside

the cenota])li, now called that of Eebekah, at B. There was another

entrance at A from the side aisle of the church into the middle (or

western) cave ; and at C was, and is .still, the entrance to the third
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iuid oiitci iiifist cave, or rjitlier tli'.^ favi-ninns pit outside tlie "ibiiiMc

cave" ])i-oi)(.-r of MmcIijh'LiIi {(Jinirti-rhi Statement, 1882, ji. 2(>0, and

p. 214). Reiibeiii's
*'

oiR'iiiii^ of the door of tlie cave in tlie muutli of tlie

pit "
(|). 47) is uiidoiilileiUy tliis eiitraine at C The words he uses to

describe what lie IIrmt saw are ahuost identical with those employed l)y

C'olouel (.'onder and Sir Charles Wilson at the same spot. Reubeiii thus

anticipated us in noticing the actual dnor into the cave. So, too, when he

proceeds to descril)e the examination of the now-closed entrance at }!,

and the iron clam))s in (he ]Mveni('nl in " the middle of the great rhmch"
over the innei' cave, and the removal by the guardians of the carpets that

covered the floor of the church, the descrii)tion (p. 48) is piecisely the same
as that given by Colonel Conder on ]>. 200. Xo visitor had made mention

of this entrance before or since Kciil)t'ni till IJaouf Pasha, the Governor
of Jerusalem, in l^<S2, had discovered it on the evening before our visit,

and insisted on the guardians removing the carpets and showing it to

the Princes the next day when we were there. Two, therefore, out of

the "four fresh discoveries" recorded by Colonel Conder at p. 207 were
anticipated by Reubeiii.

"). iJenjamin of Tudela, in 1172 a.d., went dow n with a lighted candle

in his hand through the three ca\es. If he there found ossuaries,

by the six graves of the i)atriarchs, the bones in them were more
likely at that date to have been Christian rather than, as he suji-

posed, those of Israelites {(Quarter!;/ >S(atemeid, 1894, p. 297). But the

run of the sentence, and the abrupt way in which in the very next

sentence Benjamin passes to the description of Beit-el- Khulil, three

miles away from the Haram, lead me to imagine that we should place

a full stop at "night," and that the adverb " there "' refers to Hebron
in general. He can scarcely mean to say that during the time of the

Crusaders' occupation of the Haram, and when the Church of St. Abraham
was in all its glory, the Jews were allowed to dejiosit the bones of their

friends in the cryi)t of the Christian church.

6. The story read by the guardians to Reubeni from some written

account as to the closing of the B entrance in the pavement before the

high altar of the church i.s most interesting. The cave was the crypt

of the Crusaders' Church, as at Nazareth and as at Bethlehem. It is

quite po.ssible that we may tind hereafter, when it is again opened, that

the face of its natural rock has been cut away by them, and stone

groined work inseiled. More especially as 'Ali of Herat, writing in

1173 A.D., fifteen years before Hebron was retaken by Saladin and

giving an account of what he himself saw there, states (Le Strange,

"Palestine under the Moslems,'' p. 317) that he was informed that in

the year 1119 a.d., in the reign of Baldwin II, a certain part over the

cave of Abraham had given way and was repaired by the Franks from

below. There seems every probability, I think, that on the floor are six

low oblong stone slabs (" couches," says the account of the mason read

to Reubeni), incised with the figures of the three patriarchs and their

wives sculptured in relief, similar to tho.se of the Norman i>eriod and
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of the same date to be seen iu English Cathedrals, and with iuscriptious

round them—so says Benjamin—probably in Latin. It is even possible

that " lamps," the old sconces and mortars for lights, set there by the

CVusaders beside them may be still in situ.—(Though the light itself

shining ever in the cave may be rather of the same sort as that in

Michael Scott's grave at Melrose, "No earthly flame blazed e'er so

bright, It shone like Heaven's own blessed light." " Lay of the Last

Minstrel," Canto ii, 18, with Sir "Walter Scott's notes on such caves and

magic lights, '• Poetical Works,'' vol. vi, Cadell's edit., pp. 249-255. And
for Ibrahim Pasha's box on the ear, compare that the Dwarf felt when
he opened Michael's mighty book, " When on his cheek a buflfet fell.

So fierce it stretched him on the plain, Beside the wounded Deloraine."

Canto iii, 9, and note, pp. 260, 261.)—These stone effigies would in course

of time become covered with a green discoloration and deposit, owing

to the dampness of the cave, and hence the patriarchs' bodies are

described by those who have seen them since that date to be " clothed in

green garments. ' The wind also mentioned by all who have visited the

inner cave would natiirally be draughts of cold air that enter from the

hole at D, and would blow through the caves towards the apertures in

the pavement above. This supposition regarding the .sculjjtured slabs

would agi-ee also with what Jelal ed Deen, quoted by Fergusson, p. 144,

says, that " below the patriarchs lie in the flesh on their tombs with

splendid beards " ; and with what each of the Moslem visitors, quoted

by Le Strange, further aver. These incised effigies would then have

remained practically undisturbed since 1187 a.d., until Ibrahim Pasha's

abrujjt intrusion. Eebekah's figure probably represents her with long

hair and her hands on her bosom, or possibly holding some symbol.

0)ie glance at this figure beneath the flash of the lamp held by the

intruding Pasha reminded him oi the attitude he had seen women
assume when combing their hair in his own harem ; he was suddenly

smitten with a natural sense of the ghastly impropriety of lopkiug upon

another man's wife- -and he "the jealous" iDatriarch Isaac—in such a

position, and started at the shock, as if his ears had been boxed, and

fell to the ground in a fit. Xo other Moslem visitor had ever looked

upon the effigies of the wives of the patriarchs, the latter they had

seen, but they say that they had been deterred from gazing on those

of the women, by " a voice that cried out " in their conscience, saying,

" Beware, for it is the Harem." This supposition regarding the

sculjjtured slabs in the crypt accords with what at least three, if

not more, independent witnesses report ; and is, at any rate, more

satisfactory than to merely assert that what the witnesses say, " make
it certain they either never descended, or invented what they are

rejxtrtetl to have seen "
( Fergusson, p. 1 44).

7. It would appear that the spring rains were late that yeai-, none

having fallen till March, and that the preceding autumn rains had been

scanty. This would cause the seh'il to run dry. The spring rain fell

copiously the three days while Reubeni was at Hebron at the end of A<lar.
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This was taken as a favourable omen by the guardians after they Ii.kI

allowed him to pray in the church. The guardians had ex])ecteil some

sign from Heaven, as their successors would to-day, to follow the

admission of a stranger to the Haram. Water was coming into the

.vvA/7 tliiough the conduit from the country outside (" the distant

laud"). This conduit for bringing water intf) the ([uadrangle of the

Haram is also expressly mentioned by Mukadessi (Pilgrims' Text

Society,
I

>. ol). This acce])table fall of rain after four years' drought

appears to ii.ive much impressed Reubeni, for it probably prompted

the question he afterwards asked of his brother Jews at Jerusalem

(p. 52) ; compare Joel ii, 23.

STONE DRESSING OF JERUSALEM, PAST AND
PRESENT.

By AiiciiiHALU C. Dickie, A.E.I.B.A.

Comparatively little is known about the tools used and the method

of handling them by the workers in stone of old Jerusalem, hence I

venture to submit to the readers of the Quarterly Statement the result

of my observations on the subject in the city and elsewhere.' In

archc^ology, facts, whether of incidental occurrence or otherwise, are

necessarily the only scientific data, from which important deductions

may be drawn. My investigations have been strictly pursued with

a view towards the possibility of characterising the different styles

of masonry discovered in the present excavation to the south of the

city as indicative of definite periods. Starting on a basis of certain

popular ideas of the characteristic features of the Jewish, Herodian,

late Eoman, and Crusading stone dressing, I made careful notes on every

style of masonry as it was uncovered, at the same time noting its position

and bonding, in the hope of coming to some definite conclusion as to

relative periods. As the work proceeded, every new piece of masonry

raised a new complication, styles mixed together and alternately preceded

and succeeded one another, until the whole question became so hopelessly

confu-sed that I was forced to turn in another direction to enable me to

systematise my notes that they might be of any arclueological value.

A study of modern Iniildings and occasional association with native

workmen gave me the key, and I decided that i must commence with

the dressing of to-day and work backwards. Before touching on ancient

masonry, therefore, I will give a list of the principal tools used by the

masons of the present day, with short descriptions of the methods of

handling them. The Eiu-opean hewer stands over his stone and works

' Dr. Schick, in his psqicr published in tlic Quurterhi ^Statement for 1893,

p. 198, .s-ej., gives a good deal of information respeclins: stone-cutting and stone-

dressing tools.
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Chisel Pick

N*> 1 Comb Pick

res Mashey

N^4 Pick

Jif S DROVINClf^ON Ki" 6 Mallet
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down ou to it, Vmt the Eastern squats in Oriental fashion and sets himself

parallel ti» thr |il;iiii' in wliich he operates :

—

The "cduib pick."—This tool is worked hy a short sti'oke, which

alights (jbliquely ou the stone, fonuing incisions measuring from 1 inch

to 2 inches in length each stroke. Four sizes are used, 5, 7, 8, and

9 teeth to tlir iiuli ; tlie liaiidle measures about IG inches long.

"Chisel iiick.' Worked with a " masliey "—U])ward slanting stroke;

tlie head <>'' the "mashey" is cut obliquely to suit the position of the

operator, makes a rough "pock-marked" dressing, and is also u.sed for

roughly taking down the face of a stone, in which case the effect is deep,

flaky, and irregular.

"Pick."— ( Jives the same dressing as " chisel pick,'' "pock-marking,"

and is used fur tiiiei- work
;
gives a shallower and more delicate effect ;

used with a short, straight stroke ; handle 16 inches long.

'' Droving iron."—Worked with a wooden mallet, in the same manner

as an English droving iron, Imt as the tool is sharper and is placed more

perpendicularly on the stone, the furrows are deeper and closer. p]ach

furrow is worked in sections of the width of the tool.

" (Quarry pick."—Used with a long curved stroke, and makes long

irregular incisions at fairly regular intervals. Only used in tlie quarry

for cutting stones from the rocks.

Such, briefly, are some of the hewers' tools used in moilern stone

dressing. Careful examination of those dressings, and comparison with

what has been found in the excavations, have, from their almost identical

similarity, proved to my mind that the same tools used in dressing the

stones of tlie city walls of ancient Jerusalem are to-day used in the same

manner in the erection of the hundreds of edifices which are so fast

crowding out hev ancient monuments.

That these tools have Ijeeii more or less continuously used from the

time of their introduction into the hands of the artificer wlm, from

century to century, has continued to add his testimony to the city's ancient

irlorv, seems therefore a natural inference. The following notes on the

tooling (if stones from ancient times to the present day will support this

theory, and niay, I ho])e, be in some way valuable in influencing archieo-

logical conclusions.

I will commence with what is popularly called Jewish masonry, i.e.,

large stones with projecting bosses ami back-set margins. This is the

most characteristic class of work of the recently discovered south wall.

The bosses vary in projection from 10 inches to 2 inches, and show no

tool marks on the fractures, they are roughly squared with irregular

margins, varying from 3 inches to 5 inches in width, which are usually

tinished off by a comb-pick dressing. In some cases the margins have

been dressed ofl" with a A-inch drafting chisel, and in a very few instances

they are simi»ly chi.sel-picked {see specimens A, B, C, D, E, in (^(Uirterly

Stateiiiciit of July, 1895, and in specimen Q in Quarterly Statement of

October, 18!)o). The heights of the.se .stones vary considerably, but the
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averao-e is from 21 inches to 25 inches, and they are, comparatively

speaking, roughly squared and bedded, although the beds and joints are

Avell cleaned off. An eartliy mortar with a very small percentage of lime,

has in some cases been used, but its absence is more general This class

of masonry can be seen immediately on the top of the great course of the

Haram Area wall. I have seen it in the wall abutting on Hadrian's Arch,

at Athens, and I fancy the Roman wall at Gloucester, described in last

Quarterhi by Mr. Bellows, is of the same character. The walls of the

castle at Banias are built of similar stones, except that in many cases the

faces of the bosses show rough tool marks and the margins are pick

dressed. To-day, boss and margin dressing is used in Jerusalem, and

although the stones are of much smaller proportions, the same ])rinciple

continues.

Specimen D, in the Quarterly Report of January, 1896, shows a style

of masonry of very different character. The proportion of the stones is

similar, and a few have slightly projecting centres of not more than

J inch. The margins are carefully comb-picked, and the centres are

pick-dressed. The stones are perfectly squared and set. Vertical joints

are worked fine and true, and beds are cleaned off smooth, without lime.

A look at elevation CD, Plate I, will at once show from the bonding that

it is the earliest piece of masonry in this side of the tower, and that the

introduction of the margin and boss stones is of a later date.

It is now pretty generally accepted by the best authorities on Jerusalem

topography that the wall to which this tower belongs was in existence at

the time of the siege of Titus. Dr. Bliss, in his report of January, 1896,

gives good reasons for supposing that this wall was never again restored

after its destruction, viz., from the accumulation of debris between it and

the superimposed wall {see Section AM, Plate I), which may date from

the two periods of Hadrian and Eudoxia. Three distinct periods are shown

in this tower. The latest face—built of two styles, viz., rough boss and

comb-margin stones, and chisel-pick centres and comb-margined stones

(the latter evidently re-used), and distinctly shown by the straight wide

vertical joint—therefore belongs to a period previous to 70 a.d. Given

that it may date to a Herodian or late Jewish period, the intermediate

restoration of the same class of masonry might belong to a middle Jewish

period. This throws the finely dressed piece of masonry I have just

described back to very early times. Its beautiful working suggests a

leading historical period, when the chisel spoke while the sword lay

dumb, and is akin to time of " costly stones according to the measure of

hewed stones, sawed with saws within and witliout, even from the

foundation to the coping" (1 Kings vii, 9).

This example clearly shows that comb-margin and rough boss was

used after pick-centre and comb-margin ilressing. Yet the tower found

beside the gate near Siloam {see Qxcarterly Report of July, 189.5,

Specimen D), illustrates exactly the reverse. Here the beds and joints

are not worked quite so fine as in the former instance and are set in lime,

but perfectly squared and set straight and true ; the lime joints ai-e neatly
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drawn, uniform llironghout, about ^ inch wide. The same pick-centres

and comb-margins are observed built along with comb-niargins and

rough boss dressing—both in situ—and this tower is evidently a la'ter

addition to the wall (built of rough boss and margin stones), as the latter

—which at that point is plastered—runs behind the projection, leaving

an open joint of about 1 inch wide.

Two such examples give a striking illustration of the freedom with

which the ancient builders used their tools. Chisel-pick centre with

comb-pick margin precedes comb-pick margin with rough boss dressing,

which latter, in its turn, precedes, and is also contemporaneous with, the

former. Comb-pick margin with chisel-pick centre dressing occurs on the

stones of the castle discovered outside the wall and gate at Siloam (see

Report of October, 1895), on Crusading work, in the Turkish walls of the

sixteenth century, and to-day the same style of dressing is seen.

It is interesting to note that the picl-cd margin (in distinction from the

comb-pick margin) with the rough boss occurs only in a few isolated

cases in the south wall, and, excepting one instance, none have been i7i

situ. The boss and margined stone in Sjiecimen OK, Quarterly Report,

January, 1896, is of this class, and is a fair sample of the isolated positions

in which they have been found. The tower discovered near the English

cemetery (see Report of Octobei', 1894) is the one solitary example in situ

in the whole line of wall from that jxiint to Siloam. The margins are

pick dressed, and the bosses are rough and show no tool mark. The

coui'ses average 27 inches high, and the stones, though roughly jointed,

are set true in lime joints about ^ inch wide. The boss and margined

stones in the lower courses of the wall projecting from the Haram Area

are similarly dressed, although of much larger proi:)ortious, and some of

the stones built into the present Turkish south wall of the city are also of

this class. The fact that all these stones are of the hard " Mizzeh " beds,

however, proliably accounts for this peculiarity.

The beautifully dressed and jointed stones in the walls of the Haram
Area and the lower courses of the Jews' wailing place, usually assigned to

the time of Herod, stand unique in their character. Only once has this

class of dressing been found in the excavations, and that on a fragment

built into a later restoration of the wall, beside the projecting chambers

described in Repoi't of January, 1896. It is a fragment from earlier

work and is built along with boss and margin stones. The sunk margins,

and about 1 inch all round the slightly projecting centre of this style, is

worked over with the comb-]nck, the centres being finished off with a

very shallow picking, much more carefully and delicately executed than

any of the picking I have before described. The proportions of these, as

can be seen from Sir Charles Warren's records, are huge in comparison

with what have been found in the present excavations.

The stones in the upper later wall (see Reports of January, 1895 and

1896) may be described in general as even-faced dressing without margins.

A few have picked centres and margins, but the characteristic stones are

cleaned off plain, either with the comb-pick, or a long stroke-toothed tool,

B
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whicli dresses in irregularly curved drafts of about y»g inch to J inch wide,

varied in direction, presumably to suit the position and convenience of

the hewer. A few plain chisel-picked stones are also seen (see specimen

in Eeport of Januarj^ 1895). Joints are well-worked and the setting is

true. The comb-picked stones are similar to the stone under the springer

of Eobertson's Arch, and to a few stones in the Haram Area wall, where

the city wall projects from the Mosque el Aksa. These latter, from their

position and bonding, evidently existed before the Byzantine Arch, whicli

has been inserted into the wall at that point. The upper courses of the

Jews' wailing place show similar dressing. Plain-faced cAiseZ-picked

stones are also built along with comb-picked in the upper courses of the

wailing place, and similar comb-pick and chisel-pick plain dressing

can be traced up to the present day.

Quarry-picked stones occur in all ages.

The parallel furrowed tooling, usually assigned to the Ci'usading

period, has been found nowhere in the excavations except in the wall

which was uncovered in the Augustinian property, and which is

undoubtedly of that late period. I have never seen it in earlier work,

but in more modern work it crops up continually, and only a week ago I

sat beside a native workman while he completed the dressing of a stone

which, with a Uttle weathering, would have taken a place with perfect

security in the recently discovered wall. The " droving iron " was the

tool used. In a few cases the same method of use with a toothed tool has

been employed, which gives the furrowed effect with a combed detail. A
diagonal direction is usually followed in the dressing, but this is not

essentially necessary to class it with Crusading work, as there are many

perpendiculai-ly furrowed stones built in juxtaposition to diagonal work.

In last Quarterly Statement, Mr. Bellows calls attention to the back-

setting or battering of ancient building, and quotes Viollet le Due, in

referring to the wall at the Haram Area, as considering back-setting an

indication of " very high antiquity," consequently adding this as additional

proof that this masonry is Phoenician. Allow me to give the following

facts :

—

Tlie wall emerging from the Jewish Cemetery {see Report, July, 1895)

stands four courses high and is back-set on each course from 2 inches to

5 inches. A part of the tower found near gate at Siloam is back-set on

each course for six courses from § inch to § inch. The tower in the lower

wall {see Eeport of January, 1896) at south-east angle is back-set tliree

courses, 2 inches on each course. Some of the towers of the existing

Turkish south walls are back-set in the same manner, and at Gloucester

Mr. Bellows has found the same peculiarity.

The stones of the old south wall are usually laid on their natural beds,

but there are many examples of their being set on hem.

These are the residts of my investigations, and whatever light may be

shed on the question, it does not, I am afraid, assist much towai'ds

defining the date of a building by its dressing. On the contrary, it tends

to encourage scejiticism as to the jjossibility of fixing periods by any hard-
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and-fast rules of masonry alone. Unlike the case of Cyclopean polygonal

masonry, the examples I have quoted show no line of demarcation, not

even a period of transition. Each succeeding style has mingled witli its

predecessor from the time of its introduction ; boss and margin work may

iiave been used in early Jewish times, but was undoubtedly used in latei-

Jewish, Roman times, and afterwards ; comb-iiick margin with pick-

centred dressing was certainly used contemporarily with the boss and

margin, and may have been used before. Quarry-pick dressing is universal.

The delicate pick-centre and comb-i)ifk margined dressing of the Haram

Area is certainly characteristic of one great building period, such as that

of Herod miglit signify. The plain-faced, comb-pick, and chisel-jjick

styles may have been introduced into Jerusalem in Eoraan times and

have been used since. Tlie furrowed Crusading dressing seems alone

to definitely date its origin, and its after-use is beyond doubt. Ornament,

characteristic mouldings, or plans, are all sufficient data on wliicli to

base the date of buildings. Dressing is an indication, combined with

peculiai-ities of setting or jointing its evidence becomes most valuable,

but unless backed by some such auxiliary as portion, pottery, or the like,

simple masonry is a frail basis on which to found archaeological deductions

in Jerusalem.

The Camp, Jerusalem,

August nth, 1896.

THE QUALITY OF THE WATER IN JACOB'S WELL.

Bv Dr. Hexry Bailey.

Professor George Adam Smith, of the Free Church College, Glasgow,

has forwarded the following letter from Dr. Henry Bailey, on the qualities

of the water in Jacob's Well, and why the Samaritan woman went there

to draw. Dr. Bailey was for three years medical missionary of the Church

Missionary Society at Ndblus :

—

" Bishopstoke, near Southampton,
" October 15ih, 1896.

" The question as to why the Woman of Samaria should have gone

to such a distance as Jacob's Well, when a copious fountain gushed forth

from the mountain side close by, does not present any difficulties to

anyone familiar with the locality and people.

"Apart from the sacred character of the well, which some might

suppose an attraction, its waters have a great local reputation for purity

and Havt.ur amongst the natives of El 'Askar and NAblus. The excellence

of various supplies of water and their respective qualities are a favourite

topic of conversation with Easterns, and in a hot climate, ami where

other beverages are almost unknown, it is not surprising to find that the

e 2
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natives are great connoisseurs as to the quality of water. Pure water

is the universal beverage, in Mohammedan districts at any rate, coffee,

lemonade, &c., being reserved solely for guests and special occasions.

The people, tlierefore, as Ave sliould expect, have a keen appreciation

of the various qualities of different waters, to a degree which we can

scarcely realise in more favoured climes.

" Tlie numerous springs of water at Niiblus are, from the nature of

the soil, mostly of very hard water, very ^ heavy, ^ as the natives express

it. They not unjustly attribute many of their complaints to this

cause, and speak with longing of the 'light' waters of Oaza, and

various otlier places.

" I7ow Jacob's "Well has a reputation amongst them of containing

cool, palatable, and refreshing water, free from the deleterious qualities

of their other supplies of water. Frequently I have been told, that

after eating a hearty meal (and a hearty meal with them is sometliing

appalling !) a good draught of water from this particular well will

disperse the feeling of abnormal fulness in a remarkably short space

of time, and, moreover, make one ready for another good meal in au

incredibly short space of time.

" The copious fountain at El 'Askar gushes forth from the very

bowels of rocky (limestone) Mount Ebal, and is therefore of particularly

hard (' heavy ') water. The woman would, therefore, gladly take her

jar to this celebrated well for a supply of drinking water.

" Although 30 feet and more of rubbish has found its way into

Jacob's Well, the supply of water even now lasts till the month of

May, most years, or even later. The source of supply to this well has

not yet been accurately ascertained, but it is doubtless greatly due to

percolation and rainfall. The latter may account ]xartly for some of its

special qualities as to ' lightness ' (softness).

" It is not uncommon in the East to send to a great distance for

a supply of drinking water, as you may know, esjjecially by those who

can afford to do so. The woman of Samaria may, if poor, have been

hired to convey the water for some richer person. When at Nablns

I used to send to a certain spring some mile or so from my house for

drinking water, and soon quite a regular little cavalcade repaired to

this spring every morning and evening to supply the richer families

with water which the English Doctor recommended ! Bishop Blytb,

of Jerusalem, sends three miles from Jerusalem, to Ain Karim, for his

water supply."
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LTBNAII.

By Lifut.-Culoiicl CuNDEK, LL.D., Iv.E.

The site of Libnali remains uncertain. It indicates the "wliite" clialk

of tlie Southern Shcplielah, and it was taken by Joshua (Joshua x, 30)

after Makke(hdi and before Lachish and Hebron. It was a I'oyal city

(xii, 1")), and w;xs attacked by Sennacherib coming from near Jafla after

the siege of Lacliish (2 Kings xviii, 17 : xix, 8). Tliese indications are not

very jjrecise, and in the Onomasticou it is not clear tliat the site was

known, but it cannot have been very far from Lachish. The large mound
of Tell en JVejUeh has been suggested, and is no doubt an ancient site,

but the names have no connection. There is, however, a ruin about

10 miles south-east of Lachish (2'ell el IIcs)/), called cl Dendwi/, which

would be a possible corruption of the name Libnah.

Sennacherib might not unnaturally advance in this direction, where a

large valley leads uj) into the Judean mountains, and would reach it

coming fi'om the north after Ijachish. Joshua, on the other hand, must

have passed by Lachish, and returned to take it before ascending to

Hebron. There is no known name in the plains of Philistia which can

represent Libnah, bat el Benuwy is a ruin near the foot of the hills.

THE VALLEY GATE AND THE DUXG GATE.

By Rev. George St. Clair, F.G.S.

Dr. T. F. "Wright spends two-thirds of his letter to show that Nehemiah,

in enumerating the gates of Jerusalem, proceeds by the north and west

to the south. As this is evident on the face of the description, and is

assumed in my book on " Buried Cities," I do not know why he should

Avaste his sjxxce to prove it. The question was rather whether Dr.

Wright's hasty adoption of two newly-discovered gates as the Valley Gate

and the Dung Gate, was so sure as to justify him in crowing over " all the

geographers." His wall and gates seem to be post-Christian, and are not

necessarily on the same sites as Neheuiiah's.

In my book I show good reasons for putting the Valley Gate near the

present Jaffa Gite, in tlie middle of the west wall ; and in this I agree

with Lewin, Schick, and others. The Dung Gate would then necessarily

be south or south-east of the Valley Gate. Professor Wright thinks he

finds the Valley Gate near the south-west corner, and in order to support

this position quotes Nehemiah as stating that the Dung Gate was a

thousand cubits further east ; whereas, as he now confesses, " the text

does not say east " at all.
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My opiuious published in 1891 were founded on a study of all the

results of exploration and excavation up to that time. I am ready to

revise them should Dr. Bliss's work disprove any of my suggested

identifications ; but at present that does not appear to be the case.

MEDIAEVAL TOPOGRAPHY OF PALESTINE.

By Lieut.-Colonel Conder, LL.D., Pi,.E.

In preparing a new map of the Latin Fiefs in Western Palestine, I have

added a few names to those mentioned in my former paper (January,

1890), which are, as far as I can ascertain, not yet fixed :

—

1. Capital- Suma, belonging to the Abbey of Tabor in 1103 A.D., is

probably Kefr Sumei'a, west of Toron.

2. Meschia, of the same list, apparently is Mes-hah, near Tabor.

3. Bene Habeth, oi the Holy Sepulclu-e in 1114, is perhaps for Beni

Hdrith, north of Jerusalem.

4. Luceri, of the Hospital near Mirabel in 1122, pei'haps the ruin

Sh^alreh, west of Eas el Ain.
5. St. Job, belonging to St. Mary of Jehosaphat in 1129, is the i:)resent

Deir Eyilb, near Bab el Wad.
6. Gernmaily of the same list, will be Jemm^ain, south of Nablus.

7. Jebethza, of the Hospital in 1129, probably Jebdta, west of

Nazareth.

8. Aldifie, or Ilautfie, of the Hosjjital in 1131, is perhajas another

form of Dufeis, south of Carmel.

9. Caper Salem, of the same list, is perhaps now Sehneh, near Jaffa.

10. Hale, of the Hospital in 1136, is apparently Ydlo, near AmwSs,
Avhich may be the Meimes of this list.

11. Buthme, of the same list, is Deir el Butm, near Blanchegarde.

12. Charraubet, of this list, is Khwabeh, near Kamleh.

13. 14. IlelJdavvahin, of the same list, is probably for Deir et Tahnneh,

near 'Ain Shems. This would indicate that Deir el Cobebe is not Kubeibeh,

north-west of Jerusalem, but more probably El Kubdb, near Eamleh.
15. Htixemla, of the Holy Sepulchre in 1132, near Kara and JabbCil,

is probably not Ikzim, but the ruin Ilakeimtyeh, north of Beisau.

16. Tamarin, of the Hospital in 1168, is probably Tumrah, north of

Gaza.

17. Vuetmoamel, or Odomamel, jarobably stands for Wddt/ en Xaml,
north-west of Jerusalem.

18. Lachamberlaine, a place near Subebe (or the Castle of Banias),

may have been corrupted to es Sanbarlych, a place near Tell el Kady.
19. Sida, belonging to St. Sion in 1178, is Saida, north of Samaria.

20. Caforuna, of the same list, is jjrobably Kefr 'Ana, near Lydda.
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21. Casert, of the same list, is Kasrah, near Val-de-Curs.

22. ..i/icre, granted to Jocelyn IH, of Courtenay, iu 1180, probably

stands for ^Amk-a, south-east of Acre.

23. Mcgar, held by the Hospital in 1182, is Mugharr, a village south of

Cicsarea.

24. Darchife, oi the Pisans in 1188, is Beir Kt/a, in the mountains

south-east of Tyre.

25. Samaritano, of the Hospital in 1200, is Zummartu, on Canuel.

26. Zebedel, of the same list, is Zebdah, on the low hills south-east of

Carmel.

27. Damh;il(', of the Teutonic order in 1220, is ])robabIy Danidii, near

the Ladder of Tyre.

28. Zebe^ne, which stands next on the same list, is not St. George

Labeyno (now el B'aneli), I)ut Lebbttna, close to Danian.

29. Ac/utra, of the same list, is probably 'Akrlth, in the liills to the

east.

30. Bethama, of the Church of Bethlehem in 1227, was near Ascalon

—probably Beit Tima.

31. 32. Datiule, of the Venetians in 1243, probably' Beit Hulei, south

of Tyre, near Mensora, now el JLtiis/h-ah.

33. Hasi/e, of the same list, is probably el Ezzh/eh, in the same district.

34. Michel Serquey, of the same list, is probably Abih Sedr/i, further

east.

35. Quepsene, of the Hospital in 1254, east of Casale Robert (Kefr

Keuna), is clearly Kibshdni, iu the required position.

36. La Tor, of the Hospital in 12G0, is probably Torah, near Tyre.

37. Asrifia, belonging to Margaret of Tyre iu 1285, is now Sertfa, iu

the mountains east of Tyre.

38. Medjadil, of the same list, is now Mnjeidil, not far fron^ the

preceding.

39. Deir Amrdn, of this list, is probably now Neb>/ 'Amrdn.

40. Kafar Nai, of this list, is now the ruin Kefr JVai, south of the

Kasimiyeh ravine east of Tyre.

Out of some 700 places mentioned in the twelfth and thirteentli

centuries in Western Palestine, about 500 are now more or less certainly

located, and will nearly all be found on the map accompanying the "Latin

Kingdom of Jerusalem." Of the unknown peaces, about 80 were in the

hills of Tyre, 20 others in Galilee, 20 more near Acre, 15 near CiBsarea,

30 in the mountains of Samaria and Judea, and a few near Jaffa and

Jerusalem, while a very few are not so described as to show in what part

of the country they lay.
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TOPHETH AND THE KING'S GARDEN".

By Rev. W. F. Birch, M.A.

The cuiTent excavations are flashing fresh light on Jerusalem. Let it

be used.

The above were, I believe, quite distinct localities according to the

Bible ; for Topheth (Jer. vii, 31) is said to be in the Valley (Heb. [/aiy

of the son of Hinnom, while the indications given in the Old Testament

requii'e the King's Garden to have been in the nachal, i.e., brook Kidron,

in its wider part reaching to Joab's well, close to En-rogel.

Since topographically important questions are afiPected by Topheth

and the King's Garden being correctly laid down, these two positions

must be proved.

Topheth.

It has already been pioved {(Quarterly Statement, 1882, 55 ; 1889, 38 ;

1893, 330) that the Valley of Hinnom was the central valley at Jerusalem,

the Tyropcjeon which reached to Siloam being part of the said valley.

Ahaz (2 Chron. xxviii, 3) used Hinnom for cruel, idolatrous worship,

and Jer. xxxii, 35, states :
" They built the high places of Baal, which

are in the Valley of the son of Hinnom, to cause their sons and their

daughters to pass through the fire unto Molech." As the Old Testament

in regard to Jerusalem is precise and consistent in always applj'ing to-

Hinnom no other tei-m than gai, and never aj^plying gai to the nachal

Kidron, or to the south-west valley (called the King's Dale, emek), i.e.,

Wady Rababeh, it is most satisfactory to find that Jeremiah, when
previously he alludes to the worship of Baal, connects it with Hinnom
by using gai for the valley which he names in ii, 23 :

" How canst thou

say I am not polluted, I have not gone after Baalim ? see thy way in

the valley." He also predicts (xxxi, 40) that certain j^olluted places, both

outside and near Jerusalem on the west, south, and east, should become

holy, and yet he makes no mention whatever of Hinnom, which had

already been polluted. Why this omission ? The reason clearly is that

the Valley of Hinnom passed through and was inside his Jerusalem.

Obviously a valley within the city could not be treated as outside it.

This last passage requires the whole Valley of Hinnom to be practically

within the city, and therefore Topheth, a part of it, must also be within

the city. Now the prophet, in foretelling the miseries of the siege and

capture of Jerusalem, says (vii, 32 ; xix, 6-11) :
" Tlie days come that it

(Topheth) shall no more be called Topheth nor the Valley of the son of

Hinnom, but The Valley of Slaughter : for they shall bury in Topheth,

till there be no place to bury," or (better in margin R.V.) " because there

shall be no ])lace else." If Topheth had been outside the city during the

Kiege of Zedekiah, how could the Jews bury there at all while the

Chaldoeans were round about it ? But with Topheth and the Valley of
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ITimiorn inside the wall of the city, all is clear and intelligible. In

Older to enclose the.^e two localities, there must, however, have Keen a

wall stretchinif across the ,(7'"* of Ilinnom at its openiuf) into the nachal

Kidron, and this (be it noted) is the very place wliere an embankment

across tlie (jai now exists {see plan, 1896, p. 298), and where Dr. Bliss, in

May, 189r>, reported, or actually discovered (and partly traced), a wall

runninf,' (i)ractically) parallel to and near the embankment. This lind is

a spleiKlid gain ; since Jer. vi', 32, require?, as we saw, a transverse

wall at the mouth of the Valley of Hinnom, aud excavation shows the

ix'Uiains of it still existing. I am most thankful ff)r this discovery, even

though it makes such havoc of some of my notions that Neh. iv, 10,

aptly describes the result.

I may observe, in passing, that Josephus never names Topheth or the

Valley of Hinnom, in strict agreement with the prediction that such

names would cease to cling to the place, which would be known instead

as The Valley of Slaughter (n:i"\n5 haregah). It is curious that in

" Ant." IX, X, 4, he speaks with Oriental additions of a place before

the city called Epwyi; {eroge), which was blocked by a falling rock in

T^zziah's reign. (Such an olistruction might easily occur in the narrow

Tyropceon just north of Ain Sihvun, but not so well anywhere much

further south. Topheth seems to me to be proved not to have extended

outsiile the transverse wall in the Valley of Hinnom.

The King's Garpen.

Without examination I assumed (1884, 77), and have since thought,

that this waB in the Valley of Hinnom. Now I see the eri-or.

To Solomon the Ma^rniticent the more open Kidron Va'ley presented

a far more desirable position than did the smaller Hinnom, wherein l:e

might delight himself with the charm of an Oriental, viz., a gaiilen

planted wilh trees and provided with water. True : Jerusalem had no

brimming Abana in which to glory, but when from En-rogel (1889, 41)

the gushing brook overflowed through the midst of the land, the

inhabitants of the Holy City, then as now, could keep festive time

and enjoy their holiday in the King's Garden (placed here also by

.Tosejihus) on a scale that was quite impracticable in the Valley of

Hinnom.

To the Song of Songs we owe the unique passage that distinctly

locates the garden of (Solomon) the King in the nachal Kidron, viz.,

vi, II : "I went down into the garden of (wal) nuts, to see the green

l)lants of the valley (nachal)" In this book the mention of daughters

of Jerusalem and Ziou and the watchmen in the city beyond question

]>lace3 the scene at Jerusalem, and therefore the rutchal must be the

Kidron. Most suitably also is the comparison to "a spring shut up

(or barred), a fountain sealed," introduced ac this place (iv, 12), as if

it had been suggested by the genius loci; for close to Joab's Wei'-

in tlie descent to the sources of the overflowing brook of En-rogei,

K 3
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Sir Charles Warren discovered a concealed entrance still "shut u]>,"

and the staircase below "wailed up, with the stone plug in its proper

place (Sir Charles Warren's Letters, pp. 141-153, 1869, "Recovery of

Jerusalem," 1871, p. 260, Quarterly Statement, 1889, pp. 41, 47). Then,

too, the iu\Ttation to the north and south winds to blow upon my gaiden

(iv, 16), most appropriately fits in with the Kidron Valley lying north

and south (Eonar's " Land of Promise," 162).

It has thus been proved conclusively (so far as I see), not from

guessing Josephus or erring Jerome, but from Biblical evidence, that

in the time of Jeremiah Topheth was in the central or Tyropoeon Valley

within the outer wall of Jerusalem, and the King's Garden in the

eastern valley, i.e., the Kidrou, outside that wall. Also it is clear that

the city wall crossed Hinnom near the said embankment.

Now let us turn this fresh light upon the obscure questions of the

right position of the Fountain Gate, the Wall of the Pool of Siloah by the

King's Garden, the Stairs that go down from the City of David, the

Sepulchres of David, and the Pool that was made (Neh. iii, 15, 16).

From what I have read, I am now driven to the following view. As we
must accept a wall alongside the embankment in Jeremiah's time, it is

obviously straining out the gnat to demur to Nehemiah's Wall having

enclosed the site of the gate near the tower on the plan (p. 298).

The Fountain Gate.—This may fitly be located at the said gate, at

the south-east corner of Jerusalem, so named from leading to En-rogel.

The Wall of the Pool of Siloah hi/ the King's Garden. —No other words

could better describe the transverse wall across Hinnom, if the Old

Pool on plan be identified with the Pool of Siloah, for the King's Garden
begins immediately east of the wall. This agreement is most encouraging.

In 1890 (p. 200) I took Nehemiah's Wall across the Tyropceon to be

100 yards higher up the valley.

The stairs that go down from the city of David.—Neh. xii, 37, adds,
" They went up by the stairs of the city of David at the going up of the

wall." The transverse wall takes us across the Valley of Hinnom to

the south-east extremity of the Gphel Hill (so called). Here I expect

Dr. Bliss will discover both ascending stairs and an ascending wall.

Such would be a strong argument that we are on the right ti'ack.

Over against the sepulchres of David to (*^^ = right up to) the pool that

was made.—The sepulchres are now covered up, but I believe they were
wiLhin (1879, 179) Hezekiah's wall and on the left hand of the stairs, if

these Jv^pt close to the wall. Here is a most delicate piece of excavation,

requiring rnuch judgment. No doubt Dr. Bliss will prove equal to the

occasion and f? iially discover the sepulchres. But we were on the way
to the pool that wu^ made. Where was this pool ? It seems to me, after

nineteen years' tedious search and repeated failures, that it nnist have
occupied the site of the pi'esent upper Pool of Siloam south of Ain
SilwAn, only it was more extensive. In Isaiah xxii, 11, it is called the
ditch.

Strangely these intricate points turn out to be much simpler than I
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aiiticijjati'd, aiul Note B in Quarterly Statement, 1877, p. 204, appears to

be (so far as I can see) the right soUition of the question, though 1 then

only named an alternative course for the wall as possible, but did nut

see my way to accept it.

After this the King's Pool (Neh. ii, 14) easily slips into its proper place

south of the Virgin's Fount (Gihon), getting its name from Sok)mon

being there anointed. The ruins in this narrow ])art of the nachal

apparently necessitated Nehemiah's dismounting.

Ilezckiah's tomb was ai)]jarently near the stairs named above, though

at a lower level than David's sepulchres ; for 2 Chron. xxxii, 33, says

they burieil him in the ascent of (? to) the sepulchres of the sons of

David.

I hope the reader will do his utmost to further these most interesting

excavations, so that the Palestine Exploration Fund may oljtain data

for a correct plan of Zion, besides photographs of the various chandjers

in the royal catacombs.

Note B. " Quarterly Statement" 1877, p. 204.

Even on the admission (Note A) that the pool that was made was

in the Tyropoeon Valley, it might still be urged that the lower Pool of

Siloam was the Pool of Siloah, and the upper Pool of Siloam was the

Pool made by Hezekiah.

Such a view may possibly be consistent with the LXX rendering of

Neh. xii, 37, Isa. xxii, 11, though the objections to it on other grounds

seem to me very strong. If it could be maintained, then the line of the

wall and stairs would have to be drawn from the north end of the

embankment u]) the Ophel Hill, and the position of the Tomb of David

altered accordin^dy.

ISC/t Novemhtr, 1896.

THE TEMPLE, THE CHURCH OF THE ASCENSION,
AND THE FINDING OF THE CROSS.

By W. R. Letiiaby, Esq.

In view of the approach of an imi)ortant day of the year' in regard to

Jerusalem, will you allow me to suggest thtough the Quarterly Statement

the possibility of a connection between the Temple and the Ascension

Church ? The day I speak of is that of the Dedication of the Holy

Sepulchre, September 1.5th.

The Temple was built round about the rock summit of Mount Moriah

—"the mountain of the house," and it is generally admitted that the

rock now covered by the Arab Dome (" the Temple of the Lord " in the

' ^Yritteu September 1st, 1896.
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Middle Ages) defines tlie east-west axis of the Temple. The rock formed

the basis for the Great Altar or for the Ark. According to the Talmud,

not only the Temple, but the world itself was grounded on the stone

called Foundation. It was the centre of the world and the cover stone

of the entrance to the lower world. These legends elucidate one side of

the much-discussed saying of Christ—" Thou art Peter, and upon this

rock I will build my church, and the gates of hell sliaM not prevail against

it." Tlie reference was to the well-known fact that the Old Temple

was built on an actual rock which, covering the " well of souls," formed

t'.ie gate of hell. A parallelism was thus suggested between the old

Temple and the Church of Christ.

The eastern and entrance front of the Temple exactly faced the

summit of the Mount of Olives, of which there was an uninterrupted

view from the interior of the Temple.

Now, the Church of the Ascension stands on or near the summit of

the Mount of Olives ; but Dean Stanley has pointed out that the site

does not seem to have been accepted as that of the Ascension in New
Testament times. As to its position in relation to the Temple, the follow-

ing remarkable passages occur in " Felix Fabri '' :
—"The Mount of Olives

is properly called the Mount of Lights, for it is first lighted by the .sun.

At dawn it is straightway lighted by the sun's rays When tlie

sun rose and passed over the top of the Mount of Olives, the first rays

which it sent forth entered into the door of the outer tabernacle ....

and made their way even to the Ark of the Covenant which was lighted

up by the first stroke of the sun's rays. Now the Church of the Ascen.siou

always receives the first rays and it passes them on to the Temple of the

Lord. ... In the place where the Lord ascended the priests of the old

law were wont every year to make a great fire, and they used to bring out

a red heifer and they burnt it there " (i, 495-6). "The (Jhurch stands

op])Osite, but much higher than the Temple, and directly to the eastward,

so that at the equinoxes the rising sun appears as it were to rise out of this

chxrch and to go up from it, as I have often watched it doing. When I savj

this I no longer wondered that the Church sings on the day of the Lords

ascension, ' Sing unto the Lord who ascendeth above the heaven of heavens in

the East'" (i, 487).

We can hardly doubt from this that the Ascension Church superseded

some monument which served as a pointer to the Temple, and that the

.sun's "rising" behind it once a year would probably coincide with one of

the great annual feasts, such as that of the dedication of the Temple or the

slaying of the heifer. I need not refer here to the g-aieral theory of the

orientation of temples, so fully worked out by Professor Norman Lockyer,

Mr. Penrose, and others. For a "pointer," compare Stouehenge and see

E. Burnouf's " L6gende Athcnienne " on the Parthenon.

The Holy Sepulchre and the Ascension were both biiilt by Constantine.

The sepulchre seems to have been intended to form the Christian centre

of Jerusalem ; the earliest writers call it the New Jerusalem. It would

be interesting, not only to verify Felix as to the temple, but to determine
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what day's sunrise tlie axis of this church points to ; its dedication was on

September inth. Now this seems to have been a great day in Jerusalem

independently of tlie Clmrch. Arculf, for instance, tells us th:it a large

fair was held on this day, wliich was immediately followed by great rain.

From the number of bishops called together for the dedication of

the "New Jerusalem," it is evident that the day must have been decided

upon long in advance, and there is good reason to think that the day

was intended to be that of the dedication of Solomon's Temjjle. St. Silvia

savs :—-"The Dedication Festival of these holy churches (the Martyriura

and Anastasis) is observed with llie greatest honour, since the Cross of the

Lord was found on that day. For so it was ordained that the day on

which first the above-mentioned ho]y churches were consecrated should

be the day on which the Cross of the Lord was found, that it should be

thus observed with all manner of joy. And this, too, we find in the

Holy Scriptures : for that u-as the day of dedication on which holy Solomon,

when the house of God which he had built was completed, stood before the

altar of God and prayed." This was written only about 50 years after

the building of Constantine's Basilica, and is the first clear account of the

finding of the Cross. The Cross was found deep down under the church,

and so was most probably discovered, in any case, after the excavations

had been made. The finding of the Cross occurred on the day of the

dedication (which had been inde])endently arrived at as following that

of Solomon's Temple), or possibly the evening before, as the Feast of

the Invention of the Cross is celebrated by the Eastern Church on

September 14th.

It seems to follow that this discovery of the Cross was arranged

beforehand.

2, Gray's Inx Square, AV.C.

WHERE ARE THE SACRED VESSELS OF THE TEMPLE ?

By Jas. Simpson, Esq.

AssDMixo that the golden table and candlestick which figured in Titus's

triumjih were restored by Justinian to the holy city, and may yet be

found there : were these vessels actually used in the worship of the last

temple, and in what degree do they resemble in size, shape, and design

their prototy|)es of the tabernacle, or the later vessels made for Solomon's

temple :' Much of the interest attaching to them will depend on the

answer to these questions.

Josephus relates (" Wars," vi, 8, 3) that during tlie assault of the upper

city one of the priests " delivered to Titus from the wall of the holy house,

two candlesticks like to those that lay in the holy house, with tables (/>/.) and

cisterns and vials, all made of solid gold and very heavy "
; also " the veils
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and the garments, with the precious stones and a great number of other

vessels that belonged to their sacred worship." Does tlie ex]:)i-ession

which I have underlined imply that the two candlesticks were not of

those in daily use in the sanctuary, bat were part of a reserve kept in the

treasure-chambers ? And if only one candlestick and one table were

carried in the triumph, what became of the others and of the many other

spoils enumerated, of which only the veils are distinctly specitied as

laid up after the triumph. If taken to Eome, did they fall into the hands

of Alaric the Elder (a.d. 410), to be transported by him to Carcassonne in

Languedoc? (Canon Knight's " Arch of Titus," reprinted 1896.) And
have they since perished I

As it does not appear that Herod made any golden vessels for the

temple he rebuilt, the spoils of Titus may date from B.C. 165 ; they cannot

well be older, since Antiochus Epiphaues stripped the temple three years

before of all its pi'ecious vessels and secret tresures and left it bare.

Amongst these must have been that magnificent table which Ptolemy

Philadel;)hus sent, with other gifts, to the high priest at Jerusalem

(i3.c. 280), when inviting aid for the translation of the Scriptures into

Greek for his library at Alexandria. Josephus gives a minute description

of this table, and says that Ptolemy would have made it five times larger

than the one at Jerusalem, but fearing that it might then be unsuitable

for worship he fijially made it of the same dimensions, which, Josephus

informs us, were 2 cubits by 1 cubit by 1|- high. If these were sacred

cubits, its dimensions were exactly those of the table of show-bread made

by Moses ; but in that case the copy, or copies, made by Judas Maccabseus

B.C. 165 (supposing them to be similar to that sculptured upon the arch of

Titus), must have been greatly reduced in size, judging by the delineations

of Bartoli and Eeland : for the former (assuming the stature of the erect

figures in the foreground of the procession to be 6 feet) gives for the table

a height of not more than 23-6 inches, and the latter of about 259 inches,

including in each case the doubtful (?) base. This would imply a

cubit of only 157, or 17'3 inches, while the sacred cubit of Moses and

Solomon was not less than 25 inches, according to the careful determina-

tion of Newton. Excluding the base (which in Reland's drawing Canon

Knight considers to be merely the platform on which the table was

carried, and in Bartoli's artistic but fanciful etching simply a mistake),

the height is reduced to 22-1 or 19-8, and the "cubit "to 147 or 13-2

inches ! From 1 Kings, vii, 48 ; 2 Chron., iv, 8 ; and Jos., " Ant.," viii,

3, 7, it appears that Solomon made 10 tables for the holy place, but one

(more) that was large and made of gold, for the show-bread. This "large
''

table was probably of the same size with that belonging to the taber-

nacle ; and as the small tables would not be much less than 30 inches

high, the large one might well have a height of 37| inches, or 1^ sacred

cubit, a height well suited to the puri)ose for which it was to be used.

When the temple was dedicated (2 Cbron., v, 5), not only the ark, but

the tabernacle itself and all its holy vessels were brouglit in ;
but,

excepting the ark, they do not appear to have been used in worship, but
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onlv laid uj) as nieraorials. It is recorded that all the vessels of gold

which Solomon had made for the temple were cut in pieces and carried to

Balivloii by Nelmchadiiezzar, d.c 597 (2 Kings xxiv, 13). But the

tabernacle and its vessels ilo not seem to have shared their fate : they

were not taken to Babylon, and they are not heard of as existing in the

Second temple ; in which there was no authorised ark and no shec/iinah,

j)erha])s no Urini and Thuniniim, nor the original breast-plate to which

these appear to have been attached. Yet it cainiot be reasonably doubted

that at least the most sacred ark of the covenant and its precious

contents, the tables of the law, have escaped destruction, and are being

providentially ])reserved iu a place of safety for a purpose yet to be

revealed. ^or is there wanting some indication from Scripture as to

the possible resting-place of these sacred relics.

The time of the destruction of the first Temple marks a very important

era in God's dealings with Israel of both Houses, for then the denunciations

of Jeremiah and Ezekiel upon Judali took full effect ; the land was over-

run by the armies of Babylon, Jerusalem desolated, the Temple burned,

the princes and people led into captivity, the king, after beholding the

slaughter of his sons, blinded and carjied to Babylon. Thus the kingdom

of Judah was brought to an end, and David's throne overturned in

Jerusalem. At the same time Jeremiah was granted his liberty, and

some time afterward accompanied the spared remnant and the King's

dauff/tters, under the leadership of Johanan, into Egypt. But first, as we

read in 2 Mace, ii, being warned of God, he carried the Tabernacle and

the Ark and the Altar of Incense to the Mountains of Nebo, and there,

in a cave in Mount Pisgah, he concealed these sacred memorials. This,

we are told, is " found iu the records," and there is no I'eason to doubt it

may be true history (though a recent writer in the " Academy " speaks of

the story as "legend" only). Moreover, there was a very sufficient

reason why Jeremiah should be charged with the care both of these

vessels and of the King's dauffhters above mentioned. Ilis commission,

as stated in Jer. i, 10, was two-fold : the first part, " to root out, to pull

down, and to destroy, and to throw down," he had accomplished, as we

have descril)ed ; the second part, " to build and to plant," was yet

unfullilled, but must inevitably be accomplished in his lifetime. If the

prophet had died in Egypt, as some say, or, as others, in Jerusalem,

where was the accomplishment of this mission ? In some country

outside Palestine, where the House of Israel (not Judah) was already

representatively settled, must the throne of David be rebuilt at this time.

A female scion of David's line must, according to Ezek. xvii, 22-24, be

the medium of this transference of the indestructible throne and sceptre

to the "mountain of the height of Israel" ; and there the "tender twig"

must take root and become a great cedar, that under its shadow all fowl

of every wing may dwell. From Jer. xliv, 14 and 28, xlv, 5 (last clause),

it appears that a small number of the I'emnant of Judah (evidently those

who believed the word which came to Jeremiah in Egypt, together with

the prophet himself, Baruch, and the King's daughters) escaped from
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that land and returned to Judea ; whence, after resuming possession of

the ark, etc., abundant opportunities might be found of departing

westward in one of the ships of Dan then trading throughout the

Mediterranean Sea and beyond it. Isaiah had ah'eady addressed exiled

Israel as dwellhig in the " isles," and whatever that term may inclwle, it

cannot e.rclude the famous isles of the Western Ocean, whose connection

with the East dates from remote antiquity, and whose existence must

have been well known in Palestine in Jeremiah's days.

Small though the table figured on Titus's Arch appears when compared

with the figures of the bearers, it must have been of enormous intrinsic

value. Joseplius says, in his description of the triumph, that it was of

the weight of many talents. If " many " indicated only five, that vrould

signify a value for its gold (which constituted the bulk of its weight) of

not less than about £25,000. The candlestick, in Bartoli's illustration, is

made to appear of gi'eatly superior size to the table, and certainly not of

less weight, and, being all of gold, would be of at least equal value. Yet

the original candlestick of the tabernacle, Avith all its vessels, is said to

have been made out of one talent of pure gold (Exod. xxxvii, 24). Were

the candlesticks of the Temple, then, so much superior in size to that of

the tabernacle? Canon Knight thought that the base given to the

candlestick on the arch was Eoman, and no part of the original ;
this

vessel must, however, have had a base of such dimensions and weight as

that shown to enable it to stand securely. The great intrinsic value of

these relics (the table and candlestick) would be very apt to prejudice

their safety, should they come to light in the present rather unsettled

state of aflairs in Jerusalem ; and that, even if it were known that the

British Government (say) had guaranteed a much larger sum for them iu

an uninjured condition than could be obtained for their precious

materials. They would, of course, in the first place, be claimed by the

Porte. The weight ascribed by Josephus to the table seems to be

attested by the fact that it and the candlestick each required to be borne

on the shoulders of eight powerful men.

P.S.—Nelson's " BibleTreasury," just published, contains i^hotographs

of the troj^hies on the Arch of Titus ; from these more truthful repre-

sentations, and taking the height of the erect human figures at 70 inches,

the height of the table, with base, appears to be 23-53
;

without base,

19-38 ; and of the candlestick, 40-38 inches.—J. S.

Edinburgu, December 8tli, 1896.
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TALESTIXE PILGRIM'S CERTIFICATE.

Transcribed by the Eev. C. H. Drinkwater, Vicar of St. George's,

Shrewsbury.

I'liE following transcript of an original parchment certificate is probably

uni(iae. The British Museum does not possess anything of the kind.

The readers of the Quartcrhj Statement will see how the Latin Church

in the seventeenth century concentrated the sacred places, for it is not to

be supposed that it would have been safe at that time to visit each and

every place named therein.

Some few abbreviations arc not extended. It has been found impos-

sil)le for the transcriber to fill out such words as Miloni", jjef ....

and Bas .... in tlie attesting clause (a friend suggests Keferendarius

I'.asilicarius for the latter, but this exjilanation does not commend itself

to either his or any other iutelligeuce), while Canturio, in the second line,

is a place-name which has so far defied investigation. Some other

better-informed persons may succeed in the solution of these difficulties.

The main body of the document is quite plain. The original parchment

will eventually be placed iu the Shrewsbury Museum, to which it has

been presented.

November llth, 1890.

YV.ATER PETRVS ANTONIVS GRASSVS
a Canturio Seraphici Minister Ordtwis ^ancii Patris No-s^ri Francisci

Pranh'ca^or Sacras

Theologite lector lubilatus, Prounjci'pe Mediolanensis. de Ohiieruanci^.

Frcsh>/ter, (or Fyociimtor) Ministri Generalis

Ex Secretraius. totius Ttvrns Hanctse Gustos, in partibus Orientis

Commissarius Apo«iolicus,

& pro Sacra Cougregatione de propaganda fide Eesponsalis, Missionuwi

-^g.vp-

li, & Cypri Pra?fectus ; Sacriqwe Montis Sion, ac Sa7ictissimi Doinim

JXesurrectionis.

Sepulchri Guardian !;s et seruus. Vniuersis et singulis pra3sente3

nostras inspec-

turis lecturis pariter & audituris. Salutewi in Domino sempiternara.

\TOtum facimus & attestamur DoHimum loannem luatt Anglum
-L^ Londinensem ad banc Sancta??i

Ierosolymori<??i Vrbem peruenisse, nee non Terrce Sanctte loca, nempe

(iloriosissimum Eesurrectionis Domtni Nosiri

lesu x'pl Sepulchrum : Sacratissimos Montes, Caluarioe scilicet ubi

Saluator noster propri.l morte

nos redemit in Cruce : Oliueti, unde in Cielum mirabiliter consceudit

iul Patrem : Sion aurjustissimi
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Eucharistise Sacnxmenti instiiutione, Spirittis Sancti missione, com-

pluriumque no^ti\ie salutis mysteriorif??;, celebratione

insignem : Thabor uatura, & Gloriosa Traiisfiguratione Patrum testi-

monio uenustatum, et Beatitu-

dinu77i, admirabili earuradem Domini sermone decoratum. Praeterea

Sauctissimum Natiuitatis Do/?mii No.si!ri

lesu x'/jt Pftesepe in Bethlehem ludiij (Jiuitate Dauid, Sacram item

Nazareth Domum, Angelicd, Annuji-

tiatione Deiparse, et .Eterni Verbi Incai-natione celeberrimam :

Yallernqjic losaphat phirib?/.? Do7«iiiiciB Pas-

sionis mysterijs, ac Venerabili Assiimptionis Dei Geniti-icis Marise

Monumejito exnrnatam : Bethaniam

qnoque hospitio Domini, et Lazari Suscitatione honestatara ; &
Montana ludsese Sa?jc-issimre Genitricis Visi-

tatione ac Pmecursoris Natiuitate, eiusq?<e Deserto nobilitata : Thibe-

riadis Mare qnorn?;dam Apostolorum

uocatione Petriq?r(? in Ecclesice Caput Electione clarum : Cancn)?.

Gali!;Te;e mirabilium x'pl primitijs, ac

Sacratiorum insignitam approbatione Nuptiarum. Ac dcmum caeteia

omnia sancta piaqwe loca, qufe tarn

in Iud;^a, quam in Gali!a3a et Samaria a Fratribus nostris fidebbusqi^e

Peregrinis uisitari sclent uisitasse.

In quor?M?i fidem proesentes has mauu noi^tra subscriptas, ac Maiori

nostri officij Sigillo munitas expediri mandauimiis.

Datis ex Conuentu nosfio Sancti SaluatorisOiuitatis Sanct^e lerusaleni,

hac die 14 Mensis lunij Anno Domini 1684.

irater Petrus Anionius Grassns

Sacr<5e Montis Sion Gw&xdianus.

De mandate Siise 'R&nerendissimK i^atermtaUs

irater Paulus a Milon^*^ ProuiHCite Ref .... Bas . . .

.

Secretarius Generalis Pateutiii?)i Terrce Sanctse. &o.

(in dorso) Dom. louariu.
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NOTES ON THE "QUARTERLY STATEMENT."

I.—By Lieut.-Coloiiel Cuxukk, LL.D., K.E.

P. 27G. The interesting tomb found west of the so-called Tombs of

the Kind's, is said to be the only shaft tomb in Soutli Palestine. It

differs, however, from a number of tombs in the Kur)n csh Sheikh, north

of Jerusalem, only in having perliaps a tleeper sliaft. From exami)]es

at Ilsal and elsewhere this form of tomb has been s]iown to be Christian,

and perhaps as late as the twelfth century in some cases. It seems

doubtful if the central part at the bottom of the shaft was used as a

loculus. The fourth loculus above may represent a later interment.

P. 277. The existence of rock under the paving of the Upper Calvary

Chapel was ascertained in 1882.

P. 33G. The criticism of Mahler's dates does not originate with me.

More than one antiquarian writer has recently called them in question,

and the matter will no doubt be fully discussed by Egyptologists. If

it be the case that the cycle su])posed takes no note of the proj:)er motion

of Sirius, it is evident that they require the correction made in the

"Proceedings of the Biblical Archseological Society" (March, 1896,

p. 99). I certainly understand, however, that Dr. Brugsch claimed

(" History of Egypt," i, j). 248) to fix the period of Thothraes III, not

by generations of 33 year.^, but by astronomical calculation of the rising

of Sothis. He concludes that this reign began about IGOO u.c, Mahler's

corrected date being 1456 B.C. This is a question for Egyptian specialists

— always sui)j)Osing that it is safe to assume that the Egyptian calendar

never underwent any revision between the age of the Ptolemies and

that of the 18th Dynasty. Even if Burnaburias died as late as 1410

B.C., he could not have written to Amenophis IV in 1383 B.C., and this

latter date should, I think (on the assumed data), clearly be corrected

to 13G0 B.C.—a gap of half a century, at least. Nor are these the only

difficulties. Thothmes III is supposed {Quarterhj Statement, July, 1896,

1>. 248) to have reigned only 32 years, yet Dr. Brugsch ("History

of Egypt," i, p. 340) speaks of an expedition in tlie 39th year, and

Amenophis III to have reigned 31 years, yet there appears to have

been a monument of the 36th year.

I shall be glad to be corrected by Dr. Petrie if I am Avrong, but the

objections to Mahler's dates by specialists render a further examination

of the question necessary.

The ]>assage cited b}' Dr. Petrie (1 Chr. vii, 21) may refer to an

unsuccessful raid on Philistia from Egypt, but it will not be doubted

that all Jacob's family descended into Egypt (Ex. i, 1), and that Israel,

as a nation, left Goshen with Moses (Ex. xii, 40), according to the Bible.

Dr. Winckler, who copied the Tell Amarua tablets in the Berlin

Museum, has now stated his belief that the 'Abiri are the Hebrews, and

that the new text of Mineptah favours an earlier date for the Exodus.
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P. 341. There are two printer's errors in this page. Maireth should

read Marielte, aud Hebonites Hebronites. Jacob-el has been read

Vcdbor by Mariette, and represents, I believe, the ruin of 'AlMr.

II.—By M. Clermoxt-Ganneau.

P. 341. The pretended Sun God Aumo :—The only documents relied

upon for inventing this pretended divinity are the Greek Inscriptions,

collected by Waddington, which I have quoted at p. 260, and the erroneous

interpretation of these is admitted to be wrong by Colonel Conder ;
so

far as I know, no trace of this divinity has been found in the " Ancient

Arabic Inscriptions.''

P. 341. Kahwaneh :—The identification of this locality (called also

Ukhwaneh), which played an important part in the wars between the

Crusaders and the Arabs, with the Kahwaneh of our day (at the outlet

of the Lake of Tiberias), has already been established by me in my
"Etudes d'Archcologie Orientale," vol. ii, p. 123, and communicatetl

publicly at the seance of September 25th of the Academic des Inscriptions

et Belles Lettres. I have, moreover, fully demonstrated that the enigmatic

" Cavan " of the Western chronicles, coi-responding to the Arabic

chronicles, was no other than the transcription, very exact, of the

Arabic name of the same place. As to Kuseir and Sennabra, I have

already indicated their true position—the first, in 1888, in my "Recueil

dArclieolooie Orientale," vol. i, pp. 344-348, cf. 401 ; the second, in

1875, in my memoir, entitled "Ou ctait Hippos de la Dccapole?"

P. 225. Greek inscription from Damascus :—In the first line one

recognises easily enough the name Mj^rpot^ai/jjs-, followed by a patronymic

terminating in . . . irov. The name Metrophanes, wdiich should be

added to Dr. Murray's decipherment, is very interesting, for it appears

already in another Greek inscription from Damascus (Waddington,

No. 2549), as that of a High Priest (of Zeus, probably). Then comes

the word 6 npCoTos, " the first," followed by a title, or the name of an

office, terminating in av {"'px^v would be a little too short for the size

of the space), and of the word M EA, a reading which may be corrected

to META, "with." This proposal would readily explain the genitive

of the following names, the reading of which presents no difficulty.
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PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The Committee again draw attention to the financial position of the Fund.

The importance of the excavations now in progress, to all who take an

intelligent interest in ancient Jerusalem, cannot be exaggerated. The success

tliat lias liitiierto attended the labours of Dr. Bliss and Mr. Dickie is incon-

testable. The work in the Tyropoeon Valley, which had necessarily been

suspended during the lieavj' rains, has now been resumed.

The great need of the Fund is hpw anntia? siilscrihers, and if everyone

interested in tlic exploration of the Holy Land coidd succeed in inducing one

friend to become a subscriber, the financial difficulties of the Fund would be at

an end.

Dr. Conrad Schick notes in a recent report that the German-speaking Jews

in Jerusalem have formed a Literary Society, and founded a library, wliicli

already contains 12,000 volumes cjntributed by their co-religionists in Europe

' and America. Tliis has been done in a kind of rivalry of the Talmud Schools,

where only Kabbinical literature is studied.

Dr. Schick also reports that tlie Latins have introduced a new organ into

(heir part of the Church of the Holy Sepulclu'c, wliich has excitinl the

jealousy of other Churclies, who have lodged a complaint with tliC Pasha

about it, and the matter has been referred to Constantinople.

It is reported that there is a proposal to extend the railway from tlic present

railway station at Jerusalem across the Wady Rababeh (so-called \'alley of

llinnom) by an iron bridge, round the soutliern slope of the traditional Zion.

and on to the "Dung Gate," where a second station will be established, and

whence the lino is to be carried northwards past tlie soutli-casfem corner of the

Haram es Sherif, and subsequently southward above the Village of Silwan,

and then eastward to the Dead Sea. From the Dung Gate a carriage road is to

be made leading up tlie Tyropopon Valley to Damascus Gate and further nortii.

Di". Schick remarks :
—" People here think this plan too fantastic, and I myself

thought so at first. Put the thing is possible, and I have seen many thing*

done in this country whicli I once thought would never be done. What is

needed is money !

"

T
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Professor R. Plien^ Spiers, F.S.A., is prepai-ing a paper on the Great

Mosque of the Omeiyades at Damascus. Mr. Dickie has been recently there

to examine certain points ^\'hich it was desirable to clear up, and the results of

Lis investigations will be embodied in the Professor's paper, which it is hoped

will be published in the Quarterly Statement for July.

The Pev. T. E. Dowling has resigned tlie post of Hon. Local Secretary to

the Fund in Jerusalem on his being appointed Chaplain of the Memorial

Church, Pera, Constantinople.

The income of the Society, from December 22nd, 1896, to March 20th,

1897, was—from annual subscriptions and donations, including Local Societies,

£857 13s. 9f/. ; from all sources—£1,110 0*. \d. The expenditure during the

same period was £843 os. 2d. On March 20th the balance in the Bank was

£559 19$. id.

Dr. Post's " Flora of Syria, Palestine, and Sinai," is now ready, and may be

obtained on application to the author at Beirut, (^ee p. 151.)

The work embraces 126 orders, 850 genera, and 3,416 species, many of the

latter, as well as numerous varieties, being new to science. It is illustrated by

445 woodcuts, and a coloured map, showing the botanical regions of the

district covered. It contains a general analytical key to all the orders, and

special keys to the larger tribes and genera. Much labour has been expended

on these keys, and it is hoped that, by tlieir means, the usefulness of the book

will be greatly increased, especially for students and travellers.

The following gentlemen have kindly consented to act as Honorary Local

Secretaries :
—

Eev. J. F. McLaughlin, Victoria University, Queen's Park, Toronto.

Rev. H. J. Barton Lee, Headborough, Ashburton.

D. S. Chisholm, Esq., Inverness, N.B.

Memo, for Subscribers to the Survey of Palestine.—In the original pro-

gramme it was intended that the "Archaeological Researches" of M. Clermont-

Ganneau should be published in one volume, but the work increased so much
since its commencement that the Committee found it necessary to arrange for

the publication of the whole in two volumes. Vol. II has been published in

advance for tlie reasons stated in the prefatory note.

Vol. I, which treats of Jerusalem and its neighbourhood, is now well

forward, and, when ready, will be sent out to the first 250 Subscribers without

any increase in their subscriptions for the full set.

The set consists of " The Survey of Eastern Palestine," by Lieut.-Colonel

Condcr, LL.D., R.E., in one vol. ;
" The Fauna and Flora of Sinai, Petra,

and the Wady 'Arabah, by II. Chichester Hart, B.A., in one vol.; "The
Archaeological Researches," by Professor Clermont-Ganncau, in two vols.

Four volumes in all.

There are only a few copies of the sets left at the price of £7 7*.
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An important work by Lieut.-Colonol Conder, R.K., entitled, " Tlio

Latin Kiii<,'iloin of Jcrusaloni "— 10!)!) to 1202 a.d.—and describing the

condition oC I'alestine under the Crusaders, was publislied in January. It is

based on the chronicles and contemporary accounts, both Christian and Mojleni
and on the information collected during the progress of the Survey, with
descriptions of the scenes of the important events, and other information not

to be found in previous liistories of the Crusades. The wliolc forms an octavo

volume of over 400 pages, with two maps, giving the Crusading names and
boundaries of the " Fiefs " throufrhout Palestine.

The Committee have to announce that in accordance with a circular letter

published in "Notes and News," January Quarterly Statement, 1896, the

following translations have been issued to subscribers to the Palestine Pilgrims'

Text Society :

—

" Marino Sanuto's Secrets,"

"Eurchard of Mount Sion,"

"Jacques de Vitry,"

and that a translation from the original Arabic has been made of Boli4 ed
Din's " Life of Saladin," A.D. 11-15-1232, wliich forms the concluding work of

the Text Series.

This translation has been revised and annotated by Major- General Sir

Charles Wilson, K.C.B., and Lieut.-Colonel Conder, LL.D.
The work is in the press, and will be ready, it is hoped, shortly.

A complete set of the translations in 12 volumes, with general index, boimd
in cloth, price £10 10*. A catalogue describing the contents of each volume
can be had on application to the Secretary, 24, Hanover Square.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within
the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan
Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution of the
Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be allowed to pur-
chase the books and maps (by application only to the Secretary) at reduced price.

The Committee have to acknowledge with thanks the following donations to
:

the Library of the Fund :

—

" The Historical Geography of tlie Holy Land." 4th edition. By George
Adam Smith, D.D. From the publishers, Hodder and Stoughton.

We have received from M. Clermont-Ganneau No. 17-23 of his " Etudes
d'aiclieologie Orientale," which contains the following, among other articles:

—

14. Sur quelquos localites arabes de I'epoque des croisades. 15. Thisbe
la ville d'Elie et le niont Auf. 10. Nouvelles inscriptions grecques

etromaines de Syrie. 17. Une inscription des croisades de Saint Jean
d'Acre. 18. Edouard I'"' d'Angleterre et la mission mongole de 1287,

en Gascogne. 19. Inscription phenieienne gravee sous un pied de

Vase en terre cuite. 20. Le mois phcnieien de Zebah Chichchim.

21. L'inscription phenieienne de Narnaka. 22. Les stales arameennes
de Neirab.

V 9
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The Committee will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library

of the Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to

Palestine and other Bible Lands. A catalogue of Books in the Library will

be found in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.

Mr. George Armstrong's Raised Map of Palestine is on view at the office

of the Fund. A circular giving full particulars about it will be sent on appli-

fit ion to the Secretary.

The third edition of tlie new Collotype Print or Photo-relief from n

specially prepared copy of the Raised Map of Palestine is now ready.

Price to subscribers, Is. 3'i. ; non-subscribers, 3*. ^d., post free.

The print is on thin paper, measuring 20 inches by 28^ inches.

The museum of the Fund, at 24, Hanover Square, is now open to subscribers

between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., every week-day except Saturdays,

when it closes at 2 p.m.

It may be well to mention that plans and photograjjlis alluded to in the

reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be published, but all are

preserved in the oiEces of the Fund, where they may be seen by subscribers.

While desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications and other

theories advanced by officers of the Fund and contributors to the pages of the

Quarterly Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly understood that by

publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt

them.

In order to make up complete sets of the Quarterly Statement the

Committee will be very glad to receive any of the back numbers.

Subscribers who do not receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Secretary. Great care is taken to forward each number
to those who are entitled to receive it, but changes of address and other causes

occasionally give rise to omissions.

In the Quarterly Statement for January, Dr. Bliss's Eleventh Report was

accidentally jirinted from an unrevised proof, and contains the following

lUrrata :—
Page 19, line 7 from top, /or " these" read " then."

for "relic" read " ubi."

,, for " larautur " read " lavantur."

„ for " apus " read " aquis."

,, for " astendentur " rea(? " ostendcntur."

,, for "leprasi" read " leprosi."

„ for " piscuia " read "piscina."

for " reHc " read " ubi."

23,
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TREASURER'S STATEMENT.

The total income of the Fund for the year 1896 was £3,298 0*. 4d.; of

this amount £2,279 16*. lOd. was from Donations and Subscriptions ; £5 lis. 3d.

from proceeds of Lectures ; £763 17*. Orf. from sales of books ; and £248 15*. 3d

from sales of maps, photographs, cists, and slides.

The amount spent on Exploration was £1,333 18*. 6d.

On printing tlie Quarterly Statement, new editions of books, the archa?o-

logical researches, and binding, £566 6*. Of/.

On new editions of maps, litliographs, illustrations, photographs, slides, and

casts, £289 3*. lOrf.

The advertising, insurance, and stationery cost £85 8*. lid.

The postage of the Quarterly Statement, books, maps, jiarcels, circulars,

letters, &c., cost £150 13*. 9f/.

The management, including rent of office, amounted to £633 6*. 2d.

The liabilities were reduced by £200.

From America the following amounts were received through the Hon.
General Secretary, Professor Theodore F. Wright : from Subscriptions,

£243 13*. Id. ; from publications, £71 0*. bd.

The Quarterly Statement is sent post free to all Subscribers of 10*. Qd. and
upwards, and all Subscribers are entitled to pui'chase the publications at the

reduced prices as stated in the list.

In taking over the works of the " Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society," as

arranged for according to the circular letter published in (he Quarterly State-

ment, January, 1896 (Notes and News), £108 5*. has been received for new
sets and odd numbers to complete sets. Against this, £181 6*. 7d. has been
expended for translating, printing, and binding. The sets in stock will cover

this and any additional expenditure that may be necessary under this head.

Assets.

Balance in Bank, Decem-
ber 31 st, 1896.

.

Stock of Publications in

hand, Surveying In-

struments, Show Cases,

Furniture, &c.

In addition there is the

valuable library and

the unique collection of

antiques, models, &c.

£ *. d.

360 3 10

Liabilities.

Printing, Lithography,

Current Expenses, &c. 787 18 6

Walter Moehisox, Treasurer.

TOTTBISTS are cordiaTly invited to visit the Loan Collection of "Antiques "

in the Jeeusalem Association Room of the Palestine Exploration Fund,
opposite the Tower of David. Hours : 8 to 12, and 2 to 6. Maps of

Palestine and Palestine Exploration Fund publications are kept for sale.

Application for Lectures should be addressed to the Secretary, 24, Hanover
Square, W.
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TWELFTH REPORT OX THE EXCAVATIONS AT
JERUSALEM.

By F. J. Bliss, Ph.D.

TnK last two reports, while describing important remains found and

followed during our search for the city wall, threw little light on the

jwsition of the wall itself. The present re])ort, however, concerns itself

chiefly with that matter, and adds considerably to our knowledge of it.

The whole question will not be clear till we have fitted together the

different pieces of the puzzle, but the bit last discovered promises to be

one of the most ini])ortant of the lot.

In the last Quarterly I mentioned that we had found the angle of the

wall crossing the Tyropoeon below the Old Pool, but no particulai-s were

given, as the excavation was at that time incomplete. The wall at this

corner may now be described. In order to connect it with what has

gone before, a brief recapitulation will be in place. From the Protestant

cemetery to a point outside the Old Pool at Siloam a city wall had been

traced, pa.ssiug during its course under the Jewish cemetery. For a

distance of 100 yards (in a field south of Bub Neby Dadd) the line was

found to be double : that is, the lower wall was buried by debris upon

which the later wall was built, on a slightly different line. The lower

line was chiefly characterised by bossetl masonry ; the upper line by

smooth. I affirmed (perhaps with an ardour more archjeological than

scientific) that the line running down to Siloam was " certainly " the

older, furnishing, as I supposed, an adequate explanation which, how-

ever, I seem not to have made entirely clear. For on p. 169 of the

Quarta-hj for April, 1896, Colonel Conder says :
" While agreeing with

Dr. Bliss that the wall now found {i.e., the lower wall where the line is

double) is probably Jewish, I am not aware of any facts adduced by him

(p. 14) to show tliat it 'certainly ran down to Siloam.' The masonry

there found by Dr. Guthe was very clearly Byzantine, and would have

belonged to the wall of Eudoxia."

The facts were adduced on p. 11 of the January Quarterly for 1895.

For some distance west of the Jewish cemetery the wall was destroyed,

but the wall found entering the cemetery, emerging from the cemetery

at the second gate, and crossing the valley, was characterised by bossed

ma-sonry, the peculiar smooth work of the upper line being entirely

absent. Accordingly—while withdrawing the word " certainly "— I still

assume, as the most probable explanation, that it was the lower line (seen

before to have l>een characterised by bossed masonry) that ran on to

Siloam. For the absence of the smooth ma.sonry near the cemetery and

on to Siloam I have given two possible explanations : eitiier the old

wall wa-s in such good preservation that it needed only to be repaired
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the smooth stones of the reparation having since disappeared, or else

the later line had diverged from the earlier at some point west of the

cemetery. Colonel Conder's reference to the Byzantine masonry dis-

covered by Dr. G lithe at Siloam is not to the point, as it does not hapj^en

to exist on the line of wall we are describing, but occurs on a wall

branching off from this line befoi-e it crosses the Tyropceon valley.

I must now refer the reader to the i)lan accomj)anying the Sixth

Report, published in October, 1895, on Avhich is shown the wall from

the second gate to the point where it was traced crossing the mouth of

the Tyropoeon below the Old Pool. From the point B on, the wall shows

•signs of two distinct periods. The earliest is the line BK, from which at

E, F, and I there advance buttresses, resting on a base-wall projecting

in a line with their faces. The later period is represented by the line

BJ, and was explained as follows :
—" The first wall fell into ruins beyond

the point B, but the buttresses and the base-wall remained. When the

wall came to be repaired advantage was taken of these solid remains, the

base-wall between the buttresses was carried up to the top, completing

an unbroken face of wall, and this new line, at I, 12 feet outside the old

line, was carried back to B, with a gradually diminishing distance between

the two lines, till they met at B" (p. 311). A third period was indicated

by a rough retaining wall of pocked stones (not figured on the plan, but

shown in the sections), which was rendered necessary by the dangerous

forward bulging of the wall owing to pressure of water from the Pool.

On the present jjjan, the point of divergence B is represented by the

letter A, and the first two periods are distinguished from each other by a

<lifference in hatching.

Work on this wall was temporarily abandoned in August, 1895, as we
were obliged to concentrate our forces on the excavations at the top of

the hill. But in early winter we opened a shaft at H, finding the wall

at a dejith of 36 feet. Though we came upon masonry, no clear con-

nection was established with the former line, and finally the rains

compelled us to close up the shaft. Fortunately the land belongs to

our friends the Khaldi, and we were not obliged to fill it up, but only

to board it over at the mouth. In the autumn of 1896 we recommenced
work there, and the line GI was clearly established. A glance at

elevation HI will show that in the shaft nine courses of stones were
observed. For seven courses from the rock the wall consists of rough
rubble set without lime, and having a distinct batter. These run on

beyond H. The eighth and ninth courses are of well-dressed, well-set

stones, also without lime. The top course, being here ruined, does not

run on to H. But the eighth course does thus run on, forming a return

angle at H, the corner stone being bossed on two sides. In line with
this fine eighth course, a rubble course run.s on beyond H, resting on
the battered seven courses below. (For the sake of avoiding confusion

this is not represented on the elevation.)

Here, then, we find the same state of things as occurred in this same
wall traced to the south-west in 1895. The double-bossed stone at H
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represents tlie return angle of a buttress, similar to the buttresses at

15, O, and I). Tlie seven lower courses are part of the base-wall found

before to i)roject in a lino with tlie butti-ess-faces. The rough work

beyond the douTile-bossed stone represents the reparation, when the

spaces between the buttresses were lillcd in by carrying ui> the base-wall

to the top, thus conijileting an unbroken lioe across the valley. At H
we tunnelled at right angles with the line of wall to ascertain its

thickness. As the rock rises ra])idly the work here was somewhat

ditlicult. The total breadth was found to be 19 feet. As in the cases

of the other buttresses, the internal angles were not clear (which is not

strange, in view of the fact that the original wall was damaged and

repaired), but, assuming the original wall to have had the usual thickness

of 8 feet, there remain 11 feet for the projection of this buttress.

This is about the same projection as the remains of the otlier buttresses

indicated. When the jiressure of the water in tlie Old Pool demanded

a strengthening of the wall, by the filling in of the spaces between the

buttresses, the total thickness of the dam came to be 19 feet.

The identity of the wall described at this corner with tliat excavated

in 1895 is further proved by a detailetl examination. In both cases the

base-wall has a batter. The masonry of the buttresses is also the same :

a mixture of drafted and plain-faced stones. The bosses project from

l\ to G inches, the margins are worked by chisel-draft, but in a very

few cases on the stones of the last discovered buttress the conib-]»ick

has been used. In both cases the absence of lime was noted. In

describing the buttresses discovered iu 1895 I remarked that it was

impossible to tell the character of the setting, as the joints were wrenched

apart by pressure, causing the whole face to bulge forward.' The

corner buttress HI preserves a peri)endicu]ar face, and a tine jointing

is observed in the setting of the stones. As the wall here does not

bulge forward there was no need of carrying the rough outer retaining

wall to this point ; at any rate, no such wall was found here. However,

iu front of HI there was masonry so ruined that we could make nothing

of it, but as it was not bonded into the main wall it is clearly some

later addition. As the wall at HI is proved to be identical with the

wall discovered before, we have dotted in the i)art not excavated,

assuming the buttresses E, F, and G.

The corner buttress HI is interesting. A few feet to the right of

the shaft (see elevation HI) the last two stones of the top course drt>p,

and appear to be set on end, being shifted from their original position.

Beyond these only roughly-.squared, (piarry-i)icked stones carry on the

line to the corner J, where bossed stones would be expected, if anywhere.

Turning the corner, we tunnelled along the line IJ at an obtuse angle

with IH (see key jdan) to the point J, where a projection of 18 inches

occurs. To the left of the jtrojection (see elevation IM) the two top

courses are of well-squared picked stones. Work hail here become

' See "Specinu-n at F," Qi'ar/erl/, for 1895, p. JUO.
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exceedingly slow, owing to a mass of consolidated sluff glued against

the wall, a sort of natural cement more difficult to break up than the

solid rock. Accordingly we decided to approach the wall at a point

higher up. In the new shaft were observed four courses of bossed

stones, similar in height and dressing to the bossed stones at H. At J
these were seen to project 18 inches from the continuing line of wall,

immediately above the similar projection in the rough masonry, as seen

in the tunnel below, but the bossed courses are broken off irregularly,

not forming a coriier, clear sign of a reparation. The similarity of the

bossed work at H and J show that these represent the original work.

In other words, the north-east corner of the original buttress had been

ruined and lepaired, the reparation having altered the shape of the

corner, which probably first followed the dotted lines formed by a

projection of HI and KJ. The stones of the reparation in the upper

tunnel are smaller than the original bossed-stones, and are plain-faced,

picked, and well squared, similar to the two top courses below.

The bossed work continues to the right of the shaft for a few feet,

when it ceases, the wall running on in the same line but in rough rubble

to K, where another projection occui-s, this time of 22 inches. Built upon

this projecting line of rul)ble we find a class of masonry quite different

from anvthino- seen before in this excavation. Five courses were seen in

a shaft opened here. The stones are small, varying in height from 9| to

11^ inches. They ai-e set in lime, with fairly uniform joints. As to

dressing, they are plain-faced and comb-picked, a few having chi.sel-

picked centres but no projections—a favourite method of dressing in

modern Jerusalem architecture. The courses have back-sets, varying

from 1^ to 2h inches. Owing to the rude nature of the rubble foundation

and to this back-setting, the upper masonry falls generally into line with

JK, thus counterbalancing the lower projection. At L there occurs

another projection of 2 feet in the rubble, which runs on to M in an

even ruder condition than observed before. It is here set in cement. At
M the line LM butts up against the wall NP, which runs back of it for

about 2 feet towards N, where NP is ruined. At NP we seem to have

returned to the original line, the angle having been where a projection of

JK woidd meet NP. In height the courses are identical with the original

work at J and H, but they are less evenly set. In the top bed of the

upper course lime was observed on a single stone, but no signs of lime

were found below. The stones are mainly plain-faced (as are some along

the line III) and rough-picked, two having slightly projecting centres. As

the few courses remaining at NP ai'e built up against the rock it would

have been impossible to recover its thickness had it not been for the

conduit, 9 feet high, which breaks through the rock at right angles. NP
is here built solidly back into this conduit, showing an inner face ; hence

the thickness could be measured and was found to be 8 feet.

Near P the wall butts up against the rock, but in the same line, just

beyond, the top of the exposed natural rock is cut out in the form of

beds for stones, which show how the face of the wall ran on. Five
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such beds may be seen on elevation NP. This is a most important

point, as it jnoves tliat tlie wall was carried fairly np the eastern hill.

|"he presnniption i-s strong tliat it ran on to meet Warren's Opliel Wall.

Similar beds occur along the top of the scarped rock, so far back from

the face of the wall at N to permit of our .sni)posing that they served

for the stones of the inner face of the wall. Another supposition will

1k' mentioned later. At T the stones of the wall NP are cut diagonally

to let in a small buttress, the ])ur])ose of which is mysterioua.

We have now to consider the wall TR {see key })lan). This advances

at about right angles from the wall NP, which, however, runs hack of

TR, sure proof that the latter is an addition. The face of TR consists

of masonry similar to that found at K, but the height of the courses is

greater, averaging 13 inches instead of lOg. The stones are well set in

lime, having picked centres and comb-picked margins, but no projections.

Towards T the dressing becomes finer, and a fine, comb-pick dressing

mingles with the picked-work in the centres. About half-way between

T and R a straight joint runs through the thickness, not occurring,

however, in the facing stones. To the left of this joint the thickness

is 8 feet ; beyond the joint it is 9 feet. At the jwint R this wall no

longer rests on the rock but on the consolidated stuff mentioned before.

At R the wall stops, but we have no clear corner. Trenching in a line

further on failed to reveal any continuation of TR. However, the ruile

wall RS was followed for some 35 feet at right angles. Breaking through

its face at two places we found its thickness to be only 3 feet, but it was

built up against a face of a second wall, which turned out to be 5 feet

thick. This second face is of masonry, in general similar to that at TR,
but not so finely dressed or well-set. Bej'ond S much work was done,

which was tedious and expensive, owing to complicated laud-ownership,

and to the fact that we were obliged to destroy numerous small plats

of lettuce at one shilling and ninepence the plat. Hence it was a disap-

pointment to find no further traces of RS, though the p(jint where it

stopj)ed was not ascertained within a few feet, owing to a quarrel between

two landowners as to their boundary.

Our theory ;is to the line TRS is as follows :—The thickness of the

wall TR makes it probable that it was part of the city wall, and its

position indicates that it may have formed the side of a tower ; the

absence of a good corner suggests that this tower may have projected

further ; the inner wall along the line R8 (5 feet thick) may have been

a jtartition wall within the tower ; when the original outer face was

ruined the projection of the tower was decreased and the inner partition

was strengthened by the added face, 3 feet thick, thus forming a new
outer face, 8 feet thick, for the curtailed tower. The straight joint

within the thickness of TR suggests some other sub-period. The
jaobable limits of this tower are indicated by dotted lines on the general

l)lan.

The question now arises : to what relative i)eriod are we to assign this

tower? It is certainly later than NP, which runs back of it. It is hence
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later than HIM, of which NP is a continuation. But it seems also

probable that it represents a tower built after HIM was abandoned, as tlic

long narrow passage between IM and TR is an arrangement difficult to

explain, as the rock rising perpendicularly at the end of it shuts out the

theory that a gate once existed there. Assuming, then, that this outer

dam was abandoned, we may suggest that the inner dam, now existing

(marked " Present Wall of Old Pool " on key-plan), was built at a later

period, and used for the line of the city wall, which then ran along the

6tepped-up scarp at M (see elevation NP), and perhaps further on made

use of the old line at P. TRS may then be considered as a tower

projecting from this new line of city wall. I am obliged to mention that

this assumption necessitates the corollary that the masonry at the point

of reparation K is older than the line TR, which is so similar to it. If,

however, they are contem])oraneous, the theory may be so far modified

as to include K as a sort of buttress in the new system. This would still

do away with the very long narrow passage. It is a pity that the much-

used road interfered with our determining the limits of the masonry at

K, which does not continue to the next shaft.

A last period remains to be described. This is the wall TU, behind

which NP also iims. It is built on the ruined remains of the wall TR,

and is also 8 feet thick. It consists of large rough rubble. The corner

occurs at U, bevond which it was traced for a few feet. Long and

unsuccessful search was made for it further on. We assume it to be a

.small tower jn-ojecting from the later line of wall when the tower TRS
was destroyed.

The work described in these few pages cost us nnich thought and

money. Owing to the nature of the ground and to the jealousy of small

proprietors, the number of shafts sunk relative to the length of tunnels

bored was far greater than ever before. As some of the walls examined

ran parallel and near to each other, the ground was pretty well honey-

combed. The vegetables destroyed were of the more expensive varieties.

The matter was much complicated by the various reparations and

lebuildings. But it is just these that give the corner its great importance

in the history of Jerusalem fortification, and justify the expenditure of

time and money. These various reconstructions have been shown on tlie

plans. Our study of these, on the ground, have forced us to admit Jice

distinct periods, some of them showing indications of sub-periods, for the

wall crossing the Tyropoeon Itelow the Old Pool and running up the

eastern hill. At the risk of some repetition, we may recapitulate these

in order :

—

1. The wall with advancing buttresses, built without lime. This

wall is in general 8 feet thick, but rests on a base-wall projecting in a

line with the buttress faces, which project 11 feet from the upjier wall,

giving 19 feet as the thickness of the base-wall. A large corner buttress

occurs at HI, the line running back north-west to the point N, and then

turning up the hill in a north-easterly direction. Between the corner I

and the point N this first wall had been much damaged, but the original
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masonry is in situ at J. This system is represented on the key-phm in

solid bhick.

2. The second period consists of a streii<((hiMiing of tlie first by filliiij^

up tlie spaces between the buttresses -with masonry carried up fi'om the

b;ise-wall, tiuis f^iving about U) feet as the thickness of the dam along

its entire length. The ruined corner buttress was repaired, but its

an"le was altered. The character of the masonry of this first repara-

tion may be seen in the work at the left of "projection J." No lime

is used.

3. The masonry at K, so different from any observed elsewhere on

the line, demands our recognition of a distinct reparation at this jwint.

Not only are the stones smaller, but the dressing is peculiar, and the

stones are set in lime.

The great strengthening of the wall across the valley was not

sufficient to stand the pressure of water from the Old Pool, for its

bulging forward necessitated the building of a rough retaining wall,

seen in the cross-sections at F and I on plate facing p. 309 of the

Quarter/// for 1895. This work may have been contemporaneous with

the reparation at K.

4. Thus far our recapitulation has been concerned with reparations

on one line of wall. It has been shown before, however, that the

tower TES probably jn-ojected from an altered line of wall, i.e., from

a continuation of tlie present wall of Old Pool, when the lower dam
had been abandoned. The similarity between the masonry along the

line TR and that at K was noticed, and the possibility of K's being a

buttress on the new line was admitted. But we would still have four

periods up to this point, for, if K does not belong to the earlier daui

wall, then the second strengthening of this dam would be earlier than

K, thus falling under a distinct period. Indications of sub-periods in

the tower TRS have been shown to exist.

5. The line TU has been taken to re])resent a tower projecting from

the supposed second line of wall, built upon the ruins of the tower TRS.

This brings up the number of periods to five.

We have presented to the reader the facts from which we have

deduced these five periods, and our reasons for deducing them. He
may not entirely agree with us in either the number or in the order

of the periods deduced. The important point is that these various

reconstructions actually exist. Any one glancing at the elevations,

without reading a word of my explanation, will admit this. A wall

may ])resent one of two kinds of patchwork. It may have been buil

at one time out of various kinds of old material, which will then be

jumbled together. Or the patchwork may result from reparations,

effected at different times, in which case we would find blocks of

homogeneous material, set in a distinct manner, extending for some

considerable length. Such is the patchwork we are now considering.

Whatever may be the exact relation of these various reconstructions

they declare one fact : at many periods in the history of Jerusalem
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the city wall crossed the Tyropa-oii below the Old Pool. The con-

tinuation of the line up the rock of the eastern hill proves that we
are dealing witli no mere dam wall. "While excavating is still going on

the digger should be careful in making historical deductions. However,

I will venture my tentative opinion that our buttressed wall (built

without lime) is the old Jewish wall, which, when the Siloam Aqueduct

was constructed, in all probability included the pool within the city.

The various reparations on it may have been the work of later Jewish

kings. Leaving the line at the time of Herod an open question, we
have to account for the tower TRS, which appears to belong to the

line of the present existing dam wall, built after the old dam was

abandoned. Eudocia found the jjool excluded from the city and she

included it ; hence these works may have been the reconstruction.

One thing is clear : the various periods along this line represent many
builders, and Eudocia can hardly have been the first ; hence it is

reasonable to suppose that some of it must have been ruined and

abandoned when she began the work.

Interesting light has been thrown upon the extent of the Old Pool,

which reached to the buttress HI. We have shown elsewhere how the

roughly-built retaining wall was permeated by a natural cement formed

of carbonate of lime, produced by the action of water on the stones,

doubtless through leakage or overflow from the pool. This exceedingly

hai'd "stuff" was found also all around the buttress HI; none of it

remains at K, but it occurs beyond. It extends as far as E, the later

wall TR at that point being built upon it.

Reference has been made to the conduit closed by the wall NP which

was built back into it. On the key-j^lan a branch may be seen to enter

it from the right. This branch seems to be the main line of Schick's

" Second Aqueduct " from the Virgin's Fountain to the Pool of Siloam

(compare plan facing p. 13 of the Quarterly for 1891). These conduits,

are hewn in the solid rock. The branch conduit is at least 7 feet high
;

its floor being 5 feet 9 inches higher than that of the other, tlie drop

being almost perpendicular. At the point of junction the main conduit

is over 13 feet high, but its roof drops 5 feet at the point where the back

of the wall NP is let in. The wall NP is cle-irly later than this part of.

the conduit. But we cainiot tell whether it be later or earlier than the

branch aqueduct conduit which, as I have said, represents part of Schick's

*' Second Aqueduct."

On p. 12 of the last report I spoke of a wall and scarp found to the

west of the series of shafts sunk across the Tyropoeon, separated from

these by a road. Though the wall was built of small, rough stones (set

in lime), in coui-ses averaging only 10 inches high, its thickness, ascer-

tained at a point where it is built directly on the scarp to be 8 feet,

.

decided us to follow it. Elsewhere the thickness could not be determined

as its foundations are built against the scarp (12 inches out), the part

.

once higher than the top of the scarp being ruined. It had been traced

north to the road and south to a point where it had been ruined, the
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scarp luiuiiiig on with two tiirniiig.-i. Our excavations since, while taking

considerable thought and hibour, have been negative in their results. A
shaft was made to the north, beyond the road. A rough wall, partly in

the rock, was found in the line desired, but only 4i feet thick. Pushijig

west from its inside face for 9 feet, under the road, we found a wall,

running apparently parallel, of similar thickness and material. These two

walls evidently belong to a small house. Between these two walls, and

outside the first one, were the parallel walls of a cemented Birket, 4h feet

thick, older tlian the house. We trenched and tunnelled for some 30 feet

along the descending rock east from the lirst wall, in order to catch any

turn of the scar]) or wall desired, with no results bi-yond the finding of

another rude wall 4 feet thick. Thinking that the Birket may have

occurred within the thickness of the desired wall (as sometimes happens,

notably in the Crusading Wall discovered in the western hill) we
followed the western Birket wall beyond the Birket limits, where its

thickness was still found to be only 4 feet. In this tunnel another Birket

was crossed.

In the meantime we were following the scarp at the southern end of

the line discovered last season. This had been proved to be earlier than

the wall built partly on it and partly against it, but it still was thought

to represent possibly an earlier line of wall. It was followed this season

along various turnings for over 50 feet. It is never more than 10 feet

high, and its top is buried under only a few feet of soil. At one place a

large chanjber has been hewn back into the rock, with apertuies, like

small cupboards, cut into its sides, similar to other niches found at other

points of the scarp, clear indication that we were following a system of

rock-hewn dwellings, such as we had found before on this same line, and

such as occur at many places on this western hill. The rock, foiniing

the back wall of this chamber, was plastered. A thin wall of masonry
enclosed it in front. The many windings of the scarp, occurring close

together, while quite explicable on the theory of dwellings, would have

no place on a scarp liewn for the base of a wall, hence this excavation

was abandoned.

Owing to many causes the year 1896 was the most trying one I liave

e.xperienced since I began to excavate. The beginning of it found us in

Jerusalem with only a few days of work to be done before we should

close for the winter, but so uncertain was the weather that we had to

snatch a day here and a day there from the storms and we could not

get off before January 22nd. The very ilay after our return in ]March,

our valued foreman, Abu Selim, was taken ill with pneumonia and died

a week after. Yusif, our servant, was put in as foreman, but how we
missed the tall commanding figure of Abu Selim, and his cheery welcome
whenever we visited the shafts 1 The rainy season was very late and
continued to interrupt our work. Then came the second sudden blow

—

the death of Ibrahim Etlendi, our Commissioner. Fortunately we were
able to keej) the post in the family of the Klialdi to whom the excavations

owe so much, and the son of Ibrahim Etlendi was appointed. Showkat
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Effendi has carried on the admiraljle traditions of liis father, and has

always shown himself anxious to serve our interests.

By the end of April we had at last settled down to steady work which

we hoped to continue without interruption through the year, but the last

day of our jiermit came on May 12th, and the notice of its renewal had

not arrived ! Then followed a period of waiting, Avriting, telegraphing,

far more wearing than the hardest work. Meanwhile came the attack

vipou us, resulting in the breaking of Mr. Dickie's arm. I preferred to

stiok to the camp, but the weather had become terribly hot, and I found

that a tent was no place for literary work in the middle of a sunmier's day.

The delay grew more and more tantalising. The workmen were waiting,

the tools were at hand, the weather was propitious, the clues were waiting

to be unravelled—and yet we could not work.

With the permission to continue, which arrived in July, our luck

changed. By increasing the number of shafts we were able to make up

for lost time. Important discoveries at once begun to cheer us. After

a while Mr. Dickie was able to return to camp and to work. Yusif soon

showed a gratifying aptitude for his new responsibilities, and, notwith-

standing his youthfulness, secured the respect of the Avorkmen. The

mantle of Abu Selim seems to have fallen upon him. He shows true

interest in the work, and amuses himself—and us !—by making plans on

paper, mixing ground-plan and elevations in the manner of the ancient

geographers. He follows a clue with the instinct of an archaeological

fox-hound, but his enthusiasm fails to bear him up when we are seeking

to prove a negative. To this scientific height his spirit does not rise, and

lie hails with an instantly reviving interest the orders to stop work on

a lonf tunnel that has yielded no positive results. In this interest the

workmen share. Whether they find a building or not their pay is the

same, but when following an important clue they work with increased

vio-our. Indeed they are often quite disheartened when a shaft proves

unsuccessful. The excavation of the Great Scarp, the Steps, and the

Church, all within the same limited area, involved a honey-combing of

the ground, but I am happy not to chronicle a single accident. Once

a supposed crack in the side of a shaft threatened to produce a panic,

which was averted by changing the head of tlie gang. The brave Ahmed
was called from another tunnel, and his superb scorn of the supposed

danger ]n-oved an effectual discipline. The Byzantine Church attracted

numerous visitors, especially of the ecclesiastical orders, and as this

could be ap])roached at one point by a hole in the terrace, we were

obliged to keep a guard at this entrance on Sundays. As we were

working in a field held in common by the people of Siloam, we agreed

to clear the Pool of a lot of rubbish which had fallen in, and further

gratified them by facilitating the approach to the opening of the tunnel.

This helped our work in many ways.

Thanks to the kindness of Pcre Gemner, oar camp was pitched in

the land of the Augustiuians, but we hired a little one-roomed house,

with a cellar below, situated on the slope of the western hill some 150 feet
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above tlie Old Pool, and just within the line of the ancient city -wall.

Here we stored our wooden frames, and kept our few antiquities, and
here Mr. Dickie drew his plans. On hot days, when the tents became
unbearable, we lunched in this uj)per room. From the door we could

look up the Valley of Hiiinotn, from one window down upon Bir Ayflb,

and from another we could see our shafts in the Tyropoeon and on the

eastern hill. We were thus within instant call if anything important

turned up between our regular visits. When the rains drove us to the

hotel, Yusif and our servant moved to this room, where every evening a

number of Si loam i)eoi)le sat and drank coffee. These little receptions

Froni a 2i/totograph)

Capital feom the Btzaxtine Chuech found in the Excavations
AT THE Pool of Siloam.

had their value in establishing friendly relations with the owners of

cauliflower and cabbage upon which we had designs. I look forward to

•some distant day when I may visit Jerusalem and walk the streets without

having to eye everyone I meet as a possible owner of vegetables.

The work began at sunrise. As a rule we did not visit the excavations

till after the half-hour's break for the men's breakfast at eight o'clock.

Then all the shafts were visited, and various practical mattei-s discussed

with the foreman—the shoring up of a bad tunnel, the obstinacy (from

our point of view) of some landowner iniiuterested in Jerusalem topo-

gi-aphy ; the best (and cheapest) method of awakening such an interest ;.

the laziness of some workmen.

a
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Then followed lunch and a little rest, often interrupted by a summons

to the work. Then another regular visit to the shafts, and perhaps the

sudden giving out of a clue and the starting of new work. Often as we
were just leaving the excavations for the day, a bevy of visitors -would

tiu-n up, who required particular attention, and whom we were glad to

see, though the hour might hi untimely. On moonlight nights, dining

in camp is delightful. Our tents were watched by a negro guard and

a dog ; these w^ere really meant to watch each other. For the guard was

instructed not to let the dog bai'k and disturb our slumbers ; and the dog

was instructed to bark whenever the guard showed signs of somnolence.

Hence we were, on the whole, pretty well guarded.

In reviewing the work done during the last year, as well as all our

work done since we began to dig at Jerusalem, there is one great I'egret.

With the exception of a few remains, all our discoveries, achieved by

arduous work of tunnelling, have been covered up again. Walls and

towers, streets and mosaics, unseen and forgotten for centuries, have,

during the last three years, been once more looked upon by a few

observers, and again have been buried under the soil. Since the double

wall on the western hill was excavated, a crop of barley has been sown

And reaped in the ground which again covers it. I never fail to feel

a sort of melancholy when I give the orders to repack the tunnels and

to fill the shafts level with the surrounding fields. The one satisfaction

is that it is safer to leave these ancient remains under the protecting

cover of debris, than to irresponsible landowners, who would see in these

monumental stones only material for building walls and houses. It is

a comfort to feel that the Crusading Tower, found in the land of the

Augustinians, has been left open, and is being carefully protected by
•the projjrietors.

Beirut, February 20th, 1897.
,
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HRPORTS AND PAPERS BY DR. CONRAD SCHICK.

I.

—

The Kdbbet "Shekfee Sakiira."

Also called the " Little Sakhra," in the Haram es Sherif, Jerusalem.

In the plan of the Haram es Sherif—scale
-^l-^,

of the Ordnance Survey of

Jeru.salem— appears in the north-western ]iart of the Area, just where

the rock surface ends towards the east, a lynilding standing on a mastabeh.

VIEW, (North S'Dl)

SECTION

20

SCALE or flET

30 40 60 70 eo
_l

Plan, Sectiox, and Side View of tue " Ki bbet Suekfee Sakhba."

i»r place of prayer, which is entered in all the plans hitherto seen, and

also in Sir Charles Warren's portfolio. The llev. J. E. Ilanauer also,

when speaking on some things in its neighboiuhood, has entered it in his

G 2
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little plan (see Quarterli/ Statement, 1891, p. 206), just north of the little

arrow.

This building has some interest, and as I have hitherto not met with

any account of it, it may be well to say something in explaining the

accompanying plan and section of it, &c. The building is eight-sided and

covered with a dome, so that one is reminded of the large dome of the

"Kubbet es Sakhra," both by its form and also by its name. I was

always told that it is called the dome of the " Shekfee," or piece of the

Sakhra ; but some call it the " Little Sakhra." Also I was told that

when Nebuchadnezzar had destroyed Jerusalem and the Solomonic

Temple, he took off a piece from the holy rock (the Sakhra) and carried it

with liim to Babylon, and that the Jews when returning fx'oni Babylon to

Jerusalem brought it with them again to the temple place, and that it is

now kept in this dome, and hence its name. All my endeavours to examine

it were in vain, as I always found the door locked, and the people making

the excuse of having no key to it. So I was not sure whether the tale

is true or not, as I found no notice of it in any book, whether guide-books

or the works of scholars, German or English. This dome is not even men-

tioned, although all the other domes, large and small, have their history.

Eecently I visited the Haram with a party, and comiug in the neighbour-

hood of this building, I saw that the shutter of one of the windows was

bi'oken, and also the glass panes inside, so that one could look into the

interior.

I saw a rock cropping out from the paved flooring about 2h feet high,

about 4 feet wide, and from 7 to 8 feet long, the corners not sharp, but

rounded, and in elevation also not pei'i^endicular, but of an arched or

round shape, as shown in the accompanying diagram. It is plainly not a

separate stone, but part of the living rock, worked down to this shape

at the east end of the rock, which is here levelled down to the present

surface of the Area. For what reason it was originally made is difficult

to say. Was here in former times some holy site ? or had it any other

meaning ? We cannot tell. But I think it was inside the castle of Antonia

built by Herod, and very likely under this projecting rock may be the

entrance to the hidden underground passage made by Herod, to go from

Antonia to the eastern gate of the Inner Temple (Josephus, " Antiquities,"

XV, 11, 7), of which no trace hitherto has been found ; for the construction

of which certainly the old masonry of the ancient city wall and the

sheep-gate (Neh. iii, 1) were utilised. On those, according to my idea,

the north-western cloister or porches stood (Josephus, " Wars," vi, 2, 9),

not on the western embracing wall, nor on the northern, but more east,

about the end of the very tower of Antonia (not its courts), and hence

was properly called "north-western" (see my plan, Quarterly Statement,

1893, p. 191).

With regard to the dome or building erected over the " Little

Sakhra," it is striking to find that the rotunda of the large Sakhra

is four times larger and higher, and that even the various parts of it

are to some degree represented on the outside of the little Sakhra
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building. From the arraugenient of the entrance to the Little Sakhra,

it can be seen that it was erected before the imistaheh or elevated prayer-

l)lace was added to it, and that the shape of the dome is similar to that

on St. Sophia at Constantinople. According to Tobler, "Topographic

von Jerusalem," i, Berlin, 185.3, p. 598, there stood once in the nortli-

western ]iart of the Ilaram Area on the living rock a dome, where

Solomon prayed when the Temple was completed, and was called the

Kubbet Solomon. May this perhaps mean the dome of the little

Sakhra ?

Wild, in 1608 A.D., writes :
" On the side of the Temitle (the platform

with the Kubbet ea Sakhra) stands a small chapel, in which is a stone

like an altar covered with a fine carpet. In it are burning a few lamps,

and there one can get cool and good water from a place (near) which the

Moslems call Sebll " (Tobler, ibid., i, p. 39G). Such a sebll is west of it

near the " Bab en Nazir." Perhaps Wild meant this dome of the little

Sakhra, as there was a stone in it.

II.

—

Newly-discovered Rock Block with Tombs.

Outside the Damascus Gate, the made earth lying there in great

quantity is being gradually removed, and carried off by donkeys to

jtlaces where building is going on or gardens are being planted. Five

hundred feet distant from the gate, in a N.N.E. direction, a remarkable

rock block connected with some tombs was recently discovered. It is

about 50 feet south of the cistern marked No. 2 in the plan in the

Quarterly Statement, 1890, p. 9, in the open field, or south-west of the

house marked in the map in the Quarterly Statement, 1895, p. 30, about

300 feet north of the city wall. About 4i or 5 feet under the present

surface of the ground, the rock— or, as was first thought, a large stone

—was met with, quite flat and horizontal, on its upper surface ; when

clearing the earth away the woi-kmen found an edge or the end of it, and

afterwards also the other end. It is of an oblong form, 10 feet 6 inches

long, and at the south part G feet broad, at the north 5 feet 9 inches.

Working down on its sides there were found, at a depth of 3 feet

10 inches, covering stones, '8 inch thick and 3 feet long, and, on an

average, nearly 2 feet broad ; these were four in number, and on lifting

them u]) a tomb was found (No. 2) underneath, the sides towards the south

and west consisting of masonry, with mould and some bones, amongst

them two skulls. On the east side were found only several hewai stones

mixed with the earth, and at a depth of 4 feet the levelled rock. On

the west wei-e found two tombs, which, in order to be long enough for

a body, enter for more than one foot into the rock block at their eastern

ends. The greater part of their long sides (Nos. 3 and 4) is masonry,

so that the s})ace between them is a block of masonry, the upper layer

of it consistinif of hewn stones, against which the covering stones (of the

same size as at No. 2) were put ; in the north a similar tomb was louna

(No. 5), its sides towards the north and west being masonry, towards
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the east and south rock. Under the rock block itself is a kind of cave,

completely empty, except for some mould and bones. It is only 2 feet high

the bottom and the three sides are rock (as shown in Plan, No. 1), but

the fourth or western side is masoniy. So the space was once a kind of

cave open on the west side, and when the body had been put in it was

walled up in such a way that spaces for jiarts of the tombs (Nos. 3 and 4)

-2=-ir -B

OfJ PL A N

Plan and Sections of Eock Block, with Tombs, outside the
Daaiascts Gate.

were left. In the mould of the cave several articles were found, from

which it is quite clear that the body of No. 1 was put there in a wooden

coffin, for there were found four angles, of copper or brass—I cannot

tell which, for they are nearly corroded through, and fall to pieces when
handled. I send drawings of the articles found. Besides the four

angles, once nailed on the cornel's outside the coffin, there were found
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four bia.ss I'iiiffs still hanging in tlifir fastenings, which latter wcie

riveted, and by this it was seen that the wood of the coiHn was

only from half to three-quarters of an inch thick. Each fastening had

a rosette, which had been fastened to the wood with six nails. All the

nails had high and ball-like heads, as well on the rosettes as tho.se of

the angles. The sliajie of the coffin we cannot tell, only that on account

of the low space in the cave its cover must have been flat, and that

it must have been for the body of an adult. Also a ring fit for a large

finger, which was found, proves the same. The hope that tlie ring wa»

goUl proved vain ; it is of bronze, hard, and of a whitish-red colour.

That this tomb (No. 1) was the principal one is quite clear. But of

whatjierson? We cannot say. To me it a})]H'ars that these tombs are

Christian, and probably not so very ancient, falling in the Middle Ages,

as also the articles found would indicate. "We did not find any wanting,

nor any mark of a cross. That the rock was cut as the pedestal of a

'iiuumment is quite clear, and that there was such a monument was proved

by the many hewu stones found round about, but the best ones, with

mouldings, were missing
;
probably they .had been used at a later time

elsewhere. What kind of monument it may have been one cannot say.

At the northern end of the upper surface of the rock block the two

up[)er corners have been taken away, and so rounded ; the building on

the surface cannot have extended to there, but must have stood just

over the cave. There are some indications that more tombs may be

found, especially towards the south—perhaps also in the north, but

there is still much earth to be removed before anything can be stated

definitely. Under the eartli in this field, which the jiroprietor wishes

to sell, many other things may be found. These tombs are only about

400 feet south of the so-called Gordon's Tomb, or the new Holy

Sepulchre ; and the mangers of the former Asnerie are just between

them, in about the middle. As the contour of elevation is here 2,509 feet

above the sea, the top of this rock block will be about 2,504 feet, or

about the same level as the old surface of the ground at the foot of the

scarp of Gordon's Tomb.

IIT.

—

The West Wall of tue Pool of Hezekiah.

On the west side of the so-called " Pool of Hezekiah " or " Birket

Hammam el Batrak '"'

is a very high wall without any window^ to a

considerable height, and on it there are rooms in three storeys, one

above the other. This wall, especially the solid lower part of it, has not

been repaired for more than 50 years. The houses upon it are divided

into three separate tenements with different ])roprietors ; the southern

part belongs to the Greek Convent, and has the entrance from the south,

the two northern to lloman Catholic families, and these have the entrances

from the crocjked road on the west. Some months ago the proprietor of

the middle house made some alterations and repairs, removing old bad

portions of masonry and inserting new ones. During this work crack*
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already observed before in the vaultings became larger and wider, so it

was necessary to provide some remedy. Cracks opened also in the other

two houses in the three storeys, and the wall in the middle storey showed

a considerable bulge outwards as if the whole would soon fall do\%ai into

the pool. As the neighbours brought an accusation against the man who
had done the repairs, I was called to give my opinion on the matter, and

I advised them to break down the rooms, at least the outer half of them,

and the wall also, and build them up again in a good and lasting manner.

But they, or their workmen, were wiser, and put up in the pool scaffolding

in order only to repair the wall ; but one night a great piece of the wall,

not the rooms over it, fell and smashed the scaffolding, so they were

obliged to break down the rooms of the top storey, and half of the two
others, and the wall till they came to firm ground, which was rock. The
level of it was about 6 feet above the surface or bottom of the pool, then

it had an offset 2\ feet backwards forming again a scarp, and on it a very

strong old wall ; so the rock is elevated about (on an average) 13 feet'

'Rock.

above the surface of the ])ool. The wall standing on the lower scarp

was apparently built later and with much smaller stones than the higher

one. If this latter had not existed the wall would many years back have

fallen by the weight and pressure of the many vaultings. The old one

gave strength to the whole. The outer and weaker one was most likely

built when the rooms were erected, and this middle part is the oldest
;

for when the other rooms in the north and south were built there were,

at a height of about 24 feet, half-arches built striking the already existing

middle wall, as above.

And hence this middle wall, being the oldest, was much more decayed

than the others. I observed that the middle wall had once a door; very

likely steps were coming down here, as the rocky flooring of the jiool is

here higher than the main level, forming a kind of hillock. As far as I

could ascertain, there is behind the old wall (which is not very high) and
upon it a layer of earth about 10 to 12 feet high, on which the rooms are

standing. The level of the crooked street on the west is, according to the

2500 Ordnance Survey map, 2,536 feet above the sea, and the level of the

' Say, with the levelling masonry, 15 feet.
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pool about 2,4!)4 feet, a diHeience of 42 feet. Of tliis tlie lowest storey

takes 14 feet, steps leading down to their iloorings ; the jtavement and
layer of earth is from 12 to If) feet; or, say, rock basement, 15 feet;

earth, very likely formerly a row of rooms which have become destroyed

and their H})ace lilled uj) with the debris, V.l feet ; the new storey wdiich

was erected on the old one, and is now the lowest of the three, 14 feet,

making up the 42 feet. The two upper storeys rise above the level of the

crooked street. So we have here a siiecimen how matters were arransred

when building on debris or ruined rooms. It was a mistake that the

people erected such a high wall perpendicular and on different bases.

The upper roofs of these buildings are more than 70 feet above the bottom
of the pool.

IV.

—

The Church at the Pool of Siloaii.

A few weeks ago Dr. F. Bliss came to me saying that he had by his

excavations at the Pool of Siloah recently found the traces of a church,

and that I should come down to see it. Accordingly I did so, after a
few days, and saw there the traces of a regular apse of a former church.

Dr. Bliss will, of course, report in full on this matter, and what I wish

to do is simjjly to .speak of the church from an historical point of view.

That there was once a church here is mentioned, as far as I know, in all

the guide-books. It is generally called a basilica, connected with a

monastery. In the "Survey of Western Palestine," Jerusalem Volume,

p. 13, it is said :
" The Pool of Siloam appears also to have been at

one time covered by a building, which is called a church by Antony of

Piaceuza, about 600 a.d." Professor H. Lewis, in his book, " The Holy
Places of Jerusalem," Loudon, 1888, p. 123, says: "There was once

a church over it or near to it, but that has long since been swept away.

No Moslem moscpie or place of prayer has succeeded it, and the place

is left solitary and unguarded, lying so quietly hidden away in the

narrow valley, aside from the road, that the traveller would pass

it unnoticed were he not directed to it." Dr. T. Tobler in his

"Topography," vol. ii, p. 26, and Dr. Sejjp in "Jerusalem und das

heilige Land," Schaffhausen, 1873, vol. i, p. 33G, mention "that in

600 A.D. there were here a church and baths connected with it for both

sexes, divided by a partition."

I could cite more, but this is enough to show that all writers, as it

seems, grounded their statements on Antoninus's report or cojning one
from the other. Now Antoninus Martyr, par. 24 (Pal. Pil. Text Soc.

Trans., p. 21), gives the following report :
" Descending from that

arch—'where was the ancient gate of the city'—down to the fountain

of Siloam by many steps, we saw the i-ound church from beneath which
Siloe rises. This church has two baths, made by the hands of man out
of marble; between the two baths runs a partition, in the one men and
in the other women bathe for a blessing. In these waters many cures

are effected, and even lepers lU'e cleansed. Before the atrium of the
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church is a large pool formed by the hands of man, in which the people

bathe continually.'' And par. 25: "The fountain of Siloe is at the

present day within the walls of the city, because the Empress Eudocia

herself added these walls to the city." For about 500 years after

Antoninus we hear nothing of this place or of a church, till the times

of the crusades, when a church was again built or tlie former one, which

had fallen into decay, was restored, and is mentioned by many pilgiims.

We wish now to ask : Who built the first churcli which Antoninus

saw ? In answering this question, one must contemplate the general

history of Jerusalem. According to the Paschal Chronicle, the Roman
Emperor Hadrian built at the rebuilding of the city wall, etc., also a

" tetranymphon," which I think clearly refers to Siloah—the ancient

bathing place of the Jews, and means perhaps nothing else than the

restoring of the baths and romanising them—but the church there he

did not build. Two hundred years later, 333 A.D., the Bordeaux, or

anonymous pilgrim, when visiting the holy sites, remarks : " As you

come out of Jerusalem " (by the so-called Dung-gate, situated in

Hadrian's city wall, where it stands even to-day), " to go up Mouut
Sion ' (the present Neby DaAd), " on the left hand, below in the valley,

beside the wall is a pool which is called Siloe, and has four porticoes,

and there is another large pool outside it" (Pal. Pil. Text Soc. Trans.,

]). 21). A church he does not mention, so it could not have existed

at that time. Eusebius and Jerome speak of the waters of Siloa, but

they also do not mention a church. Eucherius about 427-440 a.d.

mentions Siloa and its waters, but he also says nothing of a church

(Jer. Vol., p. 18), and as some 160 years later, or 600 a.d., there was a

church, it must have been built within this time. Now, as about 450 a.d.

the Empress Eudocia built city walls, at least on the south side, to bring

in all the holy sites and also the waters of Siloam, we may justly

suppose that she at the same time built also this church. The name of

it is not mentioned, but very likely the old name " Siloah " was retained.

This church Antoninus calls a round one, although the word basilica is

more propei'ly applied to a square-shaped building. As it was not

actually over the pool, but over the source of the wall, and so somewhat

north of the pool and in a higher position on the rock itself, in which is

the cleft which forms the spring or fountain, I think there was left an

opening in the floor of the church, that the water might be seen below,

and drawn up with buckets when wanted. So a round church was not

luireasonable, with the well mouth in the middle, like the tomb in the

Anastasis Church, which had been built about 100 years before, and like

the round Churcli of the Ascension on Mount Olivet, which has the last

footprints of our Lord in the middle, or the present Kubbet es Sakhrah

in the Haram es Sherif, which has the holy rock in the middle beneath it.

Still it seems to me this round Siloa Church was not large but i-ather

very moderate in size. It was not intended for large assemblies, but

for daily visitors ; so a small one answered as well as a large one, and

the bathing places were in front—south of it, at the pools.
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Now wliat Dr. Bliss lias fouiul points not lo a round but to a scpiare

church. So 1 tliink that after it had stood for a century, Justinian,

perhaps, restored it, making it perhaps also larger, for Procopius (Pal.

Pil. Text Soc. Trans, of " Constantine'a Buildings," London, 1886, p. 138

and following), after speaking of the Church of Tlieotokor, or the

buildings on the Harani es Sherif, goes on to say (in chap, ix) :
" In

Jerusalem he (the emperor) restored the following monasteries : St.

ThaleljBUS, St. Gregorius, and St. Panteleemon, in the desert of Jordan ;

the Hospice at Jericho ; the Church of the Virgin at Jericho " (all these

seem to me to be places in the wilderness and in the Jordan plain,

Elisha's fountain not being mentioned. The account now goes to

Jerusalem) ;
" the Church of the Iberians at Jerusalem ;

the Church

of the Lazi in the desert of Jerusalem " (meaning the Church of Lazarus

at Bethany) ; "the Church of Mary in the Mount of Olives ; the Church

of the Well of St. Elisixnis" (this means certainly the church on the

fountain of Siloa, as there is no other chui-ch on a fountain or well at

the holy city, e.xc.'pt Siloa. It may be that Procopius did not know any

saint with the name of Siloa, and, not knowing the well itself was so

called, mentioned a name in some degree similar to Siloa, viz., "St.

Elisseus");' "the Church of Siletheus ; the Church of the Abbot

Eon)anus." So I am convinced that Justinian restored, and perhaps

also enlargetl, the church and monastery at Siloah, in the middle of the

sixth century, and this was the church seen by Antoninus in about

600 A.D. as described above.

Having shown that this early church at Siloah was originally built by

the Empress Eudocia, and probably afterwards repaired and perhaps

enlarged by Justinian, the statement of Nicephorus, in his " Ecclesiastical

History," ascribing this building to St. Helena, has no value, as he wrote

about 1,000 years after, and ascribed to Helena so many other ecclesias-

tical buildings which it can be easily proved that she did not build, as

is the case with this one. Not many years after Antoninus had seen

this church it was destroyed in 614 a.d. by the Charasmians, under

Chosros II, who destroyed all the churches outside the city wall, and

certainly this one, as they had to come often there for water. It was

not built up again soon, and we hear for 500 years nothing of a church,

although the Pool of Siloa is mentioned by Bernard the Monk, 865 a.d.

Saewulf, 1102 a.d., visited Siloa, and says : "The fountain which is called

the Pool of Siloe, where, at our Lord's command, the man born blind

washed his eyes, our Lord having first made clay with his own spittle

and anointed his eyes" (Pal. Pil. Text Soc. Trans., j). 19), not mentioning

any church there, so it is clear that at that time it had not been

rebuilt.

' Dr. Bliss has suggested that as Klislia cured the jipring at Jericlio

(2 Kings ii, 19-22), very likely in the early Christian time he was looked upon

as the Saint and protector of the Spring of Siloah, and so his name, Elisa?u9.

applies to the church erected over it.
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Four years later the Abbot Daniel, 1106 a.d., says : "Further south,

at the foot of the mountain, is the Pool of Siloe, where Christ opened the

eyes of the blind man " (Pal. Pil. Text Soc. Trans., p. 38), mentioning

no church. C!armoly, 442, according to Tobler ("Die Siloahquelle und

der Oelberg," p. 26), mentions later that there was a square, convent-like

building, in which in the night a small rivulet of water was gathered,

meaning apparently the pool with its side buildings, the porches formerly

mentioned; and Benjamin of Tudela, 1160-73 a.d., says that over the

Spring of Siloah, which runs into the brook Kidron, " is a large

building erected in the times of our forefathers." About 10 years

later Phocas speaks of " arches and numerous columns," but does not

describe the place or mention a church. This was neai- to the end

of the Christian kingdom, so it seems that the Crusaders had not

done very much here, nor built a new large church, as they had

done elsewhere. The ])lace had been already for centuries outside

the walls again, and so not j^roperly protected, and it was on low

ground. They liad built, as appears from Fabri's report, a kind of

convent, in which they had certainly a place of worship or a church,

but it was soon neglected, and probably uninhabited, keeping in repair

what they have found and adding bye-and-bye some more. Fabri, in

1483 A.D., says : "The Christians who came after them (the Romans)

built them " (the walls which embraced the pool and its neighbourhood)
" up again, and devout men built themselves dwellings round about

them, and built a sort of monastery above the fountain, as may be seen

this day, for in front of the fountain there is a pool like a bath, and it is

set about with walls and vaults like the passages round a cloister, and

the arches of the roofs rest upon marble columns. This building is

partly in ruins, and the remainder threatens to fall into ruia also. It

would be an easy task to restore the ruins of this holy fountain, but no

one touches them or puts his hand to them, and so the place grows day

by day more ruinous " (Pal. Pil. Text Soc. Trans., vol. i, p. 529). Twenty

years later the place was described as surrounded by a wall with an

entrance, and there were still pillars, arches, and even some paintings.

The latter can have been only in the ruins of the former church, and

indicate that it came down from the Byzantine time. 1 do not think that

the Crusaders had time enough to make paintings here. In 1519 a.d.

Tshudi also says that there was once a convent, of which the cloister is

still standing, and many walls. This cloister, or at least some part of it.

Dr. Bliss has now found, and some walls also, especially those of the

church. At the end of the sixteenth century some masonry could still

be seen, which in the following 300 years became fully buried under the

made earth and rubbish, until to-day the noble Exploration Fund

looked for it by the spade. Although it was covered up, yet Delia Valle

in 1614, and Troilo in 1666, and others, supposed that there was once a

church close to the pool ; also Maundrell, 1697, says the same, that the

pool "was anciently dignified with a church built over it" ("Early

Travels in Palestine," Bohn, p. 469).
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As there are on the eastern side of tlie pool some pillars still standing,

others lying on the ground, it was supposed that the church had stood

over the pool itself, an idea I could never agree with. The span of tlie

arch (or vault) would at least have been 20 feet and 10 feet high. Such

a tunnel, arch, or even a cross vault, these pillars could not bear, and a

wooden cover or roofing over the pool to be the flooring of the church

is not to be thought of. The question is now settled by the result of

recent excavations, and when the ancient writer said " over the pool," it

meant close by and on a higher level, and the expressions were correct.

In regard to the two or three (?) steps or small stone benches going round

the apse of the ancient church, I wish to remark that such were also

found in other churches, and, above all, in the church of the Holy

Sepulchre itself, where there are four such steps (besides those in the

thickness of the wall). I have also to remark that during the Christian

Kinfrdom, and for a time afterwards, the church was called or dedicated

to Salvator Illununator, the light-giving Saviour, in remembrance of

John ix, 1-14.

THE STONE =' HAT-TOIM.'

SIDE VI EW

v.—The Stone "Hat-To!m."

In the publications of the German Palestine Society, Professor Sepp

speaks of this stone as being in the cellar of the convent of the Sisters of

Ziou, and brings it in connection with

the tine pavement there, about a

man's height under the present sui*-

face of the ground, and a translation

of his paper appeared in the Quarterly

Statement, 1879, j). 195. Mr. J. M.
Tenz also, in the Quarterly/ Statement,

1893, ]x 330, speaks of it and of the

pavement. But in neither of these

papers is the stone properly described.

Both gentlemen speak of two stones,

whereas there was shown to me some

years ago (also in the cellar) only one,

and of a foi'm diflerent, as it seems,

from those seen by Professor Sepp,

who calls them "a couple of stone

cylimlers of solid rock." What I

found was a heavy block put there,

of a square form and with some

mouldings, as shown in the plan

drawn according to the measurements which I made on the stone.

The passages of the Talmud which are quoted speak of the stone in the

singular and not the plural, so I think there was only one, and not a

" cylinder," but of a square form, more convenient to stand on, and this

the more so as it is from east to west wider than from south to north, as

PLAN

N

f

SCALE ot riET
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shown in the plan. The upper surface is quite level. Its lower part

stands on the pavement, and Mr. Tenz also testifies this, so it cannot be

"solid (or living) rock." But perhaps Professor Sepp means by this a

piece of rock—solid, and not made up by masonry. What I state is

simply that the reader shall not pick up a wrong idea of this stone.

YI.

—

The Site of the AseExsiox of Our Lord.

When last year I examined the little Chapel of the Ascension and iis

environs, and the whole village et Tur on Mount Olivet, I looked after-

wards in many books bearing on the subject, and found that several

writers doubt the site on Mount Olivet, thinking the ascension to have

taken place near Bethany, as St. Luke xxiv, 50, says :
" And he led them

out as far as to Bethany, and he lifted up his hands, and blessed them.

And it came to pass, while he blessed them, he was parted from them,

and carried up into heaven." So they say the site of the departure of

our Lord must have taken place near Bethany, and was certainly not

on the top of Mount Olivet. But I wish to remark, the very same

Evangelist, in telling us again the history of the ascension, gives some

details not mentioned in his gospel, as he closes it by saying (Acts i, 12) :

"Then"—after the ascension and the speech of the two heavenly men

—

" they " (the disciples) " returned to Jerusalem from the Mount called

Olivet, which is from Jerusalem a Sabbath day's journey." This gives

the idea that the site of the ascension was on the top of the Mountain of

Olivet and one Sabbath day's journey distant from Jerusalem. Other

parts, especially those near Bethany, are distant more than a Sabbath

day's journey. The road from the eastern wall of the city down into the

Kidron Valley and up again to the top of the mountain is 3,000 feet or

2,000 cubits, or a Sabbath day's journey. Further, it is not likely that

St. Luke contradicted himself, nor has it to be considered so. Both

sayings will be right. According to my humble understanding Jesus

was the last time in the midst of his disciples assembled in the " upper

room " (Acts i, 4, compared with v, 13), as there was the lodging of " both

Peter and James and John, and Andrew, Philip, and Thomas, Bartholo-

mew and Matthew, James toe son of Alphajus, Simon Zelotes and Judas

the brother of James." So we see that the " upper room " was the

general assembling place of the apostles and other disciples ;
" also the

mother of Jesus, and his brethren." There Jesus was speaking to them

on the matter of the Kingdom of God, going out with them from the

city towards Bethany, the very road he passed so often with them before

his sufferings, death, and resurrection. Crossing the lower bridge of

the Kidron, and ascending the slope of Mount Olivet, went eastwards,

taking there the so-called lower (or southern) road, now the carriage road,

being even at that time a broad road, not a narrow path, so that his

disciples might have walked around him and hear clearly all his final

words. Coming to the Mount, on the eastern slope of which Bethany is

.situated, and hence already in the neighbourhood of the village, or as
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St. Luke says (xxiv, r)U), " as far as to Bethany," lie left the main load,

going uj) the hill by a side road to the place where he, some weeks before,

had mounted the aas (the present Bethpliage), crossing the Bethauy-

Jerusalein road there, then went further north and upwards as far as to

the Jeiicho road, going over the top of the Mount of Olives, and for a

short distance westwards of it, till the Holy City became visible ;
when he

stopped, stretched "out his hands and blessed them," in the meantime

rising into the air, first in a somewhat declining line, so that the discij^les

could properly see the rising, which would not have been the case when

rising from the standing ground perpendicularly upwards. The Lord

looking towards his discii)les northwards, and the latter towards the

<leparting Lord, southwards, so that when at a greater height, but

still well visible, the Lord appeared to be just over the top of the

mount, where at that time some buildings stood, and afterwards the

Ascension Church was erected, a place from the earliest Christian time

always considered and venerated as the site of the ascension of the

Lord. Now at once a cloud took him up, and the disciples could no more

see him, but still gazing to heaven, they heard a voice behind them

saying :
" Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye gazing up into hea\ en ?

"

Turning then at once, they saw near them, " two men in white apparel,"

•declaring to them that " this same Jesus, which is taken uj) from you

into heaven, shall so come in like manner as ye have seen him go

into heaven" (Acts i,' 10, 11). Now they fell down to the ground

"and worshipped him," no more as their Master but as their Lord and

•God, and returned with great joy to Jerusalem, assembling again in the

" upper room," praying and praising God, and also in the Temple, at the

proper hours (Luke xxiv, 5:^). The two men in " white apparel " 1

think were Moses and Elias, as may be inferred from Luke ix, 30. By

such an explanation both places, Bethany and the ridge or top of the

Mount of Olives, come to be right. That Jesus made his last walk with

his discii)les to Bethany is very credible, and that the Lord went to his

eternal glory in view of the place of his deepest humility, is most

probable. With regard to the wanderings of our Lord from one place

to another before leaving the earth, the same is narrated of Elijah before

he was taken up to heaven (2 Kings ii, 1-11). What the Evangelist

St. Luke said in few words in his gospel mentioning Bethany, he com-

pleted in the first chapter of the Acts of the Apostles. In the first

centuries the Christians certainly liiew the site of the ascension, and

celebrated it from the beginning at the top of Mount Olivet. They

knew the gospels, and would certainly have celebrated the site of the

-ascension near Bethany if it had happened there. St. Luke also would

have said the disciples returned from there (Bethany or the spot near

there) with joy to Jerusalem. Why does he mention the Mount of

Olives and state the distance if the ascension did not take jilaee on the

mount but near Bethany? For me there is no doubt that the ascension

took place on the top of Mount Olivet, and there Jesus will come an«l

appear again.
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Vir.—IJKTIirilAOK AMI iJin'HANV.

TIui last wamlciiii";-; of our Lord from Jericho to Jt'riis;iloiii are tol<l

liy all the four Evangelists. By two of them, Delhphage and JJethany

;ire mentioned, by the others only Bethany, as if Bethphage were

situated east of Bethany, and our Lord came first there and then to

I'cfliany. But, from other rea.sous, we infer that this was not the case,

and that Bethi)hage was nearer to .lerusalem than Bethany. In looking

more closely to this subject, I found various explanations by com-

mentators, all of them not knowing the configuration of the ground

und the lines of the various roads leading down to Jericho. A German
book says both villages stood in one line, and at the same distance from

Jervisalem, and the road passed between them, but a little nearer to

Bethphage than Bethany, and hence Bethphage is mentioned first.

Others say ]]eth])hage was not a village or city, but a district, its

name meaning the place where many figs were growing ; and that

the Evangelists meant to say that Jesus came into the district of the

fig-cultivations, and in it to the village of Bethany. But I think this

is not tenable, as from Bethi)hage the ass was brought the next day,

when Jesus went from Bethany to Jerusalem, so it was certainly a

village, and not a district. Now all these and other similar explanations

are based on the idea that Jesus, with his disciples, came uj) the very

road which is now in general use. But there were in ancient times, as

well as to-day, several roads going down from Jerusalem to Jericho.

David, in his flight before his rebellious sou Absalom, took the nearest

road, which leads over the top of Mount Olivet (2 Sam. xv, 30, 32, and

xvi, 1), a road which is put down in the large map of the Exploration

Fund. This road passes several small villages, cisterns, &c., and keeps

more on the heights, whereas the pi'esent one goes most in valleys.

Jesus came up from Jericho this noi-thorn or direct road, and when
coming to the eastern brow (or foot) of the Mount of Olives, and not

wishing to go that evening to Jerusalem, but only to Bethany, to stay

the night there with his disciples, he left the main road and took a .side

way towards the south, and after a few minutes he had Bethphage c.n

the riglit side, beyond a small valley coming down from the south-west,

beginning near the road going from Bethany to Jerusalem, which Jesus

passed the next day when sending for the ass. Here on the eastern brow
of the Mount of Olives, and several minutes south of the main road I

have .spoken of, is a site of an ancient village or small town. There are

rock-hewn pools, cisterns, &c., and 30 years ago I saw there masonry ami

many marble pieces of former floorings, small pillars, and large pieces of

pillar-shafts of common stone, &c., besides pottery and similar things.

But now, when recently there, I found all removed except the pools and
cisterns, and a fragment of a very large stone dish, anil the ground made
into a vineyard. This site T think is the place of the ancient Bethphage.

The reading of Mark xi, 1, ami Luke xix, 2!J, gives the idea that on the

11
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very siiine day Jesus sent two disciples to bring tlie ass, and entered tils'

Holy City amid the hosauna-sliouting of the people. But that this was

not the case, and that the entry was made not tlie same evening, but in

the forenoon of tlie following day, appears from John xii, 1, where it i-=

said that six days before the Passover Jesus came to Bethany, and

(verse 12) the "next day" he went to Jerusalem, riding on a young aps

which he "had found," in order to enter the city as the King of Isi-ael,

and fulfil Zeehariah ix, 9, and Psalm xxiv, 8. Thus it is quite clear that

Jesus, coming to the foot of Mount Olivet, left the main road in the

afternoon, went southwards by a path still existing, passed Bethphage

about two or three minutes distant on his right hand, and so on to

Bethany, staying the night there. The next day, in order to go to

Jerusalem, he had for a small distance to go back the same road he

had come the evening before, and coming to the point where Bethphage

was again in sight, he sent the two disciples to the village situated " over

against" the little valley mentioned, and went on with his followers

along the road westwards towards Jerusalem. So Matthew xxi, 1, says :

"When they drew nigh unto Jerusalem, and were come to Bethphage

unto the Mount of Olives, then sent Jesus two disciples." Mark xi, 1,

speaks in a more general way, and, taking the events of the evening

before and those of the morning together, says " when they came nigh

to Jerusalem," unto Bethphage (on the side), and Bethany (behind), He
sent the disciples. Luke xix, 29, speaks in a similar way. John xii, 1, 12,

only mentions Bethany, from whence Jesus went to Jerusalem, and being

ou the road (verse 14) " found a young ass, sat thereon, as it is written."

Bethany is situated on the eastern slope of a hill or mountain, lower

than the Mount of Olives, but connected with it b}^ a narrow flat ridge.

Over this ridge the Bethany Jerusalem road passes, and here comes in

also the road from the site of the ancient Bethphage. So, I think, the

disciples brought the ass to this spot, and set Him thereon. So it was
thought even in ancient times, and the rock from which Jesus mounted
the ass was cut into the shape of an altar, and a little church built over

it. For many centuries this church was destroyed, and covered with

earth, but the traces of it were discovered in 1877 with the altar rock

covered with nice paintings, still standing, and showing the scene with

the ass, the palm branches, the multitude, and even the raising of

Lazarus.^ The ])ictures have now, after coming to the open air, dis-

appeared, but the little church is restored, and bears the name of

Bethphage. The name of the ancient village Bethphage, situated

several minutes north-east lower down the slope, having become

destroyed and deserted, was adopted here to the new site. -The site

of the former Bethphage village bears now no ancient name, but that

of the family, the ground being their property. Thus, if we suppose

that, in coming up, Jesus took the northern road, and stayed the night

.at Bethany, all comes right and intelligible, and it is not necessary to

' See paper by M. Clermont- Ganncaii in Qi<ar/erfj/ Statement, 1878, p. 51.
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li.xik for IV'tlipli.'igi" in tlie villa^v ot Tiir on tlu' top of Mount Olivet, but

<>n its slope, as it must have been, and not, with l)i-. Srhwar/,, in the villafo

Silo.ih.

VIII.

—

Jksiiimon of the liiiir.K.

Mr. Tjuucz, a Hebrew scholar here, an<l editor of .several books on

• lernsaleni and Palestine, came to me a few weeks ago saying that he wa.s

about to issue a new elition of a work written by a ITebrew and in tlw

Hebrew lanjjruage about 600 years ago, on Palestine matters, and that

there appeajs in it "Jeshimon," in the neighbourhood of the Dead Sea.

As he wishes to make notes to the statements, and .--o to bring the book
into conformity with the present knowledge of the country, and knowing
that I possess a copy of the large map, he begged me to .show him the

exact place on it. He had bnuight with him Mr. Oeorge Armstrong's

"Names and Places in Old and New Testament and Apocrypha," and
showed me that on p. KK) Jeshimon is stated to be on the west side of the

Dead Sea, but wanteil to know the exact position of it. As this book is

based, as it seems, on the reduced map, which I do not possess, and
finding that the number "14" means the number of the sheet of tlie

reduced map, which, according to the diagram on its first page, endjraces

the sheets xvii, xviii, xxi, xxii, xxv, xxvi of the large map, I looked ta

these but did not find the name "Jeshimon" on them, nor in the
.Memoir, nor in the name lists. So I could give Mr. Luncz no proper

answer, but .said I wouhl keep the book for a few days and study the

matter more in detail. I found the following :
—

In the Quartcrhf Statement, ISTf), p. 47, I find that Lieut.-Colonel

fonder ayijtlies this name to a district west of the Dead Sea, and not to a

single spot. And when looking to the passages of the Bible (I Sam.
xxiii, 19, 24, and xxvi, 1, 3) such an explanation and identification is

"luite correct, and most ])robably the word means there no special site,

but a district, and hence all the translations I could get access to give

it a " desert,"' and not as a town. But the other pas.sages in the Bible

where this name " Jeshimon " occurs, viz., Numbers xxi, 20, and xxiii, 28,

cannot be applied to the western side of the Dead Sea, but point distinctly

to the eastern side and to the northern end of the Dead Sea, near Pi.'-ga.h,

and mean also a town, not only a district, and a much more litnited one

than that on the western side. I learned from the Jews that the Talnunl
speaks of it as a mountain from which the Galilean Sea could be seen,,

which ])oints also to the eastern side, as from the western side that sea

could not be seen ; the leas so, as the Quarterhj Statement, 1870, p. 123,

and 1870, p. 48, declares this Jeshimon district to be situated rather

low, and even if it were situated liigher the mountains north of Jericho
would hinder its being .seen, whereas most jn-obably from the top of some
mountain west of Pi.sgah, through the (ihor, or Jordan Valley, one may
see the waters of the Galilean Sea. And why could there not be two

' Cf. QHarlei-hi Sfotrnn-./f, 1870, p. ll':}.
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Jrsliimons, as in the Bible ? Often the same name is applied to places

or towns in different parts of the land. So I think there were two

Jeshimons, one west and one east of the Dead Sea, and that the latter

meant not only a comj)aratively small district but also a town. We find in

Nmnbers xxxiii, 49, just in this region, a Beth-Jesimoth, and re])eated in

Joshua xii, 3, which the LXX renders Aisimoth ; the Vulgate, B-Simoth
;

Josephus, Besimoth ; Eusebius and Hieronimn"!, Bethasimoth ; Bethsimut,

Asymon and domus Isinuth.' A name found in Arabic, called now
SCleimeh.^ A site near the foot of the eastern mountains— once a city,

now shapeless ruins, as I saw it some years ago. About 20 minutes fi-om

it is a spring close to the foot of the mountain called 'Ain es S<\eimeh ; so

that we have a spring Jeshimon, a city Jeshimon, and a mountain

•Jeshiinon. The latter is the last j>rojecting corner towards west of the

eastern mountains, east of which is Nebo, and all these heights together

make Pisgah. Here Balaam, looking northwards, saw the camp of the

Israelites (Numljei-s xxii, 41) ; and in xxiii, 14, the top of Pisgah is men-

tioned. "West of it was Peor (xxiii, 28), the most western mountain, the

declivity of which is called Jeshimon, and at its foot was situated the city

Jeshimon, Balaam looking towards it (xxiv, 1), and so further on to the

centre of the Holy Land, not as before towards the seven altars. As the

word "Jeshimon" is generally translated "wilderness," or "solitude,"

-one might think it cannot be ajjplied to a town, hence also not to

Kh. Slleimeh ; but, as I said, this town is no more in the solitude itself,

l)nt very near to it at the foot of the mountain, and taking its name from

it. That the latter is really a solitude I became convinced in April, 1877.

We had many hours to go down from the edge of the heights to 'Ain

Sfieimeh, where we pitched our tents and rested the night. I did not see

any ruin, or any other mark of the workmanship of men, but beds of

sandstones mingled with ferruginous rocks, so that I think this to be the
" iron mountain " of which Josephus speaks (" Wars," iv, 8, 2) : "In this

(tlie ea.stern) ridge of mountains thei-e is one, called the Iron Mountain."

IX.

1. A Remarlahle Stone in the Jeivish Quarter^ Jerusalem.—Eecently I

had to see to some houses in the Jewish Quarter, and when passing the
" Meidan" I saw that the ]iew pavement is also done there, and that in

the midst of the square is a large stone, introduced into the 2)avement,

but rising about 3 feet above it, which I had never seen there before.

On making inquiries, I was told that it had been recently brought there

from near the Synagogue of the Sejjhai-dim. It had there stood in the

ground, projecting not much above the surface, so that people could

walk over it ; but when the street there was graded and lowered the

stone came out, and the street being narrow it caused an obstruction,

and hence was rolled to the " Meidan," where there is room enough,

» Von Strak, "Palastina uud Syrien," Berlin, 1894.

2 "Surrey of Eastern ralestinc," p. 156.
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.111(1 now forms :i kiiul of oruaiuent of tlie otlierwise b;uv place. It is

of hard missy stone, ami lonks like a inoiilli for ii will, Imt it is ratlier

large and heavy. It is eight-side;!, ahoiit :} feet, or even more, liigli,

piei'ced with a roiuul hole, of 2 feet diameter, and has the edges bevelleil,

but for the greater i)art broken. The sides are not exactly alike, nor

has the stone been smoothed, but looks rough and ancient. I could not

detect any marks, or mo\ddings, or letter.^.

The jieople told me a curious legend about it. They said : lu ancient

time a pious Jewish woman was often engaged in washing clothes, &c., at

the house of the Sheikh of Nebi DaM. One day the Sheikh said to her :

"As you are sueli a ])ious woman and always wash our linen so clean,

1 will show you my gratitude—Wo\dd you not like to see the tomb of

Nebi Dafid, which no one of your race

has seen?" She answered: "Ofcoui-se

she would be happy, and consider it a

special fortune." Then he said :
" Now

follow nie," and went through a long-

passage to an iron door, which he

opened, and when both had entered

he went (piickly out and locked the

door, leaving her alone in a very daik

place. Perceiving that the Sheikh

had deceived her she trembled for

fear, and fell down and prayed to the

Lord that He might help her for

David's sake. Then she saw an old

man shining in hij own light, who

took her by the hand and led her

Ttrrr

T7T'm:^^^d

t.

' M^'^^W////':'^, through long underground passages

Scale
6 Ft

A Kem.vukable Stone in Jewish
Quarter, Jerusalem.

till they came out from the hole of

the above stone, lying at a dunghill

very near to the Synagogue, where

the old man said :
" Now go home to

your work, and act as if nothing had

hapi.ened," and when she wished to thank him she saw him no more.

The Sheikh, meanwhile, had gone to the Kady, saying that a Jewish

woman went into the Prophet's Tomb, and that, seeing this, he had

locked her in. So i)eople went to fetch her to be puni.shed, but they

found nobody there, and the Kady, thinking the Slieikh had played ;t

trick, decreed for him the punishment which he had intended for the

poor woman. In rememl)rance of this wonderful deliverance of a Jewish

soul, the stone was left there for centuries, until now removed to another

jjlace, as told above.

2. Jeremiah's Grotto //j7/.- -At its south-eastern part, on the western

slope, they are now rpiarrying stones, so that the .shape of the hill, as

given in contours of the Ordnance Survey plan, will be altered, and the

former declining surface will become a kind of scarp.
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3. Kedron Valley.—From, the upper to the lower briilge the ground

of this valley has beeu bought by the Roman Catholic or Franciscan

Convent of Jerusalem, and they have already made a high wall round

about it, extending north and south to the bridges mentioned, and from

the I'oad on the east to half-way up the Temple mountain on the west,

forming the slope there into several level terraces and jjlanting trees on

them. Also a high wall is made on the east side of the (eastern) road,

from the " Tomb of Absalom " northwards to the Bethany road.

4. Siloah Spring.—In former reports I stated that this spring had

become dry for rather a long period, and that the reason could not be

explained. Recently I was at the so-called Virgins Well, and found

some water there, but not so much that it could ruu through the famous

tunnel to the jwol below : there it was quite dry. A few days afterwards

I met some Siloam people, wdio told me that the water had come, but goes

quickly away by some channel elsewhere, and hence did not rise so high

that it cou d run through the tunnel. They wished me to advise them
what to do in order to arrest the water. Of course this I do not know,

otherwise I would advise them A few days later a young man of Abou
Dis, being a lunatic, fell into the Bir el 'Edd and lost liis life. This

name, BIr el 'Edd, so near Jerusalem, arrested my attention. I hail

never heard of it before, but found it mentioned in the " Name Lists,"

p. 288, as " The well of the perennial spring, or the old well (close to 'Ain

Hand, the so-called Apostles' Fountain)," but not in the "Memoirs" nor in

the niaj) itself. I was told that it is near Ain Hand a little higher u]),

in the same valley, but distinct from the 'Ain Mvdiendes, that it had

formerly only a very little water, and that a Jeiusalem Effendi some

years ago bought all the land round about there, enclosed it with dry

walls, planted vines, &c., and cleared the well, but allowed nobody to

take water, so that people were much disjdeasetl. But he died, and Ids

])hintations became neglected, and are now nearly all wasted, but instead

t!ie well gets much water, so that the villagers bring there their cattle to

drink, and are all very glad, and thankful to the Ahuighty—who gives

to every one according to his deeds. Hearing all this, the idea at once

struck me that here might be the new outlet of the Siloah Well. I looked

to the levels and found that the Ordnance Survey gives the level of the

Siloali Well (Virgin's Well) 2,087 feet above the sea, and the level mark
at the Ai)Ostles' Well 1,519 feet 6 inches. So if the Bir el 'Edd is even

300 feet higher, or even more—say 350 feet—there will be still a difference

of 187 feet ; so that on this account the Siloah water might run into

the Bir el 'Edd, having a fall of 93 feet in a miJe in a straight line.

The people say the water in Bir el 'Edd is very goofl, better than that

at Siloah, as the latter has a salt taste. This would speak against this

idea, and there may be still some other explanation. To make the Bir el

'Edd usable again, they emptied it, and the next day again, and asked
the Sheikh of the Haram es Sherif : "Is the water now good or no .'

"

He answered :
" It is good ; if you doubt, bring me a bottle and I will

drink it."
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MORALS OK TIIK I'KLLAHtiY.

(Answers to Questions.) ,

By 1'. J. Jjaldenspkrgkk, Esq.

TiiK folldwiiii;- answers must be taken as a general description of tiie

fellaliin, of wlioni it rannot be athnnod that any are either "good" or

" bad," but the characaer of the greater number is indicated.

1. What sort of reputation have the people which you are describing '

Answer. It i.s very different ; thus, the Bethlehemites may be

divided into three chisses : the Moslem Fawaghrc, i^l J, tlie Greek

Christians, and the Latin Christians. Ka the name of the Moslems

indicates, they came from Beit-faghfir, a village above the AVady el Biar,

now in ruius, ,»i\j. Towards the end of the last century they took

possession of a part of Bethlehem. They are darker than the Latin

Christians, who themselves are descended from European Christians who

eame here as pilgrims and merchants, many probably being of Venetian

origin, as their Italian-sounding names still denote. Most of the

Christians of the Greek Church closely resemble the Moslems. They

are the original Christians of Bethlehem, or have flocked to this centre in

the course of centuries.

It is asked : Are tlieij brave, generous, truthful, and honest, or are the//

the reverse—thieves, liars, cowards—or are some good, sotne bud? The

b'awaghre may be called brave and even generous to some extent, whilst

the Christians are cowards, and, being of a mercenary turn of mind,

rather stingy, as compared with others around them ;
for whilst the

fellahin in general treat guests with nuu-li honour and hospitality, this

custom is rai)idly dying away among the aristocratic Christians.

Truthfulness, honesty, or the contrary, are very relative qualities.

These people would not call themselves liars for putting facts in a way

to serve their own ends, nor do they consider a man dishonest who

does not steal anything of considerable value. The word thief

^c\^, (larami, or J^, khaui, is only used for burglars or robbers.

Also there are different ways of viewing some things which are allowed.

Thus, a man may take grai)es from a vineyard in tlie daytime, but if

he take them by night he is called a thief and punished as such. Of

course there is a good deal of common sense in this, for the first man

only means to eat grapes, whilst the nocturnal visitor steals. The

Fawaghrc were formerly burglars, but have of late years taken to work,

generally carrying loads between Jerusalem and Jafla, or from the

stone quarries to Jerusalem. The Beit Jala Christians, who were almost

all originally of the Greek Church, are generally considered braver and
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more generous than Bethlehem Christians, and they are also less given

to mercantile pursuits. Bethlehem Christians have been travelling the

world over for the last 25 years, whilst Beit Jala Christians are stone-

carriers or lime-burners, and the habit of being out day and night

influences the character to a great extent. The less the fellahtn frequent

the towns tlie braver they may be considered, but honesty is not one

of the virtues they can boast of. Highway robbery is less practise il

now than it used to be, but some villages seem to have a predilection

for burglary—those situated near towns being often tempted to this

—

whilst those near the great roads leading from one town to anijther

incline to highway robbery. Kuryet el 'Enab, comniorily known as

Abu Ghosh, has had its notoriety as a robber village, and the inhabitants

still retain some of tlie impudence of their immediate ancestors. Lifta

as well as Malhah were of the burgling order. Urtas and el Khiidj-,

small and out of the way, may be classed as peaceful and, to a great

extent, honest. Deir Eyiib, L-J^\\ .J-S not far from Bab el Wad, are

notorious robbers and tliieves to this day. Perhaps this has been

brought about by their situation, which enables them to survey the

road from Jaffa to Jerusalem without themselves being seen, whilst

the inhabitants of Beit Malisir, _)u.u.^.c e::--^.', also not very far from

the road, but without the same facility for surveillance, are more retired,

brave, peaceful, and industrious. In years gone by when their powerful

neighbours of Kuryet Abu Ghosh used to make raids upon them, they

would submit without murmuring. Very much depends on the origin

of the different villagers, religion always having had some part in it.

Abu Ghosh and Emmaus, near Latron, are of the same origin, most

likely of Circassian descent, whence their arrogance. Surafend el

Kharab, < A ^^^W SJ<'i ^, 4 kilometres west of Ramleh, has a very wicked

population taken all in all, differing greatly from their next neighbour*

of Kubeibeh, Jooji^, of Egyptian origin, who, although of no very good

reputation, still ai'e more peaceable than the Sarafaud people. Then

again, almost all villagers along the Jerusalem road are jjetty thieves,

and have more i)nuioral vices than those living further away, also

they are less generous in consequence of their continual contact with

strangers of all classes and nations. The word brave, translated by the

fellahin into man, A\->- ,, is developed into several meanings ; thus, a

man gives to eat to any stranger passing by, as well as being brave-

in fighting. Again, manliness, Ji.>- ^ „c, maybe shown by taking away

property forcibly from other villagers, oi from those living in the sann?

village, usually as a ])nnishment ; this is called robbing, v -.ij, in their

legal way, and is restricted to some villages. The further off from the.

seat of Government the hardier and bolder they are to execute their own
laws. Going to accuse in towns shows decadence of their independence.
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Af^ain, goat-stealing i.s counted as manliness. This is piactiseil in the

mountains, and very often done as vengeance—the stealing party either

hides in advance between the rocks where the flock is ex])ected to pass,

or takes the goats out of the folds. This i)rey is mostly killed at once

and roasted and eaten, either by the thieves oidy or by the whole families.

Generally they prepare an oven, < ?,;, made for the purpose, by loose
-'^

stones ])iled on each other, leaving a hollow large enough to introduce the

goat or lamb ; when the stones are sufficiently heated, the n)eut is put in

whole and covered with the heated stones for an hour or so. Afterwards

the meat is quite tendi'r, and is eaten with the more appetite if the enemy

is greater.

In fighting against each other, either with stones or arms, they may be

called bold ; they seldom hide behind rocks or walls, although they are

cowards.

They have vices, though different from those of the townspeople,

inherited from time immemorial—as Moses told the Children of Israel in

Leviticus xviii, 23-27, to keep themselves from such abominations.

2. How arc women jmnished ivhen they are unchaste, either before or

after marriage '/

Answer. Women are punished by death when the consequence of

their uiichastity can really be proved, be it before or after marriage.

The way the punishment is fulfilled is generally brought about by the

coaxing of the nearest-of-kin ; the father, or brother, or cousin entices the

accused to go to some out-of-the-way place, where they pretend business,

or in harvest time an excuse can readily be found ; the victim also very

often is aware of what is going to hapiien. Any mode of killing is

adopted. I have known cases of being cut to pieces, others strangled,

others shot, or simply cutting the head off. It is considered a great

dishonour for the family to leave the adulteress unpunished. Honour is

saved when the deed is done, and as a sign that vengeance has been

taken, some blood ought to be smeared on the turban of the executioner

when entering the village ; the neighbours then cease their blame.

Near large towns they are less strict, i)art]y from personal degnidation

and liberal views, and partly from the impossibility of escaping the

Turkish law.

Several cases in Urtas were punished, one by strangulation in a

cave several miles away, another was shot by her brother-in-law. Her

husband was in the army, and, as he never came back, the case was never

reported. In the first ca.se, a girl was killed by her limtlior and cousin ;

here, too, nobody had anything to say, and the case was covered. A
woman of Surafend left her village an i dishonoured herself and family by

giving henself away in the .streets of Jerusalem. Her brother went there,

treated her very kindly, and succeeded in making her go home on a visit,

where she was treated with much love during a montli. One day when la-

was out ))loughing, he asked her to bring him his dinner, which she
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uubesitatingly did. They sat dowu to eat, and liaviug done so, he askeil

her to go to the sand-hills of Riibin in search of wood. He followed her

there, and when he approaclied lier with his axe, she fell on her knees

begging for life, but he saiil :
" Thou whore, thou hast stained our

lionour, we can only wash it clean with thy blood." He Iiacked one arm
away, and then the othei-, she all the time begging him to spai'e her life.

Then he unrolled her hair, and dragging hei with fury, cut off her head,

smeared some of her blood on his turban, anil buried the mutilated

corpse. When he came home, rumour of his behaviour was soon spread,

and his enemies tried to let the Government officials know, but he left

the villa<re, and is said to have been seen in the Hauran. But the family

.stain was removed.

Foi-merly, when the Government ])ower did not extend very far beyond

the walls of Jerusalem, they killed them openly. In Beit Sahtir many years

ago a woman was discovered having been on forbidden ground ; the elders

of the village and the family council took the woman down to Bab-el-Masic,

^w.sL»il s—j[:, and sat down in a large circle, the woman in the middle :

they now voted as to what should be her punishment, and all except one

man said death. She was then and there cut to pieces by the whole

assembly', the one man having nanowly escaped to share her lot, though

he was innocent, and ouly from compassion wanted to save her. Thus,

examples may be found here and there, but certainly they become more

rare as we near the towns.

3. Are men punislied fur adulter)/ as well as loomen?

Answer. Yes, if there are sufHcient proofs, but this being very

difficult, they mostly escape the punishment. Where the relatives of the

abused woman thiuk they have ample proof of the adulterer, they will

kill him clandestinely, in fact a good many murders originate thus : but a

man has always to be avenged, there is no end to the vengeance. The
following is an example : A Faghuri went north stealing. In the Nablus

district it is customary for strangers to beg their bread at the ovens. The
burglar sat down in the street to await some occasion. Presently a well-

dressed woman came out with a wooden dish, tLvL^L', hatie, containing

dough and pigeons, which she was taking to the oven, .,»jjr, tahuneti.

He now slipped into the house and hid in the wheat-storer (^jolcs-), with

the intention of stealing what he could when the inmates were aslee]>.

After a while the woman came back with the roasted ])igeons and fresh

bread, ])Ut them on a tray of straw, 'Lils, and covered them. She then

put on her wedding clothes, perfumed herself, painted her eyes, and let

in a male friend. They had their supjier, when suddenly a knock at the

door announced her husband, who had been away to buy corn, and had
returned unexpectedly, with two loads of wheat. In haste, the woman
put her lover into the wheat-storer, and opened with aldan xoa sahlan,
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,' - •« X^\ Wolnmie to my liinbaiul. Uf cuur.se, tlie wlieal li;ul now

to be sLoiftl away- tlie tliief luiil the Ipver eittinj,' side by side its

quiet as j)ossible. When tlie wheat caiin' poiniiii,' in, tlie thief jumped

u|), and called the attention of the house-owner to the different events

of the evenin". They now brought both lovers and laid them face to

face on each other, and in this position cut both heads oti' with one

.stroke of a sword. Both corpses were thrown into the well in tlie

courtyard, and the thief in the self-same hour left the house and village,

and was never again seen in that neighbouiliood. A Dervish, an unmarried

man, under pretence of frantic tits of holiness, had, in his nightly runs

over the mountains of Urtas, a secret rencontre with a maiden. When
the secret was divulged, the Dervish secretly left Urtas {see Quarted//

Statement, January, 1894, pp. 34-35), for the next-of-kin would have

killed him, in spite of his holiness. The woman was strangled. It is

only the apparent consequence of adultery wliich is thus punished ;
for it

would be next to imjiossible to punish—at least fellahlu—legally, a man

or a married woman, as the consequences can always be shifted ; the

law for denouncing being so mijiute. Thus, a man found shut up in one

room with a woman, or even in her beil, cannot be judged as guilty,

us long as the act itself has not been seen. There may be very strong

.suspicion, but the husband dare not act lightly. A man of Beit Dejan was

telling me one day, in the presence of two fellahia from Emmaus and Beit

]\lalisir, how he liad watclied his wife, whom he suspected of having

a lover. One day he feigned leaving the village, but l)y a round-about

way came back and \n<X in the vicinity, when his doubts were soon

oontirmed by the entrance into the house of his wife's lovei'. He called

immediately several men of the village, and they surrounded the house,

and called to the woman to open the door, which, after some hesitation,

.she did. She had hidden the lover, but a close inspection of the ju-emi.ses

.soon brought him to light, when the husband only sent both away,

i mmediately announcing to his wife her divorce. At this, my two mountain

fellah friends had their swords half drawn, as if to assist at such a

capital moment, and could hardly await the announcement of the

execution of tlie sinneis in .some brutal way. The blood of the two

mountaineers had risen whilst the Dejanite coolly explained to them

how he did not even beat either his wife or her lover ; for, said he, they

would have accused him in JaiJa, and he miglit have been punished ;

but thus he was divorced legally before the judge in .Jaffa, having

sufficient proofs. My mountaineers spat in the Dejanite's face—for such

degradation of fellaliln they would, under the same circumstances, have

cut both to jiieces. (Burning, as ])roposed by Judah, Genesis xxxviii,

24, is uukuovvu.)

4. Are thieves punished hi) having their hands cut ujf/

Not now ; but in times past this must have been customary, and u]>

to a very recent date. The Criniian War m ly be reganled as bringing
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iu a geueral change in the relations between fellahin and Government

laws, of course, always in a progressive way, beginning with Jerusalem

and its environs and Jaffa artd its environs. All other towns and villages

long retained a semi-iadepeudent life.

In the story of the Zir (about the year GOO a.d.), cutting off hands

is mentioned. The Haj Mustapha Abu Ghush, who held the mountains

of Judah luider his supreme authority uj) to 1863, punished thieves for

a tirst offence by cutting off a hand and a foot ; old offenders were

usually killed at once. At a later period they used only to beat them,

but in such an unmerciful way that death would often be the conse-

quence. In the plains, where waterwheels are u.sed, a thief was some-

times bound to the chain, and carried round under the water several

times. Many years ago, when having a talk with some fellah Sheikhs,

1 asked them whether they would object to French rule ? Well, they

said, it was all right, but they were afraid of the punishments being

those of having hands cut off for thieves, and tongues cut out for liars.

This is j)erhaps a tradition kept up from St. Louis, who used to do this

out of his extreme piety.

5. Explain how murder is pirni-i/it'd, and I'-hat /iioii''// is needed to con-

done it. Explain all ijoxi know about blood feuds.

Answer. When murder has been committed, the malefactor and the

kindred u!»,clr^- of the murderer leave the place, if it is a known fact,

and cannot be denied. They generally go to some jiowerful neighbour

or ally, and beg his assistance or protection J,l:^^J dalhalet. They

usually experience a friendly reception. An armistice ^^lij:. of a certain

number of days is called for, and the family of the person murdered

try to arrange matters through the mediation of their protectors. If

au agreement is come to, their law is Piast. 33,333, para. 33. But,

as a rule, a girl is given in marriage to the deceased's family, or even

2 or 3, also several yoke of oxen, or a piece of land. A day for meeting

is appointed, and they generally meet well armed, for, in case of an

emergency, they may settle the dispute by a fight. They have a dinner

togethei', differing in nothing from all other dinners—rice, and meat,

or bread, in broth—they kiss each other.s' heads, and promise to live

lienceforth in ])eace. Though time may helj) them somewhat, the desire

for vengeance is so strong amongst them, that it takes a good many

yeai-s to really arrange matters. If they cannot agree, time is no question.

Tliey say a Bedawy had waited to take his revenge 40 years, when he

met a relation of the murderer of his relative and killed him ; but a

ipiarter of an hour later he met the murderer himself and repented for

having been too quick. Therefore they wait as long as possible, and try

all they can to kill the murderer himself ; unless the murderer is not

worth killing, then a better man is chosen. In fact they always

claim four men at least. In cases where money is not accepted, or the
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conditions are tou hind to fulfil, the vengeance, ,\2\ ''^ ^/(«>-, continues

thiou^:;li generations. CJoveinment interfet-ence of late years lias hardly

heen able to put a stop to the finds, though it has somewhat checked

them, and interfering as far as the money-rpu'stion iroes lias consitleraljly

weakened the o]i])onents, who are frightened by the terrible expenses. In

a case of murder, already alluded to on i)age 132, Quarterti/ Statement,

April, 1894, where the whole village of Urtas agreed to kill Salem, the

tyrant of the place—who together with a captain of Cendarnies in

Jerusalem ojipressed the ])eople—they had agreed to lay in wait for him

on diiierent roads, and to bear the consequences together. Accordingly

on the 17th November, 1875, he was killed on the way to Bethlehem ;
the

murderer was known, but the family of the murdered man was too weak

to do anything beyond denouncing the whole set of conspirators, who

were imi)risoned at Jerusalem for many years, but by means of money

they got out again, and the man is still unavenged. The man left three

boys, between one and five, who at the age of ten already began talking

of the vengeance they had to take. On several occasions in my ju-esence

they, together with their nephew (at the time of the murder a man of 20),

tried in the heat of dispute to take their vengeance, Jb ,1-' X\^\ istad

(Iiar/ium, l)ut the bystanders were very careful to stoj) them. Amongst

themselves, or in our ])resence, no secret was made about the hopes of

taking their revenge. The offender would even come to me and tell me,

if he had tried and not succeeded, either because his gun would not go off',

or the victim had escaped narrowly by galloping as fast as possible. Two

men especially expected to be murdered, and never went out of doors after

dark, hardly through the vill.ige itself, for fear of meeting the ever-i'eady

avenger.

In Beit Mahsir a man killed his brother many years ago. Here the

case was diff"ereut ; neither Government officials meddled, nor did any of

the family stir, as they were all the ne.'ct-of-kin. But the murderer left

a wife and a son, who went to her home at Lubban, in the Nablus district.

"When the boy was groAvn up his uncle, the murderer of his father, went

to claim him, pretending a desire to have his ne])hew with him to bring him

up and marry him. The fact was he was afraid the nephew might easier

find occasion of taking his vengeance if absent from tlie village, but if he

married his daughter to his nephew they would be brought into closer

contact and there would be less danger. The boy, who is now grown up,

promises still to kill his uncle some day. He is a very good-natured lad,

but the thdr cannot be omitted.

If a man is killed undesignedly, the murderer is i>lundered of every-

thing he possesses by the relations of the person killed, and is obliged to

riee from the village to some powerful friend or neighbour, who thus

replaces the City of Befuge of the Israelites. Negotiations may begin at

07ice, but three men maj be killed in his .stead without the guilty party

havin<i anv claim whatever. If a woman is killed the Mohammedan

blood-money, (h')/e Muhamadie, IjSa^.-c ->J i» taken, but in rai'e
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instances Mood is taken instead. It is very rave for a woman to be killed,

at least willingly.

If a woman be the murderer she is not punisheil ; the murder, it

possible, is put to the account of a man. It may happen that in a riot

women help the men by throwing stones, and may kill a man. Several

years ago, in Kiiryet el 'Enab, a man was killed by a woman who threw

stones from the house-top. He begged, like Abimelech of old (Judges ix, 53)

to die by the hand of a man, but, contrary to Israelite manners, this wa.s

not granted, and to this day if his enemies talk about him, it is said with

(•onteini)t : "Cursed be his father, who was killed by a woman,"

T„c ij}Si 1'^ [^y,: {aeeadso Judges ix, f)A) Yettal Aha-katlathomara.

(). Do you know cases in which men have been made to drink hoilincf

u-ater or oil to show their innocence after swearing it hy Allah?

Answer. No, but very often in Urtas th(?y used to threaten and even

appoint days on which to go to the Bal'a, cuL south of Gaza, where a

Sheikh makes the swearers lick a red-hot iron, and the guilty alone has

his tongue burnt. But as such proceedings are very disastrous for both

parties, they always arranged nnttei-s at the last moment before starting.

7. Ho^i- do thai swear? Do they place the hand on any stove or otixr

object in swearing?

Answer. The i-eal efficacious form for swearing is somewhat as

follows :

—

Wallahi U 'Azeem, hiUahi-il-Kareem, im ya ihn Daoud {Sc.,d-c.).

By God the mighty, by God the bountiful, oh son of David.

They now say what the case may be. Instead of '' sen of David " they

may say the prophet David himself, or the Saint before whose tomb they

swear. This is generally done with great solemnity and danger, as the

parties meet on an appointed day, at the Saint's tomb, mutually agreed

upon, all well armed, to swear their innocence either of a theft or

aflultery ; for murder they do not swear.

On one occasion a man had taken a mare from another one for a ride.

In consequence of the ride the mare died : the owner claimed the price

of the mare, and the borrower denied his liability. Consequently a day

was appointed for the parties to meet in St. George's Church, which,

though a Christian (Greek) Church, is still acknowledged by the

Mohammedans as El-Khfidr, ^A.i>ll The borrower of the mare

approached, and put his hand to the chain in the lunatic asylum and

swore, as above, and by El-Khudr, that the mare never died in conse-

<iuence of his ride. Both parties Avere so well armed that they only
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walked lionie proudly williotit (ImliiL,' any attack on each other. Anotlicr

man was accused of " atteni]»t of adultery." The case had to be settled,

after swearing innocence in tin- CIiukIi of the Nativity in Bethlehem.

j^^ ('/ mahd (Christians swear by the son of Mary, Jesus, the son of

Cod ; wliilst IMoJianimcdans swear by 'Esa, the son of Miriam). The

accused, although guilty, swore to the husband, and after having done so,

struck his adversary, ^.> .i Gharcem, with a naboot on the head, saying,

" Are you now content
;
you have had my oatli ?"

Another form. If a man has been wnundcd by a firearm the person

supposed to be guilty swears :

Hij the great God, by the generous God (here touching the gun) that this

<f)i7i did neither impel {me) nor icink {to me), neither am I froyn its tn'he,

nor was I present in its day {i.e., the day of its crime), and even though it

t)' mine, I know not where to look -/or it {i.e., I am ignorant of its doings).

On some occasions they use stratagems : A man had to swear for a

misdeed of which he was guilty, and, being of an honest turn of mind, he

went into the house, lay on the cradle and was rocked by his mother,

then with a light heart lie went to swear, as above, and .saying, "Since

I was rocked in the cradle I never committed such a crime, nor have

seen, nor beheld such."

There is another more powerful foini, of which we ourselves were

once the victim A " best man " from the village was brought to

swear at the window of the Prophet David at Neby Daful, Jeru.saleni,

that we w^ere in the wrong, whilst three other men behind him held each

other by the girdle, the first swearer hohling the iron bar of the window,

the others forming a chain behind him and only swearing that what the

first one said was absolutely true.

On another occa.sion two ]>arties had to settle tlie limits of their lands.

Tliey were not sure about them, so they sat down and agreed to swear by

St. George, but to spare tlicm all the trouble of going there and putting^

on fea.st clothes, they made a scpiare with their fingers on the ground, tlie

swearer saying, " Oh men I this square represents St. George's abode, he

is over against us, but can be present ju.st as well, so I'll swear here" ;

and, putting his hand on the square, swore, and it was accepted by both

parties, namely, that the boundary of his lands passed in such and such a

l>lace.

8. Can the Sheikh order a man to he put to death, or ean the Elder.<i of

the tribe do so ? If so, lion- is /»e killed?

Answer. Not now. In days gone by when the Sheikhs of Kuryet el

'Enab, of the Abu Ghosh family, or of Beit-'Atftb of the Saliamy family.
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or of Beit Jibrhi of the 'Azizy family, were all powerful ; these chieftains

would simply order a mau to be killed, and their orders were immediately

executed. But, as already stated, the Crimean war is to be considered

(he end of the fellahiu jjower in Palestine, though some far off villages

south of Hebron still retain jsartial independence. About the 3'ear 1858,

when the present iidiabitants of Emmaus, east of Latron, still lived in

Kiiryet (for they are relatives, and are distinguished as fellahin and

'hadar, or townspeople, .J^i*-), a man named Shahwdn, ^^^Jli, fell in love

with a married woman and did all in his power to marry her by inducing

her husband to divorce her. When entreaties and threateuings were

without effect he tried to kill the man. One night when the husband was

;isleep at Dilb, tlie fountain below Kiiryet el "Enab, Shahwan shot him
with a pistol right in the breast ; the man, mortally wounded, still had

strength enough to call out " Shahwan shot me ! " this being heard by

some neighbours. Shahwan ran home and hid the pistol, but it was

generall}'^ known that he was the inurderer, and without any trial the

Haj Mustapha ordered him to be brought and slaughtered immediately,

the relatives of the murderer having to fulfil the order. When the uncle

of the murderer put the sword to his neck he fainted, but three other

men standing by took the sword, and with one blow cut ctf his head on

the manure hill. The Haj ]\lustaplia gave orders to have him buried

without ablution, witli his blood and bloody garments, and had him
carried away outside of the village, that his carcass should not " dehle the

village," jj.j>.!^ ^.<^c«vjJ^.' - so without prayer they buried him in a comer

of the cemetery. But secretly by night his relatives poured several jars

of water over his grave, to have him cleansed, and thus enable him when
Ids time comes to enter into Paradise.

9. Arc they strict about their women? Are there many iUeyitimate

<^hildrcn?

Answer. Yes, on account of their jealousy, and very often not

without cause. They all try to keep them as strict as possible : they

have no confidence in their women, not in the most virtuous. Some
villages are more openly given to debaucher}'. The less they com-

municate with strangers, as, for instance, outlying villages of the Hebron
district, the less the scandal. However chaste a fellah wants to have

the reputation of his own village, this being also a guarantee for himself,

lie is cai-eless and even impudent about the reputation of another. Some
villagers still consider themselves as 'haJar ; townspeople, as Bir M'aJn

of Eraeer descent, or Kuryet el 'Enab of Abu Ghosh memory. Their

women at least half veil their faces on the approach of strangers, which

fellah women do not. I know of no illegitimate children at all, at least

none living in the villages, in consequence of the strictness about

nnchastity. On some rare occasions married women have had children,
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whom tlie father or husbaml would ncjt acknowledge, but for want of

Rufficient proof sinij)ly rejected the child. I knew a blind man in JaHa
wlio had been sent away by his father, of Beit Mahslr, when he was
already grown iij). Tlie fatlier, on careful calculations majiy years

afterwards, had come to the conclusion that this coidd not be his son,

and so rejected him. Again, another curious case, a married woman had
a boy by another man, but the lui.sband acknowledged the boy ; not so

the natural father, who, however, after the death of the wife, claimed

"his son," as the woman could no more be punished. The fellahin want
as many sons as they can have—for every son is capable of praising

God—and the more <uJ lX-^^*- (hamd-lillahs) tlie better for the father's

well-being in Paradise. The above case is the only one I heard of. I

do not know of any unmarried woman's child living in a village.

A girl belonging to a village in the plain was with child, which would
be punished by death in any other villages. Her father inquired about

the father, and tried to have him marry his daughter, but he would not

acknowledge the child before its birth. The girl then came to Jaffa, and
put the case before the Kadi, who took her into his house, and she was

confined of a boy there, who is called i{l,jk!l .^^ Ihn el doleli, Son of the

Government, and the girl was paid 3 Majeedis a mouth to bring it up.

A new order of Roman Catholic sisters came to Jerusalem several 3'ears

ago, going round the villages to gather maiden-mothers expecting theii-

children ; they act as midwives, and bring the children up in the

orphanage at Jerusalem in the Roman Catholic faith. Their tield of

labour is mostly among the Christian fellahin. The women of villages

which lie near to towns, employ means for pi-ocuring abortion.

Another way of escajting punishment is also common. If the man
who misled a girl consents, which is often the case, the pair go to another

part of the country, beyond Jordan, amongst the Bedawin, or to the

Hauian, where they act as though they were always married, and

generally find employment as farmers or servants. This going away is

called "a snatching away," a'q lU-C . They never come back, though for

decency's sake, the family feign to minutely search for the fugitives.

Years may go by before anything is known, and the girl's relatives are

the more easily consoled, as a bloody act is spared to them.

In two villages in this district public houses are even found. An old

woman receives into her house runaway girls from other places, and
secretly lets the young men know. Though the people of these villages

call this a new custom, and impute it to Government protection of

women, I am inclined to 6nd in it a very old institution. These villages

may be chu^sed with Sodom and Gomorrah : and also in Genesis x.\xviii,

we find Judah going to a harlot, who in those days was veiled as a

particular sign, and afterwards sending her a kid as pay, openly. Thus
it is very likely that the villages in the neighbourhood always had such

institutions. The villages of the plain all along the way to (ia/a have no

1
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very good reputation. A great deal may be owing to an admixture of

more or \ess Egyptian blood. Mountaineers have in all countries a better

reputation than the inhabitants of the plain.

A JOURXEY TO PETRA—1896.

By Gray Hill, Esq.

(All rights reserved.)

DisMOUXTixG we passed into the narrow gorge on foot, gazing with

delighted wonder at the purple red cliffs, which rose sheer up on each

side, and often overhung our heads, and failed but a little of meeting 200

or 300 feet above us. But the brilliant blue sky and glorious sunlight

peeped in here and there and lit uj) the dark chasm. Oleanders grew

along the stream bed, although many, we were told, had been cut down to

make a passage in the summer of 1895, and fig and other trees flourished

in clefts. In this winding cavern-passage every footfall reverberates.

There was but little water at this time in the bed of the stream, it having

been diverted above to irrigate the corn lands of Eljy. We missed the

arch across the passage so often mentioned by j^revious travellers, and

were told that last summer it fell down. A sudden turn brought us in

sight of the celebrated Kusneli, rose-coloured in the splendid sunshine,

which, owing to the abrupt turn to the right of the gorge, fell full upon it

and made of it the most perfectly beautiful thing we think we ever saw.

Having looked long upon this we again plunged into the chasm, and after

a little while wondrous Petra opened to our view. AYe pitched our camp

in the centre of the main valley, under the rock-cut theati-e. " Murray's

Guide Book" of 1868 recommends placing tents above the theatre, and no

doubt a finer view could be had from there, but I could not see any place

where it would be practicable to \i\\t up tents, or any way by which the

baggage mules would get up to that position. "We established our kitchen

in a cave near at hand. The next day, however, Ave changed the place of

the camp to just under the large rock-cut tomb or temple known as the

Corinthian Tomb, a spot which we found more convenient for visiting

those parts of Petra which are at a distance from the Sik.

The chief monuments of Petra have been so fully described that I will

say nothing about them here. We wei'e much struck with the great

extent of the place, the number of side valleys, the upper stories of

excavations tier above tier in the cliff sides, the rock-cut stairs and paths

leading to places not visible from the valley, and the very great number of

caves cut out of the soft sandstone which had, no doubt, formerly been used

as dwelling places. We had Wady Mflsa to ourselves. The presence of the

soldiers seemed to keep the Bedawln and the fellahln of Eljy at a distance.

Semetimes we noticed dark figures watching us from the hillni, b\it no one
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iiiole.sted us, or, indeed, with tlie exception of an old man wlio sold u.s ;i

kill and asked for an extra liishalik to the niejidie for the love of Neby
Harftn, even approaclied lis. The weather was very favourable, with a

perfectly clear sky and afresh delightful l)rce/.e, althou*;!! at times under

the cliffs and in the valleys it was very hot. We were, therefore, able to

get about a great djal, and to see not only the ))riucipal monuments which

are well known, but also many of which we have never seen pictures or

read desci'iptions. Uufortunately, one of our cameras, with wliich we

Tomb at Tetua.
. « i)holograi>h Uij Grai) JUll.)

took many photographs, turned out Vadly, and so wo have not been able

to re])roduce some of the most interesting views. But it will be easy now
for a skilled ])liotographer to exercise his craft throughout thiii mosl

wonderful place, and I hope soon to hear of this being done.

The appearance of the place as we saw it, without inliabitants, is most

strange. From the Sik the valley opens out, narrowly at first, then wider.

High precipitous dill's rise on eacli side, and in them tombs and temples

and caves are cut. Up the clefts in these rocky sides run many a flight

of steps leading to other rock-cut recesses, ornamented with fa9ades, and
1 2
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cisterns hewn out of the rock. The colour of the cliffs is red(lish-|)uri)le,,

and there are often veins in it like those in watered silk. It is the strangest

place one can imagine—strange and fantastic more than beautiful.

" Match we such marvel save in Eastern clime,

A rose-red city half as old as time."

I cannot helj) thinking that the recesses in the rocks, both natural and'

artificial, were used as much for the living as the dead, and no doubt the

bottom of the valley was once covered with houses built of light material,

which formed the habitations of the vast majority of the jiopulation. Of

these nothing, however, remains. The only real building now existing in

Petra is a large one called the Kusr Faraon, which was probably the

Government House. Its walls are in good preservation, and some wooden

beams built into them still look sound. Perhaps they are made of a very

hard wood which grows near the stream, and of which T have had a stick

made.

The valley which opens out to south-west beyond the Serai Pharaon,

and which has been mentioned by previous travellers as unexplored,

contains a stream flowing out from Petra, and the cliffs are crowded

with caves on both sides.

In a tomb in the east cliff of the main valley just at the point where

it first widens out, after debouching from the Sik, and about 100 feet

below the bottom, I found a stone with some half-obliterated writing on

Insceiption on Sto>'e at Petra.

it. This tomb has a very high fagade, plain, but with pilasters at the

comers and cornices. Within, opposite the door, and on each side are

rock-cut recesses opening out of the main hall. The floor of one recess

opposite the door had very recently been opened, and 28 inches of concrete

(which was, however, not very hard) had been broken through. The

stone had evidently been found below this, and had been taken out and

thrown aside, and the tomb below it had been partly cleared out. The

writing was on the underside of the stone—a piece of red sandstone

—

and, I suppose, gave the name of the person buried below. The side

containing the writing had, no doubt, been turned downwards when

the stone was hi situ, or the concrete above the stone would have

destroyed it, the stone itself being soft. The tombs in the other recesses

which had not been disturbed will probably be found to contain similar

stones with writing.

The loneliness of this valley, once crowded with human life, the

desolation of these great monuments of human vanity, weigh heavy-
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uiioii tlic soul. But our mother earth, cahuly di.schiiii'iil of the truces

left Iiy feverish man, who here lived but his hour and departed, has

long ago resumed her solitary empire. She spreads her glorious mantle

XiJiMt:
-^f0^. ^

ttt

o£ tall "Hisses of briiihtest emerald, and of wild tlnwers luaiiy-eoloured

as the coat which Joseph bore, above the soil in wliiili man laughed

aud wept through the happiness and miseiy of the days of his pilgrimage,

And the folds of her fdistenin;; garment rc':ic!i even to the verge of the
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tombs in wliich he laid the noblest of his dead. The words of Job ring

in one's ears: "He couieth forth like a flower and is cut down ;
he

Heeth also as a shadow and continueth not."

After three days spent in Petrawe returned to Ma'an, and awaited the

arrival of the Haj.

From the Sheikh of Sliimmia we heard much of the Valley of Hismeh,

which he says begins one and a half days' journey south-west of Ma'an,

and extends for four days' journey, and he talked of inscriptions there.

The place is mentioned by Doughty, but he does not seem to have

thoroughly explored it. The Sheikh spoke of it as containing a gorge

much deeper than that of Petra. He declined, however, to take us there,

on the o-round that there were then at that place 90 tents of Bedawiu who

were still against the Government.

One of our soldiers told us that in 1895, the gon of the Wali of

Damascus visited Petra with an escort of 150 cavalry, of whom our

informant was one, but owing to the threatening attitude of the tribes

they withdrew after 24 hours, and that afterwards, in the summer of the

-same year, there had been a battle near Shobek, between the Turkish troops

and the Bedawin, which lasted for two days, and ended in the total defeat

;ind submission of the latter, after many of them had been killed. Accord-

ing to his account the soldiers were 550 men and the Bedawin 40,000 (?) ,

the troops had a cannon with them which dropped shells amongst the

Bedawin horsemen ; but that what really caused their defeat was the music

of the military band, which frightened the horses of the tribes and rendered

them quite unmanageable.

At Ma'an was an Arab who spoke French, and who was frequently at

our tents. He said he remembered Doughty well, and went with him to

?>hobek and other places near to Ma'an. He told us also that he was

travelling in 1884 with a Frenchman, named Hubert, in the country

between Medinah and Mecca, when the Bedawin killed him ; also that a

German, whose name he did not know, went with them as far as Medain

Salih, but parted from them there to go straight to the sea. One of our

soldiers said that it was not the Bedawin, but the French-speaking Arab

who killed M. Hubert, and that the event happened almost six years ago.

This, however, might he quite untrue, and there is no knowing the truth

of any statement made in this country. I remember, however, about six

years ago, meeting a German or Austrian gentleman on the Khedivial

steamer from Jaffa to Port Said, who told me that he had been for long

with the Bedawin, and that his companion had been killed by them while

he escaped.

Sheikh Khalll spoke much of the fine climate of Ma'an and Shimmia,

the pure air, and the absence of insects and of illness amongst the inhabi-

tants. Asked why more gardens are not made, as water is to be found

everywhere for the digging, he said that until the Government established

itself here, there was always war between the two villages of M.i'an and

Shimmia, and that what one planted the other destroyed, but that now

order was established more gardens would be made. The Kaimakam was,
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iudeei], tlicn iiiakini;- a new nanlcii at Sliimniia, and i)lantiiif>- it with

trees.

'

We went witli Sheikh Khah'l to visit tlie large ruined reservoir,

aqueduct, and village about 1 mile east of Ma'an, called llamniani. The
aciueduet eoinos from Btlsta, and stretches to the east, over the desert as

far as one can see it. Khali! had many stories to tell of the administration

of justice by Ibn Kaschid at IFayel, his fame extending to all these

borderlands. The Sheikh t(jld us he had 150 guests at his house that

evening, the Bedawln coming in from tlie countiy round to buy and sell

witl) (he mcrcliants of tlie Ilaj. Our friend of last year, Sheikh Fawwaz,
of the Belli Sakhr, came in in advance of the ilaj, and paid us a visit.

His tribe have the right to conduct the pilgrimage from Muzeyrib to

Ma'an. He helped us to buy a iine female dromedary from some men of

the Beni Attijeh for the eipiivalent of £5—a very cheap purchase as we
thought. Fawuaz said i5c(lawiii, although of hostile tribes, met at tlie Haj
without C|uarrel.

iSfany sheep were brought in by Bedawln for sale. With the price

they would Imy arms and clothing from the merchants. The sheep were
selling for li mejidie each. We bought a cock and four hens at Ma'an
for 2 francs, and the hens laid eggs for us all the rest of the journey.

A Bedawy from near Sholiek came to the Kaimakam of Ma'an to say

that he had just shot a man who many years ago had killed his uncle,

and that now one life on each side having been sacrificed, he wanted a

paper from the Kaimakam to say that there should henceforth be peace

between the families of the slain. He evidently thought that his

shot ought to be the last in the blood feud. "You are a very clever

man," said the Kaimakam. "Take him to the Guest Chamber" (the

prison).

The Kadi came to call, and discoui'sed pleasantly and with much
politeness. We knew his brother at Jerusalem. He lamented his exile

at Ma'an, and wanted to return to his liome at beautiful Kuds. He put
this c;ise to me which was ])uzzling him :—A is robbed of his mare.
The robber sells her to B. While she is in B's hands three olfspring are

begot and born from her. The original owner claims the mare, and the

three ofisining. The Kadi was prepared to award the mare to tlie

claimant, but was in doubt about the offspring.

We went to see Khalll's garden, and my wife was closely examined
by his mother-wives and daughters, who had donned all their jewels of

silver in honour of the occasion, and said they liad never seen, a wliite

woman before. The entrance to the garden was through a hole in tlie

wall, so low that one had to crawl through. Within we found a
plantation of young figs and ])omegranates well irrigated and fiourishing

mightily, and umler one of the trees a carpet was spread and we were
made welcome. Then Khalil led us through the streets of Ma'an.

' As lo till' lonncr s-talc of lauli.'j3ness and internecine strife at Ma'an, see

Doughtv, ml. i, p. ;M-.
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Everyone was very inquisitive, and some looked at us with the regards

proper to be bestowed upon Christian dogs, as was natural enough in this

remote place, but no one was openly rude. Khaltl says that in the

winter it is very cold here, and there is much snow. Olives, lemons,

and oranges will not grow, but pomegi'anates and figs flourish. The mud
v.'alls of Ma'an and Shimmia took beautiful tints in the evening light,

and the sky over them was of a deep blue dissolving into pink and

yellow, and then bright pale pure blue. A crescent moon, a thin curved

line of exquisite brilliant light, and strong enough to cast a clear shadow,

crowned all.

On April 18th the Haj arrived, being two days late. We rode out a

little way to the north of Ma'an to see it come up, and set up a small tent

to shelter us from the sun on a slope above the road. We first tried to

get admission to the roof of one of the houses near the Gate of Ma'an,

but the owner evidently did not w^ant us, and refused to let any one but

my wife inside the house, because of his womankind, so we did not

pex'sist. From the little tent we saw everything very well. The pro-

cession first appeared on the summit of the elevation to the north, from

which we had originally seen Ma'an ; then passing down a small valley

disappeared from sight for a few minutes, and wound u]) again to the

plain below us. The first to arrive were several hundred camels bearing

provisions and tents for Fasha and mei chants. The latter were soon set

up so as to form a short street. As the camels unloaded they wandered

ofl:" to look for scrub to eat, turning backwards on their way for this

purpose to a small valley at hand, so that there was a constant passing

and repassing of camels laden and unladen. Then came more camels

—

these gaily caparisoned, bearing covered howdahs in which women were

sitting. Of these coverings some weie very gorgeous, and there were

palanquins borne between two camels, one foi'ward, the other behind.

Then came 200 or 300 cavalry, the Pasha in European dress except for

the fez, on an European saddle, and with tan leather gloves and a white

umbrella. The sacred green banner was beside him. Then came the

general body of pilgrims, a very picturesque set, on camels and carrying

guns. Apart from the rest were the Adjem, or Persians, who settled

down in a group by themselves. They had a young Prince with them.

Then came the warlike-looking Ageyl, on sjjlendid Bactrean dromedaries,

and well armed. It took about three houis for all to arrive. About
3U0 tents of various colours and shapes were set up, and I estimated the

total personnel at between 2,000 and 3,000.

The Bedawin and townsfolk crowded in to buy and sell. Two of our

men bought strong sheep-skin coats in Ma'an for 2 mejidie each. The
negro slave of Sheikh Easehid, of Abu Dis, near Jerusalem, was one of

the pilgrims of the Haj. He knew us, and soon found us out. He told

us that he had come on foot, with his gun and 3 napoleons and

2 mejidie for travelling expenses, all his savings ; that his money fell

f'.om him unawares on the march, and that he had sold his gun, which

had cost him 12 mejidie, for 2, in order to buy food. We advised him
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to fo back with us, and i)romise(l to feed him, aud give hiiu a uiouiit

when we couhl, but he, saying he should never have .'mother chance

of reaching Mecca, refused, and we gave him some money to help him on

liis way. There were s.iid to be 500 Persians with the Haj. Our soldiers

would not let us w ilk about the Haj camp for fear of molestation, but

with our field glasses we could see everything that went on, even in the

more distant parts of it.

The next day we rotle p;xst the tents of the Haj on our way to Shobek.

A young man who had shod some of our horses at Ma'an followed us,

and asked to be allowed to join us. He had, he said, come from Damascus

as assistant to a blacksmith, and with the promise of good pay and a

donkey to ride ; but had received nothing, aud had been obliged to walk

all the way, so we took him with us to Jerusalem. We soon entered upon

undulating ground, with scrub and then grass and wild barley. A ride

of three hours brought us to the ruined town called by Doughty
" Utherah." The walls on the north and west sides are very cleaiiy seen.

They have projecting towers, some square, others half round, aud contain

many large well-cut stones placed without cement. There are ruins of

many buildings within the walls, and a large Khan at the lower end of

tlie town, which appears to have been built of old materials, but is itself

in ruins. An Arabic inscription stands over the doorway. Below this

Khan is a stream of clear water issuing from the hillside and falling into

a pool a little lower down at the bottom of the valley. Forty minutes

further towards Shobek we noticed rough remains of a wall or buildings

on the top of a hill close at hand to the east, and a copious spring of water

in the valley. We passed by the place where, according to our soldiei',

the battle with the Bedawin took jilace in the summer of 1895, and soon

after mounting an eminence we saw Shobek (Mous Regalis) before us,

];laced like Kerak upon a hill with deep valleys all round—a natural

stronghold. As we approached we came upon caves and dwellers in them.

We liitched our camp somewhat above the bottom of the valley south

of Shobek, in full view of it, and sent our letter up the hill to the com-

mander of the little garrison (25 men), who soon came down for talk and

coflFee.

The officer told us that the peojjle of Shubek were from 500 to 6lt0 in

number, and, like the Keraki, spend the greater part of the year outside

the town tending their tlocks and cultivating the ground. He said that

four years ago, before Shobek was occupied by the Government, the i)lace

\v;ls besieged by other tribes who had a quarrel with the people of Shobek,

and that, being unable to get into the ])lace, for the crusaders' walls still

stand uj) strong and high all rouiid the little town, and the hill is very

.steep on every side, they surrounded it, thinking that want of water

would soon compel the inhabitants to yield. But the Shobek women
brought skins of water up the 372 steps which lead down the gx'eat well

in the centre of the town to the level of the bed of the stream in the

valley below, emj)tied them over the Avails in the sight of the besiegera,

and contemj)taously asked if they wanted any more, whereupon the siege

was broken up.
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The officer said he had been all over the Turkish Empire, and nowhere

are air, climate, and water better than here. There is plenty of water

and much good laud all round, and this must once have been a prosperous

country, and have supjiorted a considerable population. He said only one

of the people of Shobek could read or write—an old soldier of Mohemet

Ali. The town inside is like Kerak, a heap of broken-down houses and

manure heaps. The water springs forth strong and clear from the hillside

in the valley Ijelow, north of the town. The weather was cold early and

late, but very hot during the main part of the day. Shobek stands about

4,000 feet above the Mediterranean.

On leaving this place we took a route somewhat to the east of the

compass course for Tafileh in order to avoid a rough valley, and soon

struck on an old Roman road paved with basalt. Noting a building on a

hill about 1 mile south of this, I rode to it, and found ruins of what I

supposed to be an early Christian church, and a fort with remains of a

rampart enclosing both, perhaps a place of refuge built by the Crusaders

subordinate to Shobek, but the style of the church seemed Byzantine.

My photograjihs of these buildings failed. The place is about 3 miles

east of Shobek. Three and a half hours' riding brought us to a pleasant

spring amongst some I'ocks, and three and a half more to the ruins of

Gharundel, which stand in a valley on an eminence above a brook—

a

confused mass of fallen stones, with a few rough columns and parts of a

good wall alone standing upiight. Soon afterwards we got a view of the

(jhor, then of the south end of the Dead Sea, seen through a great gorge.

All this country consists of rolling hills, with much scrub, wild barley,

and grass, and many springs of water, and is capable of good cultivation.

We kept along a Roman road leading north for many miles. As we
neared Tafileh, sheep and goats became numerous. We followed the side

of a mighty gorge, saw to our left great chasms of purple-red clitFs like

those of Petra, bieaking down to the Dead Sea, crossed over more hills

witli their slopes gloriously green with corn, and little hedges on the

summit of one, and then beheld Tafileh (Tophil) standing on a hill on the

other side of a lovely, fertile, well-cultivated valley, well planted with

olives, figs, and corn, and an open space looking like an English village

green, where soldiers were exercising. From here we had a splendid

view down a deep vallev running to the Dead Sea, and reached our

campiug-j)lace tired out with the long lide.

At Tafileh we were very politely received by the Kaimakaui, a very

pleasant gentleman from Beyrout, who speaks English jiretty well, and is

an amateur photographer. There was nothing but the beauty of the

landscape to detain ui here, and we were anxious to get home, so we
started off the next morning from this lovely place, expecting to get

down to the Ghor es Safieh in about the same time as it takes to journey

from Kerak to the shores of the Dead Sea—four or five hours. We wert*

actually 13 hours on the way.

Leaving Tafileh, we wound down amongst olive groves and ricli crops

of corn, by the side of a stream which was the author of all the fertility,
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and tliought we slionld proceed swiftly and in one continuous descent to

the Ghor tlirougli the valley wliich we had seen from above the town.

But we soon l)egan to ascend again— thon down, then up once more,

])a'j.sing through masses of splendid wild llower.s ami many patches of tall

barley, and two villages of the Tatileh district, winding down into and uj)

out of the ujiper parts of gorge after gorge which descended to the Dead

Sea, but so steeply as to be quite impassable.

We luid lunch on a slope crowded with the tall yellow marguerite

daisies and juany other wild tlowers, from which wc had a view of the

waters of the sapphire-tinted Dead Sea. Towards three in the afternoon

we got into deep ravines of red .sandstone, in colour like the rock of

Petra, even with the .same flowered silk apjiearance in parts, and worn into

wild caves and pinnacles, and strange fantastic shapes. The mules and

guide were in front, and we had often to follow the scratchings of the

hoofs of the former over the rocks as the only indications of a path.

Still, we were now descending fast, and hoped that we should soon reach

the Ghor. We got to the bottom of a deep narrow valley, in which the

blood-red reflection of the sun's light falling on one side b"t up the

shadows of the other side until we all looked like Duncan's grooms

smeared with our own gore—a most strange sight. But here we came

on a great wall of the same kind of rock 500 feet high, the path being

so narrow and steep that it was with the utmost difficulty that the

mules were got up it. In more than one part the loads had to be taken

off their backs, and carried up by the men. It was 5 p.m. before the

real unbroken descent began, and at 6.15, when the sun set, we were

still clambering down a giddy goat's path, winding zigzag amongst a

waste of craggy heights, between broken I'ocks and loose stones. Fortu-

nately we had a moon to light us, but it was past eight when we got

to the bottom, and were led l)y the croaking of frogs to the welcome water

and scrub of the Ghor es Safleh, ghostly in the moonlight. During the

hust part of the descent we were able to mount our horses, and they slid

down steep sand slopes with us on their backs. We had emptied our

water bottles early in the day, thinking the journey would be ehort, and

had all suftered a good deal from thirst in the heat of the afternoon and

evening, for it is a waterless country.

Arrived at the stream which flows down the Ghor es Safieh, after a

hearty drink we made a Are of brushwood, and flred ott" guns to guide

the muleteers, some of wdiom did not arrive until the night was far

advanced. Later we had to move higher up the stream to a spot at

which the main part of the camp had arrived. A guide, whom we had

brought from Tatileh, started off to return thither at midniglit, fearing

the Ghawanneh, with whom he said his people had a blood feud.

We were told that the Tafilehites, previous to the establishment of

a Kaimakrun and gariison, had always succeedeil in preserving their

independence of other tribes, and had taken part with the Beni Sakhr

against the Keraki in the flghting of a few years ago ; also that they

had no horses, but fought on foot, being good mark-smen. One would
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suppose that cavalry would not be of much use in most of their country

owing to its very hilly and rocky character.

We stayed a day here to give all a needed rest, and the next day,

guided by the old Ghawarineh Sheikh, who had worried us in 1890 and

was now all smiles and repentance, passed through the thorn bushes

and patches of corn, and the ooze and slime which lie in certain parts

of the hollows and about the bed of the stream falling into the Dead Sea

near its south-east corner, and are dangerous without local knowledge,

and reached the wide open plain of the Ghor. There is no pleasanter

joiu-ney than that across it on a spring morning at tlie point whei-e we

were. The blue mountains of Judjea in front, the grand rugged ravines

of red Edom behind, the opalescent waters of the Dead Sea to the

north, the clear azure sky above, and the wide sands below one's feet,

make an enchanting scene. There are several broad streams to pass,

the fording of which creates a jileasant little excitement, with reluctant

mules and splashing horses, and the exhilarating air causes one to be most

unreasonably and uiiaccountably happy. I was riding the dromedary

through one of these streams when she stuck fast, and, trembling with

fear in the unaccustomed element, seemed as if she were about to abandon

herself to the stream in despair of getting through it, but one of the

soldiers promptly rode up alongside, and I slipped oflf her back to a seat

on his horse behind him, and so escaped a ducking.

Reaching the west side of the Dead Sea, we passed at the back of

Jebel Usdum by the strange ravine amongst the chalk hills which I

described in my last account, and got down in the bi'oad glare of the

hot noon to the west shore of the lake. Here my wife noticed two

salamanders hurrying to their burrows in the sand. Mounting to

Zuweirah el Tahta we rested while all the thirsty animals drank at

the cistsrn, and filing up the pass, under a blazing sun, without a breath,

of wind, at last reached the top, and pursued our route through the

dried-up and desolate hill country of the Jehalin tribe, not meeting a

human being or seeing a sign of life until dusk, when we fell upon a

goat track, which following, we reached long after dark a cistern in a

valley known to oar Ghawarineh guide ; a spot which is generally a

gathering-place for the flocks of Abu Dahook, the Jehalin Sheikh, but

which was then fortunately entirely at our service, neither man nor beast

being near it.

From this place we journeyed to Hebron, and from Hebron to

Jerusalem, over twice-trodden ground, and on the evening of Apiil 25th

we sat once more upon the terrace of our house on Scopus, looking

peacefully down uj)on the noble Sanctuary and the Holy City, brilliant

in the light of the full moon, hai^ijy in the thought that we had at hist

achieved what we bad so long and so earnestly desired to accomplish, and

our " lips filled with ejoicing."
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REMARKS ON :MA.S0NRY.

By Lieut.-Colonel C. R. (Jondkr, LL.D., E.E.

Mr. Dickie's valunble paper on " Stone Dressing," in the January Stat'i-

ment^ 1897, agrees witli the conclusions which I have published in my
pa])er on Masonry in the " Memoirs." It is still popularly supposed that

di-afted masonry indicates Hebrew or Phrenician work, whereas all the

evidence jjoints to this finish being of Greek origin, and unknown in

Syria before the second century, b.c. The descriptions of masonry in the
" Memoirs," at such j.laces as 'Arak el Emir, Deir el Kul'ah, 'Athllt, and
man}^ other sites, will be found to substantiate this view. The drafted

masonry was used by Jews, Greeks, Romans, B^'zantines, Arabs, and
Crusaders, from 176 B.C. down to quite recent times. It is only known in

Pluvniciau buildings which jiresent Greek architecture, and is not found
in the ancient part of Ihe aqueduct at Tyre.

Although the dressing of the stones may be a feeble indication of the

period to which certain masonry is to be ascribed, the general character

of masonry is more distinctive. The following styles may be easily

recognised, by aid of examples dated or otherwise fixed :

—

Jewish I/asonr^.~The leading example is the Palace of Hyrcanus at

'ArS,k el Emir, built in 176 b.c. Here the drafted stones are of great

size, and well cut. They are laid without mortar. The drafts are well

linishetl, and the face of the stone within the draft is flat. The dressing-

is not the same found in the Herodian masonry of the Temple.

Herodian Masonry.—Similar to the preceding, also of great size, and
built without mortar. The peculiar dressing of the drafts, and of a
border round the projecting part of the stone, is as yet known only at

Hebron, and in the walls of the Jerusalem Haram, and on the Tyropaou
Bridge. Even the older masonry of "David's Tower"—as far as my
memory goes— does not present this peculiarity. The masonry at

Herodium is well cut, the stones being very square. There are no
drafts, and the genei'al eflfect is that of good Roman work.

Roman Maso7ir>/.—That of the second and third centuries a.d., at

Baalbek, Gerasa, and other places, is similar to the preceding, but never
sliows the peculiar dressing of the Herodian. At Baalbek, Greek letters

occur as mason's marks on the stones. The size of the ashlar is very

great, and the finish remarkably fine.

Bi/zantine Jlasomy.— This, as found in the remains of chaf)els, and
monasteries, with late Greek texts, and Greek crosses, covers the period

from the fourth to the seventh centuries a.d. It is very inferior to any
tif the preceding. The joints are wide, and the stones are laid in lime

mortar which has now perisheil. In one wall will be found both drafteii

and undrafted stones. The drafts are in'egular, and the " bosses " are some-

times rustic and very generally of irregular shape. The horizontal beds
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are sometimes interrupted, giving the impression that the walls have been

patched at various periods, but in some cases it is clear tliat this was a

feature of one original structure. Round arches and barrel vaults, domes,

and debased classic details accomj^any this masonry. The stones are

generally long, but the size of the masonry is much less than in preceding

periods. Drafted stones are chiefly employed on the exterior of buildings

—as in other styles,

Arab Masonr}/.—This often resembles the preceding, but drafted

stones are less used, and generally smaller than in Byzantine buildings.

Crusaders' Masonry.— This is larger and much better cut than the

Arab work. The diagonal dressing is peculiar to the Norman work,

though only a certain proportion of the stones are so dressed, thes3

ogcurring on the interiors of castle and churcli walls. The bosses of

the drafted stones on exteriors are generally rustic, with a considerable

projection. The occurrence of Norman masons' marks—oidy found in

Syria in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries—is the safest indication of

Crusaders' work. These, however, only occur on the best specimens of

undrafted masonry in the interiors. They are usually near the middle

of the stone. The mortar, mixed with pounded pottery and small

shells, is extremely hard, and the work as a whole is well cut and

finished.

It is to be noted that no masonry found during the recent excavation."?

presents us with walls like those of the Herodian age, except perhaps

at the south-west corner of the ujjper city. The masonry and mortar

described on the east is all of that character which has been called above

Byzantine. Between 450 a.d. and 614 a.d. there is plenty of time to

allow of several periods of building under Eudoxia, Justinian, and others.

Some of the remains may, however, be earlier, and belong to Hadrian's

Jerusalem. I think we may conclude that the old wall of Jerusalem,

existing in 70 a.d., has not yet been discovered on the east near Siloam.

It did not include the Pool of Siloam, according to Josephus, since that

jjool was accessible to the Romans during the siege. In 333 a.d. the wall

on Sion excluded the Coenaculum, and probably represented Hadrian's

line. This also was the line in 1099 A.D., since Raymond of Toulouse

encamped on Sion during Godfrey's siege. Eudoxia's wall was jierhaps

destroyed by Chosroes in 614 a.d., or by the Turks in 1072 a.d. The
walls were rebuilt by the Egyptians some mouths before the Crusaders

arrived. In the later part of the twelfth, or in the thirteenth century

the wall was extended on the south-west to enclose the Coenaculum, and
ran back north, east of this church. This was perhaps the line of the

walls destroyed by David of Kerak in the thirteenth century.

Dr. Bliss has, I think, recovered the line of this later wall, and
indications of Crusaders' work were found in 1874 at the Protestant

Cemetery scarp on the south-west of Sion.

It does not appear probable that the ancient wall will be recovered by
excavation close to Siloam. The great staircase seems to be clearly of the

Byzantine age, though it may occupy the position of older rock-cut steps,
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which WLTo cut ;it a dinercut aii,i;h' in coiiiR'cliiin w itli the scarp. A.s the

levels are not given on the ])ubli.slie(l plans ami scdioiis, it is at present

impossible to understand what may have been the connection with the

paved street (said to be Roman) further north. The masonry at AL,

south-west of the Tool of Siloani, I saw when it was uncovered in 1881.

It appeared to me to be too slight for a city wall, and to have belonged to

some Byzantine Vniilding. Dr. Bliss does not attribute this, or the block

of masonry further north, to the ancient city walls.

It is possible that the older walls were entirely demolished in 70 a.d.,

and their materials reused. They have disappeared on the north-west of

Jerusalem, and some of the stones have there been reused to form the

wail of a jiool. But if the ancient rampart does exist on the south-east,

a.3 on Oi>hel and near the south-west part of the upper city, it will not,

in my o]3inion, be found by continuing excavations close to the Pool of

Siluam, but must be sought further north, or traced eastwards from the

remains of ancient walls, in continuation of the south-west scarp, which

remains Dr. Bliss has discovered.

In the absence of inscriptions, coins, seals, or well dated potcery, this

ai)])ears to be all we can at present learn fiom the explorations on the

south side of Jerusalem.

WErjiouTii, January 2^tl'.

NOTES FKOM DAMASCUS.

By Dr. Erne.st W. Gurnet Masterman.

The Wdl Sddret/e/i.—If on coming to the Bah el Dend of the great

Mosque of the 'Omayyades in Damascus one turns sharp to the left,

instead of entering the mosijue, one enters a narrow lane. This lane is

bcmnded on the right hand side by the ancient western wall of the

mo.sque. Following it, it is found to lead to a doorway, inside of which

is a small courtyard. Almost the whole of this courtyard is filled by a

large tank (or Bahrah) about 12 feet square. Eising from almost the

centre of the tank to a height of about 5 feet is the mouth of a well

surmounted by a windlass. This well mouth is connected with the west

side of the Bahrah by a kind of solid stone bridge. This well is called

the <L ,jl«ji!^ ..v.; (Well Sadreyeh), and connected with it is the

following curious custom. If anyone here receives a severe fright, and

he or his friends think he is going to be ill as a consequence—fright being

a very commonly supposed cause of many illnesses—he or his friends go

*o this well and throw in salt. The usual method appears to be to put

some salt into each corner of the Bahrah in turn, but if the Civse is very

seriou.'^, and especially if death is feared, the friends in addition to the

salt, put in barley, henna, and eggs. I have heai'd most about this custom
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from the Jews, to whom it is well known, but they assure me that all

classes of the community frequent this well in this way—the Moslems
going especially on Friday, the Jews on Saturday, and the Christians on

Sunday. Regarding the last, I cannot think the custom can be common,
as many I have asked have never heard of it.

The iron grating of a window of a building on one side of the court

—

apparently a Wely— is covered with bits of rag, such as one sees as

registers of vows made at various sacred trees, tombs, etc., in many part.-j

of the country.

It is curious in connection with this to note that, if the Jews here are

very anxious about anyone, they dissolve salt in water and throw it about

the room. AVhile I have been doing an operation the friends of the

patient have done this in the adjoining room. It reminds one of the
*• libation " of heathen times.

Superstitious CvMom Connected with the Building Up of a Door.—
Amongst many customs with which the East has made me familiar, I

have here come upon one which is quite new to me. I found it in this

way : When passing along a narrow lane in the Jewish quartei-, I noticed

on several occasions a square stone, about 6 inches by 6 inches, with a

round hole of about an inch in diameter, set in the midst of the wall

about 4 feet above the ground. At length one day my curiosity was

sufficiently aroused to make me thrust my walking stick into the hole,

and to my astonishment I found it went in its whole length. Looking

down the hole I found I was looking straight into a room. On looking,

I found in the same lane (a narrow passage between high houses) a

similar hole, but this time loosely stopped with some bits of rag, and less

conspicuous because the stones around were covered with plastei-. Since

this I have seen many such places, chiefly in the .Jewish quarter, but also

among the Moslems. On enquiry I find thei-e is a superstition (the

more enlightened say " among the women "), that it is very unlucky to

completely close up a door—death or some misfortune will follow, and

as in the re-arrangement of houses here, doors are very frequently built

up, a hole through the whole thickness of the wall is left. I need hardly

say that this custom is not universal, but it is common enough to show

that there is a deep-seated and probably ancient superstition. I can offer

no explanation of the custom, but it seems to me it might (if it is really

an ancient custom) possibly explain an obscure passage. In Ezekiel viii,

7-8, we read: "And when I looked, behold a hole in the wall. Then

said he unto me, Son of man, dig now in the wall ; and when I had

digged in the wall, behold a door." The hole was apparently only a

small one, because the Prophet had to dig before he could enter, so it

could not be as a substitute for a door. According to the above custom

the hole would be merely the sign that the door there had been walled up.

Among other unlucky things, I find it is considered very unpropitious

for a woman to draw water or borrow a mcCoun (a vessel for washing

linen in) in one house and carry it to another after dark.

Damascus, Fehruary 1st, 1897.
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THE WATER OF JACOB'S WELL.

I. —By Rev. H. Clay Trumbull, D.D.

In' connection with tlie valuable notes on the supposed medicin;il

properties of the water of Jacob's Well, as yiven l>y J)r. Henry Bailey,

and approved by Dr. George Adam Smith, it may be worth while to ask

if there is any reason for supposing that the woman of Samaria, mentioned

in John (iv, 5 30 ), came there to draw water for her home or household.

It is commonly understood that this was the case, and many a scholar ha*

attempted to account for it; but is it not more probable that lier presence

there is to be accounted for in another way ?

AVhen I came to that spot I had the popular view, but as I looked

about me and saw that the well w;is on the edge of a great grain field in

which men were at work, I saw that it was natural to sui)pose that a

woman drawing water at that well was doing it for the supjJy of the

workers in the field. Then as I read the (Jospel narrative, on the spot,

I was surjnised to find that this explanation better accorded with the

text than the popular idea, and that nothing there said involved the fact

that she wanted the water for lier own use.

The well was dug by Jacob for the supply of his own field, so that he

need not depend on wells near the towns of other people. The plain in

still called the Plain of Mukhna, or the Plain of the Cornfields. Workers
in that plain «till need water, and w^omen now, as formerly, furnish theii*

supply. The Samaritan woman apparently came up to the well from a

remote part of the great grain field, and would have gone back there but

for her intervieAV with Jesus. Becoming so interested in His words, she

wanted to go first to her home, before returning to the workmen with

the water. In evidence of this it is said she " left her waterpot (there by
the well in the fields) and went away into the city," Is not this a natural

explanation of the occurrence '.

If the watei' was in itself preferable to that of springs near her home,

as Dr. Bailey suggests, that did not make it any less suitable for those

near it in the fields for which it was provided. Why should we suppose

that she came to the well for her home supply of water, since there is no
mention of such a fact in the Bible narrative i

Philadelphia, U.S.A., Februar>/ lOt/i, 1897.

II.—By Dr. Ernest W. Gurnet Masterman.

In the Quarterly Statement for January, Dr. Bailey, late of Nablus,

suggests that the reason the Samaritan Woman went some considerable

distance to obtain water from the well traditionally called Jacob's,

was because of tlie essential goodness of the water. In confirmation

K
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of this he remarks that there is a local tradition of the goodness

of the water to-day in Nablus. I venture to suggest, however, that it

i.i rather tlie sacred tradition than the peculiarity of the water which

explains all this.

In the first place it is quite true people in this country frequently send

considerable distances for water, but as far as I know it is invariably

to get spring-water. Thus in Jerusalem they send to 'Ain Karim and

other such springs, and here to 'Ain Lenabeyeh, &c. If spring-water cannot

be obtained, running water is, according to the uninstructed native mind,

to be preferred to cistern or well-water—"Living" water as contrasted

with stagnant or still water.

Secondly, I think it is very improbable that in reality the water

in "Jacob's "Well " is in any degree less hard than that in the numerous

.springs round Nablus. It must percolate through similar layers of

limestone. I know fi'om experience that people coming to Nablus from

Jerusalem, Jaffa, Gaza, &c., where well-water is drunk, do suffer from the

change, just as many of the peoj^le here do when they go to some parts of

the Lebanon, but I much doubt if the natives suffer at all who always

drink it.

The supply of water in the well evidently does not de2:)end upon

a perennial spring, because even now when the well is cleared of rubbisli

there is no water in it in the autumn. In September, 1895, when I was

there, the well was cleared, but it was quite dry.

Thirdly, sacred wells are common in these lands, and, whatever the real

character of the water, all kind of excellencies are ascribed to it. If for

example you enter the Great Mosque here you will almost at once be

presented with a bowl of water from the " Well of the Prophet" in the

mosque precincts. This water, which seems to us to be of a very ordinary

quality, is praised extravagantly, and somewhat similar virtues are

ascribed to it as to the well near Nablus. That the essential quality

of the water is not so important as the associations is shown by the

admiration felt by all the Moslems for the waters of the Zemzem Well at

Mecca. A favourite good wish here is ^'--c; J.J .,>: C-^AJi^.' c^\

i.e., " May God let you drink from the Well Zemzem." And yet this

water has been scientifically examined and proved to be full of decaying

organic matter, and swarming with bacteria !

That the well was not the usual resort of the women is jierhaps shown
in the Scripture narrative by the fact that the Samaritan woman was
idone there, and that our Lord was left alone talking to her so lonsf. The
noisy crowd of women gathered round th e source of the water supply for

the village pretty nearly all day in the spring months, affords a great

contrast to this picture. And then we notice how very conscious the

woman was of the sacred character of the well. Is it not reasonable

to suppose that it was just because her " father Jacob gave us this well "

that she came to draw ?

Tlie greater difhculty which Professor George Adam Smith points out
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iu Iiis book (" Hist. Geo. of tlie Holy I.aiul ") is why was so dee)» a wl-II

ever made in the neighbourhood of so many springs ? Might not the

foHowingbe a simple exjilanation ?

The sjjrings have probably always belonged to the townsfolk (since they

became settled), and in the c;ise of any wandering tribes with considerable

flocks among them it is exceedingly probable that the more settled inhabi-

tants would first resent and then resist the new comers marching twice

daily into their midst to water their Hocks at their si)rings. Probably any

exjierienced Nomad with such flocks, accustomed to such a country as this,

would know pretty surely when he might, from the conformation of

the hills, expect to find water. If then a quarrel arose, what more

probaljle than that he shuuld seek to make himself indej)endent of these

disagreeable neighbours. Furthei-, if we can accept the tradition, we

have in the story of Jacob two special facts connected with this, firstly,

he bought a piece of ground on which he could make a well for liimself,

and then we gather from Genesis xxxiv that his family made themselves

sufficiently obnoxious to the Shechemites to make it very necessary for

Jacob to be independent of their jjermission to use their springs.

Damascus, Januarjj 30t/t, 1897.

FLORA OF SYRIA, PALESTINE, AND SINAL

By Rev. Canon Tristraii.

'• Flora of Syria, Palestine, and Sinai : from tlie Taiu*us to Ras Muhammad,
and from the Mediterranean Sea to the Syrian Desert." By Rev.

G. E. Tost, M.A., M.D., D.D., Syrian Protestant Collorrc, Beirut, Syria.

It is strange that in tlie Hood of botanical literature which has poured

from the Press for the last half-century there has not, so far as we are aware,

been any attempt to provide a convenient and portable botanical handbook for

any region of the world since the publication of Mr. Joseph Woods's " Tourists'

Flora," in 1850. Floras there have been innumerable, of every region of

the world, but none for the knapsack. Sumptuous quartos, and long serials

witli elaborate illustrations, are rarely accessible to the student, and arc

useless to the traveller. At length Dr. Post lias enabled the traveller, and

even the tourist with an eye for nature's jewellery, to carry Avitli him a key

amply sufficient to open every botanical myster}' he maj' meet Avilli on

Syrian shores, mountains, or deserts. His work is more than merely a

tourist's Flora for Syria and Sinai. In a thick but portable post 8vo volume,

which luay be carried in saddlebag or knapsack, he has filled 920 ]iages of

small yet clear type, with the terse yet exhaustive and intelligible dinguosir

of no less than 126 orders, 850 genera, and about 3,500 species of pha>nogam»

and acrogeus. The lower forms of cryptogams he does not touch. His

work adds over 1,000 species to those hitherto registered as indigenous to

K 2
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the region of ivliicli lie treats. Not only so, the volun'te is ilhistrated by
443 woodcuts, illusti-ative chiefly of the fructification of the plants treated of.

The diagnosis of every class, family, and genus is given in its proper place,

briefly, concisely, and intelligibly. Would that we had possessed such a

handbook 30 years ago. Many an error and mistaken identification in my
"Fauna and Flora of Palestine" might then have been avoided. Not
uufrequeutly, in turning over the leaves of Dr. Post's manual, I came aci'oss

the remark :
" Stated by Tristram to be found at A "—and more than once

I hare found that it was a case of mistaken identity with some closely allied

species, or a new species since desci'ibed by Dr. Post, but undetected by me.

The region of which this work treats is one of no oi-dinary importance,

not merely historically ; but unique on the face of the globe, for the wonderful

diversity of its Floras, unrivalled in any other district of the same limited

extent. It is the meeting point of three continents, and its Flora exhibits

the special characteristics of all three. It impinges on the great Taurid range

on the north, is washed by the Mediterranean Sea on the west, and melts

into the Syrian and Arabian deserts on the east and south. Its perpendicular

range is from 10,220 feet above the sea level at Jebel Sunnin, to the Jordan

depression 1,300 feet below the sea. The parallel mountain ranges between

which that depi-ession is furrowed—^tlie Lebanon and the Anti-Lebanon and

their 2:)rolongation3 northward and southward—present many contrasts in their

respective Floras, as Dr. Post explains. We may quote his own words :

—

"The very large niimber of species found in a country so limited is to be

accounted for by its microcosmic character. Within an area of 50,000 square

miles is found a strip of sea-coast sharing the climatic conditions of the

Mediterranean littoral. The western range of hills and mountains, receiving

the air from the sea, saturated with moisture, precipitates it in a rainfall of

about 36 inches on the coast, and perhaps 50 on the upper zones of Lebanon.

These mountains are channelled into deep valleys, some with a general east

and west tread, and others north and south, each having a dift'erent exposure,

an aiTangement eminently favourable to the growth of a great variety of

species. The air, from which so much moisture has been precipitated, passes

over to the parallel chains, which abstract from it a large part of its remaining

moistiire. The rainfall of the second range is probably not much more thau
half that of the first, wliUe that of the eastern plateau is much less, probabh-

not more than from 10 to 12 inches. As a natural result of this physical

conformation, the Flora of the maritime watershed of the coast range differs

considerably from that of the inland range, which again differs strikingly

from that of the eastern plateau. The deep chasm of the Jordan and the

Dead Sea, with its trojjical climate, adds to the variety and numbers of species.

The deserts, although useless for agriculture, have a large and most interesting-

Flora, differing almost totally from that of all the other regions."

Our author takes Qaiou Dagh (Amanus), opening just east of Scanderoon

as the northern limit of his region. The Flora of this district, though
generally resembling that of Taurus, as might have been ex^iected, yet contains

many peculiar species. Lebanon, and the Nusairy chain which links it with
Amanus, may again be looked on as a distinct district. Though the Arctic

plants, which might have been expected here close to the snow-line, ai'e

wanting, the warm period which succeeded the glacial epoch having-
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oxtcnninatctl tlieni, yd their place lias been tukeu by a viist number of

peculiar foniis : in fact, we have a liighly specialised local Flora. Tn tlic lower

fjround o£ central Western Palestine we find the Germanic Flom such as

prevails in Greece and the coasts of Asia Minor, wliile from Eccrsheba

southward it becomes rapidly assimilated to the desert Flora of ligypt and

Arabia. But very different is tlie Flora of the eastern desert, east of Aleppo,

whicli <'ontains many peculiar species, ;aid which, when properly worked.

Dr. Post expects will produce many botanical novelties. He points to the

poverty of the Anti-Lebanon in comparison with the Lebanon, as doubtless

to be explained by the comparative want of moisture. The species are fewer,

and thei'c are not many distinctive plants. Much richer are the hills of

Oilead and Moab, and most markedly different in their Flora from the hills

of Western Palestine. But no botanical feature of the region can suqiass

in interest tliat 'of the Jordan and Dead Sea chasm, abounding in species

identical with those of India, Arabia, and Ethiopia, either, as Dr. Post

suggests, iunnigrants ; or, as seems to us more probable, survivals, buried

in this shelt<?red nook, from the warm period which succeeded the glacial

epoch. In 1863-6-i we collected, I think, about 120 such species, making it,

in fact, a tropical outlier.

We can only again repeat our thanks for the invaluable aid Dr. Post

has aiforded, not only to the traveller in the land, but to every student of

botanical distribution. The work consists of over 900 pages of small clear

type, printed on thin strong pajier, and produced, not with all the resources

of inetropolitan typography, but on the spot, at the Mission Press of the

American Protestant Mission at Beirut, not the least remarkable feature being

the admirable woodcuts drawn by the author, and engraved under his eye.

THE SWASTICA.

By Eev. Theodore F. Wright, Ph.D.

is a paper on " The Jerusalem Cross" {Quarterly Statement, 1894, p. 187)

Herr Schick ligured the Swastica i I * but did not state the places in

which he had fouutl it. Professor Hayter Lewis, in a footnote on tlio

rtanie page, spoke of it as " an Eastern symbol of the sun, but used also in

early times by Christians."

Commenting upon Herr Schick's paper, Colonel Conder {Quarterly

Statement, 1894, p. 206) remarks tliat tlie Swastica "is fuuml in the

<;atacomb3 veiy early," but gives no reference.

In the .same volume {Quarterly Statement, 1894, p. 30O) I mentioned
the fact that it is found in American mounds.

Commenting on this {Quarterly Statement, 1895, p. 84), Mr. William
Simpson di-ew from his abundant information, since given forth at length

in his admirable work un "The Prayer Wheel" ; but in neither wTitiug
Uoes lie especially refer to Palestine.
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ATe have now in America a very valnalile book on the Swastica, by

Mr. Thomas "Wilson, of the United States National Museum, into which

he has collected much information not before gathered together. He

wives numerous illustrations showing the Swastica to be found in Japan,

Corea, China, Thibet, India, Persia, Syria, Armenia, Euins of Troy, Egypt,

Algeria, Ashantee, Greece, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Scandinavia,

Scotland, and Ireland, in several of our States, among several of our

Indian tribes, in Central America, and in South America. His map

shows the Swastica encircling the globe.

AVithont entering into the theories of Messrs. Simpson and Wilson, I

would add that another American archaeologist promises a fuller treat-

ment of the Swastica in our mounds, and has the means to do so. It is

evident that no ancient symbol equals this in its vast extension, and that

it is far more ancient than the Christian Cross. What I venture to ask

is that we may be told of any instances in which it appears in Palestine^

in relation either to Christian or pre-Christian times, so that, when

archaeologists of all sorts are bringing forward their facts, we may not be

left with vague statements. Will Dr. Schick—as all Biblical students will

now take pleasure in calling him—and Colonel Conder kindly conmumi-

cate their knowledge through the Quarterbj Statement, and there are,

doubtless, others who may give valuable aid at this point ?

C'AiiBP.iDGE, Mass.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE TABERNACLE.

By William Brown, Esq., author of " The Tabernacle and its Services."

In July quarterly Statement (189G) the Rev. H. Proby, M.A., with

reference to article on the Construction of the Tabernacle, by Brrymau

Ridges, Esq., in April Quarterly, says :
" I have come to the conclusion

that, on the whole, Mr. James Fergusson's theory, as stated in Smith's

' Dictionary of the Bible,' is sound. That theory, however, does not agree

with the text."

In order to find a ridge-pole Mr. Fergusson says :
" Five rows of

bai-s are quite unnecessary, besides being in opposition to the words of

the text." The texts, however, in which the bars are noticed distinctly

mention that there icere Jive, and arranged in so many rows (Ex. xxvi,

1^6-28 ; xxxvi, 31-34) ; and further, that all these bars were for the sides

of the Tabernacle, and not one of them for a ridge-pole.

Having metamorphosed a bar into a ridge-pole, Mr. Fergusson finds

supports for it which are not mentioned in the text. " No pole," he says,

'' could be made stiff enough to bear its own weight and that of the

curtains over an extent of 45 feet without internal supports." This

ridge-pole is even much longer, for in the woodcut illustrating hi-5 pole
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there arc ton curtains, eacli 4 cubits (G feet) depending from llie polf,

making it consequently 60 feet long. He supports his ridge-pole :

—

(I) On the middle door pillar to the stature of which he (not the text)

adds 5 cubits. (2) On the middle backboard, to the stature of whicli

lie also adds j cubits. Each of the iJG boards of the Tabernacle rested oi»

a silver socket weighing a talent, a weight adapted to what it had to bear.

But the socket for the middle backboard, according to Mr. Fergusson, ha.s

not only to bear the weight of an ordinary boaril, but that of one 5 cubits

longer, and besides the third of the weight of the ridge-pole and the two

sets of curtains. The socket could not be added to, as there was onl\'

one talent of silver provided for each (Ex. xxxviii, 27). (3) On a pillai-

of his own inventing, which he places 5 cubits behind the back wall. He
says :

" There must have been pillars beyond the back wall, because the

Scriptures, in speaking of the back wall, always speaks in the plural, the

two sides westward."' But, according to the text, it is not a row of pillars

and six west end boartls that constitute the sides westward, but only the

six west end boards themselves, whatever the meaning may be (Ex. xxvi,

22, 27). In the Revised Versioji the plural is not given.

The whole extent of the cui-tains, 40 cubits (60 feet), are used for the

siiles of Mr. Fergusson's sloping roof, not a single inch is over to enclose

the large triangular spaces (of his Tabernacle) above the five pillai-s at the

entrance and above the five pillars of his own creation at the west end.

]Mr. Fergusson makes shoi-t work of the opinions of those who tlilfer

from him by saying that this or that arrangemoit " is in direct opposition

to the words of Scriptui-e." Is it not strange, then, that he should take

such liberties with it himself as adding 5 cubits to the stature of a board

and 5 to that of a pillar, and placing five pillars beyond the back wall,

and transforming a bar into a ridge-pole, besides many other additions

not mentioned in the text.

'Mr. Probv goes even further wronii than Mr. Fero-usson. He ti'ans-

forms the middle bar into a jjillar, and places it between the third anil

fourtli boards at the Avest end, for which there is no authority in the text.

Disposing thus of the middle bar, he invents a ridge-coi'd, and in support

of it says cords are mentioned in Ex. xxxix, 40, but in that passage and
aUo in Ex. xxxv, 18, the pui-poses the coi'ds were to serve are distinctly

mentioned, and that of a ridge-cord is not one of ihem.
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RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT JERUSALEM IN THE YEAR 1894.

By James Glaisher, F.R.S.

The numbers in column 1 of this table show the highest reading of the

barometer in each month ; of these the highest, as usual, are in the

winter, and the lowest in the summer months ; the maximum for the

year was 27"607 inches, in October, and the next in order, 27"563

inches, in January. The highest reading in the jireceding 33 years, viz.,

1861 to 1893 inclusive, was 27'816 inches, in December, 1879.

In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is shown ; the minimum
for the yeai- was 27-033 inches, in April, and the next in order, 27'060

inches, in February. The lowest in the preceding 33 years was
26-972 inches, both in April, 1863, and February, 1865.

The range of readings in the year w^as 0"574 inch. The largest range
in the preceding 33 years was 0742 inch, in 1876 ; and the smallest,

0-491 inch, in 1883.

The numbers in the 3rd column show the extreme range of readings

in each month; the smallest was 0-175 inch, in September; and the

next in order, 0-178 inch, in June ; the largest was 0-507 inch, in Mai'ch
;

and the next in order, 0*479 inch, in April. The mean monthly range
for the year was 0-281 inch. The mean for the pi'eceding 33 years

was 0-309 inch.

The numbers in the 4th column show the mean monthly pressure of

the atmosphere ; the highest Avas 27-485 inches, in October, and the next
in order, 27*416 inches, in December ; the lowest was 27-264 inches, in

July, and the next in order, 27-284 inches, in August. The mean
yearly pressure was 27-357 inches. The highest mean yearly pressure in

the preceding 33 years was 27*443 inches, in 1S61, and the lowest, 27-358

inches, in 1892. The mean for the 33 years was 27-390 inches.

The tempei-ature of the air reached 90° on May 23rd. In the

pi-ecediug 12 years the earliest day in the year the temperature was
90° was March 25th in the year 1888. There were 3 other days
in ]\Iay when the temperature reached or exceeded 90". In June it

reached or exceeded 90° on 9 days ; in July, on 9 days ; in August, on
8 days ; in Se]>tember, on 4 days ; and in October, on 2 days, the 9th and
10th. In the preceding 12 years the latest da}- in the year this tempera-
ture reached 90° was October 23rd in the year 1887. The temperature
reached or exceeded 90° on 36 days during the year. In the year 1892
the number of days of this high temperature was 23, and in 1887 was 73

;

the average of the 12 years was 40. The highest temperature in the
year was 108° on June 18th. The highest in the preceding 12 years,

1882 to 1893, was 106°, in July, 1888.

The temperature of the air was as low as 27° on both January 20th
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.111(1 I'lst, Jiii.l 1)11 7 ntlici nlL;lit.s in this iiioiilii was ;i( oi licldW ?,J.
,
and on

OHO iii.'^dit Hilly it exceeded 40% viz., llie Slst. In Febiuiiry it was at or

Itclow \vr nil fi iii<,dits, and as low or lower tlian 40 on 21 other nijjiits
;

ill Maiili at or lielow 'Al on 3 nights, and as low or lower than 40 on

10 other ni,<,dits ; in Aiml it was as low or lower than 40 on '.) niifhts
; in

Noviinl.cr, on 7 nii,dits : and in December was at or below 32 on

7 nii^dits, and as low or lower tliaii 40" on 15 other niffhts. Thus the

tenii>erature was as low or lower than 40^ on 113 niglits dining- the yeai-.

In the year 1892 the number of nights of this low temperature was

19, and in 18cS6 was 97 ; the average of the 12 years was 54. Tlie

lowest teiniieratiiro in the proeeding 12 years was 2(r-5, in January,

1 >\m.

The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 5 ;

in January it was 57''-0, being 4°-0 below the mean of the 12 preceding

high day temjieratures. The high day temperature was above its average

in Mav, June, July, October, and November, and below in all other

iiiontlis. The mean for the year was 85'-0, being T'O above the average

I if 12 years. The highest in the year was 108", in June.

The lowest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column C
;

in .January it was 27"-0, being 5°-0 below the average of 12 years ; in

Fel)rnary it was 28''-0, being 5°-7 below the average ; and was below its

average in all other months. The mean for the year was 40''-6, being

4'"1 below the average of 12 years.

The range of tem})erature in each month is shown in column 7 ; the

numbers vary from 30°'0 in January to 57"'0 in June. In the months of

May, June, and July the ranges were large, owing to the high high day

temperature, and the low low night temperature, being 8-4, l3'-5, ami

U^-g respectively larger than its average. The mean range for the year

was 44° -4, being 5"-] larger than the average of 12 years.

The range of temperature in the year was PT-O. The largest in the

preceding 12 years was 77°-0, in 1893, and the smallest, 63''-5, in 1885.

The mean of all the high day temperatures in each month is shown in

column 8. The lowest was 50°-5 in January, being 0''-4 lower than the

average. The highest was 87°-6, in June, being 2°-7 above the average,

ami the next in order 87''-4, in July. The mean for the year was 71"'8,

being 0°'5 below the average of 12 years.

The mean of all the low night temperatures in each month is shown

in column 9. The lowest was 34'''], in January, being 4°-6 lower

than the average. The highest was GO'-l, in July, being 4°'4 lower

than the average. The mean for the year was 48°-2, or 4^'4 below the

average of 12 years.

In column 10 the mean daily range of temjierature in each month is

.shown ; the smallest was l(r-4, in January, and the next in order, 17°"2,

in February ; the largest was 29°, in October, and the next in order

28°-4, in .Fune. The mean for the year was 23'-G, being 4°'0 above

the average. The smallest ranges in the px-eceding 12 years were 9^*3,

in January, 1883, and 9-7, in December, 1890 ; the largest were 33°-S,

K 3
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in August, 188G, and SO"'!, in August, 1887. The smallest mean for th»«

year was IT'vS in 1883, and the largest, 24°
-3, in 1886.

The mean temperature of the air, as found from the maximum and

minimum temperatures only, is shown in each month in column 11 ; the

lowest was 42°-3, in January ; and the next in order 44°
-3, in February ;

the highest was 73"-7, in July, and the next in order 73°-4, in June.

The mean for the year was 60°-0, being 2°-5 below the average of 12

years. The lowest mean temperatures in the preceding 12 years were

39°-8, in January, 1890, and 42°-0, in December, 1886 ;
the highest were

8r-2, in August, 1890, and 8r-l, in July, 1888. The highest mean

for the year was 6.3°-7, in 1885, and the lowest, 60°-l, in 1886.

January was the coldest month of the year ; by reference to columns

5 and 6 it will be seen that the temperature was below its average

both by day and night ; the nights were cold and below the average

throughout the year, being particularly so in February, May, July,

September, and Decem1)er.

The numbers in column 12 are the mean readings of a dry-bulb

thermometer. If those in column 12 be compared with those in column

11, it will be seen that those in column 12 are higher in every

month, the difference of the means for the year being .5°-8. The mean

ditierence between tlie mean temperature and that at 9 a.m. for the

12 years was 3°
'2.

For a few days in the winter months the dry and wet-bulb thermometers

read alike, or nearly so, but in the months from June to September the

dirt'erence between the readings often exceeded 20°, and was as large as

24° on both July 15th and August 25th.

In column 13 the mean monthly readings of the wet-bulb are shown
;

the smallest diflerences between these and those of the dry-bulb were

3°-4, in January, and 3°-6, in February ; the largest were 13°-8, in

July, and 13°-7, in October. The mean for the year was 57°-5, and that

of the dry was 65°'8
; the mean difference was 8°'3.

The numbers in column 14 are the mean temperature of the dew-point,

or that of the temperature at which the air would be saturated by the

quantity of vapour mixed with it ; the smallest differences between these

numljers and those in column 12, were 7°"2 in January, and 7°"G in

February ; and the largest were 23°-3 in October, and 23°-l in July. The

mean temperature of the dew-point for the year was 5()°-9
; the mean

for the 12 years was 50° "O.

The numbers in column 15 show the elastic force of vapour, or the

length of a column of mercury in inches corresponding to the pressure

of the vapour ; the smallest was 0-240 inch, in January, and the lai'gest,

0-514 inch, in August. The mean for the year was 0-389 inch ; the

average of 1 2 years was 0373 inch.

In column 16 tiie weight in grains of the water in a cubic foot of air

is shown ; it was as small as 2-8 grains in both January and Febniary, and

as large as bh grains in both May and August. The mean for the year

was 4-3 grains ; tlie average of 12 years was 4-1 grains.
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111 column 17 tlie a.lditioual quantity of water required to saturate- a

cubic foot of air is shown ; it was less than one grain in both Jaiiuaiy

and February, and more than C, grains in July. The mean for the year

was 3-3 grains ; the average of 12 years was 3*4 giains.

The numbers in column 18 show the degree of humidity of the air,

saturation being represented by 100 ; the largest numbers appear in

January, February, November, and December ; and the smallest from

March to October ; the smallest of all was 45 in both July and October,

The mean for the year was 61 ; that of the 12 years was 59.

The numbers in column 19 show the weight in grains of a cubic foot

of air, under its mean atmos]iheric ])ressure, terajjerature, and humitlity.

The largest number was in January, and from March decreased month

by month to the smallest in July, then increasing to December. The

mean for the year was 481 grains ; that of the 12 years was 482 grains.

The most prevalent wind in January was S.W., and the least

prevalent wind was N. ; in February the most prevalent were W. and

N.W., and the least prevalent was S. ; in March the most prevaleii

was S.W., and the least was N. ; in Ai)ril the most prevalent was S.W.,

and the least prevalent was N. ; in May the most pi^evalent was

N.W., and the least was S. ; in June the most prevalent was N.W.,

and the least were E., S., and S.W. ; in Jul}- the most prevalent were

W. and N.W., and ^the least were S.E. and S. ; in August the most

prevalent was X.AV., and the least were E., S.E., and S. ; in September

the most prevalent was N.W., and the least were S.E., S., and S.W.
;

in October the most prevalent Avere N.W. and E., and the least were

S.E., S., and S.W. ; in November the most prevalent were S.W. and E.,

and the least were N., S., and W. ; and in December the most prevalent

wind was S.W., and the least prevalent wind was N. The most prevalent

wind for the year was N.W., which occurred on 128 times, of which 21

were in August, 17 in .June, and 15 in both July and Sejjtember, and

the least prevalent wind was S., which occurred on only 7 times during

the year, of these 2 were in each of the months of January, March, and

April, and one in December.

The total number of times of each wind are shown in the last line of

columns 20 to 27 ; those winds less in number than the average of the

preceding 12 years were

—

N. by 11

S.E. „ 12

S. „ 3

W. „ 14

and those winds greater in number than those of 12 years were

—

N.E.
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The numbers in column 28 show the mean amount of cloud in each

month ; the month witli the smallest amount was July, 03, and the

largest February, 6'5. Of the cumulus or fine weather cloud there were

3 instances; of the nimbus or rain cloud there were 31 instances, of

which 8 were in January, 7 in November, and 5 in both Februaiy and

March, and only 1 instance from May to October ; of the ciiTus there

were 16 instances ; of the stratus 4 instances ; of the cumulus stratus

46 instances ; of the cirro cumulus 70 instances ; of the cirro stratus-

19 instances ; and 170 instances of cloudless skies, of which 30 were in

July, and 25 in both June and October, and only 2 in November.

The largest fall of rain for the month in the year was 8*45 inches,

in March, of which 3"03 inches fell on the 30th, 2"19 inches on the 4th,

and 1'60 inch on the 31st. The next largest fall for the month was

6 87 inches, in November, of which 1'82 inch fell on the 23rd, 1'70

inch on the 25th, and 1"05 inch on the 24th. No rain fell from

May 6th till November 9th, making a period of 186 consecutive days

without rain. The total fall of rain for the year was 35 '38 inches, being

9"99 inches above the average for 33 years, viz., 1861 to 1893 inclusive.

The number of days on Avhich rain fell was 65, being 10 more than the

average.

RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS-
TAKEN AT TIBERIAS IN THE YEAR 1894.

By James Glaisher, F.E.S.

The numbers in column 1 of this table show the highest reading of the

barometer in each month ; the highest appear in the winter, and the lowest

in the summer months ; the maximum for the year was 31*073 inches, in

January, and the next in order 30'932 inches, in February.

In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is shown ; the minimum,

for the year was 30"157 inches, in April ; and the next in order 30*251

inches, in July.

The range of readings in the year was 0*916 inch. The range in

the morning observations was 0*813 inch, being 0*239 inch greater than,

the range at .Jen;salem.

The numbers in the 3rd column show the extreme range of readings

in each month ; the smallest was 0*256 inch, in June, and the next in-

order 0*259 inch, in November ; the largest was 0*704 inch, in April, and.

the next in order 0*628 inch, in March.

The numbers in columns 4 and 5 show the mean monthly reading of

the bai'ometer at 8 a.m. and 4 ixm. ; and those in column 6 the lower

reading at 4 p.m. than at 8 a.m. ; the smallest diffei*ence between these

two readings was 0*064 inch, in December, and the next in order 0*067

inch, in .January ; the largest was 0*133 inch, in October, and the next in.

order 0*100 inch, in September. In England in January the reading.
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•it 8 a.m. and 4 j).ni. are practically the same ; in all other mouths the

reading at 4 p.m. is lower than at 8 a.m. ; the greatest difference is

in June, 002') inch. The mean for the year at Tiberias was 008 inch,

being four times greater than in England.

The numbers in the 7th column show the mean monthly pressure of

the atmosphere; the highest was 30'789 inches, in January, and the

next in order SO'Tlf) inches, in December ; the lowest was 30"378 inches,

in July, antl the next in order 30'404 inches, in August. The mean for

the year was 30*584 inches.

The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 8.

'I'he first day in the year the tempei'ature reached 90° Avas on April 4th,

and there were 3 other days in this month when the temperature reached

or exceeded 90"
; in May, 16 days ; in June, July, August, and September

it reached or exceeded 90° on every day ; in October on 26 days ; and in

November on 2 days ; thus the temperature reached or exceeded 90° on

170 days during the j'ear. At Jerusalem the temj^eiatare did not reach

90° till May 23rd, and there were only 36 days in the year on which the

temperature w'as as high as 90°. At Tiberias the temperature was as

high as 103° on May 23rd, and reached or exceeded 100° on 5 other

days in this month ; in June on 15 daj^s ; in July on 20 days ; iu

August on 17 days ; in September on 4 daj's ; and in October on one day ;

thus on 63 days in the year the temperature reached or exceeded 100°
;

at Jerusalem the temperature was as high as 102°"5 on June 17th, and

reached or exceeded 100° on one other day in this month, and on one day

iu July ; thus on only 3 days in the year did the temperature reach or

exceed 100°. The highest temperature in the year at Tiberias was 112%

on June 17th ; at Jerusalem the highest was 108°, on June 18th.

The lowest temperatm-e of the air in each month is shown in column 9.

The lowest in the year was 39° '0, on both January 19th and February 18th
;

and from February 18th to the end of the year there was no temperature

so low as 39°, the nearest approach being 44° on Maixh 1st ; thus the

temperature was as low or lower than 40° on only 2 nights dui'ing the

year. At Jerusalem the lowest in the year was 27' on both January 20th

and 21st ; and there were 113 nights in the year when the temperature

was as low or lower than 40°.

The yearly range of temperature at Tiberias was 73° ; at Jerusalem it

was 81°.

The range of temperature in each mouth is shown in column 10 ; and

tliese numbers vary from 34° in December, to 53° in both May and

September. At Jerusalem the range varied from 30° in January to 57'

in .June.

In column 11 the mean of all the high day temperatures in each

montti is shown. The lowest w'as 63°'8 in January, being 13''3 higher

than at Jerusalem ; the next in order were 66° 1 in February, and 68°-9

in December ; the highest was 101°"1 in July ; the next in order were
100'"5 in August, and 99°'7 in June. At Jerusalem the lowe.st were
50°'5 in January, 52 "9 in February, and 55°-8 in December ; the highest
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were 87'"6 in June, 87^'4 in July, and H6°*7 in August. The mean for

the year at Tiberias was 83° "9 ; at Jerusalem it was 71°'8.

In column 12 the mean of all the low night temperatures in each

month is shown ; the lowest was 4G°"5 in January ; the next in order

were 47''8, in February, and 50'-8 in INIareh ; the highest was 72°'7

in July ; the next in order were 72°*6 in August, and 69°'2 in Sejitember.

At Jerusalem the lowest were 34''1 in January, 35°'7 in February, and
36°*7 in December ; the highest were 60°'l in July, 59°"2 in June, and
58°-9 in August. At Tiberias the yearly value was 60°-3

; at Jerusalem,
48°-2.

In column 13 the mean daily range of temperature is shown in each
month ; the smallest was 17°'0 in December ; the next in order were
17°"1 in November, and 17°*3 in .January ; the largest was 30°-8 in June,
and the next in order were 28°-5 in May, and 28° "4 in July. At Jei'usalem

the smallest were 16°'4 in January, 17°"2 in February, and 19°'l in

December, and the largest were 29°*0 in October, 28°'4 in June, and
28°'3 in September. The mean daily range for the year at Tiberias

was 23° -6 ; at Jerusalem it was 23° '6.

The mean temperature of the aii^, as found from the maximvTm and
minimum temperatures only, is shown in each month in column 14. The
lowest was 55°'2 in January ; the next in order were 57°'0 in February,

and 60°'4 in December ; the highest was 86°'9 in July ; the next in

order were 86°-6 in August, and 84° "3 in June. At Jerusalem the lowest

were 42°-3 in January, 44°-3 in February, and 46°'2 in December ; the

highest were 73°-7 in July, 73°-4 in June, and 72°-8 in August. At
Tiberias the yearly value was 72°"1

; at Jerusalem, 60°"0.

The numbers in the 15th and 16th columns are the mean readings of

a dry and wet-bulb thermometer, taken daily at 8 a.m. If those in

column 15 be compared with those in column 14, it will be seen that

those in column 15 were a little higher in March, October, November,
and December, and a little lower in all other months. The mean for the

year was 7F"6, differing by 0^"5 from the mean of the year as determined

by the use of the maximum and minimum thermometers ; should this be
the case in future years, the mean temperature may be approximately

<letermiued by a single reading of the thermometers taken daily at

8 a.m.

The numbers in column 17 are the temperature of the dew-point, or that

of the temj^erature at which the air would be saturated by the quantity

of vapour mixed with it ; the smallest difference between these numbers
and those in column 15 was 8° "6 in April ; from May to December the

smallest difference was 9°'5 in Novembei-, and the largest, 17°"9, in

October.

The numbers in column 18 show the elastic force of vapour, or the

length of a column of mercury in inches corresponding to the pressure

of vajDour ; the smallest was 0"302 inch, in January, and the largest,

0"793 inch, in August.

In column 19 the weight in grains of the water in a cubic foot of air
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is sliovvn ; it wus as small as 34 grains in January, and as large as 8-4

grains in August.

lu column 20 the additional quantity of water recjuired to saturate a

cubic foot of air is shown ; it was as small as IS grain in January, and

as large as 57 grains in Jul}'.

The numbers in column 21 show the degree of humidity of the aii-,

saturation being represented by loO ; the largest numbers appear from

November to Ai)ril, and the smallest from May to October, the smallest

of all wius 54 in October.

The numbers in column 22 show the weight in grains of a cubic foot

of air, under the mean atmospheric ])resstne, temperature, and humidity of

the air ; the largest numljer was in .January, decreasing to the smallest

in July, and then increasing to December.

In columns 23 and 24 are the mean readings of a dry and wet-bulb

thermometer taken daily at 4 p.m. By comparing the numbers in column l'>

with those in column d'.), the increase of temperature from 8 a.m. to 4 i).ni.

is shown ; in December the increase was only 4°'0, and in June it was as

much as 14°.

In column 25 the temperature of the dew point at 4 p.m. is shown.

By comparing these numbers with those in column 17, it will be seen that

the temperature of the dew point in .Tune was lower than at 8 a.m. by

6°'l, decreasing to 0°'5 lower in Octol)er. The numbers in this column

were smaller than those in column 23, by 12' in January, inci-easing

to 35°'3 in June, then decreasing to 11^"4 in December; the differences

between the temperature of the air and that of the dew point are very

much larger than those at 8 a.m. ; in several months it was more than

twice as large.

On several days in the summer months at 4 p.m. the reading of the

dry-bulb thermometer exceeds that of the wet by 25° or more, and the

temjjerature of the dew ])oint was from SS^'T to 57^8 lower than the

temperature of the air, as shown by the following table :

—
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Mouth and Day.
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III coluimi 33 the niontlily fall of rain is given. The heaviest fall of

rain on one day in the months from January to April was IK) inch, on
Mareli 29th ; tlie ut-xt in order were ()'!)0 inch on January 7th, and
0'77 inch on Maroli 3rd. No rain fell from May Hth till November Gth,

making a ])eriod of 184 consecutive days without rain. The fall of rain

on November 6th was 1 inch, and 1-20 inch fell on December 18th. The
heaviest monthly fall in the year was 4"C1 inches, in November, and the
next in order, 4UG inches in December. The total fall for the year was
19'42 inches. At Jerusalem the total fall for the vear was 35*38 inches.
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PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND,

NOTES AND NEWS.

Thk Firman for excavating at Jerusalem terminated on 20tli June ; Dr. Bliss

"ill come to Knghind iramediatelj to prepare for publication a memoir of

the three years' work and its results. Application has been made bj the

Committee to the Sublime Porte for permission to und.rt:ike excavations

elsewhere.

The general work of exploration in Palestine by means of excavations is

full of promise. 'Iho. remarkable success which has attended the excavations at

Tell el Hesy and Jerusalem is sufficient indication of the important results

which may be expected from sucli investigations if judiciously and perseveringly

conducted.

The Commiltce regret that on tlie expiration of the Firman Jlr. Dickie's

connection with the work of the Fund ceased. His original contract was
for six months, but lie very kindly continued his services as long as the

excavations at Jerusalem were being carried on, and has rendered valuable
aid by his beautiful plan.s and drawings as well as in assisting Dr. Bliss

in superintending the work.

We are permitted to publish in the present number a translation of an
important paper by Professor Clermont-Ganncau on the recent remarkable
discoveries at iliJeba, which appeared in his " Kecucil d'Archeologie
Orientale" (Paris, Ernest Leroux). Jlr. Dickie was requested by the
Committee to visit Madeba for tlie purpose of obtaining an accurate tracing
of tlie Mosaic Map of Palestine, but unfortunately, owing to local circum-
stances, his visit was not successful.

It is hoped to publish shortly a translation of an essay by Jf. Clermont

-

CJanneau on the " Capture of Jerusalem by the Persi.ins in Ul 1- a.d."
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The Right Rev. W. R. Browulow, Bishop of Clifton, writes with reference

to " The Ilodoeporicon of St. AViilibald," which he kindly translated and

edited for the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, that, when visiting Lucca

last November, he saw the tomb of St. Richard, the father of St. Willibald.

On tlie front of his altar tliere is an inscription enclosed in a circle as

follows :

—

^
DIVI

RICARDI
REGIS . OSSA

V\ ET . CINERES

" I could not discover any fragment of the inscription copied by Evelyn

in 1G45. Tliere was an old worm-eaten copy of it, printed on paper, and

mounted on a board. The old Church of St. Frediano, Irish Finniun, is

extremely interesting, and dates from the sixth century, as also is the

Cathedral.

" I thought you might be interested to know that St. Richard, whom
Mr. Kerslake makes out was King of Crediton, is still known at Lucca."

Professor R. Phen^ Spiers, F.S.A., is preparing a paper on the Great

Mosque of the Omeiyades at Damascus. Mr. Dickie has been recently there

to examine certain points which it was desirable to clear up, and the results of

his investigations will be published with the Professor's paper, which it is

noped will be ready for the October (Quarterly Statement.

Dr. Schick reports that the hotel at Jericho has been ojien during the

])ast season. Carriages now go down from Jerusalem as far as the Jordan

and Dead Sea. On the high ground by the shore of the latter a cafe has

been established, and a few people have been living there. The steamer has

ceased to work, and its machinery is being transferred to another boat of

different construction.

The New English Mission Hospital at Jerusalem was opened in April.

It is a very fine Institution, built upon the isolated block system from plans

by Mr. A. Beresford Pite, of Hanover Square, London. Tliere was a large

assembly at the opening, nearly all the communities and nationalities in

Jerusalem being represented.

The income of the Society, from March 22nd, 1897, to June 23rd, 1897,

was—from annual subscriptions and donations, including Local Societies and

Lectures, £271 12*. "td. ; from sales of publications, &c., £279 8s. 8(/. ; total,

£551 1*. 3c?. The expenditure during the same period was £973 0*. 5c/.

On June 23rd the balance in the Bank was £138 0*. Orf.
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Dr. Post's " Flora of Syria, riilostinc, and Sinai," is now vcady, and may be

obtained on applioution to tlic author at Beirut.

The work embraces 126 orders, 850 genera, and 3,41G species, many of the

latter, as well as numerous varieties, being new to science. It isillustrated by
445 woodcuts, and a coloured map, showing the botanical regions of the

district covered. It contains a general analytical key to all the orders, and

special keys to the larger tribes and genera. Much labour has been expended

on these keys, and it is hoped that, by their means, the usefulness of the book

will be greatly increased, especially for students and travellers.

The following gentlemen have kindly consented to act as Honorary Local

Secretaries :

—

'

Alexander Kenuiure, Esq., Seoul.

Rev. F. W. Carpenter, M.A., Stockport.

Rev. Rowland Scriven, M.A., Dublin, in place of the Rev. Maurice Day,
resigned.

Percy D'Erf Wheeler, Esq., M.D., F.R.C.S., Jerusalem.

Rev. Albert A. Brockway, New York.

W. B. Ridges, Esq., Los Angeles, California.

Memo, for Subscribers to the Survey of Palestine.—In the original pro-

gramme it was intended that the "Archaeological Researches" of M. Clermont-

Ganneau should be published in one volume, but the work increased so mucli

since its commencement that the Committee found it necessary to arrange for

the publication of the whole in two volumes. Vol. II has been published in

advance for the reasons stated in the prefatory note.

Vol. I, which treats of Jerusalem and its neighbourhood, is now well-

forward, and, when ready, will be sent out to the first 250 Subscribers without
any increase in their subscriptions for the full set.

The set consists of "The Survey of Eastern Palestine," by Lieut. -Colonel'

Condcr, LL.D., R.E., in one vol. ;
" The Fauna and Flora of Sinai, Petra,

and the Wady 'Arabah, by H. Chichester Hart, B.A., in one vol.; "The
Archa;ological Researches," by Professor Clermont-Gannedu, in two vole.

Four volumes in all.

There are only a few copies of the sets left at the price of HI 7s.

An important work by Lieut.-Colonol Condcr, R.E., entitled, "The
Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem"—1099 to 1292 A.D.—and describing the
condition of Palestine under the Crusaders, was published in January. It is

based on the chronicles and contemporary accounts, both Christian and Moslem,
and on the information collected during the progress of the Survey, with
descriptions of the scenes of the important events, and other information nol

to be found in previous histories of the Crusades. The whole forms an octavo

L 2
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volume of over 403 pages, witli two inaps, giving the Crusading names aad

boundaries of llio " Fiefs" throughont Palestine.

The Committee liave to announce that iu accordance «"ith a circular letter

published in "Notes and News," January Quarierlj/ Statement, 1896, the

following translations have been issued to subscribers to the Palestine Pilgrims'

Text Societj :
—

" Marino Sanuto's Secrets,"

" Burchard of Mount Siou,"

"Jacques dc Vitrj,"

and that a translation has been made of Beba ed Din's "Life of Saladin,"

A.D. 1145-1232, wliicli forms the concluding work of the Text Series.

This translation lias been compared with the original Arabic, and annotated

by Lieut.-Colonel Conder, LL.D., E.E., with a preface and notes by Major-

General Sir Cliarles ^Vilson, K.C.B., F.R.S., E.E.

The work is now being issued to subscribers.

A complete set of the translations in 13 volumes, with general index, boimd

in cloth, price £10 10s. A catalogue describing the contents of each volume

can be had on application to the Secretary, 24, Hanover Square.

Major-Geueral Sir Charles Wilson, tlie Director of the Palestine Pilgrims'

Text Translations, writes in reference to the " Life of Saladin " :
—

" The jDresent

volume closes the series of translations issued by the Palestine Pilgrims' Text

Society, and I am glad to take this oj^portunity of conveying the thanks of the

Committee to those gentlemen who have so kindly and readily given their

assistance in translating, annotating, and editing the works. Without the

cordial assistance of those gentlemen it would not have been possible to carry

out the original programme of the Society, and place within the reach of English

readers the more important of the records which the early and mediaeval pilgrims

have left of their pilgrimages to Jerusalem and the Holy Land. The Committee

and the Society are also deeply indebted to the Hon. Secretary and Treasurer,

who has done so much to further the interests of the work."

Copies of the " Life of Saladin," bound in cloth, with an index, can be

had separately. Pi'ice to Subscribers to the Fund, G*. 6d.

Branch. Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within

the Simday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan

Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Eesolution of th»

Comiuittee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be allowed to piu'-

chase the books and maps (by application only to the Secretary) at reduced price.

The Committee have to acknowledge with thanks the following donations to

the Library of the Fund :

—
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"Christ in His Holy Land." By the Rev. Alexander A. Boddy, From
the Author.

" Emmaus Identified." By Mrs. Finn, M.R.A.S. From the Author.

From Xr. Clerniont-Ganneau. Nos. 8-1.3 of his " Rcouell D'Arclioologie

Orientale," which contains the following, among other, articles :

—

Cachet i.sraelito aux noms do Ahaz et dc IVkliai ; Les archers

palniyrciiiens il Coptos ; La Grande inscrij)tion nabutconne de I'etra
;

Le sepulchre de Rachel et le tumulus du roi ArchSlaiis ; La prise do

Jerusalem par los I'erses en G14 (J.—G.) ; L;i Carte de la Palestine

d'a))rcs la jMosa'i'que de Ikladcba; Epitaphes palmyienienn?s d'Alep

;

Localiies arabes de I'epoque des Croisades ; Do Hesban h. Kerak ;

Les Nabateens dans le pays de Moab.

The Committee will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library

of the Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to

Palestine and otlier Bible Lands. A catalogue of Books in the Library will

be found in the July Quarterlj/ Statement, 1893.

Mr. Goove Armstrong's Raised Mnp of Palestine is on view at the office

of the Fund. A circular giving full particulars about it will be sent on appli-

cation to the Secretary.

The third edition of the new Collotype Print or Photo-relief from a

specially prepared copy of the Raised Alap of Palestine is now ready.

Price to subscribers, 2s. 3i. ; non-subscribers, 3.?. 3rf., post free.

The print is on thin paper, measuring 20 inches by 28.j inches.

The museum of the Fund, at 24, Hanover Square, is now open to subscriber*

between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., every week-day except Saturdays,

when it closes at 2 p.m.

Tt may be well to mention that plans and pliotograplis alluded to in the

reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be published, but all are

preserved in the offices of the Fund, where they may be seen by subscribers.

While desiring to give ])ublicity to proposed identitications and other

theories advanced by officers of the Fund and contributors to the pages of the

Quarterly Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly iiuderstood that by

publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt

them.

In order to make up complete sets of the Quarterly Statemcnf tlie

Committee will be very glad to receive any of the back numbers.
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Subscribers who do not receive tbe Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Secretaiy. Great care is taken to forward each number
to those who are entitled to receive it, but changes of address and other causes

occasionally give rise to omissions.

The Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund desire to make clear

that they have no book on their List of Publications called "Picturesque

Palestine," nor is anj- person a\ithorised to represent this book as published

by the Society; nor has the Society any book-liawkers in their employment.

ToTTEiSTS are cordially invited to visit the Loan Collection of " Antiques "

in the JeeusaleM Association Eoom of the Palestine Exploration Fund,

opposite the Tower of David. Hours : 8 to 12, and 2 to 6. Maps of

Palestine and Palestine Exjoloration Fund jmblicatious are kept for sale.

Application for Lectures should be addressed to the Secretary, 24, Hanover

Square, W-
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THIRTEENTH REPORT ON THE EXCAVATIONS AT
JERUSALEM.

By F. J. Bliss, Ph.D.

The work of the present season has thrown much light on the paved

street in the Tyropoeon. We now understand its relation to the steps

leading to the Pool of Siloam, as well as to the gate discovered to the

south-west of the i)ool. The street was first struck at the point M, and

followed south as far as the road, or open drain. At H a shaft was sunk

in line, but only the coiici-ete bed was found which had been observed

further north to underlie the paving-stones. Breaking through this, we

found the drain, wliicli was followed north (under the street) and south

(under the open drain) to tl)e jjoint F. Tiius much has been described

before.' Accordingly, this season we sunk a shaft at F, above the point

where the drain had last been seen, and were pleased to come down upon

the i)aving-stones of the street here in situ. Pushing up the street, we

soon came to a flight of steps, with breadths of tread varying from

2 feet 6 inches to 4 feet. No kerb was found, but the steps all ended in

the same line, which continued (still without kerb) to G, where the angle

changed. The 6-inch step, occurring at regular intervals further north,

had suggested that the street had not been used for chariots, and the

series of steps just described confirms the view.

From G we followed along the altered line of angle for 20 feet, where

a kerb IG inches high, with a rounded corner, projects 22 inches beyond

the former line of the street, and runs for 10 feet to another step, beyond

which the kerb is again missing. This rounded corner may represent the

junction of a side sti'eet coming fi'om the west, but no pavement was

found to extend in that direction. At I the paving-stones were missing,

but we pushed our tunnel on in the same direction for some 33 feet,

finding nothing but debris and a few paving-stones not in situ.

In the meantime we had sunk a shaft at J, above the small branch

drain running from the north-west. This was found to run under a branch

road, of similar construction to the main road, having a kerb on either

side, but with a width of only 10 feet. This was traced north-west for

35 feet, where it was missed ; but the drain was followed 80 feet further,

whei'e it was cut off by a later building. South of this branch we
followed the western kerb of the main street to a point opposite our

tunnel from I, and there made a connection between the two. It is

evident that somewhere between I and J the street had been broadened

towards the west, but the exact point we did not ascertain. Somewher

near the junction the main street had also been broadened towards the

east, as the kerb was found at K, 7 feet east of the projection of the

1 See Quarterly Statement for October, ]S96, pp. ?.02, 303.
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kerb riuming south from M. This gives the breadth at the junction as

50 feet.

From F south the work was very interesting. The pavement continue*!

only for 25 feet, where it was ruined. The western kerb line was found

for 10 feet at L, where it was ruined at either end. To the east of this

point a difference of jointing was observed in the pavement, one set of

joints following the angle of tlie kerb line at L, and the other following

the angle of the line FG. This difference of jointing is the key to the

situation. The drain runs with the first line, the second line points

directly to the stairway leading to the Pool of Siloam. The drain was
traced as far as N, where it points to the drain running to the gate

south-west of the Old Pool. At N and for 70 feet back the covers of

the drain are missing, hence the street above it is missing too, but the

fact that for 450 feet we have proved this drain to run under the street

hints strongly that they continued in connection. ^ The difference in

the jointing clearly indicates a fork, hence the inference is a just one

that the main road ran down the Tyropoeon to the gate just mentioned,

with a branch having as its terminus the Pool of Siloam.

When a ruined street, in places 50 feet wide, and buried under 20 feet

of soil, has to be examined entirely by tunnels, some details must be

necessarily left to reconstruction. The western line of kerb was cer-

tainly seen at L, and apparently at FG. Either the road was suddenly

broadened to the west at F, or the real western limit ran from L to G
(as indicated by dotted line on plan), the joint-line of the fork leading

to the steps having been carried back to G.

On the plan it will be seen that a good part of the space between

the fork of the road ard the steps is occupied by the large blockage and

the Byzantine Church, both, of course, later. On the longitudinal section

it will be seen that between the level of the street at the fork F and
the level of the top step of the stairway found leading to the Pool of

Siloam there is a difference of 25 feet. Accordingly, we have recon-

structed a flight of steps between the two points, in the space mainly

occupied by the blockage and church. The top step of the stairway,

actvially seen, has a broader tread than any of the rest, hence it may
be a landing between the two parts of the flight. From the account of

Antoninus Martyr we gather that the street was still in use at the time

of the church, which, however, is built over the i-teps leading to the pool.

A new descent may liave been formed from F to the atrium, the approach

to the pool being then through the church, as described before. The
main Hue running to the gate may still have been in use. The relation

some distance beyond the fork between the levels of the drain, presumably

under the main road, and the branch with steps leading to the pool, may
be seen in Section XY, taken across the Tyropa'on, where it seems tO'

narrow to a neck at the point where the pool occurs.

' Tlic fall in tlie street from N to the gate would be about 1 in 13, hardly

more tlian the uvcriige fall ascertained further north.
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In the October Statement we reported that the street had been traced
55 feet north from M along ita eastern kerl). We have since then traced
it uniT'.terniptfdly north, with a sb"j,'lit deviaticni of angle, to 125 feet

to O. Tlie characteristics are the same as before described. There is the
same gradual incline, and at fairly regular intervals occur steps. At a
point some 100 feet north of M a fine flight of steps projects some 5 feet

beyond the kerb line. The stops are Jive in number and are turned
around both angles. The landing step is only 5 feet 4 inches across.

Hoping that it might lead to an interesting building we pushed back,

but only to find that the house to which it belonged was quite ruined,

only a sort of cellar remaining as seen in one corner. At O the street

is ruined, but the drain has been traced for i!20 feet further. Where the
covers are missing the street is missing also, but at points where the
covei-s are in situ we are making attempts to recover the street.

A section has been taken longitudinally through the street and drain

from a jMjint north of O to the fork, and then along the branch with
steps leading to the Pool of Siloam. It will be seen that the street

crosses the valley at an angle. At M it is well up the eastern slope as
may be seen by a comparison with Section CD. At J it is nearer the

bed. At B the branch leading to the pool has crossed over to the
western slope, the main road which follows the drain at a higher level

being here, of course, considerably higher up the western slope (compare
Section XY). The relation between the drain and the bottom of the
valley is seen at M in Section CD. The exact ])oint where the drain
runs across the bed of the valley was not ascertained, but taking int»»

account the fall in the base of the drain, and the probable fall of the
valley-bed, we assume that at that point there are about :35 feet of

accumulation between the two. At J a shaft was sunk to the rock, but
no signs of a more ancient roadway were found. From M north for some
distance the rock forms the bed of the drain, on which the roadway is

directly built.

In the third shaft noi'th from O the drain-bed rests on debris, through
which we have sunk some 10 feet, and at last date of writinsr rock has
)iot yet been found. This suggests that the road may have crossed the
valley twice. The drain is now heading to a point 90 feet east of the
south-west corner of the Haram Enclosure, where Warren found the bed
of the valley. A slight change of angle would bring it under Robinson's
Arch.

In following the street especial attention was given to two questions.

First : Did any branch road lead towards Ophel ? Second : Did a con-

temporaneous wall run across it at any point ? In order to determine
the first question it was necessary to folloM' the eastern kerb From M
this was pursued north to O where it was ruined, no branch being found.
From M it was followed south for 18 feet, when we pushed west to find

the breadth and then followed the west kerb. At K the cast kerb was
found again (though ruined a few feet south of this), the street being
broadened as described before. I wished this season to examine the
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unexplored portion between K and M, but the open drain above made

this impossible. At H and for 70 feet south the pavement of the eastern

part of the roadway was found to be desti-oved. Thus at the places

where examination w:).s possible it will be seen that no branch was

found.

As to the second question, that of a contemporaneous wall ci-ossing

the line of street, it has been proved that no such wall exist? between

L and M. For between these points the pavement has been traced con-

tinuously (with one exception) showing no signs of wall or gate. The

exception is the distance between I and a point some 20 feet south of J,

where we got off the line. But our tunnel from I north, to a jjoint where

we connected it by a side tunnel with the one from J, ran across the line

of the problematic wall, and proved our negative as conclusively as if we

had run along the street itself.

Immediately to the south of L occurs the large blockage, clearly later

than the street and the steps, as it forms a barrier between these two

constructions, which must have been in connection. This blockage is not

a city wall, but some apparently isolated building, as it has corners at B,

C, and D. It is, of course, possible that this later blockage occupies the

place once crossed by a city wall and gate, but the probability is slight,

as we would scarcely expect a gate beyond the point where the road had

forked. Moreover, the drain actually leads to a wall and gate. That the

road followed the drain is made likely by the fact that in the portion

of the latter traced near the gate surface inlet openings were found

similar to those that opened down from the street.

So important seemed the search for a wall crossing the Tyropceon that

we made this search double. For not only was the street followed con-

tinuously, but the bed rock was pursued by tunnels from the Pool of

Siloam to a point somewhere south of M—a distance of more tlian

350 feet. In this search many remains of building were found. First

came the blockage described before, which remains as much of a mystery

as the tower iunnediately north of the aqueduct on the western hill.

Many thin house walls were encountered, all on the rock, none of them

built with lime. The stones of one were well squared and set, averaging

14 inches high, with picked centres and chisel -drafted margins. At one

point was found a cistern set on the rock with masonry walls, having a

double lining, the inner coat being made of lime and broken pottery and

the outer of lime and ground pottery, a cement known to the Arabs as

Hamra. At another point were found fallen several large paving-stones,

14 inches thick, ])ick-dressed.

To prove a negative is in some instances an endless process. For

example, starting with a good clue we have traced a wall from the

Protestant Cemetery, down the western hill, across the valley and up

on to Ophel. This wall was quite ruined at several points, but as the

line became clear, it was always picked up again. Supposing the search

for it had lieen conducted b}' driving oidy one or two long tunnels north

and south, and that !,hese tunnels had happened to cross the line where
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the wall had been completely niiuod ? In tlic case of tjic supposed wall

crossing the Tyropcwou on the rock we ha\r pioscd (hat no city wall

now cronses (he path of the tunnel 350 feet lun^f, driven north and south,

but to affirm that no such wall exists at some point to the east and west
of our tunnel would not be scientific. The only way to exhaust the

possibilities would be by the tremendous task of driving a series of

parallel tunnels, or of clearing out a large ])art of this deep valley !

That no such wall existed contemporaneously with the street and drain

seems, however, to be pretty well proved. In absence of inscrijjtion or

such positive data one does not wish to be dogmatic, but I think we have
a pretty clear case that the City Wall in the time of the Romans existed

in the line we have traced our wall. The Byzantine Church offers a

definite starting ])oint for the argument. This is built over the ste)>s

leading to the pool, and is consequently later than these. The steps are

contemporary with the street, and the latter certainly appears to be of

Roman work. This street almost certainly had its terminus in the wall

which includes both pools of Siloam. The gate would thus have been in

use during Roman times. Against this view we have certain interpre-

tations of two passages of Josephus. First comes that in " Wars," V, 4, 2,

where he speaks of the bending of the wall above the Fountain of Siloam.

This is taken by some to mean a curve to the north of the pool which it

excludes from the city. But our j)lan in the Api-il Quarterly shows how,
after crossing the Tyropoeon outside the Old Pool, the wall turns up at

Ophel where it overlooks the pool in a way that might well be called "a
bend above Siloam." W^e have shown how the wall here has been repaired

many times, suggesting that the original work must have been very
early.

The second passage is " Wars, ' V, 9, 4, where Josephus in his speech
refers to " Siloam, as well as all the other springs that were without the

city," as being in the hands of the Romans at the time of the siege. Note
the word " spring." May not this refer to the Virgin's Fountain, to which,

as source of the pool, the name of Siloam may have been equally applied ?

This place was without the walls, and tho;igh the approach was probably
concealed, yet the secret may have been betrayed to the Romans or

discovered by them in some way. The very raison d'etre of the Siloam
tunnel seeems to have been to bring the water within the limits of the

city. It is worthy of note that while we have devoted immense labour

to testing the contrary theory, yet all oui- discoveries have tended to

support this view.

I must now describe Section CD, which comprises a line starting some
350 feet west of the Coenaculum, running down to the bed of the

Tyropooon, and up on to Ophel. This section was made with a doul)le

purpose. The first was to ascertain whether the ancient Upi)er City had
a wall of its own, which this section might strike at right angles. Such
a wall should linally have run along the cliff inside the modern city west
of Robinson's Arch, tlie top of said cliff having a level of about 2,429.

This study was begun some 175 feet west of the point actually shown in
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the section. Between the point of starting and wliat I mark as Shaft 1,

the Augustinians had examineil most of the ground to the rock. The

results of this work (negative as far as concerns an ancient wall) were

described on \). 304 of the Quarterly for 1896. 1 mentioned that the

Augustinians had removed masses of masonry at O and J {see plan facing

p. 208, 1896), but both are in line of the Crusading or Saracenic wall we
have described before, and if not belonging to it probably represent later

constriictions. This late wall gave no signs of having been built on an

old line. In Shaft I the rock was found at a depth of about 15 feet witli

a scarp descending for 10 feet more, hence the face is 25 feet below the

surface which here has a contour level of 2,404. Hence the base of this

scarp is some 50 feet below the contour 2,429, the level of the cliff west of

Robinson's Arch on which the supposed wall was to run. Accordingly

search for this wall further down the hill appeared to be useless.

The second object of the section was to determine the rock contour of

the Western Hill and of the Tyropceon Valley. Between Shafts I and II

the rock crops out at one point, and a glance at the section will show that

no intermediate shafts were necessary. Moreover, the rock is exposed at

several points south of the section line. At Shaft II rock-hewn dwellings

were found. In Shaft III appeared the wall and scarp (with rock-hewn

dwellings) described on pp. 98-99 of the April Quarterlu, 1897. Scattered

all over the Western Hill are these dwellings, generally formed by a scarp

from which chambers are cut, containing cupboards, lamp-niches, &c. In

Shaft V was found a ruined circular archway, running north and south,

resting on an older wall founded on the rock. Built up against this, to

the west, is a vaulted cistern in perfect preservation, which must be latei,

as it blocks the entrance to the archway. Though so near the surface, its

existence was unsuspected by the landowner, who now rejoices in a grand

supply of water for his vegetable garden. The opening of the archway

is 8 feet 4 inches, and the distance from the key of the arch to the floor

is 10 feet. A good deal of excavation was done at tliis point, but with

no satisfactory results, as the chamber to the east, into which the arch

first appeared to open, turned out not to be bonded into it. In the angles

fonned by the walls of this chamber and the piers of the arch a water-

conductor, formed of clay faucet pipes, runs down to a concrete channel

in the floor. The pipe sections are 15 inches long, with a diameter of

5i inches. They are made of finely-worked clay, the inside slightly

furrowed.

In Shaft VI the top of a wall running north and south was found at

a depth of 10 feet, resting on the rock, and standing for a height of

30 feet. The upper part is of later construction. Tiie lo^per part is

6 feet 5 inches in thickness, but the stones are built on small, random

rubble. A thin wall is bonded into it at right angles, proving that we
have here no city wall. This is further proved by its small masonry, its

direction, and, finally, its position almost at the bottom of the valley.

Between Shafts VI and VIII the rock was seen almost the whole way,

as tunnels were driven from the bottoms of the shafts. The gallery from
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Shaft VII to the east was driven u]) the rapidly-aacendiiig cliff till the

candles ceased to burn.

It may be interesting to note the remains found in Shaft VII, wliich

hit on the very bed of the valley, in order to show how many periodx

were passed through as we sunk down 70 feet to the rock. For the first

24 feet we found only soil and ordinary debris. Then occurred one course

of a roughly-built wall. At 30 feet appeared a covered drain 1^ feet

square. From the level we infer that this was a feeder to the drain under
the street to the east. Then down to 37 feet we passed through nothin"
but debris. Then to 4G feet we encountered fallen stones. Projectin"-

from under these appeared an iron piping, similar to a gas-pipe. At
52 feet was the base of a wall standing to a lieight of six well-laid

courses, forming the angle of a doorway ; the stones were rough-])icked.

Below this, nothing but debris mixed with clay. On the natural rock
were 2 feet of white clay. The pottery, which showed Byzantine and
Roman types at first, changed to Jewish as we descended.

In Shaft VIII we have the street. The foundations of the houses
lining it to the east rest on the rock. Sliaft IX was sunk along the
exposed scarp, which descends below the surface line for a few feet, the
rock then sloj)ing naturall}' towards the west.

This section, which h;us taken so few words for its description, involved
a great deiU of labour. The results are by no means unimportant.
Though not finding the desired wall enclosing the upper city, we have
determined the form of the Western Hill and have found the true dei)th
of the Tyropreou. To the making of this section we are indebted for
striking the street which has turned out to be such an important clue
to the topogra])Iiy. For the well- cut stones fallen across almost its

entire length, as well as the walls actually in situ along the kerb, show-
bow densely populated was this Tyropoeon Valley. Signs of buildings
found in all the other shafts, at various depths, confirm this view. It
is generally assumed that the rock-hewn dwellings were the work of the
original iuhubitants

; if that be so, we now see that the Western Hill was
occupied at the earliest times.' Our work taken into connection with
that of the Augustinians, has shown tliat the summit of the hill was
occupied in Roman as well as in post-Crusading times, hence it is

no wonder that the older wall, if one existed, should have entirely
disappeared.

A careful examination is being made of the west slope of Ophel, from
the junction between tlie Kedron and Tyropoeon Valleys to a point
aomewliat north of the point where it is cut by Section CIJ. The object
of this study is to ascertain whether there are any remains of an ancient
wall along its top, and whether any rock-liewn steps descended from it

into the Tyropa>on. I had hoped that this examination would have
been com2)lete, so that it might be included in this report. The first

' Ses a paper by Dr. Schick on thcs.^ rock dwcUingsi, in the Quarterlt/
Statemsnt for 1830, p,\ 11 el seq.
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question h;is been answered in the negative, but the search for the

steps lias not yet been quite exhausted, lience a detailed description

must be postponed.

It has been suggested that the apparently unnecessary curve in the

Siloani Tunnel before it enters the pool was made in order to avoid the

Tombs of the Kings. Accordingly we have made a large clearance to

the Rock of Ophel in a field to the east of the pool, south of this curve.

This clearance was also in the area also indicated by Nehemiah iii, 16, as

being the sought-for site, when this passage is interpreted by the wall we
have discovered crossing the valley and running up Ophel. The area

excavated is about 100 feet by 36, and as the rock occurs at an average

depth of 12 feet, the labour involved was great. The rock is nowhere in

a natural condition, having been hewn to form cisterns and dwellings

which have been in turn quarried for stones. Our hope was to find a

pit entrance to the tombs, but the clearance has been completed this

morning, and no such discovery has rewarded our toil. Of course the

area excavated is but a small part of the possible area. However, in

this excavation was found among the debris the first specimen of Hebrew

writine we have come across in our excavations at Jerusalem. It is a

Cornelian seal, half an inch long, having the general scarab form, rounded

top and straight sides, but without the detailed markings. It is pierced

longitudinally with a hole. Wax impressions have been sent to London.

Pere Lagrange, of the Dominicans, has kindly favoured me with a

reading : IT^IS, T'b^J^'^ti.^"' The name Ishmael is, of course, common.

The name Bariach occurs iu 1 Chrou. 3, xxii. Pere Lagrange somewhat

cautiously suggests the third or fourth century B.C. as the date of this

seal.

A few words in regard to our fortunes. I arrived in Jerusalem

ready to begin the spring season on March 17th, but one of the sev^erest

storms of the season set in, preventing our beginning work till the 29th.

Since that time we have had scarcely any rain and the weather has been

unuaually pleasant and cool. For the first six and a half weeks we were

obliged to work without the help of an overseer as Yusif was recovering

from an attack of typhoid, contracted in Danaascus, and did not arrive

till May lltli. As excavation is not a known trade like carpentry it did

not seem worth while to train in a substitute.

We owe our thanks to Mr. William Reade, Blackie Scholar for the

current year, who most kindly volunteered his help in watchnig the

work. He has had some experience in like work in Athens. I must say

that the workmen behaved most loyally, and took little or no advantage

of the absence of a constant superintendent. We missed our foreman

most when it came to negotiating with the landowners. I confess I am
not up to the subtleties of these Fellahln. The rush of travellers had

ceased before we began our work, but we have had many visitors, most

of whom have enrolled themselves as subscribers. It was a great

pleasure to conduct Dr. Chaplin around the works. We had an appoint-
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rnent with Canon Tristram, and the tiiiiiicls w^ro swept- it' nut garuisiietl

in his honour, but the very day before the hoj.ed-for visit there occurred
the sjid accident to his lafr and lie was obliged to leave Jerusalem before
he was recovered sufficiently to visit us.

Changes have taken place at the Pool of Siloam. The villagers have
made a great clearance at the north-west corner of the Original Pool, and
have erected a small mostjue in the angle, thougl; the Hooring is much
higher than that of the pool. They have removed the vault by which
the aqueduct was approached so that the upper part of the wall of the
(-)riginal Pool is now exjjosed for about 36 feet from the north-west
corner, part of it being used as the wall of the moscpie itself. The story
of the erection of this mosque is a long and complicated one and some
day I may tell it. How and why we repaired the modern pool I have
mentioned before. On our return we found that it contivined a depth
of water (juite sufficient for the lads to swim in, and the women are still

tilling their jars from the water flowing through the tunnel. Many are
the blessings they shower upon us.

The greatest inconvenience in our work has been the open drain
which pours an inky stream past our excavations. Our shaft was sunk
some 20 feet away, but one day there suddenly bubbled up at the bottom
a horrid black spring which compelled us to seek our clue from another
point. The odious slime oozed in at another tunnel, which we had to
saturate with diluted carbolic acid for our own safety, though the boys
declareil they preferred the other odours. I suppose we are gradually
becoming inoculated, for this season both Mr. Dickie and myself have
kept free from fever. However, we have taken the precaution to sleep
in town.

Jkrusalem, Jicne 8t/i, 1897.

NOTE ON THE SEAL FOUND ON OPHEL.

By Professor A. H. Sayce.

The seal reads

(1) [':']«i^nur''^

I a ' m sh i I

u ki/rh

" Belonging to Ishmael, Bar-vahu.'-
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The seal is Israelitish, as is shown by the double liue between the

two names, and the divine name, Yahu. But Ishmael was a foreign

name in Judah, and belonged rather to the Aramaic-speaking tribes

of northern Arabia, while the use of bar instead of ben " son " in the

second name is also Aramaic. The termination of the second name shows

that it cannot be identical with the "Beriah" of the O. T. A "^ {u)

is probably lost at the beginning of the second line, so that the inscription

was intended to read :
" Belonging to Ishmae[l] [and] Bar-yahu." The

forms of the characters are tliose of the sixth century b.c. For the name

of Ishmael at this period, see Jer. xl, 8.

Queen's Col'^kge, Oxford.

P.S.—Since the above was printed I have seen some casts of the seal

which show that a piece of it has been broken off at the head of the letter

which I have read beth. The letter in question, accordiugly, will be pe,

and not heth ; and in this reading I have the support of Dr. Chaplin. The

second name, therefore, is Par-yahu, instead of Bar-yahu—a name, by

the wav, which is almost iuconceivable if the first element in it is to be

re<yarded as bar " son." The casts show no sicjn either of lamed at the

beo-inning of the first line, or of space for a waw at the beginning of the

second line ; there are traces, however, of the final lamed in the first line.

We should thus have " Ishmael, Paryahu."

THE (SO-CALLED) TOMBS OF THE KINGS AT
JERUSALEM.

By Dr. Coxrad Schick.

The roek-cut tombs, called " Kabtlr es Saladeen "
' and " Tombs of the

Kings," are situated north of the present city 2,500 feet distant from the

northern gate, or " Bab el 'AmCid "—beiug the largest and most elaborate

of the many rock-cut tombs in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. They

are also comparatively well preserved, and are described more or less

fully in all modern guide-books, as well as by many travellers and

pilgrims in ancient times, especially in the last three centuries.- Many
added to their description a plan made by Pococke, Catherwood,

' The " Name Lists " of the Survey of Western Palestine have Kabur

03 Salatan.

—

[Kd.]
- Maundrell, in 1G97, gives a clear description, although lie made some

mistakes, and says nothing of the closing rolling stone ; but lie describes

in full the doors of the chambers.
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Niebuhr, and otliers, wliicli were repeateflly simply co])ie(l by succicd-

ing writers. Robinson poiiiod Pococke's ])liin. In 1805 a new and nion-

complete ])lan w.is made l)y the ( )rdnance Survey (Sir C. W. Wilson), whieli

I liave used in forming the aeeompanying one, adding only what has come
to light since, but on a smaller scale, so that there can be no important

mistakes, even if I have not measnretl by myself the things in detail.

All the plans hitherto published (so far as I know) include only the

grou]) of tond)s, leaving out the surroundings and things directly con-

nected witli Miem ; this lack I wished in the present paper, with its

drawings, to supply.

In modern times there were excavations made on two different

occasions. In the year 1803 M. de Saulcy cleaied the earth from all

the chambers, and examined minutely the rock everywhere, and in so

doing found another chamber closed up ; it was opened, and a stone

sarcojihagus covered with earth found there. In this sarcophagus

were still the remains of bones. It was believed to have been that of

a queen, and was taken to Paris, where it stands in the Louvre. There
was at the time much talk about it, some even said it was the grave
of King David. It happened that I had just at that time to build a
house for the Jewish Mission of an English society on the western
height, 20 minutes outside the city wall, on a place called afterwards
" The Sanatorium." One day when I intended, as on other days, to go
liome at noon, when I came to the gate of the city I found it locked, it

being Friday ; so I had to wait about an hour, and occupied the time in

riding my donkey about the neighbourhood, and coming in the rear

of the Tombs of the Kings I observed a good number of workpeople just

taking their hour of rest, so I went nearer and asked one what they
•were doing. The overseer answered that they were clearing the tombs
and had found a new chaml^er with a stone coffin, which he offered to

show to me. So I followed him, leaving my animal in care of another,

I found that they had really, on the north wall of the first or chief

chamber, opened a hitherto unknown chamber. I went in, and saw
the coffin still sticking in the earth, but with the lid put aside. By
the light of a candle I examined the coffin and its cover more closely,

.and observed some mouldings cut on it, but saw no writings, as it was
covered with dirt. So I resolved to come again the next day, when all

would be cleared and cleaned, and then see whatever there might be on
the outside of the sarcophagus ; but when I came the next day I was
not allowed to go in. When the work was ended M. de Saulcy left

the country, taking with him the coffin. When there was again free

access to the tombs I found a number of Jews—men and women,
old and young—busy carrying baskets of earth, &c., taken out by
M. de Saulcy, again into the chambers where it had been before.

On my asking for the reason of their doing this, they told me the
Messiah will now come, as Jerenuah viii, 1, is ftdfilled, and that it was
their duty to bring the dust of former bodies into their tombs again.

But by this they acted contrary to the 2ud verse of the same chapter.

H
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A few years later, I tliink it was in 1878, the field in which these

tombs are was bought (with the tombs themselves) by a French Jewish

lady, it was said, for 30,000 francs. Then the boundary wall was erected,

and when closed np round about, the tombs, the chambers, the courts,

cisterns, &c., were properly cleared, and the earth put up on the surface

of the rock and made into a kind of garden, as Plan No. 1 shows. The

door in the boundary wall is on the western side, but not in its middle,

more to the south, on the public road leading to Herod's Gate of the

city. Coming in by the boundary wall door there is on the left-hand

(north) a newly-built room or lodge for the watchman, with an additional

little place as stable, &c. Further north in the new garden was found

another kind of rock-tomb similar to those Sir C. W. Wilson had

excavated in 1865 further north, nearer the bottom of the Valley

" El Jos." 1 This kind of tomb seems to me to be of Christian origin.

•Going from the watchman's house towards the south-east one comes

.to a kind of trench, or decline, between rock walls. When the earth

lyino' there was removed, a flight of steps appeared cut in the rock, but

very irregular, varying greatly in height and breadth, for the height is

from 8 to 10 inches, and the breadth from 16 inches to 4 and 5 feet, the

.broadest even 11 feet. They are 25 in number, of which the five upper

.ones are 20 feet long ; the others (lower ones) 31 feet long (see Plan No. 1

.and Elevation Sections Nos. 3 and 4). In the middle of the steps 2 and 3

was formerly a kind of door, the holes for the sockets are still visible in

the rock, and step 3 is left rather rough, except the space for the passage

or door. The eleventh step is nearly 6 feet broad, and on its surface is

cut a bowl-shaped hollow for gathering the rain-water coming down from

tiie higher steps and a kind of court at their top, or western end. A
short gutter cut in the step brings the overflow of the water to the next

.-step below, whicli has along its whole length a groove or gutter with a

decline towards the south, where, on the rock wall, is cut a gutter running

eastward to the cistern B on the east side. So it is again (but without

.a basin) on the twenty-second step, bringing the water to the smaller

cistern marked A in the south wall {see Plans Nos. 1 and 2, and the

Elevation and Sections Nos. 3 and 4).

These two cisterns are cut in the rock, or into the side walls of the

Tocky stair-trench, and are of a peculiar kind seldom found on this side

•of the Jordan, but often in the trans-Jordanic land. I have seen such

only in the neighbourhood of Hebron, and in the underground of ancient

Jerusalem, also the cave beneath the rock in the large mosque or " Dome

of the Eock " seems to have been originally such a cistern. The usual

Ancient cisterns are cut in horizontal rock ; first the mouth to some depth,

and then widening in all directions ; but these are made by cutting a

hole or opening (often door- or window-lik^) in a vertical wall of rock,

and deepening and widening to the right and left and esjiecially towards

1 See Ordnance Survey, " Jerusalem," 1865, Plate XXVI, No. 7, or

Excavation No. XII in the " Notes," p. 70.
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tliL' niouiitaiii or side opposite the entrance. Wlien such a cistern is deep,

<ind the openin<>- <^oes down in a ahmting direction, rock steps are left, 8<«

tliat a person can go down to the level of the water at any height, and
get it by means of a vessel held in the hand, no bucket with a rope

l>eing required, as is necessary with other cisterns. These cisterns have
generally no opening in the roof

; yet the largei' one hei-e h;is such, but
more for the i)ur])ose of letting the water run in from the uppei- sui face,

than for taking it out. As may be seen by the i>lan and sections, A has
one opening in the rock wall, but B two. In B, or the eastern one, a

PLAN N ? I ioaNp*5:|-jjy*V!jj^^

GrBOTTJTD PlAN OF TUE (sO-CALLED) ToMBS OF THE KiNGS.

square pier was put at some later time as a support for the loof. lu

fiont of these two cisterns are a number of rock blocks, quarrieil to

procure well-shaped stones—but not detached from the rock. They were

used as steps by j^eople going up to the cistern openings to fetch water.

Between these blocks and the last step of the broad stair is a kind of

level court, from it cue can go northwards and three steps down through

an opening or doorway in tlie 9 feet thick rock wall into the large o]ien

couit. This doorway is 10 feet wide, and averages 19 feet high. It is

M 2
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arch-shaped at the top, and lias no door. Having passed througli it we

are now in a large court Avith rock walls 28 feet high round about. The

court is nearly a square, 85 feet from east to west, and 87 feet from south

to north. The bottom i.s to some degree level, and rock, having no other

flooring. Along the sides, except the eastern, runs a rock bench or

seat, and near the north-west corner, in the flooring, is a bowl-shaped

excavation to take up the surface water {see Plan 2).

In the middle of the western rock wall is a large square opening

28 feet long and 15^ feet high. To some degree the sides of it, but

especiallv its top part, have in relief very fine sculptured decorations in a,

somewhat altered Doric style, with grapes, &c., described already in

many books, and as Sir C. W. Wilson says' :—" Some of the decorations

have disappeared under the chisel and hammer of some enterprising

traveller.'' In this opening once stood two pillars (as may be seen on the

architrave), dividing the opening into three entrances, the middle one

somewhat wider than the side ones, which latter had from the jamb to

the pillar a parapet of about 4 feet high, most probably in some leaf

work or lattice-shaped form, so that the middle opening was the real

entrance to the vestibule, which is 38i feet long and, without the jambs,

14 feet wide and 18 feet high. The ceiling is also rock and level, having

only round about a small moulding. The floor is nearly 3 feet higher

than the floor of the large court ; four angular steps lead up to it. In

front of them stood most probably four pillars, two opposite the jambs,

and two opposite the two vestibule pillars, as it is shown by dottings in

Plan 2. These outer pillars, including chapiters and basements, must

have been about 2G feet high, so that their architrave was as high as the

highest part of the frieze, and other mouldings. On the top of these

mouldings on the one side, and on the architrave of the pillars on the

other side, the covering stones were laid, wdth a fine moulding towards

three sides, and on it were put the basements for the three pyramids

which Josephus mentions ^ to have been on the mausoleum of the family

nf the King of Adiabene, and all scholars agree that these "Tombs of

the Kings" are those of Helena and her family, erected about the

beginning of the Christian era. The age of these tombs is also indicated

in the architecture and the character of the mouldings ;
the high inner

doors are also found in other tombs of the Herod iau period. That these

"Tombs of the Kings"' cannot be those of the earliest Israelite Kings is

quite clear, and has not been discussed here.

In the vestibule on its southern wall is the entrance to the tomb

itself, which could be shut up by a round stone in shape of a millstone

rolled forwards in a groove before the opening. This an-angement is

lescribed in books, and by Sir C. W. Wilson in the Ordnance Survey

** Notes," p. 66. " The longitudinal grooves " (cut in the bottom of the

single tomb chambers), " a feature not seen elsewhere," was, according

1 Ordnance Survey, Jerusalem, "Notes," p. QQ.

^ Josephus, " Antiq.," xx, 4, 3.
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to luy liumble oiiiiiion, to take the water coming down from the moist

rock in heavy winter rains, and very likely the bowl-shaped basin (or

cistern) in the bottom of tlie vestibule had the .same use, tlie rock on

the top here bein-:; thinner, the dropping was therefore more in quantity ;

but it may have had at the same time the use of better conv^.ealing the

entrance of the tombs, as from it the steps, the o])ening, the rolling-atone,

and tlie short knee-passage could be covered by slabs, as may be seen on

Elevation-Section No. 5. The grooves into whicli these s-labs were put

are still visible. When all was shut properly no .stranger could imagine

that there was an opening to tombs, or perceive where to look for such.

As all the tombs are on the south, it was thought an oj)ening might

also be found opposite on tlu; noithcrn wall, but all search was in vain.

It seems that the intention to makn such in cour.se of time e.xisted, but

was never carried out. Jeru.salem was destroyed, the Jews dispersed,

the city became first pagan and then Christian, and so other wants and

manners arose, and the former plans became neglected.

"When tlie last modern arrangement and clearing of the place was

made, and especially when the deposit of earth was removed from the

lai'ge court, a good niuuber of architectural stones and remains of

sculptures were found, which I have examined and mea.sured, and the

chief of them sketched, of which I give copies on Sheets Nos. 7 and 8.

First, several stones were found which it was ele:ir had belonged to

the upper part of a iiyramid, similar to that on "Absalom's pillar,"' or

the monument, so-called, in the Kidron Valley, as shown in Fig. 1, plan

and section, on Sheet 7. As there is a deepening in the centre of the top

piece, this gives the proof that there was still some other top or end

piece, of what tigure or form we do not know. The pyramid was also

much higher and stood certainly on a square base, and the whole on the

top or cover of the architrave of the pillars and the rock-top. There were

three pvramids, of which the middle one, corresponding to the larger

entrance below, may have been somewhat larger than the others, or side

ones.'

Fig. 2, Sheet 7, is a corner piece of the ai'chitrave, but, unfortunately,

1 was not able at the time to make proper drawings of the leaf work,

measuring simply tiie mouldings. I left this also partly because they

were greatly damaged.

Fig. 3 is the base of a pillar, its .shaft witii 17i inches diameter at its

lower end. It; prolmbly stood in tlie opening of the vestibule.

Fig. 4 is a similar l:>tise of :i pillar, but without a s(piare or abacus-

shaped part at its foot. The diameter of the pillar belonging to this

measured 21 inches. I think it is one of the four which stood in front of

the vestibule entrance and the steps.

' These remains are mentioned in the " Jcru.salem Volume of the Sui-vcy of

Western Palestine," p. 405. Dr. Schick has been asked to endeavour to obtain

pliotograi)hs of the fiaguieuts of the pyramids, tlic bases of columns, capitals,

and any other architectural remains that exist on the spot.

—

[Ed.]
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On Sheet 8 is given one of the capitals, as restored from the remains.

According to the diameter and the width of the abacus it behmged to

one of the pilhirs of the vestibule opening.

The capitals of the larger pillars I think may have had nearly the

same shape, only thicker, not looking so tall. Of other and only small

pieces, I could make nothing, but think with the aid of this one described:

we learn enough that an architect may with some degree of certainty

reconstruct the pyramids and the whole of the decorated entrance to

these celebrated royal tombs.

A GREEK INSCRIPTION FROM NEAR NAZARETH.

By Rev. H. Porter, of the Syrian Protevstant College, Beirfit.

April I2tk, 1897.

I SEXD a copy of a Greek inscription on a stone from the vicinity

of Nazai-eth, which I have made from a squeeze which is not very good,.

as the person who took it and sent it to me is not experienced in such

matters. I have made a pretty careful study of the squeeze, and am
quite sure of most of the characters, but v/here there is doubt I have

left the copy indistinct, tracing the lines of the original as they appear

in the squeeze. The stone is evidently somewhat worn Viy time. I

do not send the squeeze as I understajid that the person who sent

it to me (a native Syrian) wishes it returned, but should Dr. Murray

find my copy undecipherable, I might get permission to forward it.

The inscription may have been published, but I cannot tind it

in any of the woi^ks on Greek inscriptions I have at hand.

HNMOYnATHPKOINTOCHNMHTHPOIAOYC
TOAOYNOMECTINAn€IWNnATPICA€MOY
KAinACIKOINHrAAAPAXPHCTOMOYCIA
CO<l>HCAA<t>innOY€CTINHMHTHP<I)IAOYC
AnAIAATOIKON€rAinWN€niTPICIN
OIKtjOK€A€YeOICTYMBON€ICOMOYCIHN
nATHPAnACAN€KX€ACM€HA0YnC€N'
ZHCANT€THAIC€NA€KMON0I^€NHC€H

Length of inscription, m. 0'75 ; width, m. ()"30.

Height of lettei's about 3^ cm.

Irregularity in length of lines nearly as in the original, some end-

letters perhai>H effaced.
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Note by Dr. MrRit.w.

ill' flOl' TTdTlljl Kc/()'70V, ijV flij-rijll <l'(\ot)<^,

T« Ci oi<i'(ift I aril' :\~( lu'v, 7r(i-j)i<i en fiov

Kill TTUai hOII'lj VaC(lj)'l X/)llfT-l>ll()l'ITlll,

'^o(/)>j^- e ('iC^iTrTToti cffT/i' y juijtijj) <l>A(>r'<f.

UTTUira T OIKOU C'^/XtTrit'l' CTTI T/XfTII/

oiKu) Kc\cii0oi9 ri'fi/ioi' ' r/v ofiovm'iji'

Trmiift u~(t<ruv t'fc-^'Cffv /(< //\(^ >'—iaOcv

'C.l](fnvi tV/y rJv dfrcic (^tl^fioi' O/^y'ji'ijfTci'.

My father was Quintus, my mother was Pliilous,

My name is Apeiou, my fatheiland .... Gadara, fond of the Muses,

My mother IMiiloiis is of Sn|)hO, the liorseless.

Leaving a home (now) childless, I dwell in a tomb at the Three Ways.

.... my father came after me sornjwing.

He mourned for me who had lived twice eleven years.

At Dr. Murray's request Dr. Porter again examined the squeeze at

several doubtful points, and wrote as follows :

—

3/ai/ I5th, 1807.

Your letter of the 29th ultimo, containing Dr. Murray's reading

of the Greek inscription from Nazareth, is I'eceived. After carefully

examining the squeeze, I am satisfied that the kui iras of third line

should be amended by the addition of an i to Tray, and I have inserted

this in my copy. This will give Ka\ ttucti koivti FaSnpa, which offers a

tolerable reading, while the other did not. In the sixth line I can make
nothing different from my original transcript, nor in the seventh.

Dr. Murray's emendation of vTrcei/ to vmadeu is quite likely correct,

but cannot be got from the squeeze, where the tt and c are so close

together that no other letter can have existed between, and though

there is more space between the c and e, it is quite blank, not a trace

of a)iything. In the last line the first letter is undoubtedly Z, and I

have so marked it in my transcript. Dr. Murray's insertion of f in

(e)fiov is doubtless correct, though there is no space for it in the squeeze.

His emendation of the last word is also correct, I think, as there are

traces of the p, and although the letter following is clearly e, it i

probably the engraver's en-or, or a dialectic variation. The other words

undiscovered must stand, I think, as I cannot make anything else out

of the squeeze.
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N'OTES FROM JEDUR.

By Dr. G. Schumacher.

l.v the country north of Haiirau lies the district of Jedur, renowned

fur its abundance of water and pasture fields, and especially for its well-

bred, tall (long-legged) cattle, known in tlie market as those of S'asa'

'

or Bakr Khesi. The north of Jedtir is hilly, the south a continuation

of the Hauran plateau. In the plain of Jedur, wliere the country begins

to I'ise towards Mount Hermon, we find a verj' conspicuous elevation,

visible throughout Hauran and even on the borders of the Syrian

.ste[)i)e el-Hamad, the Tell el-Hdrra. A recent trip through Hauran 1o

Damascus occasioned me to explore this spot and to spend a night in

tlie village Kh. el-Hfirra. The railway train running from el-Mezeirib

to Damascus stops at el-Kuneiyeh, iw_>wu!^, a station 36 miles south of

Damascus-Midan ; from here we turn due west and ride over a rolling

country, covered with lava and siar or sheepfolds ; in 35 )uinutes we

leach the village InkJtil, jJ-csT^, a small place numbering 55 to 60 huts,

and thence strike a paved Roman road leading from el-Kuueitrah around

the foot of Tell el-Harra towards Nawa. The track along which we
ride is hardly beaten, and often we were comjielled to consult the

shepherds watching their numerous flocks in finding our way out of

the lieaps of lava and mounds composed of loose stones, gathered by an

ancient people who evidently once cultivated this stony but fertile spot.

Several brooks were crossed until we arrived, after a good three hours'

ride from the station, at the village Kh. el-Harra. The village is

built round the eastern part of a small crater Ijing in front of the

south-eastern foot of Tell el-Harra ; between this crater and the tell

itself we find a narrow, hollow plain, which is, as well as the steejj slojjes

of the tell, cultivated. The village is the property of Mr. Selim Freige,

of Beirut, and the large area of cultivated land belonging to it is adminis-

tered by his agent, Yllsef Efi"eiidi Mansur Hatim, whose hosijitality we
enjoyed. The huts are built of stone, and number 126 in all, the popula-

tion being about 500 souls. The fellahtn are natives from Jazem and

Zimrin settled down among the Bedawin ; a ])art of the latter still camp
on their old grazing fields. They are all Mohammedans, except a Christian

storekeeper from Damascus, and his brother, who has opened a dry goods

.shop in the village, and occasionally performs the duty of a butcher.

The place is health}-, but the water is filthy as usual, and must be

brought from a distant spring. The climate is cool ; snow falls regularly

in January and February. The elevation of the village is, according to

my aneroid, 3,120 feet above the Mediterranean. Kh. el-Harra contains

heaps of ancient building stones, some of which are covered with the

' Probably the Biblical " bulls of Bashan " were brought hence.
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leading Haur.lu oruiiment : vine-leaves and grapes, wreaths and a f;iir

representation of the local awinthus-like thistles, called JKhurfesh and

Siinnari. In the yard of the so-called Jam'a I co})ieil the followiiitr head

of an altar, representing a raised feather ornament :
—

/ If

<•
//i

t *
?:

On the lintrl.s of doors, ancient Arabic inscriptions, mostly jiiuch

weathered, are seen. The following was partly legible, and seems to

represent an apophthegm ; the year indicated may be 304 (?) of the

Hejra :

—

i:^J.J^• .AJ.I2 .^^ii.

In the dukkaneh or shop we find a Greek inscription on a- basalt

gravestone, measuring 3 feet by 1 foot 1 inch, now used as a pavestone,

-which runs thus :

—

PoYMA

CCI KA

1

>
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The spelling of the name of the village and tell is, el-Hana,

>jUJl the hot, the glow-fire, and not el-Hara, i^,U;,!\, as given in the

present maps of Jedfxr, and may allude to the volcanic actions of the

region. Between the village and the neighbouring range of volcanic-

hills to the west, dominated by the highest peaks of Hami Kursu and

Tell Abu Neda, extends a fertile high plateau, intersected by lava

streams and perennial brooks, the greatest part of which is claimed

by the Circassian colonists who settled at Surraman, el-Breikah and

fcl-Kuneitrah ("The Jaulan," i)p. 113, 207, 243) ; the huge haystacks around

their settlements give a proof of its fertility as pasture land. These

Russian colonists do veiy well ; the number of their villages has been

increased to 18 ; the area of their lands under cultivation grows steadily
;

Kuneitrah, their head place, and residence of the Kaimakam of Jaulan, has

become a populous and flourishing town ; the colonists occupy most of

the Government positions in the Kada of Jaulan ; their young men serve

in the regular army, in the Cii'cassian regiment at Damascus, or in the

" Corps de Gendarmerie " (the mounted jjolice or zaptiehs), a detachment

of which is stationed at Kuneitrah. They have improved their relations

with the local Bedawin tribes, and it is said that they even begin to inter-

marry ; but, when the large tribes of the Syrian desert begin to overflow

the high plateaus of Hauran and Jaulan in July, the Circassians must

have a watchful eye on these old adversaries, to prevent their crops from

being trodden down, or eaten up by the thousands of camels of the

Ruwala tribe, who linger to feed on the succulent herbs of Jaulan after a

fast of eight months in the arid desert.

From the village of el-Harra, the Tell el Hdn-a can be easily ascended.

This mount belongs, as well as the neighbouring peaks, to the class of

extinct volcanoes. A large crater opens on the top, the summit of which

reaches an altitude of 3,660 feet above the Mediterranean, and is

crowned by a simple Mohammedan shrine, the weli 'Omar esh-Shehkl,

JU^A^l «.Ki J«- On the western foot of the tell we find the ruins

of important Ai-abian buildings, the Der es Silj, ^yJl\ ^' J, which may

oriorinate from the Hauran kings of the Ghassanites or Jefnites ;

nnfort^inately I had not suflicient time at my disposal for a thorijugh

exploration of these remains.

The view gained from both village and Tell el-Harra is the finest I

know in that part of the country. The wide plateau of Hauran and

Jaulan lies like a map before us ; in the dim south rise the mighty

heights of the woody Jebel 'AjlCin, in the east the Lejjah or Trachonitis

l)resents itself as a flat land, slightly raised above the surrounding

l)lain and gradually passes over to the Jebel ed-Drfiz, the site of the

bloody encounters of last year, and culminates in the peaks of Tell

el-K16b and Tell Jena ; in the Hauran plain we easily distinguish the

sites of Dera'ah, Sahwet el-Kameh, Tsll Sahem ej-Jaulan, and the near

Nawa, with their characteristic old square towei-s, while in the far

south-east we just see a black spot seated at the foot of the Draze
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Mountains : it is tlif ancient metropolis, Bosra eski ShTim ; behind ns, to

tlie north, rises the majestic Hernion, our Syrian Himalayah or abode of

snow. Bevond tlie Jordan, Mount Tabor, ed-Dalii (small Harmon) are

visible, whereas the Safcd and (Jalilee hills an- hidden by the range of

voleanoes near Kuneitrah. Nine miles N.W.N, we see the volcano called

TalM esk-S/ia'dr, and a few miles to the south-west of it the tall medanet,

or minaret, of Jiba', *-SS^, the shrine of S(('d ed-Din, a hospice or

convent (Antilsli, j,..!C'^) for Dervishes. No explorer of northern JedAi-

should miss this commanding view of Tell el-Harra.

Shek/tah, i^ ^^Iz^.- -This village is situated on the main road from

el-Harra to Damascus, about halfway between Harra and Kisweli ; it

contains 70 huts, and may have a population of 3.^)0 Mohammedan soiils
;

the houses are built of stone. A good spring supplies them with

water. Its barometrical altitude is 2,510 feet above the sea. Over

ao'ainst the village we saw a small hill, also called Shekhab, which is

supposed to represent the ancient site. The present village has only

been founded during the last decades ; it contains several ornamented

Imilding stones and some sarcophagi ; the spring shows ancient masonry.

The area of land under cultivation at Shekhab is equal to 100 feddans or

2,220 acres. Situate a few miles south of S'asa' the village Kendkir, i^lAi,

wj^ pointed out to us ; it is said to contiuu 2,000 inhabitants and many

ruins. In its neighbourhood lies the village Der Bukht, (.^i^-o;^ jt}. 7V^

ytei'ai _t _c . L^ a moderate-sized village on the high road fnnn

Shekhab and Nawa. Unexplored.

Der el- Adas /ujAxJ^ _<J.—A large place on the same high road, about

nine miles south of Shekhab ; number of huts, 110
;
population, about 500

Mohammedan souls ; altitude above sea, 2,620 feet. The village is well

built, and contains many ancient remains. The Jfim'a is an old building,

ilivided into three partitions by arches supported by four pillars ; the

roof is covered and formed in the old Hauran style of architecture liy

b;is;dt stone slabs. Prayer niche in the southern wall. The exterioi-

carefully-dressed building stones contain passages from the Koran in

uiodern Arabic and Cufic letters. Close to this mosque a second more

ancient building was pointed out to me as the one to which the name Der

el-'Adas has always been attached ; according to local tradition it repre-

sents the Kasr or residence of the Arabian Melek (King) el-'Adas.

(Jonsul Wetzstein, in his " Eeisebericht " of Ilauran (p. 131), mentions a

Dwer el-'Adas ' of Christian origin, built by the (ihas.sanite kings, probably

in the fifth or sixth century ; there is little doubt that the two places

are identical, and that tradition once more is supported by hi.storical

facts. The building is a large square surrounded by native huts, the

' Dwer = the diminutive of tier, coiiTent or castle.
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ro\-al palace is uow turued into a public inn or menzul, in wliich we

were oflfered a cupjof Mocha. The basalt building stones of the Kasr

are carefully hewn, and show a peculiar tooth-bond in certain laj'ers. In

-T_r

uther parts of the village we came across numerous subterranean arches,

covered by long slabs and other debris, indicating the importance of

the town. The water supply is obtained from an open reservoir

east of the village ; the climate is healthy ; the people agreeable and

hospitable.

Kefr esh Shems.—Village on the same road, four miles south of Der

el-'Adas ; altitude, 2,()00 feet ; number of huts, 120 to 130 ;
population,

about 600 souls. Mohanuuedans. Many subterranean arches and other

important ruijis. Careful masonry, 'arge building stones and ornamented

lintels on doors and windows of two buildings, each called ed-Der ; two

rows of three and six basalt culunms placed above each other and com-

bined by arches, are still iii situ ; their column heads are Ionic and Doric ;

in other places several columns are combined by long, ornamented slabs

of basalt. These remains belong to temples. On the spring stone of

one of their arches I found the following ornamented Greek letters :

—

Outside of the present village an ancient cemetery was discovered by

the natives, and quantities of human bones, and gold and silver orna-

ments, brought to light. One and a half miles south we cross Wady Kom

Kirieh, i. j ^^ sf -^V Four miles south of K. esh Shems, along the

same road, we strike the village of Zimrm, ,. „^- written erroneously

Simlin on the maps of Hauran. Altitude, 2,550 feet ; number of huts, 65 ;

population, 300 souls. Some ruins, but evidently none of importance.

Five miles and a half .still southwards, we reach the largest vilkge on our

present excursion, Jdse)7i, ^.^. Altitude, 2,450 feet ; number of huts,

215
;
population, about 1,000 .-^uuLs. Several water basins, ancient remains,

many Byzantine >-!-< and other crosses "t~ on the building stones. From

Jasem we reached the well-known village of Nawa in 1 hour 50 minutes

.slow ride. In returjiing from Damascus I followed the ancient " via
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maris," the sultuni Icadiiii,' over S'.asa' ;iud Ivuneitrah to the Jis)- K'liat

V'akAb on the Joidaii, aiul passed by the ohl ruin of iVu'ardn, \\h\rhH

described in "'The Jaulan " (pp. 63, 224). Thi.s site has now been built

up, and contain.s some 40 Inits, ])artly inhabited, partly again abanduncd

by the Bedawin settlers. In addition to the ancient remains which 1

leproduced in " The Jaulan," the following Greek Christian iusciiptions

have been tliscovered on lintels (Nu'aian, Basalt) of doors on one of tin-

ujain gi-ain stores :

—

-(- £ Y A H twpfrt
TH I <)> UJ N H C

uj C MDYK'g,
K > I Y ir E P

MQYETTAY
g EHOH-B-H

DTieiCHKOYCEl
THCAf-H ^E
BDH-B-UCMW
A COICTM C

TiOH A Die A
BHNaMHN

J //

ceeocxf

» o-

Other buildings contain numerons crosses and leaf ornaments. The
inliabit;ints are continuously excavating in the hope of finding treasures,

but have so far not been very successful. The villagers of Fik in Jaulan

have had more success : they excavate around the hill of Sdsiyeh, the

ancient Susitha of Talmud, at Kal'at el-Husn, and Fik itself, and have

brought bjvskets full of Roman gold, silver, and copper ornaments and
coins to daylight, heaps of copper and bronze tools, ancient glass and

pretty gems, and are doing a regulai' tiade with merchants fiom Saida

and Beirdt. Some of the specimens of golden bracelets, earrings,

chains, &c., shown to me are really handsome and valuable.

Jisr hendt Y'akuh.—Whilst at Safed I was infornied by the learned

Kadi there, a native of Safed and a member of the distinguished family

of en Nahaioj/, that the expression " hendt " was a late corruption of the

original spelling hend^ \j^A, or ibnd Y'akAb, the sons of Jacob. This

statement wa.s confirmed to me by a rabbi of Safed, who added that Jncun

only having one daughter, Dinah, the spelling bend instead of bc/td/

-(daughters) was surely the original.

Haifa, January—March, 1897.
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THE WATER OE JACOB'S WELL.

By Dr. Henry J. Bailev.

The subject of Jacob's Well is without doubt one of the most interesting

Ave could have to deal with, for not only is the well itself one of the few

undisputed sites in the Holy Land, but " on the brink of Jacob's Well

we may stand in the very footprints of Christ "(" Twenty-one Years'

Work in the Holy Land," p. 99).

In this same most interesting little volume, a veritable multum in

parvo^we have the axiom laid down by Colonel Conder :
—"When the

traditions of Jew, Christian, and Moslem unite, there is strong presump-

tion for believing that they are right No one doubts, for

instance, the site of Hebron, Eachel's Tomb, and Jacob's Well." In the

case of the Jacob's Well we might add that Samaritan tradition confirms

the authenticity of this site, and may well be considered of the highest

A-alue, for the Samaritan community has ever clung to the locality where

once their Sacred Temple stood, and to this day survives there and there

alone. I am not, therefore, surprised that my notes on the quality of

the water in Jacobs Well should have called forth some further sugges-

tions upon the subject dealt with. With regard to the first of these in

the January number of the Quarterly Statement, in which Dr. Turnbull, of

Philadelphia, suggests that the woman came to the well to draw water

for the toilers in the fields near by, I think this explanation of her

presence there, and at that hour, a likely one. The early morning and

evening are the usual times of resort to spi'ings and wells for water

supply, as being the times when the atmosphere is coolest for the con-

A-eyance of water (always kept cool with scrupulous care in the East), and

tlie times when flocks and herds are watered.

J acob's Well at the time of our Lord had long ceased to be a necessity,

as diu'ing the times and under the circumstances in which its cautious

and diplomatic founder caused it to be excavated. It would not in our

Lord's time be very generally used, and if the woman came, as was

suggested in my notes, to supply water for some richer persons, she

would have come at the usual hours. Her jiresence there during the

heat of the day was for some special j^urjiose, and the supply of water

to workers in the adjoining fields is a likely supposition, especially on

the grounds of her being poor and dependent upon the labour of carrying

Avater for her livelihood.

The second letter, in the same number of the (Quarterly State^nent,

\\\ which Dr. Masterman suggests the sacred character of the well as

forming the sole reason of her presence there, I need, perhaps, scarcely

])()int out is the usual and most natural tlieorv, and the one mentioned
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by many uriters when refeniug to this subject. My notes as to the

quality of tlie water in the well were given, not in dispute of this usually

accepted theory, but as an interesting tradition, baaed upon apparently

good grounds, contirniing the truth of the (iospel narrative of the

presence of a woman at the well at an unusual hour and for a purpose

not easily appreciated, when the distance from her home and the presence

of a fountain of living water at her very door is taken into account.

That there is an essential difierence in the finality of the water of

this well as compared with the usual supply from the numerous springs

suiTounding it there cannot be a doubt. In the valuable little volume
mentioned above I find (j). 197), Mr. Mills, in liis "Three Mouths'
Residence at Nablus," quoted as observing, "that the well is not an
'aiit, a well of living water, but a bcr, a cistern to hold rain water."

The ob.servations of various writers confirm this view, which well

accords with the fact that for many years compaiatively little water
found its way into the well, as the surrounding surface has been neglected

;ind in a ruinous state. An examination of the spot shows that the

<;•?/« mouth of the well is some distance below the surrounding surface,

stud was made in such a position as to ensure a large quantity of raiii

water finding its way into the well. The Greek custodians have late!\

cleared the surroundings and mouth of the well, and the immediate
result, in spite of the many feet of accumulated rubbish in the well

itself, is a far better and more constant supply of water. There can,

therefore, be little doubt that rain water plays a large part in the suppl_)-

of this well, and that the keen and accurate perceptions of the natives

have long detected an essential difference in the quality of the water as

compared with the surrounding springs.

I have no wish to weaken the arguments as to the sacred character
of the water proving the cause of the woman's presence at the well, but
would suggest, as another explanation, that she might have resorted
thither during the heat of the day to supply the wants of passing
travellers, who, after all, were the only likely customers for sacred waters.
We do not find that residents usually duly appreciate the sacred waters
so easily within their reach unless for some essential goodness !

In conclusion, I may say that the " simple explanation " of the actical

fact of the well in that situation, as offered by Dr. Masterman, is the
•one and only explanation, and is given as such by many writers. Both
^)f his suggestions have therefore been anticipated by others, e.g., in

the "Laud of Israel," Canon Tristram remarks :
—" How truly in keejiing

-with Jacob's peace-loving character was this act of sinking a well in

the plain at such an enormous cost, so near the city and its abundant
s] (rings and rills; fearing lest his sons should be brought into collision

with the men of Shechem concerning that water which was far more
|)recious than land "

; and in " Tent Work in Palestine," p. 38, Colonel
Cornier says :—" By digging the well Jacob avoided those quarrels from
•which his father had sutiered in the Philistine country, pursuing a policv

of peace which appears generally to have disting\iished his actions" ; and
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ill Thompson's " Land and the Book," the same explanation is given in

yet minuter detail."

BisHOPSTOKE, Hants,
Jlay irjth, 1897.

THE DAMASCUS RAILWAYS.

By Dr. E. W. G. Masterman.

For some two years now, two railways have been in regular working

order connected witli Damascus. These are the Beirdt-Damascus and

the BeirAt-Mezerib (Hauran) lines. Though these two lines were

constructed by diiferent companies, the former by a French and the

latter by a Belgian company, they have from their opening been

amalgamated under the French company known as " Chemins de fer

de Beyrouth-Damas-Hauran et Beredjik sur FEuphrate." The extension

to Beredjik, it is scarcely needless to remark, is not yet begun. Both

railways consist of a single line on the one metre gauge and the plant i»

common to both. The large station at the Meidan end of Damascus is

the starting place for trains to both Mezerlb and BeirCit.

1 [The Kev. Alexander A. Body, on p. 80 of his "Christ in His Holy

Land," published by the S.P.C.K. in 1897, has the following remarks on this

subject :

—

'• With SeUm el Gomri, the Syrian Deacon of Nablus, I sat on the same

Jacob's Well. We looked down into its depths, and then we lowered some

lighted candles on a small frame ; as they slowly descended they lit up the old

stones placed there in the days of the Patriarch, and which actually were there

when Jesus rested here. These very stones heard His sw^eet voice. ' You

might wonder,' said Selim, ' wliy Jacob made a well here, when already there

were so many springs of water in this neighbourhood. It was, I think, that he

might avoid strife between his herdsmen and the men of Shechem. Tliis

would be his own well, and so none covild complain.'

" ' Will you tell me,' I said to this Deacon of Nablus, ' why the Samaritan

woman came to this well, and why she came at mid-day.'

" ' I think that she was at work in the fields here. She would bring out

ircm home in tlie morning some food for her dinner, and also her small jar

and a long, light piece of rope. At noon she would leave her weeding for

awhile and come here to drink this water, on which she may have set some

special value of a medicinal or superstitious character. She belonged, I think,

to El Askar, that village at the foot of Mount Ebal over yonder. That is where

Sychar is said to have stood in those days.' (It is thought by some that this

Avell (or pit) Avas chiefly a store for surface water, and that it contained softer

water than could be found in the abounding springs of this Shechem vale)."

—

Kd.]
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The Deirat-Damascus line, commenced in 1891, is 147 kilometres

long and lias, including the termini, 25 stations. The quickest trains

take a little over nine hours. The first section between BeirUt and
3fu'alal-eh-Za/ileh, though only 56 kilometres long, includes by far the

greater part of the engineering ilifficulties. Over a great part of this

section, both in ascending and descending the Lebanon, the cog-wheel

system known as the Aptor is used. That is, there is a rack in the middle

of the permanent way composed of a double row of solid cast steel cof>-s

into which the cogged wheels on the engine ]>\iiy. It is, I believe, the

same system as that employed on the newly-opened Snowdon llailway.

The sleepers throughout are of iron. Ascending the Lebanon with an
average incline of 1 in 22 '5, the line rises to a height of 4,877 feet, the

steepe.st parts having an incline of 1 in 14. At ^Areyah and also at ^Ahik
difficult curves are avoided by ruiniing the train into a terminus and
reversing the engine to the other end. At the steepest parts just before

'Areyah and also at two points near the summit there are short tunnels.

As the train commences to descend the eastern sides of the Lebanon, a
magnificent panorama of the Buka'a opens before the traveller, with the

Anti-Lebanon to the east and Hermon to the south. At Mv^alakeh a halt

of half an hour is made for lunch, which is served in the railway station

in a satisfactory and expeditious way. From here onwards the line is an
ordinary track, and an ordinary engine takes the train on while the

special mountain engine returns, taking the train from Damascus. The
heights of the Anti-Lebanon are avoided by turning to the north-west and
making a detour through the narrow and tortuous Wudii YahfAfeh, and
then turning south along the Zahdaney Plain. After the "Wady Yahffifeh

a great increase in speed is possible, and the last 60 kilometres is done in

two houi's and twenty minutes. At the end of the Zehdaney Plain the

train turns into the winding Wady Barada, where the rapid pace,

combined with the frequent curves and the narrow gauge, often causes

a disagreeable amount of rocking motion.

The route of the railway is exceedingly picturesque—much more so

than the old diligence road. For the antiquarian the chief points of

interest are the remains of the old Roman road v/itli the Latin inscrip-

tions, as well as the ancient tombs to be seen from the train as it passes

the ancient site of Arbela just west of the present Suk Wady Barada
station.

There are two services of passenger trains each way in the 24 hours :

day trains leaving both termini at about 7, crossing at jNIu'alakeh at noon
and reaching their destinations about 4.30, and night trains carrying the

mails and going somewhat slower. There are also two goods trains each
way daily. There are three classes, the fares for the whole journey being
about 20, 12, and 8 shillings respectively. The first class is provided
with well-padded carriage equal to the first class on many Continental

railways.

N
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iitatio7is between BeirAt and Damascus.

BeirAt.

Hadetli.

Babdeh.

Jam fir.

'Areiyah.

'Aleih.

BhamdAn.
Ain-SOfar.

Mereijat.

Jedita-Shtora.

Said -Nail.

Mu'alakeh-Zahleh

.

Eeyak.

Yahft:ifeh.

Zurghaya.

Zebd&ny.

El-Tequieh.

S.-W.-Barada.

Deir-Kanftn.

'Ain-Fijeli.

Judeideh.

Hamy.
Dummar.
Damascus-Beramke.

„ Meidan.

The Damascus-Hauran Eailway, which has been quite lately wrongly

described as a " tramway," was completed and opened for traffic several

months before the BeirAt one. The construction of this line presented

few engineering difficulties, as after crossing the low shoulder of the Jebel

el Asivad and bridging the River 'AwaJ (the so-called Pharpar), the track

is laid on the almost level plain of Hauran. The line is 101 kilometres

Jong, and the whole journey is performed in a little over 3h hours. The

train leaves Damascus at 7 a.m., reaches Mezerlb at 10.55, and leaves

again for Damascus at 1 r.M.

In point of picturesqueness this line is not to be compared with the

Beirftt-Damascus railway, but it is full of interest to the student of the

country. The great coin -growing Hauran, with its wonderful black

basaltic cities, is now easy of access to all, and the half-way station,

Sunamein, is an excellent specimen of these misnamed " Giant Cities of

Bashan."

Stations on the Damascus and Hauran Line.

Damascus.

Daraya.

Sahnaya.

Kesweh.

Khan-Denfm.
ZOrakie.

Ghabagheb.

Sunamein.
Kuneiyeh.

Sheikh-Misktn.

Dail.

Mezeirlb.

The management of these railways is, on the whole, good—the

passenger service remarkably so. The trains run punctually, no severe

accidents have occurred, and the officials are usually polite. Their smart

uniform forms a striking contrast to the slender and ragged clothing of

their neighbours, especially in the Hauran ; though for the matter of

that, this contrast is nothing compared with that afforded by the modern

red-tiled-roofed station-houses standing in close proximity to the ruins of

Hauran's ancient civilisations.
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THE LENGTH OF THE JEWISH CUBIT.

By Colonel C. M. Watson, C.M.G., K.E.

The exact length of the cubit which was used by the Jews in the con-

struction of the Temjjlc is a ])roblem which has given rise to much
discussion and, up to the present time, it cannot be regarded as definitely

fixed. Some writers consider that they have solved the difficulty, each

of whom asserts confidently that the length as calculated by him must be

the correct one. Unfortunately, however, the conclusions arrived at are

not in accordance with one another, the lengths given varying from about

16 to 21 inches. I think, therefore, that any additional light which can

be thrown upon the question may be of interest to those who wish to

arrive at some definite result, and there is one method of investigation

which appears to me not to have received the attention that it deserves.

This is the system of barleycorn measurement upon which, among
the Jews and certain other Semitic peoples, the fixing of a standard

measure was based. It is generally acknowledged that the ordinary

cubit used by the Jews was one composed of 6 haudbreadths or palms,

each palm of 4 fingerbreadths or digits, and each digit of 6 grains

of barley placed side by side so as just to touch one another. The
whole cubit was, therefore, equal to 144 barleycorns thus placed. This

cubit is identical with the sacred cubit of the Mohammedans both as to

the total number of barleycorns contained in it and as to the diflferent

subdivisions, so that the origin, whatever it may have been, was probably
the same.

Having been unable to find in any work upon the subject that the

length of the cubit, as based upon the width of the barleycorn, had been
carefully investigated, I procured some ordinary Syrian barley from
Jerusalem, and, having cleared it of husks, made a scale of the grains,

about 30 inches in total length. The grains were placed exactly touching

each other with the axes parallel, and were glued down so as to remain
perfectly firm, and thus enable careful and repeated measurements to be
taken. To facilitate this the wooden scale in which they were fixed was
grooved, the groove being equal in width to the length of a barleycorn,

and in depth to the thickness of the grain. The actual length of the

groove was 3003 inches, which just contained 243 grains of barley

])laced side by side as described. The measurements were taken to one
hundredth of an inch and gave the following results :

—

Taking the whole length of the scale, 243 grains gave a length of

30"03 inches, which gave for the cubit of 144 grains a length of

17*79 inches.

The length of 144 grains, measuring from one end of the scale, gave a
cubit of 17"76 inches. The same from the other end of the scale gave a
cubit of 17"78 inches. The mean of these three gave a cubit of 17777
inches.

N 2
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Although the breadth of the grains of barley was very uniform, yet

there were small differences, so that it appeared desirable to measure

handbreadth by handbreadth in order to arrive at an average result.

The length of the scale being 30'33 inches, there were rather more than

10 handbreadths in it. The following gives the result of the measure-

ment of these consecutively :

—

2-96 inches.

3-03 „

1st handbreadth
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length of the Egyptian cubit, of whicli there liave been many determina-

tions, and these, though not exactly the same, agree fairly well witli eadi

other. Here, for example, are some of them, with the authorities for

each :

—

Name of Cubit. Autliotity. Length in Inches.

Nilometer of Elephantine .... Wilkinson 206250
The same Jomard 207484

A cubit of Thebes Harris 20-G50U

Cubit of the Pyramids Petrie 20G320
The Egyptian cubit Perrot et Chipiez .... 20-6697

A cubit from Memphis .... .... Jomard .... .... 20'4729

A cubit in the Turin Museum .... Wilkinson 20'5730
n-'The .same Jomard 20'5786

Another „ 20-6180

Another „ 20-6584

The mean value of these is 20-6226 inches, which is probably not far

from the length of the Egyptian cubit. Many more determinations could

be given, which are nearly all between 205 and 20-8 inches, and do not

contradict the above. This cubit was 7 handbreadths in length, and if

we assume that the handbreadth was the same as that of the Jewish
cubit, it would be equal to 168 barleycorns.

On the scale made with the mummy barley, 168 barleycorns are equal

to 19-66 inches. If we assume that the amount of shrinkage is uniform
throughout, allowing for the same proportion, the cubit of 144 grains

would be 17-790 instead of 16-96 inches, a result which agrees fairly well

with that of 17-778 inches, as obtained from the measurement of modern
Syrian barley.

The final result that we arrive at, therefore, is that the Jewish cubit

of 6 handbreadths was between 16-96 and 17-79 inches in length, and was
probably much nearer to the latter than the former measurement. This
confirms the conclusion, based on wholly different considerations, that the

cubit was about 17-70 inches. The cubit scale based on this length is as

follows :

—

Inches.

1 barleycorn ... 0-123

6 barleycorns = 1 digit 0-737

24 „ =4 digits = 1 palm 2-950

144 „ =24 „ = G palms = 1 cubit .... 17-700

The Egyptian cubit of 7 handbreadths, based on the same scale, would
be 20-65 inches, which agrees very well with the length of the same culut

as derived from measurements of the Egyptian monuments.
It is -worthy of note that the barleycorn, as a unit of measure, gives

a more accurate and uniform result than might have been anticipated.

It is, indeed, doubtful whether any other natural objects could have been

selected by which anyone could make his own measure without difficulty,

wliile measures so made would vary from each other to a very small

extent.
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DATE OF THE SILOAM TEXT.

By Lieut. -Colonel C. E. Conder, LL.D., E.E.

Mr. E. J. PiLCHER has contributed to the Proceedings of the Biblical

Archaeological Society a paper on the date of the Siloam te.xt (May 4th,

1897), in which he argues that it should be placed as late as the time

of Herod the Great The reasons are interesting, but I venture to think

that they are not sufficient to upset the generally received opinion, first

given by Dr. Isaac Taylor, and now apparently accepted by Professor

Sayce, though in 1883 he ascribed this text to the time of Solomon. The

argument is based on the well-known peculiarities of form in certain

letters (especially the Aleph and Tsade), which distinguish the Siloam

text from those of Phoenicia and Syria, and which occur later in Samaritan,

and on Jewish coins. He also compares the forms found on the seal of

Haggai ben Shebniah, which he attributes to the time of Herod because

found at the base of the Temple wall. This seal, however, does not give

us any of the most characteristic Siloam letters excejjt the JVim.

In speaking of the forms of the Siloam letters I do not depend on

published copies, or even on the cast which Di-. Schick made for me, but

on my own study of the original inscription. In speaking of the Samala

texts I depend on the excellent photographs published in Germany, and

for Phoenician letters on casts, photographs, and squeezes. I venture,

therefore, in the first place, to say that I do not think Mr. Pilcher's

representation of the Koph of the Siloam text is absolutely correct,

while his table gives no idea of the peculiar elongated forms of the later

Phoenician or of some of the forms at Samala ; but with these exceptions

it is correct and valuable.

Exception must also be taken to his conjectural additions to the

column for the seal of Haggai, since these somewhat prejudice the com-

parison, and again to the column of coins of Barcochebas, and to the

attribution of coins of " Eleazar the Priest " to the same age. The so-called

coins of Barcochebas, bearing the name Simon and struck on Roman
denarii, were regarded by Renan as forgeries, and the evidence appears

to me to favour this view. It is not known that Barcochebas was named
Simon, nor does the name Barcochebas occur on these coins at all.

As regards Eleazar, that name was common among high priests, and

the only reason for placing these coins so late appears to be that they

represent a palm tree, supposed to be " copied " from coins of Procurators.

It is quite as likely that the Procurators copied this ancient and widely-

used form from earlier Jewish coins. We must, therefore, discard the

evidence of these coins, and also that of the Hebrew signets, since there

are no means of dating the latter, and, although they are in the alphabet

of the Siloam text, none of them contain the crucial lettei\s Aleph and

Tsade.
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The materials remaining for comparison with the Siloam text, on

which we can rely for date, are, therefore :

—

1st. The Moabite Stone about 900 B.C.

2nd. Baal Libnan Text „ 800 „

3rd. SamalaTextl 800 „

4th. „ „ II "30 „

5th. The Lion Weights from Nineveh .... 745-681 „

6th. Gebal (Yekhu Melek) GOO-400 „

7th. Eshmunazar's Text 300-250 „

8th. Coins of Hyrcanus and Aristobulus .... 135-78 „

9th. „ Jannseus 78-40 „

10th. „ Antigonus 40-37 „

The date of the silver shekels is so uncertain that it can only guide us

approximately, as not earlier than 430 B.C. The earliest Samaritan text

at Shechem is very late, belonging to the sixth century a.d., and the

forms, though recognisable, are so much modified that they have little

bearing on the question.

Of the above sources the first two are not given in Mr. Pilcher's

tables. For convenience of reference a table is here added of the

alphabets in question. It seems to me that anyone comparing the

columns would say that the Siloam text stands in its right place, about

700 B.C., and can hardly be much earlier or much later. Omitting letters

which are very constant and not distinctive we find

—

Alepli. Is the germ whence the late Hasmonean letter arose, and the

more exaffserated Samaritan.

Vau. The Jerusalem form occurs as early as the eighth century on

the lion weights, but not earlier.

Zain. Probably preserves a very early form, and resembles the

Moabite—not the later Phoenician.

Caph. Has a very early form, and not that of later times.

Lam. Has an early form, not that of later times.

Mim. Eesemblcs that on the Hebrew seal of Azayu ben Yokim.

Nun. The same. The later forms approach nearer to square

Hebrew.

Ain. Is found not completely round as early as the Baal Lebanon

text.

Pe. Is nearest to the Moabite Stone.

Tsade. Is certainly the germ of the form found on the Shekels, but

it could not be considered later than these. The Samaritan is

mixch modified.

Koph. Presents an earlier form than that of Samala in 730 B.C., or

than the later Phoenician letter.

Shin. Has the original form, not that of later times.

Tmi. Eesembles the Moabite Stone and not the later foi-ms.
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It is therefore only in the cases of Aleph, Vau, Mini, 2iun, Am, and

Tsade, that the Siloam text differs from the oldest forms of the Moabite

Stone, and in these cases we are able to trace the Siloam forms (excepting

Aleph and Tsade)—
Vau .... .... .... to 8th century B.C.

Mini 7th or 5th „ „

Mm 7th or 5th „ „
Ain .... .... .... .... 9th „ „

The Aleph and Tsade are certainly older than the forms of the Shekel

coinage, or of Antijjonus's coins. It is but natural that the late Jewish

letters should resemble the old alphabet of Israel, but if the forms of

Caph, Lam, and JVun, on the coins of Antigonus, be compared with the

Siloam letters, the superior antiquity of the latter will be seen, whereas

]Mi\ Pilcher supposes the Siloam text to have been written some 60 years

later.

Several other points may be noted in this interesting paper. The
Siloam tunnel is ascribed to Hezekiah, not solely because in 2 Kings

XX, 20, he is said to have " made a conduit," but because in 2 Chron.

xxxii, 30, the tunnel is described as leading from Gihon in the Nakhal,

or Kidron ravine. It has never been proved that there was a second

tunnel to Gihon ; and, as I have before pointed out, the levels of the

aqueduct found by Mr. Schick do not agree with such a supposition.

It is not probable that a civil memorial in Herod's time would have

been written in classical Hebrew. The later Aramaic was then the

spoken language, and even in Ezra's time Hebrew was not commonly
understood.

Mr. Pilcher attributes the square Hebrew text of the Beni Hezir

tomb to the fourth century a.d., but the monument is not in the architec-

tural style of tombs or buildings of that age. This text is generally

referred to the Herodian age, and shows us a very different alphabet

to that of Siloam, but one earlier than that of Palmyra in 200 a.d. He
does not refer to the inscribed coffin of Queen Sarah (Helena of Adiabene),

belonging also to the Herodian period, but inscribed in much later forms

than tbose of the Siloam inscription.

The capital found at 'AmwS,s, and which, both in character and from
the form of the Greek letters, cannot be dated earlier than about the

fourth century a.d., has on it a Hebrew text, which M. Clermont-Ganneau

is said to regard as being in the " old Hebrew character." He jjrobably

only means that it is not square Hebrew. If we compare its letters

with those at Siloam, and with later forms (supposing the copy to

be exact) it will hai'dly, I think, be concluded that they cast much light

on the date of the Siloam text :

—
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Siloam. Amwas. Coins. Samaritan.

5 3 51Beth

Vau

Caph

Lam

Mim

Ain

Eesh

Shin ^-^ oJ U> CO

The conchision which appears to me ck'ar from this comparison is, that

the 'AmwAs capital is written in a very late character, probably by a

Samaritan of the fourth century a.d., bvit that it is earlier than the

Samaritan of the sixth century a.d., in the right hand column.

It has already been suggested by Mr. Davis, I think, that the form

of the Siloam Aleph (like that of the Samala Koph) was due to the

difficulty of cutting the older form. The transition was apparently as

below—

Y
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The seal just found on Ophel by Dr. Bliss cannot be used for com-

parison, being undated, but appears to me to date about 450 B.C., or from

the time of Ezra.

NOTE ON" PIERRE BELON'S TRAVELS.

By Lieut.-Colonel Conder, LL.D., R.E.

Mr. Willoughby Gardner having kindly lent me a book which I have

never seen noticed elsewhere, an abstract is here given of the part

referring to Palestine. Pierre Belon du Mans travelled in 1553, with

the French Ambassador to Turkey—M. de Furet, in Egypt, Sinai,

Palestme, Syria, and Asia Minor. His account comes between that of

Breydenbach in 1483, and that of Quaresmius in 1616. Palestine was

under the Turks, who conquered it in 1518, and the writer was a remark-

ably zealous observer of manners and customs, natural history, and other

subjects not treated by the ordinary pilgrim. The volume of 422 pages,

printed at Paris in 1555, contains numerous rough woodcuts of animals,

plants, costumes, with a bird's eye view of Sinai.

Starting from Cairo the party encamped at the Twelve Bitter Springs

of Moses {'AyHn 3Msa) and followed the usual route to Pharagon (
Wdd>/

Feirdn) where they found three or four huts of palm branches, and thence

by a rocky ascent with steps, reached the foot of Sinai. There were

sixty monks, who entertained travellers both Christian and Moslem, and

a small mosque is said to have existed inside the monastery, east of the

Chapel of St. Catherine. The mountain is said to have three peaks

:

Horeb, on the top of which is a Chapel of St. Catherine ; Sinai, with the

rock stricken by Moses ; and the Mount of Moses to the east. On the

west was a site called Quaranta Padri (Forty Fathers). At the village

of Tor on the coast was a small fort with four towers, and near it were

forty palms. Jews and Christians—Greek, Arab, and Armenian—lived

here, and the Christians are said to have lent one another crosses and

vestments for mass. At Suez were forty galleys, sent from Constantinojjle

and taken in pieces for transport from Cairo. Belon was shown embalmed
bodies of iiying serpents with two legis and wings (probably manufactured)

said to live in the desert.

Gaza was reached early in November, and is described as having

an old square castle, but no walls. Figs, olives, jujubes, and apples,

pomegi'anates, vines, and a few palms grew here, and sugar canes were

cultivated. At Eamleh the ruins, vaults, and cisterns are noticed, and
the land was tilled for corn, barley, and vegetables, with a few vines.

The terracing of the hills is ascribed to the ancient Jews.

Jerusalem was reached on November 8th, ten days after leaving

Cairo. On the way from Ramleh a ruined church with Latin pictures

is noticed (probably at Kuriet el 'Anab). On Sion were some thirty
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Franciscans. Their church {Xcbij DdM) had been taken as a mosque,

but restored to them througli the remonstrances of M. d'Aramont, the

French Ambassador at Constantinople. The account of the holy places

is very short. The walls of the city are said to be modern (tliey liad

been built, as known from their inscriptions, by Soliman I, in 1542).

From Sion, by the Gallicantus Chapel, the visitors went over Kedron

to Bethany, where the tomb of Lazarus wa-s in a small vault (as now

shown). Thence by Bethphage, and the j)lace where Christ mounted the

ass, they went to the top of Olivet, and descended by the Agony Chapel,

and Virgin's Tomb, and Gethsemane. The two pyramidal tombs in the

Kedron are attributed to Jeremiah and Isaiah (now Absolom's and

Zechariah's tombs) ; the stoning of Stephen was placed near the

Golden Gate, which was closed. Bethesda is said to drain into the

Kedron (at the Birket Israil). The Holy Sepulchre Church is des-

cribed, with its roof open above. The price of admission was 9 ducats

each, and the farmer of this tax paid 8,000 ducats a year to the Sultan.

The Plain of Jericho was next visited. A tower existed at Jericho.

After describing shortly the Dead Sea and Jordan, 'Ain es Sultan is said

(wrongly) to be Callirrhoe, and the ascent of Quarantania follows, with

notice of the caves and chapel on the summit. Eeturning to Jerusalem

the party went to Betlilehem : the "Field of Peas" (a common legend

still surviving near Mar Elids) is noticed on the way. The church is

briefly noticed, and thence the way led to Hebron, where a mosque

existed over the tombs of Adam, Abraham, and Isaac. Cliristians

might not enter, but could look through a hole in the outer wall

—

probably that still shown near the south steps of the Haram, though

it does not now give any view of the cave inside. The Field of Ked

Earth and Abraham's Oak are noticed, and on the return journey the

"Sealed Fountain "and the birthplace of St. John the Baptist (at 'J.m

Karim) are just mentioned.

From Jerusalem the party went north, and camped at Blreh. On
the way they found sesame and cotton cultivated. Passing by Jacob's

"Well to Nablus, mention is made of the gardens of white mulberries,

fruits, and olives, and of the trade in cochineal with Venice.

A picture of a Syrian peasant is given, and the dress described. The

hat was high, and apparently of goatskin, with a turban (the Jews wore

yellow, the Christians blue, Moslems white and green). The abba of

black and white left the right arm bare for facility in drawing the bow,

which appears to have been of horn. The shirt, with large, long sleeves,

was confined by a broad leather belt, in which was a dagger. The figure

also carries a shield (probably of leather), a quiver, and a sword. The

shoes came to the ankles. The general eft'ect reminds one of some of

the Assyrian bas-reliefs.

From Nablus to Nazareth occupied only one day's ride, and the Chapel

of the Annunciation was visited. Thence they descended to Capernaum,

where were five fountains of water, and by Bethsaida and Corozaim

(Kerdzeh) reached the Jordan Bridge {Jisr Bendt Y'ahih), where they
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fought the Ai'abs. The Jews liad settled on the north shores of the Sea

of (Galilee, and had recently established fisheries. They remained at a

Khan beyond the bridge, and crossed the Jauldn to Damascus, which was
reached in six days from Jerusalem.

At Damascus was a Venetian Baillie or Consul, and Venetian artisans.

The city had double walls, iron-bound gates, fine bazaars, and gardens.

On the walls were carved two fleur-de-lis and a lion, which were
supposed to be Frankish arms, but the Franks never held Damascus.

There were many square and round towers close together. Silkworms

were fed on the white mulberries. Cotton was carded. Many Jews
lived in a separate quarter, and Greeks and Armenians in all parts. The
departure of the Haj was witnessed ; and the portrait of a gentleman on

a horse is given. The horse is adorned with a yak's tail on the neck : the

rider has a high turban and furred robe. The raisins (Zebib), the

Damascened steel and brass work of the city, are noticed as highly

prized.

From Damascus they proceeded to Calcous (Chalchis, in the Buka'ah

Plain) and to Baalbek, where were Jewish inhabitants. Nine pillars

of great size are mentioned in the citadel, and another in the plain (still

standing north-west of Baalbek). A fight with the Arabs followed near

Lubon, where were Roman ruins ; several of the travellers were wounded,
and made only a short journey north on this day. The decay of agri-

culture is attributed to the people being slaves of the Turks, but the

country was well watered, and had many villages ; and silk was made.

At Lubon elms and walnut trees are noticed.

Horns was next reached, and an ancient masonry tomb (still standing)

is mentioned outside the city, with a Greek epitaph of Caius Cfesar. The
walls were standing, and the town had gardens of mulberries for silk-

worms, and figs. Ilamah was next reached, and is wrongly identified

with Tarsus. The rviins of a Chvirch of St. John are noticed, and a stone

bridge, and the water-wheels for which Hamah is still notable. Sesame,

cotton, walnuts, and other fruits were found near.

Proceeding by Ma'arah the party reached Aleppo, near which city

were olives, apples, pears, plums, and almonds. Here they stayed

with the Venetian Consul. The city traded with Persia, India, and

Mesopotamia in rhubarb, gums, sjiices, &c. The castle on its mound
and the old walls are noticed. There were eight gates.

From Aleppo they returned by Harim (the Castle of Harenc), the

great ditches of which were admired ; and by a bridge (Jisr Hadtd)

they proceeded to Antioch, which is more fully described. The popu-

lation inckided Turks, Greeks, Armenians, and Jews. A covered way
in the west wall led to the citadel.

The rest of the journej'^ to Constantinople gives an equally interesting

account of Asia Minor. They crossed the Amaniis to Adana ; and by

Heraclea, and over the Taurus, reached Iconium. Angora, Achara,

Caracar (" Black Castle "), and apparently arrived at Broussa.

The work is divided into three books. The first treats of Crete,
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Lemnos, Mount Atlios, and Constantinople. The second of tlie voyage

by Ehodes to Alexandria and to Cairo, with the subsequent journey as

here noted. The tliird is devoted to a very good account of Moslem
manners, a fair description of the Korfm, of the traditional life of

.Muhammad, and of the beliefs founded on the Sunna, or Commentary

on the Kor&n. It concludes with notes on Turkish manners, and those

of the Jews and Christians under Turkish rule. The observations are

accurate and valuable, and, as a whole, it is a very interesting account

of the state of the Levant in the reign of Edward VI of England and

Henry II of Fi-ance, written by a man of education, who gave little

credence to the ignorant beliefs of Europeans in his own age, or to the

legends of the ancients concerning the East, but, instead, furnishes a

faithful description of all that he had noticed during his travels.

Weymouth, March 29th, 1897.

NOTES ON THE APRIL "QUARTERLY STATEMENT."

By Lieut.-Colonel C. E. Conder, LL.D., R.E.

I.

P. 113. The stone Hat-Tohn, where lost property was cried (Taanith iii,

8), seems to have stood in the lower jjart of the city, since it was liable

to be flooded over. The block figured seems to be the base of a Byzantine

pillar.

P. 119. There seems no reason why the Jeshimon of Num. xxi, 20,

xxiii, 28, should be east of the Dead Sea. The region was the '' desert

"

round En Gedi, and the places in Moab described as " facing " the

Jeshimon are in view of this western desert. Beth Jeshimoth (" house

of deserts ") has long been jjlaced at Saweimch.

P. 123. In connection with Mr. Baldeusperger's useful answers to

my questions as to the Fellahln, a few remarks may be made. The
l)easants of Bethlehem and Nazareth certainly have Italian blood in tlieir

veins, which I believe is of quite recent origin ; and the reasons are well

known, but need not be specified. Neither of these towns were Venetian

property in the Middle Ages.

El Khufjr („J^\\), wrongly spelt ,j^!l, is identified by Christians

with St. George, but by Moslems this "green one" is the mysterious

figure connected with the Water of Life in a Koran legend. His shrines

are, however, often at sites of Cmisader towns and chapels, as at el B'aneh

(St. George of Labaene of tlie thirteenth century).

The killing of peasant women in caves is fovnul to be a practice both

in the Antilebanon, near Bludan, and also at the Muc/hdret i'mm ct

Tuweimtii ("Cave of Twins "), near Beit Atab (the Rock Etam).
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The practice of cutting off the hand for theft, which is sanctioned by

the Koran, still survives among the Arabs east of Jordan.

P. 134. Kusneh[\s evidently for el Khuzneh, " the treasury " at Petra.

P. 147. Salt, in popular superstition, is an emblem of life. Eggs are

also held to be lucky all over Syria. At springs offerings of bread are

sometimes made by the peasantry.

P. 148. The idea of a closed door, in connection with death, is very

widespread. Hence the custom of carrying out the corpse through a

hole in the wall, instead of the door used by the living ; and the special

" Death's Doors " made in the walls of some ancient Italian houses for

use at funerals.

II.

—

The Swastica or Fylfot.

The sign given pM in the January Quarterhj Statement, p. 153, is

usually called the female Swastica. The commoner male Swastica LJ-i

revolves in the opposite direction. Its great diffusion in Eastern Asia

is due to its being a Buddhist emblem, "The Wheel of the Law," or

otherwise the "Wheel of Eebirth," symbolising the constant passing

through the six states : Heaven, Paradise, the Animal World, Hell, the

World of Ghosts, and Human Life, as explained in Buddhist philosophy.

I believe its appearance in America to have been due to its introduction

by the Buddhists who discovered Mexico in 458 a.d. It has also been

found on pottery in Peru, where other Buddhists appeared.

It is, however, much older than Buddhism, and traced all over the

world. In Palestine the only instances known to me are Norman masons'

marks, when it accompanies the " Shield of David " and " Solomon's Seal."

It is common in later classic designs, and connected with Apollo,

Dionysus, Hercules, and Hermes. It is found on a female statue in

Cyprus (as well as on that at Troy), in Ehodes and Greece, in Thera

(with the Persian Artemis), at Pergamus (with Athene), at Orchomenos,

in Macedon, Thrace, Crete, Lycia, Paphlagonia, in Sicily at Syracuse (under

Timoleon), and on coins of Magna Grecia. It is known in this connection

as the Gammadion. In Italy, it is older than Etruscan times at Cajre,

CTiiusi, Albano, and CumEC (on fibuL-e), and in a Samnite tomb at

Capua.

In the catacombs at Eome it is well known on the tunic of the Good

Shepherd, and on the garments of the priests called Possores ; but,

though called later the Croix Cramponee, it is not certain that it was a

Christian emblem. It is known among the Celts, in Switzerland and the

Danvibian countries, on vases in Britain, plates, fibula?, sword-belts, and

arms, perhaps of foreign make, and belonging to the bronze period. To

the Norse it was " Thor's Hammer," and has been found on bells in

Yorkshire as a charm against thunder. It also occurs on a dolmen in

Cornwall. In Gaul it is marked on coins of the third century and down

to Merovignian times. It also occurs in the lake city of Lake Bourget,
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and in Belgium, during the Roman period, on an inscription, Diis

Manibxis. It also is found on a Roman tomb in Algiers, and during the

twelfth to fourteenth centuries in Belgium. On Roman altars, in Britain

and in the Pyrenees alike, it accompanies a wheel. In Ireland and

Scotland it is shown on ('hristian tombs of the sixth century a.d. The

Slavs and Finns did not use it much, but in the Caucasus it marks early

swords. It also is stamped on Arsacid and Sassanian coins in Persia.

At Ibreez in Lycaonia it is found on a Hittite's robe on a bas-relief. It

also occurs on Greco-Phoenician coins and seals, but does not appear to be

a true Semitic emblem, nor is it ancient in Egypt. It is common among

the Eastern Aryans of India, and taken from them by Chinese and

Japanese Buddhists, It has even been found at Coomassee in Africa,

perhaps on foreign articles.

In South America a calabash of the Lengua tribe is so marked,

besides the instances in the Yucatan mounds on pottery. It is often

connected with the sun, as at Melos, where it precedes the chariot of

Apollo, or on coins of Gaul with Apollo Balenus. It was taken (probably

by the Norse) to Iceland, is found also in JMalta, on Etruscan vases, on

the Newton stone, and on a Celtic monument at Aberdeen.

THE MADEBA MOSAIC.

By Ch. Clermoxt-Ganneau, LL.D., Membre de I'lnstitut, Professeur au

College de France.

Translated by pei'mission from his " Recueil cPArcheologie Orientate^''

Tom. 11, -p. 161, 1897.

At the meeting of the Academy on March 9th, ]897, M. Heron de

Villefosse read a first note by Father Lagrange on the discovery of this

unique relic. At this meeting I also read several passages from a letter

dated March 2nd, which Father Paul de St. Aignan, of the Franciscan

Convent at Jerusalem, wrote to me on this subject, containing some

interesting notes xipon this discovery and upon what had been done to

make use of it for the improvement of our archteological knowledge, I

think that I had better reprint these passages in the place :

—

". . . , You have, no doubt, heard of the discovery made at MMeba
in December, a fifth century mosaic map of Christian Palestine and

Egypt. The discoverer. Father Cleopas, librarian to the Greek Patriarch,

has sent us his description of it, a very full one, though incomplete on

certain points. Our printing press will undertake to publish it ; I have

already begun to translate the MS. into French, and will send it to you

when I have finished it.
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"But the essential poiut, in my opinion, is the accurate restoration

of the fragments of the map to their places, for unluckily the mosaic

is greatly mutilated. By order of the Greek Patriarch, M. George

Arvanitaki, a member of the Astronomical Society of France and

geometer to the Patriarch, went to Madeba. Before the map was

finished the Patriarch died, and the poor geometer then saw himself on

the point of losing the fruit of his labour. We encouraged him, and on

the 5th of this month he will send us the Madeba map in twelve sheets

of half a metre square. I already have his promise to do this, and,

Fo I icU/n_EccJe;Sjg? BC'iTU-t-.

PlAN OP THE CnUKCn AT M.\DEBA, SHOWING POSITION OF MOSAIC.

barring unforeseen accidents, this map will be sent off to you by the next

mail on March 9lh. It is, I think, important that this document should

be published by photo-lithograjDhy as soon as possible, so as to -give a

ceneral idea of this piece of evidence, which is of the greatest value to

the student of Biblical and Gospel tradition.

" Tji^on this map the tribes of Israel are marked, each tribe with its

boundary and its chief towns ; Biblical or Gospel events are alluded to

by a word—the greater part of Jacob's prophecy is noted thereon, with

some variations from the received text (Gen. xlix, 25 ; Deut. xxxiii).
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The administrative districts into which the country was divided in the

fifth century are there also, and some hitluTto unknown names of towns.

" Besides its purely historical and geographical interest, the archico-

loffist will find this mosaic an interesting and instrnctive work. Each

town or liolyj'lace is represented by a building of some kind : Jerusalem,

Nfiblus, and Gaza are encircled by walls ; one can recognise the chief

gates, and the public buildings show the outward appearance of these

cities.

" From an artistic point of view the makers of the mosaic have liad

enormous difficulties to encounter in showing the configuration of the

land ; mountains, plains, valleys, rivers, torrents, seas, roads, &c.

"Of course one must not expect to find the distances of these towns

from one anothei-, or their relative positions, shown with mathematical

accuracy, but the general arrangement is displayed well enough. Indeed,

it forms a very curious and very important piece of evidence in matters

relating to Palestine.

" The map, which I hope to send you by the next mail, has the great

advantage of ofi"ering every guarantee of accuracy that could be wished

for, being made by a professional ma})-maker, and reproducing all the

details of shape and colour that are to be found in the original. With
regard to inscriptions, M. Arvanitaki is an accomplished linguist, a

matter of some importance when abbreviations and contractions have

to be copied."

"While awaiting the arrival of the map promised by Father Paul de

St. Aignan, I have thought it right to lay before the Academy some

remarks about this discovery, which I here summarise.

The old Moabite city of Medaba, or Madeba, which stands on the

further side of the Dead Sea, between Hesban and Dhiban, the ancient

Heshbon and Dibon, appears to have been a very flourishing Christian

centre during the Byzantine period. It was the seat of one of the

bishoprics of Arabia. The remains of many important churches and

basilicas have already been found there, besides Christian inscriptions,

and fragments of splendid mosaic pavements. Some of these fragments

seem to me to have actually formed part of our great geographical

mosaic, and might have foreshadowed its discovery, to judge by the

nature of the inscriptions found upon them ; indeed, upon one of these

fragments we read the words ZalSovXwv Trapd(Xioi KaToi)KT](Tfi . . . Kni

naparevel. e{(os SiSooi/os), which are clearly taken from the LXX version

of Genesis xlix, 13 (Jacob's blessings) : by the side of this was drawn

a ship, which some have tried to make out to be " St. Peter's boat," the

church being, according to them, dedicated to St. Peter : in this place it

is clearly a mere symbolical indication of the sea. On another fragment

appears the name of the seaside city of Sarephtha, which is closely

connected with Sidon in the Bible, 1 Kings, xvii, 9, LXX. "Zarephath

which belongetli unto Sidon."

The upinion mentioned by my correspondent, which refers the

o
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constrnctiou of this geographical mosaic to the fifth centmy, is based
iipou grounds with wliich I am not yet acqviaiuted. It would be well

to wait for more light before deciding. All that I can say is, that among
the fragments of a previously discovered mosaic at Madeba, there is a
large Byzantine inscription referring to a basilica dedicated to the

Virgin. This dedication is dated, but unfortunately there is a doubt
about the numerical letters which form the date, and it is possible that

this date may bring us down to the sixth or even the seventh century.'

If the workmanship of the geographical mos;iic belongs to the same
period as this mosaic, we shall have here a chronological hint whicli we
must not neglect.

II.

Father Paul de St. Aignan has written another letter to me, dated

March 9tli. This letter also I have communicated to the Academy, at its

meeting on March 26th. I think it wortli while to make the followinar

extracts from it :

—

"Mv letter of March 2nd told you of the exact drawing: of the

Madeba fragments. The Greek Patriai'chate has just claimed this

drawing, so I can only send you some negatives, and must put off sending
a cojiy of the drawing till the next mail steamer, which sails on the 16th.

However, the negatives which I send you will suffice till then for you to

e.xamine this really curious relic.

" In spite of all the precautions which I took, there may be a slight

malformation of the lines caused by the shaking of the apparatus, which
l)revents a j^erfect picture being taken ; but the jjlates, which are Lumiere's

orthochi'omatic, represent the scale of colours fairly well.

" The lettering is in black on white ground, and in red on green,

yellow, or black grounds. Wherever one or more letters are missing, the

distance has been reproduced with mathematical accuracy.

>' This is the true story of how the discovery was made :
—

"Thirteen years ago Monsignor Nicodemus, the Greek Patriarch of

Jerusalem, received a letter from one of his monks who was dwelling

beyond Jordan. The monk said that at Madeba there was a large and

fine mosaic pavement covered with the names of cities, such as Jerusalem,

(laai, Nicopolis, Neapolis, &c., and asked for instructions as to what

steps he was to take in the matter. The Patriarch made no answer.

' (1) With regard to this subject, see my " Etudes d'Archeol-Orient," toI. ii,

s. 18, note 4. The geographical origin of the mosaic being now iiroved, the

interpretation of the legend by ^dpt<p6a, Maxpa Ka)[ju»j], which I had put

forward, gains fresh force ; indeed, it may well be that in the fifth century

Sarephtha bore the name of " Long Village." In this case the actual reading

iu the Syriac text of the " Life of Peter the Iberian " ought to stand, as also

should the geographical identification which I have there i:)roposed.

(2) See, on this subject, the present volume, p. 52, s. 24, " The Madeba

Mosaic."
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Subse(|iu'ntly lie was exiled to Coustautinoi)le, and Monsif,'iior (lerasinids

put ill liis place. Geiasiinos found the letter from the Madeba iiiouk in

lHt)0 ; he guessed that this was au important archieological discovei-y,

and .straightway sent off a master-masou graced with the title of architcci,

with dvders, if the mosaic were a tine one, to include it in the chuicli

which was about to be built at Miideba for the use of the (ireek

piipulation.

" Alas ! the intentions of Mousignor Gevasimos were quite misunder-

stood. The mosaic, which by the testimony of four monks was until then

(dmost co)n2}lete,\vas partly destroyed in order to lay the foundations of the

church, sacristy, and outbuildings of the mission. The church itself was

l)uilt without symmetry, that it might agree with the original one. The

border of the mosaic, with its Biblical decorations, is now outside it. God

knows what these workmen may have destroyed, when we see by the

ground-plan of the church that they broke the mosaic to set up a pilaster !

'IMie mischief is done. The architect caine back and reported that the

mosaic did not possess the importance which had been attributed to it.

"Last December Father Cleopas, the librarian of the Greek

Patriarchate, went to spend a few days at Jericho. Monsignor Gerasimos,

who had never lost his interest in this mosaic, prevailed upon him to

push on as far as Mddeba. This librarian is an intelligent man, a student,

and a lover of antiquities ; his judgment is to be trusted. He returned

at the beginning of January, bringing back with him a sketch of the

map and some notes, which are now being printed in our press.

" Monsignor Geiasimos, who at last had received proper informa-

tion, sent M. Arvanitaki to make a drawing of the map. You know the

rest.

" All that I now have to do to finish these details is to send you by

the next post a copy of this map. I can answer for its minute accuracy."

The nine negatives which Father Paul de St. Aignan said that he

.sent to me were unluckily broken on the journey. However, I have

managed to print from them after a fashion, and have laid the results

before the members of the Academy with a few words of explanation.

[ also informed Father Paul de St. Aignan by telegraph about the

accident which had befallen his negatives, and he has answered that by

the ne-Kt mail steamer he will send me some new works which will make

good this loss.

III.

In the meantime Father Lagrange hus pul)li.shed a short pamphlet'

about our mosaic, together with a faitliful sketch made by Father

N'inceiit. This dis.sertati(jii, in spite of the limits within which it is

contined, nevertheless contains the root of the matter and does honour to

' " La mosaique geographiqne de Miulaba," by the Kev. Fathers Cleopas and

Liiorange.

o 2
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the learning of its writer. Without affecting to make a thorough study

of it, and reserving to myself the liberty to refer to it again on future

occasions, I shall now venture to set forth some brief remarks upon

certain points which have been somewhat neglected.

It should be noticed that the orientation of the churches represented

at each place in the map agrees with the orientation of the map itself

—

the map is meant to be looked at towards the east, and all the churches

are set at an angle so as to show their west front, their chancel, which is

not seen, being supposed to be on the side toward the east, it is really

toward the south-east, owing to an arrangement which this device

renders necessary. The only exception is an important building at

Jerusalem in which one is tempted to see a repi'esentation of the

sanctuary of the Holy Sepulchre.

In order to find one's way through the confused mass of legends and

of localities shown on the map we must bear in mind the general

principle that the geographical names are regularly written above the

places, whether large or small, to which they refer. Jt is the explana-

tory legends alone, when they occur, which can be inscribed below or

beside the place.

The position given to KOP€OYC, on the banks of the Jordan,

definitely establishes the identity of Josephus's Kope'ai with Kerawa,

a hypothesis in support of which I had given some new arguments, and

it utterly demolishes the old notion that it was at Kuriyut, in the midst

of the hill country.

The bridge or wooden footbridge (perhaps with a ferry boat

attached), which crosses the Jordan above Koreous, must correspond

pretty nearly with the position of the old Arab bridge of Damieh. The

small isolated hill shown close by it on the west side is probably the

Kiirn Stirtubeh.

r. . . ANA . . . ought probably to be restored by [G]ai'a[5a]

rather than by [0]ava, because there is room for two more letters after

the second alpha. This form also corresponds more nearly to the original

Hebrew form Taanat.

[AKlPABITTriNHJ instead of 'KKpa^aTTlvrj, agrees exactly

with the Samaritan form Akrabit (jl^Hnpi^)-

0EPACniC corresponds well enough, both in name and in

position, with the ruins of DeVr 'Asfln, to the south-west of, and not

far from, Kulunsaweh. We know that the Ai-abic word deir is borrowed

from the Aramaic ; there is, therefore, no ground for surprise at its

occurrence in Syrian toponymy before the Arab conquest.

BETOMEATEZIC i« very hard to settle. From its place on

the map, between Theraspis and Aditha, it seems as though it ought to

be somewhere in the neighboui'hood of Mejdel Yaba. The name is

sincfularlv like that of a Crusading casal, Bethmclchi or Bethmelchis, which

has not hitherto been identified, but which seems to have been situated

just about where we want to find it. I may be allowed to go into some

details on this subject.
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A Bull of Grcijory IX, in 1227,' confirming tlie privileges of tlu^

church at Bethlehem, mentions among the possessions of this church

"eight carucates of land in the casal of St. Mary, and the casala of

Bi'thmelchi, Heberre, and Luban." The document speaks just before this

of tlie country of Kanileh, and just after it of Jaflfa and of the River

Eleutherus.
'

It is a mistake to try to identify the Betkmelchi of the Middle Ages
with Kafr Mfdek, to the south nf Sinjil,' which is quite a different

village, and was well known to the Crusaders under its proper name
{C'afennelic, Cafarmelech).

Here is the technical proof that the Casal of St. Mary was indeed in

the country of which T have just made mention. By a deed dated 1017,*

Baldwin of Mirabel sold the Cased of St.'[Man/, ^vhicii adjoins the territory

of Belfort,^ to Gilbert D'Assaily, Grand Master of the Hospitallers, for

three thousand byzants. There can be no doubt that this refers to our

casal, for the document contains this instructive reservation^" with the

exception of the land belonging to St. Mary of Bethlehem which lies

within the territory of the aforesaid casal." We have, indeed, just seen,

in Gregory IX's Bull, that the church at Bethlehem actually owned an

estate which formed part of this Casal of St. Mary.

In another document* St. Mary's casal is mentioned, together with

that of Caphaer, which, as we learn from other sources,' was a dependency

of the Lordship of Eamleh, and is, perhaps, El-Kefr, to the north of

'AboAd.

All these pieces of evidence agree, as I have said, in leading us in

the direction of Mejdel Yciba. On examining this country I find a group

of places whose names agree very well with those which we want. First

of all, there is el Luhhan = Luhan, to the north of and quite close

to Rentls. Next comes Kh. el Birch =^ Heberre, to the south-west of

Rentts. South of El Bii-eli there is a ruin named Kh. 'Aly 3Ialklna,

' Riant, " I5tudcs sur rhistoire de I'eglise de Bethleem," vol. i, p. 144

:

"In casale Sancte Marie, octo carrucatas terre, casalia Bethmelchi, Heberre,

ct Lubau."
' The 'Audja,. The Crusaders, when they gave it the name of Eleutherus,

seem to have been influenced both by inexact reminiscences of classical

antiquity and also by the name of an ancient Arab city, now swept away,

which stood on the hanks of the 'Audja, El Aoutariye. I shall discuss this

matter in detail in anotlicr place.

3 Eohricht, " Studien zur Mittelalterl. Geogr.," p. 227.

* "Cartulaire Greneral de I'ordre des Hospitaliers," ed. Delaville Le Roulx,

vol. i, No. 371, p. 255.
'" " Casale quod appellatur S. JIarie, contiguum territorio Bellifortis." One

of the signatures of the deed is that of Isaac de Naalein, who was born in

one of tlie casals of that district, Na' lein, to the north of and close to iledie

(Modin). For the ratification of this sale by King Amaury, see ib., No. 388.

« Cartulary, &c., No. 491.

7 Id., ib., Nos 487. 488, 489.
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whose name perhaps has retained a part of Bethmalchi ; jjerliaps it is

liere also tliat we may agree to place the Betomelgezis of the 3l;ideba

mosaic. As for St. Mary's casal itself, it is not ea.sy to discover it, since

this purely Christian name lias naturally disappeared, together with the

Crusaders. It may be Rentis, or ratlier 'AbM, where one may see the

remains of a church built in the Frankish fashion, and known even at

this day under the name of tlie Virgin.

The "ancien name" which lurks uuder the letters AAHNATA©
H NYN BH0ArAA. which has baffled Father Lagrange, is nothing

more than "Wo^v 'Ardd ="K'ktov ("AXus) 'AtuS, "the threshing-floor of

Atad," Gen. v, 10, LXX. The mosaic-worker has but followed a tradition

which is indeed omitted by Eusebius, but which is literally reproduced

by St. Jerome in his version of the Onomasticon {see the words Area

Atad), a strange tradition which would make this famous Biblical locality

actually the same as Bethaqla.

—B60HA. rO<l>NA, rABAHN, APMAGCM, from their

relative jjusition, clearly re])resent Beltin, Jufna, Jibia, and Belt llhna.

As for PAMA, which forms part of the same group, I have not

succeeded in determining its place.

—BHTOMAPC€A H KAI MAIOYMAC—The suggested

identitication with the Mapiaa-a or 'Mappia-aa of Josephus (" Antiq." J.,

XIV, i, 4) must be received with some caution, especially since, according

to another passage of the same author (XIII, xv, 4) this place, which is

connected with Adora and Samareia, must have been, not in Moab, but

in Idumasa.

—The sanctuary of St. L ... ? perhaps is the present Mccked
(;= Maprvpiov), near Mota.—ZOO PA.—This evidence of a plantation of palm trees on the

ti'aditional site of Seegor is of great interest, since this palm grove gives

the reason for the name of villa Palmarum and Palmer, which was given

to the place during the period of the Crusades.'—AIA can be nothing else than the 'Ait; of Eusebius, which he

])laces to the east of Areopolis.

—Can 0APAIC l-»« the present Kh. Talka, between Kerak and tlie

Dead Sea ? The name reminds one of 'Ain Teravn, but the situation

seems to be too far to the south.

—If we are to read (Z)AP€(A), the brook Zared, one Avould be

tempted from a purely tojjographical jxnnt of view to identify the valley

«)f the mosiac with that of Wad Karak, rather than with Wad el Ahsa : it

should be noted that the last letter looks more like an alpha than a delta,

and that the mi<ldle part of Wad Karak bears the very name of ^ydd

J)hnVa.—KA . . . €POYXA, both in name and position would agree well

enough with Kh. Kefr RUt (otherwise Kcfr Lut) near Belt-'Ur et

Tahta, to the west north west.

' " WilHam of Tjre," xxii, 30. Compare al«. " Fulclier of Chartrcs."
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AAIA0 1 M. ^^- Aiviiiiitaki's cftpy has the correct reading whicli

one wniild i'xi)t'(t instead <if AAIA€IM.
Modin.—With rcgiud i>> the extremely interesting reading

MnAI0A, •"'« "ly remarks on CA<I>I0A, fmther on.

—Clath.—The position attributed to the faniDUs city of the riiilislines

agrees well enough with the Jewish tradition which places it at Eainleh.

—Gedour, (jidirtha.—The place on the map suits that of Gezer well

enough : the likeness of the names may have ])roduced confusion between

tiieni. Nevertheless, if this be so 1 cannot account for the existence of

tlie Aramaic form Gidirtha. Moreover, the Onomasticon mentions a

Gedrous, ten miles south of Lydda, which it identifies with Tibovp, the

Gedor of tlie Bible, which it mentions as quite distinct from Gezer.

€N€TABA.—Compare the 21:2 'jV
"^ *''® Talmud, mentioned

iu connection with Yabnc.

CA<M0A ^eerns to me both in name and in position to answer

to the Tell i'ii-:Safie of the jjresent day. The name is more commonly

pronounced Tell es-Sdfi ; but the existence of the })rimitive feminine

form is proved by the testimony of ancient Arab writers. Hence we can

deduce a general lule of considerable importance for the student of place-

names : it is, that the Aramaic termination Ulia becomes regularly ic ' in

Arabic, and consequently that this termination (whicli must not be

confounded with iye), so common in the place-names of Arabian Palestine,

is a mark of Aramaic origin and a proof of comparative antiquity in the

]i]ace-uame. This forms an additional argument, ami one not to be

despised, for the identity of Modin with the Arab Medie ; indeed, we
liave already seen that this is the name applied by the mosaic to tlie

famous birth-place of the Maccabees : j) vvv McoSt^a " which at this day

is called Jlodit/ta" ; now, according to the rule which I have just stated,

Mcodidii. implies a priori an Arabic equivalent Medier

This reasoning also applies to an identification which I once suggested

—and which has since been completely established—of the SAsitha of the

Talmud {ilippos in Decajjolis) with S(lsie. It will, I think, be f<Hiiid

ai)plicable in numbers of other cases
—

'A8t5a = the Arabic Hadltlia is

only in appearance an exception to this rule, since the tit. is here a radical

letter which forms part of the word itself (from the root hadath) and is

not the terminal th.

—Before the name of Ascalon stand two mutilated lines, of which

Father Lagrange could at first make nothing, but in which he afterwards

' Tlie Aramaic termination itha sometimes remains unaltered in Arabic.

A notable instiuice of this is afforded by a place of the same name in I'pijor

Syria, es-Safita, tlie White Castle (Chastel Blanc) of the Crusaders, the

Argyrokastron of the Eyzaiitincs. This Argyrokastron is mentioned by

Cedreuus and Cantacuzene, together with another castle in the same district,

Mfj'TKOf, which I propose to identify with El-Meiiiqa, one of the fortresses

of the Assassins, often mentioned by Arab historians.

- Pronounce Metidie, the u, of the Greek transliteration corresponds to llio

(*amc sound in A<i5 = Lcud(d) = Lydda.
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(in a ^IS. correction in his copy of the dissertation) recognised the letters

NAirYrniTltON. But to what can these letters refer I I have no

doubt that they aUude to a famous sanctuary at Ascalon which I have

had occasion to mention elsewhere/ that of the three Egyptian martyrs

{tS)v rptav ^apripoiv 'AiyvnTicov). Perhaps also the three obelisks shown

on the mosaic in the midst of a large rectangular open space may
represent the monuments which commemorated these three martyrs,

and may be the sanctuary to which Antoninus Martyr- tells us he went

in A.D. 570 to pay his devotions.

n RACIAL N. What can this mysterious place be, whose name

is written beside those of Qapapd and Mdyp-is, both well known from the

Onomasticon ? I propose to read npa(i)a-i'S(t)ov=: Prtesidium ; the stone-

cutter perhaps forgot to put in the first iota : the absence of the second

one is regular, for the termination lov is always contracted into tv in the

colloquial Greek of Syria. This name must owe its origin to the existence

, of a Eoman military post, which St. Jerome mentions as being in this

very district :
" The Castle of Thamara is one day's journey from the

town of Mampsis (= Mapsis), where now there is a Roman garrison

{prcesidium)." Eusebius in the corresponding i:)assage has " a guard

.... of soldiers." *

—MnA.—If this word is incomplete, one would be inclined to read

Mto(X)[aSaj ; see the Onomasticon for Joshua xv, 26. If it is complete,

ought we to emend it into Ma)(X) = Kh. el-3filk, to the south-west of

Tell 'Arad, or perhajos Kh. el-3fuvjeileh, to the north of and close to

Beershelm ?

'

BHPOCCABA.—This transliteration of the Biblical name

Beersheba is remarkable. One seems already to feel the (Bir(ou)'s-sab'a)

advance of the Arab influence, which indeed may very well have already

been making itself felt in these districts on the extreme southern border

of Palestine.

r€PAPA.—The position of Gerar, shown close to Beersheba^

and to the west of it, does not encourage the modern identification of it

with Kh. Umm Jerrar (near Gaza, to the south).

—APAA.—This name, as Father Lagi-auge observes, does not

appear in Eusebius. But St. Jerome enables us to fill the gap (see Arad)

and to correct in the corresponding passage of Eusebius 'Apa/xa into 'A.pd8,

besides giving us the exact position of the place.

' See vol. ii of mj " Etudes d'Archeologie Orientale," p. 4, note 4, and

tlie passages there quoted and discussed.

^ Ch. xxxiii.

* For the common use of the word prcBsidium (garrison town) of Syria, see

the Notitia dignitatum " Ala sccunda Felix Talentiuiana apud PrcBsidium . . .

cohors quarta Phrygum Prcesidio."

* We know that the aspirate h is, as a rule, omitted in the transliteration

of Semitic names into Greek.
'^ Zsote that Cyril, in his commentary on Amos, identifies Gerar with

JBeersheba, which implies that the two places were close together.
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<t>jf2TIC. T in-ojiose to identify this witli Kliirhet Futeu or

Fctis, Avliicli has faithfully kept its ancient name, and stands about lialf-

way between Gaza and Beersheba.

OPAA. As far as position goes, this would suit Kh. Uiiini

"Adra (traDsposing the d and the r ?) well enough.

C€ANA. I jH'opose to identify this with Kh. Sihdn, about

nine kilonicties south-east of Gaza.' This place-name of Sthan appears

in several other parts of Palestine ; the origin of the places so-named must

consequently date from a ])eriod before the Arab invasion.

fiPA. If this name is complete, can it be HiiJ, about eight

kilometres cast of Gaza '.

€APAIN. Perhaps Kh. el-'Adih- (singular form), eight kilo-

metres south-south-west of Gaza.

IV.

I have received the following letter from Father Germer-Durand,

who devotes himself with such praiseworthy zeal to the study of the

antiquities of the Holy Land :

—

" Jerusalem, Jfarch 29, 1897.

" Sir,

" I send you, together with this letter, a complete photograph of the

Madeba map. This photograph consists of ten sheets : first, a general

view taken from the pulpit, on which most of the inscriptions can be

read with a magnifying glass ; and then a series of nine sheets giving

the details, on a scale of about Om.08. Each sheet overlaps the adjoining

ones, so that it is easy to put them together with the help of the general

view. We have spared no pains to obtain a result which will satisfy

scientific archaeologists. With the help of a light scaffolding, which

could be quickly set up and taken down, we took our photographs,

looking straight downwards from a height of 3m. 5<). By adopting this

plan the inaccuracy due to the lenses becomes almost imperceptible.

" I shall be obliged if you will be so good as to lay these photographs

before the members of the Institute. They will complete the communi-

cation previously made by Father Lagrange, to whom I am pleased to be

able to render this fraternal service.

" I hope after Easter to be able to go in my turn as far as Petra with

a large company of students, and hope to he able to briug back a series

of pliotographs and squeezes, especially of the milestones between Dhat

Eas and Petra."

The photographs which arrived with Father Germer-Durand's letter,

which I laid before the Academy at the meeting on April 9th, are done

in the most satisfactcny manner possible. They will do to work from to

make a good jihototype reproduction of the mosaic. It is to be hoped

that this process may be adopted in the album of the mosiiic of Madeba,

^ Probably ^.A.ai-; Sehan, of Robinson's lists.
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whicli, I learn, is soon to be published at Paris by the Abbe Abel, of the

Augustinian Cun^ent of the Assumption.

I have only just received (April 15th), by the kindness of Father Paul

de St. Aignan, an interesting pamphlet ' by Father Cleopas, to whom we

are really indebted for the discovery of the Madeba mosaic. Without

making any pretension to having solved all the problems raised by the

study oi this valuable and instructive relic of antiquity, the author

describes it in detail, and_while he describes it gives us some new lights-

upon it, which I think are worth mentioning.

In the tirst place, there is the evidence (p. 23) of trustworthy

witnesses, according to Father Cleopas, who saw the mosaic some years

ago, before the mutilations which it has recently undergone, and declare

that they recognised the towns of Ephesus and Smyrna thereon.- If this

information is true, the map must have included Asia Minor on the north,

just as it does Lower Egypt on the south side.

Next, there is (p. 10) a suggestion due to the Archimandrite Photius,

who has once read in one of the ancient Greek MSS. preserved at Mount

Sinai a passage containing an allusion to the Madeba mosaic. It is

greatly to be wished that this suggestion, upon the importance of which

it is needless to dwell, should be veritied.

At the end of his work Father Cleopas reproduces several Christian

inscriptions, copied by him at Madeba,-' one of which refers to the restora-

tion of an immense underground cistern by the Emperor Justinian. But

the most important of these, laecause it may perhaps furnish us with a

liint as to the date of the geographical mosaic, is that which Father

Cleopas has copied from a mosaic which forms the pavement of a little

round crypt connected with the great basilica. He reads it as follows :

—

XipifTTo)! 6 Q{e'o)s rbv oIkov tovtov avfjyfipev eVi Sfpyi'ov toxj o(Tia)(Tarov)

eTTia-KOTTOv, aTTovBfj 2epyiov t7p{fcrlBv)r{ep)ov tov uy'iov AiKiavov, eV tw vs eret.

We must be cautious about the reading of the date ; the nvimerical

letters which form it aj.pear thus in the printed copy : YXT. This is

• 'O «V MaBrj^a fiwadiKos Kill yecoypacpiKos Trept ^vpia9 IlaXaia-T/j/Tjs Kan

'AiyvTiTOV X"P'''?J> ^'^" KAeoTTa M. KoiKvXtSov, ^L^\iodr]Knplov rod 'I Koivov

VoO Ta0ov. 'EKdidorav to irpuTov iiripfKe'ia rcov al8. UU. cfypayKiaKavav.

'Ev 'lepoaoXvpois, e'/c rov rvnoypafpeiov tcov (jipayKia-navcoy, 1897, 26 pp. ii\o.

(fiiiislied printing on March 8tli).

'' Father Cleopaa does nob mention Constantinople, which is spoken of by

Father Lagi-ange, I.e., p. 181.

^ I do no more than alhulc to certain inscriptions copied elsewhere; an.

inscription in Mosaic (with Ihc formula <|>nC ZHHC ^"d All), one

from the convent at Deir el Kelt (?), a scpulcliral inscription from the Viri

Galil»ci, and a Judwo-Greek epitapli on a sareopbagvxs at Sebaste.
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clearly an approxiniati*)!!, for these nmnerifa! lettei.s cannot ajjpear

tofether. XX seems to have fonneil a contraction, which Father Clc()|)as

\\\XA interpreted as the siglum f«C. Tf, as he thinks, we ought to read it

as "the year 40f)," m'c sliall tlicu liavc to decide the era according to

whicli this date is calcidateil ; tlie era of iiostr;!, in the province of

Arabia would give us A.u. oil ; Madeba may have iiad an era of its own.

{See Note hy Sir Charles Wilson, p. 239.)

THK TABERNACLP: KOOF.

By Professor Theodore F. Wrkiit.

In the Statements for July, 1896, and April, 1897, intf-resting suggestions

liave been made in regard to the Tabernacle, and in the latter place

Mr. William Brown refers especially to Mr. FergussonV, theory of the

ridge-pole and to Rev. H. Proby's theory of the ridge- cord. Have these

gentlemen examined an Oriental tent ? If so, did they see the ridge-pole

or ridge-cord which tlu'y are making or have made the bases of their

theories ? Have they considered the objections which must arise against

any construction whicli adds to the Biblical description what it borrows

from purely Occidental sources 1

In his little book on the Tabernacle Mr. G. W. Coiton, of New York,

constructs the Tabernacle without putting anything of his own into the

plan. He begins with the form of an Oriental tent, and he ends with

an Oriental tent. How otherwise should he begin and end I Of course

he has no ridge-pole or ridge-cord. The canopy is amply supported, but

has not the stiff lines which we of the West are accustomed to in tents.

Mr. Coiton first places the planks as directed, and fastens them with

the bars and corner-bindings, and so gets a tirm structure. He omits the

ropes invented by others to hold the planks m place because they are

not given him by the Scripture account and are wholly unnecessary. 1

have tested the strength of his model and have been impressed by its

stability.

Now, if the canojjy of the Tabernacle were tiat these planks alone

would amply support it ; but a flat tent roof is no more Oriental than

a pitched one. We remember, therefore, the five posts of the outer veil

and the four posts of the inner veil, which would give fuller support.

Moreover, while the staves of the ark coiild not be removed, those >>(

the table, altar, and lampstand would be very much in the way when tlie

Tabernacle was standing, and these would be so many additional sup])oit«,

and would be <iuite like those now used in Oriental tents to increa.se

their height.

In such a construction as suggested here, the architect, like Mr. Coiton,

uses only legitimate material, and has the satisfaction of knowing that

he is in toueh with Oriental usage. It is uunei-essary to adopt every
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minor detail of Mr. Colton's work, but it is impossible to deny his fidelity

to the Biblical description and to Oriental types. His illnstrations,

compared with those of other and more ambitious works on this subject,

vindicate themselves at once from the ordinary and well-grounded

objections made against dogmatic and extra-scriptural and non-Oriental

representations of the Tabernacle.

Cambridge, U.S.A.

*'AbtEUS," "ARISU," OR "AARSU " OF THE "HARRIS
PAPYRUS," '-AARON" OF EXODUS.

By M. Forbes.

According to the " Harris Papyrus," the XlXth dynasty of the Pharaohs

" came to an end in great disorder, anarchy, and troubles of all sorts.

The father of Eameses III at last arose and brought about order and

peace, and was succeeded by his son, in whose reign this papyrus was

written.

Amongst the leaders of rebellion spoken of in it, one is named " Areos,"

" Arisu," or " Aarsu," a Syrian, or of the Semitic race, who became great

and headed an emigration. Is not tliis Aaron, who, from an Egyptian

point of view, would be the leader of the Israelites when they left

Egyjjt? His whole life had been spent there, he had shared all the

troubles and oppressions with which his people had been afflicted, and

was a leader in their struggles after freedom, so that his name would be

well known in Egypt.

It was different with Moses, who was not fully recognised, by the

Israelites even, as their leader till after the rebellion of Dathan and

Abiram. Excepting the few years of his infancy, he had never lived

amongst his brethren, but had been educated in " all the wisdom of the

Egyptians and become mighty in words and deeds" (Acts vii, 22), and

being the adojited son of Pharaoh's daughter, must have had many

possibilities of attaining earthly greatness, perhaps even a chance of the

throne. It was not until he was full forty years of age that it " came

into his heart to visit his brethren, and seeing one of them suffer wrong-

he killed the Egyptian, for he supposed they would have understood how

God by his hand would deliver them ; but they understood not (Acts vii,

23-25), for next day, seeing two of them quarrel, he said to him that did

the wrong, " Wherefore smitest thou thy fellow ? " who answered, " Who
made thee a prince and a judge over us % Intendest thou to kill me as

thou didst the Egyptian yesterday 'I
" And Moses feared when he found

it was known, and tied from the anger of Pharaoh, taking refuge in

the land of Midian (Exodus ii, 12-15), Here he was kindly received by

Jethro the priest of Midian, and was "content" to stay and keep his

flock, afterwards marrying one of his daughters. On his first arrival he
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was describeil by them as an "Esyptiau " who had hi'Ii)ed them against

the other sliei>hords in watering their Hock.

The Israelites knew tliat the time was drawing near when, according

to God's promise, "they woukl be (h-Hvered from the nation who afHicted

them" (Genesis xv, 14, 16), which knowledge would be an incentive to

struggle after freedom, and Moses must have thought, from his excep-

tional position, that he w;is being prepared by God in this way to be their

deliverer. And so he was ! but the time was not quite come, and his

way was not God's way—he had to be trained as God's "servant" in

all things, and had to unlearn much and learn still more before he

could be the leader and lawgiver of God's people.

For forty years he had studied life and learned the wisdom of this

world at the Court of Rameses the Great—now for other forty years he

must learn the wisdom not of this world while leading the solitary life

of a shephexxl ! What must this change have meant to one straight

from life at the Egyptian Court ? What a different man he became

by the end of this disciplinary training !

Bold and rash at the beginning—all spirit seems crushed out of him

at the end ; for when at last God says to him, " Come now and I will

send thee unto Pharaoh, that thou mayest bring forth my people out of

Egypt," his answer is, " Who am I that I should go unto Pharaoh, and

that I should bring forth the children of Israel out of Egypt ?" (Exodus iii,

10, 11). Three times he refuses to go, even though God gives him a

direct commission—three miraculous signs—and a promise to be with his

mouth.

At last God's anger is kindled, and He says, " Is not Aaron the Levite

thy brother ? I know that he can speak well " (Exodus iv, 14). Moses is

then told that Aaron is to be his spokesman unto the people. " He is to

be to thee instead of a mouth, and thou shalt be to him instead of God "

(Exodus iv, 16). Reluctantly he obeys, God assuring him "that all the

men are dead who sought his life " (Exodus iv, 19). He must have been

a forgotten man ! Rameses II was dead, three short troubled reigns had

followed, and now the Pharaoh of the Exodus was on the throne. All

these changes would serve to obliterate the niemory of the alien adopted

son of Pharaoh's daughter who had fled from Egypt forty years previously.

He returns to Jethro, his father-in-law, and asks permission " to return to

Egypt unto his brethren and see whether the)' be yet alive" (Exodus iv,

18) : by the last clause it would appear as if he had had no intercourse

with them since his flight. God promises him a " glad " (Exodus iv, 14)

welcome from Aaron, and desires Aaron to go and meet him, which he

does in the "mount of God," and Moses tells Aaron all the words of the

Lord and all the signs he had commande<l liini.

They return to Egypt and gather together the elders of Israel, and

AaroJi spake all the words which the Loid had s])oken unto Moses, and

did all the signs in the sight of the people and they believed (Exodus iv,

29-31).

Moses had no plan of his own, for when Korah, Dathan, and Abir^m
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rebelled, he says, '' Hereby ye shall know that the Lord hath sent me
to do all tliese works : for I have not done them of my own mind

"

(Numbers xvi, 28). Instead, he brought a iDeremptory message from

God to Pharaoh. "Thus saith the Lord. Israel is my son, even my
first-born. Let my sou go, that he may serve me, and if thou refuse

to let him go, behold I will slay thy son, even thy tirsr-born ' (Exodus iv,

•2% -IZ). There was to be no delay, therefore the stay of Moses in Egypt

at this period of his life need not have extended over more than six

weeks, as all that follows could have taken place within that time, and

so a short stay of a stranger could not have made such an impression

as that his name should be mentioned in a public record written in the

second reign of a new dynasty, especially as so many of those who saw

him at Court would likely be of the •' first-born '"' killed on the Passover

night, or of those drowned in the Eed Sea, whilst others would disappear

in the confusion attending a change of dynasty. Besides, he was not

prominently before the Egyptians except in visiting Pharaoh with Aaron

as his spokesman.

When Moses and Aaron go and ask that Israel may be let go, Pharaoh

refuses, and Moses desires Aaron to perform the signs given. The Rod

becoming a Serpent—the water of the river turning to blood—the frogs

coverinc the land— and the dust becoming lice on man and beast

(Exodus vii, ]9, to viii, 10) ; all these miracles were performed by Aaron.

The first three were imitated by the Magicians, but the last was beyond

their power, and they acknowledged to Pharaoh that it was "the Finger

of God" (Exodus viii, 19).

As yet the whole inh::,bitants of the land seem to have suffered from

the Plagues, but now, when His hand is recognised, God makes a

severance between Israel and the Egyptians, " that thou mayst know

that I am the Lord in the midst of the earth " (Exodus viii, 22-23). This

division v.'ould make a great impression on the Israelites, in giving them

heart to believe that now their deliverance was at hand : and Aaron

and the Elders of the people would have much to do in organising

tjie ]jrej)arations for the rapid exodus they were to make. Aaron, the

Semitic leader of the rebellion of the " Harris Paj^yrus "—Aaron, the

•orator, with his persuasive tongue, would have much to do to get such

a multitude ready. " 600,000 footmen, besides children, and a mixed

multitude, and flocks and herds and much cattle" (Exodus xii, 37-38).

The Passover also had to be instituted. Only one well known amongst

them could have persuaded them to do all that had to be done, assisted

by fear, and seeing all the plagues coming on Egypt by command of this

Moses so lately come amongst them, and part of them done by the hand

of Aaron.

The Plagues came with increased rapidity as they neared the end.

It I'eads as if the three days of " Darkness " were at once followed by

the " Death of the Fiist-born," immediately after which they were thrust

out of Egypt. The Lambs for tlie Passover were set aside on the

10th Abib, and the Passover was on the 14th, three days of which time
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would be spent by the Egyptians in " a thick darkness, even darkness

which may be felt. They saw not one ;uin(her, neither rose any from

his place" (Kxodus x, 21-23), but the ChiMreii of I.srael, huving light

in their dwellings, would be able, unmolested, to make all arrangements

for their departure.

It seems as if it were only at the last that Moses was recognised

as great by the Egyptians ; for when the locusts are threatened,

Pharaoh's servants say, "How long shall this man be a snare unto

us?" (Exodus X, 7). After the "Darkness," it is said, "Moreover the

man Moses was veri/ great in the land of Egypt, in the sight of Pharaoh's

servants, and in the sight of the people (Exodus xi, .3). But if the

10th Plague followed immediately after the 9th, this " very great " was
only of two or three days' growth. Aaron, the great s])eaker and leader

amongst the Israelites for 30 or 40 years, would make the more endurintj

mark on men's minds, and his name would be well known. Moses came
and passed before them only for a short time.

As we read on we find JSIoses had many struggles to go through
before he was recognised, even by the Israelites, as their Leader. Before

they had passed through the Red Sea they had begun the cry :
" Because

there were no graves in Egypt, hast thou taken us to die in this wilder-

ness?" (ICxodus xiv, 11). Six weeks after they had left Egypt, they were
murmuring for the third time, and Moses said to Aaron :

" Say unto the

people. Come near before the Lord." At which time they first received

Manna. On their fourth murmuring, Moses cried unto the Lord :
" They

be almost ready to stone me" (Exodus xvii, 4).

After the giving of the " Ten Commandments " Moses was called uj)

into the Mount, where he remained 40 days (Exodus xxiv, 18). And
when the people saw that Moses delayed to come down from the Mount,
they gathered themselves together unto Aaron and said :

" Up, make us
gods, which shall go before us ; for as for this Moses, the man that
brought us up out of Egypt, we wot not what has become of him"
(Exodus xxxii, 1).

Aaron may have thought that Moses' work (the deliverance from
Egypt) being accomplished, he had disappeared back into the mountains
where he had spent the previous 40 years. They arrived at Mount Sinai
in the third month after leaving Egypt, and Moses had been absent
40 days, so it was quite natural for the people to come to Aaron, their

old leader, and for him to act as such. He had not yet learned that

•God was a jealous God, " and would have no other gods before him,"
and thought he could manage the people by making a "golden calf," in

imitation of the Sacred Bull, Ajiis, near to whose temple they had lived

in Egypt. But when Moses re-appeared, scattering all before him, and
with withering words said to Aaron :

" What did the people unto thee,

that thou hast brought so great a sin uj)on them?" (Extxlus xxxii, 21),
Aaron must have felt humiliated, and unable to withhold the sarcastic

"My Lord" of his pointless answer; and then may have begun his

jealousy of Moses, which culminated in Miriam and his speaking against
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Moses, saying :
" Hath the Lord iudeed spoken only by Moses ? Hath he

not spoken also by us ? " ^Nfiriam's being struck with leprosy was God's

decisive reply to their boldness. Here, again, Aaron calls Moses " My
Lord," but it is in entreaty, not in anger (Numbers xii). Ever after he

seems to have been a faithful second to him.

Numbers xvi gives an account of the rebellion of Korah, a Levite,

against Aaron having the priesthood, and Dathan and Abiram, of the

tribe of Eeuben, Jacob's first-born, against Moses having the leadership.

"When the two last were desired by Moses to come up to the Tabernacle,

they said :
" We Avill not come up. Is it a small thing that thou bast

brought us up out of a land flowing with milk and honey to kill us in the

wilderness, except thou make thyself altogether a prince over us?"

Nearly the same answer as he got in Egypt more than 40 years before

from one of the two Israelites who were quarrelling :
" Who made thee a

prince and a judge over us 1 " (Exodus ii, 14). The destruction of Korah,

Dathan, Abu-am, and their company, seems to have thoroughly broken

the rebellious spirit of the jjeople, and Moses is at last acknowledged

their leader.

The above shows that Moses was very little with his own people «e

Ugi/pt.

It was not till he was 40 years of age " that it come into hi;< heart to

visit them." The first day he " slew the Egyptian "
; the second, finding

it was known, be fled into Midian, where he remained 40 years.

God tells him " all the men are dead that sought thy life." He must

have stayed away for fear of his life, and when he asks leave of Jethro to

return to his brethren in Egypt, " and see whether they be yet alive," he

can have had no intercourse with them, or he would not have given such

a reason.

Six weeks were enough for the Plagues in Egypt, so his name could

not have been much known. But Aaron, who had been amongst them

all his life, a chief, a leader, a prophet, would be well known. Besides

they were no mean set of slaves of small numbers, who struggled for

freedom ; for see what Pharaoh "of the oppression" says : "Behold the

people of the Children of Israel are more and mightier than we. Come

on, let us deal wisely with them, lest they multiply, and it come to pass,

that when there falleth out any war, they join also unto our enemies, and

fight against us, and so get them up out of the land." So spake Eameses

the Great, and made their lives bitter with hard bondage in mortar,

brick, and in all manner of service, and with rigour (Exodus i. 9-14).

Therefore, Aaron having spent his whole life in Egypt, a chief and

leader of such a powerful body of people, must have been the Semitic

letider of rebellion and emigration mentioned as " Areos," "' Arisu," or

" Aarsu," in the Harris Papyrus.
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RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT TIBERIAS IN THE YEAR 1895.

By Jamks Glaisiikr, F.J^.S.

The numbers in column 1 of this table .show tlie highest reading of the

barometer in each month ; the highest appear ii\ the winter, and the lowest

in the summer months ; the maximum for the year was 31 '099 inche.s, in

January, and tlie next in order 3r09l inches, in February.

In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is shown ; the minimum
for the year was 30"200 inches, in August ; and the next in oi'der 3()'2G3

inche.s, in July.

The range of readings in the year was 0\S99 inch. The range in

the morning observations was O'SOo inch, being ()"131 inch greater than

the range at Jerusalem.

The numbers in the 3rd column show the extreme range of readings

in each month ; the smallest was 0'256 inch, in July, and the next in

order 0"299 inch, in October ; the largest was 0"G7G inch, in December,

and the next in order 0'647 inch, in Januaiy.

The numbers in columns 4 and 5 show the mean monthly reading of

the barometer at 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. ; and those in column 6 the lower

reading at 4 p.m. than at 8 a.m. ; the smallest ditference between these

two readings was 0"015 inch, in March, and the next in order 0'053

inch, in December ; the largest was 0"104 inch, in June, and the next in

order ()"096 inch, in April, In England in January the readings at

8 a.m. and 4 p.m. are practically the same ; in all other months the

reading at 4 p.m. is lower than at 8 a.m. ; the greatest difference is

in June, 0*025 inch. The mean for the year at Tiberias was 0'076 inch,

being nearly four times greater than in England.

The numbers in the 7th column show the mean monthly pressure of

the atmosphere ; the highest was 30*794 inches, in Jaiuiary, and the

riext in order 30"728 inches, in November ; the lowest was 30"373 inches,

in August, and the next in order 30'396 inches, in July. The mean for

the year was 30"590 inches.

The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 8.

The first day in the year the temperature reached 90° was on April 8th,

and there was 1 other day in April when the temperature reached or

exceeded 90"
; in May, 18 days ; in June, 28 days ; in July and August it

reached or exceeded 90° on every day ; in September, 27 days ; in October,

10 days ; and in November on 1 day ; thus the temperature reached or

exceeded 90° on 148 days daring the year. At Jerusalem the temperature

did not reach 90^ till May 23rd, and there were only 35 days in the year
on which the temperature was as high as 90°. At Tiberias the temperature

was 104° on May 22nd, and reached or exceeded 100° on 6 other days
in this month; in June on 11 days; in July un 19 days; in August

P
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OH 26 days ; in September on 7 days ; and in October on 1 day ; thus on

71 days in the year the temperature reached or exceeded 100°. The

highest temperature in the year at Tiberias was 109°, on July 9th ; at

Jerusalem the highest in the year was 97°, on both June 14th and

September 22nd.

The lowest temperatm-e of the air in each month is shown in column 9.

The lowest in the year was 40°, on March 4th ; the next lowest was 41° on

January 19th ; and from March 5th to the end of the year there was no

temperature so low as 41°
; the nearest approach being 43° on December

11th. At .Terusalem the lowest in the year was 30" on both .Tanuav}- 19th

and 20th ; and there were 57 nights in the year when the temperature

was as low or lower than 40°.

Tlie yearly range of temperature was 69° ; at Jerusalem it was 67°.

The range of temperature in each month is shown in column 10 ; and

these numbers vary from 34° in December to 55° in May.

In column 11 the mean of all the high day temperatures in each

month is shown. The lowest was 68°"1 in December, being 10° higher

than that at Jerusalem ; the next in order were 68°'2 in .January, and
71°'2 in February ; the highest was ]01°'3 in August ; and the next in

order 1G0°"9 in July, and 97°'l in June. At Jerusalem the lowest

were 53°"8 in January, 58°'l in December, and 60°"3 in March ; the

highest were 88°"2 in both July and August, and 83°'8 in September. The

mean for the year at Tiberias was 84° ; at Jerusalem it was 72° "3.

In column 12 the mean of all the low night temperatures in each

month is shown ; the lowest was 47°'4 in January ; the next in order

were 48° '3 in March, and 50° in February ; the highest was 73°"8 in

August ; and the next in order were 71°*7 in July, and 69°*5 in September.

At Jerusalem the lowest were 36°'2 in January, 39°*6 in February, and
41°*2 in March ; the highest were 64°"3 in July, 62°'9 in August, and
59°"3 in June. At Tiberias the yearly value was 59°'6

; at Jerusalem it

was 51°'2.

In column 13 the mean daily range of temperature is shown in each

month ; the smallest was 16°'9 in December, the next in order were
20°"8 in January, and 21°'2 in February ; the greatest was 30° in May,

the next in order were 29°"8 in June, and 29° "2 in July. At Jerusalem

the smallest were 13°"3 in Decembei', 17°'6 in January, and 19°*1 in

]March. At Tiberias the mean daily range for the year was 24° '4 ; at

Jenisalem it was 21°"1.

The mean temperature of the air, as found from the maximum and

minimum temperatures only, is shown in each month in column 14. The
lowest was 57°"8 in January ; and the next in order were 59°'7 in

December, and 60°*3 in March ; the highest was 87°'6 in August ; and

the next in order were 86°"3 in July, and 82°"2 in June. At Jerusalem

the lowest temperatures were 45° in January, 50°"2 in February, and
50°'7 in March ; the highest were 76°'3 in July, 75°'5 in August, and
71° '2 in September. At Tiberias the mean tempei-ature increased from

January to February, decreased from February to March, and increased
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month by ninntli to tlio niaxinuuii in August, then decreased month by

iiKiiitli t.> tlir ciiil lit' tlic yi'ar. At Jerusalem the mean temperature

increased from .January montli l)y month to the maximum in July, then

decreased month by month to the end of the year. At Tiberias tlie

yearly value was 71°"8
; at Jerusalem it was 61°'8.

The numbers in the 15th and 16th columns are the mean readings of

a dry and wet-bulb thermometer, taken daily at 8 a.m. If those in

column 15 be compared with these in column 14, it will be seen that

those in column 15 were of the same value in January, a little higher

in February, March, September, October, and December, and a little

lower in all other months. The mean for the year was 1V-7, being 0"-l

less than the mean of the year as determined by the use of the maximum

and minimum thermometers. In the year 1890 the mean of the dry-bulb

was V'l lower than that of the maximum and minimum thermometers
;

in 1891 it was r-5 lower ; in 1892, 0°-4 higher ; in 1893, 0"-7 lower ; and

in 1894, -5 lower ; the mean of the six differences is 0°'6
; and there-

fore the mean temperature of the year may be approximately determined

by a single reading of the thermometers taken daily at 8 a.m.

The numbers in the 17th column are the temperature of the dew-point,

or that temperature at which the air would be saturated by the quantity

of vapour mixed with it ; the smallest difference between these numbers

and those in column 15 was 7° -3 in April ; the smallest from May to

November was 9°-5 in May, and the largest, 16°-8, in September.

The numbers in column 18 show the elastic force of vapour, or the

length of a column of mercury in inches corresponding to the pressure

of vapour ; the smallest was 0-304 inch, in January, and the largest

0'875 inch, in August.

In column 19 the weight in grains of the water in a cubic foot of air

is shown ; it was as small as 3'4 grains in January, and as large as 9'2

grains in August.

In column 20 the additional quantity of water required to saturate a

cubic foot of air is shown ; it was as small as 1 6 grain in December,

and as large as 5"3 gi'ains in September.

The numbers in column 21 show the degree of humidity of the air,

saturation being represented by loO ; the largest numbers appear in

April, February, and December, and the smallest from May to September,

the smallest of all was 57 in September.

The numbers in column 22 show the weight in grains of a cubic foot

of ail-, under the mean atmospheric pressure, temperature, and humidity of

the air ; the largest number was in January, decreasing to the smallest

in August, then increasing to the end of the year.

In columns 23 and 24 are the mean readings of a dry and wet-bulb

thermometer taken daily at 4 p.m. By comparing the numbei-s in

column 15 with those in column 23, the increase of temperature from

8 a.m. to 4 p.m. is shown ; in December the increase was only 3°'3, and in

May it was as much as I'i"'!.

In column 25 the tempeiature of the dew point at 4 p.m. is shown.
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By com])ariiig these mmibers with those nutuljers in cohirnii 17, it will be

seen that the temperature of the dew ])oint in the mouths of January,

February, Ajiril, May, November, and December was higher than at

8 a.m., and lower than at 8 a.m. iu the remaining months. The numbers
in this column are smaller than those in column 23, by 14'"'1 in April,

increasing to 30°'7 in June, then decreasing to 10°'9 in December ; these

differences between the temperature of the air and that of the dew
2)oint are very much larger than those at 8 a.m. ; iu June, July, and

August it was more than twice as large.

On several days in the months of May and June, at 4 j).m., the

reading of the dry-bulb thermometer exceeded that of the wet by 25° or

more, and the tem])erature of the dew point was from 40°'8 to 49''"9

lower than the temperature of tlie air, as shown by the following table :

—

Month and Day.
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111 ooliinm 32 the niontlily fall of rain is i,aven. The heaviest fall of

rain on one day in tin- months from January to April was r48 inch, ou

Ai)ril lOtli ; and the next in order 0-95 inch on April 11th. No rain

fell from May Kjth till October Gth, making a period of 142 consecutive

days without rain. The fall of rain on December 23rd was 0-92 inch,

and 0-85 inch and 0-89 inch fell on the 10th and 11th respectively. The

heaviest monthly fall in the year was 3"76 inches, in December, and the

next in order, 3-04 inches in March. The total fall of rain for the year

was 14-37 inches. At Jerusalem the total fall for the year wa3

23-25 inches.

RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT JERUSALEM IN THE YEAR 1895.

By James Glaisher, F.R.S.

The numbers in column 1 of this table show the highest reading of the

barometer in each month ; of these the highest, as usual, are in the

winter, and the lowest in the summer months ; the maximum for the

year was 27-692 inches, in November, and the next in order, 27-687

inches, in January. The highest reading in the preceding 34 years, viz.,

1861 to 1894 inclusive, was 27-816 inches, in December, 1879.

In column 2 the lowest reading of the barometer in each month is

shown; the minimum for the year was 27018 inches, in March, and the

next in order, 27-079 inches, in Ajjril. The lowest i-eadiug in the

]ncceding 34 years was 26-972 inches, in April, 1863, and February, 1865.

The numbers in the 3rd column show the extreme range of readings

in each month ; the smallest was 0-163 inch, in August, and the next

in order, 0-184 inch, in July ; the largest was 0-474 inch, in December ;

and the next in order, 0-458 inch, in April. The mean monthly range

for the year wa« 0-327 inch. The mean for the preceding 34 years

was 0-309 inch.

The range of barometer readings in the year was 0-674 inch. The

largest range in the preceding 34 years was 0742 inch, in 1872 ; and

the smallest, 0-491 inch, in 1883.

The numbers in the 4th column show the mean monthly pressure of

the atmosjjhere ; the highest was 27-465 inches, in January, and the next

in order, 27-455 inches, in November ; the lowest was 27-247 inches, in

August, and the next in order, 27-277 inches, in July. The mean
yearly pressure wjts 27-382 inches. The highest mean yearly pressure in

the preceding 34 years was 27-443 inches, in 1S61, and the lowest,

27-358 inches, in 1892. The mean for the 34 years was 27-389 inches.

The temperature of the air reached 90" ou May 23rd, and there

were 4 other tlays in May when the temjjerature reached or exceeded 90".

In the preceding 13 years the earliest day in the year the tem])erature

V 2
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was 90^ was March 25th in the year 1888 ; in June it reached or

exceeded 90" on 5 days ; in Jidy, on 9 (Uiys ; in August, on 10 days ;

and in Sei)tember, on G days ; the 29th being the last day in the year

of a temperature as high as 90'. In the preceding 13 years the latest

day in the year this temperature reached 90° was October 23rd, 1887.

The temperature reached or exceeded 90" on 35 days during the year.

In the year 1892 the number of days of this high temperature was 23,

and in 1887 was 73 ; the average of the 13 years was 40. The highest

temperature in the year was 97° on both June 14th and Sejjtember 22nd
;

the highest in the preceding 13 years, viz., 1882 to 1894, was 108°,

in June, 1894.

The temperature of the air was as low as 30' on both January 19th

and 20th ; and was as low or lower than 40 on 24 other nights in January
;

in February on 14 nights ; in March on 14 nights ; in November on

1 night ; and in December on 2 nights. Thus the temperature was as

low or lower than 40° on 57 nights during the year. In the year 1892

the number of nights of this low temperature was 19, and in 1894 was

113, the average for the 13 years was 55.

The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 5.

In January it was 59°'2, being the lowest in the year, and V'o below the

mean of the 13 high day temperatures in January. The high day

temperature was also below its average in April, June, July, August,

October, and Decenaber, and above in the remaining months. The mean

for the year was 84°-3, being 0°"3 above the average for 13 years.

The lowest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 6.

In January it was 30", being the lowest in the year, and 1 "6 below the

average. The low night temperature was also below its average in

February, March, May, June, August, September, October, and November

;

and above in Ajtril, July, and December. The mean for the year was

43''2, being 1°*1 below the average of 13 years.

The range of temperature in each month is shown in column 7 ; the

numbers vary from 29°*2 in January to 48'-8 in May. The mean range

for the year was 4r'l, being 1°'4 greater than the average of 13 years.

The range of temperature in the year was 67'. The largest in the

))receding 13 years was 81' in 1894; and the smallest, 63'''5 in the

year 1885.

The mean of all the high day temperatures in each month is shown

in column S. The lowest was 53°'8 in January, being 2°'9 higher than the

average. The highest was 88°-2 in both July and August, being 0°-2

above its average in July, anil 1° below in August. The mean for the

year was 72°'3, being 0'*1 above the average of 13 years.

The mean of all the low night tenijieratures in each month is shown

in column 9. The lowest was 36°*2 in January, being 2°*2 lower than the

average ; the highest was 64°-3 in August, being 0"-] higher than the

average. The mean for the year Avas 5r-2, or I'-l below the average of

13 years.

In column 1(1 tlic mean daily range of temperature in each month is
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sliowii ; llic sniuUcsL \v;is l;}"*;} in Dufciulior ; ;iii<l tlu' lu'xt in order, 17 ti

in January ; the greatest wa^ 25°"3, in August, and tiio next in order

25'''2 in September. The mean for the year was 2V']., being V'2 greater

than the average. The smallest ranges in the i)receding 13 vears were

9""3, in January, 1883, and 9"'7, in December, 18i)<» ; the greatest were

33°-8, in August, 1886 ; and 30°-l, in the same month of 1887, The smallest

mean for the year was 17°"8, in 1883 ; and the greatest, 24''*3, in 1886.

The mean temperature of the air, as found from the maximum and

minimum tem])eratuies only, is shown in each mouth in column 11 ; the

lowest was 45° in January ; and the next in order, 5U°-2 in Febniary
;

the highest was 76°"3 in July ; and the next in order, 75^'5 in August.

The mean for the year was GVS being 0°"5 below the average of 13 years.

The lowest mean temperatures in the preceding 10 years were 39""8, in

January, 1890 ; and 42°, in December, 1886 ; the highest were 8r-2, in

August, 1890, and 8r'l, in July, 1888. The highest mean for the year

w;is 63-7, in 1885, and the lowest 60", in 1894.

January wa« the coldest month of the year, and was below its average

both by day and night ; the nights were mostly cold and below their

average throughout the year.

The numbers in column 12 are the mean readings of a dry-bulb

thermometer. If those in column 12 be compared with those in column

11, it will be seen that those in column 12 are a little higher in every

month, the difference of the means for the year being 3°
"8 ; the mean

difference between the mean temperature of the air and that at 9 a.m. for

the 13 years was 3°
'4.

For a few days in the winter months the dry and wet-bulb thermo-

meters read alike, or nearly so, but in the mouths fiom May to October

the diti'erence between the readings often exceeded 15'', and was as large

as 19° on August 27th.

In column 13 the mean monthly readings of the wet-bulb are shown,

the smallest ditterencea between these and those of the dry-bulb were

2'*7, in December, and 4 "2, in March; the largest wei'e 10'"5, in July,

and 9''"7, in September. The mean for the year was 58'''5, and that of the

dry 65°'6
; the mean diti'erence was T'l.

The numbers in colunui 14 ai'e the temperature of the dew ])oint,

or that of the temperature at which the air woiUd be saturatetl by the

quantity of vapour mixed witli it ; the smallest diiierence between these

numbers and those in column 12, were 5'''3 in December, and 8°'5 in

March ; and the largest were 17"'6 in July, and 16''6 in September. The

mean temperature of the dew point for the year was 52°'7
; the mean for

the 13 years was 50°*1.

The numbers in colunni 15 show the elastic force of vapour, or the

length of a column of mercury in inches corresponding to the pressure

of vapour ; the smallest was 0'229 inch, in January ; and the largest

0"6()4 inch, in August. The mean for the year was 0'414 inch ; the

average of the 13 years was 0"374 inch.

In column 16 the weight in grains of the water present in a cubic
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foot of air is sliown ; it was as small as 2f? grains in Jannary, and as

lai-go as 6"6 grains in August. The mean for the year was 4:'5 grains
;

the average of 13 years was 4"1 grains.

In column 17 the additional quantity of water required to saturate a

cubic foot (if air is shown ; it was less than 1 grain in December, and

more than 4^ grains in July. The mean for the year was 2-8 grains

;

the average of 13 years was 3 "4 grains.

The numbers in cohimn 18 show the degree of humidity, saturation

being represented by 100 ; the largest numbers apj)ear in January,

February, March, November, and December, and the smallest from April

to October ; the smallest of all was 55 in July. The mean for the year

was 64 ; that of the 13 yeai's was 59.

The numbers in column 19 show the weight in grains of a cubic foot

of air, under its mean atmos])heric pressure, temperature, and humidity.

The largest number was in January, decreasing to the smallest in July,

then increasing to December. The mean for the year was 482 grains
;

that of the 13 years being of the same value.

The most prevalent winds in January were N.E. and E., and the least

were N. and S. ; the most prevalent in Febi'uary were S.W., W., and

N.W., and the least were N. and E. ; the most prevalent in March were

W., N.W., and S.W., and the least were N. and S.E. ; the most prevalent

in April were S.W. and W., and the least were N. and E. ; the most

prevalent in May were N.W. and S.W., and the least Avere S.E. and S. ;

the most jjrevalent in June was N.W., and the least were N., E., S.E.,

and S. ; the most prevalent wind in July was N.W., and the least were

E., S.E., S., and S.W. ; the most jirevalent in August was N.W., and

the least were N., N.E., E., S.E., and S. ; the most prevalent in

September and October were N.W. and N.E., and the least prevalent was

S. ; the most prevalent in November were N.E. and N.W., and the

least was S. ; the most prevalent in December was S.W., and the least

was S. The most prevalent wind in the year was N.W., which occurred

on 125 times, of which 22 were in August, 18 in July, and 17 in June,

and the least ])revalent wind was S., which occurred on only 6 times

during the year, of which 2 were in March, and one in each of the

months of February, April, May, and July.

The total number of times of each wind are shown in the last line of

columns 20 to 27 ; those winds less in number than the average of the

preceding 13 years were

—

N.
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The numbers in column 28 show the mean amount of cloud in oacli

month ; the month witli the smallest amount is July, and the largest

February. Of the cuniulna or fine weather cloud there were 4 instances
;

of the nimbus or rain cloud there were 29 instances, of which 9 were

in March, G in February, 4 in December, and only 1 from June to

Octoljer ; of tlie cii-rus there were 23 instances ; of the cirro cumulus

78 instances, of which 11 were in October, 10 in January, and 9 in both

February and April ; of the cumulus stratus 41 instances ; of the cirrus

stratus 32 instances ; of the stratus 3 instances ; and 155 instances of

cloudless skies, of which 27 were in July, 26 in August, and 19 in June,

and 4 only in both February and March.

The largest fall of rain for the month in the year was 7-24 inches,

in December, of which 2*28 inches fell on the 12th, 2-24 inches on the

24th, 1-26 inch on the 13th, and 1-23 inch on the 11th. The next largest

fall for the month was 5-94 inches, in March, of which 1-20 inch fell on

the 25tb, 1-13 inch on the 29th, and l-()5 inch on the 10th. No rain

fell from May 17tli till October 8th, making a period of 143 consecutive

days without rain. The total fall of rain for the year was 23-25 inches,

being 2-43 inches below the average of 34 years, viz., 1861 to 1894.

The number of days on which rain fell was 52, being 3 less than the

average.

Note by Sir Charles Wilson, on the Mosaic at Mddeha (p. 213).

" Special interest attaches to the plan of the City of JerusalcMii given in the

mosaic. It is diflicult to read the plan from the photogi-aphs, but it

apparently gives a street lined with columns running from the Damascus Gate

to the old Sion Gate, another down the valley, el Wad, to the present Dung

Gate, a third running from el Wad to the present St. Stephen's Gate, and

a fourtli running eastward from the Jaffa Gate. Xear the Damascus Gate,

at the northern end of the central street, is a column (amiid), possibly the

milion from whicJi distances were counted. On the west side of the street,

leading to the Sion Gate, is apparently the porch of Constantine's Ciiurch,

and the church itself seems to be indicated in outline. Possibly when the

di-awings, whicli are now being made for the Genuun Palestine Society, come

to hand, more light may be thrown on the disputed questions connected with

the topography of Jerusalem."



LECTURERS

The authorised lecturers for the Society are—

America.

Professor Theodore F. Wright, Ph.D., 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge,

Mass., Honorary General Secretary of tlie Palestine Exploration Fund

for the United States.

England.

The Rer. Thomas Harrison, F.E.G.S., The Yicarage, Appledore, Ashford,

Kent.

The Eer. Charles Harris, M.A., F.R.G.S., Appledore, Ashford, Kent.

Scotland.

The Rev. James Smith, B.D., St. George's-in-tlie-West Parish, Aberdeen.

The Rer. W. Burnet Thomson, M.A., B.D., Galashiels, N.B.

Wales.

The Rev. J. Llewelyn Thomas, M.A., Aberpergwm, Glynneath, South

Wales.

All Lectnres are iliustrated hy Lantern Slides.

Application for Lectures may be either addressed to the Secretary,

24, Hanover Square, W., or sent to the address of the Lecturers.
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NOTES AND NEWS.

The Firman for excavating at Jerusalem liaving terminated on 20th June

Dr. Bliss came at once to England, and was present at the annual meeting.

His final report is published in the present number, and he is now engaged

in preparing for publication a memoir of his three years' work and its

results.

The wort of exploration in Palestine by means of excavations is full of

promise, and funds are greatly needed in order that opportunities which

present themselves may be utilised. The remarkable success which has

attended the excavations at Tell el Hesy and Jerusalem is sufBcient indication

of the important results which may be expected from such investigations if

judiciously and persevcringly conducted.

Dr. Schick reports that in consequence of the heavy rains last winter a house

in the Armenian quarter fell and a woman wJio was in it was killed. The

upper chamber first fell and broke in the floor of the room below, causing the

poor woman and her bed to fall into a cistern which was underneath.

New shops have been built by the Armenian convent and by Mohammedans
within the city south of the Jewish quarter and cast of Bab Nebi Daiid, and

Dr. Schick has made use of the opportunity afforded during tue progress of

improvements in that neighbourhood to examine carefully the Columbarium

discovered there by Sir Charles Warren, which was subsequently used as a

cistern.

Dr. Schick also writes cf what he calls "remains of an ancient city wall"

running northward from Burj el Kibryt. His account of these observations

will bo published in a future number.

Q
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With reference to Professor Tlieodore "Wright's note on " The Swastica," in

the Quarterlii Statement for April last, p. 153, Miss Congreve, of Torquay,

directs attention to a paper by John Newton, M.R.C.S.E., pubhshed in the

" Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool,"

No. sxxiv (1889), in which, facing p. 224, a drawing is given showing the

The "Fylfot" or "Sl-astika."

"origin of the 'fylfot' or ' suastika ' by lenving out part of the rim of the

sun-wheel."

The income of the Society, from June 2-lth, 1897, to September 18th,

1897, was—from annual subscriptions and donations, including Local Societies,

£249 Qs. 3(Z. ; from Lectures, £3 17s. Qd. ; from sales of publications, &c.,

£146 17*. Id. ; total, £400 1*. 'id. The expenditure during the same period

was £308 9s. 2d. On September IStli the balance in the Bank was

£229 12s. 2d.

Dr. Post's "Flora of Syria, Palestine, and Sinai" is now ready, and may be

obtained on application to the author at Beirut.

The work embraces 126 orders, 850 genera, and 3,416 species, many of the

latter, as well as numerous varieties, being new to science. It is illustrated by

445 woodcuts, and a coloured map, showing the botanical regions of the

district covered. It contains a general analytical key to all the orders, and

special keys to the larger tribes and genera. Much labour has been expended

on these keys, and it is hoped that, by their means, the usefulness of the book

will be greatly increased, esjiccially for students and travellers.

Henry TurnbuU, Esq., Grrosvenor Road, Scarborough, has kindly consented;

to act as Honorary Local Secretary for Scarborough.

Memo, for Subscribers to the Survey of Palestine.—In the original pro-

gramme it was intended that the "Archaeological Researches" of M. Clermont-

Q-anneau should be published in one volume, but the work increased so much
since its commencement that the Committee found it necessary to arrange foB

the publication of the whole in two volumes. Vol. II has been published iu.

advance for the reasons stated in the prefatory note.

Vol. I, which treats of Jerusalem and its neighbourhood, is now well

forward, and, when ready, will be sent out to the Ci-st 250 Subscribers without

any increase in their subscriptions for the full set.

The set consists of " The Survey of Eastern Palestine," by Lieut.-Colonel

Conder, LL.D., B.E., in one vol. ;
" The Fauna and Flora of Sinai, Petra,

and the Wady 'Arabah," by H. Chichester Hart, B.A., in one vol. ; " The
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Archspological Researches," bj Professor Clermont-Ganneau, in two toIs.

Four volumes in all.

There are only a few copies of the sets left at the price of £7 7*.

Lieut.-Colonel Conder's important work, " Tlie Latin Kingdom of Jeru-

salem "—1099 to 1292 A.D.—describing the condition of Palestine under the

Crusaders, was published in January. It is based on the chronicles and
contemporary accounts, both Christian and Moslem, and on the information

collected during the progress of the Survey, with descriptions of the scenes

of the important events, and other information not to be found in previous

histories of the Crusades. It forms an octavo volume of over 400 pages,

with two maps, giving the Crusading names and boundaries of the " Fiefs

"

throughout Palestine.

A translation of Beha ed Din's " Life of Saladin," a.d. 1145-1232, wliich

forms the concluding volume of the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Scries, is now
being issued.

This translation has been compared with the original Arabic, and annotated

by Lieut.-Colonel Conder, LL.D., R.E., with a pi-eface and notes by Major-

General Sir Charles Wilson, K.C.B., F.R.S., R.E.

Copies of the " Life of Saladin," bound in cloth, with an index, can be

had separately. Pi'ice to Subscribers to the Fund, G*. Qd.

Sir Charles Wilson writes in reference to the " Life of Saladin "
:
—" The

present volume closes the series of translations issued by the Palestine

Pilgrims' Text Society, and I am glad to take this opportunity of conveying

the thanks of the Committee to those gentlemen who have so kindly and

readily given their assistance in translating, annotating, and editing the

works. W^ithout the cordial assistance of those gentlemen it would not have

been possible to cany out the original programme of the Society, and place

within the reach of English readers the more important of the records which

the early and mediajval pilgrims have left of thtir pilgrimages to Jerusalem

and the Holy Land. The Committee and the Society are also deeply indebted

to the Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, who has done so much to further the

interests of the work."

The price of a complete set of the translations published by the Society,

in 13 volumes, with general index, bound in cloth, is £10 10s. A catalogue

describing the contents of each volume can be had on application to the

Secretary, 24, Hanover Square.

Livraison 15 of M. Clermont-Ganneau's " Recucil d'Archeologie Orientale,"

which has reached us, contains articles en the Statue of the Xabatean King

Kabel I at Petra ; a reliquary of the Crusades ; the " cames " or gites d'etape

of the Mamlook Sultans, &c.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within

the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan

Q 2
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Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution of tlie

Committee they will henceforth be treated as subsci'ibers and be allowed to pur-

chase the books and maps (by application only to the Secretary) at reduced price.

The Committee have to acknowledge with thanks the following donations to

the Library of the Fund :

—

" The Holy Land in Geograjihy," vol. i ;
" The Holy Land in History,"

vol. ii. By Townsend MacCoun, A.M., New York. Prom the author.

The Committee will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library

of the Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to

Palestine and other Bible Lands. A catalogue of Books in tlie Library will

be found in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.

Mr. George Armstrong's Raised Map of Palestine is on view at the office

of the Fund. A circular giving full particulars about it will be sent on appli-

cation to the Secretary.

The third edition of the new Collotype Print or Photo-relief from a

specially prepared copy of the Raised Map of Palestine is now ready.

Price to subscribers, 2«. Zd. ; non-subscribers, 3s. Zd., post free.

The print is on thin paper, measuring 20 inches by 28i inches.

The museum of the Fund, at 24, Hanover Square, is now open to subscribers

between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., every week-day except Saturdays,

when it closes at 2 p.m.

It may be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded to in the

reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be published, but all are

preserved in the office of the Fund, where they may be seen by subscribers.

While desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications and other

theories advanced by officers of the Fund and contributors to the pages of the

Quarterly Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly understood that by

publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt

them.

In order to make up complete sets of the Quarterly Statement the

Committee will be very glad to receive any of the back numbers.

Subscribers who do not receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Secretary. Great care is taken to forward each number

to those who are entitled to receive it, but changes of address and other causes

occasionally give rise to omissions.
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The Committee of the PaleBtine Exploration Fund desire to make clear

that tlioy have no book on their List of Publications called "Picturesque

Palestine," nor is any person authorised to represent tliis hook as published

by the Society ; nor has the Society any book-hawkers in its employment.

ToUKiSTS are cordially invited to visit the Loan Collection of " Antiques "

in the Jerusalem Association Koom of the Palestine Exploration Fund,

opposite the Tower of David, Jerusalem. Hours : 8 to 12, and 2 to 6.

Maps of Palestine and Palestine Exploration Fund publications are kept for

sale.

Photogr:i])hs of Dr. Schick's models (1) of the Temple of Solomon, (2) of

the Hcrodian Tem))le, (3) of the Haram Area during the Christian occupation

of Jerusalem, and (4) of the Haram Area as it is at present, have been received

at the olllce of the Fund. Sets of these photographs, with an explanation by

Dr. Schick, can be purchased by applying to the Secretary, 24, Hanover

Square, W.

The authorised lecturers for the Society are^

America.

Professor Theodore F. "Wright, Ph.D., 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge,

Mass., Honorary General Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund
for the United States. His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) The Building of Jerusalem.

(2) The Overthrow of Jerusalem.

(3) The Progress of the Palestine Exploration.

England.

The Rev. Tliomas Harrison, F.R.G.S., The Vicarage, Appledore, Ashford,

Kent. His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) Research and Discovery in the Holy Land.

(2) Bible Scenes in the Light of Modern Science.

(3) The Survey of Eastern Palestine.

(4) In the Track of the Israelitesfrom Egypt to Canaan.

(5) The Jordan Valley, the Dead Sea, and the Cities of the Plain.

(6) The Recovery of Jerusalem— {Excavations in 1894).

(7) The Recovery of Lachish and the Hebrew Conquest of Palestine.

(8) Archaeological Illustrations of the Bible. (Specially adapted for

Sunday School Teachers).

N.B.—All these Lectures are illustrated by specially prepared lantern slides.

The Eev. Charles Harris, M.A., F.R.G.S., Appledore, Asliford, Kent. (All

Lectures illustrated by lantern slides.) His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) Modern Discoveries in Palestine.

(2) Stories in Stone ; or, Neio Light on the Old Testament.

(3) Underground Jerusalem ; or. With the Explorer in 1895.

Bible Stories from the Monuments, or Old Testament History

in the Light of Modern Research :

—
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(4) A. The Storii of JosepTi ; or, Life in Ancient Egypt.

(5) B. The Story of Moses ; or, Through the Desert to the Promised

Land.

(6) c. The Story of Joshua; or, The Buried City of Lachish.

(7) D. The Story of Sennacherib ; or Scenes of Assyrian Warfare.

(8) E. The Story of the Eittites ; or, A Lost Nation Found.

Scotland.

The Eev. James Smith, B.D., St. George's-in-the-West Parish, Aberdeen.

His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) The Palestine Exploration Fund.

(2) A Pilgrimage to Palestine.

(3) Jerusalem—Ancient and Modern.

(4) The Temple Area, as it noto is.

(5) The Church of the Holy Sepulchre.

(6) A Visit to Bethlehem and Hebron.

(7) Jericho, Jordan, and the Dead Sea.

The Eev. W. Burnet Thomson, M.A., B.D., Galashiels, N.B. His subjects

are as follows :

—

(1) The City of the Great King ; or Jerusalem and the Explorer.

(2) The Temple, the Sepulchre, and Calvary.

(3) Southern Palestine.

(4) Jerusalem to Damascus.

(5) Palestine and Jesus Christ {for children).

(6) The Bible and the Monuments. Discoveries in Ancient Land.

All illustrated with lantera slides.

Wales.

The Eev. J. Llewelyn Thomas, M.A., Aberpergwm, Glynneath, South

Wales. His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) Explorations in Jttdea.

(2) Research and Discovery in Samaria and Galilee.

(3) In Bible Lands ; a Narrative of Personal Experiences.

(4) The Reconstruction of Jerusalem.

(5) Problems of Palestine.

Application for Lectures may be either addressed to the Secretary,

24, Hanover Square, W., or sent to the address of the Lecturers.
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ANNUAL .MEETING.

The Annual Meeting of the General Committee of the Palestine

Exploration Fund was held at the Offices, Hanover Square, on Tuesday

afternoon, July 20th, 1897. Mr. James Glaisiier, F.R.S., presided.

There were present :—Walter Morrison, Esq., M.P. ; William Simpson,

Esq. ; Canon Dalton, C.M.G. ; Dr. W. Aldis Wright ; Dr. Ginsburg, J.P. ;

J. D. Crace, Esq. ; Colonel C. M. Watson, R.E., C.M.G. ; Colonel Goldsmid
;

Guy le Strange, Esq. ; H. C. Kay, Esq. ; Rev. Professor Theodore F.

Wright; Rev. Wm. Henry Rogers, D.D. ; Colonel Farquharsoa, C.B.,

R.E. ; Dr. Chaplin; Dr. Percy D'Erf Wheeler; Dr. F. J. Bliss;

A. Campbell Dickie, Esq., &c.

Letters of apology regretting inability to attend were received from

His Grace the Ai-chbishop of Canterbury, Lord Northbrook, Lord

Sidmouth, Major-General Sir Charles Wilson, K.C.B., Sir Walter Besant,

Major-General Sir F. J. Goldsmid, Bishoj) Blyth of Jerusalem, Dr. Lowy,

James Melrose, Esq., Rev. W. J. Stracey, Rev. Henry George Tomkins,

Professor George Adam Smith, Rev. W. F. Birch, &c.

Canon Dalton read the Annual Report.

Gentlemen,
In resigning the office to which they were appointed at the last

Annual Meeting, your Executive Committee beg to present the following

Report :

—

They have held twenty-four meetings for the transaction of business.

The chief work of the year has been that carried on by Dr. Bliss at

Jerusalem.

Sir Charles Wilson writes :

—

" Dr. Bliss's excavations during the last season have been carried out

partly on the westex-n hill and partly in the Tyropoeon Valley.

"The excavations on the western hill have led to nothing decisive

except that, possibly, the old street mentioned in the Quarterly Statement

(October, 1896, p. 304) inay gi^'e the line of the ancient street that r;ui

from north to south through Jerusalem.

"In the Tyropoeon Valley the limits of the upper Pool of Siloam

have been determined, and jwrtions of the rock-hewn steps which appear

to have originally led down to it have been found. Above these rock-

steps is a well-constructed stairway of large slabs of stone which are set

in mortar. This stairway is connected with a street running north up

the Tyropoeon Valley, and gradually ascending the eastern hill. The

stairway anil street arc evidently Roman and, as the former is said to be

older^than the Siloam Church, they may very possibly date from the time

of Hadrian.
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" The church which was knowu to have existed at Siloam has been

discovered, and its plan, which presents several features of interest, has

been ascertained. The high altar is immediately over the channel which

conveys the water of the Fountain of the Virgin to the Pool ; and the

nave and choir apparently occupy part of the site of the northern stoa or

portico. A possible explanation of the peculiarities observed in the con-

struction is that the original church, like the Church of St. Mary in

Probatica, was a small building without aisles erected in one of the stose

or porticoes that surrounded the Pool. At a later date the church was

rebuilt and enlarged, and the platform, &c., near the two pools rearranged.

The first church may have been the work of the Empress Eudocia, or of

Juvenal of Jerusalem, and the reconstructed and enlarged church that of

Justinian.

"The street which has been followed for such a long distance up the

Tyropceon Valley is apparently that by which the pilgrim Antoninus

(570 A.D.) descended from the 'Double Gate' or 'Triple Gate 'of the

Haram to Siloam (Ant., xxiv). The drain found under the street may
explain the passage in which Antoninus states (xxiii) that ' In front of

the ruins of the Temple of Solomon, under the street, water luns down
to the Fountain of Siloam.' If Antoninus left the Temple enclosure by
the ' Triple Gate ' the ' putrid water into which the prophet Jeremias

was sent ' would in this case be the channel under that gate.

" The street is clearly Roman and no trace appears to have been found

of the street which in Herodiau and proe-exilic times led from Siloam to

the Temple or up the Tyropoeon Valley.

"The section across the valley in the Quarterly Statement for July,

1897, though it has not brought to light anything of archaeological

interest, is of great value, and will enable the natural features of the

valley to be constructed with much greater accuracy than has hitherto

been jjossible.

" The search for traces of the wall, which must at one period have run

along the cliff east of Siloam, has been unsuccessful. But a wall and
scarp were found running northwards from the dam of the lower Pool to

the west end of the church. It would almost seem that the old wall

crossed the valley at, or immediately nortli of, the church ; but the

information with regard to the levels is not at present sufficient to throw
light on this point.

"It seems probable that the lower Pool of Siloam is the mikvak
(ditch, E.V. reservoir) which Hezekiah made ' between the two walls for

the water of the old Pool '(Isaiah xxii, 11). Thus the construction of

the Siloam tunnel, and of the great dam, examined by Dr. Bliss, would
be due to Hezekiah. Possibly the rock-hewn steps may have been con-

nected with ' the way of the gate l)etween the two walls which is by the

King's Garden ' (2 Kings xxv, 4 ; Jer. lii, 7).

" Two very important discoveries have been made during the last

.season, but unfortunately not by the officers of the Fund. One the shaft-

tomb near Jerusalem, which shows that that style of tomb was used
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much further south than was previously supposed. It also supports M.

Ganneau's views that the Tombs of the Kinf^s was of the shaft type. The

other the geographical mosaic at Madeba, of wlii(;h the value can scarcely

be exaggerated.
" Mr. Dickie's exploration of the ground in the vicinity of the Great

Mosque at Damascus has been moat successful. It shows that the

Temple with its enclosures must have been one of the largest and most

magniricent buihlings of ancient times, and that the church which suc-

ceeded it must also have been of great size."

The Executive Committee desire to convey their best thanks to

Dr. Bliss and to Mr. Dickie for the important services which they have

rendered to the Fund during the year, and also to place on record their

appreciation of the tact and courtesy displayed by Shavket Effendi, the

son and successor of the late Ibrahim Eftcndi, as Turkish Commissioner.

The Committee regret that on the expiration of the Firman i\Ir.

Dickie's connection with the work of the Fund ceased. His original

agreement was for six months, but he very kindly continued his services

as long as the excavations at Jerusalem were being carried on, and has

rendered invaluable aid by his beautiful j)lans and drawings, as well as

in assisting Dr. Bliss in superintending the work.

In the early part of the year, when excavations at Jerusalem were

not practicable on account of the rains, Mr, Dickie, at the request of the

Committee, made a journey to Damascus for the purpose of examining

certain points which it was desirable to clear up in connection with the

Great Mosque of the Omeiyades there, and the results of his observations

on the subject will be published in the next Quarterly Statement.

A very remarkable rock-cut shaft tomb having been discovered in the

pi-operty north of the city belonging to Bishop Blyth, the Bishop kindly

invited Mr. Dickie to visit and sketch it, which he did, and his description

and drawings were published in the Quarterlij Statement for October last.

Dr. Schick has contimiod his careful and accurate examinations of

ancient buildings in and around Jerusalem, and has forwarded descrip-

tions and drawings of the " Church of the Ascension " on the Mount of

Olives ; of " Khan ez Zeit," which is in the centre of Jerusalem ; of the

" Kubbet Shekfee Sakhra," on the i)latform in the Haram area ; of the

" West Wall of the Pool of Hezekiah "; of the " Tombs of the Kings," &c.,

besides contributing interesting pa2:)ers on other subjects.

Mr. P. J. Baldensperger's "Answers to Questions," on the morals of

the Fellahin, published in April last, belong to a class of subjects which

can be satisfactorily investigated only by those who, residing in the

country, are familiar with the language of the peasantry, and in constant

and confidential communication with them. The Fund is therefore much

indebted to Mr. Baldensperger for his contribution.
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Mr. Gray Hill having succeeded in making a journey to Petra in

1896, kindly placed an account of it at the disposal of the Fund, and it

lias been printed, with illustrations, in the Quarterly Statement.

Among reports of original observations from other explorers which

have appeared in the Quarterly Statement may be mentioned a description,

with drawing, of a remarkable sculpture at Mejdel, by the Rev. J. E.

Hanauer ; a Greek InscriiDtion from near Nazareth, by the Eev. H.

Porter, of the Syrian Protestant College, Beirfit ; and Notes from Jedfir,

by Dr. G. Schumacher.

The Quarterly Statement lias also been indebted to scholars and

exiDlorers for several other important papers.

Dr. H. J. Bailey contributed an article on the quality of the water in

"Jacob's Well," which has excited much interest, and the subject has been

further discussed by the Rev. H. Clay Trumbull, of Philadelphia, U.S.A.,

Dr. E. W. G. Masterman, of Damascus, and others. Dr. Murray has

given his kind and careful attention to Greek inscriptions sent home.

Professor Flinders Petrie has written on "The Date of the Exodus"
;

Mr. Ebenezer Davis on " Serapis " ; Lieut.-Colonel Porcelli, R.E., on

"Bible Coins" ; Professor T. F. Wright on "The Valley Gate and the

Dung Gate"; Lieut.-Colonel Conder, R.E., "Remarks on Masonry,"
" The Date of the Siloani Text," " The Medieval Topography of

Palestine," &c. ; and Colonel C. M. Watson, R.E., Las supplied a note-

worthy paper on " The Length of the Jewish Cubit," with original

measurements. Dr. Chaplin has contributed a translation of that part

of the " Diary of Davi(l the Reubenite " which describes his visit to

Hebron and Jerusalem, and the Rev. Canon Dalton a "Note on the

Hebron Haram." Tlie Rev. W. F. Birch also has sent an interesting

communication, on " Tophet and the King's (lardens," which was printed

in the January number. Mr. Dickie has contributed an article on
" Stone Dressing in Jerusalem."

Mr. James Glaisher, our honoured chairman, has continued his

laborious task of preparing for publication the results of the meteoro-

logical observations taken for the Fund at Jerusalem and Tiberias, and

his papers on this subject are of great and permanent value as recording

the meteorology of the Holy Land during the jjeriod which they cover.

By kind permission of M. Clermont-Ganneau a translation of an

important paper by him on the Madeba mosaic, which recently appeared

in his " Recueil d'Archeologie Orientale " was published in the last

Quarterly Statement.

The new publications of the Fund during the year have been "The

Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem," by Lieut.-Colonel Conder, R.E., and a

translation of Beha ed Din's " Life of Saladin."

New and revised editions of " Tent Work in Palestine " and " Syrian

Stone Lore " have also been published.

The first edition of " A Mound of Many Cities " having been sold out,

a new and revised edition is now in tlie press.
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M. Clennont-Ganneau is closely engaged on vol. i of liis ''Archneological

Besearches in Palestine." He has promised that the whole manuscript

will be completed and ready to go to press in the course of a few months.

A part of it is now in type.

In the last Annual Eeport it was stated that arrangements had been

made by the Committee for taking over the publications of the Palestine

Pilgrims' Text Society and completing tlie progranune as originally laid

down.

The concluding volume (" Life of Saladin ") has been translated and is

now ready to be sent out.

Since the last Annual Meeting 270 names have been added to the list

-of annual subscribers, and 125 have been lost through death and other

causes.

Your Committee have to record with great regret the death of His

Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr. E. W. Benson, who was elected

President of the Society in 1891, and took a very deep interest in the

progress of the work of the Fund. They are ha]ipy to announce that the

])resent Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr. F. Temple, has consented to

become the President. Dr. Temple was one of the members of the first

Committee elected in 18G.").

Your Committee have the honour to propose that the following

gentlemen be elected members of the General Committee :—

Lord Iveagh.

Herbert Bentwich, Esq.

Claude G. Montefiore, Esq.
( 'harles Samuel, Esq.

William E. Harper, LL.D., Ph.D.

Professor V. Hilprecht, LL.D., Ph.D.

Clarence M. Hyde, Esq., New York.

Very Rev. Edward A. Hotlman, D.D., LL.D.
Right Rev. John H. Vincent, D.D., LL.D.
Rev. William Hayes Ward, D.D., LL.D.

The following is the Treasurer's Statement of Receipts and Expen-

diture for 1896, which was published in the Quarterly Statement for April

last :

—

TREASURER'S STATEMENT.

The total income for the year 1896 was £3,298 Os. Ad. Of this

amount, £2,279 16s. \()d. was from Donations and Subscriptions;

£5 lis. 3c/. from Proceeds of Lectuies ; £763 17s. fiom sales of books
;

and £248 15s. 'id. from sales of maps, photographs, casts, and slides.

The amount spent on Exjjloration was £1,333 18s. Gd.
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On printing the Quarterbj Statement, new editions of books, the

Archjeological Researches, and binding, £566 6s.

On new editions of maps, lithographs, illustrations, photographs,

slides, and c;ists, £289 Zs. 10c/.

The advertising, insurance, and stationery cost £85 8s. \ld.

The postage of the Quarterly Statement, books, maps, parcels, circulars

letters, &c., cost £150 13s. dd.

The management, including rent of office, amounted to £633 6s. 2d.

The liabilities were reduced by £200.

From America the following amounts were received through the

Honorary General Secretary, Professor Theodore F. Wright :—From

Subscriptions, £243 13s. \d. ; from publications, £71 Os. bd.

The Quarterly Statement is sent post free to all subscribers of 10s. Qd.

and upwards, and all subscribers are entitled to purchase the publications-

at the reduced prices, as stated in the list.

In taking over the works of the "Palestine Pilgrims'" Text Society,"'

as arranged for according to the circular letter published in the Quarterly

Statement, January, 1896 ("Notes and News"), £108 5s. has been

received for new sets and odd numbers to complete sets. Against this,

.

£181 6s. "id. has been expended for translating, printing, and binding.

The sets in stock will cover this, and any additional expenditure that

may be necessary under this head.

Assets.

Balance in Bank, Decem-

ber 31st, 1896..

Stock of Publications in

hand, Surveying In-

struments, Show Cases,

Furniture, &c.

In addition there is the

valuable library and

the unique collection of

antiques, models, &c.

s. d.

360 3 10

Liabilities.

Printing, Lithography,

Current Expenses, &c.

d.

787 18 6

Walteb Moheisox, Treasurer.

The Chairman.—At preceding Annual Meetings I have had to speak

for Dr. Bliss in his absence. It is, therefore, a great pleasure to have

Dr. Bliss with us to-day, and I would ask him, as a favour, to give us

some account of the work which has been done during the past year.

Dr. Bliss.—The last time I had the honour of addressing an Annual

Meeting was four years ago. We had then finished our work at Tell el

Hesy, and I was able to say a few words with regard to what had been

accomplished there. We then had already applied for permission to

excavate at Jerusalem, but that permission had not arrived, and was not

available until almost a year afterwards—in May, 1894. Since then, for

a period of three years, with scarcely any interruption, except what was
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caused by winter rains, tlie excavations iiave been conducted in the

vicinitv of modern Jerusalem, but within Ancient Jerusalem, as a glance

at this map will show. Our work, as you all know, lias been C(jnliiied to

the south of llie modern city, with very little exce{)tion. What we have

done has been so fully described in the (^uarterh/ Statement that every-

thing I say to-day must necessarily be a rej)etition, but I should like to

call atlention to a few salient points. In a short paper which I forwarded

to be read at the last Annual Meeting, it was stated tliat beginning here

(indicating on the map), at a point outside the Protestant Cemetery, we
traced the wall, with more or less interruj)tion, but always the same wall,

riglit down to a point south-west of the Pool of Siloam, and then in a

north-easterly direction to a point nearly in the centre of the Tyropoeon

Valley, including within the city of that ])eri(Hl the Pool of Siloam. Now
what was most interesting about this wall was, that at this point here

almost immediately south of the Zion Gate, we found distinct signs of

two periods. Eesting upon the rock, and running for a distance of a

hundred yards, was an old thick wall, buried by several feet of debris,

and resting upon this debris, and running in the same general line, was
another wall, of course less ancient than the first wall. Beyond this

point, for a distance of some 50 or 60 feet, it was ruined entirely, and
when we picked it up again just west of the Jewish Cemetery, it was
interesting to comjiare the masonry of that bit with the two other

walls, one above the other, and to notice which one it resembled

;

becavise this same wall, here entering the Jewish Cemetery, we found

emerging from the Jewish Cemetery on the other side, with the same
style of masonry, thickness, and direction—excavation in the cemetery

being impossible. This identification was very important, for it was this

wall that ran down to Siloam, including the Pool within the city. As T

have said, the question was : Which did it resemble, the lower wall or the

Tipper wall 1 Well, comparison of the drawings of Mr. Dickie, of the

various bits of wall, and also the testimony of learned archieologists, such

as the Dominican Fathers in Jerusalem and others who honoured the

excavations with their visits, led to the conclusion that it was the lower

or more ancient wall that included the Pool. This is exceedingly

important in the question of Jerusalem topography, because I have
not I'ead of a single arcluBologist who has doubted that this lower wall

of ours was truly the ancient Jewish wall of Jerusalem, and because this

dhris, separating ic from the higher wall, points to a period when there

"was a desolation. Such a period of desolation succeeded the destruction

by Titus, the lower wall being before Titus and the upper wall after.

Well, such was the state of things when the last meeting was held.

Dm'ing the year further light has been thrown on this question. The
investigation of the wall ci-ossing the Tyroi)oeon has been comjjleted. It

has taken one turn liere and another turn there, where it points to the

wall found by Sir Charles Warren, running south-west from the Tem])le.

We have also examined the scarp, noticed by Dr. Guthe in 1880, upon

which the wall connecting the two undoubtedly once ran. There are
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two passages in Joseplius that have led archaeologists to believe that the

wall described by him did luit include the Pool of Siloani. One passage

was that in a speech of Josephus himself, where he speaks of " the

Fountain of Siloam and the other fountains tliat are outside the city

"

being in the hands of the Eomans. The other passage is where he says

that in its eastern course it makes a bend " above Siloam," which is

supposed to have been a curve excluding the Pool. Most careful search

has been made for such a wall. The search has been double. The rock

has been examined from the Pool as far as this point here, some 400 to-

500 feet north of the Pool. Shafts have been sunk and these connected

by tunnels, and every inch of the way has been examined and no sign of

such a wall has been found. It is very difficult to jirove a negative, but

all we can say is that in the jmth of the tunnel driven such a wall does

not exist at the jjresent time. A second search was made for this wall

by following the street which ran down the Tyropoeon Valley, because it

is not certain that this wall should have rested on rock. Therefore, we
ran a tunnel along the street to see whether the street jmssed through the

wall by a gate north of the Pool. No such wall or gate was' found. In

othei' words, it is proved with almost certainty that this paved street had

its terminus in a gate in the wall that includes the Pool within the city.

The key of the situation then is the street. This street is very plainly

older than the Byzantine Church, because the church is built over a

branch from that street to the Pool. Sir Charles Wilson, in the remarks

that have just been read, says that the street is undoubtedly Roman, the

Herodian street not having been found. I see no reason to sujDpose that

this street may not be as old as the time of Herod, especially as it has

never been supposed that in the time of Hadrian the city extended so far

south as this. One does not wish to dogmatise upon this question, but it

seems to me that these passages from Josephus may be satisfied l)y the

discoveries that we have made. Had you been in Jerusalem with me,

had you seen the corner of the wall here, had you seen the rapid way in

which it mounted the hill of Opliel, and turned i\\) towards the north, had

you stood on the toji of that scarj), on which the wall ran, and runs to-day,

and looked down to the Pool of Siloam below you, you could indeed have

said you were " above Siloani." It is a bend of the wall, and it is a bend

above Siloam, aiid it seems to me that in that discovery we have a justifi-

cation of the expression of Josephus. In regard to the other question,

as to whether the Pool was outside the city at the time of Josephus, note

that he says " The Fountain of Siloam." It is quite possible that the

term " Siloam" might have been ajjplied equally to the Virgin's Fountain

as the source of the waters which fed the Pool of Siloam. That spring-

was, according to any theory or discovery, outside the city at the time of

Josephus, and at every time. You know that Dr. Petvie places gieat

value on the testimony of potteiy, and the potteiy found at the base of

this wall, and within a few yards of the Gate, presents types of the later

Jewish times, but still pre-Herodian—tyjaes which at Tell el Hesy both

he and myself had identified as belonging to tliat period. So that so far
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as that avguinent goes, it also fits in with the belief that really here we

had discovered the pre-Herodian wall, including the Pool of Siloajii.

One word as to the street. The drain was traced very much further

than the street, because the latter was in ;i ruined condition, although

that the street once existed above the drain 1 think there is no doubt.

This drain, Avlu-n last seen, was pointing almost directly towaids

Robinson's Arch, under which Sir Charles Warren discovered a massive

pavement, whose large, polished stones correspond to the huge paving

stones, 10 feet by 6, which we have discovered along our street. We
appear thus to have a line of road from TJoliinson's Arch to our gate

which I think can be identitietl with the Fountain Gate of Scripture.

One looks for one thing and tinds another. (Hear, hear.) It was while

looking for the breadth of this magnificent flight of steps, which we
discovered whilst looking for the wall which crosses the Tyropceon

Valley, that we came across the interesting liyzantine church which has

been so fully described by Mr. Dickie, and to which Sir Charles has

i-eferred in his note. While carrying out the investigation of this church

—which vras somewhat criticised as a point a little out of our province

—

we came across the genuine Pool of Siloam, and were able to establish

its limits more fully than Dr. Guthe had done. Moreover, the discovery

of the church, and the dating of it in Byzantine times, gives us an

approximate date for this street. In other words, very little time can

be lost by digging in Jerusalem if you are able to dig with a certain

amount of experience and to compare one point with another. Now,
gentlemen, you will notice that most of our work this year has been done
in the Tyropceon Valley. I do not like to till my letters or my reports

with an account of the difficulties encountered, but I think I may say

it is a pleasure to feel that wherever I may excavate in tlie future, it

will be utterly impossible ever to find a place so unhealthy or foul or

dreadful as that cesspool below the Pool of Siloam, and this open drain

which comes down towards it. I know one physician in Jerusalem

—

I think he is here present—who will not visit the excavations without

taking ten grains of ([uinine before and afterwards, and it is in such an

atmosphere that we have passed all our days during the past season.

The health of the party, considering all these circumstances, has been very

good, but the depression of spirits that came over each who descended
into that foul ])lace was a thing that had to be fought against, and I

must say that we were glad when the work there had terminated. JSIorc-

over, this same drainage, so deadly to us, was the cause of life in the

vegetable world, and, therefore, our work in the Tyropceon Valley was
considerably hampered Ijy the patches of cauliflower, lettuce, and so on,

Avliich throve upon the drainage. I think I can give you no idea of the

complications which arose with the landowners and the crop-owners. It

means a great amount of w-orry and trouble, such as I Avas able to

realise this year, when our foreman, Yusef, was detained with typhoid

fever, and when Mr. Dickie and myself had to come face to face with tlie

fellahin, and really understood what it was to conduct these operations.
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However, all these things are now passed, and when one thinks that

real light has been thrown by these excavations on the question of

ancient Jerusalem all these little annoyances fade from the memorj'.

(Hear, hear.) And now I should like to say one word more. What we
have found may have attached to it more or less of uncertainty, in

regard to date, but what we have found need never be looked for again,

thanks to the careful measurement of Mr. Dickie, and thanks to his

careful plotting and drawing. The value" of what we have found may
not be proved to-day, but in the archieological puzzle every piece is of

value. It may not fit into its place exactly to-day, but perhaps to-

morrow the Germans, or perhaps the day after the Amei'icans, or the

Russians may find something which will be the key to our discoveries, as

ours may be the key to theirs. (Applause.) I should like to say one

word with regard to the unity of the whole work. I feel greatly inte-

rested in feeling that so many kind people in Jerusalem have taken an

active interest in our labour, and have worked shoulder to shoulder

with us. I do not need to speak now of our honorary secretaries, Mr.

Dowling and Dr. Wheeler, but of Dr. Schick and Mr. Hanauer ; of the

Dominican Fathers ; and with esjaecial gratitude of Pere Germer, who
allowed us to encamp in the property of his Order month after month,

and who also gave us carte blanche to excavate. I would also speak with

gratitude of the Greek Patriarch, who gave us facilities, and of many
kind friends who have helped to prove that scientific research is one—no

matter whether it is forwarded by Englishmen or Americans, by Protes-

tants or Catholics, by Mohammedans or Greeks. (Hear, hear.) And in

closing I would like to thank the Committee for all the supjjort they

have given me. I have been told by jjeople outside that funds were

lacking, and I have seen the appeals in the Quarterl}) Statement, but the

Committee have never said anything to me except ''Go ahead, at full

speed." I have been worried in many ways, but they have never added

to my troubles by suggesting difficulties of finance, and for this I beg

them to accept our hearty thanks. (Loud applause.)

The Chairman.—Would Mr. Dickie care to add anything to what has

been said ? We are so indebted to you, and so glad to see you, that we
should like to hear you speak.

Mr. Dickie.—Thank you, ver}' much, but I think after the full state-

ment by Dr. Bliss I have really nothing to say.

Colonel GoLDSMiD.—I have been asked to move the adoption of the

Report, and I do so with very great jileasure. Though I am a very old

member of this Society, and have always watched it with the greatest

interest, I, being a soldier, have had the ill-luck never before to have

been here at the time of an Annual Meeting. I am very glad to see

that some of my race and religion have joined the Council. I have before

thought and said that my co-religionists have not backed up this Society

as they ought to have done, but I hope now that you have some Jews
ujion the Council they will better support this great work—for it is a

great work, irrespective of creed. It is a work in which all of us,
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whether Jews or Christians, should take the greatest interest, for it is in

a land wliich iiulds the dearest and highest associations of our faiths.

It is many years since I was in Palestine—it was at the time of the great

exodus of Jews from Kussia in 1883, and I was very anxious about the

colonising movement there. After visiting the settlements there and

paying a visit to ray dear friend Laurence Oliphant, with whom I stayed

at !M()unt Carmel, I went to Paris and saw Baron Rothscliild, my efforts

being directed to breaking down the evil system by which the Jews who
went there lived on the charity of other Jews ; for although it may be

laudable to spend one's life in prayer, yet the old ideal that work was of

equal impoitance to prayer had been lost sight of. Where there were

three little needy colonies in those days there are now over a hundred,

some of which are nearly self-supporting, and the output of wine in the

Jewish colonies is something en6rmous at the jiresent time. But I must

say that I consider the .Tews owe a great debt of gratitude to the Palestine

Exploration Fund for the discoveries it has made. I don't think that we
in England know more about the historical sites of our own country than

is now known about Palestine. I don't know that we can tell for certain

the exact site of the Battle of Wakefield ; but there are many points

about the Maccabean Campaign that are familiar to us, and we know
where Judas moved his troops. One work that this Society has done has

been to throw away the rubbish and to get at the truth, and that is what
we all want. I don't think any of us, whether Jews or Christians, wish

to venerate a place because it has been put down for so many years as a

sacred site. What we want to know is : Is it a sacred site ? I have

great pleasure in moving the adoption of the Report.

The Chairman.—We are favoured to-day by the presence of Professor

Wright, of America. We are indebted to him for his indefatigable

energy in making known in America what we are doing, and he has

given us the practical ineans for doing this by the handsome subscriptions

that he has sent. I thank him very much, and in asking him to second

the Report I take the opportunity to say how much the Committee thank
him and the Americans generally.

The Rev. Prof. Theodore F. Wright.—Mr. Chairman and fjentle-

men, I have great pleasure in being here to-day, and in seeing the

faces of some of those whom I have learned to honour and love in

this sacred work. I fully reciprocate, Sir, the feeling you have
expressed when 3'ou say that you did not feel far from home when
you were in America. Your literary men have established such
shrines for us throughout England that we feel when we come here

that we are indeed coming to the old home, and there is no family in

America descended from the early settlers, who cannot go to some
l)lace in England, and say :

" Here lived my ancestors." Well, Sir,

if I have been of any use in your efforts, I feel like giving thanks to

Him from whom all our blessings flow. We all may have antiquarian

interests, but this work goes beyond and above them. You remember
the saying of the Spartan when he heard the beautiful song of the bird.

R
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He said :
" I will cateh that bird, and I will eat it, and then I shall have

its voice." And when he had plucked it, and it lay in his hand, he said :

"There is nothing to eat— it was a voice, and nothing more." Now, Sir,

Palestine is a little country, and politically it is unimportant. It does

not abound in mineral wealth, nor has it gi-eat resources of any kind,

but it is a voice—the voice of ages, the voice of God. Sir, it seems to

have been given to you in England to lead in this great and glorious

work, and I have great pleasure in saying, on behalf of many whom
I know in America, that they have fall confidence in your leadership,

that we gladly acce]it your decisions, and that gradually we are increasing

the circle of your influence, with the result that I believe I have been

able to transmit more lately than ever before. (Hear, hear.) And this,

Sir, I believe will go on. If only you discharge as nobly as you have

hitherto done the duty that falls to you, we will gladly co-operate. Lead

•on, brethren ; the Americans will follow. (Loud applause.)

The report was then unanimously adojjted.

Colonel Farquharsox, E.E.—I beg to move that the present Executive

"Committee be re-elected for the ensuing year.

The Rev. Dr. Eogeks.—I have very much pleasure in seconding that

resolution. I must say, having attended many meetings in this room,

that this is the supremest moment I have passed under this roof. I have

never been at a meeting where so much has been contributed, and where

we have had the pleasure of seeing men who have been face to face with

the work, and who have returned after having achieved the purpose for

which they were sent. I think if the speeches that have been delivered

to-day are reported, they will have a distinct effect upon as many of the

public as our publications reach. I entirely hold with the sentiment that

has been expressed by two or three of the preceding s2)eakers that truth

as the one aim that we have, and that science and the research for truth

combine all nationalities. Such expressions as that are calculated to give

iorce and enthusiasm to the work, and I hope that the Palestine Explo-

ration Fund, Avhich has now gone on since the sixties, will, as it goes on

into the century to come, be marked with increased success. It is most

interesting to find that the earth is giving forth practical proofs that the

old Word is true :
" Speak to the Earth, and it will tell thee." We have

to rejoice over that wonderful discovery in Egypt, and I think that in

the soil of Palestine is yet to be found ample reward for those engaged

in this sacred work. (Applause.)

The Executive Committee were unanimously re-elected.

The Chairman.—Our Firman for the exploration of Jerusalem expired

on the 20th of June. We have been digging there three years, under

•difficulties that Dr. Bliss has only just touched upon. Well, we have had

Dr. Bliss here to-day, and a most interesting account he has given us.

I should like to move that our warmest thanks be given to him. He has

.said that he has had assistance in every way. As I have told him, much
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has lain to his own credit. I have always lieard his tact, his juilgment,

his urbanity and decision commended, and the result has been the success

of his work. I can scarcely find words to exjiress my admiration of

the manner in which he has done it. And in tlianking Dr. Bliss, we

must thank Mr. Dickie also, for the difficulties that one has gone

through, the other has also. I should also like to mention Dr. Schick.

He is getting on in years—between 70 and 80—but his papers are still

admirably clear and definite. And in moving a vote of thanks to

Dr. Bliss and Mr. Dickie, I should like to include Dr. Schick, and all

other kind frieuds in Jerusalem wlio have helped them. And now to

come nearer home, Mr. Armstrong is ever at work, and most earnestly

at work, upon a. salary that I should like to see increased, for he deserves

it. There are also our local honorary secretaries. Out of the £3,298

reported by the treasurer, our local secretaries collected £762, and this

is all done for the love of the work, and without the slightest remunera-

tion, and I think our best thanks ai'e also due to them. Then there is

Mr. Morrison, our tre;isurer. His is no light work, for I know that he

looks after every penny. Well, gentlemen, we cannot but give our

best thanks to everyone who has helped us in our work.

Colonel Watson, E.E.—I am very pleased to second this compx'e-

hensive vote of thanks. There is one point I should like to say a few

words about. I am an engineer by profession, and know something

about tuiuielling, and to me the most marvellous thing about the whole

affair is the way in which Dr. Bliss has done his tunnelling. How he has

accomplished it without injury to a single man I cannot make out, and

the best of it is that it is all done so quietly that no one realises what he

has been doing. If he had filled his letters with complaints, we should

have heard all about it, but he goes about his work so quietly, whether

dealing with the Turks or going underground, that there is a danger that

some of us may not fully appreciate his diflSculties or understand his

triumphs. I think that no one could have carried out the work, wholly

apart from its antiquarian side, better than Dr. Bliss and Mr. Dickie

have done. (Applause.)

The vote of thanks was heartily carried.

Canon Dalton.—Before we separate, we shall all feel it our duty, and

no less our ])leasure, to pass a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Glaisher for

having ]>resided over us to-day.

Mr. Wm. SiMfSON. I have the greatest pleasure in seconding that.

The vote of thanks was passed with acclamation.

The Chairman.—Gentlemen, I thank you very much. I confess to a

little disappointment about Jerusalem. I wanted to know more about

its revelations than it is likely I, at my age, shall ever know. I thank

you very much for the vote you have given me, but I have always been

assisted by earnest men, both here and ujion the (,'ommittee. You have

only to look at the attendance book to see how regular are the attendances

R 2
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there. I feel that the time will soon come wheu I shall no longer l3e able

to attend the Committee, for I Iiave always thought that the chairman

should attend every meeting ; if he misses one the link is broken. I

thank you very much for the vote you have given me to-day.

The proceedings then terminated.

FOURTEENTH REPORT ON THE EXCAVATIONS AT
JERUSALEM.

By r. J. Bliss, Ph.D.

The last Eeport was dated June 8th, only 12 days before the permit

expired and the excavations were closed. Hence the present Eeport

must be necessarily brief. The chief interest during this short period

centred in the search for the drain and street in the Tyropoeon. I was
anxious to trace these as far north as possible. Owing to the depth

of the shafts necessary to reach the drain from point to point ; to the

occasional change in direction and in the rise of its base, which prevented

our coming down immediately upon it in the trial shafts along the

supjjosed line north ; and, finally, to the fact that the drain was, as a rule,

silted up almost to the soffit of the covers, the progress was slow, and we
advanced only a distance of 250 feet, leaving a distance of about 400 feet

to the City Wall, and of about 700 feet to the south-west angle of the

Haram area. As a rule, this part of the drain has about the same

dimensions as described before, but at one point a contraction occurs in

both width and height. This is due to a reparation, effected by building

a second lower wall against the original west wall of the drain, and by

using smaller covers. Work along this section was very tedious, as the

later wall had to be quarried away to allow of any progress. After

30 feet of this contraction the di-ain reverts to its original dimensions :

height, 8 feet to 10 feet ; width, 2 feet 6 inches to 2 feet 8 inches. The

bottom is sometimes rock, sometimes a making up of cement.

At every point possible search was made for signs of the street above

the drain, or, in the absence of this, for the making up below its j^ave-^

ment ; but these were absent, even where the covers of the drain were

in situ. Only at one point was observed a bit of a kerbstone (similar to

the kerb of the street) with a wall of a house back of it ; but the

absence of the making up below it makes it doubtful whether it belonged

to the desired street. During last season, at points where tlie pavement

was ruined, we found this making up still existing above the covers.

However, the fact that for 450 feet of its length we have proved the

drain to run under the street suggests stiongly that they were always in

connection. It is quite possible that the drain may have been in use
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after all signs of the street and its iiiakini,' up liad disappeared from

certain parts of tlie line.

Though our street was lost some l,ir)() foet from tlie suuth-west angle

of the Ilaram area and the drain was traced only to a point some 700 feet

south of this comer, yet the discoveries of Sir Charles Warren at this

same angle give a hint as to the further course of lioth. From a ])oint

160 feet nurth-west of Barclay's Gate he traced a channel along the west

side of the Haram area to a point some 130 feet south of the south-west

angle, a distance of about 550 feet. For the lirst 160 feet it is only a

narrow passage 18 inches wide, having a flat roof of flagging. It then

broadens to a width of 3 feet, and turning to the south runs for 123 feet,

with masonry walls, roofed over by a semicircular arch, the height being

8 feet. It tlien enters the rock, which continues to the south-west angle,

the height varying from S feet to 12 feet, the breadth from 3 feet 9 inches

to 4 feet. The roof is of arched masonry. In its course it passes through

two circular cisterns. "After passing around the south-west angle,

the aqueduct changes its direction more easterly, and, emerging from

the rock, is carried on in masonry 3 feet wide, with an arch of live

voussoirs After about 40 feet it turns to south and is continued

in a drain 2 feet wide, roofed over with liat stones for a further distance

of 59 feet, when it becomes silted up and vei-y narrow."

'

At this place it is pointing in general towards our drain, which is

some 570 feet to the soutli. Although the central part of this channel is

arched over yet both at the north and the south it is covered with

flao"-in<T like our drain. The hischer part of this channel is called an

aqueduct, but for the last 59 feet to the south it is distinctly called a

drain. Comparing the level of the base of this channel at the south-west

angle with the level of the base of our drain at the point last seen we

find a drop of about 1 in 14. The average fall in our drain is about

1 in 16. The fall in the northern channel is 1 in 20. It should be

noticed that the northern drain where last seen has a breadth of 2 feet

and is said to be narrowing. Our drain has a breadth of from 2 feet

6 inches to 2 feet 8 inches. This need not necessarily militate against

the identity of the two, as the construction of our drain varied atditi'erent

places both in height and the class of masonry employed.

West of the Haram wall, at various points between the south-west

angle and Barclay's Gate, at a height of from 10 to 23 feet above the roof

of the channel. Sir Charles Warren found a fine pavement, connected

here and there by manholes with the channel below. The blocks are of

hard missae, the largest of which measures 7 feet by 4 feet, with a

thickness of 18 inches. They are well polished as if by trattic- The

largest of the paving stones in the street above our drain measure 6 feet

by 4 feet, with a thickness of 18 inches. They are also of hard missae,

and well polished. From our street also occur manholes leading to the

' Jerusalem Volume of " Survey," pp. 179-183.

- IblcL, pp. 172 and 178.
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diuiii. Ciicumstances prevented our testing the connection of our work

Avith that of Warren, but the identity of our drain and pavement with

the northern channel and pavement is strongly suggested by a comparison

of those two systems, almost directly pointing towards each other. We
have thus at least a hint of a paved road leading from Barclay's Gate

down the Tyropceon Valley, terminating at the gate which we found

south-west of the Pool of Siloam.

In my last Eeport I spoke of the examination of the west slope of

Ophel, which was not then complete. This was made from the place

where the hill tapers down to a point, near the junction of the Kedron

and Tyropceon Valleys, northwards to the point where it is cut by the

section CD {see last Eeport), a distance of 725 feet. The object of this

study was double : first, to see whether there exist any remains of an

ancient wall along the top ; second, to ascertain whether any rock-hewn

steps descend into the Tyropceon. In order to test the first question, it

was necessary to examine the top of the rock ; in order to test the second,

to examine the slope. Along a large part of the line the tojj of the rock

is either exposed or lies very near the surface, hence only a few trenches

or tunnels, driven back 10 feet from the top of the rock, were required

to exhaust the j^robabilities.' In none of these was the looked-for wall

discovered. Between B and Shaft 1 a modern cemeterj" prevented any

work. Shaft 1 was sunk back from the face of the exposed clift'. Eock
was found at 6 feet ; here a scarp facing east suggested a cistern sunk

in the rock in the path of the desired wall. In Shaft 2 the rock was

found at 5 feet. At Shaft 3 the rock- was found by merely scraping

away the face of the terrace. Between Shafts 3 and 4 the rock is

exposed. At Shaft 5 the top of the rock appeared at a depth of G feer.

Driving back a tunnel for 10 feet we found nothing but shallow cuttings.

A gallery was driven back towards Shaft 4, and at a distance of 16 feet

a cistern hewn in the rock back of the cliff, and vaulted over, occupies

the place where a wall should run. Tliirty feet further on another

cistern occurs.

Between Shafts 5 and 6 the toj) of the rock is exposed in places,

and for the rest it was examined by tunnels where cisterns and other such

obstacles did not prevent. Near the hut a scarp runs at right angles

with the section for some 40 feet, but no sif^ns of a wall havinjT been built

against it are visible. Between Shafts 6 and 7 the rock is exposed,

being mainly scarped for dwellings, as shown by the partitions projecting

at right angles for a few inches, where they are broken off, and by the

cupboard-like niches. There ai'e also square holes for the insertion of

beams, common in all cliff-dwellings, indicating that constructions were

set against the scarp. The top of the cliff is usually so near the surface

that we sunk only one shaft, Xo. 7, which showed that a cistern had been

hewn directly inside its outer face. Thus, not only was no wall found,

but at least at five points its place is taken up by cisterns.

1 -See Plate I.
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In order to determine wlietlier rock-hewn steps led down from the

liill to tlie valley, an examination of the slope was necessary. This was

carefnlly made along its whole length from A to ]). From A to L> the

rock is scarped, but from B to C the exposed clitf shows no signs of

tooling. Between C and Shaft 4 the rock, in ])laces exposed and for

the rest examined l)y tunnels, was all seen to be unworked. That the

natural clitl" continues north is shown in Shafts 4 and 5, where it is

respectively 25 feet and 21 feet high. At these depths it breaks out level

for a few feet, but this may only indicate a ledge in the cliff. A tunnel

was driven frfim Shaft 4 to 5. For the first 13 feet the rock is cut for

a cistern, which partly projects from the clilf, beyond this for 23 feet the

rock is scarped.' At that jjoint it breaks out for 3 feet and then the

natural face continues, back of which is the cistern described before.

Beyond Shaft 5 the same natural face was traced for 14 feet, when
operatioris were interruptetl by three small cisterns, two of them contain-

ing water. From the last of these to the hut the rock crops up, but as

the toj) had been recently blasted away, we cut a trench along it deep

enough for us to see that it sloped down in a natural condition. Between

the hut and the scarped cliff an examination by tunnels showed the rock

to be unwoi'ked. In the scarp—plainly cut for dwellings—no signs of

steps were found. To recajntulate : between A and D the greater part

of the cliff is quite unworked, and where cuttings occur, these appear

clearly to have been made for dwellings or cisterns. The portions of the

cliff which are natural and those which are scai'ped are indicated on the

section.

At A, however, an interesting discoveiy was made. At the jJoint

where the road which leads down from Ophel approaches the dam-wall

of the Old Pool, Mr. Dickie called my attention to two paving stones at

different levels which suggested that steps might occur at this jioint.

Setting some men to dig there we found a flight of live steps terminating

in a paved platform. The breadth of treads is uniformly 15 inches, the

height of the risers is 10 inches. The steps are laid in mortar, are well

polished by use, and are dressed with the chisel pick. Unfortunately

this excavation was not undertaken till the day before the closing of the

work, hence several points wei-e left undecided. The trench down the

steps was dug j)arallel to the scarp of the cliff, some 18 feet away, but I

think it highly pi-obable that they extended to the scarp. Their limit in

tlie other direction was not ascertained, but we may safely ussume that

they were at lea.st 18 feet broad. The platform may be simply a break

in the stairway, which is })ointing in a north-westerly direction to the

flight of eight steps we found tlescending from the south to the court-

yard in front of the original Pool of Siloam.- It is very annoying that

time forbade our pulling u\) the stejjs to see whether rock-hewn steps

' As plaster occurs on the scarp we may have here another cistern.

- See general plan in January Quarterly Statement, 1897, and plate

lacing p. 11.
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underlie them. Tliey occn])y the place where it is reasonable to expect

the " stairs that go down from the City of David."

We read in Nehemiah iii, 15, that the section repaired by Shallun

included the Fountain Gate, the wall of the Pool, aud extended as far as

these stairs, which would naturally be expected at a point near the wall.

The steps Ave have just discovered occur inside the city and near the

angle of the wall that we discovered turning up Ophel.

In the last Quarieiiy, p. 180, I mentioned a large clearance which we

made south of the curve formed by the Siloam Tunnel before it enters

the Pool of Siloam, stating that it had been suggested that the tombs of

the Kings might be looked for within the curve. I should have added

that the suggestion came from M. Clermont-Ganneau. His views were

published in the " Revue Critique," of November 7th, 1887, pp. 336-340.

I had not the article by me and 1 find since that he indicated the region

to the north of the curve. When on the spot it seemed to me that the

argument would equally well a])ply to the region to the south of the

curve, and it was here that I made my clearance to the rock, marked on

the plan in the last Quarterly. As I have said, no entrance to tombs

was found, but I am now able to publish a plan> of the area excavated,

the breadth of which was 44 feet (erroneously stated at 36 feet in the last

report) and the average length 100 feet. The rock, seen over the whole

area, has an average depth of 12 feet from the surface. Almost every-

where it bears the marks of tooling. Many of the cuttings were made

simply for quarrying stones, and such are not indicated in the plan.

Many rock-cut dvvellings and cisterns were found, but parts of even these

had been quarried away.

Chamber 1 had been seen by Dr. Guthe in a trench across this field.'*

It is approached by rock steps from the south. In the south-west corner

of its lloor is a round hole, 18 inches in diameter and 14 inches deep. On

sounding its floor we found no indication of a cavity below. The east

and west sides have been covered with plaster, and have an inward batter

for 9 feet, where a ledge 8 inches in breadth occurs. Below the ledge the

walls curve inwards. Along the ledge there is a single course of masonry,

slightly curved, which suggest that the lower part of the chamber had

been arched over. The height of the key-stone of such an arch above

the floor would have been 6 feet 6 inches.

In the south-west angle of Chamber 2 is a circular hole similar to that

in Chamber 1. South of Chamber 2 is a cistern, stepped down from the

landing, similar to many cisterns found by us on the Western Hill. These

steps are covered with two coats of plaster, the inner composed of chips

and ashes, the outer of chips and earth. The broken arch shown va.

Section CD indicates that the cistern had been entirely hewn in the

1 <See Plate II.

- For bis section of this cli amber, called by liim a cistern, nee Plate I in

connection with the " Zeitscbrift des Deutscben Palestiua-Vereins," 1882,

Band V, Heft 4.
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rock. Ill tlie north walls of Chambers 3 ami 4 are niches, the one iu the

former being 3 feet 9 inclies deep. On the scarped sides of Cliamber G

and of the cistern to the south of it run rude masonry walls, prol)ably of

later construction. The floor and sides of the cistern are plastered. Tiie

descent into most of these chambers must have been by a ladder. It

seems probable that they once had rock-cut roofs, since C|uarried away.

The types of pottery found in the deJrris above these rock cuttings

were chiefly Roman, including tiles and the common ribbed ware. There

were two Byzantine lamps, and some bits of Jewish jars occurred.

Many coins were found. The task of cleaning them was kindly under-

taken by Mr. Herbert Clarke, of Jerusalem, who was able to identify 21,

the rest being so corroded that nothing could be made of them. Fifteen of

these certainly are not hiter than the iirst century a.d. I append a list :—

1. Half shekel of Simon Maccabieus, year 3 (u.c. 141 or 145). Very

well preservetl. See Madden's " Jewish Coinage," p. 44, No. G.

2-3. Coins of Herod Agrippa I (a.d. 37-44).

4. Coin of Feli.x, Procurator. Date of coins, fourteenth year of

Claudius (a.d. 54-55).

5-6. Coins of Felix, Procurator. Date of coins, fifth year of Nero

(a.d. 58-59).

7-14. Coins of First Eevolt, second year (May a.d. 67 to May a.d. 68).

15. Coin of First Revolt, third year (May a.d. 68 to May a.d. 69).

16-20. Roman coins, not further identified.

21. Au Arab coin.

I also began a clearance to the north of the curve, but, owing to the

unexpected depth of the soil and to the expiration of the permit, this

had to be abandoned before much progress was made. However,

immediately to the north of the house included in the curve {see key

plan in Plate I), in an area measuring, roughly speaking, 80 feet by 40,

the rock has been quarried away in modern times. Some soil has since

accumulated over the area, but the peasants informed me that nothing

had been discovered there resembling a pit entrance to a tomb.

Some 250 feet south of the Aksa Mosque, and immediately east of the

Hakurat el Khiituniye, where the city wall turns north to join the Haram
area, there are six olive trees arranged roughly in the form of a semi-

circle. This same rude semicircular form ma}- be observed in the surface

contours immediately behind the trees, the ground sloping towards a

common centre with a radius which may be roughly taken at 100 feet.

As the appeai'ance of the ground suggests that a theatre might be buried

beneath the surface, I was instructed to make an excavation at this point.

Accordingly I sank three shafts to the rock, near C, E, and G {see

Plate III), with the intention of pushing a tunnel from each one to the

central point A, in order to find out the slope of the rock, and especially

to see whether it was cut in the form of .seats or had seats built upon it.

In the first shaft {sec Section AE), sunk some 20 feet north oi E, rock

was struck at a depth of 4 feet. Between this point and E it was found
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to have tlie same slope as the surface and to be, for the most jiart, in a

natural, unworked condition, having the virgin earth clinging to it. At
E the rock descends in a perpendicular worked scarp, 17 feet 6 inches

high. From the face of this scarp we continued our tunnel towards the

south. For 19 feet the rock slo]:)es gently, when another small scarp

occurs pointing north-west, thus running at right angles with the lofty

scarp. From the face of this second scarp the rock slopes gently towards

A, falling only 3 feet in 47. Meanwhile, to save time, we had sunk

another shaft at A, finding the rock at a depth of 15 feet, and had jjushed

north to meet the other tunnel. Resting immediately on the rock we
found a concrete flooring, some 15 inches thick, extending north for

31 feet, and bounded on the south by a thin wall of masonry, forming an

angle at A.

In the shaft at C rock was struck at a depth of 12 feet. Here was

found the corner of a wall running north. This was found to belong to

a system of chambers, to be described later, as the main purpose of the

shaft was to examine the rock between C and A {see Section A to D). At
the west of the shaft an angle of a scarp was found {see Plate III, plan)

from 5 to 6 feet high. Sinking to the base of this, we pushed along the

side that faces north for 23 feet to B, where the rock drops abruptly for

8 feet 6 inches, though here it is unworked. As the rock at the base of

this drop is only 5 feet higher than the rock at A, giving a fall between

the two points of only 1 in 10, and as time was very precious, we did not

make the connection.

In the shaft at G we found rock at a dei)th of 17 feet. Our intention

of pushing a tunnel straight to A (along the radius of our supposed

theatre) was at first frustrated by a wall so solid that we did not attempt

to break through it, but followed along its face to H. Here, however,

we found this wall butting up against another of equal hardness.

Accordingly, we broke through the fii'st wall, which, notwithstanding its

solidity, has no great thickness, and followeil the rock, in which cisterns

were hewn, to four rock-hewn steps, the lowest of which has the level of

the rock at A {see Section A to G). This stairway is only 8 feet wide,

and the treads vary in breadth, but the rises are all 13 inches. As the

plan shows, the descent is towards the north-west. The slight height of

the steps, as well as their direction, shows that they had not formed

seats for a theatre, as in that case the incline should have been south-

west, towards A.

The results of our work along these three radii, AC, AE, and AG,
may be summed up as follows :-—(1) No signs were found of cuttings in

the rock cori'esponding to tiers of seats in a theatre, and the virgin soil

clinging to rock from E 20 feet north shows that the rock here had never

thus been cut. (2) No signs were found of foundations of seats built on the

rock. (3) Though the fall of the rock along the three radii would have

rendered the construction of a theatre easy, yet the entire absence of any

signs of such a construction makes it appear improbable that a theatre

has ever existed here.
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I may now describe tlie curious dwellings fnund by following to the

north the wall struck at C. The entrance to Chauil>er 1 may have been

at C, the offset in the wall rei)rt'senting tlie jamb of a door. The east

wall was not seen, aud is only dotted in on the plan ; but the cliamber

could not have been wide, as it is roofed with slabs about a yard broad.

Nothing was found on top of the slabs. The west wall is covered with

plaster. Signs of mosaic were seen in a narrow channel passing out of

the supposed doorway at C. Breaking through the north wall (which is

not bonded with the west wail, is not plastered, and seems to be of later

construction) we found ourselves in Chamber 2, which measures only

G feet 6 inches by 5 feet. The west side consists of a circular archway of

masonry, the ai)ex of which is 6 feet 3 inches above the floor, leading into

a passage or drain, 3 feet wide, having masonry walls and covered with

slabs. This jK.ssage we did not explore. The north side of Chamber 2

consists of scarped rock with an opening 2 feet 4 inches wide, having a

circular head, the apex being 6 feet from the floor. In Chamber 3 the

roof and the walls to west and south are all of rock, masonry walls, similar

to the south and east walls of Chamber 2, forming the east and north sides.

In the west sitle an opening with circular head (whose apex is only 4 feet

from the floor) leads into a passage which we had no time to follow.'

Passing through an opening in its north wall we came into Chamber 4,

the limits of which we did not ascertain. The west side is partly of rock,

partly of masonry, with an opening similar to that in Chamber 3. The

north side consists of a scarp {see plan), which was traced for 38 feet

towards the east, beyond which point it seems to run on, being in line

with the high scarp at E, though the level of its base is 9 feet higher than

that of the latter. In this scaip are niches 5 feet 6 inches wide and

14 inches deep, one of them having a circular head. Beyond the second

niche the scarp bends inward, but soon returns to the line by an offset.

Plain white mosaic, occurring at two different levels, was observed in

situ on the rock floor.

From the above description it will be seen that not much can be

told as to the use of these chambers. We have evidently three periods.

First, the rock-cut chambers which may originally have served as tombs.

Second, the plastered wall at C. Third, the other masonry walls, with

the mosaic floorings, the slabs covering Chamber 1, and perhaps the

passage or drain leading west from Chamber 2. The third period

appears to be Koman or Byzantine. Our object in examining the top of

the slabs over Chamber 1 was to ascertain whether any seats were built

\\\)0\\ them, the idea being that possibly the chambers might represent

dressing rooms of the theatre. As I have saitl, nothing was found. The

pottery in the debris was all late.

At the side of the road leading west from the Tomb of the Virgin, in

the Valley of Jehoshaphat, at the point where it turns to the north,

Dr. Flinders Petrie (observed, in 1890, several irregular rock-hewn steps,

pointing about west to the Bab al Asbat, at the north-east angle of the

Haram ai-ea. I wa.s instructed to ascertain whether these steps led u])
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hu])iii,!^ to make myself ;i faniiliai' ulijcct in ami abmit the mosque

locality. Anticipating this necessity I had brought Yusif with me and

by his tact we were soon established in the minds of the local inhabitants.

During the time of waiting Dr. Masterman took pains to show me every

known remain, and also pointed out the results of his observation with

regard to Mr. Spiers's inquiries.

This report, as far as it refers to the mosque and Cliristian church, is

in itself incomi)lete, as I have simply confined it to the place of auxiliary

notes to Mr. Sjjiers's paper ; but I have reported in full and made comjilete

drawings of the Roman and pre-Roman remains, as my discoveries have

thrown what I believe to be new light on the temple enclosure.

The west wall of the nu)sque—for its whole length—is a system of

pilaster building of one style, nine pilasters on either side of the trijjle

entrance, "Bab el Berid" (which is evidently a later Mohammedan
insertion). This same class of work returns round the north-west angle

as it does on the south-west, showing three pilasters and stopping at the

third pilaster as in the south. The four northernmost pilasters of the

west wall and the return at the angle I saw in the interiors and on the tops

of the houses built up against the wall, and the three pilasters at the north

angle I saw and measured from an access through the iiortli wall of the

mosque. All this wall stands complete u]> to the caps of the pilasters

which ai-e all similar {see Plate I). The pilasters vary from 5 feet to

5 feet 6 inches broad, and project from 7 inches to 9 inches, on tlie

north side I measured their height from the base to the cap necking,

and found it to be 34 feet 10 inches, the base is a simple square

rest to the i)ilaster projecting G inches beyond its face and continuing-

unbroken along the inter-sjjaces which average 11 feet 3 inches wide.

The masonry is well set and squared, and the face dressing rather

roughly jncked, set in lime, and coursed in heights of from 20 inches

to 30 inches. I was fortunate enough to notice through a hole in

the building that the last caj) of the third pilaster from the north-

west angle returns back through the wall. This piece of wall runs

exactly at i-ight angles to the west wall (the bearings of the north and
west walls being 265 degrees and 175 degrees respectively), and the

change of angle on the north wall only commences at the junction

between the ancient wall and the more modern extension, which shows

a straight joint in line with the face of the backsett wall, and runs

at an angle of 267 degrees. This latter masonry is patchy, badly

coursed, and rudely built of old reused stones, many of the same
character as those in the early wall. It has not the character of the

south Mohammedan wall, which is mostly of one style of masonry finely

pick-dressed and well squared and set.
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A study of the south wall is of exceediiijgr interest and value, la

its masonry can be read its history from the time of the earliest Syro-

Greek pilastered wall (which Mr. Spiers dates contemporaneous with

the palace of Hyrcanus, i?.c. 176, and which is similar in detail to that

on the tombs in the Valley of Jehosaphat assigned to the Hasmont^an

period), through the Roman occupation on to the Christian work by

Theodosius and Arcadius of the fourth and fifth centuries, the Moham-

medan work of El Walid in the eighth century, and the later restorations

after the tires of the eleventh and fifteenth centux'ies. The Syro-Greek

work I have described. In the centre of the south wall—as shown on

plan—is the rude masonry of the Romans forming the triple entrance

and jn'ojecting 2 feet 5 inches from the face of the walls which Hank the

transept. This work is rough and the stones are rudely squared and

set open joint in lime with a rough pick face dressing. On either

side of this masonry, at its junction with the late work, the bonding

is broken. On the west side the later work has been bonded directly

into it and finished in the same face, while on the east side—where the

later work is set back 2 feet 5 inches—the stones project in broken bond,

no attempt having been made to make a clear finish at the projecting

angle.

On the south wall, from the west wall of the transept 55 feet 9 inches

westwards, and for the whole length from the Roman masonry eastwards,

including the e;istern tower, there occurs a distinct style of masonry with

pilasters varying from 5 feet 2 inches to 5 feet 8 inches wide, and project-

iuo- 5 inches from the inter-wall spaces, which vary from 11 feet 8 inches

to 13 feet 5 inches. This masonry is crowned by an inverted ogee

moulding (.see detail on Plate IV) 5 inches deep, the top of which is

11 feet 6 inches below the sills of the mosque windows. The wall is

seen only about two courses high, as the covered bazaars hide all the

lower part of it, the two eastern pilasters are not visible from above, but

can be seen in the shops below. A fragment of this wall is to be

seen butting against the earlier wall at the west end, and I am of

opinion that the internal wall of this tower also belongs to the same

period. At the junction of the eastern tower with the south wall there

is a vertical joint where the upper storey mosque wall butts against the

tower, but the lower pilastered wall continues in unbroken bond across the

tower wall. Further, in the inside of the mosque, in the west wall of the

eastern tower, a string course similar to the capping course of the pilasters

exists at exactly the .^ame level. Abore this string course are traces of

eicht fiUed-up recesses for beam rests about 15 inches square, and at a

corresponding level, traces of the same number of filled-up recesses can be

seen in the east wall of the western tower. From these facts it seems

probable that we have here the remains of the Christian church as

extended by Arcadius in the fifth century. There is every reason for the

assumption that the upper storey wall—which is set back 3 inches from

the lower storey wall, and which is not bonded into the eastern tower

—

is the wall of El Walid 705 A.D. Contrary to the testimony of the Arab
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historians, we have the jjioof that El Waliil in his mad rage did iKjt

totally destroy the Christian church, from the evidence of the Roman
entrance still seen, hence the existence of a wall, which is earlier than

tliat of El Walid and later than the Roman wall, may safely be

assigned to the period of the Christian church. In the moditied pilaster

design it is easy to trace the influence of the earlier remains which

had been incorporated into the Christian church l)y the architect, who
apparently wished to bring the old and new into liarmony. A careful

study of the masonry of the lower parts of the west and east minarets

has satisfied me that it also belongs to this period and may be the

remains of the watch towers of the church, as Mr. Spiers suggests.

The upper storey wall {i.e., the wall above the capping course) extends

of the same character, from the point where it butts against the eastern

tower on to a point 140 feet from the western tower, where it is broken

by a later restoration. This masonry is very uniform in character, the

courses average 2 feet 4 inches high and the dressing is fine pick. Stones

are well squared and set in lime. The later restoration is quite distinct

and is executed of reused stones, which are not coursed in hai-mony with

the other work, and the bed lines are not continuous, while the window

arches are formed of small voussoirs. This restoration has apparently

been from floor to eaves, as all traces of the pilastered wall are lost.

Probably this dates to one of the destructions by fire in the eleventh or

fifteenth centuries. At this point there is a low circular-headed door,

now filled up, 6 feet wide.

I carefully examined the interiors of the west and east towers and feel

satisfied that they are of an earlier date than the minarets, in both cases

the junction between the later and earlier masonry can be seen. The
lower earlier masonry is of large stones averaging 29 inches high, pick-

dressed, and at a distinct level can be seen the first course of the

Mohammedan period which characterises the minaret masonry.

I was lucky enough to make the acrpiaintance of M. Apery, the

municipal architect of Damascus, in whose hands the restoi'ation of the

mosque is, and he kindly gave me a tracing of his plan of the mosque and

accessories. By this helj) I was able to check the plans sent me by
Mr. Spiers and correct a few inaccuracies, and my external measurements

correspond with M. Ajjcry's plan.

The columns and arcade of the west end of the south aisle are still

standing in a more or less shaky condition, but the other arcades have

been entirely removed. The columns rest on low stone jxHlestals measuring

3 feet 3| inches high ; the average diameter of the columns is 2 feet

8 inches, and the height, including base and neck, 16 feet 5 inches.

The caps measure 3 feet 3 inches high, and the dosserets 2 feet 4^ inches

high, and the height from to]) of dosseret to actual spring of arch 1 foot

6 inches. The inter-columnar spaces vary very considerably, but the

average distance is 14 feet. All these measurements I lia\e finm

M. Apery.

Sir Charles Wilson, in his notes on the mosque, taken in 1865,
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writes :
—'' A good deal of the church possibly still exists in the mosque,

which, from its orientation, appears to have followed the form of the

church." I carefully examined the columns of the south aisle arcade west

of the transept (the only one now standing), and found that they rested

on solid stone pedestals with good foundations. Assuming that the

Eoman gateway in south wall was used in the Christian church, the

church would in all probability have had its floor at the same level as

the Eoman platform, and the present mosque pavement, 3 feet 3 inches

above this platform, would consequently belong to the Mohammedan
period. The pedestals of the columns are designed and built to suit

their present level, and I think, thei'efore, that the setting of the columns

as they now exist must be Mohammedan work. Moreover, a redis-

tribution must have been renderetl necessary after the insertion of the

transept which did not exist in the Christian church. This does not,

however, materially aifect " the form of the church," which, I think, has

been retained, as it is quite probable, from the evidences in the south,

east, and west walls, where old walls have been used, that the internal

arcades are in the same line as those of the Christian church, the old

foundations being simply raised and the old columns reset.

A study of the dome and transept piers proves Mr. Spiers's theory

that the dome was an afterthought. A straight vertical joint in each

pier exists between the transept arch jjiers and the piers carrying the

dome, and the horizontal beds are out of line. The three windows in

the centre of the east and west transept walls belong to the transept before

the insertion of the dome, and the arches carrying the dome necessitated

the blocking up ; the line of the centre window sill can be seen about

9 inches below the soffit of the apex of the arch. This also proves the

existence of a transept with clerestory windows on the east and west

sides before the dome was thought of, and also before the high-pitched

roofs were introduced.

On looking at the ground plan (Plate I) it will be seen that the south

pier of the east transept arch comes 2 feet 6 inches into the void of the

great Roman doorway (now built up) in the south wall, on which is the

famous incription which leads to the belief that this door was utilised in

the Christian church. It is quite apparent, therefore, that this doorway

and the transept could not have Ijeen in use contemporaneously
;

consequently the door could not have been used by the Moslems except,

perhaps, at the time when they entered by the same door as the

Christians before the destruction of the church by El "VValid. Thus if we

are right in su^jposing that this door was utilised after the extension of

the church by Arcadius, the transept cannot be Christian, and may
therefore be the work of El VValid.

The whole of the walls outside and inside show signs of having been

at one time covered by a thick coat of plaster. On the east and west

sides of the transept walls the plaster still exists, and the raking lines

of the pitched roofs are marked on it. To the right of the central

window in the transept over the north aisle I saw a piece of red and

black line decoration on the plaster.
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The fnignieut of decoration on the north exterior fayacle of the

transejjt is a mosaic rejiresentation of buil(linf,fs and trees, similar to

tilt' mosaics on the inside of the same wall. The sheiklis of the mosijiie

informed me that these were representations of Mecca and Medina.

Mr. Spiers quotes Mukaddasi as follows:—"The columns round the

court are all of white marble, and the vaulting of the arcades and the

arched windows above are adorned with mosaics and arabesque designs.""

I would suggest that the " vaulting of the arcades " be translated the
'"' spandrils of the arciides," as I fancy this is what Mukaddasi meant
in his description. Fragments of mosaics still exist on the spandrils

of the first four arches of the court arcade at the west entrance—Bab el

Berld—and extend from the cap upwards, almost as high as the sills of

the upper windows, evidently the remains of a mosaic decoration over

the whole face, as Mukaddasi tells. These mosaics are similar in

character to those on the transept north wall, and I believe a great

part of the design still exists behind the plaster and whitening. The
same correction might be made on the word vaulting in reference to

the arcading of the mosque itself as this probably also means the
" spandrils" instead of the soffits of the arcade, as Mr. Spiers suggests,

in both cases.

The whole of the marble panelling and other interior decoration of

the mosque is now entii'ely destroyed, and scarcely a trace of it remains

amongst the debris, possibly much of it has been collected and carried to

a place of safety for after use in the restoration, but I could get no
definite answer to any of my inquiries about this.

The height from sills of windows in south wall to level of present

mosque pavement is .34 feet 6 inches (per M. Apery), and I make the level

of the sill of the Roman gateway 3 feet 3 inches below this. The level

of the street opposite this gateway is about 32 feet below the window
sills, but as it is at present partly filled with rubbish I could not get the
exact finished level.

At the western tower the architrave (about 24 inches high) and
dentil cornice above the pilaster at the western angle seem—from the
bonding—to belong to the period of the pilasters below, but above
this I think the tower is later, as at the junction of the west wall
with the tower there is a straight joint in a vertical line 12 inches to-

the south of the left angle of the pilaster under the junction {see sketch,.

Plate IV)—this latter upper Iniildiug is crowned by an egg-and-ton»ue
moulding. I do not think the battlements are as early as the time of

Mukaddasi. They are extremely patchy, rude in design and workman-
ship, and are covered by a coat of plaster over walling of small I'ubble

stones, unlike the character of the other early Mohammedan work.
I now come to the Roman remains in and around the mosque enclosure.

The great doorway in the south wall of the mosque turns out to be the
centre one of a triple entrance, the side doorways having niches over
th*;m, and in the side piers between the doorways are plain circular-

headed niches at a lower level {see Plate II). I was able to take accurate

S
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measurements of the detail of the centre doorway and part of the circular-

headed niches, but was not allowed to measure the side ones. However,

I have got their proportion and relative positions correct in general, and

I saw as much of the detail as enabled me to make a sufficiently accurate

restoration. The central doorway measures 14 feet wide, and works out

to 25 feet high, lintelled by one stone which forms both architrave and

frieze, and measures over all 4 feet high by 19 feet long. The side doors

measure 6 feet 6 inches wide by 13 feet high. The piers between doors

measure 15 feet broad from void to void, and in them are the circular-

headed niches, 4 feet 8 inches wide by 8 feet 3 inches high. The niches

over the side doorways measure 4 feet wide and about 5 feet 9 inches

high — without architrave or pilaster, but crowned by a frieze and

circular-headed enriched pediment. The upper part of the great door

and the head of the east niche can be seen from the top of the bazaar

roof, and by looking down the hole in the vault abutting on the mosque

wall—mentioned by Porter—I could see the head of the western niche

and also the cornice of the door below it. To be let down this hole

by a rope seemed at first the only possible access to this compartment,

.as we were repeatedly told that there was no other entrance to it.

However, M. Apery came to our assistance, and informed us that there

was a way from the interior of the mosque by a door about 45 feet to

the west of the part we had seen. After a good deal of trouble we were

able to prevail upon the sheikhs to admit us, and although a thick coat

of plaster covered the most of the detail, I was able to gather enough

to make a restoration and to get a few of the leading measurements.

The west side doorway comes in the centre of the transept south

wall, and its opening has been utilised to hold the principal mihrab

•of the mosque. The usual j)roportion of such doorways (viz., twice the

height of the width) does not work out in all three. The side ones

come out to this proportion, but the centre one has only 25 feet of

height to 14 feet of width. On account of the ijuzzling character of the

later masonry and the plaster on the wall, besides the enforced " snap-

•shot" nature of my sketches and observations, I was unable to study

this point thoroughly. In the interior of the mosque—where the

plaster is broken off—I could see the inner angle of the western pier

of the centi'e gateway.

At 380 feet east of mosque, in line with the east and west axis of the

juosque buildings, is a triple gateway. This gateway is to the east of

the piers in line with the colonnade which Porter discovered and took

to be the piers and columns of an archway similar to that on the west

of the mosque. On examination I soon became convinced that this

triple gateway was an entrance through an enclosure, and not through a

colonnade as has been suggested by Porter. Although only very small

fragments can be seen from the street, by careful working in the shops

on either side and in the dwelling-houses above, burrowing under stairs

and judicious jjurchase of occasional small areas of loose plaster, I

was able to recover as much of the detail, in situ, as allow of a fairly
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.accurate restoration (see Plate III). This rest(jration, an can be seen

on comparison, is very like the triple gateway in the south wall of the

mosq\ie. I could fiiul no traces of the cohunus of the western face of thi.s

gateway drawn bv Porter in line with the colonnade, a.s I could not ^et

access to the hou.ses at the jjlaces where they could have been .seen.

However, from Porter's description, which tells that they were similar to

tlie fragment of the gateway standing to the west of the mosque, and
which tits in with the design of tlie eastern face of the triple gateway,

the complete design of this entrance, in the form of a Greek inopykea,

•can now be considered as recovered. Much of the detail I have restored

from the south gateway, the general similarity between the two ju.stifyino'

such. Set at an angle of 175 degrees, the centre gateway measures 14 feet

4 inches wide, and works out to 28 feet 8 inches high, giving the side

•entrances the same proportion of height to width, viz., 6 feet 6 inches

by 13 feet. This brings the Roman level to 10 feet below the level of

the present street. The parts I saw are as follows, viz., the two great

architrave piers of the centre doorway, which, as far as I could make out,

are monoliths, measuring 28 feet 8 inches high, 6 feet 6 inches deep, and
2 feet 9 inches broad ; tlie lintel is broken across at its bearing, but the

return of the architrave moulding still exists. The frieze and cornice

are gone, but I found one of the scroll brackets similar to those on the
south doorway used as a doorstep in one of the adjoining houses. The
right-hand niche I found in two houses, lialf in a staircase and half in a
room, and by clearing off some of the plaster I recovered the pilasters, caps,

and architrave. The niche measures 4 feet 9 inches wide. Partly under
this staircase and partly used as one of its steps, is a piece of the cornice

over the lower doorway in very good preservation, and on the frieze is

cut an Arabic inscription, of which I took a squeeze, but owing to the
unfavourable time of its taking, it was not successful, and another one
will have to be made. This, Dr. Masterman is attending to. To the left

of the great doorway the corresj)onding cornice of the side doorway can
be seen, built into the l)ack wall of a grocer's shoji, and hitlden by his

stock of merchandise. The two columns which flank the design can be
seen above the roofs of the houses and in the shops below. They stand
isolated above, and the connecting wall is entirely gone, but the half

columns and the bonding ears on either side are sufficient to show that
they were attached.

The great archway to the west of the mosque was difficult of access,

and I succeeded only in making a rather inc(mii)lete study of it. The
columns (see Plate IV) are 4 feet 9 inches in diameter, and the square
pilastered piers on flanks measure 5 feet 7 iutlu's o)i face (exclusive of
half column attached). The ])ilasters on face jueasure 3 feet 7 inches
broad, and have a projection of 14 inches, while the pilasters on side
of pier are 4 feet 9 inches broad on face and project 12 inches. The
intercolumnar space in the centre is 18 feet 6 inches, and the side inter-

columnations 8 feet G inches and 6 feet 8 inches resi)ectivelv. The
detail of the architrave and pediment is similar in character to the

s2
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other remains to south and east ; the architrave measures 2 feet 7^ inches

over all, and the frieze 18 inches broad, while the pediment cornice is

3 feet 7i inches thick. By climbing over the roof of the new bazaar I

got to the liack of the pediment, which I carefully examined, and found

the masonry rough and unfinished, having evidently been hidden by a

roof towards the west. I could not get full measurements taken of the

pediment, as I was warned off just when commencing by an indignant

householder. The arch across the central space is partly hidden by the

bazaar rouf, and as I did not care to take many liberties at that particular

place, I had to leave without measuring it.

To north and south of the mosque, about 500 feet from axis of

gateway, are the traces of a peribolus wall in which are single gates,

through which the j^resent streets pass {see Plate III). The gate to the

north is a simple opening with an architrave moulding around it, measuring

9 feet 6 inches wide and 10 feet 6 inches high from the present level of

the street, which gives the level of the Eoman street 8 feet 6 inches lower,

assuming the proportion of height and width to be two to one, like

the others. The architrave is 21j inches broad, with three fascias and
plain moulding, which has only been partly cut, the rest being still in

rude block. This gate is set at an angle of 85 degrees, and on either,

side the wall extends for some distance to west for 20 feet, and to the

east for 50 feet, standing 10 courses high, courses varying from 28 inches

to 36 inches high, roughly squared, and set in lime, wide joints ; the

dressing is rough pick, and the wall is back-set vertically at intervals,

forming a series of pilasters with 11-iuch projections 8 feet 6 inches,

wide, and the inter-wall spaces 8 feet 4 inches wide.

The single gate in the south wall is similar in style, but larger,

measuring 12 feet 6 inches wide, and at j^resent 13 feet high ; thus we
may judge the level of the Eoman street to be 12 feet below the present.

The architrave is 3 feet ^ inch broad, with three facias and an egg-

and-dart moulding. A fragment of wall extends to either side of the

gate—to the east for about 15 feet, and to the west for 2G feet—lying at

an angle of 86 degrees, five courses high, courses varying from 2 feet

4 inches to 3 feet high, setting, dressing, and jointing in every way
similar to the wall on the north side, and the wall built into the centre of

the south wall of the mosque, to both of which it runs parallel.

A glance at the drawing (Plate III) on which is shown the stone

bonding of the wall and gate at once suggests an insertion into an earlier

Avail. The lai-ge open vertical joint between the west architrave and the

wall, and the irregularity of the coursing, besides the proportion and
position of the pilaster on the west, seems unlikely in a contemporaneous
construction. On the east side the bonding of the wall and architrave

points decidedly to a later insertion of the gateway. Eunning north-

wards at right angles to this wall, as shown on plan, is a piece of wall

built of similar stones. I only saw the west face of this wall, and the

masonry is irregular and patchy, many pieces of columns being built

into it. It stands five courses high, and extends for about 30 feet, lying

at an angle of 175 degrees.
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At 145 feet west fruiu tlie gate is anotlier piece of wall, extending

for 7 feet 5 inches westwards, at the same angle as the gate, but pro-

jecting 6 feet beyond its line, then turning northwards exactly at right

an<fh's for 45 feet 7 inches, where it returns for 6 feet. This wall is built

of stones exactly similar in ])i-ojiortion and dressing to the other walls

I have just described, and stands for about 20 feet higli, forming the

outside wall of a house, facing the street. The pilasters vary fi-oni 6 feet

to G feet 6 inches broad, and have a projection of 11 inches, the inter-

spaces averaging from 6 feet 8 inches to 6 feet 10 inches. From this

6-feet return a wall continues in rathci' a broken face, also facing the

street, for a distance of 134 feet 6 inches. The same class of masoniy

continues, and the same system of pilasters, which, however, vary con-

siderably in width, from 4 feet 11 inches to 8 feet 2 inches. The angle

of this wall is 180 degrees, 5 degrees oti" the line of the piece at the angle,

hence not at right angles to the gates. I cannot account for this change

of direction in any way, as the bonding at the angle of junction with the

projecting part is apparently contemporaneous. The stone on which is

cut the Greek inscription mentioned by Porter on page CO of his book

is built into this angle. He says :

—"A shoit distance from the school is

a fragment of an ancient building, in which, on an inverted stone, is a

Greek inscription ; but a portion of it is now covered by a modern wall."

The "modern wall" is the wall I have just described. I do not know
Porter's reason for calling this wall more modern than the other part, as

on comparison of the masonry and a study of the boiiding both walls

seem of the same period, although the change of direction comes in

awkwardly. Were it so, it would considerably facilitate the theory of its

connection with the other remains. Perhaps the inscription throws some

light on it.

The only other piece of wall which 1 have now to describe is a piece

built into a street wall 330 feet to the north of the eastern ti'ijile gate-

way. This fragment runs parallel to the gateway, angle 175 degrees, but

is not in line, being 12 feet back

—

i.e., west of the gate-line. It stands

six courses high, and is 34 feet long ; courses vary from 3 feet 1 inch to

2 feet 1 inch high, and dressing and setting are exactly similar to all the

other masonry I have just described. One entire pilaster exists 8 feet

4 inches wide, with a projection of 9 inches. The inter-wall measures

13 feet 3 inches wide.

I now come to the colonnade (mentioned by Porter), the remains of

which are to be found built into the walls facing the streets running

parallel to the east, west, and north walls of the mosque {see ground plan,

Plate I). I found in all 31 columns ; commencing at the eastern gate at

70 feet west from its outside face and 90 feet north of the north jiier of the

centre gateway, the first column occurs and the colonnade continues at an

angle of 176 degrees for 345 feet. Eighteen fragments are in situ, some
standing to a height of 25 feet while others only appear a few inches above

the street level. As near as I could make out their diameters are about

4 feet G inches, but they seem to vary somewhat; the intert-olumnar
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spaces are al)Out 9 feet. The colonnade then turns westwards and con-

tinues in a similar manner for a distance of 1,038 feet at an angle of

86 degrees. In this line I found 12 columns. Only one column exists on.

the west side between the north-west angle and the first pier of the gi-eat

archway, a distance of 398 feet.

The piece of wall to the north of the gateway is probably a remnant

of the east wall of this enclosure, and the difference of its line can easily

be accounted for by supposing that the gateway projected beyond the

line of wall in order to give greater prominence to it. The gate and

flanking fragments of wall on the north are the only remnants of the

northern enclosing wall, and the gate and pieces of wall at the south-

west an<de are the remains of the south and west enclosures. The

almost continuous line of columns running parallel with these pieces

of walls, at a distance of 50 feet from them, is a connecting link between

the rather fragmentary remains of the enclosing wall and svi^jplies the

continuity wanting in the wall itself. The piece of wall running north-

wards from the gate on the south when extended gives the same distance,

50 feet, between it and the colonnade as is seen on the north and east

sides. From the similarity of direction and distribution of all these

remains, besides the evidence of masonry and architectural detail, I

think it seems pretty certain that we have here the remains of the four-

sided enclosure with portico of the Roman temple, such as is found

at Palmyra in the Temple of the Sun. The masonry extending beyond

the west inferred line at the south-west angle may possibly be the

remains of buildings of the same system, forming part of this vast

enclosure, measuring over all 1,000 feet from north to south and

1,300 feet from east to west.

The difficulty encountered by Mr. Spiers in relegating the great

archway west of the mosque to a connection with the temple buildings is

now obviated, and the peculiarity of its face being towards the east can be

accounted for by making it the eastern facade of the western entrance

designed in the form of a Greek proi^yltea, its western face being in the

enclosure wall, similar to the trijale entrance on the east side. These

two gates lie practically in the central axis of the great enclosure,

which also cuts through the centre of the western Syru-Greek wall of

the present mo.sque. This enclosure probably existed before the Eoman
pei'iod, as is evidenced by the masonry of the wall at the south single gate

which indicates a later insertion of the gate. Thus it might be argued

that it existed contemporaneous with the pilastered west wall of the

mosque, the Romans introducing their gateways into the then existing

enclosure and possibly destroying the entrances of their predecessors.

I searched carefully to the south of the mosque for the remains of the

colonnade drawn by Porter, supposed by Spiers to be the tcinenos of the

temple, but could not find any traces of it remaining. However, a

merchant of the shoe bazaar informed me that the drums of four columns

at one time existed in front of his shop, but that they had been removed
when the bazaar was being rebuilt at that jioint. I asked him to show
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me the positions and he marked out four points which on measurement

I found to come just wliere Porter shows the four piers at the south-

west augK'. Tliosf lie saw at the south-east angle T coidd get no eUie to,

but in a cai|ienter's shop built against the south wall of the mosque, I

found the remains of a column against the tower wall, which comes exactly

in the eastern line of this colonnade. To the north of the mosque I found

four columns standing to a height <»f \'i feet. Two were built into the

wall of a house and were visible from the exterior, and another two

stand in the interior of the same house. They measure about 3 feet in

diameter, and are at an angle parallel with the outer enclosure walls

above cited. It is difficult to associate them effectively with the other

colonnades, but all round this quarter I found remains of columns

built into the walls—used as wall copings, &c.—which seems to point

to the existence of an extensive colonnade here. They may be the

remains of a northern double colonnade, corresponding to the one found

by Porter to the south, and the continuation of the ea.st and west

lines in the mosque court arcade is certainly suggestive of connection,

and although the small projjortion of these arcade columns rules out the

probability of their being part of this original colonnade, still they may
be on the old foundations. I do not think it probable that the north

arcade of the mosque court is on the line of any old foundations of the

temple buildings, as its angle cannot now be explained by the suggestion

that the line of an existing street influenced it. The west wall fits in

awkwardly with this theory, and it, with the triple gateway in the south

wall point rather to an inner enclosure with colonnades in front of

the north and south enti'auces. In this case the east and west walls of

the present mosque seem to show the limits of this enclosure, and the

fact that the north entrance of the court of the mosque is in the same
axis as the centre doorway of the triple entrance on the south is strong

evidence to show that the position of the north entrance to this inner

enclosure had beeii retained by the Moslems Avhen they built the mosque
The actual temple, in this case, would have stood in the centre of this-

enclosure, the proportions of which, viz., 305 feet south to north, and
510 feet east to west, suggest an east and west orientation, thus giving

sufficient sjiace between the temple itself and the enclosure walls. The
axis of the north and south gateways comes 30 feet to the east of the

central axis of the outer enclosure according to this theory, and on this

account is not re-assuring, but considering that the Romans adapted and
only partly remodelled an earlier temple, which in its turn may have

only been a partial rebuilding of a still earlier example, this difficulty

may not be a serious one. The fact that the inner enclosure does not

come into the centre of the outer enclosure is not an objection, as there

are other examj^les of this peculiarity, as at Baalbek and Palmyra.

A stuily of the relative levels supports this theory. A glance at the

section of the surface levels (see Plate V), from the archway to west of

the mosque, eastwards through the court of the mosijue to the eastern

gateway, shows a fall of 5 feet 4 inches from the western archway to the
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floor of the mosque at the west entrance ; from west entrance to Bab Jarti

the court floor falls 1 foot 8 inches, while from Bab Jertln to the bottom

of the present steps in the street is a fall of 11 feet 8 inches, and from

this point the sti-eet rises 1 foot to the eastern triple gateway of the outer

enclosure. The measurements of the eastern triple gateway give the

Roman level at 10 feet below the present street, and the measurements

of the trijile gateway in south wall of the mosque gives the Roman
level at 3 feet 3 inches below the level of the mosque pavement. Thus
—as the sectional drawing shows—the floor of the inner enclosure was

18 feet higher than the colonnaded way leading from the eastern triple

gateway to the eastei-n portico, allowing of a flight of 32 steps (7-inch

risers) up to the level of the inner enclosure pavement. This ascent was
probably made in two flights, as I have indicated on the section, the

lower outside flight leading on to a broad landing in front of the piers

and east of the portico, the upjier flight being cased within these piers

and leading to the portico. The present steps indicate such a plan, as

they are in two flights with a broad landing between.

On the west side the colonnade also works out to a lower level than

the inner court, but as I was able to take only a very rough measuremeut

of the height from the caps of the archway columns to the street, I

cannot absolutely guarantee the correctness of the relative levels ; but

it is certain that the Roman street was considerably lower than the plat-

form of tlie inner court. The height from the top of the caps to the

present street is about 26 feet, and taking the height of the columns at

8 diameters, and including for the height of a pedestal, the Ron)an level

would be about 20 feet below the present street at this point, and 10 feet

below the level of the inner court platform, thus allowing of a flight of

17 steps.

To the east of Bab el Jeirtin are four jners, as shown on Plate I. They
rise up through the roofs of the buildings which suiTound them, and I

first saw them from the top of the " Minaret el Aisa." Their positions in

relation to the mosque I cannot absolutely guarantee, as the difticulties

under which I measured them were far from favourable to correct

planning. However, I think they may be accepted as generally true,

although my notes were taken from eye observations and very rough

general measurements. The northern two piers I measuied carefully,

and the westernmost one measures 38 inches on face, and the eastern

double one 36 inches and 35 inches respectively on the two faces, the

latter projecting 21 inches from the former. The space between the

piers measures 14 feet, and the piers themselves stand almost entire

—

the height from neck of cap to present street being about 33 feet, the cap

being 3 feet 6 inches high. The 14-feet opening is lintelled by an archi-

trave with three facias and egg-and-dart moulding, with a plain slightly

bulging frieze and enriched cornice over, of similar design to the other

Roman work. The architrave, frieze, and cornice return round the

east, south, and north faces of the eastern double pier, and do not lintel

southwards or northwards, the design ending with the pier which stands
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iyohited, unk'.ss where eunneetetl by the liatelling towards the west. The

cap has no neck mould, and the foliage is similar to the other work.

On the north side of the pier the cap continues the whole width of

the two piers, 5 feet 11 inelies, in an unbroken band of foliage, a.s there

is no projeetion on the north side. The nmuldings and carving are

exactly sinnlar in character to the other remains I have described, and

the angle of the pieis is similar to the other, 86 degrees. The piers

to the south I saw from the roof of the house where I measured the

north pier, but was unable to get access to them. However, a few

observations gave me the general position, and I could see enough to

assure me tliat they were simihir to what I had measured, and }y.n-t of

the same feature. I imagine that tlie present portico, as shown on Tlate I,

shows the limits of the Roman portico, although it difl'ers somewhat

from that planned by Porter, in this case the four projecting piers fit

in admirably with the design. The isolated entablatures seem curious,

iind call for some crowning features, such as statues.

The columns of the eastern and western colonnade have now entirely

disappeared, and except the one column I have shown black on plan

inside of the eastern gate, 1 could find no clue to their positions. The

position of this one column seen by me seems to suggest smaller

intercolunniar spaces than Porter has shown, and harmonises with the

intercolumnation of the portico, within the great enclosure. The four

columns to the north of the mosque also give the same proportion of

spacing.

This completes my work on the Roman remains. I have not been

able to find any traces of the temple itself, but I think its site and

orientation may now be guessed with a fair amount of assurance. A
striking resemblance to the temple enclosure at Jerusalem can be seen

in the outer and inner enclosures, as well as in their proportions and

the raised inner court, while probably the temple was also raised above

the inner platform. The same similarity can be seen in the Temple

of the Sun at Palmyra. It does not seem at all improbable that the

Temple of Solomon might have been the model on which the Damascus

Temple w;is built, and this plan retained by the Romans, restored on the

ruined walls of the Temple of the Seleucidte, who may have used the site

on which the Syrian Temple dedicated to the God Rimmon once stood.

A word on the general character of the details of these remains. The

profiles of the mouldings are finely designed, although not delicate, and

every member tells its value. The enrichments are artistically designetl

and tastefully applied, carved in a bold and broad style. I made com-

parisons with the work at Baalbek, which seems to belong to a much
later period. Here the detail is refined until it has lost all its character

and value, and harmonises badly with the imposing proportions of the

buildin<'s which it decorates. In fact, it looks almost renaissance in

character. The mouldings are delicately designed and as delicately

Avorked, but they are intricate and wasted. The carved enrichment is

beautiful in itself, but inartistically ai^plied—crushed together in a
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meaniugless way. I should be inclined to date the Damascus work to a

period during the reign of Trajan, 98-118 a.d., probabl}' the work of

Apollodorus.

Could permission to search at will be obtained, I have no doubt

that many more interesting fragments still exist, built into the houses

which crowd around the locality. To lose a clue through the obduracy of

a jealous householder, whose suspicions or cupidity demand either instant

withdrawal or an exorbitant backsheesh, is a sore trial in pui'suing

ai'chieological research in and around the domiciles of a Mohammedan
population. I had many disappointments in being unable to get admission

where I hoped to find a clue, which seemed invaluable.

Jerusalem, April 27th, 1897.

THE GREAT MOSQUE OF DAMASCUS.

By E. Phene Spiers, F.S.A.

The plan and the detailed description of the Great Mosque of Damascus

and its environs, given by the Rev. J. S. Porter in his work published in

1855, were so complete that scarcely anyone since seems to have thought

it worth while to take up the subject afresh. Besides this, ever since the

great massacre of 1860, visitors have been somewhat chary in their desire

to sketch or measure, owing to the fanaticism of the inhabitants ; in fact,

with one or two rare exceptions, no one was allowed to draw inside the

mosque. This may to some measure account for the almost entire neglect

of the subject in the Quarterly/ Statements of the Palestine Exploration

Fund.

In the spring of 1894, when first I heard of the disastrous fire which

in October, 1893, had destroyed the mosque, I published in the "Builder"

a reproduction of a water-colour drawing, which I had been permitted to

make in 1866, of the interior of the great transept showing the great

arches and the pendentives carrying the dome, and with it a short

description of the building. Its publication led to a discussion which

was carried on in the same paper for some weeks, as to whicli portions

of the building were Christian and which Mohammedan. Various

theories were put forward, and the only conclusio)i I was able to come

to was, that without a carefully detailed plan and a minute examination

of numerous drawings and photographs, and among the latter some

valuable examples lent me by Dr. Wright, it would be impossible to

arrive at any satisfactory result. Comparison of the drawings and

photographs with Porter's plan showed me at once that the latter was

not altogether reliable so far as the interior was concerned, and in my
dilemma I applied to Sir Charles Wilson, who informed me that the plan

he had lent Fergusson, and which was published in his "History of

Architecture," was based on one measured and plotted by him in 1865.
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It was true that the interior only was published, the inclement weather

towards the end of the year having prevented Sir Charles Wilson from

completing the task he had set himself. Here at all events were some

definite dimensions to start ii]:on, and resolving the perspective in the

jihotogniplis to their geonietricid dimensions I was aLle to work out

elevations and sections of the whole building. Before this was completed

my attention was directed b}' Professor Lewis to Mr. Guy le Strange's

translation of the works of the medi;wval Arab geographers published in

185)0, which gave me a new interest in the work, as in the various quotations

given I fancied I could read the whole history of the mosque from the

time it was stated to have been entirely rebuilt by Al Walid in 705 :

frequent references also were made to the pre-Christian structures round

the mosque, so that with the assistance of Porter's map I was able to

work out plans of the immediate enclosure walls not shown in Sir

Charles Wilson's plan as published by Fergusson, and some of the

archways and colonnades in the immediate vicinity.

The whole subject as worked out formed the subject of a paper which

I read before the Royal Institute of British Architects in November of

last year. Within tliree days of the delivery of the ])aper (read a month

before it was really due) I received a long letter from Dr. Masterman of

Damascus, answering a series of questions I had put to him, which

showed me that in two cases my elevations were inaccurate, viz., the

position of the great doorway in the soutii wall, and the niimber of

pilasters at the south-west end not being correct. Beyond that, however,

Dr. Masterman informed me that the fire of 1893 had destroyed the

bazaars on the west side exposing the west wall u-hich was decorated xoith

pilasters similar to those at the south-u-est angle hitherto thought to he only

a toiver. Tliis and other information was laid by Sir Charles Wilson

before the Palestine Fund Committee, who decided to send Mr. Dickie,

their architect at Jerusalem, on to Damascus to make fresh researches and

to report on the same. The Committee also did me the hoiiour to ask me
to write an article giving the substance of my paper delivered at the

Institute. I propose in my description to utilise the information given

me by Dr. Masterman subsequent to the reading of my paper and also

that contained in Mr. Dickie's re])ort.

Damascus is one of the oldest cities in Syria ; it was ah-eady a noted

place in the time of Abraham, and it is often mentioned in Scripture.

In B.C. 333 it fell into the hands of Alexander the Great, and afterwards

it was divided between the Seleucida^ and the Ptolemies. About a

century before the Christian era, in 114, Antiochus Cyzienus took the

half of the kingdom of the Seleucidte and fixed his residence at Damascus.

In B.C. 84, Aretas, King of Arabia, took jiossession of the city ; and in

B.C. 64' it submitted to the Komans under Pompey, and the proconsul

occasionally resided there. Aretas, the father-in-law of Herod Agrippa,

seized Damascus about a.d. 37. During the reign of Trajan, a.d. 98-118,

Damascus became a Roman ])rovincial city : and Apollodorus of

Damascus, the most celebrated architect of his time, who b»ilt the
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bric]o-e across the Lower Danube, may possibly have carried out some

of the work there. To the peaceful reign of Antoninus Pius who followed

(138-61), and who was one of the greatest builders in Syria, we may
ascribe the great ai'ches at the east and west ends of tlie mosque. To this

monarch and to his successor, Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (161-80), we

owe the principal temj^les and monuments at Baalbec, Gerasa, Palmyra,

and other gi'eat Syrian cities erected under Roman rule. Damascus

remained in the possession of the Romans til) a.d. 260, when it was

taken by Sapor I, the Sassanian king.

Some years after the accession of Constantine, and when Christianity

became, in a.d. 323, the established religion, Damascus was coni3j:ituted an

episcopal centre, with lo dioceses. After this, for more than three

centuries, the records are very scanty. The temple is said to have been

converted into a church by Theodosius in 379, and, according to

Mr. Porter, a stone was found near the Jeirfm gate stating :
—

" This

church of the blessed John the Baptist was restored by Arcadius, the son

of Theodosius."

Arcadius is said not oidy to have restored the church but to have

enlarged it, and Mr. Dickie's report suggests, at all events, the extent of

the south wall. On the taking of Damascus by the Saracens in 634 the

church was sufficiently large to be divided into two parts, the Moslems

taking the eastern half, and the Christians retaining only the western

half, both entering, however, by the same great doorway, which still exists,

of the Roman temple.'

On the accession of Walid, the sixth Khalif of the Omeiyades, the

whole edifice was appropriated by the Moslems, and, according to all

the Arab authors, pulled down prior to the building of the existing

mosque. It was evident that this did not apply to portions of the

external wall on the west side and portions of the south wall, viz., the

west angle and the central doorway. Mr. Dickie's report shows that the

whole of the south wall, including the retui-n at the south-east angle

(under the minaret Isa), and the whole of the west wall, including the

return at the north-east angle, were retained. So that in fact the pulling

down refers to all the covered jjortions only of the Christian church and

the clearance possibly of buildings on the north side ; and the rebuilding

of the whole of the mosque proper, viz., the transejits, the triple naves

on east and west sides, and the great court at the back with its arcade

rounded. Mr. Dickie calls attention to the fact that in the north wall

of this arcade " the masonry is patchy, badly coursed, and built of old

reused stones, many of the same character as those in the early wall," and

tliat " it has not the character of the south Mohammedan wall, which is

' The discovery of the triple gateway measured and drawn by Mr. Dickie

is a new one. Porter stated that on each side was a smaller one of similar

workmanship, but as he went on to state that they had circular beads, I felt

convinced they were niches and not doorways ; Mr. Dickie has discovered

doorways under these niches and two other niches lower down between the

doorways.
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mostly of one style of masonry, finely picked, dressed, and well squared

and set."

It is ditlicult, however, to see how the an^ade on north side of the

court (which is of the same character and style as that on the north and

•west sides and the arcades inside dividing the trii)!e naves) could have

been built without a back wall, and it is possible that Al Walid employed

his Bvzantine masons only to build the more conspicuous j)ortions of the

mosque.

My beat course will jirobably be to describe, first, briefly the actual

buildings and adjuncts commencing with the mosque itself as it existed

prior to the fire in 181)3.

^m>&mmmmmmmmm^!^^mmmmm^m^mm^m:^^w
FEET:

Fig. 1.—NoKTit and South Transepts and Crossing.

The main building (see plan accompanying Mr. Dickie's report) runs

east and west, and is built in between two towers at the south-east and

south-west corners respectively. It measures internally 4-iG feet by

123 feet. Exactly in the centre is an immense transept, running north

and south, with a dome over the crossing ; and on each side, viz., to the

east and west respectively, a nave and aisles, or, more correctly speaking,

three naves (for the three divisions are of equal dimensions), each

nave being 180 feet long. On the north side is a court of the same
length as the mosque, and 1G(» feet from the north transept wall to

the rear wall of the arcade which surrounds the court on three sides.

The north wall and arcade are not parallel to the mosque, the east wall
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and arcade being 10 feet longer than those on the west. The two principal

entrances to tlie coui*t are on the east and west sides, by triple gateways

with bronze doors. There is a third entrance on the north side. There

are three minarets to the mosque, one on the north side, supposed to

be the oldest, and erected by the Khalif al Walid, the builder of the

mosque ; and two others at the south-east and south-west corners

respectively, built on the two towers before referi-ed to. The great

piers of the transept measure, exclusive of the casing, 13 feet by 10 feet.

They are not, however, equidistant, being 32 feet apart from north to

south, and 39 feet 6 inches from east to west. The transverse arches on

Fig. 2.—NoETH Feont of Mosque, facixg Couet.

the north and south sides of crossing are set back 3 feet 9 inches, so

as to obtain above a perfect square of 39 feet 6 inches. The angles

of this square are vaulted over with squinch pendentives (Fig. 1),

above which runs a gallery, a portion of which is corbelled out.

Above this rises the dome with two ranges of windows, one in the drum,

the other in the dome. The dome is, I think, of stone, and covered with

lead.

The north and south transepts have Hat ceilings carried on beams

(Fig. 1) supported on corbels, all richly carved, painted in brilliant

colours, and gilded. The transept is lighted ; by the windows in

the dome, by a range of windows in the north and south walls (in the

former (Fig. 2) running above the triple arcade which forms the principal

entrance to the mosque), and by windows in the east and west walls,
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partially, however, blocked u]) by high-pitched roofs over the nave and

aisles (Fig. 3). The nave and aisles, or the triple naves, on the east and

west sides of the great transept, are divided l)y an arcade of 11 bays,

with columns taken from some more ancient edifice, i-aised on pedestals,

and surmounted by ancient capitals and by dosserets. Tlie dosseret is of

Byzantine origin, and consists of a cubical block placed aliove the caj)ital

to carry a wall of greater thickness than the diameter of the columns.

Above the arcades the walls are pierced with semicircular arched

openings (Fig. 4). These open out into the side aisles, which are of the

same height as the central aisle, the whole device being rendered

Fig. 3.

—

Section aceoss thk East Aisles, showing- East Wall of
Teansept.

necessary by the desire to give greater height to the structure than the

columns affoixled.

The three naves of the ejistern and western wings were (probably in the

fifteenth century) raised and roofed with high-pitched open timber roofs

covered with lead, masking the original windows in the east and west walls

of the transept. The ilestruction by fire of these roofs has revealed the

fact that not only were there windows on each side in the north and south

transepts, but also in the ciossing ; and as these windows rise above, and
are internally masked by the great arches which carry the central dome,

it proves conclusively that the dome and the arches which cai ly it were

afterthoughts, and not at first contemplated. This circumstance, perhaps,

also explains the peculiar arrangement of the arches. The transept as

built was wider than the central aisle, but as it was deemed necessary to
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have a square centre, acros. the angles of whieh the squinches were to be

thrown this could only be obtained by setting back the north and south

arches
'

The thickness of the north and south arches carrying the

squinch peudentive is 7 feet, whereas that of the east and west is 9 feet,

and to this latter dimension must be added the thickness of the original

wall 5 feet, making 14 feet. Mukaddasi, writing in 985 a.d., mentions

the dome as if it formed part of the original structure ;
and, no other

Khalif being cited as having added it, we must assume that it wcs

\l Walid^s work, but conceived and built by some of the workmen

brought over from Byzantium. On the completion of the main building,

QQDQQ QQQQQ
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Fig. -i.

—

Section through Nave and Chossing.

skilled workmen from Persia, Byzantium, and India were employed by

Al Walid on the mosaics, which occupied them seven years, and some of

the Byzantine workmen might have suggested the erection of a dome for

the mosaics, it being a well-known traditional form.

The trusses of the high-pitched open timber roofs above mentioned

were placed closer than usual in such roofs, viz., 8 feet 3 inches centre to

centre ; and as the tie beams measured about 26 inches by 20 inches, not

much of the open roof was visible. The four great piers of the transept

and the south wall were encased with marbles enriched with arabesque

inlays and borders of mosaic up to a height of 20 feet. In the centre of

the feouth wall was the principal mihrab (Fig. 5), or Mecca niche, and
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this w;is enriched with tier above tier of small arcades of marble with

inlays of mother-of-pearl and mosaic, the semidome of the niche being
decorated with diaf,'onal cotierings similar to that found iu Koman
buildings. The inner wall of the north transept still preserves portions

of the mosaic decoration of the eighth century, with which all the upper
part of the walls and the dome were once covered.

Fio. 5.

—

Tub Miubab and Mimbab at South End of Transept.

The two wings of the mosque are lighted by ranges of windows in the
north and south walls, of the same size, and occupying almost the same
position, as the openings already referred to as over the arcades dividing
the three aisles. They, as well as the tympana of the arcades below on
the north side, are fitted with pierced arabesque designs in stucco filled
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with coloured glass. These windows are known in the East as

"kamariyas," or " shemsiyas." There are on the north front on each

.side of the transept eleven arcades corresponding with those of the aisles
;

they are, however, carried on square piers, and the openings are fitted

with framework and doors. It is said that originally these arcades were

carried on columns, so that virtually the mosque was open to the court ;.

in other words, that the columns have been encased with masonry.

Fio. 6. -Abcade of Cotjet and Minaeet
OF THE BEIDE.

Fig. 7.

—

The Mixnaeet of Jesus,

The great court on the north side is surrounded by a lofty arcade the

design of which is similar to the arcades and superstructure within the

church, except that the columns are alternated with piers irregularly,

there being sometimes three, sometimes two columns between the piei^s ;.

;ind in three cases, opposite doorways in rear wall, the ]jiers come

together. Instead of the two openings above the arcade (Fig. 2) they
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are coupled together with a shaft in the centre (Fig. 6) ; but they open

into the creat portico the roof of which is constructed of beams exposed

to view, and painted and decorated. Of the 47 free-standing jjillars cited

bv Ibn-Jubair, 11 have been encased, some, as Mr. Porter states, within the

last century. These are all covered with stucco, stamjied with arabesque

jiatterns.

Externally, the mosque is of the simjjlest design : the walls are all

built in ashlar masonry, with stone courses 2 feet 9 inches in height ;

'

the windows are all circular-headed, with from five to seven voussoirs,

according to the size. The transejjt rises 30 feet above the walls of the

two wings, and has a low-pitched gable at the north and south ends, with

a single bold ogee moulded coi-nice. There is a vertical straight joint at

each end of the south front, where the mosque was built uj) against the

earlier towers.

In the centre of the transept, and rising above the roof, are two or

three courses of stone, which probably carried the original dome built

by Al Walid. The existing drum and dome were built j^robably after

the fire of 1400.

The minaret on the north side of the mosque, known as the Madiuet

al 'Arils (the Minaret of the Bride, Fig. 6), is the most ancient, and is

ascribed to Al Walid (705-12), though it has ]n'obably been restored

since. It is square, with a gallery round the central minaret. The

Madinet 'Isa (the Minaret of Jesus, Fig. 7), 250 feet high, stands at the

south-eastern angle. This and the Madinet el Ghurbiyeh (the Western

Minaret) are built on towers of more ancient date, which are said

by Ya'kdbl (writing in 891) to have been "originally watch-towers

in the Greek days, and belonged to the Church of St. John." The
substructure of the western tower, however, is much earlier than this,

and is probably the earliest work in Damascus. To this I shall refer

again. The minaret which surmounts it is octagonal, and is set back

on the north-west angle of the tower.

The principal entrances to the mosque are the triple gateways with

bronze doors, on the east and west sides, which lead into the great court.

The east gate, known as the Bab-el-Jeirun, leads to a vestibule with

two columns, and was preceded by a lofty arcade with six columns :

these are shown in Forcer's jjlan, but they fell down in 1858. The west

gate, Bilb-el-Berid, leads into a vestibule with foui- columns, and in both

cases into the arcade of the great court. There is a north entrance of

less importance by the side of the Minaret of the Bride (Fig. 6), and
an entrance known as the "Gate of the Addition" at the south-west end
of the mosque.

On the south side of the mosque in a line about 10 feet west of the

east wall uf transept is the axial line of one of those magnificent doorways

' The courses of the transept walls are higher than this, hut there is no
vertical straight joint between traiisejit and naves, and the courses bond in

l)roving that both were erected at the stime time.
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8«ch as are found in tlie Roman templos at Baalbec, Palmyra, and other

places ill Syria. It is on the centre fascia of the aichitrave of this

doorway that the well-known Greek inscription has been carved and
whieh exists to this day notwithstanding the Mohammedan use of the

building for twelve eenturios, the translation of wliii-h is : "Thy kingdom,
Christ, is an everlasting kingdom and Thy dominion endureth through-

out all generations."

The existence of niches (thought to be doorways by Porter) was
known, but Mr. Dickie's researches have resulted in the discovery of two
doorways under these niches (see his drawing and description).

At the south-west angle of the south wall is the most ancient building

in Damascus. 1 had thought it to be only a tower, but Dr. Ma.sterman's

statement that the pilasters on south side were continued along the west
wall (having been expo.sed since the tire), and Mr. Dickie's discovery of

the return of the same on the north front suggests a " portions " of much
greater importance. Mr. Dickie's statement that ' the List cap of the

third pilaster from the north-west angle returns back through the wall,"

isolates the portions and renders it diliicult to understand its original

destination.

At the south-east angle of the south front, and Jiow, according to

Mr. Dickie, along the whole front (except for about 121 feet west to

the portions which has apparently been rebuilt) are the remains of an
ancient wall which he considers to be Christian work up to a height of

23 feet above the mosque floor.

In front of the east and \vest gates there existed a double colonnade,

the remains of the latter could still be traced in 1866, built in the shops

by the side. The east colonnade was 312 feet long, the west 184 feet. At
the west end of the latter there exist the remains of a magnificent pcrtico

of four columns, and two resjjonds and angle piers. The columns are,

according to Mr. Dickie, 4 feet 9 inches in diameter, and the width is

83 feet 9 inches. The tw^o centre columns are wider apart than the

others, and are spanned by an arch round which the entablature is

carried, similar to the well-known exam])le of the Palace of Diocletian

at Spalato. Half of the pediment above the arch and the springing of

the latter still exist.

^ t the east extremity of the eastern colonnade there existed, according

to Arab authors, a similar portico. This was jjulled down in 1223, and
the materials used to pave the court of the mosque. Mr. Porter found
three of the lower jiortions of the columns; their diameter being 5 feet,

would give a length of about 90 feet to this i)ortico.

The principal portion of the paper I read at the Institute of Architects

was devoted to proving that the whole of the prayer chamber of the

mo.sque, viz., the transept and the triple nave ea.st and west, and the

courtyard on the north side were set out and built by Al Walid in 705.

It included extracts from the writings of the medioeval Arab geographers
too long to be reproduced here. I propose therefore now only to give a

history of the mosque and its restorations.
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Of Jincieut walls Al Walicl appears to have utilised the whole of

the western porticus with the substructure of the west minaret built

probably by the Christians on the south-west angle of the porticus—the

whole range of the south wall (including the triple entrance wall of the

Koinan temple) and the tower at the south-east angle, built, according to

Mr. Dickie's discoveries, by the Christians. The two towers are referred

to by Yakubi, writing in 891, as having been " originally watch towers in

the Greek days, and belonging to the Church of St. John."

The great transejat comes exactly in the centre between these two

towers, and as the east wall of same blocks up a portion of the great

doorway, this was probably walled-u}} at the same time, and no longer

served as an entrance. This transept, really the i3rinci])al prayer chamber,

)ueasured 68 feet wide to outside of walls, and 125 feet north and south,

not including the Roman wall. On the east and west Al Walid built

the triple naves to a height of 52 feet G inches to the wall-jjlate, and

23 feet above the old Christian wall ; as there are no openings in the

latter it is not clear how the church was lighted, jjrobably by the cleres-

tory windows of a central nave. As the style and design of the lofty

arcade round the court on the north side are similar to the arcades of the

naves, Al Walid may be assumed to have built that, as also the lower

]jortion at least of the minaret el Arus on the north side. For the

erection of the mosque and court. Christian workmen from Byzantium

were employed, and the building and the decoration with marble and

mosaic took seven years. Enormous sums of money were sjjent on it.

Twelve hundred artisans vrere brought over from Byzantium ; marble

and porphyry were imported from Alexandria and from various towns in

Syria, and as Porter says, " in this warlike monarch's days Damasctts

was the great reservoir for the plunder of nations " (as Rome had

already been) "and much of it was devoted to the ornamentation of the

mosque, as if the consecration of the booty would atone for the sin of

robbery."

The transept as originally built was of low pitch, and ran through

level from north to south : the advent probably of the Greek mosaicists

suggested the necessity for having a dome, and accordingly, as already

detailed, this was contrived in the centre of the great transept. The
only remains of this dome, burnt in 1069, may be the three lower courses

of stone standing otitside the existing dome.

No description is given of this fire, but a comparison of the writings

of Mukaddasi in 985 and of Ibn-Jubair in 1184 suggests that a great

])ortion of the marble and mosaic decoration was destroyed, and it is

probable that the eastern nave suffered the most, as in their i-estoration,

according to Sir Charles Wilson's notes, " several columns of smaller

size have been used, and in some cases they stand on fragments of the

oi-iginal columns." " Many of the Corinthian cajiitals which have been

taken from other buildings are too small for the columns on which they

stand." The fire also calcined the face of the masonry of the transept on

the east and west sides, necessitating in the restoration the coating of the
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^vhule surface with stucco, which was decorated with frescoes, possibly

cojjied from the mosaic inside representing the sacred towns of Mecca

and Medina, and of other places. The greatest change made, however, wa.s

in tlie dome ; the original dome, having been built by Byzantine workmen,

was probably in stone. The domes described by Ibn-Jubair (lliJ4) were

double, and consisted of an inner and outer dome, both constructed in

wood, each built with "forty-eight ribs, which converge above und unite

in a centre ])iece of wood," the iipi)er dome covered with ])lanks of wood

and sheets of lead, the lower dome, seen from the inteiior of the mosque,

"inlaid with wooden panels, gilt in the most beautiful manner, and

ornamented with colour and carving." The great double dome rested

"on a circular base built of mighty blocks, above which rise short and

thick pilasters built up of large stones of a very hard kind, and between

every two pilasters is pierced a window ; thus the windows extend round

the circle under the dome." In addition to this double dome otliers are

described as existing in the north and south transept ; these were

probably flat cupolas of a decorative character, formed in the timber

ceiling, as tliere is oidy a height of 9 or 10 feet between the top of the

windows and the soffit of the tie beams of the roof.

The ro(.)fs over the east and west triple nave are described by Ibn-

Jubair as being flat roofs covered with large sheets of lead, as a matter of

fact they were low-pitched roofs, the traces of which Mr. Dickie found in

the existinij; mible ends.

All these roofs and those covering the transept, including the double

dome, would appear to have been destroyed in the great fire of 1400.

The nave arcades do not seem to have suffered much, with the exception

of that })art whicli comes over the tomb of St. John. It is probable that

tiiere had always been a decorative structure of some kind over this tomb,

which stood between the third and fourth columns of the south side of

the eastern naves ; and the capitals of the columns here referred to were

Saracenic, of fifteenth century work. In the restoration after the fire of

1400 high pitched roofs in three rows took the place of the low-pitched

roofs, and these blocked up the central clerestory windows on each side of

north and south transept. A single shell stone dome raised on an octagonal

dium (externally) took the place of the original double dome standing

witliin the stone base of three courses, whicli may be those of the original

or the second dome. At the same time, or probably at a later date, a high-

pitched roof w-as l)uilt over the north and west transepts.

Of the internal decoration of Al Walid's Mosque, Mukaddasi, in 985,

gives the clearest description. Ibn-Jubair, writing in 1184, speaks of the

mosaic decoration in the past ten.se, as if the fire of 1069 had destroyed

much of it. He says nothing about the marble lining of the walls up to

twice the height of a man, ilescribed by Mukaddasi, and only describes the

four great piers under the dome, which he says, referring to the covering

f)f course, " are made of the most exquisite marble set Avith coloured stones

in mosaic." This description was written in 1184, and the question

iirises whether anv of the marble decoration destroved in the last fire of
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1893 escaped the fires of 10G9 and 140(1 The lower portion of the

mihritb has a Byzantine character about it wliich would justify its being

ascribed to Al Walid's time. Tlie upper portion resembles that of the

niihrab of Sultan Kalaoon's Mosque, Cairo (1287), and the columns

flanking it on either side are similar to those in the Mosque of Sultan

Hasan, Cairo (1361). The decorative marbles on the great piers would

seem to belong to the same date,' but the panelling on the south wall is

probably that of the restoration after the fire of 1400. And this and the

magnificent interior might have been carried out by Sultan Kaitbey, of

Cairo, 1488, who, according to Mr. Kay, built the south-west minaret of

the mosque. Of the mosaic woi-k of Al Walid's time, there existed jjriov

to the tire of 1893 only that found on the inner wall of north transept,

and according to Mr. Dickie, there still remains a small portion on the

outside of north transept and on the spandrils of the arcades by the west

entrance.

The destruction caused by the fire of 1893 was far greater than either

in 1089 and 1400, owing, probably, to the immense amount of timber

used in the high-pitched roofs. The whole building has been gutted

from one end to the other, and only the south-west arcade of the west

nave maintained its position and, according to Mr. Dickie, is now
standing iu a more or less shaky condition. The lower portion of the

south wall of the transept and the mihrab still retained the major part

of its marble panelling, the shafts and side of the niche being paitially

calcined. Apparently this has been taken away and stored for future

restoration. Judging from the photograi>hs the plaster coating of all

the internal walls and the cement or stucco on the east and west walls of

transept have preserved the masonry throughout. The work of restora-

tion is proceeding very slowlj^, probably in some measure owing to the

difficulty of obtaining marble shafts for the nave arcades. These are

being specially quarried for the mosque, and take much longer to

provide than when they could be taken from other buildings. The old

columns were too much broken up to be of any service, and these-

materials, now broken up, are being used to macadamise the roads in and
about Damascus, as I am informed by Dr. Masterman.

It now remains to say a few words about the classic remains round

the mosque to which Mr. Dickie has devoted his chief interest. The
plan which I prepared originally for my Institute paper, and the descrip-

tion which followed being chiefly derived from Porter's work, I have

but little to add, except that the accounts given by the Arab geograjDhers

throw some light on the avenues of columns which existed at Damascus,

and which at Palmyra, Gerasa, Samaria, and other Syrian towns, con-

stitute now the j^rincipal ruins of these once pojjulous cities. Apparently

' Mr. Kay informs me that the inscription on one of the great piers of the

transept states that the restoration and decoration of the Manksurali (the

prayer chamber) was effected in tlie days of the Ivlialifali al-Muktadi (who
reigned 1075-1094).
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ncthinsr now remains of the colonnades on the west side between the

Bab-el-Berld and the great archway. This great archwaj^ calculated

as measuring 84 feet wide, is now, according to Mr. Dickie's measure-

ment, 83 feet 9 inches, but the intercolumniation, as shown in my
drawing, is not quite correct, and I had omitted a portion of the pier

which was not visible in the photograph from which I made my calcula-

tion. Otherwise the design is fairly represented in my drawing, Fig. 9,

and as it is the only representation ever made I have thought it worth

while reproducing, but its plan must be differentiated with that set out

by Mr. Dickie. Mr. Dickie's discovery of the triple gateway on the east

side of Porter's eastern archway suggests that a similar gateway existed

on the west side of the western archway. The idea which I entertained

originally that these archways were the triumphal entrances to palaces

lying beyond them is therefore no longer a valid one. Mr. Dickie calls

these features propyl*a, a term applied generally to the principal

entrances of ancient Greek towns, and consisting of a central wide

jiassage for chariots and horses and side passages for foot passengers.

At Damascus they appear to have been the central features of the great

peristyles on each side of the great court or temenos of the temple.

At Palmyra one only of these is found ; on the west side, nearest to the

town. The existence of a great portico of columns outside the Palmyra
example suggests that similar features existed here. Mr. Dickie could

find no trace of any, but the columns being isolated might disappear

quicker than the solid walls of a triple gateway, and nothing remained

above the capitals of the semi-detached columns flanking the triple

gateway to show whether a portico existed or not. Similarly in front

of the triple gateway in the south wall of the mosque I think it is

probable that a portico existed, such as is found in almost all Syrian

and Roman temples.

The most interesting discovery made by Mr. Dickie, however, is the

connection of these triple gateways to the east and west of the mosque
with an enclosure wall, the temenos of the temple, and which here in

Damascus reaches a dimension far beyond that of Palmyra. The con-

tinuity of the range of columns enables vis to trace out the outer wall

with tolerable certainty on all four sides, so that a dimension of

1,000 feet by 1,300, a site equal to about one-fourteenth of the whole area

of the city of Damascus, constituted the temenos of the temple of that

city. The temenos of Palmyra measures, according to "Wood, 730 feet

by 710 feet. On the other hand, the principal street at Palmyra, with

its double colonnade, is a little more than twice the length of the

straight street of Damascus, which ran from gate to gate of the outer

walls of the town.

The orientation of the Roman temple at Damascus is still a doubtful

point, for although at first it might be assumed that it ran north and
south, especially if a jjortico existed in front of the tri])le doorway,

that is not the usual disposition (except in crowded cities like Rome,
where the portico generally faced the Forum). The Temple of the Sun
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at Palinvni ran north and smiLli, Imt tliu gieat doorway faced the

west, and, moreover, was uot in the axis of the western front. The

triple doorway, also, is an exceptional feature, so that there is evidently

plenty of room for archtoolonical speculations, and the proljlem is by no

means so easy of solution as Mr. Dickie seems to suggest. The pendant

to what I have called the " porticus " on the western side—the destination

of the i)iers discovered outside the Bab-el-Jeirun, and the covering over

of tlie peristyle round tlie great court, nearly 70 feet wide, to support

which nut a single column has been discovered, renders stil] more

complex the true solution of the problem.

Extracts from Diary of Captain {norv Major-General Sir Charles)

Wilson, in 1865.

December 20tli and 2Ut, 1865.—Making plan and taking photographs

of the Mosque at Damascus.

The mosque is on the south side of a large open court, and is divided

into three aisles by two rows of columns. In the centre is a transept,

having in its middle a small dome supported by four massive piers. The

south wall of the mosque is of solid masonry ; the northern is formed by

a row of arches carried on square pillars, with the intervening spaces,

which were once open to the court, roughly closed. In the eastern part

of the mosque is the shrine of St. John, standing, it is said, above a cave

in which is the saint's head. In the shrine is a cenotaph covered, in the

usual manner, with richly embroidered cloths or shawls. Within the

mosque are two fountains and a well. Most of the pedestals of the

old columns remain, but in a sadly mutilated state ; and a large number

of the original columns are apparently still i7i situ. This is specially the

case in the ivestern half oi the mosque, which is by far the best preserved.

In the eastern half several columns of smaller size have been used, and

in some cases they stand on fragments of the original columns (a shaft

6 feet in circumference stands on the old shaft, which is 7 feet 1 i inches

in circumference, and broken off about 2 feet above its base). In the

ivestern half most of the original capitals remain, but many are so injured

that they would appear to have been thrown down and replaced. All

these capitals are Corinthian, similar to those of the Kubbet el-Kitab.

In the eastern half there is a variety of capitals ; two at the south-east

corner are Ionic ; the two enclosed in the shrine of St. John are of late

date ; and many of the Corinthian capitals, which have been taken from

other buildings, are too small for the columns on which they stand.

Above the capitals are architrave blocks of a single stone each, and over

tliese are stones which take the si)ringing of the arches, and are cut to

their curve ; thus the arches, which are circular, are carried a little

beyond the semi-circle. The western half being under repair, and the

plaster and whitewash being scraped off, the character of the masonry

could be seen. The jjrincipal entrance to the mosque leads from the

court to the transept, and is very line.
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Eoiind three sides of the court runs a cloister, the arches of which are

serai-circular, and carried on square pillars and columns. The columns
have Corinthian cajtitals and architrave blocks, and above them is a

range of smaller arches as in the mosque. In the north-west corner are

four capitals, which appear to be Saracenic. There are three main
entrances from the city to the court. One in the east ivcdl has a porch
and three doorways, of which the central door is covered with delicately-

worked brass. The Arabic inscriptions are in brass, and in the modern
(not Kufic) character. On one of the columns is a mutilated Greek
inscription. On the north side is a large single doorway, of which the
door is similarly ornamented with brass. In the u-est wall is the third

entrance, with a large central and two smaller side doorways ; the porch
is rather deeper than that of the entrance in the east wall. From this

doorway a colonnade extends to the remains of the great arch and pedi-

ment ; the capitals of the colonnade are plastered over, but enough can
be seen to show that they are Corinthian. Opening directly into the
western half of the mosque, through the south Avail, is a fourtli large

gateway, in front of which a similar colonnade can be traced for some
distance. Several capitals and fragments of shafts were lying about in

the court ; and some of these shafts, as well as some of those in the
cloisters, are of granite.

At the eastern end of the court is a small octagonal building, in

which clocks are kept, but they had all run down ; in the centre of the
court is a fountain with four columns on which are Corintliian capitals,

and the shafts of two columns used for the illuminations at Bairam.
In the north-west corner of the court is the Kubbet el-Kitab, a small

domed sti-ucture, supported on eight columns with Corinthian capitals
;

in the dome were said to be fragments of MSS. in Kulic.

On several portions of the mosque, the Kubbet el-Kitab, and the

cloisters are large fragments of mosaic work (houses and arabesques), but
not nearly equal, either in design or execution, to those in the " Dome of

the Rock" at Jerusalem. In some places are patches of faience work
;

the designs on the tiles are for the most jDart identical with those of the
tiles in the " Dome of the Eock," but not with those of the best tiles in

that building. The marble decoration inside the mosque is similar to

that in the Mosque el-Aksa at Jerusalem.

At the north-west corner of the court are two small chambers, in

the inner one of which is a Greek inscription. The inscription is on the
lintel, and there are nine lines on the inner and five shorter ones on the

outer face.

Outside the mosque and near the centre of the south wall there is an
okl entrance. It consists of a large central gateway and two side ones

;

the top of the eastern doorway is just visible, and the western one can be
seen by looking down a hole in the roof of a chamber. To this chamber
there appears to be an entrance from the mosque, but we were not
allowed to visit it. The top of the central gateway rises a little above
the rubbish; the ornamentation reminded us very much of that of
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Baalbek. On tlie architrave is the Greek inscription, cut on it at a later

(late ; the last word is on a lower line. No trace of this gateway could

be seen inside the niosiiue, but it lies at the east side of the transept, as

well as could Ije asceitjiiiied, in the position shown in the ])lan. At the

south-west corner, and along tiie western end, are traces of older masonry
and more classic decoration, of which a photograph was tiiken (No. 13,

Pal. Ex]). Fund Series).

A short distance from the mosque, and 0i)])(jsite to the west entrance

to the court, are the remains of a large arch and pediment ; on the east

face the ornament is in tolerably good jn^eservation, but on the west face

it is quite obliterated. The style is the same as Baalbek. This also

ajjpears to have been a triple gateway.

At the east and west ends of the mosque are several chambers. At
the west end one of these opens into a small mosque ; at the east end
one gives access to the minaret at the south-east angle. There are other

minarets at the south-west angle, and in the centre of the north wall of

the enclosure.

It is difficult to determine to which buildings the existing remains
belong. The gateway in the south wall of the mosque, and the arch and
pediment in the bazaar on the west side, apparently belonged to a temple
of the age of Baalbek, and not to the church ; whilst portions of the

southern and western walls of the enclosure seem to be of much older

date. A good deal of the church possibly still exists in the mosque,
which, from its orientation, appears to have followed the form of the

church. The small mihrabs are cut out of the solid masonry of the south
wall.

Writing to Mr. Sjjiers Sir Charles "Wilaon says :
—" I find from my

diary that on December 23rd I took the plan into the mosque after it

had been plotted, and compared it on the ground, correcting a few
inaccuracies. The same afternoon a heavy storm of sleet and snow
commenced, which lasted, almost without intermission, till the 28th,

when we left Damascus. This, probably, accounts for our not com-
pleting the plan with the outside wall, minarets, &c. ; but I think we
were particularly asked to make a plan of the interioi", which was then
little known."
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DISCOVERY OF AN IMPORTANT (JUFIC INSCRIPTION
NEAR THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY,SEPULCHRE,
JERUSALEM.

Padre Girolamo Golubowich, O.S.F., Missionario Apostolico, lias^sent

us the following, together with a photograph of the inscription :

—

Stddiosis Arch^ologi^ Orientalis,

Communicandum.

Ab octava statione Hierosolyruitante Vice Dolorosa recedentes, rectoque

tramite per Saracenorum forum venalium rerum ad nonam versus stationem

progredientes, immediate post prasdictum forum, dextrorsum brevem per

gradus ascendimus viam, ubi Christianorum vicus incipit. Inibi igitur,

in dextra parte hujus vici, et sub sinistro latere januam secundse domua
ingredientiiim, hexahedrus cubicus prasgrandis lapis inventus est (undique

habens dimensiones unuis metri et centim. 10), publiceque detectus fuit die

oO julii currentis anni 1897.

In uno ipsius latere, sequens inscriptio CupJiicis Characterihus insculpta,

legitur, cujus textum versionemque latinam hie damus, in commodum
illorum qvii orientalis archfeologiae studio vacant.

(Mil Vj, ^

Versio litteralis.

1. In nomine Dei miserantis et dementis.

'2. Exiit sublime decretum (hoc) a Maiestate Victrice '

3. ut custodiatur locus orationis iste-' et reparetur. et ne

' Saladinus, ut probabilifer creditur.
" Mesquita.
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4. ullus ex protectis ' ingrediatur hue, iieqiie propter tributum

(solvendutn) neque propter aliud quidciuani.

5. Et caveatur ne transgrediatur hoc, et observetur

6. decretum ab Ipsa niaiidatuiu. Faxit Dens !

With reference to tliis inscription M. Clerniont-Ganneau writes :

—

*' It appears to me to be of the highest importance in connection with

the history of the Martyrion of Constantine ; it i)roves tliat the ohl wall

on the Russian ground east of the Holy Sepulchre is indeed the eastern

wall of the Martyrion, and that it had on tliis side a vestibule and a

staircase. I am about to read a memoir on this discovery before the

J,cademy."

A GREEK INSCRIPTION.

By the Rev. H. Porter.

Beirut, May I9th, 1897.

I ENCLOSE a copy of another Greek inscription, which is found in our

College Museum here. It is on a neatly-wrought headstone to a grave.

The stone is cubical at the base, about 12 inches each way, surmounted

by a short pillar. Tlie lettering is very clear, and corresponds to the

best type of Greek funeral inscriptions for the early period of the

Christian era.

A I O A U) P E X P H C T €
KAIAtOP€€TU) N
€1 KOCIKAITPI tONXAl
PEZHT€IA€CeHATY
XHCOYMHTHPn€N0€IC€
OAOCOO I KOC
AloBwpe, ^p?y<TTf A.TU UWf)C^ tTlDf eiKOffl

(Toi) f^iitrnp, TrevOci an o'\ov o oih:ov.

" O Diodorus, good and untimely (taken) at twenty-three years of age, farewell

!

Thy unhappy mother seeks thee ; all the household grieves for thee."

[The expression " thy unhappy mother seeks thee " is doubtless

derived from Luke ii, 48, " Thy father and I have sought thee sorrow-

ing," and if so it adds one more to the number of scriptural quotations

on the early Christian tombstones.—A. S. M.]

^ Subditis scilicet Christianis et Juda?is.
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OX THE REMOVAL OF THE PORTAL OF A CHURCH
AT ACRE TO CAIRO.

By the Eev. J, E. Hanauer.

The " Egyptian Gazette " for January 21st, 1897, contained the statement

that after the epoch of the Crusades the marble portal of the church at

Acre (which church was not specified) was taken down and sent to Cairo,

where it was re-erected and may still be seen opposite the Sebeel in the

Bazaar.

On reading this statement I thought that I and perhaps, also, some

other reader of your valuable periodical would like to know a little more

about this portal, and* so I wrote to my brother, who lives at Cairo,

to be so good as to get a photograph of it for me, and also to find out all

he could on the subject. The following is his answer •

—

" I have found the ])ortal and forward herewith a rough jihoto (see

opposite page). The white line or band running obliquely across the

picture is a stream of sunbeams. I hope to send a better photo on my
return from Ismailia.

'• His Excellency Herz Bey, Chief Architect of the Committee for the

Preservation of the Monuments of Arab Art, has kindly furnished the

following information, and volunteers to answer any further questions to

the best of liis ability :

—

" • Stanley Lane Poole (Cairo), p. 34, gives an incorrect account, which

compare with El Makrisi, p. 382 of vol. ii.

" ' The portal was brought over by El Ashraf on Gemadi 17, 690 a.h.

" ' En Nasir purchased the portal of the Emir Baidera.'

"

As I have not the authors above mentioned, it is not in my power

either to verify or compare the references.

NOTES ON THE SEAL FOUND ON OPHEL, THE
GREEK INSCRIPTIONS FROM NAZARETH AND
KEFR ESH SHEMS, THE SILOAM TEXT, AND THE
TOMBS OF THE KINGS.

By Prof. Cn. Clermont-Ganneau, LL.D.

(1) I am obliged by the documents sent to me, especially for the

excellent cast of the Israelite seal from Ophel. This cast confirms

The Seal found on Ophel.
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me in the reading I have ]5roposed for the second name : Pedayahu,

•^^l-jr, which is quite Lililical,' instead of Paryahu, which is inexplicable.

{•2) The Ureek inscription given on p. 188 of the July Quarterlij

Statement had already been published and explained by me in my " Etudes

d'Archeologie Orientale " (vol. ii, October number, 1896, p. 142). It is

there pointed out that in the fourth line one must read the name of the

famous city of Hippos in the Decapolis, the site of which (Susie/i) I had

before determined near the locality (Safilreh) whence the inscription

comes ; the true reading is ; cocpTJs 8\i(f> "innov, " of the wise Hippos,''

not, as Dr. Murray read, So^i}? 8'h0(Wod, " of Sophe, the horseless."

The copy of Dr. Porter enables the fir.st word of the last line to be

amended in mv previous transcription: ZHCANX' i'l place of

HCANT'.
(3j The inscription on p. 195 should read

—

'EvXoyqros K(vpio)s on (tarjKovaev tt]s (puivrji rrjs ^teija-fcos fiov . K(vpio)s

3oT]6os fiov Kui vnfpaaTTiaTTjs pov, eTr'nvTco rj do^a . (TTvrjdr]'- (?) 'Br]v(^c]aixr)v.

It is composed esseiitially of passages from the Psalms.

That on p. 194 should read YC ©€OC = «'s ^^os = "there is

only one God."

(4) P. 204. The Siloam Text.—The novel and paradoxical theory

put forth by Mr. Pilcher, accoiding to which the Hebrew inscription of

the Siloam tunnel would date from the ejioch of Herod, appears to me
to be inadmissible from a j^alseograjihic as well as a historical point of

view. It rests essentially upon a material observation which, let it be

said in jjassing, I was the first to make [see my "Recueil d'Archeologie

Orientale," vol. i, p. 295, 1888), but from which one may draw quite

difierent conclusions ; it is that the Hebrew text is cut in a large rectan-

gular cartouche of which it only occupies hardly the inferior half ; above

is a large empty space, which was evidently destined to receive something

which has never been engraved there. Mr. Pilcher has suj^posed that

this something may have been a Greek inscription, but, as I have expressly

j)ointed out, one may suppose, with more probability, that it was, for

example, a preamble to the inscription which in its actual state begins

very abruptly ; or, still better, a has relief in the Egyptian or Assyrian

manner, showing the miners at work at the psychological moment,
when the two gangs, north and south, met in the middle of the tunnel.

This last conjecture would agree well with the two words, otherwise

very difficult to explain, with which the inscription begins :
—"This is

the piercing nD.p2n HT; ^""^ ^^i^ i^ the manner in which it was made "

(the explanation follows). These two first words would be in some sore

the legend of the scene which one projiosed to engrave above the text.

As 10 the employment of the ancient alphabet of Phoenician origin

^ 1 Chron. xxvii, 20, Pedaiah. See also 2 Kings sxiii, 36; 1 Chron. iii, 18,

&c., where the name is spelt H^TD-
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tm the luoney of llie Maccabees, it is due to a voluntary arcliaisiu,

instances of wliich it will be easy to find in the coinage of other peoples.

Would it not, for instance, be rash to conclude from the presence of

Gothic characters ujion certain English coins of tlie present day that

the (idtliic was the alphabet current in England in the nineteenth

century ! In tlie case of the Maccabees, moreover, we have perhaj)8

to take anotlier circumstance into consideration. It is this : The
Asmoneans who came originally from jNIodin probably belonged to the

northern grou]) of Jews who had remained attached to the ancient

Israelite aljihabet, as is shown by the survival of this alphabet among
the Samaritans. Nothing more natural, then, if they gave the preference

to this alphabet upon their money ; and thus, on the other ])art, are

explaineil the paheographic affinities of this alphabet with that of the

Samaritans which are so remarkable.

(5) I shall have many and important observations to present ui)on

the (juestion of the Tombs of the Kings raised by a passage in the report

of Dr. Bliss (p. 180). I have communicated them to the Academic des

Inscriptions et Belles Lettres (of 30th July and 6th and 13th August),

in a Memoir which will be published in extenso in the next number of

my " Revue d'Archeologie Orientale "
{^ 60).

THE TEMPLE AND THE MOUNT OF OLIVES.

By William Simpson, Esq.

Mr. Letiiary's communication in the January number of the Quartcrhj

Statement reminded me that I have the report of an observation made
as far back as 1874 on the relative positions of the Sakhra and the

Church of the Ascension. I had asked Sir AValter Besant, who was then

Secretary of the Fund, if he could get anyone in Jerusalem to note,

either at the vernal or the autumnal equinox, where the sun appeared

on the Mount of Olives to a person standing on a line with the Sacred

Rock. M. Clermont-Ganneau was then, I believe, acting for the Fund
in Palestine, and the communication was sent out to him. Here is his

note in rej.ly, which is worth publisliing, as it may be of use to those

who speculate about the site of the Temi)le :

—

" Je n'etais pas present d Jerusalem . . . . de I'eciuinoxe d'automne :

mais j'ai charge mon ami M. Bertraud, Cliaucelier de uotre Consulat, de

faire a ma place I'ol.servation recommandce. L'observateur place devant

le Sakhra a vu le soleil se levre d droite de la mosquoe de I'Ascension,

au tlessus de I'etablissement religieux du Pater Nostre : il a calculu que

pour voir le soleil se lever au dessus du minaret de la mosquee de
I'Ascension il fallait se reporter Ci environ 60 pas au Nord de la Sakhra.'"

u 2
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Observations that might he made in Jerusalem.

Leake and others have touched upon the subject of mountains

having been used as gnomons or pointers. And Mr. Norman Lockyer

has lately propounded a theory about Egyptian temples being so

arranged that they pointed to a spot on the horizon where the sun or

some prominent star rose at a particular date.' Josephus says that the

tabernacle was so placed that the rising sun shone into it.

With ideas of this kind theories spring up, and in the future

speculations of this nature are certain to be proposed from time to time

about the orientation of the Temple. Now, a few observations, if made
in .Jerusalem, with regard to the Haram and, say, the Llount of Olives,

would be very useful not only as a guide for any theory of orientation that

might be applied to the Temple, but at the same time such observations

should be of great value as a means of preventing incorrect notions from
being adopted.

It would be difficult to make observations from the Sakl\ra, even if

access could at all times be permitted to it, but the position chosen should

be one that would be the same as the Holy Rock, as it is the top of

Mount Moriah, and the prominent point in the Harara. But obser-

A'ations from any point would be useful, and might be made according to

the judgment of the observers.

Observe exactly, say, where the minaret on the Mount of Olives

throws its shadow on the Haram platform when the sun becomes visible

on the equinoxes and the solstices. Observe on what particular date when
the sun rises, that it might shine in a direct line from the minaret—or the

highest point of the Mount of Olives—so as to reach the Sakhra—that

is supposing the Temple stood on the Sakhra. The days of the important
Jewish ceremonies might be observed. Observations of the rising of the

moon might also be of interest. There were men who watched the new
moon when the Temple existed. Even Orion and the Pleiades might be
worth making a note about.

If any other observations suggest themselves, let them be made.
Rather err in making many, than doing too few, and perhaps missing

some important point.

The observations suggested above are supposed to be made on the

assumption that the Temple stood somewhere on, or near, the Sakhra.
But the same observations might also be made with reference to the site of

the Temjjle which Mr. Fergusson proposed, i.e., at the south-west corner.

If such observations could be made and laid down on a plan of

Jerusalem, they might be of great use for reference.

' Stonelicnge is now assumed to have been arranged with a pointer to

indicate the summer solstice b}' the sun on rising appearing, as it clears the
horizon, on the top of the pointer, i\hicli is an erect stone placed outside,

and at some distance from, the circle of great stones. The observer in this

is supposed to stand on what is known as the Altar Stone.
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NOTKS ON THE OPHEL SIGNET.

I.—By E. J. PiLcnER, Esq.

TiiK Ophel seal recalls the signet of " Haggai ben SheLaniah " iu several

2)articalars, and is i)robably not far removed from it in point of date.

The only difficulty iu reading the legend arises from the broken condition

of the gem. The seal was evidently wrenched from its setting and

thrown away, and both ends have coiise(iuently been fractured. The first

line reads, very j)lainly, ~'^yQXI?'^7, although the bottom stroke of

the first *^ has disapjieared througli the fracture. There is also a mark at

the end of the line, which may possibly be the trace of another letter,

but which is more likely to be an accidental chip. The iirst character in

the second line has had its top broken off, but it is easy to recognise it as

<a nun, of the same shape as on the Haggai seal. If all the letters on this

line be read together as one word, then they give the name Neriah

("ipf"i")2), spelt in exactly the same way as in .Jeremiah xxxvi, 14. But
the usual formula upon these seals is " 1 ben "

; the word ben

being frequently divided, the ^ being in the upper, and the 1 in the lower

line. We have, therefore, to restore ^ in the upper line of the Ophel

seal, and read

igi il
"^

I'. "-'-I

The signet of Haggai shows us letters crowded in at the end of a line, and
there would be ample room upon the Ophel gem in its original condition

for such a letter as ^. In Ezra ii, 47, and three other places, we meet

with the name n^J«5"^ =^ Reaiah ; and, as the ^ frequently disappears

after vocal sheva, 1"]^"^ ^^ IH"''^ would be a perfectly legitimate form of

this name. The Ophel signet would thus bear two known biblical names,

and read "of Ishmael, the sou of Reaiah." I itdd an tvnlaigoJ drawing of

the seal, with the broken parts dotted in.

August I8th, 1897.
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II.—By Professor A. H. Sayce.

Dr. Neubauer has suggested to me that the first character in the second

line of the inscription on the seal recently found by Dr. Bliss at Jerusalem

is nun, and an inspection of the better imi)ression of it now in England

has shown me that he is right. The second name, therefore, is Neriah,

for which see Jeremiah xxxii, 12. On the new impression I also see

traces of a lamed both at the beginning and at the end of the first line, so

that Dr. Neubauer's further suggestion that h^ J^T^U^^ is not a proper

name, but the phrase, " Let God hear !
" must be given up.

September lith, 1897.

[For a note by M. Clermont-Ganneau on this seal see p. 304].
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NOTES AND NEWS.

The lease of tlie premises occupied by the Fund ut 24, JIanover Square, will

expire on the 24th of March next. The Committee have secured a new and

more commodious suite of rooms at 38, CONDUIT STREET, "W., into

which the office, libi-ary, and museum will be trauslerred in the spring.

All communications should continue to be addressed to 24, Hanover Square,

until March 21st.

Dr. Bliss's detailed account of his three years' work at Jerusalem is now
in the press, and will be published shortly as a separate volume, with the

title " Excavations at Jerusalem, 1894-1897." Tlie book will be copiously

illustrated by maps and plates.

The Committee ai'C fully hoping to receive at an early date permission

from His Imperial Majesty the Sultan to continue the work of excavation in

Palestine. As soon as the Firman is granted, arrangements will be made
for carrying out these important researches.

Privy Councillor B. von Khitrovo, of St. Petersburg, in a recent jiamphlet

on the importance of securing photographs and plans of ancient remains,

observes:—"What has hitherto preserved the ancient monuments was the

desert which xiirrounded them. This desert is disa]ipeariiig year by year,

the stones of the old buildings which had stood for centuries are being used

for new buildings."

Dr. C. Schick has contributed several interesting papers embodying his

views with regard to the identification of some important Biblical sites. His
articles on Ramathaim-Zophim and Bezek will be found in the present

number.
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Bv an accidental omission in our last issue no reference was made to the

fact that the illustrations to Mr. Spiers's description of the Great Mosque at

Damascus were taken from blocks kindly lent to us by the Council of the

Royal Institute of British Architects.

The income of the Society, from September 18th, 1897, to December 21st,

1897, was—from legacy left by the late Edward Cooper, Esq., £1,000 ;
annual

subscriptions and donations, including Local Societies, £650 I5s. Id.; from

Lectures, £4 13?. Od. ; from sales of publications, &c., £192 17«. 4d. ;
total,

£1,848 5s. 5d. The expenditure during the same period was £1,400 10*. 2d.,

which included £928 1*. 1^. liabilities paid off. On December 21st the balance

in the Bank was £677 7*. 5d.

H. E. Webb, Esq., Christchurcli, Canterbury, New Zealand, has kindly

consented to act as Honorary Local Secretary for tliat district.

Memo, for Subscribers to the Survey of Palestine.—In the original pro-

gramme it was intended that the "Archaeological Researches" of M. Clermont-

Ganneau should be published in one volume, but the work increased so mueh

since its commencement that the Committee found it necessary to arrange for

the j)ublication of the whole in two Tolumes. Vol. II has been published in

advance for the reasons stated in the prefatory note.

Vol. I, which treats of Jerusalem and its neighbourhood, is now well

forward, and, when ready, will be sent out to the first 250 Subscribers without

any increase in their subscriptions for the full set.

The set consists of "The Survey of Eastern Palestine," by Lieut.-Colonel

Conder, LL.D., R.E., in one vol. ;
" The Fauna and Flora of Sinai, Petra,

and the Wady 'Arabah," by H. Chichester Hart, B. A., in one vol.; "The

Archasological Researches," by Professor Clermont-Ganneau, in two vols.

Four volumes in all.

There are only a few copies of the sets left at the price of £7 7s.

Lieut.-Colonel Conder's work, "The Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem"—

1099 to 1292 A.D.—describing the condition of Palestine under the Crusaders,

is based on the chronicles and contemporary accounts, both Christian and

Moslem, and on the information collected during the progress of the Survey,

with descriptions of the scenes of the important events, and other information

not to be found in previous histories of the Crusades. It forms an octavo

volume of over 400 pages, with two maps, giving the Crusading names and

boundaries of the " Fiefs" tliroughout Palestine.

A translation of Beha ed Din's " Life of Saladin," a.d. 1145-1232, forms

the concluding volume of the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Series.

This translation has been compared with the original Arabic, and annotated

by Lieut.-Colonel Conder, LL.D., E.E., with a preface and notes by Major-

General Sir Charles Wilson, K.C.B., F.R.S., R.E.
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Copies bound in cloth, witli :iii iiidox, cnn be had separately. Price to

Subscribers to the Fund, 6*. Gd.

The price of a complete set of these translations, in 13 volumes, with

pencrul index, bound in cloth, is £10 10*. A catalogue describing the

contents of each volume can be had on application to the Secretary,

24, Hanover Square.

Mr. George Armstrong's Raised Map of Palestine is on view at the office

of the Fund. A circular giving full particulars about it will be sent on appli-

cation to the Secretary.

The fourth edition of the new Collotype Print or Photo-relief from a

specially prepared copy of the Raised Map of Palestine is now ready.

Price to subscribers, 2*. 3c/. ; non-subscribers, 3*. 3rf., post free.

The print is on thin paper, measuring 20 inches by 28^ inches.

It may be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded to in the

reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be published, but all are

preserved in the office of the Fund, where they may be seen by subscribers.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within

the Sunday School Institute, the Simday School Union, and the Wesleyan
Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution of the

Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be allowed to pur-

chase the books and maps (by application only to the Secretary) at reduced price.

The Committee have to acknowledge with thanks the following donations to

the Library of the Fund :

—

" Souvenirs de Terre-Sainte," with 59 illustrations. By Lucien Gauticr.

From the Author.
" Inscriptions Ai-abes de Syrie." By Max Yau Berchem. From the

Autlior.

" Histoire de Baalbek." By Michel M. Alouf. From the Author.
" The Sanctuary or Tent of Meeting." By G. Woolworth Colton. From

the Author.
" Six Weeks in Egypt." By Mrs. C. J. Brook. From the Author.
" Egyptian (Arabic) Self-Taught." By C. A. Thimm, F.R.G.S. From

the Publishers, E. Marlborough and Co.

" Abraham and His Age." By the Rev. Henry George Tomkins. From
the Publishers, Eyre and Spottiswoode.

Nos. 24-29 of M. Clcrmont-Ganneau's " Etudes d'Archcologie Orientale "

have also reached us.

A 2
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The Committee will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library

of the Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to

Palestine and other Bible Lands. A catalogue of Books in tlie Library will

be found in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.

While desiring to give jniblicity to proposed identifications and other

theories advanced by officers of the Fund and contributors to tjie pages of the

Quarterly Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly understood that by

publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt

them.

In order to make up complete sets of the Quarterly Statement the

Committee will be very glad to receive any of the back numbers.

Subscribers who do not receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Secretary. Great care is taken to forward each number

to those who are entitled to receive it, but changes of address and other causes

occasionally give rise to omissions.

The Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund desire to make clear

that they have no book on their List of Publications called "Picturesque

Palestine," nor is any person authorised to represent this book as published

by the Society ; nor has the Society any book-hawkers in its employment.

TouEiSTS are cordially invited to visit the Loan Collection of " Antiques "

in the Jerusalem Association Koom of the Palestine Exploration Fund,

opposite the Tower of David, Jerusalem. Hours : 8 to 12, and 2 to 6.

Maps of Palestine and Palestine Exploration Fund publications are kept for

sale.

Photographs of Dr. Schick's models (1) of the Temple of Solomon, (2) of

the Herodian Temple, (3) of the Haram Area during the Christian occupation

of Jerusalem, and (4) of the Haram Area as it is at present, have been received

at the office of the Fund. Sets of these photographs, with an explanation by

Dr. Schick, can be purchased by applying to the Secretary, 24, Hanover

Square, W.

The authorised lecturers for the Society are

—

America.

Professor Theodore F. Wright, Ph.D., 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge,

Mass., Honorary General Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund

for the United States. His subjects are as follows :

—
(1) The Building of Jerusalem.

(2) The Overthrow of Jerusalem.

(3) The Progress of the Palestine Exploration.
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England.

The Rev. Tlionias Hiirrison, T.E.G.S., The A'icarago, Appledorc, Ashford,

Kent. His suhjofts are as follows :

—

(1) Research and Discovert/ in (he Holt/ Land.

(2) Bible Scenes in the Light of Modern Science.

(3) 27/e Siirrei/ of Eastern ralestine.

(4) In the Track of the Israelitesfrom Jigi/pt to Canaan.

(5) The Jordan 1'allei/, the Bead Sea, and the Cities of the Plain.

(6) The Recover If of Jerusalem— (Excavations in 1894).

(7) The Reroreri/ of Lachish and the Hehrew Conquest of Palestine.

(8) Archceological Illustrations of the Bible. (Specially adapted for

Sunday School Teachers).

N.B.—All these Lectures are illustrated by specially prepared lantern slides.

The Rer. Charles Harris, M.A., F.E.G.S., Appledore, Ashford, Kent. (All

Lectures illustrated by lantern slides.) His subjects ax'e as follows :

—

(1) Modern Discoveries iti Palestine.

(2) Stories in Stone ; or, New Light on the Old Testament.

(3) Underground Jerusalem ; or, With the Explorer in 1895.

Bible Stories from the Monuments, or Old Testament History

in the Light of Modern llesearcli:

—

The Stori/ of Joseph ; or. Life in Ancient Egypt.

The Story of Moses ; or, Through the Desert to the Promised

Land.

The Story of Joshua ; or, The Buried City of Lachish.

The Story of Sennacherib ; or Scenes of Assyrian Warfare.

The Story of the Hittites ; or, A Lost Nation Found.

Scotland.

The Rev. James Smith, B.D., F.S.A., F.E.G.S., St. George's-in-the-West

Parish, Aberdeen.

His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) The Palestine Exploration Fund.

(2) A Pilgrimage to Palestine.

(3) Jerusalem—Ancient and Modern.

(4) The Temple Area, as it noiv is.

(5) The Church of the Holy Sepulchre.

(G) A Visit to Bethlehem and Hebron.

(7) Jericho, Jordan, and the Dead Sea.

The Rev. W. Burnet Thomson, M.A., B.D., Galashiels, N.B. His subjects

are as follows :

—

(1) The City of the Great King ; or Jerusalem and the Explorer.

(2) The Temple, the Sepulchre, and Calvary.

(3) Southern Palestine.

(4) Jerusalem to Damascus.

(5) Palestine and Jesus Christ {for children).

(6) 2'Ae Bible and the Jlonumeuts. Discoveries in Ancient Land.

All illusti'ated with lantern slides.

(4) A.

(5) B.
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Wales.

The Eev. J. Llewelyn Thomas, M.A., Aberpergwm, Gljnneath, South

Wales. His subjects are as follows :
—

(1) Explorations in Judea.

(2) Research and Discovery in Samaria and Galilee.

(3) In Bible Lands ; a Narrative of Personal Experiences.

(4) The Reconstruction of Jerusalem.

(5) Problems of Palestine.

Application for Lectures may be either addressed to the Secretary,

24, Hanover Square, W., or sent to the address of the Lecturers.







R.UIATHAT^L-ZOPHTM—THE HOME OP SAMUEL THE
PROPHET.

By Dr. C. Schick.

1. The words in Scripture, "Gibeah" and "Ramah," or "Rainath," mean
" lieights " in general, but sometimes they became proper names of

inhabited places or towns. And as this happened in more than one

instance, some further word was needed to indicate what Gibeah or

what Ramah was meant. When mentioned without such further word, it

is often not clear whether a height or a town is intended. This has

caused much confusion and difficulty in the study of tlie topography of

Holy Scripture. In consequence, also, the home of Samuel the Prophet

is put by scholars in various places, although a second word is added in

1 Sam. i, 1, in order to distinguish it from others. But there are so

many circumstances connected with Samuel's home, and it is so difficult

to bring them all into harmony, that it is quite natural that various ideas

have been formed and brought forward respecting it.

Samuel's home—birthplace, abode during his life, and finally his

tomb— in 1 Sam. i, 1, is called " Ramathaim-Zohpim " and is given in

the plural or dual form, as if it were not one city only but at least two

having some connection one with the other. In verse 19 of the same

chapter and in many other passages it is simply called Ramath,' the

dual reduced to " th " or, in the Engli.sh, to " h " only. It might be that

of the Ramaths so often mentioned one or more may in some passages

mean quite another city, but a close study makes it probable that one and

the same, viz., Samuel's lumie, is always meant.

According to 1 Sam. i, 1, Samuel's father, Elkanah, was a citizen of

Ramathaim-Zophim, and in ii, 11, it is said that his house was at Ramath,

apparently one and the same place. From vii, 17, it appears that his son,

Samuel, also had his house there, to which he always returned from his

official journeys ; from viii, 4, we learn that there the elders of the

people gathered to him ; and in xxv, 1, it is recorded that " they buried

him in his house at Ramah," the same place being always meant. So far

all is clear. But when we come to the question of its situation, difficulties

arise from the words in i, 1, " of Mount Ephraim," as indicating that this

Ramah was in the land of the tribe of Ephraim. But this is not the

' 1 Sam. ii, 11 ; vii, 17 ; viii, 4 ; xv, 34; xvi, 13.
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meaning. It is not said in the tribe, but simply iu Mount Ephraim,

but the original reading may not improbably have been " Ephrath

"

{Quarterly Statement, 1883, p. 52), for the text adds immediately :
" the

son of Zuph, an Ephrathite," i.e., a Bethlehemite. So the high mountains

in the Bethlehem district A-ery suitably had the name of Zuph or

Mountains of the Zuphites, or of the Ephrathites, hence Mount Ephrath,

or the high part of the Bethlehem district, especially of the family Zuph

or of the Zophim.i All this shows that the home of Elkanah, who was

an Ephrathite and descendant of Zuph, must have been in the neigh-

bourhood of Bethlehem, which hence was also the home of Samuel, his

son. That this Eamah was south of Eachel's tomb we learn from

1 Sam. X, 2, when Saul, parting from Samuel at Eamah and travelling

northwards, came first to Eachel's sepulchre.

Eamah itself must have been a cMMe town with still higher ground

behind it, on which was a place for offering and a " Naioth " connected

with it, as Samuel and Saul had to go from Eamah up to it (1 Sam. ix, 19),

and from this height go down to the city again (1 Sam. ix, 25) and lower

than the city, a place where water could be drawn must be there (ix, 11).

All this is known to everyone, but now comes the applying it to the spot

or the identification of the sites. By the endeavours to identify Eamah,

there has arisen an interesting controversy of which I have briefly to

speak.

2. The Controversy.—Taking all the requirements in regard of Samuel's

Eamah, the Eev. W. F. Birch pubHshed under the heading, "The Nameless

City," several articles in the Quarterly Stateraents, and identified the

" Bakoosh Hill," west of Solomon's Pools, with Eamah first in 1879, p. 130.

On its eastern slope the late English Consul Finn built a cottage tor a

summer residence,- and making excursions in the neighbourhood from

there described what he founil in his " Byways of Palestine," mentioning

among other things, also, an ancient offering place on the height of these

hills, which Mr. Birch took as the ofi"ering place of Samuel, and hence

supposed that somewhere on the Bakoosh Hill the site of the ancient

city, Eamah, will be found. To this Captain, now Colonel, Conder made

objections in the Quarterly Statement, 1879, p. 171, showing the impossi-

bility of such being the case. But he also made some mistakes, and so

Mr. Birch could in the Quarterly Statement, 1880, p. 104, still keep up his

idea, correcting at p. 240 some of the errors he had made and adding

some new points. As in this matter the narrative of Saul's journey

seeking for asses and finding a kingdom has an important bearing, it in,

hence, of the greatest im))ortauce that the names and points mentioned

in it be rightly interpreted, so there was a great field open for all sorts of

suggestions. Even I myself entered the field {Quarterly Statement, 1883,

p. 110), but find now that I was wrong in my ideas at that time. A
careful investigation of the Bakoosh Hill was made by members of the

' See Quarterly Statement, 1883, pp. 50, 156.

2 " Memoirs," p. 86.
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Survey party and Dr. Chaplin an<l reported upon in tlie Quartei'l;/

Statement, 1882, p. Ki"), proving that there had been no city ; but

"Raa esh Shrrifeh "— tlic most important hei;:,dit in reference to this

question and of whieli Mr. Finn had in reality spoken in his 'Byways"—

was not e.xamined, .so things .stood as before. In the Quarterh/ Statement,

1883, ]). 48, a new and mudi modified article by Mr. Birch appeared,

keeping uj) the ideas formerly exi)ressed and .strengthening them -with

new arguments, but locating Kamah on the Beit Ji'da hills. To this, on

j>. 15G, some objections were made, on which, at p. 183, some remarks

were made by Colonel Conder, and a definition of the names mentioned

in Saul's journey bearing on the point was given, showing that the

"nameless city," where Saul became anointed as king, was not Ramah but

Kirjath Jearim, as the Survey had found at " Khiirbet 'Erma" an ancient

Bama, or " higli place," and this had been identified with Kirjath Jearim.

Upon this suggestion another article appeared in the Quartcdij Statement,

1884, pp. 51 and 144, demonstrating rather in a questioning way that

the city of Kirjath Jearim has nothing to do with Samuel's Ramah.

Now, it is not my intention to take part in this controversy or to

prolong it, but rather to tell of the results of my own investigation of the

site mentioned in it, and to endeavour to put things right.

3. My Investigations.—Having read all this I felt a desire to go and see

these places, and when comparing the statements with those given on the

large map, I became convinced that there must be some mistakes or, rather,

omissions which I could only find out by going to the various places.

Recently I was able to carry out this intention and will describe what I

found, and for a better and easier understanding of the various jwints

and sites have pre^mred the accompanying map—a copy of the large

map enlarged—in order to be enabled to put all things with their

names, &c., clearly and not open for misconceptions. In describing the

things I follow the order in which I visited them :

—

(A) The General Situation.—South of the Beit Jala hills, the watershed

of the Judtean Mountains forms a i)laiu or even ground, about one mile

in extent ; on its western end the village El Khudr ' and the Greek

Convent of St. George stand. Some shallow valleys coming down from

the hills north and south fall into it, and others begin towards nearly all

directions, first with very little decline, and only on leaving the plain

beginning to fall rapidly, so that in winter time the rain-water does not

everywhere run quickly away from the plain, but forms, especially in the

rear of the Beit Jala hills, a lake, the so-called Balfi'a, which dries up in

summer. At ihe south-east corner of the plain a watercourse goes also

tlown to Solomon's Pools. The east part of the southern hills bounding this

plain is the Bakoosh Hill, the lirst step in the rising of the high mountains

of this district, or the Ras esh Sherifeh, 3,258 feet high, whereas tlie plain

of El Khudr is only on on average about 2,G38 feet. This first lange of

hills, ending on the east with the Bakoosh Hill, is divided from the higher

' " Memoirs," p. 26.
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hill by a valley issuing into a little plain about a quarter of a mile above

the pools, and called Wady Burak, on account of the pools. > Higher up

it has side valleys, and is called " Wad bayn es Sakhrah," i.e., the valley

between the rocks or the cliffs. This is a special feature of it, that a lower

and horizontal strip of land is bounded on both sides by rock-cliffs—as if

there had once been a broad river there. Above the cliffs is still, on both

sides, arable land to the foot of the hills. At the upper end of this

valley is 'Ain Kiissls, and the new Hebron road goes up the eastern slope

of a side valley. On this new road stand kilometre stones. On the

height north of the pools is the twelfth (from Jaffa Gate, Jerusalem).

A little south of it the old road goes directly southwards down to the

castle and the Upper Pool, and then ascends the rocky hill beyond,

whereas the new road makes some bendings westwards, keeping on

higher ground, and along tlie lower part of the eastern side of the Bakoosh

Hill, where higher up (about half the height of the hill) stands Mr. Finn's

cottage. It enters the Wadv Burak a little before the thirteenth kilo-

metre stone, crossing it and then going up along the side valley. Coming

to the top of the ridge, or rather to a saddle of the ridge, one sees on the

east Kh. 'Alia 2 on a rocky height, named in the large map, but the sign

of its situation is omitted ; and in view is another valley running

from west to east, omitted on the large map, and called W. Suakeh.

Opposite to it in the south, also on the height, is another khurbet, or ruined

city, called Kh. Bireh, the lost Beersheba, where Samuel's sons judged

the people, of which I will speak afterwards. This Wady Suakeh goes

down to the other valley with the pools, entering a little below the Lower

Pool and has the 'Ain 'At&n in it, about a quarter of a mile higher up.

Here are the various aqueducts which formerly fed the pools, as shown

on the map. The one coming from Wady el Biar and crossing the ridge

by a tunnel goes to the Upper Pool, and the other, coming from Wady
'Arrfib and lying at a lower level brought the water to the Middle Pool.

It is built in a serpentine line, always on the side of the mountain, and has,

therefore, an immense length. Now, at the last yjart of the ridge which

the two aqueducts cross is the ruined site of a former city, on a rocky

knoll, with deep valleys on both sides. It is now called Kh. Wad el Hoch

(Khokh'), but this is a modern name, given from apricot trees growing in

the valley. The site is certainly that of the ancient Etam, built and

fortified by Eehoboam (2 Chron. xi, 6). After this short digression I go

back to the new Hebron road, a little west of Khurbet 'Alia ; it runs

south-westwards on the northern side of Wady Suakeh, always rising a

little till the beginning of the valley, where, after having passed the

fourteenth kilometre stone, it turns southwards, and passing the ridge

on which Kh. Bireh is situated on the east, and making some windings,

comes to 'Ain Maksfir, which is given on the large map, making here a

1 " Memoirs," p. 89.

- Ihid., p. 107.

"^ Omitted in large map.
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bend, and passes the fifteenth kilometre stone, where a nice view is opened

towartls the south and east, and where my guide, a man from El Khfidr,

pointed out all the various khiirbets and sites which can here be seen.

Most of them I did already know, except one, Kh. Sekuntla. Proceeding'

on our way, we had always the height of Rils esh Sherifeh to our right

(west), and on our left beyond the Wfuly el BJclr, and forming its eastern

side, the straight and high range, like an unbroken wall, ami between

these, many ridges and valleys, falling down to Wddy el Biar. The

road was comjjaratively level, and after having passed the sixteenth kilo-

metre stone we left it and went westwards, ascending the slope, and

passing the toj) of the ridge at a height of about 3,138 feet ; hence about

120 feet lower than the highest point of Ras es Sallah, or esh Sherifeh.

We had Kh. Beit Skfiria south-west beyond a very deep valley ; its name

was told me— Wady Abu Jor.

(B) Khiirhet Beit Shlria.— I wished to go there and see, after 30 years,

the place once more, so we descended the rocky slope and came to the

Roman road going south-westwards ; had then to leave it, and skirt the

upper part or the beginning of the said valley, going westwards, and so

came to the ruin, marked on the large map (Sheet XXI), north of

Balliitet el Yerzeh. The people call it Keniseh, z.e., the Church. I examined

it carefully, but found no traces of an apse or other marks to stamp it

as a church, except a few round pillars of about 2 feet diameter, and near

the south-western end (inside the walls) a rock-hewn cistern. The ruin

is now nothing more than the foundations of a former large square

building, with roughly-hewn, comparatively large, very old-looking stones.

Shrubs and a little grove of small trees are tlourishing on it. It stands

just on the saddle or the watershed of the two valleys—beginning

here and skirting Khiirbet Beit Skaria on its east and west sides.

I think the ruin was once a strong castle {see "Memoirs," III, p. 35,

and especially p. 108, where the ruin is mentioned and described).

That the ruin had been a castle is proved, as seems to me, by the

once fortified road going up from it northwards to the town, situated

about 100 feet higher. On this road, which is elevated with side walls,

are two remarkable rock-cut cisterns. The town was once of consider-

able extent ; its walls are partly still traceable, and the positions of the

gates can be fixed. In its south-eastern part stands now a mosque, with

a court and front hall, as described in " Memoirs," p. 108. At the

buildiiTg of the porch, or rather when the steps leading down were made

on the north side—the original ones were certainly on the west side—the

two ancient pillars were used for a support of the roof. The door of the

mosque I found ojjen, but could not detect any mark to show it had once

been a church. It is a very plain, square room of no great extent, having

on the south side a plain mihrab without any decoration. The flooring

is of concrete, and the roof a tunnel vault, not many years ago restored,

as it had ai)j)arently fallen in. The top of the roof is flat (no dome), and

has round about a parapet wall, and on its southern side are four marble

relics, most likely found when the roof was rebuilt, ;is they are not
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mentioned in the "Memoirs." They are about 3 feet long and about

8 inches thick, of a square shape, and have on two sides grooves, and on

the other the old Jewish ornamentation '—circles and grooves laid out

in thin stri]3es in a square or frame-like form—like those on the piers of

the Golden Gate at Jerusalem. These stones have a round, conical to]),

and were once used as posts for partition walls. Many such marble

stones have been found in and about Jerusalem, and some are even still

in use. Those found at this mosque in Beit Skaria are now put on the

top of the parapet wall of tlie roof, one at some distance from the other,

and look like chimneys from a distance.

From the top of the mosque I saw the west side of the Sherifeh ridge,

as a similar long unbroken steep slope having valleys on its east side like

that east of Wady el Biar. The height of my position I found to be

about 3,155 feet, hence more than 100 feet lower than Eas es Sallah.

The khiirbet, in which are many vaults still good, I found inhabited by

people from Urtas, who till the ground here and were then reaping

the harvest. In the neighbourhood of BallCitet el Yerzeh I found also a

camp of Bedouin living in black tents. Into the question whether Beit

Skaria was the house of Zacharias, the father of John the Baptist, I Avill

not enter here, nor was I able to decide the question on the spot. So we

left the place, again returning the same way, and on coming to the

Eoman road I saw on its side a stone standing upright and went there

and found two more lying on the ground. They were once round pillars,

but now very weather-worn and shapeless, and formed once not a mile-

stone but a monument of some kind. Might it perhaps indicate the

place where in the Maccabean time the Jews had the disaster with the

Greeks? (1 Mace. 6, 32-48.)- I asked for the name of the place, and

was told these stones have no proper name, but the place hereabout is

called Kaat ez Zeitfmeh (as given in the large map), and on my remark,

Why so? there are no olive trees, the man said: But formerly there

were olive trees here. We followed the Roman road northwards and

saw nothing remarkable except that we passed an old lime-kiln and

noted that the valley to the left (west) was very deep, and lower down

the village Nehhalin. The road is in great disorder, and in many places

only recognisable by the fallen side walls. Coming higher up the

ascent was steep, so I could clearly see that the Romans laid out their

roads from a military point of view, and not, as to-day, to avoid ascents

and descents as much as possible. At once our guide branched off to the

right (east), and after a short but very steep ascent we were on the top

and on level ground of some extent. We then came to a heap of stones

which the man declared to be Ras es Sallah.

(C) The lias es Sallah (or also esh Sherifeh), that is to say the height

of prayer or the place for divine service. The point is marked on the

large map with o. E. meaning iniin (the southern). The ridge here i.s

1 See " Ordnance Survey Jerusalem," Wilson, 1865, Plate XXIII, No. 2.

- " Tent Work," p. 144.'
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about 3,24r) feet above the sea, and i\\v ground rises a little northward,

so we could not from here overlook the northern part, and could not see

Bethlehem, the Mount of Olives, or Neby Samwll, although the general

view round about is magniticeut ; the Frank Mountain seemed quite near.

When looking round I saw at once that this is tlie place of which Consul

Finn says in his "Byways" (according to the (Quarterly Statement, 1880,

J).
105):—"On the mountain top is a large oval space whicli has been

walled rountl, fragments of the enclosure are easily traceable, as also

sctme broken columns, grey and weather beaten. Tliis has every appear-

ance of having been owe of the many sun temples devoted to Baal by
early Syrians. By temple I mean open air courls with central altar.

A mound actually exists on the highest spot of elevation (this is the

cairn of the Survey or 'Rujm Kabtan ' mentioned in the Quarterly

Statement, 1879, pp. 130 and 172) which may well have been the site of

the altar." The court wOiich I have mentioned Mr. Finn calls an oval

enclosure—to me it gave the impression of r(»und, but not knowing at

the time that it was said to be oval I jiaid no special attention to the

point, but walked round and found it 25t) paces, or the whole circiun-

ference about 700 feet. If round, the diameter will be about 235 feet.

The surrounding wall has never been high or massive. It was a wall

and not a circle of single stones, jjut at the same distance one from the

other like small Menhirs such as are found in the country beyond the

Jordan, as, for instance, one I saw in Wady Waleh with stones nioie

than a man's height. It was a low dry wall of rough and unhewn stones.

The court had a large opening towards the north—towards the heap on

the highest i)oint—and the round court is quite level and consists of

soft rock. On one place I observed even some paving. The stone heaj)

in the middle is about 13 feet high. It consists of scattered somewhat

large stones with no small ones between them. Inside or in the middle,

instead of tinding the top of the heap, one finds a kind of crater and

remains of a round wall with a diameter of 13 to 14 feet, made of com-

paratively long and broad stones, and built without mortar. Owing to

the size and shape of the stones they have not all fallen. Some of the

corners fell inwards, so that without excavation one cannot see the

flooring nor exactly the phice of the former door, although I found some

indications that it was towards the east. I think the building was once

roofed by each layer of the stone circles being made narrower until it

closed at the top. Of its original use and designation one can only make
suggestion, and so Colonel Conder, in the Quarterlij Statement, 1880, j). 106,

footnote,' thinks it to have been a lime-kiln, l)ut this is not so. Lime-
kilns are always made near a road, or a place convenient to carry olf the

lime afterward.s, and on places where the stone for them may be easily

got without (juarrying but picked up in the neighbourhood, and also the

• The description in the " Memoirs " (Sheet XVII), p. 2, Rils esh Sherifeh,

and Khurbet Jami'a, p. 115, is a mixture of things, bringing in even Neby
Danial, and Bakoosh, p. 86. " Name Lists," p. 323.
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fuel uot too far away. Here on tlie to]:) of this high hill are no such

stones, rather a stratum untit (or much less tit) for burning lime than

elsewhere, nor could at any time much fuel have been very near. To
bring up there the stones from elsewhere, and when burnt to lime to

carry them down again, I do not believe would be done. Lower down,

as may be seen on the map, at the Roman road is really a lime kiln in a

spot where the stones for it could l)e easily got. Further, in the inside

of the lime-kiln plants of importance will never grow, but here in

this ruin are everywhere roots and plants between the stones. Then,

further", the sort of stones are not such as they are after burning of lime,

but still in some shape and not varying much in size. I have also seen

some of a red colour, and all were apparently brought there from some
distance. As most probably there were never vineyards here, one cannot

suggest it might have been a watch tower such as may be seen in the

neighbourhood of Bethlehem.

A few hundred feet north, outside the circle, are some stone heaps of

smaller shape, as if they had been once little houses, and going further

northwards we came to several other stone heaps, larger and smaller,

also to the pillars of which Mr. Finn speaks, which were very weather-

worn and lying on the ground. One long stone was not a pillar. Going

on in one minute we came to the Survey beacon, a stone heap similar

to the first and built upon it a round conical stone jiile about 10 feet high,

with the heap itself towering 18 or 20 feet above the level ground, which

is here narrow and not so broad as at the other place with the stone

circle. This beacon the natives call "Eas Kautarah," head of the

tunnel-vault, or also of the (stone) pile, whereas (as I have already stated)

the other is called Ras es Sallah, and the whole ridge is called Daher es

Salah. Ras esh Sherifeh, the celebrated or eminent height,' is simply

another name for the whole ridge not so much used as Ras es Sallah.

I asked the guide :
" Why do you call this heap ' Ras Kantai-ah ' ? as

there is no Kantarah or arching through which one can look." He said :

" Formerly it was a kind of building, but there came Europeans, who
destroyed it partly and built from the stones the pile you see before you,

in order to look from the top through a glass to their own country, and
that people there might see them here ! " When I asked for the Rujm
Salame or that of Kabtan {Quarterly Statement, 1879, p. 172), he said

he did not know anything of them, so it seems these names were simply

used by the Survey party and never came in use by other people, or

even if used at that time are now forgotten again. This heap is

greater than the one with the circle, but has from the east an ascent,

and on the west looks like a wall in a round line, and has no side opening.

The stones are nearly of the same kind as those of the other ; but those

used in the pile are rather square shaj^ed. If in ancient times this was
the altar of the Sallah ridge—as Mr. Finn supposed—standing on the

' There we got already a, view northwards and saw the Mount of Olives, a

bit of Jerusalem, and Neby Suiiiwil, &c.
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liighest point, 3,258 feet above the sea, the smoke of the altar fire could

be seen from very far round about, for there is a view rivalling that of

the Mount of Olives, Neby Samwil, &f., which places we could see, and

also Bethlehem—but not Ivathel's tomb. Altlioiigli the ground is level

round about, I could not see any trace of a former enclosure, nor of any

village or hamlet of which Colonel Conder speaks {Quarterli/ Statement,

1879, p. 172, &c.). But a little less than a third of a mile northwards

and a little descending we came to ruins which might be called a

"hamlet." There are walls, once forming several rooms, connected with

each other, of which ti;e moie southern one had once been a mosque,

as it has on its south wall a mihral), plain and without any ornamenta-

tion. It is calletl Nel)y Danial,' and so the whole ruin l^ears this name.

But there is no longer any dome, or " Kubl^eh," as one would expect

when reading (the 14tli line from above) on p. 172 in tlie Quarterhi

Statement, 187!). In the "Memoirs" I have not found it, except on

p. 115, brought in connection with Khiirbet el Jami'a, and in the "Name
List," p. 323, the " Prophet Daniel." It is situated on a little sloping

ground, only about 20 feet lower than the last or the highest point.

Outside at the south-west corner is a sink, cut in the rock like a pool,

but I could not see any traces of former cementing or masonry. Accord-

ing to the map and " Memoirs," I thought it to be the Khurbet el

Jami'a, and having started going northwards till we met the Roman
road again, the guide asked me : "Do you also wish to see the Khurbet

el Jami'a?" I answered : "Of course; but have we not just now seen

it 1 " He said :
" No ; this is called Neby Danial." So after going a

little way along the Roman road he led me out of it, and in a right angle

to the right hand going direct eastwards, without a path, fu'st over

empty barren ground, and then over some new cultivations. We came
then to various old and new walls.- The new ones are boundary walls,

made from stones taken out of the ground in planting vines, &c., and

the old walls are the foundations of buildings, especially of a large square

building which the guide called el Kenlseh, i.e., the Church, one-third of

a mile east of Danial, but situated, as I estimated, about 75 feet lower

(or about 3,160). The inside of the building was clioked with plants,

but the walls are left, as the stones are large ami difficult to move or

take out of the ground. It may have been a church, although I could

not be certain of it. A spring, only 750 feet distant from it, but below

the steep rockj' brow of the hill, is called 'Aiu el Kussls, tiie spring

of the (Christian) priest, which is some proof of the ruins having

been a church, the shapeless ruins of the place are lying eastwards,

to a great extent, on the declining ground. These ruins are called

Khiirbet Jami'a, meaning the place where people come together. What
the " Memoirs " say I have already quoted, and the " Name List," p. 306,

translates it the " Ruiu of the Mosque," which is also correct ; but my guide

' " Name List," p. 323.

- The guide said :
" This is Khurbet Jami'a."
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told nie "there is not any mosque ; such a one is, as you have seen, at

Neby Danial," so perhaps tliis name is not a modern, but an ancient one,

where people first met when an offering was going on at the high place.

(May Samuel's Naioth have been here ?) We went back to the Roman

road, and on it downwards to the point where it rises again ;
here we

left it, and went down a steep and rocky path, winding zigzag through

the vineyards to 'Ain Kussls ("Name Lists," p. 280), just at the beginning

of the valley mentioned above, called Wad bayn es Sakhrah. But we

preferred not to go down on it to the pools, but went over to its north side,

and along the slope and then through a shallow valley, always througli

vineyards over to the El Khudr plain, and round the foot of the Bakoosh

Hill towards the Hebron-Jerusalem road and the pools. We met a man,

who showed me some excavations recently made. He told me there was

a kind of cave in the rock, and a priest of the convent had said, as this

hill is called Bakoosh, he would find something by excavation. So he

cleared out the cave, but nothing else but tombs and some bones were

found. But cutting deeper into the rock, which is very soft, he found

water, and so there is always a. quantity of water. At the pools a carriage

was waiting for me, as sitting so long on a donkey's back, and going over

such rockylind uneven ground was more than enough for me, and so I

came safely back to Jerusalem, much pleased with the results of my

excursion.

4. The result of this excursion was for me the full conviction that in

these mountains we have the land of Zuph> and Samuel's home, the

Eamathaim-Zophim, in the various ruins, together with Naioth, the

Baraa, or " height," and even Secha, and this I will briefly explain.

1. 'in the Daher es Salah, or Ras esh Sherifeh, we have the "height"

spoken of in 1 Sam. ix, and the various tilings belonging to it a little

lower down.

2. In the ruined places, Danial and Jami'a, the Naioth and place

whereto the people came, when assembling, connected with which was

the School of the Prophets, or a kind of convent. These places, it seems,

were even esteemed in the Christian time, and therefore people speak of

a Church and also in the Moslem time, for they had there a mosque,

althouo-h no people were residing in the neighbourhood—and even the

name, Ras esh Sherifeh, besides that of Sallah, points to this.

3. Further down in the mountains was a double city, now the

Khurbet of 'Alia and Bireh, as described above, in the "Name Lists," p. 301,

translated the " upper ruin," but could as well be translated the " high

situated ruin "
;

quite similar to what *' Ramah " means. The other

Khurbet Bireh, omitted by the Survey, means the ruin of, or with,

a cistern,^ uidicating that 'Alia had none, or not many, and had to fetch

1 In " Tent Work," p. 257, is said :
" Ramathaim-Zophim means the Heights

of the Views."
- It might also mean the fortified place = Bir, Bireh, like the one north-

west of the Temple.
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water from the nei<;bbouriiig sjiring, 'Aiti Salch, at the pools. And wlieii

we read (1 Sam. viii, 2), tliat the sons of Samuel were judges (of the people)

in Beersheba, it cannot miHan the city of this name in the south at the

border of the country, but was certai)ily a ))lace more in the middle of the

country, and most jjrobably this Biieh. There was no reason they should

go away from their home, and from such an esteemed spot, which was
at the time the religious and political centre. It is true, the .second

word, "sheba," is now missing—-but thi'S word signifies a place where
treaties are made—and just such things the sons of Samuel had to do
here, and hence it may at that time have been called by this name, whiclj

afterwards, when the place had fallen in ruin and become desolated, such

business and also the name ceased and were forgotten, only the rest of

the name, on account of the cisterns, remaining. As this city stood also

on a height, and at least as high as the other, they together made up the

two Rainahs, or the Ramathaim. That on these heights, and even on the

Sherifeh, the lamenting of the mothers whose children were killed by
Herod, " in Bethlehem and its neighboui'hood," might have been heard,

is not only possible but certain. I think, further, that as Beersheba is

mentioned this indicates that, as Samuel had his house in Khurbet 'Alia

and resided there, his sons wished to be a little out of his sight, and
took up their abode in the other city, in "Bireh,"but still within the

boundary of Eamathaim-Zo{)him.

Further, when (1 Sam. xix, 18) David fled from Saul to Ramah under
the protection of Samuel, the venerable prophet took him for more
safety and more away from the eyes of the people higher up the mountain
to Naioth, the Convent or the School of the Prophets, in which David
might in some measure disajipear and be separated from other people in

a place in some degree holy. So that all the ambassadors of Saul when
they came there were, under the influence of the ruling spirit there, so

affected that they began to "prophesy," forgot all the business they had
come for, and were not able to carry it out. And so it haj^pened even
with Saul himself. We read (1 Sam. xix, 22) that when he came to a
great well, that is, in Sechu, he asked the people there :

" Where are
Samuel and David ? " They answered w ithout hesitation :

" At Naioth in

Ramah." Now, this " great well " (some translate it in German, " Grosse
Grube ") is nothing else than the original pool, if not the present Upper
Pool, the pit to take the waters of 'Ain Saleh,' at the castle of " Solomon's
Pools " of to-day. And Sechu is not a city—it is never mentioned else-

where—but the arrangements for washing, watering animals, &.C., huts
for the guards, for passers by, and others. As at a spring or large well,

situated on the road, there are found people, especially women fetching
water, talking or washing their clothes, &c., so it was in Saul's time.

When Saul was proj)hesying and in consequence lying on the ground at

Naioth, David left the place and went to Jonathan (1 Sam. xx, 1), and

' Such reservoirs or pools are formed at every spring in tliis country, and so

'Ain Saleh must also have had one at the very place of the present Upper Pool.

B
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made with him an agreement, and when Saul after his return was still

disposed to kill David he left the country and went to the Philistines,

and his further history has no bearing on the present question.

But about Saul's first journey I have also to say a few words, although

there is already much written about it, and even I myself have given in

the Quarterly Statement, 1883, p. 110, the views which I had at that time,

but found afterwards to be wrong in several points, especially in the fixing

of Eamah at Suba on Robinson's authority.

When Saul came to the city—the name is not given, but most

probably it was Samuel's home, or Eamah, identical, as I am fully

pursuaded, with the present Khfirbet 'Alia—Saul met Samuel in the

gate (1 Sam. ix, 18), and the prophet sent him (with his servant) to

go (before him) to the height (Bama), or offering i)lace, situated higher

up on the mountain ; the road led him to (the present) " Jami'a,"

where people came together, and where Saul found already other

guests, and when Samuel came he took Saul and his servant with him

into the " parlour " (v. 22), perhaps at the present Dauial ? It was a

separate place at any rate. When the offerings, and the feast were ovf>r

(v. 23) they went down from the high place into the city, and Saul stayed

the night in Samuel's (own) house, sleeping on its roof. From this we

see it was in summer time ; and rising early in the morning Saul left,

the prophet conducting him out of the city, and as far as the point where

the descent became steep, where Saul was anointed as king and, feeling

the oil running down his cheeks, became quite another man. That all

this was true, and from God, Samuel gave him some signs, which really

came to pass as predicted during his journey home, and on the same day

—not on the next, as some sujipose.

5. The Return in Saul's Journey.—SavlI was anointed on the edge of

the hill south-west, above Solomon's Pools—not on the Bakoosh Hill—

and had to go northwards and pass Ptachel's sepulchre, which could not

be seen from here, but that was not necessary. Saul very likely knew of

its existence, and if not, Samuel told him he would pass it on his road

home. 1 Sam. x, 2, says :—" Thou shalt find two men by Rachel's

sepulchre in the border of Benjamin at Zelzah." Zelzah was apparently

a place on the way^ at which Saul would meet two men. But it is said

he would meet them at Rachel's sepulchre— so both were one and the

same, for how could Saul meet these men at two different places ? This

difficulty has had various explanations, or solutions. Some scholars put

Rachel's tomb in another place, north of Jerusalem, where the boundary

line of Benjamin went through, to have the monument in the land of

Benjanun. Some think there were two monuments of Rachel ;
the real

one, near Bethlehem, and another as a memorial in the land of Benjamin

-as the words " in the border of Benjamin " indicate, and hence different

from the one in Judah. Although I held for a long time this idea and

1 Quarterly Statement, 1880, p. 239.
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advocated il in the Qunrtcrli^ Statement, 1883, ]). llu, I think it i.s too

ingenious and not natural. I now believe rather that a strip or tract of

land round the se])ulchre of their ancestor's mother was allotted to the
tribe of IVnjaniin, aIthouL,'h situated within the land of Judah,and hence
Saul could niei't the two men in this special tract of land and very near
the monument itself. In regard to Zelzah, some translate this word, not
taking it as a nomen propn'iau, and give it, "shade of a rock," where the
two men were sitting or jumping, i.e., making gesticulations of joy when
they saw Saul, to tell him that the asses were found, and give him news
of his home, from whence they came. Such behaviour would have been
quite natural— the Vulgate gave Zelzah with "Meridies"—this would
fall in with my idea that the meeting took place a little south of

Rachel's tomb, but already in this " border of Benjamin." All this may
l.)e correct, but still I think these two men were citizens of Zelzah, a town
either in Ephraim, past Gibeah Saul, where they saw Saul's father and
whence they intended to go to Kamah, or even Hebron, or identical with
Zelah (Joshua xviii, 28, and 2 Sam. xxi, 14), in the very neighbourhood
of Gibeah, or Saul's home. From Eachel's tomb, going further north,

Saul came to the jjlain of Tabor, where he met three men. Others
translate ' Oak (or a tree) Thabor '—the Vulgate ' Quercus '

; the name
Thabor suits also better for a tree than a plain, so I think the road over
the Mar Elias Hill was at that time not existing, or not in common use,

and Saul took that going through the shallow valley west of the hill

Tantoor, coming out to Beit-Sufafa of to-day—and further to the holy
tree, " Ballflt el Bedriyeh," or the Oak of Bedriyeh '—which may be a
descendant of the former Tabor Oak, as in general all these old holy trees

became preserved through ages down to to-day. Here two roads are

meeting. The three men most likely came by the other from the south-

west—vfhereas Saul came from the south, and the meeting happened here.

Intending to go up to Bethel they were walking together, at least for

some distance. The nearest way for these three men was to leave

Jerusalem at some distance on the east and go direct towards Beit

Hannina and Bireh. If Jerusalem was the " Hill of God," mentioned in

verse 5 as the next station for Saul, he had then to leave these men and
to turn eastwards, and the Mount of Olives would be the "high place"
from which the prophets came down ; but if by the " Hill of God " and
"Garrison of the Philistines" is meant Mizpah—the present Nebi
Samwel—then Saul might have walked with these men as far as the
brook of the Wady licit Hannina, and then gone up towards Neby Samwil
—first to the city Beit Iksa—and meeting the prophets beyond. Into this

question I will not go, but refer to the Quarterb/ Statement, 1875, p. 35
;

1S77, pj). 2], 104, 205; 1881, pp. 89, 91 ; 1882, pj). 264, 2G0-6 ; 1883,

p. 101, and others. The rest of Saul's journey home—this was either
Tell el Fill, as some think, or Jeb'a, as others—both were nearly the same
distance from the Mount of Olives, and Neby Samwil,

' <bVe large map and " Name Lists," p. 285.
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0. Some Remarks.—I wisli liiially to remark that in travellino; in

the Holy T.and many things, even wlien ueai-, may very easily not be

observed in passing through, and not going to and fro, and repeating the

searcliings again and again. So, for instance, the eminent traveller,

Robinson, came on May 8th, 1852 {see later " Bibl. Researches," London,

1856, p. 284), over Ras esh Sherifeh, and did not observe any one of the

places I have spoken of in this paper, and which the map shows, except

Beit Skfiria and El Khtidr. I may also mention that El Khudr has in

modern times very much increased, ther-e are many new houses, forming

a quarter larger than the old one, and the neighbourhood is much

cultivated now.

At the castle of the pools a piece of the outer face of the southern wall

has fallen down ; if not repaired there will by and by fall more, and the

wall will then get a breach. In the northern w-all of the Middle Pool,

near its eastern end, a hole is broken, so that the water may run out here

at a much lower level. than its usual overflow conduit hitherto did, and

the aqueduct (carrying the water to Bethlehem and Jerusalem) is bi'oken

off there, and the water of the springs, especially that of 'Ain Saleh, runs

out here, and people have now to come here to fetch water ; the Upper

Pool has no water at all, but its bottom is used as a vegetable garden.

ADONI-BEZEK'S CITY.

By Dr. C. Schick.

Very many names of ci'des mentioned in the Bible are identified with

sites of the present day, but not all of them ; so it is with Adoni's city,

Bezek. Again, there are to-day many ruined places—of former towns,

each bearing a name—which could hitherto not be identified with any

Bible name and site— as, for instance, KCifin, situated on the road from

Bethlehem to Hebron. When I recently made a visit to Hebron, this

place, KMln, and its neighbourhood aroused my attention, and the desire

to know what this interesting site was in ancient times. So I made the

necessary studies in all directions, and found it to have been the city of

Adoni-Bezek, mentioned in the first chapter of Judges, which hitherto

has not, as far as I know, been identified. This city, with its territory

round about, was not conquered by Joshua, but after his death, by the

tribes of Judah and Simeon. Now, as it is said (Joshua xi, 23) :
" So

Joshua took the whole land .... and gave it for an inheritance unto

Israel according to their divisions by their tribes ; and the land rented

from war"; people who like to find faults in the Bible call this a

contradiction, but without proper reason, and not having looked fully into

the matter. Joshua did take the country in gross, and could, as such,

divide it and give the shares to the various tribes of Israel : although
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there were still iii.iiiy places not conquered, jiiid inhabited bv Canaanites,

whitli are mentioned repeatedly, and which places had to be in course of

time conqiieied by the tribe in whose territory they were situated. For,

accordini,' to Joshua xi, li) :
" There was not a city that made peace with

the children of Israel, save the Hivites of Gibeon ; all other they took in

battle." Tlic thief and general eompierinj;- of tlie land is described in

Joshua, chapters vi to xi, and in the twelfth all the captured kings are

enumerated, with names acconling to their chief cities, 31 in number.

From this some take the idea that those kings possessed each only one

city ; but this is au error. It may have beeu so with some, but most of

them jiossessed seveial cities, besides many villages ; for we find many
names of cities whieh are not included in the 31, and, besides, that not

all the chiefs or heads of cities, called kings, were captured, but several

were in Joshua's time left unconquered, especially in the mountain

districts—as, for instance, Shechem, and others like this Bezek of which

we speak. Such cities doubtless became even more ])0])ulous by refugees

escaping to them from the cities besieged and conquered by the Israelites.

That such unconquered cities were between Jerusalem and Hebron we
see clearly from the narrative. Joshua, with the fighting men of Israel,

came u]> to Ai and Bethel and Gibeon from Gilgal, near Jericho, and

slew those five kings resisting him, following them down into the

maritime plain to Azekah and Makkedah, and from there in the plain

southwards to Libnah and Lachish. He then went on further south to

Eglon, and, after having taken these cities, went eastwards up into the

mountain to Hebron and Debir, and from there south and south-

westwards to Kadesh-Barnea and Gaza, and, when they had taken all

these cities, returned to Gilgal, the chief camping-place of the whole

])eople, with women and children (Joshua x, 9-43). So we see that they

did not come from Hebron northwards, towards Bethlehem and Jerusalem,

and so some cities in this district were not molested, and e.scaped the fate

of so many othei's.

Now, this district was included in the shai'S allotted to the tribe of

Judah, and so we read (Judges i, 3) that he said to Simeon his brother :

" Come uj) with me into my lot, that we may fight against the Canaanites
;

and I likewise will go with thee into thy lot. So Simeon went with him.

And Judah went up, and the Lord delivered the Canaanites and the

Perizzites into their hand, and slew of them in Bezek ten thousantl

men." But Adoni, the chief of Bezek, fled ; but they ciiught him and

brought him to Jerusalem, where he died ; and so the men of Judah

took possession of this chief town Bezek and what belonged to it. Since

Adoni, according to verse 7, had previously conquered 70 neighbouring

chiefs of the peoj)le, his territory must have been of considerable extent
;

and although it may be allowed that some of those 70 cities had beeu

already captured by Joshua, .still there were probably left to him several

cities and many villages besides his chief city, Bezek, which needs

identification. I think we are on the safe side if we jnit it at the ruined

place of K)\fin, which is about midway between Bethlehem and Hebron.
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As there is in 1 Sam. xi, 8, a town Bezek mentioned, where King Saul

gathered his men of war against Xahash, the Ammonite king, some

writers think it was the same place as the one we speak of. But this is

certainly an error, for this was a city in the tribe of Issachar, in the north

of the country, not far from Jabesh-Gilead, as the history plainly shows,

and the one we speak of was in the south, in the tribe of Judah. It is

true our Bezek is not mentioned in the list of the cities of the tribe of

Judah in Joshua xv, 22-63, but the other Bezek is also not mentioned in

the list of the cities of Issachar (Joshua xix, 17-23), nor in those of the

neighbouring tribes. Another objection—that there would be between

Bethlehem and Hebron no room for such an important place as Adoni-

Bezek's was—has also no foundation, as there is just here room for such a

place, and this is KMln, with its sun-oundings. And one could hardly

answer when asked, " If Kfiftn was not Bezek, what city was it ?
"

In modern times Eobinson first visited this jjlace in 1838, and called

it then " Abu Fid," but wrongly, and he corrected this afterwards. The
" Memoirs " of the Survey (III, p. 358) gives the following description :—
" Khtorbet Ktifin is a large double ruin, with foundations, heaps of stones,

cisterns, a spring, a wine press, and tombs ; also a large birkeh. On the

south side of the hill are about a dozen rock-cut tombs ... a cave ....

with niches like those in the caves at Beit Jibrin .... north of the

birkeh is a sarcophagus .... a column shaft and several large stones

lie near." • East of this, but near, and extending downwards on the

slope of the hill, are other ruins of considerable extent, called Beit Z'ata,

of which the " Memoirs" (p. 325) say :—" Walls, foundations, cisterns, and

drafted masonry exist here. One branch of the Jerusalem aqueduct

passes immediately to the south. Near the road are remains of a tower

about 40 feet square, and east of this ruins of moderate ashlar, the

walls about 5 feet thick South of it is a rock-cut domed

cistern. The tower is perhaps an old station on the main road.'

And on p. 312 Beit Z'ata is identified with Bezeth, where Bacchides

pitched his tents and took it for the centre of his operations (1 Mace, vii,

19). Josephus calls it in " Antiq.," XII, x, 2, Bethzetho, so that one

might think it to be that at Jerusalem, but the remark in the Macca-

bees—Bacchides moved away from Jerusalem—points to this Beit Z'ata

near Ktifiu. After Jerusalem it was one of the most important places,

so that Bacchides besieged it and left a force here for Alcimus.^ Beit

Z'ata is situated near but lower than Ktafin itself. Beit Ummar to the

west is also very near and situated still higher, which the "Memoirs"

describe as follows (p. 303) :—" A small but conspicuous village standing

on the watershed and visible from some distance on the north. An
ancient road passes through it. Half a mile north-east is a good spring,

'Ain Kufin. The mosque has a small tower to it This place seems

^ All indicating a place of importance.
" The pool at Kufin may be the " great pit" where Bacchides cast the slnin

(1 Mace, vii, 19).
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to be Bethaiiiai i of the Onomasticoii The mosque is dedicated to

Neby Metta or 8t. Mattlu-w."

Tlicso tlirce places 1 toiisidt'i' to Iiave boen tlie old city of Bezek, of

which the name is still.preserved in the one (the lower) part, whereas the

two others have a new name, Kftfln, the middle and chief part from the

double ruin. It is the dual and means the two Kuf in singular, Kftfin

in dual, and the third may have had even then a separate name as a

valley divides (hem, and that we have liere a i)roper site for an important

and large town, and the most important in the neighbourhood, can be

ea.sily proved. To it belonged, as still to-day, the rich and fertile well-

watered valley 'Arrfib, the biblical Aruboth (1 Kings iv, 10), the place of

one of Solomon's Twelve othcers. The "Memoirs" say of it, j). 301 :

" There is one valley wliich is especially well watei'ed as its name implies,

"VVTidy 'Arr(\b, from which the Jerusalem aijueducts are su])plied. Run-

ning water was found in this valley forming a stream in October, 1874,

and there was plenty of water in the springs and spring wells along its

course. The water of all these springs is very good." In this valley

itself are no ruins of a large town, but on its southern heights, in a more

healthy j)ositiou, was the large town Bezek as described above.

When we read in Judges i, 6, 7, that they cut off Adoni-Bezek's

thumbs and his great toes and brought him to Jerusalem, where he died,

some writers think they brought him there as to a Holy place, as after-

wards David brought there the head of Goliath, and Saul, Agag the

Amalekite king to Gilgal (1 Sam. xv, 9, 32), and this may be so, but I

think it can also have come about in the ordinary way. When they had

got possession of the most important place of Adoni-Bezek and had

killed 10,000 and caught the king they pressed on northwards as far as

Jerusalem, as also here was still a remnant of the Canaanites, and Adoni

seeing all this died finally out of grief and of his four wounds, which most

likely were not taken much care of. Jerusalem also became conquered,

but as it was on the edge of the allotment of Judah the men remained

not here but went back each one to the place he had already made for a

home, or whicli he was preparing as such in the newly-conquered district,

especially at Bezek and its neighbourhood near the fertile and well-

watered valley 'Arrfib.
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NOTES BY REV. J. E. HANAUER.

I.—TiiE Skipping of the Mountains and Little Hills (Psalm cxiv,

4 and 6, &c.).

I WOULD take the liberty of calling attention to the following curious

story, which I translate from the German of Stephen Schultz, a German

missionary who was in this country in 1754-55. He tells it in order to

explain and illustrate Psalm cxiv, 4-6. I trust that it will be not only

interesting to your readers, but that perhaps one of them will be able

to mention some passage in one or the other books of travels in the

East alluding to the remarkable custom Schultz speaks of, but which

I have never read of elsewhere or heard mentioned. It seems to have

died out altogether :

—

'' Se2ytember 2lst, 1775.—This is a parable (Gleichnissrede), but to what

it referred w^as hitherto unknown to me, because that in Europe such

skipping and dancing of sheep is not seen, so that a similitude (Gleichniss)

could be taken from it. However, when I was amongst the Arabs in

the plain of Esdraelon last May, I saw such dancing .... I came ....

from Nazareth and wanted to go to the place of Mount Carmel where

Elijah performed his remarkable sacrifice. On the way I reached a camp

of Arabs, whose prince (I'Urst) is named Reschied. He happened to be

away, but a relation of his was in the camp. My travelling party

consisted, besides the Armenian and Greek servants, of some citizens

of Nazareth ; of Herr Johannes van Kerchem, of Amsterdam ; of young

Mr. Usgate, the eldest son of the English Consul at Ptolemais ; of Herr

Francesco, of Avignon ; and a student from Aleppo. Now, because young

Mr. Usgate was known to these Arabs, seeing that they were good

friends of his father, we went to them and stopped at a hut, or large

tent. The people at once surrounded us, helped us to dismount from

our horses, took them to pasture, and led us into the dwelling, where

we w^ere entertained with food, coffee, and other refreshments. Now
they took us to be persons of rank, and, as I heard afterwards, they

considered us to be princes, because we had the eldest son of the Consul

as our leader. He at other times had only escorted ' mylords '
who had

come from England, and therefore they tried to show us all the honour

they could. In consequence of this their joyful music (Freudenmusik)

was performed at the close of the meal. It consisted of singing, and

of the women clattering their tongues in their tents "—(Schultz evidently

means the well-known and shrill female " zaghareet," ^j:^: ,li;)—"(for

Arab women do not live in the same tents with the men, but have theirs

apart, though close to the men's). This rattling with the tongue is so

pretty and so loud that it can be heard very far off". They, however,

only do so at times when their lord makes a great feast, and also when

a prince or basha, who is either the lord of their country (Landesherr) or
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wlio .sliuws hiiiiself friendly to their own prince, comes ])ast. Besides this

shouting for joy in the women's tent, the sheep are led through the tent.

It was done in the following manner :—The shepherd went on in front,

and had a shepherd's pipe upon which he played, and the tlock followed

him ; and as the slie|ilierd governed (modulateil) the tone whilst pilling

by raising, lowering, or letting it run fast or slowly, the sheep made the

same movements, and as accurately as a French dancer would do whilst

following a minuet. When one shepherd had pas.sed in such a manner

with his sheep, another followed with his flock, and so one after the

other, during which progress the skipping of the lambs and he-goats

(Bocke) drew special attention (ein besonderes Aufsehen machte). Not

all the shepherds had ilutes, but some of them had other musical

instruments. The dance of the sheep, he-goats, and lambs being ended,

the camels came. They, however, had not to dance through the hut,

but round about it. AVhilst this skipping of the animals was going on

the tongue-rattling (Zungeuklapi)ern) of the women was often heard.

Now I come to the application of this to the text. This dancing of the

sheep, he-goats, and lambs is, nowadays, only still in vogue amongst the

Bedouin. Bedouin is the name by which they are known who live and

believe acconling to the old customs. To them belonged the old patriarchs

who are mentioned in Holy Scripture. Now, in David's time these old

customs had not become so obsolete as they are now, when they are only

still found amongst tent-dwellers (' Skeniten '), or Bedouin. Therefore,

when this 114th Bsalni used to l)e sung in the congregation of Israel, the

parable (or the meta])hor) of the dancing of the lambs was well-known

to them, and even little children amongst them knew what it meant.

The custom was, therefore, and is, as has been remarked, still amongst

the Bedouin, that if a great lord passed by a cry of joy and congratula-

tion (ein Freudeu und Glueckwuenschungsgeschrei) was made. Further,

if anyone made a feast the lambs skipped and the sheep danced. There-

fore, when the Psalm says, ' The mountains skipped (danced) like rams,

and the hills like lambs,' it is meant to indicate the presence of the Lord

of all lords, who prepares a feast, &c The mountains are Sinai,

Horeb, Carmel, Pisgah, and Lebanon. The parable, however, advances

a minori ad majus, namely, when a prince passes by it is possilile for

the lambs to be moved to dancing, but the mountains remain unmoved.

When, however, the Prince ('Herzog' = dux, or army leader) of Life

advances leading on His people, then the most firmly founded mountains

shall be moved and testify their joy, &c., &c." (Schultz, 7'"^^* Stiick,

])p. 134-38;.

This account of a custom which was already dying out in Schultz's

time would be very interesting and valuable if it could in an// v:a)/

he verified. His narrative of travel is in other respects so prolix and

sober that it does not seem as if in this case the prosaic traveller had let

his imagination run away with him. That at the present day wandering

Arabs teach single goats various tricks, such as climbing to the top of

a series of thin wooden cylinders piled one upon the other to the height
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of several feet, and balancing themselves there to the music of a shepherd's

pipe, is well-known. I have seen such performances, but I have never

heard of whole flocks of sheep, and even camels, being taught to keep

step to Arab music. The tale reminds one of Mlinchhaussen's dancing

horse.

Eichard Qsgate was, according to Schultz, Consul—perhaps only

Consular Agent—for England, Germany, Holland, Venice, and Eagusa

in 1774-75. Are any journals of his known to be extant—in MSS.,

perhaps—and do they throw any light upon Eastern customs during

the eighteenth century ?

II.

—

Sculptured Stones from N.vaneh.

I have forwarded you photographs of two sculptured stones said to

have been dug up about a couple of years ago at Na'aneh (the Naamah
of Joshua XV, 41), a little village on the railway line some miles north of

tSCUlPTUHED UeAD lEOM Na'ANE]!.

Ekron. One of these sculptures is that of a lion crouching in a niche,

and is cut in a block of limestone 0"70 metre long, 0"64 metre broad, and
0"18 metre thick. The carving is in bold relief and 0-65 metre long and
0"40 metre high. The crouching animal is remarkable for its great

staring, lynx-like eyes, and a curious fringed collar round its neck.

The other sculpture is that of a grotesque head or mask, carved on

one side of a marble slab, 20 inches long by 15 inches on the sculptured

side. The eye-sockets are empty, and seem to have at one time contained
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glass or porcelain oyeballs. A band or tillut runs across the forehead,

from the right side of which what is perhaps intended to represent a veil

floats in snake-like curves to what seems to be the capital of a pillar.

The hair is for the most part arranged on eitlu'r side of the grave

matron-like face in a manner which, together with the fillet, reminds one

of the headdresses of married fellah women from the Bireh district.

Some of the hair, however, on the left side has escaped from the con-

fining band, and the curls take the form of a wing or of the feather-like

cirrus clouds one so often sees in the sky. Above them is a semi-circular

loop or arch which, it has been suggested, is meant to represent the ear

of the deity open to the prayers of her votaries. The mouth was

originally open like the slit in a letter box and, I am told, was perhaps

intended to receive written petitions, &c., to the goddess. I was

inc}ined to think that this carved stone originally formed part of a frieze

or cornice, and that through the open mouth, the lower lip of which,

together with the chin, is missing, there once came a rain-spout, but

Baron von Ustinov, in v^hose collection it now is, thinks it may

have belonged to a statue of Cybele, whose images were sometimes

furnished with glass or crystal eyeballs. She is, however, generally

represented in ancient art as wearing a mural crown. On the other

hand, "lions usually appear crouching on the right and left of her

throne" (Smith's "Dictionary of Eoman and Greek Mythology,"—

article 'Uhe^ = Cijhele,' p. G49, vol. iii). This might explain the

sculptured lion above described.

III.

In Baron von Ustinov's garden there is a large and well-cut sar-

cophagus which was found at Kefr Saba (Antipatris (?)) a few years ago.

The material is very hard mizzeh limestone, almost marble, and rings

when struck. The lid has not been found. There is no inscription

whatever, but one side bears carving in rather high relief, projecting

about half an inch from the rest of the surface. It is in three panels or

divisions. Only that on the left hand is at all remarkable, as it repre-

sents a vessel, vase, or urn with handles, and surrounded by a mass of

heart-shaped leaves and tendrils, perhaps intended to represent ivy. The

baron tells me that this sarcO})hagus is very much like one discovered by

De Saulcy in the Tombs of the Kings at Jerusalem, and placed in the

Louvre. Though not as richly carved as the supposeil sarcophagus of

Mariamne, found in the remarkable tombs discovered by Nicopharieh

at Jerusalem a few years ago, it is of much better and more durable

material (see illustrations on p. 120 of the Quarterly Statement for 1802,

and Dr. Scliick's letter on p. 185 of the same volume). Baron von Ustinov

thinks that tlie Kefr Saba sarcophagus may have been that of Antipaler,

the father of Herod the Great (Josephus, "Antiq.," xvi, 5). However

this may be, it struck me that you might like a note on the subject, and

I therefore obtained the owner's kind permission to take the sketch and

measurements. I shall also send a s(]ueeze if jio.ssible.
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The simple oruameiit sculptured on the right hand side, though not so

striking as that of the leaf-encircled vase or urn at the opposite end of

the one carved side of the stone coffin is, perhaps, more important, as it,

may help to fix the period during which the sarcophagus was made.

The ornament in ciuestion consists of a douLle cross, or flower, formed by

eight leaves of the same kind as those carved round the very tip of

Absalom's Pillar, just over the small cable-moulding, and also on the

capitals dug up at " the Tombs of tb.e Kings," at Jerusalem some years

ago, and which belonged to the columns that once adorned the portico or

fagade of Helena's monument. Though the arrangement of these leaves

is different here (being carved on a flat surface, in plan, instead of

upright on a rounded surface), yet their presence seems to prove that the

Kefr Saba sarcophagus belonged to the same age as the two above-named

monuments. The stone has been dressed with the comb-pick.

IV.

—

Tell er Eoos.

Just south-west of the American-Gei-man colony is an orange garden

belonging to the family of the late German Consul Murad, and marked

on Herr Sandel's map by the name of Biyaret, " Tell er Eoos " (orange

garden with water-wheel of " the mound of heads "). It is well known

by this name, which is derived from a small mound, now v/alled on two

sides so as to form a terrace, about 40 paces = 120 feet in diameter. The

local tradition is that it was the scene of a massacre that took place a

century ago. Cannon balls, fragments of iron bombs, and the broken

pieces of a very large gun are still lying about. Mr. Dickie very kindly

consented to accompany me to the spot, and he agrees with me in thinking

that this shattered piece of ordnance could very well have been described,

when entire, as Ijeing 16 feet long. I am therefore inclined to believe

that it may be the same piece of artillery which the Mameluke leader,

Mohammed Bey Abu-Dahab, had dragged hei-e a hundred years ago,

and all the way from Suez, in order to form part of his battery of

eight guns commanded by the English adventurer Eoljinson. That gun

is described by Volney as 16 feet long. Herr Georg Murad, a nephew of

the late Consul, told me that when the land was levelled and a house built

on the northern side of the mound some years ago, an enormous number

of human skulls weie dug up, and that even now, when fresh trees are
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planted, niany are often tmned u]). llis father liad told liini that he had

tried liard to jjet documentary proof tliat the traditional massacre of

Christians by Abu-Dahab really did take ])lace, and at Tell er Roos, but

had only found a shoi-t notice of the event having occuired on a small

hill near Jatla. This notice was in an Ai-menian l)ook in the Armenian

Convent.! Herr Georg Murad was pleasi-d when [ phiccd in his

hands the first volume of "Volney's Travels" (F.ondoii, ITbTj, giving

(ch. viii. p. 115 ; ch. ix, pp. 145-150) a full aocomit of the Mameluke

siege of Jatia during six weeks, ending in an indi.scriminate slaughter of

men, women, and cliildren, to the number of above 1,200, and also of the

erection by Abn-Dahab of a pyramitl formed of the lieads of his victims.

This catastrophe took place, according to Volney, on May 19th, 17G().

Herr Georg Murad tells me that in memory of this terrible event, and

in order to mark the spot, he thinks of placing a monument on Tell er

Roos. This structure will have placed upon it, besides the broken

cannon, bombs, and cannon ])alls, an appropriate inscription giving an

account of the disaster, of which—an allusion in Murray's excepted—

the ordinary guide-books make no mention.

THE BRIDGE AND CAVE OF BENAT Y'AKUB.

By the Rev. B. Z. Friedmann.

The Rev. B. Z. Friednuum writes from Safed :

—

I urn very .sorry to have delayed so long in sending you the informa-

tion you wished respecting the Jisr and Mugharet Benat Y'akfib.

Some years ago I made the acquaintance of a Mai'onite priest, Houii

Jacob, a very well-informed man, and it was from him I lieard the origin

of the name which I repeated to Dr. Chaplin during liis visit last year.

I did not like to trust entirely to my memory, and found great difficulty

in obtaining Houri Jacob's address.

Fcjrturiately, however, I met him accidentally in Haifa last week, and

am very glad to forward you the information I received from him. It

may require confirmation, but seems a much more reasonable explanation

than tlie Mohammedan tradition.

' Since writing this, I have found a literal translation of this notice into

German in tlie Zeitschrift of the German " Palastina Verein," Ed. Ill, Heft 1,

p. 49. Rendered into English it reads as follows :—" In the year 1775, Mehemed

Abu Dahab came out of Egypt to Jaffa and pitslicd his camp upon a hill in the

neighbourhood of the town of Jaffa. From this place he besieged the city.

On May 27th (June 8tli, new style), on a Sunday, he stormed, took, and

plundered the city, and led all the male Christians he found to his camp.

There he had them beheaded, and caused a hill to be erected of their heads.

The reporter has seen this hill with his own eyes."
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The Mohammedan tradition is that when Jacob returned from

Mesopotamia to Palestine with his sons and daughters (the Moham-
medans follow the Talmudical tradition that Jacob had many daughters),

he crossed the Jordan by this bridge and proceeded to Safed. While his

sons were tending tlieir flocks by Jub Yusef he settled with his daughters

in a cave situated at the foot of the Castle Hill, a little to the north of

the present Seraiah, and overlooking the road to Damascus. The news

of Joseph's death was brought to him there by his sons, and he and his

daughters wept so much that the holes in the rock made by their tears

are 'shown at this present day. This cave, like the bridge, bears the

name of Mugharet Benat Y'akCib—Cave of the Daughters of Jacob. On
this cave a mosque has been erected, and the spot is held so sacred that

only Mohammedans are allowed to enter unless by special favour.

The following is the explanation given by Houri Jacob :

—

At the southern end of Safed, not far from the Seraiah, there is a

mosque called Jami'a el Ahmar, or the " Eed," which in Crusading times

was a church dedicated to St. James. Close by was a nunnery called by

the same name. One of the French kings repaired the Jisr Benat

Y'akftb, and the tolls paid by travellers crossing it went for the main-

tenance of the Nunnery of St. James. Salim Khalit Ashraf (?), King of

Egypt and Damascus, besieged Safed and burned the church, the white

stones of which turned red by the fire. The Crusaders' army took

possession of the castle at Safed, and the nuns left the Nunnery in order

to seek safety there, but finding the enemy had surrounded it, they took

refuge in the above-mentioned cave. They were, however, discovered by

their terrible foes, who after barbarous ill-treatment massacred them.

This has aiven rise to the Mohammedan fable of Mugharet Benat Y'akiib

as well as that of the Jisr Benat Y'aktib. In both cases the nuns of

St. James the Apostle have been confounded M'ith the daughters of Jacob

the Patriarch.

From the same source I heard that west of Safed, on the Jermuk
Mountain, are ruins called Gabtu, about half an hour distant from the

village of Sem<i'aieh, which was the dwelling-place of Tobiah (Apocrypha).

Near Sasa, another village on Mount Jermuk, is Katmfm, the birth-

place of Anna the prophetess (Luke ii, 36). Tn the time of the Crusaders

there was a church there dedicated to her.
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GRb:EK INSCRIPTION FROM WADV
i;\ Professor H. Porter.

IJ.VRADA.

I sKND ;i copy of an inscription found by Dr. MmHt.', of the Syriuu

Protestant College, in an old mill in the Wady Barada, in Anti-Jiebanon,

through which the road passes from Damascus to Baalbek, the ancient

Heliopolis, to wliich reference is ma<le in the inscription. Dr. Moore

took a photograph of the stone, a copy of which I enclose. The inscrip-

tion may have been previously published, but I have not seen it :

—

€TOYCHEYAYCTPOYAAI l(Y

H'jICTLOHAIOnOAGITHTlOKYPIU)
Yn€PCWTHPIACKYPIOY
KAICAPOCAYCIACKAICnOY
PIOCKAIANGINACYIOIAYC(IOY)
€KTWNIAIWNTONBWMO(N)
AN€0HKANKAinAPOMOAO
riAN€nO(l)HCAN

Etovs t}^v hxjiTpov X Ati (v'\(r)l5T<p 'HXto7roXetT^'m)I/

TO) KvpKp, i'Trtp aoiTrjptas Kvpiov Kaiaapos, Avcrlns

Kai '^.TTovpioi Kai 'Avelvas viol Avo"i(ou) «'< twi/ Idlmv

Tov f:ioofjL6{v) ave6i]Kav koa Trap 6p.o\oyuw fTro'J^rjcrap
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Year 468, March 30. Lysias and Spiirius and Aneinas, the sons of

Lysias, have at their own cost and by agreement made and dedicated

this altar to the most liigli God, the Lord of tlie HeUopolitans, for tlie

safety of the Emperor, their lord.

The date is probably that of the Seleucid era, and corresponds to

A.D. 155, in the reign of the Antonines.

Syrian Protestant College,

Beirut, Syria, Noveraher \dth, 1897.

[In the volume of Quarterly Statement for 1885, p. 17, with plate, are

iriven eight Greek inscriptions from Wady Barada, cojned in 1873 by

Colonel Conder and the Rev. W. Wright, but the present inscrii)tion is

not among them, nor have I been able to trace any previous publication

of it.

The name of Zeus Hypsistos, as that of the deity to whom the altar

is here dedicated, appears to have been the name adopted by Jews as

the equivalent of Jehovah. An interesting memoir on this subject has

recently been published by Professor Franz Cumont in the supplement

to the " Revue de I'Instraction publique en Belgique, 1897," developing

a view of Emil Schiirer, the historian of Judaism ; but the only inscrip-

tions given there from Syria are two from Beyrouth. The others are

mostly from Asia Minor, and are explained in connection with certain

evidence concerning religious associations for the worship of that deity.

—A. S. M.]

ANCIENT SARCOPHAGUS LID AT PELLA.

By Rev. J. E. H. Thomson, D.D.

At Bella I saw the lid of a sarcophagus lying on the ground between the

modern village and the ruins of the old Basilica. It was not flat, but

r

GavM

sloping slightly. It is of black basalt, and the only ornamentation was

three circles in relief and an inscription, consisting of a single name and

a monogram. I subjoin sketch of the slab.

I do not know what the monogram stands for. Is it a date ?

0U3MAC is a Hellenic Hebrew name, and may be Christian. That

tliere is no cross is not against this, as, if it were first century, the cross

had not become the sign of the Christian religion at that time.
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GREEK INSCRIPTION FROM JERASH.

By Rev. J. E. H. Thomson, D.D.

On October lOth I was in Jerash, and saw the enclosed inscriptions witli

several others. I do not attempt to give an exact portraiture of the

stones, but have endeavoured to render accurately the form of the letters.

The first seems interesting, from tlie peculiar use of k e for t t, ])Os.sibly

the result of the Latin que. We found the stone newly unearthed,

probably by some people seeking for tear-bottles. It was nearly directly

south of the I'rojiyliBum. You may have already got it ; if so, there is

no harm done. The Latin inscription was on a newlj'-unearthed tomb-

stone, and is interesting as Latin.

,AiorA(^iePoo©H-HcroL

J<feOAxe€lC B (OAVOC i]

The Greek Inscription.

Near this was another fragment, which at first sight seemed to have

broken from the above, but I could not piece it into it.

/C HIC. PROC. PROV- ARABIA^

[ m*A- SAB I NA-VX OK -Pi- VI PI A
(The last letters damaged.)

The Latin Inscription.

Might the Sahina here named be the daughter of the Sabinus of the

Greek inscription ?
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Note on the Greek Inscription from Jerash by A. S. M.

(K npovo'ias]

^povTlavos

tS)^v TT€VTt, Vo{ifp[ov

K]f 2al3'Lvov K€ 2af8ap[ov

Ke 'A/ipetXt'ou Ke EifJ. ....
Xidu d(pifpco6r] K€ TO [Upov

Kf 6 d)(d€\s ^iOfins

" By the care of Phronto and the Five, Eufus, Sabiuus, Severus (?),

Amreilius and Eumelius (?) were dedicated both the [temple] and the

.... altar." I think the restoration of the name of Phronto in the

first line is justitied by a comparison of the inscription from Bostra, in

" Waddington," No. 1007, where it is again associated with the names

Sabinus and Amreilius.

In that inscription he has the title of Legate, and is concerned in the

erection of an altar. The present inscription concerns a temple,

apparently, as well as an altar. The phrase 6 dxdfls /3«/io'f is new to

me, and I do not venture on a translation of it.

Waddington assigns the Phronto of his inscription to the second

century a.d., but I suppose that the use of Ke = koI in ours indicates a

much later date.

If I am right in my reading of the second line, the five names which

follow would represent a board of quinqueviri.

GREEK INSCRIPTION ON AN ALTAR IN THE GARDEN
OF MENTOR MOTT, ESQ., BEYROUTH, FOUND AT
BEIT-MERI, LEBANON.

Kvpi'co yevvaia BaXfiapKcotiT a Koi Mrjypiu Kara Ke'XfvcTiv deoi) Ape[j.6r]V0V

Md^ifjLOS ivxapicrrcos dvedrjKa.

" To the great god Baal Marcod, calleil also Megrin, I, Maximus, have

gladly erected this in obedience to the command of the god Aremtlienos."

The above inscription from Mr. Mott's garden has already been

published in M. Clermont-Ganneau's " Eeceuil d'Archeologie Orientale,"

1886, p. 95, but as many readers of the Quarterly Statement may not see

the " Receuil," the inscription is reproduced here.

"Waddington (Nos. 1855-1857) gives three inscriptions from this same

locality in which the name of Baal Marcod occurs. But I have not found
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another instance of his alternative name " Megrin." The god Aremthenos
is unknown to me.

A. S. Murray.

P.S.—With reference to M. Clermont-Ganneau's note in the October
Qiutrterhj Statement (p. 300), I am sony not to Iiave been aware that

he had already jjublished the Greek inscription in question, and had
explained the words at the beginning of the fourtli line iu doubtless the
right way. Otherwise the inscrii)tion deserved to be republished because
of the improved text supplied by Dr. Porter. I see that M. Clermont-
Oanneau had ct)rrecte<l els ofiovalrjv into tls ov ovcrirjv unnecessarily, if

I am right in supposing that the word homousia (identity of nature)
is here used of the ordinary relation of father to son, with no reference

to its theological sense.

ROMAN REMAINS FOUND ON THE ANGLICAN
COLLEGE GROUND, JERUSALEM.

By George Jeffery, Esq., Architect.

The following photograph of an inscription is taken from a gravestone,

•dug up iu the progress of the works at the new Anglican College. It

was found precisely in front of the entrance of the Bishop's house, in

the cloister quad. The inscription, a remarkably fine and well preserved

example, is as follows :

—

f

—

YTM
Lmagniv^

FfLlX

)Mimxu]iihuix-)y(X!y-

A stone chest, presumably belonging to the inscription, was found

with the seal. It was vei'v much broken, in fact in fragments, but
there were human remains still inside.

The Fretensian, or Tenth Legion, was in garrison at Jerusalem during
the reign of the Enijjeror Hadrian. The place where the tomb was found
is just outside the old city gate of that period. These very interesting

remains will be the chief ornament of the small museum which is beinc
formed for the new Anglican College.

c 2
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THE TAKING OF JERUSALEM BY THE PERSIANS.
A.D. 614.

By Prof. Ch. Clermont-Ganneac, LL.D.

Translated hy permission from his " Eecueil d'Archeotogie Orientate^''

T. IT, 2^- 137, livraison 9, Mars 1897 {Lihrairie Leroux).

M. Couret's first work,' published some years ago, was a very carefully

written account of the history of Palestine during the Byzantine period.

He has now just finished an interesting study of the capture of Jerusalem

by the Persians in 614.- In his former essay he summariseil the story of

the Persian invasion of Palestine in a few pages, taken from the only

sources then known, that is to say, the scanty and ambiguous notices of

the Byzantine chronicles,^ and the annals of Eutychius, otherwise known
as Sa'id Ibn el Batrik.

At the present day M. Couret resumes the discussion of tliis question,,

relying upon fresh evidence which he has gathered from two MSS. in the

Bibliotheque Nationale, consisting first of two elegiac or anacreontic odes-

written in Greek by So])hronius,^ the Patriarch of Jerusalem, a contem-

porary of the siege, and secondly, of a curious story in Arabic, which is

probably a translation from the Greek.

The truth is that Sophronius's verses, which have already been

published by Messrs. Ehrard and Studemnnd,^ do not give ns much
information, and do more credit to the Patriarch's feelings than to his-

talents as a historian. One page of good plain prose would have been

of more use to us than all this second-rate and tearful lamentation. The

chief point of interest in it is that it proves that there can only have

been one siege of Jerusalem, and not two successive sieges, as had been

conjectured from the Armenian chronicle of Sepeos.

While dealing with this subject of the siege, I shall make a remark

upon a matter of detail, an inference which M. Couret has thought might

be drawn from a passage in Sophronius's elegy.

' Couret, "La Palestine sous les Empereurs grees (a.d. 326-636)," 1869.
'^ Couret, " La prise de Jerusalem par les Perses en 614." Orleans,.

Hcrluison, 1896.

•^ To these we must now add the Armenian Chronicle of Sepeos, which

was not then accessible to M. Couret.
• Soplironius died in 639, and consequently saw also that second tragedy,

which, thougli less bloody, produced more important historical results—the

taking of Jerusalem by the Arabs.
^ " Pi-ogramm des Katholischen G-ymnasiums an St. Stcphan," 1886-87,-

Strasburg.
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In liis pamphnise of verses 80-83 lie says (p. 10) :
—"To capture the

place (Jerusalem) the besiegers had (o make use of warlike engines, and,

what is more unusual, to make the stones of the rampart crumble by

enormous wood fires piled up at the foot of the wall, wliereby they

calcined the courses of stone and caused them to crack."

M. Couret does not seem to clearly umlcrstand this method of attack

\ipon a fortified place, which was commonly practised both in ancient and

in mediicval tinies, and is here distinctly describetl in a few words by

Sophronius :
—

"'YTro^tJj 8e iravra rei^^ft, (fAoya." What is meant are true

mining operations, consisting of galleries dug by the besiegers underneath

the foundations of the city walls ; these galleries were supported by
scaflolds of woodwork, which were set on tire at a given moment in ordei

to bring about the fall of the wall above them. When the breach was
thus formed the assault was delivered.' I find a corroboration of m\
conjecture in the Armenian chronicle of Thomas Ardzrouni," who I'ecords

that the Persian general ''undermined the walls of Jerusalem and so

brought them down."

Before I begin to discuss the third document, the real subject of this

essay, I must Ije allowed to point out two facts connected with the

Persian invasion. These facts seem to have escaped the notice both of

M. Couret, who, as a rule, is so well informed, and of his predecessors.

The first is a piece of evidence, interesting from several points of view,

which I have found in a document whose origin seems of itself to give it

considerable importance. It is a synodical letter on image worship,

written by the Fathers who attended a Council held at Jerusalem

in 836.'

In this letter mention is made of great mosaic paintings whicli

adorned the external facade* of the Basilica of the Nativity at Bethlehem,

which represented, among other subjects, the Adoration of the Magi.
We learn from the letter that the Persian invaders recocrnised their

national costume in the dresses worn by the Three Kings, and conse-

quently spared the Basilica. This unknown incident has both an

' See, in tlie Arabic document whicli I shall quote hereafter, a distinct

account of the breach iniulc in the city wall of Jerusalem by the Persians.

One of the most interesting descriptions of this warfare by minhig is that

given by the Emir Usania, in his description of the siege of Kafar Tab
(cd. H. Dereubourg, p. 101). He describes it as an eye-witness. It is note-

worthy that tlic corps of Mussulman sappers who conducted the operation

belonged to the Khorassan contingent; we may conjecture that this corps

inherited the ancient traditions of the Sassanidcs in military engineering.

^ Dulaurier, " Rechcrclies sur la chronologic Armcnienne," i, p. 221.
=* 'EirioToAf) ovi'oStKi), edit«d by Sakkehon, p. 30 (Athens, 187-i).

• According to Eutychius (" Annals," vol. ii, p. 209), tlie other mosaics in

the interior of the liasihca, wliich were respected by the Persians, were to be

seen down to the time of the capture of Jerusalem by Omar. But in his time
the Mussulmans forgot the pledges which Omar had given to the Christians,

and obliterated these mosaics.
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arclijeological and a historical impoi'tance. As we have seen, it is the

external mosaics which are meant, not the great mosaics which are to be

seen at this day within the Basilica at Bethlehem, which only date from

the reign of the Era|3eror Manuel Commenus (1143-1180). This external

mosaic decoration may perhaps be assigned to Justinian's restoration. It

was quite in the style of that period. The Aiabs had remained true to

this artistic tradition in the seventh century, when they had the exterior

surfaces of the Mosque of Omar decoi-ated by the Byzantine mosaic

workers whom they had at their disposal. In 1874 I discovered notable

traces of this original external decoration, whose existence had never

before been suspected, and which has been at a much later period

replaced by the beautiful poi'celain casing which we see at this day.'

I have obtained my second facts from a Mussulman chronicler. The
Arab historian, Tabari,- tells us of an amusing, although perhaps

legendary, incident connected with the capture of the True Cross by the

Persians. I do not remember to have seen this story quoted in any other

place. "When the siege began the Cross was put into a golden coffer

(Tdbilt) and buried in a garden. The better to conceal the spot where it

was hidden, it occurred to them to plant vegetables over it. The Persian

general discovered the truth at last by i^utting his prisoners to the

torture, and it was with his own hand that he dug up the precious relic,

which he immediately sent to his mastei', the King of Persia.

XL

The third document which M. Couret lays before us is, to all

appearance, of far wider application than So^jhronius's poems. It is

written in Arabic from christian sources, and gives a detailed account of

the conquest of Palestine and the taking of Jerusalem by the Persians.

This fragment, which is to be found in a MS. in the Bibliotheque

Nationale,^ had already been cursorily noticed in the " Inventaire des

raanuscrits relatifs a I'Orient latin." It is part of a collection of

various short religious works, which have obviously been translated into

Arabic from the Greek. The work in question must have had the same

fti-igin. At all events the translator is supposed to have been a monk of

the convent of St. Saba, who, if he was not a witness and a victim of the

siege must yet have been admirably well placed for learning the truth

about it. Among a mass of tii'esome declamation and groundless

assertion one finds a number of topographical details which show at any

rate that the writer had a thorough knowledge of the plans described.

This part is what forms the chief value of the work, and it deserves to be

carefully studied.

' See my Reports in the Palestine Exploration Fund Qt(arterli/ Statement,

1874, pp. 1.53, 262.

* Tabari, " Annals," series ii, vol. i, p. 102 (</. Noeldcke, " Gescliichte

derPerser," p. 291).
=» " Catalogue du fends arabe," No. 262, folios 140-153.

* " Archives de I'Orient Latin," ii, A, p. 173.
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M. Couret is not an Arabic scholar ; lie has entrusted M. Broydo

with the task of translating the fragment, and has i»ubli.shed the whole

of his translation. He regrets that the sliortcomings of the Orleans

j)rinting offices have prevented his giving the Arabic text therewith for

reference. It is indeed much to be regretted, for in more than one

instance the translator, who perha])s has done liis work somewhat

hurriedly, seems to have mistaken tlie meaning and reading of certaiix

words and proper names. It must be said in his defence that the MS.,

as I knt>w from my own experience, is often difficult to make out,

especially from the absence of the diacritical points—it well deserves the

epithet of "jjessime scriptum" bestowed uj)on it by old Joseph Ascari in

the short preface prefixed by him to the volume in which it is contained.

I have carefully examined the original MS., collating its text with

M. Broyde's translation.

Here is the result of my examination, I shall insert as I go along

some observations which may perhaps throw additional light upon this

important piece of evidence. I pass over mere trifles, and deal only with

matters which are worthy of notice.

P. 32.—"A holy monk." The text adds IjL: ^.,<: ^_>_J ^, "of the

convent of Mar Sdba."

P. 32.—"Cresarea, the mother of cities." The text has ,^Ji^^ A, which

M. Broyd6 has literally translated by "the mother of cities." Here it

clearly means " meti'opolis." Caesarea, in fact, as is proved by many
historical documents,^ was the official metropolis of Palaestina I.

P. 32.—"Arstif." The MS. writes this name i J»-i,^, with the skin

instead of the usual sin.
^

P. 32, last line.—After the words " and the destruction of the

churches," the translator has left out a clause of the sentence, ^Vi»-

JjIjJI tJ.i>-^t) }\ •i-Liw.' , "which extended even to the heart of the

sanctuary."

P. 33.—"A monk of the convent of Davalis {!)" The text has

ipdi»j .Lc i^^iJ^ll yj » •Jt\ u ,l'« seems, p-ma/aa'e, to point to

the name of some saint.

=

Still, I wonder whether we may not rather have here what would be

very interesting—the name of the famous abbot Modestus, upon whom,
after the retreat of the Persians, devolved the hanl task of repairing the

ruins which they had left behind them, and of restoring comparative

' Kaiaapua fitjTp6iro\ig, " George of Cyprus," I, 999. Cf.
'• Novelise," 103.

The Talmud itself calls it Dd'?0 h'C* pSsTi^D (Xeubauer, " Geogr. du

Talmud," p. 92).

- The stem of the kd/ in the MS. shows the curve which distinguishes it

from Icim ; it is the ka/ wliicli more often of tlie two appears without its

upper stroke.
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prosperity to Palestine. May not /-Ak-; X< (^vliich has been left out

by jSI. Broyde) stand for i^la-; jU; = ^^.-li—• J^ ? There is, I think,

one strong argument in favour of this conjectui'e. We actually know that

Modestus was abbot of a convent which stood at no great distance from

that of St. Saba, and wliicli Eutychius called ^u^ tSW „'J, orV
, M^\ »j1\ ..'J. "There was," he tells us, "at the convent of Deir ed
L/ y J"
DawdMs^ which is the convent of St. Theodosius, a monk named
Modestus, who was the Superior of that convent."

Clearly the identity of this convent ' is completely established, and it

seems to imply that of this personage who, it seems, played a leading part

not only after the Persian invasion, but also during that invasion, a fact

which Avas before unknown.

I cannot satisfy myself as to the derivation of the name of the convent.

ijjS\ .a!^ (with the variants <i-y.il • '^.\ and ^^i . jJl in the

singular). Compare, however, the Syriac Q^IT — 5ov|, dux, and the

name of another convent in the same district, the tiovaa-rr^piov tov

^xo^apiov, " the convent of the Scholarius." '^

The Convent of St. Theodosius is specially' mentioned in the "C!om-

memoratorium de Casis Dei," ^ which is supposed to have been written

about the year 808.

P. 34.—" And covered their faces." The text has l.^y :
" Thev beat

(their) faces."

P. 34, line 13.—After the words " God was with us," the MS. lias a

phrase which is omitted in the translation :

—

/vJuJ^!l < .«U:5- -i U^y>j' J}}A: .Jctl] J»iij Uo,

" And we said to the enemy : It is in vain that ye strive to ruin the

city."

P. 34.—"The Convent of St. Saba." Mar Saba is here spelt

L'l-;.^,'' instead of the usual A,,;.

P. 35.—" That I might look in the direction of the Cross." The text

has X^'i :
" That I might pray."

' Its position is well known. It is the ruin called Deir Dost/ or Delr

Ihii 'Obeid, about two leagues to the east of Jerusalem.

- I dare not hazard the conjecture that itw.i » J niay be connected with

the national origin of Theodosius, and may be a mutilated form of (Ka7rira)co?.

* "Itinera Hiersolym " (Orient Latin), i, p. 303; Tobler, " Descriptiones

Terrse Sanctse" (Leipzig, 1874), p. 80. We are there told that the convent

had just been plundered by a band of Saracen robbers.
•* The same spelling oceiu-s before, at p. 140a of the MS. (= p. 32 of tJie

translation).
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P. 35.—" As for tlie Roman armies (troops )," we must add, " wliioL

were at Jericho" (Uc,^ -i o J^-^)-

P. 3").—" Military engines." Observe tliat the text uses the technical

word C-JULv-v^^j-s.-c, "mangonels," wlii'li recalls the same word {fidyyavn),

which is used in Soplironius's hymn (v. 83).

P. 3(i.
—"The crucifixion of the Pure." The text has , .^L^^v^jl, which

M. Broyde has translated by reading the vowels as mukldis or mukhlan.

We ought to read it mtil-halUx, and translate it "Of the Saviour."

P. 3(i, note.—The month of June ((il4) has already been noted in the

Paschal Chronicle as that in whicli Jousaiem was taken by the Persians.

P. 36.—"As men mow straw "—more correctly "grass" (^iJLjJL^^).

"The sacrilices wliidi lay uj^ou the altars"
; ^\: j is a singular, and its

true meaning is " the host."

P. 37.—"Secret places." ..v^.c'ii.'C reallv means " cellars."

P. 37.—A-'Ul^ is certainly not "the cadi," but "the officer in com-

mand." Tlie word is used before p. 33 in the jjliiral jl»ji,!^ .Lvi- It is

worth noticing that in his account of the same event, Tabari ' applies

exactly the same word to the Persian commander-in-chief.

P. 37 (compare p. 30, note 2).—The tank near Jerusalem where the

Persians jieniied up their prisoners is more likely to have been the Birket

Mamilla than the Birket-es-Sultan. The former has in its favour a

local tradition which has endured throughout the ages, connecting the

name of Mamilla with the memory of the Persian invasion. Eutychius

tells us, not indeed of the prisoners, but of the slain wlio were in "the

place called Mamilla." ^ Our author liimself, as we shall see hereafter,

mentions Mamilla (he spells it t^l^Lc). Moreover, the word cLi^vi^

is foUow^ed in the MS. by another word of which the translator has taken

no notice, L*,!^. This is not likely to be the word for " water" ; it would

be superfluous, and in this case hardl}' appropriate, since we must suppose

that the hirknii into which the jjrisoners were put was more or less dry, or

else they must all have been di'owned, wducli the context distinctly

proves was not the case. Beside this L*.!l c0.a!1 would be a piece of

bad grammar. I am, therefore, inclined to think that this is the mutilated

name of El Ma [mila] itself ([cw'cj'v^l^ as we find it written after-

wards).

P. 40.^" A lioly man's a deacon of a church." The text lias

' " Annals," series i, vol. ii, p. 1U2.

" Eutychius, " Annals," ii, p. 113; </. p. 242. See Tobler's "Topograpliie

von Jerusalem," ii, pp. ()2, ISO, I'lM, for an account of Mamilla, and of the

legends and traditions connected witli it.
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a[,^\_»Ji.n Ij^^WJ^ .^, "one of the deacons of the (Church of the)

Kesurrectioii,"' that is to say, of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.

P. 45.—" It is a wonderful thing that God should have safeguarded

the Holy Ark of the Israelites and shovild not have abandoned the Great

Cross."

'

This i^assage, with which the fragment ends just after the mention

of the restoration of the previous relic to the Emperor Heraelius, is,

perhaps, capable of a different interpretation. Here is the original

text :—

o
J

• ••

"What the writer appears to have meant is this :—It is a wonder that

God should have preserved the tcibAt of the Israelites, and that the

venerated Cross should have preserved its seals intact—I suspect that

the word JJlx;, which does not make good sense here, is a copyist's

mistake for c3.iA.< ( tj^jXyj)^^^^^^^
the verb ^_^<J, used technically in

the sense of " breakino; a seal" ( ^~- ). To understand this passage,

we must refer to Tabari's account, which I have already quoted, according

to which the Ci'oss was shut up in a golden tdbiU, i.e., " coffer," and

was buried as soon as the siege began. It may even have been the

existence of this tdbtU which led our author to speak, by analogy, of the

tubAi, or "ark of the Israelites."' We know from other sources ^ that

after the fourth century the Cross was generally kept shut up in a

silver-gilt reliquary (loculus argenteus deauratus in quo est lignum

sanctum crucis). As for the seal—the Patriarch's own seal— which for

greater security was placed u]wn the box that contained the Ci'oss, many

writers ' bear distinct testimony to its existence.

Ill,

I now come to what is by far the most interesting passage, that

wherein, at the end, the Arab writer enumerates a number of places in

' Perhaps, however, it is better to take the passage to mean that Q-od had

saved the iabiU, containing the Cross, from the attacks of tiic Jews, who,

as is well known, took the side of the Persians and did their utmost to have

the Christians exterminated. yc liij^ has indeed this meaning " to save

from."

- " The Pilgrimage of St. Silvia of Aquitania," p. 67 (Palestine Pilgrims*

Text Society).

* See the passages quoted by M. Couret from Theodoretus, Alexander,

Socrates, Nicephorus, and other writers, in his " La Palestine sous lea

Empereurs grecs," p. 244.
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or near Jerusalem, in a sort of catalogue setting fortli llio number of

the inhabitants who were massacred by the Persians. It would be a

waste of time to stop to discuss the correctness of the author's figures,

or of the method of calculation which he seems to iiave eni])Ioyed.

Certain it is that poor Thomas and his wife must have had their iiands

full if they really counted and, what is more, buried tlie 62,455 corpses

spoken of by our author ! Taken Ijy itself, the exaggeration of the figures

is enougli to cast suspicion ui)on the story
;
yet the story seems to be

based upon real history. Probably the author merely embellished some

true tradition. Indeed, the Armenian' chroniclers tell >is tliat when
the massacre was over, orders were given to count the slain, and it was

found that 57,000 persons had perished. Some speak only of 17,000

killed and 35,000 prisoners, which still is a quite respectable figure. It

is not impossible that a numbering of the victims really took place, and

that the work before us reproduces, Avholly or partially, the lists drawn
up at the time, with considerable amplifications which can be all the

more easily explained if these lists were made out in figures, or in Greek

numerical letters. But, as I said before, the real value of the fragment

consists in the topographical hints which it contains, and these, at any

rate, appear to be founded on fact.

Many of these hints have puzzled the translator. It is worth while

to go through the entire passage afresh. I think, therefore, that I can-

not do better than give the whole of the Arabic text of the passage, and

make a fresh translation of it. I write the place names just as I find

them in the MS., without supplying the diacritical points where they

are wanting. I shall then discuss those with regard to which I disagree

with M. Broydc's transliteration or translation. For convenience I shall

arrange the text like a catalogue, numbering the names of places, and

putting opposite to each of them the number of corpses found there.

These numbers, which I have put in figures, are written at full length

in the oritriual. It will be remarked that the total of these figures does

not quite agree with the total given by the writer.

" There was a man named Thomas who reported that he had buried

those who had been slain, and that he had counted them, he and his wife

together, he says that there were

—

7 at St. George's altar, i^-=^ •=*- ^ X< f^-^-^
^J -^

18 from the House of El Amana (?), aJ'U^" ,L> .,-< « -2

V250 from the cisterns (?), (__;ljsao!l ,^^ • -3

* "Dukuricr," op. cit., p. 229 (Tliomas Ardzrou.ni et SepeAs).
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290 from the altar of (the church of

the Virgin),
:.:k,^\

»^

369 from tlie diiirch <>f St. Sophia, Aj^t^ v.^S>..\ u^Ai•Ai!^
ij-^i

2112 from the convent of SS. Cosmas
and Damian,

.Xj<.<J . .,U-J „-J ,.,-<. .'>
<^'r:

70 from . . .

212 from the House of the Resnrrection,

38 from the market,

723 from the street of Smrnka (1),

1409 from the house of St. Mark,

197 from (the west side I) of Sion,

2107 from the Sheep-pool,

1700 from the House of St. James,

308 from Golgotha,

8111 from the Kabail (?),

1708 from the Bkharun (?),

2318 from the fountain of Siloam,

24518 from Mamila,

1202 from the city (0 of gold (0,

4250 from the convent of St. John,

167 from the Eoyal Gei'okomion
(hospice for old men),

1207 from the Mount of Olives,

83 from the Mtrfuiiyat of the

Resurrection,

102 from tlie little mai-ket,

417 from the great mai'ket,

38 from the cliurch of St. Serapion,

ft 4a^<s« I , . »'C ft

(?) .,U 0'"= V*

^i „v- ( '>'< r— ,

.»•>: •

.K^^

.L.A: . .M

tA.x: ,u ^^ ^vc

.

J,^ J.^ ...,C .

:U ^„< .

•
• M 1

.8

.!)

.10

.11

.12

.1.3

.14

.1.5

.16

.17

.IS

.IJ)

.20

.21

.22

.2o

.24

<.\^J^,<i C >
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80 from (before ?) Golgotha, ali.cs>.vU>' ^ *^^ .-'= •
--^

I

6707' from caves, cisterns,
i

• it \ W \- \\ oa
a.ul gardens (?) o^-^i^^'^ >• c-^U^v-^ ;

^.A^^ ^^< ^
-'•>

2210 from tlir MilnAl) of Havid (the C'it.xh'l), jjj t__;^ ^v.o .,.< .
-of*

265 from the interior of the city, ^.'AV.^ J-.>~^>^ ..y< •
•"!

c;

ISOti from the lihit-e where the z' .s,\ - vM _ -^^M ^ n->

breach had been made in i \^\''\\
•

^

the enclosing wall. -2.'i<v-i tUo

"The total of all those slain at Jerusalem liy the Persians amounts

to 62,455."

No. 1.— , w.r^ .5- o,Lc ^A-'C- Note the form 4_>,l-'C instead of

,l.<; "Saint." It is difficult to identify the site of this church. It must,.

in any case, be the Sanc.tus Georgws of the Commemoratormm de casi

Dei," a list of names which is thought to have been drawn up in the

year 808.

For an account of the various convents and chui'ches of St. George-

at Jerusalem see Tobler's Topographie von Jerusalem, I, pp. 280, 281, 372.

No. 2.—X.'l,<-1 ,^ J, literally " the house of security " (" of the deposit,"'

or " of the faith "). The second word seems to nie to be a transliteration

of some mutilated proper name. The first, .\j, used here and elsewhere

(Nos. 5, 8, 11, and 15), seems to be the exact translation of the Greek

word otKos, in the Christian sense of " holy house, church."

No. 3.—This word, with its last letter unpunctuated, can be nothing

but . '\j.s>~ the plural of i ,.^, "cistern," as in No. 29. It wouhl

be rash, I think, to try to see in it TaS^ada, or the Lithostrotos of the

Gospels, A name which seems to have disappeared early from local

tradition.

No. 4.—The reading of this name is doubtful : after alif and lam

there are merely two curves followed by a final lie ; above the two curves

thei'e is a dot ; below them there is a grouj) of four dots, which would

serve for several quite ditierent combinations of lettei'S. It is, however,

' Or 6907 : the diacritical points are oniitted in the word d^x^.

- " Itinera Hicrosolvni." (Orient Latin, i, p. 302). Toblcr, " Dcscriptiones

Terroc Sancta-," p. 78.
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possible, I think, to prove that what is meant is a certain Church of the

Virgin, about which we have elsewhere distinct and copious historical

evidence, although it has not hitherto been distinctly set forth.

I shall begin by proving that the church mentioned by our author

is the same as another church in Jerusalem whose name, which likewise

is extremely obs3ure, has been preserved to us by Eutychius ; the

<LajJ1 Lj^jJS. It is evident, if we compare this (L\-0\ with the <);j^v]\

of our text, that the word, however it may be really spelled, is the same.

Their identity is finally proved by the fact that we are told by

Eutychius that this very church, together with that of Gethsemane, was

one of the first churches destroyed by the Persians ; ' both of them, he

adds, are in ruins even to this day.^ Pococke, the translator of Eutychius,

has transcribed this name as Ecclesia Eleniae, thereby giving one to

understand that it was a church of Helena* But it is certain that

it is not a church of St. Helena that is meant ; besides, the name of

Helena is written quite differently in Arabic ;* still less is it a church

of St. Anne, as some writers have arbitrarily guessed.

In another passage = Eutychius tells us about this same church. Peter,

the Patriarch of Jerusalem, he says, sent St. Saba to the Emperor

Justinian, with instructions to obtain from him several favours, among

others, the building of a hospital (bhnarestdn) for strangers, and the

completion of the Keniset Elineh, the building of which had been begun

by Elias and had not been finished"—which favours were granted and

straightway carried out.

If we now refer to the Greek writers of the same period, for instance

to the Life of St. Saba, by Cyril of Scythopolis, what do we find?' St.

Sabas, sent by the Patriarch Peter, begs Justinian to establish at

Jerusalem a hospital {nosokomeion) for sick pilgrims, and to finish the

1 Eutychius's " Annals," ii, p. 213—

2 Eutychius died in 939.

^ In another passage, which I quote liereafter, lie translates it boldly

Helenas templum, and to establish this reading lie corrects in an erratum

(II, p. 212, line 15) Eleuiae {Elem'ae) into Helenae.

* ^<\jJb. as Eutychius himself spells it iu other parts of his work

("Annals," i, p. 408).

' Sepp. "Jerusalem," i, p. 674, evidently trusting to an identification

of Tobler's "Jerusalem," i, p. 428, note; but this identification of Tobler's

was put forth by him with far less confidence. Compare Tobler's " Die Siloah-

quelle," p. 173, note 2.

* Eutychius, indeed, tells us earlier in his "Annals" (ii, 109), that the

Patriarch Elias (who died in 513) built many churches, among others the

Z<j]\ L^JJS ( l^^^.'_ ^L) which be did not finish.

' § 72, Cotelerius, " Monum. Eccl. Grace," iii, p. 343.
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neiv church of the Virum^ wliioh had ln'Oii begun by Archbishop EHas.

Kat TT}V avTodi 6(fif\i(t>6(~Laav vtav r^f GforoKou (KKKr^a-inv npo \p6vov vnb tow

ap^UTTKTKunov' \l\ia diKo^ofxtjaiu kcu SiaKoafxiicnu.

Justinian granted the wish of Peter and St. Saba, and sent to

Jerusalem the arcliitect and machinan'us Theodoras, to buihl the new
church of St. Mary, tlie Holy Mother of God, Ever Virgin. 'EttI rw tijj/

Vfav oiKobop-inrat fKKKrjaiav ttJs uyUii QforoKOV Koi adnapdevov Mapi'as.'

The wcn'k husted for no less than \-2 years. The author describes this

church, which he calls tj via (KKXrjrrla r^r navvpufjTov QtoroKov —as a

wondrous building, surpassing all those of which the Greek writers

tell us.

This identification will, I think, be regarded as proved : that which

Eutychius calls the a.kjj] <U,.uo.i, and our text calls the church of iuJukl'

is indisputably the new church of the Virgin mentioned in the " Life of

St. Saba," which was begun by the Patriarch Elias, and finished by the

Emperor Justinian. This is an important historical point which has

hitherto been overlooked by modern writers on the history of Palestine.

This point being established, it becomes, on the other hand, more
than probable that this church is no other than the famous Basilica of the

Virgin, which, according to Procopius,* was built at Jerusalem by
Justinian's orders, of which church the Byzantine historian has left us

that detailed description, which is the subject of so many controversies

among archaeologists. Procopius distinctly says that this matchless

sanctuary was commonly called by the people the " ne«' church" {viav

fKKXrjaiav Kot.vov(rt.p{f) oi fm^wpiot)—which, as we have seen, agrees exactly

with the expression always used by the writer of the " Life of St. Saba "

when speaking of that Church of the Virgin which I pi'opose to identify

with this one.

This distinguishing name of the new church seems to have remained in

use for a long time, for the Commemoratormm de casts Dei, which
was written at the beginning of the ninth century, says distinctly "In
Sancta Maria nova, quam Justinianus imperator exstruxit, xii." ' This

work draws a clear distinction between this Sanctuary of the Virgin,

built by Justinian, and the two other churches at Jerusalem under the

same invocation, to wit :

—

1. The church of St. Mary,' marking the spot where the Virgin was
born, in the Sheep-pool ('' in Sancta Maria ubi nata fuit in Pro-

batica, V.").

2. The church at Gethsemane, in the valley of Jehoshaphat, which

* Coteleriiis, " Jronum. Eccl. Graec," iii, p. 34(5.

- Procopius, "De Aedificiis Justiniani," V, 6. On this subject see the

Tarious theories supported by Williams, Robinson, Tobler, Fergusson, Sepp,
de Yogiic, &c.

* " Itinera Ilicrosolym." (Orient Latin, i, p. 302).
•• Theodosius, A.n. 530, Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, vol. ii, ]>. 11.
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marks the place whei'e the Virgin was buried (" in valle Josaphat^

in villa qne dicitur Gethsemane, ubi Sancta Mai'ia sepulta fuit,

ubi sepulcrum ejus est venerabile ").

This accurate description now enables us to make out distinctly among

the three churches of the Virgin mentioned by Antoninus Martyr, as

being in existence in Jerusalem in 570, which have too often been con-

fused by modern critics, the following :

—

1. St. Mary, of Gethsemane ("basilica Sancte Marie, in qua monstratur,

sepulcrum ").

2. St. Mary, of the Sheep-pool (" ad piscinam natatoriam, que quinque

porticus habet, et in una earum est basilica Sancte Marie, in qua

multe tiunt virtutes ").

3. The St. Mary's which Antoninus Martyr foiind when he came from

Sion, with its numerous household of monks, its hospices for

lodging male and female pilgrims—in which he himself was

lodged—and its hospital for the sick ("de Sion venimus in

basilicam Sancte Marie, ubi est congregatio magna monachorum,

ubi sunt et xenodochia viroruni et mulierum ; susceptus

peregrinus sum ; mense innumerabiles, lecti legrotorum sunt

amplius tria millia ").

This last basilica of St. Mary is beyond doubt that which had been

built by Justinian a few years before. What, in my opinion, renders this

certain is that Procoj^ius informs us that Justinian founded and attached

to the sanctuary a hospice for pilgrims and a hospital for the poor. It

may be remembered, also, that St. Saba asked Justinian to build both a

hospital for pilgrims and the gi-eat basilica of the Virgin.

To sum up, the result of all these identifications is that the basilica

of the Virgin, built by Justinian, and spoken of with so much admira-

tion by Procopius, is the same as the church of Hj^j^W mentioned in

our text. Though this piece of evidence opens a new field, still this is

not the place to discuss the much-vexed question of the true site of

this basilica. I shall confine myself to saying a few words about the

possible derivation of this obscure Arab name. When I compare the

certainly cognate forms iiXj]\ and tLOoiV given by Eutychius and our

text respectively, I ask myself whether there may not lurk in these

forms a transliteration of the Greek rj Nea, the new, which, according to

the testimony of Procopius, confirmed by the "Life of St. Saba" and

the treatise " De casis Dei," seems to have been the sijecific and popular

title of Justinian's great Basilica." If so, we ought to restore it to its

normal form, as ^jJkW, or ijuuOl, en-neia, en-neiya, or even en-nea,

' This latter form being subject to the incidences of palteography, which I

have laid down, supra.
" Compare the form vii.6to.toi; co-existeut with vtioTaTOQ.
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pronounceil witli ;i short i between "e" aiul "a," wliich seems to aifue
that there was a viil<,'ar form neki for uta, which we may admit ' without
going so far as to refer it to the inrtuence of the Ionian dialect, u-hich

is unlikely. Strictly speaking, we may conceive a form djuJ^\, which

would be a very faithful transliteration of vta, with a hamzated ya to
mark the hiatus between the two vowels. As for the final alpha
represented by ha, our text itself furnishes us with a certain example,

and one very much to the purpose (see the following number) : cl'jj.^

(and not Lvj »^) = 2o0ta.

No. 5.—Lx_jj_^ ^u^;jJiJl a.'^ujuy.i', "the Church of St. Sophia."

—This is the basilica mentioned in many of the accounts of pilgrimages ^

in the seventh century, which was supposed to be built on the site of
the Prtetorium, or " House of Pilate." Perhaps it is also mentioned in

a fragment of a Greek inscription in Jerusalem, hastily reproduced in
Waddington's collection (No. 1903), of which I took a better copy in 1869.

No. 6.—^Ujj", which M. Broyde translated Kesman (?), should be

corrected to ;LcjJ, or rather ^jj^yi ;» it comes from the vulgar form

Ko^fxas for Kocrixus. The treatise "De casis Dei,"^ mentions, about the
year 808, the existence of a .sanctuary at Jerusalem dedicated to the two
saints, patrons of physicians, "In sancte Cosma et Damiano, ubi nati
fuerunt. III, et ubi medicabant, presbyter I." This must be same of
which Moschus speaks in his " Pratum Spirituale "

: * etr tov &yiop Koa-fiau

KOI Aa^iiauou. We hear also of a church of St. Cosmass at Jerusalem at

the time of the Crusades. As is well known, the saints Cosmas and
Damian are worshipped together, and in many places churches are built
under their united invocation.

No. 7.—M. Broyde reads ^^AJ:\, " the Cross," but there is no sad

;

the group of letters is very uncertain ; the fourth may be a kaf instead

of a lam
; ....^ol^Il, " the school," is not likely to be the true reading.

' I have not the oriy;iiiai text at liand, and cannot say whether the
monastery of Neas mentioned by St. Gregory the Great (ap. Couret, " La
Palestine," p. 214, n. 7), has any connection with Justinian's f«:/cAjj(Tio vea.

- "Breviarius de Hierosoljma " ("Itinera" of the Orient Latin Societv,
vol. i, p. .59 ; Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, vol. ii, p. 16) " basilica grandis

. . . et vocatur Sancta Sophia "
; Theodosius, § 7, Palestine Pilgrims' Text

Society, vol. ii, pp. 10, 11, " ecclesia Sancte Sophie " ; Antoninus Martyr,
§23, Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, vol. ii, p. 19, " basilica Sancte Sophie."

^ Compare (j^Uui ,U in Eutychius's "Annals," vol. ii, p. 513.

* " Itinera Hierosolym.," p. 302.
' Migne, " Patrologie grecque," vol. Ixxxvii, § 127 (twice).

^ Paoli, I, 236, " Guido de S. Cosma de domibus . . . juxta S. Cosmani."

D
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Xo. 8.—For ,^ J, see above, in the comment on No. 2'. ^Lu]^ ,^J

= oIkos T^f 'Avao-rdo-fwf ; exactly what we call " the Church of the Holy

Sepulchre."

]^o_ 10.—I do not see what name can lurk under this formula : pro-

bably some more or less mutilated transcript of a Greek name. The first

letter may not be a sin : the whole figure may be divided into two

curves, which, by the addition of different diacritical points, might form

any combination of letters whatever.

Could it be a transliteration of the name Veronica (BepoviKri,

Vironiee, Vironica, Veronica, Beronica)? If so, we must assume a

primitive form \^ jsj or \sj t .jj . It is true that the localisation of the

legend of St. Veronica at Jerusalem is of late date, Tobler {op. cit. I,

p. 251) says that the House of St. Veronica is mentioned by pilgrims for

the first time in 1449.

No. 11. It is hard to prove that this Church of St. Mark is the same

as the jjoJ ^ .U of the present day, where the Syrian convent is, for

the historical notices of the latter do not extend beyond the fifteenth

century.'

No. 12.—M. Broyd6 reads ^ J. " on the west side of Sion "
;
one

may be permitted to feel some doubt about this.

No. 13.—Instead of M. Broyd^'s meaningless El-Ibrounatik we ought

simply to read J^\jtJ 1\ el-Ibroubatlkl, an exact transliteration of

npo^ariK^, the Sheep-pool, Probatica. This Gospel name for the church

which afterwards became St. Anne's, by a cimous alteration of the legend

which I have explained elsewhere, was still perfectly well known in the

time of Sophronius, who uses it in one of his odes.-

No. 14.
—" The House of St. James."—Perhaps this is the Church of

St. James now in the Armenian Convent, although this church does not

appear in any descriptions of Jerusalem earlier than the eleventh

century. I find, however, in the treatise Be casis Dei, written about 808,

mention of a monastery or church under this invocation {in Sancto

Jacoboy Theodosius* also speaks of a place near the city (south of the

> Theodosius (" Itinera Hier.," i, p. 65 ; Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society,

p. 10), writing in the sixth century, places " the House of St. Mark the

EvangeUst " on Mount Sion.

- Migne, " Patrologia graeca," vol. Ixxxvii, p. 3822 (compare St. John

Damascenus). {See Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, vol. xi, Extracts, &c.,

pp. 31, 32). This ode is of rare interest, for it shows us in process of

formation the legend which by a play upon words has made out of Bethesda

" the House of Grace," the Sett Hanna of the Arabs, with the double meaning

of " House of Grace" and " House of Anne " (which means the same thing).

3 " Itinera," &c., i, p. 302 ; Tobler's " Descriptiones," p. 78.

4 "Itinera," &c., i, p. 65.
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Haraiu) \\ liieli was calknl Scmcius Jacobus ; but he does not say that

there was a church tliere.

No. 16.— In spite of its apparently Arabic form, this name must also be

a transliteration. One might be tempted to read J.juL\i = campanile
;

but any mention of the belfry of the Church of the Holy Sej)ulchre

would have the effect of bringing the date of the fragment down to the

period of the Crusades, seeing that this belfry, which is altogether built

to suit Western usages, only dates from the twelfth century.

No. 17.—(^. ,l3is>J^ is perhaps a transliteration of some Greek name
(ending in ov or av ?). Pahoographic alterations possible.

No. 18.—"The Fountain of Consolation." This is merely the Foun-
tain of Siloam, with its Arabic name correctly written ^Ahi Sehvdn.

No. 19.—"Namila" should be Mdmila, JLLdc ; it. is the name of the

Pool Mamilla, of which I have already spoken at length, and where the

prisoners were ]>enned up. It should be noted that this place yielded

the greatest number of dead bodies (24,518 I).

No. 20.—I have sought in vain for the meaning of " the golden city."

It seems difhcult to connect it with the Golden Gate, a mistaken title

which did not come into being till later, apparently through the Crusaders
{Poita Speciosa, Iiv\r) Qpaia, partes Oires)j The two words in the MS.
are perhaps two misspelt transcripts from the Greek. Can they possibly

allude to some church dedicated to St. John Chrysostom]
,Xo. 21.—There were several churches and convents of St. John^ at

Jerusalem, and we have only too many to choose from. This church is

perhaps that mentioned in the Commemoratoriimi de Casis Dei,^ in the
words " in sancto Johanne, ubi natus fuit."

No. 22.—"Of Hercanien—the—King "(?).—The quite different read-

ing which I propose instead of this, "Of the djerok6mion of the King"

seems to be indisputable. The Arabic word, ^»j^J 5=-, which is

very accurately punctuated, is nothing more than an exact trans-

literation of the Greek yrjpoKOfjiflov, "hospice for old men." This is

jierhaps the same establishment which is spoken of in the year 531, in

the life of John the Silent, by the Monk Cyril. " He (St. John) came
to Jerusalem and abode in the first gerocernium (sic) of the Holy City, in

which is the oratory of St. George* the Martyr." I take the word
gerocernio in this passage to be merely a mistake for gerocomio. In
1868 I took a copy and squeeze of a Greek inscription which is built

into the north wall of the city upside down, near the Gate Bab ez-Zahireh.

' " La Citez de Jherusaleui," §§ 11, 12, 13, 15, 17.

- " Saint Job " in M. Broyde's translation is apparently a misprint.

^ " Itinera," &c., voL i, p. 302 ; Tobler's " Descriptiones," p. 79.

' "Acta Sanct," Bolland., May 13, III, p. 233. I Lave not by me
iinvthiug more tlian a quotation in Contribution.^ foa-ards an index bearing
upon the topography of Jerusalem (p. 30), by B. M'Grigor.

B 2
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It contains the dedication of a yepoKOfjif'iov (sic) which cannot be the one

In the text : it was a hospice for women, founded by John and Verine of

Constantinople under the invocation of the Virgin.

The gerokomwn of our Arabic text, being qualified as that " of the

Kino-," must be an establishment founded by some Byzantine Emperor.

Can'^it be one of Justinian's > hospices ? or is it one of the gerokomia,

ptochia, or monasteria, built by the Emi)ress Eudoxia ?
-

No. 24.—M. Broyde has left out this passage. What can the

ul^'LO . ^--< of the Resurrection be ? What is meant is apparently some

outbuilding connected with the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Can it be

a mutilated transcript of MaprCpiovl Perhaps it is tlie plural, "the

chapels." We know that Martyrion was, strictly speaking, the name of

one of the three buildings which, together, formed the church ;
namely,

the Anastasis, or Church of the Resurrection proper, with the Holy

Sepulchre ;
Calvary, or Golgotha, and the Martyrion, or Constantino's

basilica, including the place of the Invention of the Cross. The text has

already spoken of the Kidmeh, or Anastasis, and of the Juljuleh, or

Golgotha, so that we may have here the Martyrion, which would complete

the oroup. The distinction between the three buildings which bear these

names had already been clearly laid down by Eucherius (§ IV) about the

year 440. Compare Arculfus (§ VII) " basilica .... a rege Constantino

constructa, que et martyrium appellatur." Also Bede, § II.

The Pilgrimage of St. Sylvia, whose date is about the year 385,

speaks in express terms of the Martyi'iitm, which, nevertheless, was

regarded as forming part of Golgotha (ed Gamurrini, p. 63, et passim). ^

Nos. 25 and 26.—The little and the great markets. The author has

already spoken (No. 9) of " the Market" without any qualification. This

would make three distinct markets ; and this was indeed the number of

the markets of Byzantine Jerusalem at the time of the Arab conquest, as

we learn from an ancient and curious tradition preserved by Mudjir

ed-Dln."

]Sro. 27.—"Church of St. Serapion." The MS. has at full length

SerahiHn, that is, Serapion. I find no mention in any other writer of a

church at Jerusalem dedicated to St. Serapion. Perhaps it may be a

copyist's error, and instead of the sin, with which it begins, we ought to

read two curves representing letters with diacritical points. But the

^ Procopius De Aedifidis, V, 6.

2 Life of St. Euthymius, ed. Cotelerius, " Mou. Eccl. Gr.," vol. iii, p.. 282.

' This last and most interesting description of a pilgrimage is generally

attributed to St. Silvia of Aquitania. Is this attribution certain? May

wc not bare here the detailed account of the pilgrimage of St. Paula, which

took place at about the same period, and of which we hitherto knew nothing

save from St. Jerome's very brief notice? or may it not be the pilgrmuige

of Maroella ?

" El-uns el-djelil, Cairo, p. 401. He adds tlint those three markets are of

Byzantine construction (miu bina er-Riim).
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cojiibiiiatioiis whitli T have tliniiffht of baseil upon this notion iiave given

me no satisfactory result. The Lifa of Ptittr the Jherian^ tell us of a

convent at Jerusalem founded by St. Passarion ; can ,» _v.<^-^- be an

inverted form of ..,».i ,Lv.j Bas.turion^= I'assarion'':

No. 28.—One could read this JjkJ, but the word or name intended

coukl hardly be explained. It seems better to read it, as M, Broyd6

does, ^\S£, and understand it to mean "in front of Golgotha" ; what is

intended is jtrobably the parvise, or open courtyaid before the Church of

the Holy Sepulchre.

No. 29.—The second word is not Jlxsj!^ as M. Broyde seems to have

read it, to judge by his translation ("mountains''), but rather «__>lA.aj]l

(sec before. No. 3). .^>lJv,:>- if it be really the word meaning "gardens,"

must be regarded as a plural formed from a plural, .\j^:>. , tt.Jvj>-

No. 30.—" The ruin of David." M. Broyde has read and translated

this as though it were < j1_^-o (a form, by the way, which is not

Arabic.) It is really the woi'd mihrdb, "oratory." The Mihrab of

David, at Jerusalem, is well known from Arabic writers '* and traditions ;

it is the name which is given at the present day to the Tower of David,

or the Qal'a, " the fortress," which is on the right hand as you enter by
the Jaffa Gate.

No. 32.—" From the place where the wall is." This means nothing at

all, as the wall, of course, reaches all round the city. The text really

has also the word ^jLi>, "has been destroyed" : the copyist has written

this word badly, has crossed it out and rewritten it correctly on the

margin. It means the place where the breach was made by the besiegers,

by means of the mine, as I have ah-eady explained at length (p. 37).

Moreover, in another passage (p. 36 of the translation), the author
distinctly states that the Persians 7nade a breach with their siege

engines in the wall of the Holy City, and he uses the same word.

In this long list of holy places there are two, of which one is surprised

to tind no mention : first, the important Church of Gethsemane, which
Eutychius distinctly tells us was destroyed by the Persian invaders

;

and secondly, the great basilica of St. Stephen, built in 460 by the

Emjjress Eudoxia, the wife of Theodosius, at the gate of Jerusalem. It

was, by reason of its position, exposed to the first attacks of the Persians,

and it is probable that it did not escape from destruction and slaughter.

' " Raabe Petrus der Iberer," pp. 33, mq. (</. Cliabot, Kevue de I'Orient

Latin, 1895, p. 372).

- See, for example, Eutychius's " Annals," toI. i, p. 354.
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Perhaps the names of these two churches lurk under some of these in

the Arabic text which have been misspelt, and whose original form I

have been unable to restore.^

P.S.—One might also think that ijU^J^ ,Ls No. 2, p. 43, alludes to

the Convent of St. Melauie (ijU\'^ for dSL< ?) ; and that under No. 4

<L)sJ\,aI^ (^jJ^ of Eutychius) might be corrected to Li^^\ el-Banaya =
Ilavayia. But it is with all reserve that I indicate these conjectural

restorations.

NOTE ON RECENTLY FOUND NIPPUR TABLETS.

By Professor H, V. Hilprecht, Ph.D., D.D., LL.D.

I EXAMINED recently 730 clay tablets of Nippur which had been dis-

covered in a room (5-5m. by 2"75m. wide) about 6m. below the surface in

the central part of the north-western ridge of the ruins of NufFar. A
considerable number of these cuneiform documents were intact and in a

tine state of preservation, but the rest of them were cracked and broken

or otherwise more or less damaged. After a careful examination of the

building itself, and of the condition, position, and, first of all, contents of

the tablets found therein, it ]:)ecame evident to me that the excavated

room had been once used as a business archive by the wealthy and

influential firm of Murashl Sons of Nippur, who lived in the time of

Artaxerxes I (464-424 B.C.) and Darius II (423-405 B.C.), in whose reigns

the documents are dated. The importance of these tablets, which furnish

us valuable information concerning the cultivation of the ground around

Nippur, the lease of canals and works for irrigating the fields and date-

groves, and, first of all, concerning the pajanent of taxes by the difi"erent

classes of the population, is increased by the fact that they give U3 a

faithful picture of the life in Babylonia at the time when Ezra led the

second party of Jewish exiles from Babylonia to Palestine.

Particularly interesting are the jiroper names of these tablets. The

early Babylonian names begin to disappear, and foreign names taking

their place become very common. Especially numerous are Persian and

Aramean personal proper names, such as Arabak, Arsham, Arid, Arta-

barri, Artahshar, Attarapata, Bagd, Baga'dAta, Bagaiskshu, Baga'm'iri,

' For example, it may be that No. 3 is a corrupted form of AjJ Utw^^^auJ
'

,

Gethsemani, especially considering the passage in Eutychius which speaks of

the Church of Gethsemane and the Church of the Yirgin (aLlj^!! ^= Ju^AAJ^,

No. 4 of our text) side by side. As for the basilira of St. Stephen, we might

think of No. 2 (iL}L<^'^ ^\S). But these are merely guesses.
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MunushtCtnu, }fitradiUu, Shatabarzana, Tiriddta, &c. (Peraian), on the

one hand, and Ahda\ Addu-natanna, Appussd, Aqahi-ilt, Attar-ntlri',

Dar'iki, Barlk-BH (or B61), Ili-qatari, Nahil-haqahi, NabA-idljabi, Nahii,-

zabad, Qusu-idhabi, &c. (Aramean), on the other hand.

ITnusiially large is the number of Jewish names known from the Old

Testament, especially from the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah. Compare

Addanu (= Addan, Ezra ii, 59, and = Addon, Neh. vii, 61), Adduramviu

(= Adoram, 2 Sam. xx, 24, wrongly pointed by the Massoretes), Bibd

(= Bebai, Ezra viii, 11), Bisd (= Bezai, Ezra ii, 17), Gadalidma

(= Gedaliah, 2 Kings xxv, 22), I/ag(/d {= Haggai, Haggai i, 1),

Jfadanna (= Adna, Ezra x, 30), ^ananidma (= Hananiah, 1 Chron.

iii, 19), llanihi {= Hanun, 2 Sam. x, 1), Igdalidma {= Igdaliah,

Jer. XXXV, 4), fli-zabadu (= Elzabad, 1 Chron. xii, 12), Mattanidma

{= Mattaniah, Ezra x, 27), 2final}hi7nmu (= Menahem, 2 Kings xv, 14),

Miniamhii and MiniamS (= Benjamin), Natan-ilt (= Nathaniel), Skabbata,

(= Shabbethai, Ezra x, 15), ShamaJ^ihiH (=Simeon), Shilimmu (= Shillem,

Gen. xlvi, 24), ZabMu (= Zabbud, Ezra viii, 14), Zabtnd {= Zebina,

Ezra X, 43), Zimmd (= Zimniah, 1 Chron. vi, 20), &c.

There can be no doubt that a considerable number of the Jewish

exiles carried away by Nebuchadnezzar after his conquest of Jerusalem

were settled in Nippur and its neighbourhood. Of this fact there are

various proofs. The Talmudic tradition, which identifies Nippur with

Calneh (Gen. x, 10), gains new force in the light of these facts. It is

also ini])ortant for our theological students to learn, from two of the

inscriptions which I deciphered, that "the river Kebar, in the land of

the Chaldeans," by which Ezekiel, while among the captives of his

people at Tel-abib, saw his famous visions of the cherubims {cf. Ezra i,

1,3; iii, 15 ; x, 15), and for which we hitherto searched in vain in the

cuneiform literature, is identical with the {ndru) Kabaru, a large navigable

canal not far from Nippur.

The ^5^'^^n'T (D'^iii- iii' 2), a Persian word for a certain officer,

appears as {amelu) ddtabdri fi'equently in these inscriptions. One hundred

and twenty of the most important texts, together with a critical inti-o-

duction from my pen and a complete concordance of all the proper

names, so important for all Tranists and Semitists, particularly Old

Testament students, will be jniljlished in the forthcoming ninth volume

of the larger work, " The Babylonian Expedition of the Univei-sity of

Pennsylvania," edited by myself. In this volume, which will be out at

the lieginning f>f December this year, I will also translate and analyse

a number of representative tablets of this collection. The book will be

for sale by Luzac and Co. A volume on the inscriptions dated in the

reign of Darius II is in the course of preparation.

Constantinople, October 20f/<, 1897.
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OX THE DATE OF THE SILOAM INSCRIPTION".

I.—By E. J. PiLCHER, Esq.

If a numismatist 2,000 years hence were to examine an English Gothic

florin of, say, the year 1886, he would observe that the legends upon it

were in " Old English Text." Upon one side he would read the Royal

titles in abbreviated Latin, and ujjon the other he would trace the

English words " One florin. One-tenth of a pound." He would conclude

from this that in the nineteenth century the Latin language was more

or less understood ; and that it was used for certain formal purjaoses.

He would also notice that the words expressing the value of the coin were

in the Old English alphabet, from which he would very naturally infer

that this alphabet was popularly understood : at least to an extent

suflicient to enable ordinary people to decipher the inscription upon a

coin. Therefore, if he were at the same time confronted with an

inscription found in England, he would not rashly conclude that because

it was in Latin it must necessarily be a relic of the Roman occupation of

Britain ; or, if it should be in the " Old English " character, he would

not jump to the conclusion that it was necessarily a memorial of the

Middle Ages. It is somewhat 23aradoxical to be told that this reasoning

does not apply to the question of the Old Hebrew alphabet.

The Old Hebrew alphabet has had a long struggle to get itself

recognised ; and many ingenious attempts have been made to explain

it away altogether. It is now no longer urged that Moses wrote the

Pentateuch in the Square Character, together with the points and

vowels ; it is admitted that the Jews originally employed that branch

of the Phoenician alphabet which we call Old Hebrew ; and it is only

the late use of the latter alphabet which it is attempted to dispute. The

evidence of this late use, however, would seem to be ]jeculiarly strong.

"We have Jewish coins ranging in date from 135 B.C. to 135 a.d. which in

every case have their Hebrew legends, and even their marks of value, in

the Old Hebrew character. Professor Clermont-Ganneau has discovered

a sculptured capital with a bilingual Gneco-Hebrew inscription, which

he attributes to the fourth century a.d., on which the Old Hebrew
character occurs. Further, in The Times of August 3rd, 1897, Mr. F.

C. Burkitt announced that in the fragments of Aquila lately discovered

by Dr. Schechter, the tetragrammaton appears in the Old Hebrew
character, which fact would go fai' to support the view that the manu-
scripts used by Aquila were in Old Hebiew also, and not in the square

alphabet. Aquila is usually considered to have completed his version

about 126 A.D., i.e., shortly before the revolt of Bar-Cochab, who used the

Old Hebrew aljihabet upon his coins. In the face of all this evidence of

the use of Old Hebrew—upon coins, upon stone, and in manuscripts—it

is surely unnecessary to enter into any lengthened defence of the view

that this character was used to a comparatively late period.
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It has even been suggested that the later employment of the Old

Hebrew character was due to an antiquarian revival of the more ancient

style of writing ; but this hypotliesis totally ignores the fact that the

lettering of the coins (to limit ourselves to them) does not revive any

ancient forms ; but makes progression continually in the direction of the

iiiodeiu Samaritan ali)habet. On the Bar-Cochab coins, the Samaritan

A'('/'/< appears for the first time. Tliis cannot be a "revival," because

it did not exist before. We are not dealing with a fossilised script, but

with one which was being modified by daily use.

My paper in the " Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archivology "

was essentially a study of the old Hebrew alphabet in its later develo])-

nifuts. The criticism of Colonel Conder in the July Statement was
unfortunately a hasty one ; and no doubt his many pressing duties

j)revented him from examining the subject with his accustomed thorough-

ness and accuracy. It will therefore hardly be necessary or profitable to

discuss these criticisms in detail. The points at issue may be shown in

the following table :
—

=31: Z3 "7

\-^ n.
"T-I

? ^ -p -p

Here we see four of the typical Siloam letters, and it will be noticed

tliat the forms of these letters really belong to a very late stage in tlie

development of the old Hebrew alphabet. Paheographic study of the

subject shows conclusively that these were the forms in use about the

beginning of the Christian era ; and it may be said with confidence that

they did not exist in the seventh and eighth centui'ies B.C., seeing that we
have ample dated material of that period in the inscribed Assyrian weights

and the Zenjerli inscriptions. The still earlier Lebanon texts and the

Stela of Mesha, are equally far removed from the Siloam alphabet.

The theory which connects the Siloam inscription with Hezekiah rests

purely on the fact that the Old Testament lia]>pens to preserve a record

of the additions maxle by that monarch to the water supply of Jerusalem.

Under the peculiar conditions of that city it is extremely probable that

nearly every king busied himself in this direction, and we may yet come
on the cisterns and aqueducts of Adonizedek. If one were inclined to be

hypercritical, it might be pointed out that the Siloam tunnel is called in

the inscription a " Niqbah," n^p^' '^^^^ ^^'^ have no record of any king

of Judah constructing a JW'jha/, ; in fact, the word does not occur at all

in the Old Testament. What Hezekiah is stated to have made was a
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pSv]~\i "'hicli from otlier passages (such as 1 Kings xviii, 32) was

evidently a mere trench, like Dr. Schick's aqueduct. The ascription of

the Siloam tunnel to Hezekiali would therefore appear to be somewhat

precarious.

II.—By Ebexezer Davis, Esq.

From Colonel Conder's paper "On the date of the Siloam Text " in the

July issue of the Quarterly Statement, I learn that an attempt has been

made by a writer in another periodical to reduce the antiquity of this

famous inscription.

This writer expresses the opinion, as the result of his study of the

Siloam Text, that it is far more modern than scholars have hitherto

supposed, and belongs not to the Solomonic, but to the Herodian age.

The facts and arguments Avhich Colonel Conder brings forward in

support of the old view as to the great antiquity of this epigraph will be

found very hard to set aside or refute. All I wish to do is to add a few

more facts to those adduced by him, which certainly point in the same

direction. Brief reference having been made in Colonel Conder's jjaper

to the Seal of Haggai, perhaps a few facts relative thereto may not be

unacceptable.

mC'
^^CS

This small but interesting object was found 30 years ago, and

described by Captain Warren, R.E., and the Eev. Greville J. Chester, in

" The Recovery of Jerusalem" (London : Bentley, 1871). In this volume

may be seen a figure of the seal, real size, and also a plan of the

excavations .showing the exact spot at which it was discovered.

We read, p. 123 :
" At the south-west angle wae found a second, and

less ancient pavement. It was under this pavement that the Seal of

Haggai, the sou of Shebaniah, was found in 1867."

P. 128 :
" At a depth of 22 feet was found the signet stone of Haggai,

the son of Shebaniah, characters engraved in Hebrew of the transition

period."

P. 493. Full-sized figure thus described :
" Small seal of hard close-

grained black stone. This is one of the few Jewish objects discovered by

the Society. It was found at the south-west angle of the Haram area.

The inscription is in old Hebrew characters arranged in two lines. It
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records the nimiv of tlie owner, Haggai, sou of ShebniaLi. Its discovery

is related above."

This short text of three words, H^^H^ \2 "'^nT'i gives us eight

letters of the old Hebrew alphabet, Beth, Oimel, He, Cheth, Tod, Lamed,

Nun, and Shin.

Beth, Gimel, Cheth, and Yod ai'e normal antique types occurring iu

texts of eighth century B.C.

He has an old form, occurring also in the earliest Greek.

Lanitd has an old form, but not elongated as on Siloam text.

Nun has the transition form, as at Sebal, 600 b.c.

Shin, as on Baal Lebanon Bowl and Moabite Stone, the earliest

known texts.

I infer that Mr. Pilcher compares the Siloam letters with those on

the seal of Haggai, and finds much similarity between the scripts of

these two texts, and as he believes the seal to belong to the age in

which it was lost (which he determines to be that of Herod), he argues

that the Siloam writing must also have been executed about the same

time, thus post-dating the latter by about 700 years, and entirely

destroying its value for the purposes of comparative pal^ogx-aphy and

Biblical criticism.

The argument grounded on the cii'cumstance of this seal having been

found at the base of the Temple wall, has to me no force whatever, as

small antiques, such as seals, might easily be preserved for centuries,

and afterwards be lost anywhere and anywhen. Their real age can be

known only l)y a strict comparison of their types with those of texts

of known date.

Moi'eover, this seal gives us V^,, the old Biblical Hebrew for " son,"

instead of the Aramaic ^3,, which we should expect to find in the

Jerusalem speech of the Herodian age, so that there is nothing in

either the language or the writing of the seal to indicate that it is not,

at least, six or seven centuries older than Mr. Pilcher would make it

out to be.

That "bar" was used instead of " ben " at the time at which the seal

is supposed to have been lost, may easily be seen by reference to the

Gospels and Acts, where we find such names as n3V"'^3,7
'' *^on of

Jonah," Matt, xvi, 17 ;
Bar Jesus, i^'C?')?!'^™!!!!

" *^t>'i of Joshua,"

Acts xiii, 6; Barnabas, J<^3,2"'ni)
" «on of Naba," Acts iv, 36:

Bartholomew, 'i'^ 7n"'n3,' " •'^oti of Tolmai ; " Bartinueus, "'t<^*2I2"n3,)

"son of Timseus," Mark x, 46. Late Hebrew inscriptions also have

been found in which "^^^ occurs ; one such is noticed by Mr. C. W.
King, in his " Handbook of Engraved Gems," HiUel Rahhi, bar Jfosheh,

i.e., the Rahbi Hillel, son of Moses. Compare also a text mentioned by

Colonel Conder, containing the name of Eleazar bar Azariah, " Syrian

Stone Lore," p. 261. This is written in a debased style, rudely imitative

of the old Jewish script, and very different from the clearly cut and

homogeneous t^i^es of Haggai's seal. It is, liowever, just such writing
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as we should expect to tiiul in use by the Palestinian Jews of the

" Herodian age." In any form the older writing had ceased to be

familiar at the period in question, the " square " character having

superseded it for literary purposes, and probably to a great extent

for epigrajjhy also ; what few instances we have of its employment

after this time may easily be accounted for as pseudo-archaic survivals,

as, for example, the coins of the so-called revolts, if indeed these be

not actual forgeries. Political and religious motives might suggest the

employment of antique forms on a national coinage, but would not be

likely to operate in the fabrication of such an epigraph as that found

at Siloam. Nor would a "clerk of the works" of Herod's time, who
chose to hand down to posterity his explanation of an engineering

l>lunder, such as that made in the Siloam tunnel, be likely to do so

in the unfamiliar idiom of Isaiah and Deuteronomy rather than in his

everyday Aramean or Hellenistic Greek.

At the time of Colonel Conder's residence in Southampton he favoured

me with the use of his "squeese" of the Siloam inscription, by which

means I was enabled to study the text at leisure, and to acquire—from a

reliable source—a fair acquaintance with its peculiarities of language and

writing. I formed an opinion then, which I have seen no subsequent

reason to alter, that its script approximates very nearly to that of the

Law and the Prophets, and has preserved more exactly than any other

known monument the ideal foi-ms of many elements of the old Palestinian

alphabet.

If Mr. Pilcher's hypothesis were correct, we should have some

indication in the inscription itself of its late date, but of this there is none

whatever. Its aljihabet contains no very late types, while its language is

(as Colonel Conder points out) that of the classical period. If the table

of the script of the "Lion Weights" given in Madden's "Jewish Coins"

be correct, the letter Aleph had begun to assume its peculiar Siloam form

as early as 850 B.C. We may also compare a form of Aleph occurring at

Abu Simbel. The variation between the Israelite Aleph, 2/i'm, and jVun,

and the same letters in the texts of Baal Lebanon aiad Diban seems to

have been brought about by a desire on the part of the scribe to avoid

acute angles whenever he could do so. This accords with the funda-

mental ]jrinciple in the science of palteography, known as " the law of

least eifort." It means that writers in every land and every age have

always tried to get through their work as quickly and easily as possible,

Tzade seems early to have lost its original form. Judging from the

variety of shapes given to this letter, it appears to have been one that the

old scribes hardly knew what to do with. It is supposed to have been

originally a picture of a fish-spear or javelin with its attached cord or

" amentum." Perhaps if we turn the old form of the letter through a

right angle, as was done with some of the elements in the primitive

graphic systems, we shall not find so much difference between the two

types of the character. For all we know, the Jerusalem form maybe the

oldei'.

Southampton, September 1st, 1897.







WHAT WAS THE DATE OF THE YEAR OF THE
CRUCIFIXIOX r

By Edward Pearsox.

Has this question ever been considered in the light of the following

statements :

—

1. That Jordan overttoweth all its banks all the time of harvest.

2. Then when the Israelites crossed on the 10th day of the first

month, the overflow was in full foice.

3. That the Passover is held on the 14th day of the first month.

4. That Jesus readied Bethany six days before the Passover, i.e., on

the «th day of the first montli.

5. That ai>parently the night before, he lodged at Zacchaeus' house.

6. That apparently he crossed Jordan and entered Jericho the day

before that.

7. From this we may gather that in that year, on the 6th day of the

first month, Jordan was not overflowiiig all his banks.

8. The question then arises, was it a very early Passover in the year

of the Crucifixion ?

9. We are told that the eve of the Crucifixion the night was cold.

10. It should not be difficult to ascertain how the new moons fell

about A.D. 33.

RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT TIBERIAS IN THE YEAR 1896.

By James Glaisher, F.E.S.

The numbers in column 1 of this table show the highest reading of the

barometer in each month ; the highest appear in the winter, and the lowest

in the summer months ; the maximum for the year was 31 '109 inches, in

February, and the next in order 31 '023 inches, in January.

In column 2 the lowest reading in each month is shown ; the minimum
for the year was 30"205 inches, in August ; and the next in order 30"228

inches, in March.

The lange of readings in the year was 0'904 inch. The range in

the morning observations was 0"S76 inch, being 0"175 inch greater than

the range at Jerusalem.

The numbers in the 3rd column show the extreme range of readings

in each month ; the smallest was 0*301 inch, in July, and the next in

order 0'336 inch, in both August and September ; the largest was 0"690

inch, in January, and the next in order 0"682 inch, in February.
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The numbers iu columns 4 and 5 show the mean monthly reading of

the barometer at 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. ; and those in column 6 the lower

reading at 4 p.m. than at 8 a.m. : the smallest difference between these

two readings was 0"050 inch, in January, and the next in order 0"059

inch, in February ; the largest was 0"107 inch, in October ; and the next

in order 0'098 inch, in June. In England in January the readings at

8 a.m. and 4 p.m. are practically the same ; in all other months the

reading at 4 p.m. is lower than at 8 a.m. ; the greatest difference is

0-025 inch, in June. The mean for the year at Tiberias was 0'081 inch,

being about four times greater than in England.

The numbers in the 7th column show the mean monthly pressure of

the atmosphere ; the highest was 30-791 inches, in February, and the

next in order 30'772 inches, in December ; the lowest was 30'377 inches,

in August, and the next in order 30"401 inches, in July. The mean for

the year was 30*592 inches.

The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 8.

The first day in the year the temperature reached 90° was on April 3rd,

and there were 3 other days in April when the temperature reached or

exceeded 90°
; in May, 10 days ; in June, 23 days ; in July and August it

reached or exceeded 90° on every day ; in September, 28 days ; and in

October, 22 days ; thus the temperature reached or exceeded 90° on 149

days during the year. At Jerusalem the temperature did not reach 90°

till June 4th, and there were only 29 days in the year on which the

temperature was as high as 90°. At Tiberias the temperature was 100°

on June 11th, and reached or exceeded 100° on 4 other days in this

month ; in July, 14 days ; in August, 26 days, and in September 1 day
;

thus on 46 days in the year the temperature reached or exceeded 100°.

At Jerusalem there were only 3 days of this temperature, viz., August
13th, 14th, and 15th. The highest temperature in the year at Tiberias

was 112°, on August 13th ; at Jerusalem it was 103° on August 14th.

The lowest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 9.

The lowest in the year was 34°, on January 31st. The next lowest was
37°, on January 30th ; and from February 1st to the end of the year there

was no temperature so low as 37°
; the nearest approach being 40°, on

both February 4th and 19th ; thus the temperature was as low or lower

than 40" on only 4 nights during the year. At Jerusalem the lowest

in the year was 28°, on Janviary 31st ; and there were 61 nights in the

year when the temperature was as low or lower than 40°.

The yearly range of temperature s^as 78°
; at Jerusalem it was

75°.

The range of temperature in each month is shown in column 10 ; and
these numbers vary from 34° in both January and March, to 52° in both

April and June. At Jerusalem the range varied from 29° in January, to

49° in April.

In column 11 the mean of all the high day temperatures in each month
is shown. The lowest was 61°"6 in January, being ll°-8 higher than that

at Jerusalem ; the next in order were 62°"2 in February, and 68°'6 in
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Marcli ; the highest was 102° in August ; and the next in order 99°'l in

July, and 95°"4 in September. At Jerusalem the lowest were 49'''8 in

January, 52° in February, and 58° in March ; the highest were 91°'3 in

August, 8G°-7 in July, and 84°'5 in Septfiiiber. The mean for the year

at Tiberias was 82°"7
; at Jerusalem it was 7r"5.

In column 12 the mean of all tlie low night temi)eratures in each

month is shown. The lowest was 45°"8 in January, the next in order were

47°-7 in February, and 47°"9 in March ; the highest was 74°-4 in August,

and the next in order were 70° "7 in July, and 70° 'S in September. At
Jerusalem the lowest were 37°'9 in January, 38°-6 in February, and 42°-2

in March ; the highest were 69°"5 in August, 65°"4 in July, and 63°"5 in

September. At Tiberias the yearly value was 59° '4 ; at Jerusalem it

was 54° "3.

In column 13 the mean daily range of temperature is shown in each

month ; the smallest was 14°'5 in February, the next in order were 15°'8

in January, and 20°"3 in December ; the greatest was 30° in June, and

the next in order were 28°-4 in July, and 27°'6 in August. At Jerusalem

the smallest were 11°'6 in December, 11°"9 in January, and 13°'4 in

February ; the greatest were 21°'8 in August, 21°"3 in July, and 21°'l in

June. At Tiberias the mean daily range for the year -was 23°"3
; at

Jerusalem it was 17°"2.

The mean temperature of the air, as found from the maximum and

minimum temperatures only, is shown in each month in column 14. The

lowest was 53° "7 in January, and the next in order were 55° in February,

and 58°"3 in March ; the highest was 88°'2 in August, and the next in

order were 84°'9 in July, and 82°'8 in September. At Jerusalem the

lowest temperatures were 43°"8 in January, 45°'3 in February, and 50°"1 in

March ; the highest were 80°"4 in August, 76^ in July, and 74° in

September. At both Tiberias and Jerusalem the mean temi^erature

increased month by month to the maximum in August, then decreased

mouth by month to the end of the year. At Tiberias the yearly value

was 71°'l ; at Jerusalem it was 62°"9.

The numbers' in the 15th and 16th columns are the mean readings of

a dry and wet-bulb thermometer, taken daily at 8 a.m. If those in

column 15 be compared with those in column 14, it will be seen that

those in column 15 were a little higher in March, June, July, August,

October, November, and December, and a little lower in the remaining

months. In the year 1890 the mean of the dry-bulb was l°'l lower than

that of the maximum and minimum thermometers ; in 1891 it was 1^'5

lower : in 1892, 0°-4 higher ; in 1893, 0°-7 lower ; in 1894, 0°-5 lower ; and

in 1895 0°*1 lower ; the mean of the six differences is 0°'6
; and therefore

' In a letter from Dr. Torrance, he states that on December 12th, 1895,

during a storm, the thermometer house was overturned and the dry bulb and

iiiaxinium thermometers were broken. During 1S96, instead of the dry bulb

thermometer, tlie bulb of the maximum thermometer was used ; consequently

all the hygrometrical deductions of 1896 arc approximate only.
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the mean temperature of the year may be approximately determined by a

siiio-le reading of the thermometers taken daily at 8 a.m.

The numbers in the 17th column are the temperature of the dew-point,

or that temperature at which the air would be saturated by the quantity

of vapour mixed with it ; the smallest difference between these numbers

and those in column 15 was 4° "4 in March, and the largest 11° '6 in

September.

The numbers in column 18 show the elastic force of vapour, or the

length of a column of mercury in inches corresponding to the pressure

of vapour ; the smallest was 0"346 inch in February, and the largest

0'918 inch in August.

In column 19 the weight in grains of the water in a cubic foot of air

is shown ; it was as small as 3'9 grains in February, and as large as 9'7

grains in August.

In column 20 the additional quantity of water required to saturate a

cubic foot of air is shown ; it was as small as 0'7 grain in February,

and as large as 4*5 grains in Aiigust.

The numbers in column 21 show the degree of humidity of the air,

saturation being represented by 100 ; the largest number is 86 in

March, and the smallest 50 in October.

The numbers in column 22 show the weight in grains of a cubic foot

of air, under the mean atmospheric pressure, temperature, and humidity of

the air ; the largest number was in February, decreasing to the smallest

in August, then increasing to the end of the year.

In columns 23 and 24 ai'e the mean readings of a dry and wet-bulb

thermometer taken daily at 4 p.m. By comparing the numbers in

column 15 with those in column 23, the increase of temperature from

8 a.m. to 4 p.m. is shown ; in December the increase was only 0°'6, and in

May it was as much as 9° "8.

In column 25 the temperature of the dew point at 4 p.m. is shown.

By comparing these numbers with those in column 17, it will be

seen that the temperature of the dew jJoint in the months of February,

April, November, and December was higher than at 8 a m., and lower

than at 8 a.m. in the remaining months. The numbers in this colvimn

are smaller than those in column 23, by 8° '4 in February, increasing to

30°'l in June, decreasing to 5°"5 in December ; these differences between

the temperature of the air and that of the dew point are very much

larger than those at 8 a.m., being in sevei^al months more than twice as

large.

On several days during the months of May, June, July, September,

and October, at 4 p.m., the reading of the dry-bulb thermometer exceeded

that of the wet by 20° or more, and the temperature of the dew point

was from 32°"3 to 39°-7 lower than the temperature of tlie air, as shown by

the following table :

—
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Month and Day.
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the veai' was 4"6 4 inches, in November, and the next iii order, 4"03 inches,

in Februarv. The total fall for the year was 18'75 inches. At Jerusalem

the total fall for the A^ear was 32-90 inches.

RESULTS OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
TAKEN AT JERUSALEM IN THE YEAR 1896.

By James Glaisher, F.R.S.

The numbers in column 1 of this table show the highest reading of the

barometer in each month ; of these the highest, as usual, are in the

winter, and the lowest in the summer months ; the maximum for the

year was 27-671 inches, in December, and the next in order, 27'656

inches, in November. The highest reading in the preceding 35 years, viz.,

18G1 to 1895 inclusive, was 27-816 inches, in December, 1879.

In column 2 the lowest reading of the barometer in each month is

shown; the minimum for the year was 26 970 inches, in March, and the

next in order, 27-036 inches, in January. The lowest ]-eading in the

preceding 35 years was 26-972 inches, in April, 1863, and February, 1865.

The numbers in the 3rd column show the extreme range of readings

in each month ; the smallest was 0-2i',2 inch, in July, and the next

in order, 0-223 inch, in June ; the largest was 0-562 inch, in January
;

and the next in order, 0-468 inch, in each of the months of February,

March, and April. The mean monthly range for the year was 0-356

inch. The mean for the preceding 35 years was 0-309 inch.

The range of barometer readings in the year was 0-701 inch. The

largest range in the preceding 35 years was 0'742 inch, in 1872 ;
and

the smallest, 0-491 inch,, in 1883.

The numbers in the 4th column show the mean monthly pressure of

the atmosphere ; the highest was 27*494 inches, in December, and the next

in order, 27-482 inches, in November ; the lowest was 27-289 inches, in

July, and the next in order, 27-300 inches, in March. The mean

yearly pressure was 27-379 inches. The highest mean yearly pressure in

the preceding 35 years was 27-443 inches, in 1861, and the lowest,

27-357 inches, in 1894. The mean for the 35 years was 27-389 inches.

The temperature of the air reached 90° on June 4th, and there

were 3 other days in June when the temjjerature reached or exceeded 90".

In the preceding 14 years the earliest day in the year the temperature

was 90° was March 25th in the year 1888 ; in July it reached or

exceeded 90° on 6 days; in August, on 17 days; and in September, on

2 days, the 29th being the last day in the year of a temperature as high

as 90°. In the preceding 14 years the latest day in the year this

temperature reached 90° was October 23rd, 1887. The temperature

reached or exceeded 90° on 29 days during tlie year. In the year 1892
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the number of days of this high temperature was 23, and in 18H7 was 73
;

the average of the 14 years was 39. Tlie highest temperature in the

year was 103°, on August 14th ; the highest in the preceding 14 years,

viz., 1882 to 1895, was 108°, in June, 1894.

The temperature of the air was as low as 28° on January 31st, and
was as h)w or lower than 40° on 20 other nights in January ; in February

on 20 nights ; in March on 1.") nights ; in April on 4 nights ; and in

^December on 1 night. Thus the temperature was as low or lower than
40° on 61 nights during the year. In the year 1892 the number of niglits

of this low temperature was 19, and in 1894 was 113 ; tlie average for

the 14 years was 55.

The highest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 5.

In January it was 57°, being the lowest in the year, and 3°'G below the

mean of -the 14 high day temperatures in January. The high day
temperature was also below its average in March, May, September, and
October, and above in the remaining mouths. The mean for the year

was 83°"1, being 0°"9 below the average of 14 years.

The lowest temperature of the air in each month is shown in column 6.

In January it was 28', being the lowest in the year, and 3' 5 below the

average. The low night temperature was also below its average in

February, April, and June, and above in the remaining months. The
mean for the year was 45''8, being 1°"5 above the average of 14 years.

The range of temperature in each month is shown in column 7 ; the

numbers vary from 29° in January to 49° in April. The mean range
for the year was 37°'3, being 2° -4 less than the average of 14 years.

The range of tem^jerature in the year was 75°. The largest in the

preceding 14 years was 81°, in 1894 ; and the smallest, 63°'5, in the

year 1885.

The mean of all the high day temperatures in each month is shown
in column 8. The lowest was 49°"8, in January, being 1°'3 lower than the

average. The highest was 91°*3, in August, being 2"'l higher than the

average. The mean for the year was 7r"5, being 0°'7 belo\y the average
of 14 years.

The mean of all -the low night temperatures in each month is shown
in column 9. The lowest was 37°'9, in January, being 0°'3 lower than the

average ; the highest was 69°'5, in August, being 6° higher than the

average. The mean for the year was 54°-3, or 2°-l above the average of

14 years.

In column 10 the mean daily range of temperature in each month is

shown
; the smallest was 11°

"6, in December ; and the next in order, ir'9,

in January ; the greatest was 2r-8, in August, and the next in order

2r-3, in July. The mean for the year was 17^-2, being 2°-8 less than the

average. The smallest ranges in the jjreceding 14 years were 9°'3, in

January, 1883, and 9°-7, in December, 1890 ; the greatest were 33°-8, in

August, 1886 ; and 30'-l, in the same month of 1887. The smallest mean
for the year was 17'-8, in 1883 ; and the greatest, 24°-3, in 1886.

The mean temperature of the air, as found from the maximum and

E 2
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minimum tem])eratures only, is shown in each month in column 11 ; the

lowest was 43°*8, in January ; and the next in order, 45°"3, in February
;

the highest was 80°"4, in August ; and the next in order, 76°, in July.

The mean for the year was 62°'9, being 0°'7 above the average of 14 years.

The lowest mean temperatures in the preceding 14 years were 39°"8, in

January, 1890 ; and 42°, in December, 1886 ; the highest were 81°"2, in

August, 1890, and 81°"], in July, 1888. The highest mean for the year

was 63°-7, in 1885, and the lowest, 60°, in 1894.

January was the coldest month of the year, and was below its average

both by day and night.

The numbers in column 12 are the mean readings of a dry-bulb

thermometer. If those in column 12 be compared with those in column

11, it will be seen that those in colunm 12 are a little higher in every

month, the difference of the means for the year being 2°'0
; the mean

difference between the mean temperature of the air and that at 9 a.m. for

the 14 years was 3°
'5.

For a few days in the winter months the dry and wet-bulb thermo-

meters read alike, or nearly so, but in the months from May to October

the difference between the readings often exceeded 15°, and was as large

as 29° on May 8th.

In column 13 the mean monthly readings of the wet-bulb are shown
;

the smallest differences between these and those of the dry-bulb were

V-4, in January, and 2°'8, in March ; the largest were 14°"6, in June,

and i4°'5, in October. The mean for the year was 56°'0, and that of the

dry-bulb 64°'9
; the mean difference was 8°'9.

The numbers in colunm 14 are the mean teujpevature of the dew point,

or that temperature at which the air would be saturated by the quantity

of vapour mixed with it ; the smallest difference between these numbers

and those in column 12, were 3°, in January, and 5° "7, in March ; and

the largest were 25°*l,in both June and October, and 24°'2, in July. The

mean temperature of the dew point for the year was 49°'l ; the mean for

the 13 years was 50° 3.

The numbers in column 15 show the elastic force of vapour, or the

length of a column of mercury in inches corresponding to the pressure

of vap nir ; the smallest was 0'263 inch, in February ; and the largest

0'493 inch, in August. The mean for the year was 0'357 inch ; the

average of the 14 years was 0377 inch.

In column 16 the weight in grains of the water present in a cubic

foot of air is shown ; it was as small as 3 grains in February, and as

large as 5"3 grains in both August and September. The mean for the

year was 3*9 grains ; the average of 14 years was 4'2 grains.

In column 17 the additional quantity of water required to saturate a

cubic foot of air is shown ; it was as small as 0"4 grain in January, and

as large as 6'3 grains in August. The mean for the year was 3'3 grains,

the average of 14 years being of the same value.

The numbers in column 18 show the degree of humidity, saturation

being represented by 100 ; the largest numbers appear in January,
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February, March, April, November, and December, and the smallest

from May to October; the smallest of all was 42 in June. The mean

for the year was 60 ; that of the 14 years was 59.

The numbers in column 1!) show the wei<,dit in grains of a cubic foot

of air, under its mean atmo8))heric jjressure, temperature, and humidity.

The largest number was in January, decreasing to the smallest in Augu.st,

then increasing to December. The mean for the year was 483 grains
;

that of the 14 years was 482 grains.

The most prevalent wind in January was S.W., and the least prevalent

was N. ; the most prevalent in February were N.W. and S.W., and the

least .was S. ; the most prevalent in March was N.W., and the least

pj-evalent were N.E., E., and S. ; the most prevalent in April was N.W.,

and the least were N. and S. ; the most prevalent in May were N.W.,

S.E., and W., and the least was S. ; the most prevalent in June was

N.W., and the least wore E., S., and S.W. ; the most prevalent in July

was N.W., and the least was S. ; the most prevalent in August was

N.W., and the least were S.E., S., and S.W. ; the most prevalent in

September was N.W., and the least were S.E. and S. ; the most prevalent

in October were N.W. and N.E., and the least was S. ; the most

])revalent in November were N.E. and N.W., and the least were N. and

S. ; the most prevalent in December was N.E., and the least was S.

The most prevalent wind in the year was N.W., which occurred on 147

times, of which 24 were in August, 18 in September, and 17 in both

June and July, and the least prevalent wind was S., which occurred on

only 3 times during the year, viz., once in each of the months of January,

March, and December.

The total number of times of each wind are shown in the last line of

columns 20 to 27 ; the S.W. wind was of the same value as the average
;

those winds less in number than the average of the preceding 14 vears

were

—

N. by 16

E. ,; G

S. „ 7

W. ., -25

;in<i those winds greater in number than the average of 14 years were—

N.E.
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160 instances of cloudless skies, of which 29 were in June, 25 in July,

and 23 in August, and 2 only in January.

The largest fall of rain for the month in the year was 9'61 inches,

in January, of which 2-15 inches fell on the 16th, 1-82 inch on the

2i)th, and 1-75 inch on the 1st. The next largest fall for the month was

8-65 inches, in February, of which 2-40 inches fell on the 19th, 173 inch

on the 20th, and 1-26 inch on the 3rd. No rain fell from May 21st

till October 16th, making a period of 147 consecutive days without rain.

The total fall of rain for the year was 32-90 inches, being 7-28 inches

above the average of 35 years, viz., 1861 to 1895. The number of

days on which rain fell was 71, being 16 more than the average.

ERRATUM.

A subscriber writes that in Mr. Brown's article on the " Construction

of the Tabernacle," in the Quarterly Statement for July, 1897, there is an

inaccuracy, which, however, does not in the least detract from the force

of his argument. He says, page 155 :—" Each of the 96 hoarih of the

Tabernacle rested on a silver socket weighing a talent." A reference

to Exodus xxvi, 15-23, will show wherein the error consists.
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PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.

NOTES AND NEWS.

The Committee have heaixl with deep regret of the death of Mr.

(.'. W. M. Van de Vekle, who, in the year 1851, uiuh'rtook, unaided

and at his own cost, the task of producing a reliable map of the Holy

Land. Mr. J. T>. Crace, a member of the Executive Committee, thus

wiites of him :

—

" He was a Lieutenant in the Dutch Navy. "What led to his going

to Palestine and devoting himself to a siirvey of that country I do not

know ; but he did devote himself and all his private means to that

object. The result was a map of about ^j- inch to a mile, accompanied

b\' sections showing the altitudes throuj^h several lines, and was bv far

the best and most complete map of Palestine until our own survey

was accom]>lished. His was done by himself alone and entirely at his

own cost. Our own came just in time to cut off any considerable return

to him by his publication of the great work of his life
;

yet he has

never shown any jealou.sy or resentment. Mr. \'an de Velde was,

fortunately, an accomplished artist as well as a skilled surveyor, and

for the last 25 or 30 years has sni)pleniented what means remained to

him by his beautiful water-colour paintings—most delicate, highly-

finished drawings, generally of the scenery of the Riviera, Corsica, &c.

These he used to bring to England and show privately every season.

He had many Englisli friends. He was a man of very gentle, courteou.s,

and modest dispo.sition, very responsive to any kindness, and of deeply

religious feeling ; small of stature, of alert figure, and clear-cut features
;

in manner very quiet, very simple. He spoke English perfectly."

The Times of MiU-oli 21tli has tlic followinji :--

'Tlic deatli is anuouiu'i'd I'roin Mentone of Mr. C. \V. M. Van do Voldo,

IX distinguished Dutchman, who expired there on the 20th instant, after an
illness of about three moiitlis' duration. Eorn in 181S, in Fricslan:!, he
intcrcd the Royal Dutch Navy at an early age, serving in Java and the East
Indian Archipelago, where his great ability as a cartographer caused him to

F
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be appointed to tlie hvdrograpliical office at Batavia. Besides a large map

of Java he published a folio -n-ork entitled ' Gezichten van Niederlansch

Indie,' copiously ilhistrated with Tiews of the Dutch possessious there. On
returning to Europe, and impelled thereto by his deeply religious nature,

he engaged in the formidable task of mapping Palestine single-handed.

Nothing daunted by a failure to obtain help in England, he set otit alone

on his surveying expedition in December, 1851, achieving by indomitable

industry and perseverance such success that those engaged in later years

by the Palestine Exploration Fund in a more minute survey frankly admitted

the complete exactitude of all that Van de Velde had done. The result

of his labours and travels in the Holy Land was published by Messrs.

Blackwood in 1854-55, while his map of Palestine was issued in 1857 by

Justus Perthes, Gotha. The French Government, in recognition of his

merit, had prcvionsly made him a Chevalier of the Legion of Honour. He
was widely known and appreciated as an artist, not only in his own country,

but also in England, France, and Germany, his delicate and truthful water-

colour sketches being much admired. His original survey of the Holy Land

he presented to the Palestine Exploration Fund some time since."

The Committee are still awaiting the Firman for continuing the excava-

tions. As soon as it arrives the work will he recommenced.

The ofTice of the Fund is now established in the new premises at 38,

Conduit Street (a few doors from Bond Street' , where the Museum is open

to visitors every week-day from 10 o'clock till 5, except Saturdays, when it

IS closed at 2 p.m.

Dr. Bliss's detailed account of his three years' work at Jerusalem is now

in the press, and will be published shortly as a separate volume, with the

title " Excavations at Jerusalem, 1894-1897." The book will be copiously

illustrated by maps and plates.

Dr. Masterman writes from Damascus, on February 3rd :

—
" We have

had the most extraordinary weather here of late. For seven days we

received no post, through the railway line being completely hlocked with

snow in the Lebanon. One train from Beyrout was almost buried, and the

passengers suffered the greatest privations. It took upwards of 500 men
seven days' hard work to dig out the train, and get the line clear again.

You will also be interested to hear that the extension of the line from

Beirut to Tripoli is being rapidly pushed on. The new line will start from

the same railway station as the Damascus one. I believe it now reaches

nearly half-way to Tripoli. The railway here has just changed hands, the

original company having found it impossible to work it on the expensive

lines on which it was begun. It is now to be worked much more cheaply

;

especially is reduction to be made in the expenses of the French staff, who

have so far been receiving very large salaries in proportion to the smallness

of the railway. The Hauran trains now only run three days a week."
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The Rev. J. E. iraMUiicr writes:—"The bas-relief observed at ilcjdel,i

and desci'ibed in the Quarterly Slalement for January, 1897, p. 33, has

turned out to be Hvzantine, and is interesting as a snuill but exeecdinf^ly

well-preserved speeinien of tiie works of art with whidi, according to

Chorikios, of Gaza— (or Choricius, A.D. 520)— his native city and other

cities on the Philistian coast were adorned, and for a full description of

•which I may refer those whom the subject may interest to Dr. Iv. B. Stark's

' Gaza, und die phili.stiiisclic Xiiste,' Jena, 1852, pp. 598-011."

Pi'ofessor R. BruuuDW sends the following note :

—

" Chalet Bcauval, Vevey,
" January 16th, 1898.

" I find iu the January number of tlie Quarlerlt/ Statement, p. 33, a short

notice on Greek inscriptions from Jerash. The two first fragments belong,

as Dr. Thompson supposes, to the same inscription which both I and my
friend; Prof, von Domaszcwski, saw in a complete condition on the occasion

of our visit to Jerash last April, when it had just been found. We did not

take a squeeze as we were rather pressed for time and the letters were

perfectly clear. This inscription, as well as several others, was j'ublished

iu the ' Mitthciluugen und Nachrichten' of the German Palestine Society,

1897, No. 3, p. 39, of which I am sending you a copy. Perhaps you will

kindly refer to it in the next number of the Qiiarferli/ Statement. It is

much to be regretted that the inscriptions in the East Jordan country should

not be taken better care of ; I have no do\ibt that this almost perfect block

was broken up very soon after we had been to Jerash, and probably if we
had not happened to pass through at the time it would have been lost, with

the exception of the fragments recovered by Dr. Thompson. The long

and very perfect inscription published by Germer-Durand in the ' Revue
Biblique,' 1893, p. 387, No. 30 {Qajj-BoQ 6/j.vi.) has been broken in two, one

half now serving as a lintel in a modern building.

"I should like particularly to call your attention to our reading of line 5

in the Kusr Bsher inscription (ib., p. 38). Germer-Durand reads (from a

squeeze made by Dr. Bliss) castea et eortji jicexia fossaitextis ; but

there is not the slightest doubt that our reading is the correct one. It

is perfectly clear on the squeeze I made, and we both saw it distinctly on
the stone. I may add that Prof. Domaszcwski is one of the foremost Latin

epographists."

The income of the Society, from December 21st, 1897, to March 26th,

1898, was—from annual subscriptions and donations, including Local Societiee,

£736 8y. 9(^ ; from Lectures, £20 1*. 4(^ ; from sales of publications, &c.,

£208 Ss. lid. ; total, £964 19.s. Od. The expenditure during the same period

was £645 7s. 3d. On March 28th the balance in the Bank was £999 15*. 2d.

Messrs. Blackwood are about to publish a new work by Lieut. -Colonel

Conder, called "The Hittitcs and their Language." It treats of the history

and civilisation of this jicople, and of the decipherment of the inscriptions

F 2
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usuallv ascribed to them. It will be illustrated with copies of all the

princiijal tests in this peculiar hieroglyphic script, amounting to upwards

of seventy in all, found in Mesojiotamia, Armenia, Asia Minor, and Syria.

The following gentlemen have kindly consented to act as Honorary Local

Secretaries :

—

Eev. John Holden, Mansfield House, 126, Unthants Eoad, Norwich.

Eev. G. W. Thatcher, IL.A., B.D., Mansfield College, Oxford.

A. Knight, E.sq., Singapore, India.

Eev. George G. S. Tliomas, Hornsea, near Hull.

Memo, for Siilscrihers to the Survey of Palestine.—In the original pro-

svamme it was intended that the " Archaological Eesearches" of M. Clermont-

Ganneau should be published in one volume, but the work increased so much

:3ince its commencement that the Committee found it necessary to arrange for

the publication of the whole in two volumes. Yol. II has been published in

.advance for the reasons stated in the prefatory note.

Vol. I, which treats of Jerusalem and its neighbourhood, is now well

forward, and, when ready, will be sent out to the first 250 Subscribers without

any increase in their subscriptions for the full set.

'

The set consists of " The Survey of Eastern Palestine," by Lieut.-Colonel

Condcr, LL.D., E.E., in one vol. ;
" The Fauna and Flora of Sinai, Petra,

and the Wady 'Arabah," by H. Chichester Hart, B. A., in one vol.; "The

Arehaological Eesearches," by Professor Clermont-Ganneau, in two vols.

Four volumes m all.

There are only a few copies of the sets left at the price of £7 7*.

Lieut.-Colonel Conder's work, " Tlie Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem "

—

1099 to 1292 A.D.—describing the condition of Palestine under the Crusaders,

is based on the chronicles and contemporary accounts, both Christian and

Moslem, and on the information collected during the progress of the Survey,

with descriptions of the scenes of the important events, and other information

not to be found in previous histories of the Crusades. It forms an octavo

volume of over 400 pages, with two maps, giving the Crusading names and

boundaries of the " Fiefs " throughout Palestine.

A translation of Beha ed Din's " Life of Saiadin," A.D. 1145-1232, forms

the concluding volume of the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Series.

This translation has been compared with the original Arabic, and annotated

by Lieut.-Colonel Conder, LL.D., E.E., with a preface and notes by Major-

General Sir Charles Wilson, K.C.B., F.E.S., E.E.

Copies bound in cloth, with an index, can be had separatdif. Price to

Subscribers to tlie Fund, 6*. Qd.

The price of a complete 'set of these translations, in 13 volumes, with

general index, bound in cloth, is £10 10*. A catalogue describing the

contents of each volume can be had on appUcation to the Secretary,

38, Conduit Street.
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Mr. George Armstrong's Riiiseil Mup of Palo.>;tino is on view at the office

of tlie Fund. A circular giving full particulars about it will bo sent on apiili-

cation to the Secretary.

The fourth edition of the new Collotype Print or Photo-relief from a

specially prepared copy of the liaised Map of Palestine is now ready.

Price to subscribers, 2*. 3d. ; non-subscribers, 3*. 3d., post free.

The print is on thin paper, measuring 20 inches by 28^ inclies.

It may be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded to in the

reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be published, but all are

preserved iu the oUice of the Fimd, where they may be seen by subscribers.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within

the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan

Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution of the

Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be allowed to pur-

chase the books and maps (by application only to tlie Secretary) at reduced

price.

Tlie Committee have to acknowledge with thanks the following donations to

tlie Library of the Fund :

—

" La Crypte du Credo." By P. Leon Cre. From the Author.
" Rcciieil D'Archeologic Orientale," livraisons 18-23, tome ii. By Pro-

fessor Ch. Clermont-Ganneau. From the Author.

Tlie Committee will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library

of the Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to

Palestine and other Bible Lands. A catalogue of Books in the Library will

be found in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.

Wliile desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications and other

theories advanced by officers of the Fund and contributors to tlie pages of the

Quarterly Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly understood that by

publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt

them.

In order to make up complete sets of the Quarterly Statement the

Committee will be very glad to receive any of the back numbers.

Subscribers who do not receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Secretary. Great care is taken to forward each number

lo fhose who are entitled to receive it, but changes of address and otlier cautcs

occasionally give rise to omissions.
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The Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund desire to make clear

that they have no hook on their List of Publications called "Picturesque

Palestine" " nor is any xjerson authorised to represent this book as published

by the Society ; nor has the Society any book-hawkers in its employment.

TouEiSTS are cordially invited to visit the Loan Collection of " Antiques "

in the Jeeusalem Association Eoom of the Palestine Exploration Fund,

opposite the Tower of David, Jerusalem. Hours : 8 to 12, and 2 to 6.

Maps of Palestine and Palestine Exploration Fund publications are kept for

sale.

Photographs of Dr. Schick's models (1) of the Temple of Solomon, (2) of

the Herodian Temple, (3) of the Haram Area during the Christian occupation

oi Jerusalem, and (4) of the Haram Area as it is at present, have been received

at the office of the Fund. Sets of these photographs, with an explanation by

Dr. Schick, can be purchased by applying to the Secretary, 38, Conduit

Street, W.

Application for Lectures should be addressed to the Secretary, 33^

Conduit Street, W.

At p. 57 of the Quarterli/ Statement for January last the table of typical

Siloam letters was printed without the requisite headings to the columns. It

should be as follows :

—

Aleph

... Bar-Cochab
Earlier Gems. Later G?ms. Siloam Inscription.

^^^^^

Zain .. .. \ \
^
7

Sade

Goph

M- ht. -^
? ^ ^ -p
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TREASUREE'S STATEMENT.

The total income of the Fund for the year 1897 was, from Donations and

Subscriptions, £2,008 5s. 4d. ; from Legacy by the late Edward Cooper, Esq.,

£1,000 ; from Lectures, £65 15s. 4(1 ; from sales of publications, £7f52 9?. Gd.

Total, £3,836 10s. 2d.

The expenditure on excavations at Jerusalem amounted to £832 15s. 8d.

In .Tune the Firman expired, and the excavations were closed. Immediately

thereafter an application was made for permission to dig elsewhere, and the

Committee are now waiting for tliis permission to continue the work.

The amount, £70S 19s. Id., spent on printing, binding, &c., is increased

this year by the publication of "Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem," "Saladin,"

and new editions of other works ; it also includes the Quarterli/ Statement,

wliich is sent free to every subscriber of lOs. Gd. and upwards. On the

otlier s de the sales of books amounted to £534 2-?. llc^., showing that there-

is a steady sale for both old and new books.

On maps, photographs, casts, &c., £391 14y. M. was spent ; of this amount

£228 6?. Id. has been received back.

On advertising, insurance, s'.ationery, &c., the sum of £71 19-9. lOf/. was

spent.

The postage of books, maps, parcels, including the Quarterly Statement

^

cost £13R 7s. 5rf.

The management, including rent of office, amounted to £621 13s. M.

At the end of the year the liabilities were all cleared off. The Society

is entirely free of debt, a period unique in the history of the Society since

its foundation in 1865.

Assets.

Balance in Bank, Decem-

ber 31st, 1897.

.

In hand .

.

.

.

£ s. d.

59G 14 10

48 10 4

£645
Stock of Publications in

hand. Surveying In-

struments, Show Cases,

Furniture, &c.

In addition there is the

valuable library and

tlie unique collection of

antiques, models, &c.

Liabilities.
£ s, d.

Current Expenses.

Walteb Moeeison, Treasurer,
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I. The Cohimlxo'ium or Cixtern cast of Zion Gate.—Tlie new shops

(if wluL-li 1 ii'i)(>itecl several months a^^o, south of the Jewish quarter

and east of tlie Zion Gate, are now approaching coni])letion. They

are built by the Armenian Convent, and opposite tlie newly-made road

Moslems also are building shops, as the ground there belongs to thein.

This undertaking is without question a great improvement to this

quarter, but I am sorry that the rubbish and made earth are not enough

taken away—only to the level of the western street—so that the half-

buried houses, into which one has to go down by stairs from the street,

the level of the street being higher than the flat roofs of the houses, will

remain so. They are inhabited always by Spanish Jews. The level of

the road is 2,490 feet above the sea, and the rock thei-e is, according to

Sir Charles Warren's " Contours," in a line of 2,460 feet, hence 30 feet

under the present surface. The foundations for these new buildings they

put on rubbish, and only 10 feet deep.

The cistern, or (as Sir Charles Warren calls it) columbarium, recently

broken in through an arch giving way, is east of these new shops,

and in the inner angle of the Burj el Kibryt, it is a large under-

ground building {see "Jerusalem" volume, Plate XXXVI), of which I

enclose ]ilan and section. It is 104 feet long, and averages 41 feet

wide— viz., in the east 32 feet, and in the west 50 feet—and has in the

centre a row of huge square piere, five in number, of unequal dimensions,

becoming wider and wider from east to west, in conformity with the

wiilening of the room towards the west, as the plan will show. They are

27 feet high, bearing arches, and half-circled tunnel-vaults on the southern

and cross- vaultings on the northern row. A stair (bending twice) leads

down from the top into the large room below ; but the stair is now
blocked up, and the entrance to the place is simply the well-moutl).

Two other well-mouths are also shut up. The most curious featuie is a

number of deep recesses in the northern wall, in two rows, one above the

otlier, and this seems to be the reason why Sir Charles Warren called

the place a columbarium.

Neither in the "Jerusalem" volume, nor in the Quarterly Statements,

nor in the "Recovery of Jerusalem" (London, 1871) could I find any

description of it ; but in Lewin's "Siege of Jerusalem" (London, 18G3),

ji. 222, is the following.

" I found it 45 feet deep, and as some water was at the bottom, we still

could not conceive what curiosities the well could contain. It was some

time before the new ladder was brought, and we retired for shade into

one of the embrasures of the wall. At length a second ladder made its

appearance, and proved to be a very strong and substantial one, but it
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was only 25 feet long. The two ladders, therefore, were spliced together

and let down the well, and reached the bottom. A man was now sent

down, and a plank let down after liiu). I was in hopes that the plank

might have remained above, and the ladder be fastened to it ; but no

—

one of the men held the end of the ladder in his hands and knelt upon it,

and this was considered sufficient security. Mr. Barcla}', who is quite an

adept at diving into wells, was tied by the rope and descended, and soon

shouted his arrival in the nether regions. The rope was then fastened

round myself—not, as I expected, just under the arms, but about my
middle, so that in case of accident I should have swung like the Golden
Fleece. I got upon the ladder and descended also. For about the first

15 feet it was an ordinary well shaft, just large enough for a person to pass

without difficulty, but after that I found myself in the air in the midst of

a spacious cavern. On coming to the bottom, the man who was there

ready hauled me, like a bale of goods at the end of a crane, on one side,

and landed me upon the plank, which had been placed across the water.

We now explored the subterranean abyss, and found it to be an enormous

cistern. It was supported by massive pillars about 12 feet square. The
roof was arched, and both roof and sides were, or had been, covered with

cement. The ground, where free from water, was a fine black mould,

gaping with great cracks. Here and there were recesses or cells on the

side, and in one of them we found a skeleton. Some poor fellow had

fallen or been thrown in, and had crept into this corner to die. At one

end of the excavation was a cfradual ascent, which had orio'inallv led to

the light of day, but the earth had fallen in and choked it up. I observed

here layers of Roman tiles, and, what I believe is not usual, the layers of

tiles were equal in thickness to those of the stones For what
purpose was this ancient cistern made ? Certainly for the mansion of

some important personage, and in the time of the Herodian dynasty.

This would appear also from the numerous tessera; which we picked up
on the surface above. I should imagine that the reservoir belonged to

the house of tlie high priest Ananias, which, according to Josephus, stood

on Mount Sion, and, so far as can be collected, on this part of it."

Some Jews told me that this place had been the school and synagogue

of one of their celebrated heioes in learning. For such a purpose it was

not lighted sufficiently, unless there were once windows in the walls and

perhaps also in the roof—walled up when it was converted into a cistern.

For a cistern it was originally not built, as the stair is too broad and

wanted no recesses, so I think Sir Charles Warren is right in calling

it a columbarium, and it seems to have been built with the idea to create

further recesses in the spaces between the huge piers when the recesses

were full, leaving a broad passage roundabout. That the place of the

modern Burj el Kibryt was always an exposed and important one is

shown by the aqueduct winding round it instead of going on straight

;

so any building here may date from remote times. During the last heavy
rains the arches broke in, and there is now a deep sinking, so that no one

is able to go down, except with much labour and care. For many years
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all debris and earth, when removed, were cast there, so that the immense

weight pressed the arching down—the more so, as already a few years ago

(in 1888), when one of my friends went down lie noticed an arch cracked

west of the mouth.

-\-

—\

a b

1 xn
Pl\n and Section or ax Old Cistekx.

II. Another interesting Cistern.—Ahowi 3C years ago the German Jewish

community in Jerusalem bought a vacant i)iece of ground north-east of

Burj el Kibryt, also along the city wall, with the intention to build houses

there. In 1864-65, when the Ordnance Survey Plan of Jerusalem was

made, already some new houses existed (marked 5 on general plan). A
few years later, an old cistern was found, which I examined and measured

at that time (see plan and section of this cistern made by me then).

It is not so large as the former, but is also of great interest, having in its

S^xlL^

GrENEEAL PlAK.

-tSCO ti

eastern wall siniihu- recess.es, but larger. My impression at once was that

it was a jjiece of an ancient city wall, and that the recesses had at their

eastern ends loopholes, as I show with dotted lines in the plan, and that a

wide and high passage— now the main part of the cistern—ran along

there. The stones are large and nicely cut—even those of the tunnel

archings, as shown in the section. The many square openings iu the
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roofing were at tliat time light-holes or sky windows. AVhen it lost its

value as a fortification it was converted into a cistern, and the prolon-

gations of the passage were shut up, and also the sky windows except

one, which was left for a mouth of the cistern. In this view I became
confirmed on finding; out and examinincr the followinsr.

III. Remains of an Ancient City Wall (marked 4 on general plan).

—

When building was begun here they found old remains of large and
nicely-hewn stones— a little chamber like one of the recesses in the

cistern described above and the old building running exactly in a line

with this cistern. They were obliged to destroy some parts of these old

remains, which was a hard task, as they were very strong, and built them
oil the rest, without further foundations, whereas not many feet east-

wards they had to dig down more than 40 feet.

Taking all this into consideration, one comes to the conclusion that we
have in 2, 3, and 4 the line and the remains of a former city wall of

the Tapper town towards the east, still on the height of the western brow
of the Tyropoeon Valley. It is most likely the continuation of the wall

Dr. Bliss recently excavated from the Protestant burial-ground (plan,

Quarterly Statement, 1895, p. 9 ; 1896, p. 109, and especially p. 208).

From the point where the excavation was stopped the remains of the

former wall will, by further excavations, be found west of the aqueduct

running northward to the present city wall, or near to it,' and then east-

ward to JBurj el Kibryt.

A short distance north of the cistern marked 4, tlie wall most likely

turned towards the east for about 200 feet, and having there a similar

tower like Burj el Kibryt, it tuined northward, standing on the high and
rocky ground of the western brow of the Tyropcjeon Valley, as I have

shown on Plan A with dotted lines.

IV. About 40 years ago a new guard-house was built, a little east of

Bab Neby Daud, inside the wall, which in course of time fell into decay.

Recently it was restored, as the other guard-house, the so-called " Kalah,"

or fortress, standing at the i)lace, where the new shops are built, had

been removed.

V. Another Rock-cut Tomb.—In the Quarterly Statement, 1896, ]). 306,

are drawings and a descrijition of a rock-cut tomb, found near the Tombs
of the Kings, on which Colonel Conder makes some remarks in Quarterly

Statement, 1897, ji. 83, to which I wish to add one more, by submitting

a plan and section of a similar rock-cut tomb found in 1870. It is also

in north or north-west of Jerusalem, 1,830 feet distant from the Damascus
(iate, on the south side of the Lifta road, and 90 feet east of the Neby
Samwil road, and marked in Ordnance Survey Map as an *'old cistern,"

' 1 think it ran to the southern wall of the large cistern, Xo. 1 on Plan B,

as I liavc sliown it with dotted lines there.
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und this is repeated in tlie illustration ])lan, (Quarterly Statement, 1895,

|). 30, and the word " 'I'onibs " erroneously put further in, at the plaoe

of an old cistern. It ditlers from the otlieis .s]wken of, as it is arched

over, with an opening' like a well mouth at the west end, which j,'ave

the idea that it was a cistern. But when it was ii|mii( d i)ro])erly, a very

steep stair, cut into the rock, was found leading down to au oblong

rock-cut shaft, with right-angled corners, having four Christian tombs

at its bottom, divided by a thin wall going along the centre and two
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of David). Near (perhaps better translated— in it) this enclosure is a

rock standing up about as high as a man, and the summit of it, which

is uneven, is rather smaller than would suffice for spreading thereon a

(prayer) rug. This place, they say, was the throne of Solomon (Kursi

Suleimfin), and they relate that Solomon sat thereon while occupied with

building the noble Sanctuary."

This refers apparently to the place iu question, the Shekfi Sakhra,

which had then no Mastabeh, but an enclosure, probably of the size

and form of tlie present Mastabeh, and had two names—Kursi Suleiman

(the rock) and Mihrab DaCul (the building).

As Nasir speaks of an "enclosure," calling it also a "building"

resembling a small mosque, the present Kubbet Shekfi Sakhra was at that

time already standing. To a mosque belongs not only an enclosure but

also a building ; and we can hardly imagine that the rock was unprotected

under the open air. So I think the state of things uxis as it is now, only

the flooring was lower, and with an enclosure round about. The flooring

became higher when the Mastabeh was made, hence one has to step

do-^Ti from it to the rock, inside the building.

On p. 169 it is said :
—" This passage is copied by Mujir ad Din, who,

however, adds that, according to the received tradition of the day, the

place is known as the Kursi Sulaiman, is within the dome known as the

Dome of Sulaiman, near the Bab ed Duwaidariyyah." As the latter

is identical with the present Bab el Atem, this jjroves my suggestion to be

right. On the plan facing p. 172 it is marked as Kursi Isa, or the Throne

of Jesus. So one sees that names were always changed after some time,

and it is no wonder that it is now called " Shekfi Sakhra." Further,

on p. 169 we read :
—" Nasir mentions two other domes as standing in the

northern part of the Haram Area. The first of these, the Dome of Jacob

(Kubbet Ya'kCxb)," he says, " stood near the colonnade running along the

wall from the present Bab Hittah—then called the gate to the cloisters of

the Sufis—to the u(>rth-west angle of the Haram Area The other

dome stood apparently in the north-east angle of the Haram Area

It was called the Oratory of Zachariah." Mr. Guy le Strange thinks

that of the latter nothing is left, but I think the Mastabeh (or prayer

place named on the Ordnance Survey Map south of the Ijai-racks) is the

remains, and the kubbeh has gone. So we see there were three kubbets

in one straight line, and at neai'ly equal distances apart one from the

other, as we have it even to-day : (1) Just south of Bab el Atem and the

fountain, Kubbet /aco6
; (2) Kubbet David Sulaiman or Kursi Sulaiman,

or 'isa, the present Shekh Sakhra ; and (3) Kubbet ZakariyyS,, the

present prayer place.

VII. The Book: '' Palestine Under the Moslems."—On reading this

work I found that several things (especially those of Jerusalem) could in

various places be more satisfactorily explained. For instance, ]). 122, it

is said that the total number of the present pillars supporting the dome

of the rock is 28, whereas " Ibn al Fakih says there were 30 in his
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(lay. The difference, liowever, is not very material." In reality there

is no difference when the two pillars bearing the stair house leading

u]) to the roofs are counted with the other laiger ones. They are in all

jilans omitted ; I cannot .say why, but think as they are standing so near

the wall, onlv leaving 2 feet 8 inches space between, and generally the

place there is dark, so they were not ])r()perly observed or taken notice

of, although they are not so small, but with the cajiitals 12 feet high and
having I3i inches diametei'. So very likely Ibn al Fakih counted them
with the others.

VIII. The Mudeba Mosaic.—The mosaic in the lloor of the ancient

church at Madeba will throw some light on orthography and toiiography.

As Jerusalem is divided in two by a long street with colonnades, it

doubtless represents the -rElia Capitolina, and hence the niosaic must be

of the fourth century. A Greek jjriest professor in the Convent of the

Cross went ov€r and made careful copies on several sheets, which after-

wards were reproduced on one sheet and on a much smaller scale by a

Roman Catholic priest, which drawing was then photogra])hed and issued

by the Franciscan Convent, and sent to many persons. I also received

a cop3', together with a small pamj^hlet, written in Greek, explaining

the picture. The ai-chitect of the new German Church in the MuristS,n

recently went over with his assistant and made new copies of the actual

size, so his niay, perhaps, come out improved, but I think much time

will elapse before these can be i^ublished.
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AX ARABIC IXSCRIPTIOX FRO.\I JERUSALEM.

By Dr. ISIax van Bercuem.

{Translated, hy permission, from the " Mittheilungen imd Nachrichten " of

the German Palestine Society.)

Ox July 31st, 1897, a large stone with an ancient Arabic inscription was

found in Jerusalem, west of the street Khun ez-Zeit, in a lane which

divides the Coi)tic and Eussian possessions east of the Church of the

Sepulchre. The stone, which is of Maleki, is 1 metre long by 1 metre in

height, and 1-08 metre in breadth ; the surface, on which is the inscrip-

tion, is rough he^vn and enclosed by a border 5 centimetres broad and

Scfj'Vv

Copt
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>o.
. .

Scale tUoo ,^JO i££.

PlAX of a DeAWI>-0 Bi" r. P^LMEE.

1 deep. In this surface there are four square holes, which undoubtedly

were designed to receive the fastenings of a marble or metal facing ; this,

of course, has long disappeared. At the word tu!l^,c of the fifth line, it

may clearly be observed that the doubtless ancient inscription was

chiselled later than the holes. This circumstance leads to the conclusion

that the stone itself had belonged to an ancient building. \See plan.

On August 2ud Architect Palmer saw near this stone another quite

similar, of the same height and breadth, but still surrounded with

rubbish.—Ed. " Mittheil."J
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Immediately after its discovery the stone was taken under the

Hiianliauship of tlie Tiukish Government. Afterwards the surface with

tile inscription was sawn off and brought to Constantinople. Notwith-

st;uiding these unfavourable circumstances the facsimiles are already

nunu'rous. There lie before me at present a squeeze and two photf)-

.L,qaplis l)y Architect Palmer, of Jerusalem ; a better squeeze by Dr.

^.^itf?KS'

-^

M

(From a photograph.

Sandreczky there ; a photograph given to me by P. Lagrange ; and,

lastly, another by P. Golubowich, of Jerusalem. A third squeeze is

in the hands of Professor Clermont-Ganneau in Paris, a fourth at

St. Petersburg. This wealth of copies is almost suj)ertluous as the text

is palteograjihically clear. The inscription consists of six lines in elegant,

simple, unadorned Kutic, with unpointed letters. It reads :

—
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^J\ ^^.\ ^^\ ^: (I)

ij^.\ -^.^w ,..< ;u!^ Ji\ ^^ (2)

1, J\^,J)
, J L<s\\ ,.K* ^A^l aU-jC'' (4)

* ^!^ 4-i ^,^ i^i ^ ^^^A (6)

" In the name of God, &c. From the exalted Majesty the high com-

mand is issued, that this mosque is to be well guarded and maintained

in good condition. No one under our protection (i.e., Christians and

Jews) shall be allowed to enter either under the pretext of rebutting

evidence upon oath (?) or for any other object. Great care is to be taken

not to contravene this and to conform to the regulations issued in accord-

ance with this command. May it be God's will."

First, a few words by way of comment on this undated but important

text :—
Line 2 : hadrak, properly "presence," signifies in the administrative

and diplomatic language of the middle ages, " Majesty, Highness, Excel-

lency." Thereby also is indicated the place where the person resides

or rules, as the Court or Government buildings, possibly what is now
understood in Turkey by the Sublime Porte. Owing to the following

epithet the personal sense is here to be preferred, although the word

Kharaja = " has been issued," rather speaks for the local sense. The

general meaning remains exactly the same.

"Who is now thereby intended ? To this question an answer is given

by an important Arabic work of the iifteeuth century, the so-called

Diwun el-insJuV. ' This title of honour, he says, was much used in the

<liplomatic correspondence {mukdtahdt) of the Khalifs, and indeed, with

une of the two epithets el-''aXiyah or es-sdmiyah, "the high" (majesty).

Here, indeed, another epithet occurs, el-mutalJiarah, which will be

further explained below ; whilst the adjective el-'dlt is found \^ith the

.s\ibstantive el-amr, " the command." According to the Diwan, it was

afterwards among the Ayubites the custom to write with /larlrah to the

great personages of the empire, especially to the viziers ; and to this

• lay (as in the fifteenth century) this formula is used in the official

correspondence of the Government of the Mameluke kingdom with

foreign, mostly non-Moslem, kings, patriarchs, &c. At present this old

' Paris, Bibliotheque Rationale, No. 4439 (anc. funds 1573), fo. IGOvo.
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titlo of lioiiuiir is coma down to be ;i mere form of [loliteness ; liadratak

is in the East as much as our "sir." As is usually the case, the title has
fjoiic down all the steps of the social hierarchy. In oi-der to determine
who is here meant, tlie date of the inscription must be iuouired into.

The Franciscans in Jeru.salem, who have lately had printed a
transcription and translation of this text, ascribe it to the Sultan
Saladin '—on what ground tloes not appear. To everyone acquainted
with inscriptions it will be evident that the text is certainly older.

I have shown elsewhere that in the historical monumental inscriptions

of Syria the Kufic was already supplanted by the round character under
Nur ed-dln, in the middle of the twelfth century, and, consequently, that
all the inscriptions of Saladin known to us (except decorations from the
Koran) are written in the round character.-' Our text, therefore, belongs
to the time before Nilr ed-din, and, consequently, before the Ayubites

;

from which it follows, according to the above quotation from the Diwan,
that by the title d-hadrah a Khalif is here meant.

But which Khalif ? The epithet el-mutahhandi, " the exalted," which is

joined to this title, points at first to an Alidite source. To make good
this assertion would carry us too far.-' The first Alidite rulers, wdio

jwssessed Palestine for a long time, were the Fatimites, who conquered
the land under the Khalif Mu'izz, about 972.

On the other hand, pala-ographic grounds are in favour of an older
origin. The text belongs to that older and plain sort of Kufic which
nourished in inscriptions from the first century of the Hejira to the
appearance of the Fatimites. I have shown that the so-called Karmatic
variety of the Kufic, with its peculiar ornaments, was brought by the
Fatimites from Tunis to Egypt, and probably also to Syria ;

* but our
text is free from such ornaments, and points us to the ninth or the
lieginning of the tenth century. But let us put that aside. In any case
it is certain that our inscription forms by far the oldest examjjle of a
Government order in the Arabic epigrajjhy.

Lines 3-4 : The order requires the guarding and general preservation^

of a specified mosque, and forbids persons from the so-called protected
people {i.e., Christians, Jews, or Magi, wdio, according to Mohammed's
and Omar's decisions, enjoyed, by payment of a capitation tax, the

jr~!iah, the protection, the dJdmmah of the Mohammedan community)

• See Quarterly Statement, 1897, p. 302.

- See "Corpus Inscriptioniini Arabicarum " (=C.I.A.), i, 85 seq. ;

Inscriptions arabes de Sjrie (abstract from the " Memoires de I'lnstitut

Eg.vptien," III), 34-42.

^ With reference to the Alidite signification of the word tuhir, "clean,
pure," see {inter alia) " C.I.A.," i, 2."), obs. 1; Epigraphie des Assassins de
Syrie (abstract from the " Journal Asiatique"), 43. For the use of the second
verbal form cf. several places in the Koran.

* Notes d'avcbeologie arabe (extract from " Journal Asiatique "), i, 115 seq.
•' Not as it is usually, and in too narro-.v a sense, translated " the building."

For the meaning of 'imcirah, see " C.I. A.," i, 99 ; Ei)igra))liic des Assassins, 35.

o 2
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iiudei- auy pretence to be allowed to enter. For the unpointed _Uj>>-;^

the reading istikhrdj first suggests itself. But as that word seems to

afford no suitable sense, I would read istijrdh = to deny a (false) evidence

upon oath ; to stand upon one's oath against such. As is known, this

procedure before a court of justice was adopted when the evidence was

inadequate ; an opposing witness swore by some holy place tliat the first

witness had given false evidence. Of course in this sense the second

form tajrt/i is used ; the tenth would, therefore, mean to seek to

accomplish the occurrence of the tajri/i or to petition someone for it,

which would suit very well here, only I nnist confess that this explanation

is very doubtful. Should it give the right sense the word would be very

interesting, inasmuch as it would show that the mosque in question was

regarded as especially holy not only by Moslems, but also by the Christians

(or Jews) who, under pretext of a legal procedure, would sneak in,

perhaps because they had some particular reason for doing so.

There is the further question : What mosque is here intended ? At

present the whole place is in the hands of the Christians. The stone was

found in an old wall, which without doubt belongs to the remains of the

Basilica of Constantine. This wall lies in the vicinity of the propylceum

described by Eusebius, which probably formed the entrance into the

building from the east. If this is really so, there is a very important

passage having a bearing upon it in the " Annals of Eutychius" (called

Sa'ld ibn el-Batrik), Patriarch of Alexandria, who died about 940, and

whose annals reach down to his own time.^

Eutychius narrates the well-known history of the taking of Jerusalem

1)3' Omar, and mentions the treaty of protection for the Christians granted

by him to the Pati'iarch Sophronius. He proceeds (I abridge) :—

Omar entered the city and sat down with Sophronius in the inner-

most part^ (in peuetrali) of the Church of the Sepulchre. The time

of prayer approached, and Omar wished to pray. "Pray here," said

Sophronius. " Not hei'e," answered Omar. Sophronius now led him

into the Basilica (ad templum) and spread a carpet in the middle of

it that Omar might pray.^ As he again refused, the Patriarch led him

^ To the following quotation, as well as to the historical qiicitions arising

out of it, my attention was recently directed in Paris by M. Clermont-G-anneau.

That acute seliolar allows me to make use of it here, although he has not yet

published his own essay (on this subject), for which I owe him most cordial

thanks. As Selden's edition of " Eutycliius " with th? Arabic text is not by

me, I must quote from the Latin version in JMigne's " Patrologia 6ra?ca,"

cxi, 1099. In Selden's edition ii, 284-290. The parallel passages abridged by

el-Makin, i, 28.

- The Arabic text of el-Makin has here sahn = court, by which is meant

the large open court, wliich belonged to the Church of the Sepulchre.

^ Templum indicates here the Basilica itself, which lay to the east of the

Anastasis. See Schick's plan in the Journal of the German Pal. Soc, viii,

Plate XL
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outside to tlie steps by the eiitrauce of tlie Church of Constuutiiii-

looking towards the east (egressus ad grathis qui sunt ad portaiii

ecclesiie sancti Coustjtntiui qua Oriente resjjicit). Here Omar praye<l

ahme. Afterwards he asked:—"Do you know wliy I would not pray

inside \" "How could I know that?" said Sophronius. Omar replied :

—

" If I had prayed inside the Church it would have been lost to you.

After my death tiie Moslems would have tsiken it from you ; for they

wouhl soon have said :
—

' Here Omar prayed !
'
" Omar then gave to the

Patriaich a written document (syngraj)ha) by which he decreed that the

Moslems might pray only singly on the steps ; further that they should

neither assemble tliere for prayer, nor tlie voice of the Muezzin over

there summon tliem to it. Then Omar asked of .So|)hronius another

place for the erection of a mosque, respecting wliich Kutychius narrates

the well-known story of the Temple place {i.e., of the Haram). This was

to become a mosque on the condition that no other mosque should be

erected in the city. This Omar agreed to, and again gave to Sophronius

a written promise.

Oiuar then proceeded to Bethlehem, where tlie same thing Avas

repeated. At the hour of prayer the Khalif prayed at the southern

arch of the Basilica (ad arcum australem), which was covered with

variegated mosaic work. Again Omar gave to the Patriarch a document,

that here only single Moslems, one after the other, might pray, that they

might not assemble there, nor be called together by the Muezzin, and
that nothing in these re<julations might be altered.^ " Yet in this our time,"

adds Eutychius, " the Mohammedans have acted contrary to the writing

of Omai". For they have torn away the mosaic from the arch, and n-ritten

thereon vhat seemed good to them ; and they have con.e together for

prayer, called by the voice of the Muezzin. Also tliey have done tlie

.'tame at the steps ichich were before the door of the Church of Constantine.

There they have taken for themselves half of the vestibule of the Church

and erected a place of prayer therein which they have called the Mosque
of Omar."

This long quotation supplies certain important data, which I can only

consider shortly :

—

1. The Christian historian obviously has an object. He desires to

show by his history—whether rightly or not must remain uncertain

—

that the Christians in the entire precincts of the Holy Sepulchre, i.e.,

the Anastasis, the Court, the Basilica, and the PropyliBum, possessed

indefeasible rights derived from Omar himself. From this it follows

clearly, that already before the time of Eutychius the Moslems had

•disputed these rights. This brings to mind a similar occurrence, namely,

the celebrated procedure with regard to the Great Mosque of Damascus
under the Khalif Walid. When he wished to destroy the old Church of

St. John, the Christians produced letters from Omar, so that the Khalif

could only with the greatest difficulty accomplish his object. Naturally,

^ 1 his expression frcqueutly occurs in inscribed laws.
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here as there, the quarrel ended in favour of the Moslems. They convert

one part of the entrance into a mosque, which they call Omar's, because

Omar had prayed there, and inscribe therein arbitrary precepts which

were unfavourable to the Christians.

2. Iq Omar's conduct one distinguishes two definite moments : in

the inner court, as well as in the Basilica, he refuses on any account

to pi-ay. On the outer steps he does indeed pray, but testifies that this

procedure shall not give occcasion for the subsequent erection of a mosque.

Moslems may pray there one by one, but they should not assemble there,

that is, should not form a congregation ( /awut'aA) there, and therefore

not erect a jdyni^ or mosque. It follows clearly hence that at the time

of Eutychius the Moslems made no claims to the rotunda of the Holy

Sei^ulchre itself, or to the Basilica, but only to the eastern entrance where

Omar had prayed. This new mosque, with its inscribed precepts, was

therefore exactly at this entrance, that is, in the position where our

inscription has been discovered, which forbids the enti-ance of non-

Moslems into a certain mosque under any pretext.

3. It seems further to follow from this, that the chief entrance to the

Church of the Sepulclire at that time was upon the east side, not on the

west side of the Basilica, as many exploreis contend. Consequently,

the apse of the Basilica would be directed towards the west, that is,

towards the rotunda of the Sepulchre itself. This would be of great

importance in connection with the question of the orientation of churches

in the time of Constantine.

4. When we consider that by this infringement of their rights the

Christians were much distressed, and naturally strove against it, and

further that the inscription palteographically falls in the time given by

Eutychius (beginning of the tenth century), the question arises whether

this inscription is not that intended by Eutychius. Certain historical

reasons seem to support this. We have seen that the command issued

from a Khalif, either an Abbaside or a Fatimitc. The expression el-

mutahharah seems to support the latter supposition, whilst the pakeo-

graphical examination points decidedly to a period before the Fatimites.

Moreover, we know that the Fatimite rule, at least until the time of

the inhuman Ilakim, who altogether destroyed the Clmrch of the Holy

Sepulchre, was comparatively mild in reference to the Christians, and

that under the two first Fatimites severe regulations against them could

hardly have been issued. But on palreographic grounds the inscription

cannot absolutely be put back to the time of Hakim. If we now look

further back, who reigned here before the Fatimites ? The Abassides,

yet not always directly. About 878 Palestine was conquered by the

Turk Ahmad ibn Tulftn, who had made himself independent ruler of

Egypt ; his successors reigned until about 905. About 936 the dynasty

of the Ikhshidites arose in Syria, which continued until shortly before

the Fatimite dominion, that is to about 970.'

^ I give only approximate dates as I aui writing in the country without the

• necessary books.
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Althoiigli bulli dynasties ackiiowleilj^'ed the suzerainty of the Abasside

Khalifs, the contents of tlic inscription point ratlier to a time when the

latter exercised direct ruK- in Jerusalem. This was the case in the years

905 to DSn/tliat is, exactly at the period which Kntychius, who died in

940, could distinguisli as "this our time." And just at that time an

occurrence took place which may readily explain an inerea.se of Islamic

influence in Jerusalem : aliout 9:i0, during the Karmatian war in Arabia,

the pilgrimage to Mecca was suspended ; in con.se(iuenee of which the

]Moslems fur :ib(jut fiO years made the pilgrinjage to Jeru.salem, and indeed

to the Mosque of Omar. Did the erection of an Omar-Mosque at the

Holy Sepulchre sland in any c-unnectiou with this occurrence ? If so, the

inscription nught have been composed about the year 930 under the

Khalif Muktudir, who here would be distinguished by the title el-liadrah.

The epithet, el-mtitahharah, which, as already mentioned, points rather

to an Alidite origin, may be exidained by the Abns.side.s, who had their

seat in Bagdad, being surrounded by numerous Persian inlluences.

5. Eutychius says that the newly-erected mosque at the Holy

Sepulchre was called the Mosque of Omar. Does it follow from this that

at that i>eriod the Ilaram was not so called ; or did every spot where

Omar was said to have prayed become distinguised as a Mosque of Omar/

That is a question which requires careful discussion.

a The claims made by the Moslems to the Church of the Sepuklire

were certainly entirely set aside by the Crusades and the grand buildings

of the Europeans at the Holy Sejjulchre, and since then the spot has

remained Christian. Why did not Saladin endeavour to claim back the

rights to which this inscription pointed, and to take from the Christians

at least a i)ortion of the Sepulchre Church, as indeed all churches, except

this one, were then turned into mosques i Here, again, I must content

myself with mei'ely putting forth the question.

In conclusion, until something further is discovered, it .seems possible

that the newly-found inscription is that mentioned by Eutychius; at

least it stands in clo.se connection with his narrative. This circumstance

imparts to it great importance for the history of the Church of the

Sepulchre.

Since these lines were hastily written in the German review, several

papers have been issued on the Arabic inscription of Jerusalem, and

M. Clermont-Ganneau, in his communication to the Academic des

Inscriptions of Paris, has given an exhaustive account of the matter.

On my side I have gathered some new information which wovdd modify,

in some points of detail, the results of my first researches. But as the

general views exposed here have not been changed, I prefer to wait for a

new redaction of this memoir till some important fact would lead me to

diflferent conclusions.
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A VISIT TO KERAK AND PETRA.

By Charles Alexander Horxstein, Esq.

In September, 1895, I was inviled by Mr. Forder (C.M.S., Kerak) to

spend a few days at Kerak. He had come over to Jerusalem to fetch his

wife and child. I had often wished to visit this very interesting city,

and was glad of the opportunity now afforded me. We thought we would

shorten the journey by engaging the Government boat which from time

to time goes across the Dead Sea to the Ghor el Mizrah. We were

.successful in securing it, so Mr. Forder sent a man on to Kerak to bring

-animals down to the Ghor to wait for us. The following dav we drove

Map of Koute to Keeak and Petra.

ilown to the Dead Sea, which we reached at 6 o'clock p.m. Here we
found the two boatmen waiting for us, and shortly after, a breeze sj^ringing

up from the north-west, we set sail and were soon shooting across the sea.

At first we took a south-easterly course, and in about three houi's' time

got close to the opposite shore, then turning to the south we ran along

the coast for the next four hours. Shortly after midnight the moon rose,

iind by its feeble light we could see the " Lisan " rising like a wall out of

the sea on our right.
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Abuut 1 o'clock a. 111. we got near tlie lamlin^' l)lace. The breeze all

the time had been growing stronger, and the waves rose rapidly.

SutUlenly we felt a shock and stojiped short. We had run against a

sand bank. One of llie l>oatnien jumped out and tried to shove the

boat ort", but to no avail. We next tiled to lighten her by throwing

a number of iron girders and planks that we had on board into the

sea ; still she hekl fast. The waves meanwhile ke])t breaking over us,

dreuehing us. All our efforts having proved fruitless we decided that

the best thing to be done was to make ourselves as comfortable as

we conld under the circumstances and wait for daybreak. We should

have attempted to get ashore, for we were not more tlian 300 yards off,

but we could not tell how deep the water might be. At G o'clock one

of the boatmen said he would go ashore and bring help, as he knew of an

encampment two hours off. He got to shore safely, and, finding the men
who had come down from Kerak with our animals, sent them to our

assistance. With their help we managed to wade through safely. We
then mounted our animals and riding for a quaiter of an hour reached a

tent which our men had pitched. We soon had a kettle boiling and

enjoyed a delicious cup of tea. The hot sun dried our clothes in a few

minutes and we forgot all the discomforts of the past night.

The Ghor el Mizrah is a lovely spot, covered with trees, through

whicli flow sti-eams of fresh, clear water. Pigeons and partridges abound.

The Wady Kerak flows through this Ghor and empties itself into the

sea. As soon as it began to get cool we mounted our animals and started

for Kerak. The ride is a continual ascent for seven hours. We stopped

twice on the road to rest, and shortly after 3 a.m. reached the city.

In the evening Mr. Forder and I went to pay our respects to the

Governor, Helmy Bey Effendi. He received us very courteously and

showed us a number of views that the son of the Waly of Damascus had

taken ; amongst them were three of Petra. I asked him if it was

necessary to get a special permit from Constantinople to visit the ruins

of Petra, as I had heard that he had refused to let some travellei-s go who
bad applied to him. He said that up to the ))resent he had not allowed

any travellers to visit the place, but if I wished to go he would give me
permission and provide me with an escort. This was quite unexpected,

and an otYer not to be refused, so I thankfully accepted. I had brought

only one dozen plates with my camera, so Mr. Forder suggested sending

a messenger to Jerusalem for some more. We found a man willing to

undertake the journey for three medjiedies, promising to be back in

five days' time. The next day Mr. Forder took me round to all the

places of interest, such as the Castle, the Eoman bath, the Westei'n

or Bybar's Tower, which have all been so fully described by De Saulcy,

Canon Tristram, and Dr. Bliss that it will not be necessary for me to

.say anything about them. On a knoll outside the city, opposite Bybar's

Tower and a little to the north-west, is a tomb about 9 feet long. The
natives believe this to be Noah's Tomh (Si'ildn'r iVu/i). It is covered with

broken pieces of glass, bits of potter}', hennah, and sticks with pieces of
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various coloured rags tied to them. These have been presented to the

Weli as votive ofierings. One place of interest, which I do not think

has ever before been noticed, is the tunnel which runs underneath the

castle at its south-east corner. Mr. Forder's attention was drawn to

this tunnel by some Bedouin in September, 1893. None of them had

ever entered it, as they were too much afraid of evil spirits, so one day

Mr. Forder and Miss Arnold went down to explore it. The opening was

merely a hole large enough for them to squeeze through. At the time I

went there the entrance had by the Mutassarif's orders been cleared out.

This tunnel is cut out of the solid rock and runs in a westerly direction.

Its avei-age width is 4^ feet. About 10 yards from the entrance is au

opening in the floor 7| feet long by 4 feet wide, nearly the width of the

passage, leaving a narrow ledge, 6 inches wide, on the left hand side. By

placing the right hand against the opposite wail we managed with great

care to step along the ledge.

7'6

There are eight of these holes or openings, the distance between each

being from 12 to 30 yards. Soon after passing the last opening we came

to a drop of about 8 feet, which landed us on to a lower passage or

aqueduct. This one runs in a westerly direction for about 50 yards and

stops at a solid wall of rock from which trickles a small stream. Towards

tiie east this lower passage runs parallel to the top one, till passing under

the fourth opening from the west end it takes a turn to tlie north and

winds round to the fifth opening ; from here it continues to run parallel

to the top passage.

1. Opening to top passage.

2. ,, lower passage.

3. Top passage.

7. Rock.

4. Shaft to lower passage.

5. Lower passage.

6. Drop to passage.

The width of this lower passage, where it conmiences to run underneath

the other, is not more than 18 inches ; at the bend it is about 1 foot
;

underneath the first hole from the entrance, a little over 3 feet ; its

depth beneath this hole is nearly 20 feet. It is diflSicult to say what the
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object of this tunnel could have been, as it stops at the rock, and there

are no side passages.

The next day we went out to liCJAne, The road, after crossing the

AVad ez Zaiyatain, lies across the ])lain, wliich at this time of year was

perfectly barren, exce))t for the l-ilo or alkali jilant. We ]»;ussed some

Bedouin encampments, and the ruins of Adar. In four hours' time

we readied LejAne, which is situated in a little phiin. On the north is

a stream which Hows eastwards for a few miles, then turning towards

the north llows into the Ai-non. This stream forms the Wady Lejiine.

The town itself appears to have been a military station for cavalry.

It is rectangular, and has a strong wall round it, with gates on the four

sides. The north and south gates are triple, the east and west single.

It was ilivided into four squai-es by two streets which crossed each

other at riirht anffles. The north-east, north-west, and south-west

squares were enclosed by chambers, traces of which can still be seen.

The courtyards in all proliability must have been used for tying the

horses in, and the chambers were for the use of the soldiers. In the

south-east square is a mass of ruins. I hunted all over for inscriptions

but did not find any. On a little hill to the west is a raised j)latform,

about 40 yards square, with a few steps leading up to it. A number of

large stones lay about, and several pieces of columns. The walls of this

platform had been used by the Bedouin as a burying ground. Most of

the graves were marked by a stick with a bit of rag tied to it. This

must have been a watch-tower of some kind, as it commands a good view

of the surrounding country. As it was getting late now, we returned

home. On the evening of the fifth day our messenger, true to his

promise, returned with the plates ; we went up to the Mutassarif and

told him we would like to start for Petra the next morning. He kindly

gave us two letters of introduction, one to the Kaimakam of Tafileh,

and the other to the Kaimakam of Ma'an, and said that two soldiers

would be ready to accompan}' us next morning.

We, Mr. Forder and I, started at 7 a.ra., and passing the Seraiyah, oi-

Government hoixse, were joined by two Circassian cavalry men. Our

road lay past 'Ain Sit. At 9.15 we reached El Mesh'had, or the Place of

Witness. It is an old ruin on the roadside, and contains several Arabic

inscriptions. The tradition among the Bedouin about tliis place is that

the prophet Mohammed sent his cousin Ja'far with a large army against

the Christians who lived in Moteh, a village to the right of tlie road, and

a short distance from El Mesh'had. The prophet's army was defeated,

and Ja'far fatally wounded. As the Cliristians surrounded him, he

suddenly rose and flew aci-oss the plain to the top of a little hill, about

three miles oflF to the southwest, where he died. His tomb is still to ha

seen. In consequence of this wonderful deed he is called "Ja'far el

Taiyar"—Ja'far the Flyer. Ali Abu Talib, who was an eye witness,

swears to the truth of it. Hence the name of the place from which he

flew is called "El Mesh'had."

At 11.20 we reached the Wad cl Ahsa, or llissa, which in its upper
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course is calk'(l " Wad el Siddiyeh " ami "Seil Gliaraby," and in its lower

course, " Wad el Kurahi." It forms the southern boundary of the district

of Kerak. It took us nearly an hour to descend the narrow, rough,

winding path to the bottom of the valley. A stream tlows through it

bordered by thick oleander bushes. We rested here a short while for

lunch and then commenced the ascent. The path this side was not as

rough as the other, though it was much longer. Biding along this

path, I noticed a great number of fossil shells. We reached the top at

3.50. A little before sunset we came in sight of Tafileh. We were now
in the district of Jebal (Gebal, mentioned in Psalm Ixxxiii, 7). Tafileh,

the ancient Tophel (Deut. i, 1), is a large village comprising 700 houses.

It is beautifully situated on the side of a hill with a well- watered and
well-cultivated valley below it, with olive groves, vineyards, and fig

gardens. No less than eight springs are to be found in and around the

village. We went direct to tlie Kaimakam's house and gave him the

letter of introduction we had from the Mutassarif. He entertained us

very hospitably, and gave us a room in the Seraglio as we had no tent

with us. The next morning at 8 o'clock we started. We had three

soldiers added to our number. At 9.40 we reached 'Ain el Beidah, a

stream of clear, cold water which I'uns right across the road. Here we
stopped for a few minutes to water our horses, and watched the shepherds

giving their flocks a drink. One hour brought us to Wad el Arieh, through

which flows a narrow muddy little stream. At 11.40 we reached 'Ain

Joorah, a little pool of water hidden amongst the rocks close to the road-

side. Here we rested awhile to lunch. Soon afcer leaving 'Ain Joorah

we passed Danah, a little village situated in the valley to the right of the

road. About one and a half hours later we came in sight of Shobek,

and although it seemed hardly two hours off it took us nearly four hours

to get there, as the road winds i-ound considerably.

Esh Shobek is the principal place of the district called Esherah. It

is a walled city built on a high hill and has only one gate. The road

leading up to it is rough and winding. There are from 50 to 70 houses

in the city—mostly in ruins. Baldwin II erected a castle here and called

it Mont Regalis or Mont Royal, the remains of which, as well as those of

the church, can still be seen. Many of the ruins are of Arabian origin.

In time of war the inhabitants were supplied with water from a spring,

which is right in the heart of the hill and to which one descends

by 372 steps, partly cut out of the lock. The valley of Shobek is

well watered and cultivated, the principal fruit being figs. When the

Government took this part of the country in 1893 they placed here a

small garrison of mounted soldiers. In May, 1895, some trouble arose

between the soldiers and the inhabitants. The former tried to compel

the women to draw water for their horses ; the men ]-efused to allow

them and a quarrel ensued, which resulted in the soldiers being turned

out of the city. The inhabitants immediately brought provisions into the

city and shut the gate. A message was sent to them from the Mutassarif

telling them to surrender. They answered that they Avere jDerfectly willing
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tt) pay all the taxes imposed on them, hut would not allow any soldiers to

enter the city. Ahout GOO foot soldiers, with two caMiioii,aii(l 100 cavalry

were then sent to try and compel them to surrender. They j>itched on

the hills opposite Siiohek. For some weeks little was done beyond an

occasional skirmisli. Tlio Bedouin <if the surroundiii.if country hearing

about the disturbiiiice came to the assistance of the Shobckics. One day

the soldiers, watching their opportunity, attacked the Bedouin, and with

the help of the cannon drove them off, killing a great many. They

eventually took the city, and placed a sufficient body of soldiers to

guard it. The Circassian lieutenant, Omar Etfendi, who was in charge,

and with whom we stayed, received us very kindly and showed us all

over the place. The next morning at 8 o'clock we left Shobek. Four

hours' riile across a barren plain brought us to 'Ain Jiirbah. Here

we found a number of Bedouin horses that, owing to the exceptionally

bad crops that year, had been turned out to graze on the scanty herbage

o-rowing around the 'Ain. Three of the animals had died. We stayed

here some time to lunch and rest our horses, then continuing our

journev reached Ma'an at 5 o'clock. We called on the Kaimakam and

gave him the letter from the Mutassarif. He was extremely kind and

invited us to stay with him. There are two Ma'ans situated on the

Derb el Haj or Pilgrim Road, about a cpiarter of an hour distant from

each other. The one to the north is called Ma'an esh Shamieh, or

El Izghier ; the other, Ma'an el Kebir. Both are built chiefly of mud
bricks. The inhabitants are very polite and seem altogether of a class

superior even to the Fellahtn around Jerusalem. There are a great

many gardens and orchards, with streams of water flowing through them.

A little to the east of Esh Shamieh are the remains of an aqueduct.

We followed it for some distance, and came to the ruins of some water-

mills and a very large pool. Passing these, w-e came to the ruins of what

must at one time have been a large village.

Ma'an is one of the halting-places of the pilgrims, who go from

Damascus to Mecca. We stayed here till the next afternoon. At

1 o'clock we started, accompanied by five soldiers and the sheikh of

Ma'an. Our road lay across the plain in a north-w-esterly direction.

About sunset we came in sight of Mount Seir, and shortly afterwards

begnn descending towards the village cf Elji, which we reached at

7.30 p.m.

Mount Seir, the Edom of Moses' days, is the range of mountains

where Esau lived (Gen. xxxvi, 8, 9). In Deut. ii, 5, the children of

Israel are told not to molest the Edomites, for God had given this

mount to Esau. The length of this range is estimated at 100 miles,

and its breadth 15 miles. During the Babylonish captivity, the Edomites

took possession of tlie southern i)art of Judea, but were afterwards

conquered by the Maccabees, and c(>mj)ellcd to receive circumcision.

Elji is situated on the slope of a hill.] It is a stone village of about

50 houses, surrounded by vineyards, &c. On our arrival we were taken

to a Mudafeh, or Guest Tent, as the inhabitants at this time of the year
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live out of doors. We had some coffee, and in an hour's time supper,

which consisted of meat cooked with bread and tomatoes, was served
;

we made a hearty meal, and then tucked ourselves up in our blankets,

and turned in for the night. We rose early the next morning to visit

the ruins of Petra. Taking two of the sheikhs and a soldier we rode

down to the Wady Mfisa. The valley gets its name from 'Ain Musa,

which flows through it ; it rises above the village of Elji. The tradition

amongst the Mohammedans is that this was the scene of the striking of

the rock by Moses. It is said that when he struck the rock 12 streams

burst forth.

When we reached the valley we were joined by two villagers. About

20 minutes from the village we came to the commencement of the ruins.

The most noticeable are a temple with Corinthian columns and several

tombs. Passing along the valley, which is covered with oleander bushes,

through which we had in several jilaces to force our way, we came to

the Sik.

The Sik is a narrow passage or chasm between high rocks, which

rise on either side from 80 to 200 feet ; it is about 10 feet wide in the

narrowest part, and about 40 feet in the widest. The bottom of the

passage is covered with oleander bushes through which the waters of

'Ain M<isa flow, whilst from the rocks and crevices above hang creepers,

wild fig, and tamarisk. The length of this passage is nearly one mile.

Eidino- along the Sik we saw some cuttings and niches in the rocks

which at one time may have contained inscriptions or statues. Half

an hour after entering the Sik we came suddenly upon the temple called

Khasneh Phar'aun (Pharaoh's treasure-house). It is cut out of the

solid rock. The facade is of a lovely roseate tint. The Khasneh consists

of two storeys. Five of the six columns which were in front of the

• porch are still standing. Entering the porch we found three doors.

Those on the right and left lead to two chambers. The middle one

leads to a large chamber, about 40 feet square, on three sides of which

are acrain doors leading to three smaller chambers. These are unadorned

except by the natural colour of the rock, which displays a variety of the

most delicate tints. The top storey is solid ; it consists of what may be

called three towers. The centre one is round and terminates in a dome

surmounted by a stone urn, which the natives believe contains Pharaoh's

treasures : hence the name Pharaoh's Treasure-house.

On the three towers and between them are beautiful sculptures,

representing winged female figures. The whole space in front of the

Khasneh is covered with oleander bushes. Turning to the right and

following the valley we passed a number of tombs of various shapes

and sizes. One has a peculiar arrangement of graves cut out in the

floor ; on the wall of this tomb are two inscriptions. Ptight opposite

these tombs is the amphitheatre which is hewn out of the rock. Thirty-

three rows of seats rise one above another. Following the valley, which

now turns to the north-west, and passing several ruins of what must have

been temples, we came to the remains of a triumphal arch ; close to this
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is a large lmikliii<,' wliidi the Bedouin call Kasr Phar'aiiu (Pharaoh'.s

Palace). The walls on three sides are nearly entire. Near this again

are the rein lins of a church and the ruins of a castle. Leaving oui-

horses witli the soldiers and sheikhs, and taking the two villagers, who

accompanied us, to carry the camera, we ascended a ravine to the north-

west. The rocks here are of variegated colours
;

]iur])le, black, red,

shading (ttf into each other. At several places we came to steps cut

in the rock. After half an hour's climbing and scrand)ling we reached

the top ; here we found a large open space or ])latform, surrounded

by high rocks. Facing the south-west and cut out of the solid white

limestone rock is a large temple, called the Deir or monastery. It

is much larger than any of the other temples, though not nearly so

magnificent as the Khasneh with regard to colouring and design. It is

151 feet long by 142 feet high. The fac^ade is ornamented with columns

and niches, but no figures whatever. There may at one time have been

images or statues in the niches, but these have entirely disappeared. On

the top of the dome over the middle niche is an urn like the one

surmounting the Khasneh. The interior consists of one large room,

36 feet 9 inches by 3!) feet 8 inches. At the north end is a recess for

an altar, with two steps, on either side, leading u]) to it ; it is 14 feet

wide by 8 feet deep, and raised 4 feet above the level of the floor. We
noticed two holes on each side of the recess in the angles of the walls,

above the steps, such as are made to tie animals to. It is possible

that these were used to secure the animals brought for sacrifice. The

doorway is 30 feet high and 17 feet wide.

Opposite the Deir, at the south-west end of the platform, is a rock

with a level top, from which Ave got a magnificent view of Mount Hor in

the distance.

Eetracing our steps to the Kasr, which we reached about midday,

we found that the two sheikhs had gone on to some Bedouin, called

the Bedoul, who were living in the caves to the south of the ruins,

to prepare some dinner for us. We followed them, and soon reached

the dwelling (?) of a miserable-looking family, with hardly any clothing

on. They had already killed a kid, and were boiling it. After dinner

we rested a while, and then told the sheikhs that we would like to

go to Jebel Haroon, INIonnt Hor. They refused to listen to such a

thing, for they said if they took us u]) some evil would assuredly l>efa!l

them before the year was out. We laughed at this and told them we

would go by ourselves. Seeing we were determined, they tried to

dissuade us by saying it was too late, and we should not get back till

late at night. However, we told them we would try, .so, starting u]>

a very rough and rocky ])ath, we reached the top of the wady. From
here we had a magnificent view of the mountain, which still seemed a

long way off. The Arabs had said the truth when they told us we
should not get back till night. The sun was already near the horizon,

and would have set by the time we reached the top, so that it

would have been impossible to take any photos, as I had hopoil to.
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Knowing that our time was limited, and that we could not return the

next day to ascend the mountain, we decided that the only thing to be

done was to get as near as possible and take a photo. Crossing the plain,

we rode to the top of a little hill, from -which we got a very good view.

Mount Hor is composed of sandstone of different shades. It has two

peaks. On the north-east peak is situated the tomb of Aaron. We could

see the white dome and little square building enclosing the tomb. It

-was a great disappointment not to be able to ascend. Eetracing our

steps we passed the Kasr, the Khasneh, and through the Sik. It was

quite dark by the time we reached Elji. The next morning we rode

down to the Sik, to take a view I had not been able to get the day before.

We returned to the village and lunched, then rode up to 'Ain MAsa.

It is a stream flowing out between two rocks, which latter have been

ornamented with bits of rag and sticks by the pilgrims who come to visit

this sacred place.

Leaving 'Ain MCisa, we took the road north-east to Shobek (see map),

which we reached at sunset. The next day brought us to Tafileh.

Leaving here soon after midnight we got to Wad el Ahsa about 8 o'clock.

Here we rested at the waterside and had some breakfast, then crossing

the valley a little higher up than on the former occasion, we came to

a watermill. A rough path led us to the plain above. Turning to

the north-west we reached the ruins of Batras. The first ruin is that

of a small temple facing the south. On each side of the door is a

niche. The stones are large and well dressed. The Arabs call this

Kasr el Bint, the Palace of the Girl. It is said that the daughter of

a sheikh who lived here had such wonderful eyesight that she saw the

enemy coming when they were still two days' journey off. A little to

the north-west of this Kasr are the ruins of the city of Datras. The gate,

which is triple, like those at LejAne, and part of the city wall, are still

standing. On the lintels are some carvings. Passing through the

gateway, we came to a mass of ruins with columns lying about. We
had not much time left to examine these ruins thoroughly, as it was

getting late, and we wished to reach Kerak that evening. We noticed

a great many rock-cut cisterns around the city. Leaving Datras we

rode across the plain to Ja'far. The tomb is an ordinary Well. The

Mutassarif had specially asked me to take a photo of the dome. It has

withstood the ravages of time, although it was apparently built without

mortar, the stones having been so shaped as to form a dome.

From here we rode through the village of Moteh, and reached Kerak

soon after sunset. We called on the Mutassarif, and gave him a brief

account of our trip, which we had enjoyed so much.

Taking leave of the kind Kerak friends, I returned to Jerusalem by

the usual route across the Mojeb, or Arnon, to Madeba and Jericho.

I should like to mention two things :—The first is about Lej<ine, On
the Palestine Exploration Fund map it is marked as being at least

80 miles from Kerak, but it is not more than 12 miles. The second

is Datras. There are two places marked on the maji—one Datras,
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a little over three miles ; and the other Zatras, about 1") miles to the

south-east of Kerak. The latter, Zntrai^, corresponds to the one we
visited. The soldiers and I'edoiiin who were with us called it Datras.

Al'Dut the foiinei- I could get no informatinn ; it appears to be unknown.

JEWISH MEASURES OF CAPACITY.

By Colonel C. M. Watson, C.M.(i., R.E.

In a ]y.\\)vv wliich was published in the Quarterlt/ Statement for July,

1897, on the probable "Length of the Jewi.sh Cubit," I gave some

reasons for concluding that it was approximately 17'7 inches, subject to

a slight correction on either side of this figure.

I did not, however, allude to the connection between the length of

the culiit and the contents of the Jewish measures, and as this is a

question of considerable interest I now propose to make some remarks

with regard to it.

The Jews had two scales of measures of capacity : one for things dry,

such as grain, &c., and one for things liquid.

The various measures on the two scales are usually given as follows,

and there seems no reason to doubt the correctness of the proportions :

—

Dry Measure.

Homer.
Epha = yV homer.

Seah = \ epha.

Onier = -Jg epha.

Cab =
-J

seah.

Of these measures, the homer was equal in capacity to the kor, and

the epha to the bath, while the seah was common to both scales. If,

therefore, the bath or the seah was known there would be no difficulty in

fixing the capacity of the other measures. But, unfortunately, there is

considerable difference of opinion as to the capacity of the bath, and as

a natural result the contents of all the measures vary, as given by

different writers on the subject.

Neither in the Bible nor in the works of Josephus is there any

accurate information, probably because both Josephus and the writers of

the Sacred Books were well acquainted with the measures and did

not lealise the trouble that they would cause students many centuries

later. Josei)hus, for example, states that a hin was equal to two

Athenian choas, but tliis was probably only approximate, and as the

Athenian clioa is not very accurately known, it is not muv'h help. What
is required is an expression of the cubic content of a measure in terms of

Liqu
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liuear measure, and then if the unit of linear measure was known the

capacity could be calculated.

Fortunately there is an instance in t^Jae Old Testament where this was

done namely, as regards the brazen sea and the 10 lavers which Hiram

made for King Solomon when the Temple of Jerusalem was built. Of

these we have three accounts : in tlie First Book of Kings, the Second

Book of Chronicles, and in the Eighth Book of Josephus's " Antiquities of

the Jews." Indeed, there may be said to be five accounts, as the descrip-

tions in the Septuagint do not quite agree with those in the Hebrew

Version from which the English translations have been made, and the

variations are of considerable help in throwing light upon thesubject.

I am not aware that these descrijjtions have been much used in

endeavom'ing to ascertain the exact values of the Jewish measures, but

this may be due to the fact that there are apparent difficulties, due

probably to mistakes in transcription, which make the matter seem more

puzzling than it really is. That such mistakes should occur is only

natural, as in all cases of copying from manuscript to manuscript.

I propose, therefore, first to quote the description of the vessels, as

given by the different authors, then, by comparing the discrepancies, to

try to ascertain the actual facts, and then from those facts to endeavour

to calculate what was the actual capacity of the vessels. And I will

beffin with the accounts of the brazen sea, quoting fi'om the Revised

Version of the Bible, which is presumably the most accurate.

The Description of the Brazen Sea.

Revised Version.

1 Kings vii, 23. And he made the molten sea of 10 cubits, from brim

to brim, round in compass, and the height thereof

was 5 cubits, and a line of 30 cubits compassed it

round about.

26. And it was a handbreadth thick, and the brim

thereof was wrought like the brim of a cup, like

the flower of a lily ; it held 2,000 baths.

Septuagint.

1 Kings vii, 23. And he made the sea 10 cubits from the lip of it to

the lip of it, made in a circle, and 5 cubits the

height of it.

(N.B.—The content is not given.)

Revised Version.

2 Chron. iv, 2. And he made the molten sea of 10 cubits from

brim to brim, round in compass, antl the height

of it was 5 cubits, and a line of 30 cubits com-

passed it about.

5. And it was a handbreadth thick, and the brim

thereof was wrought like the brim of a cnp, like

the flower of a lily ; it received and held 3,000

baths.
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Septuagint.

2 Chron. iv, 2. Ami lie inatle the molten sea of 10 cubits the

cliaiueter,, disposed circlewise, and 5 cubits the

heii^lit, and the circumferenco 30 cubits.

5. And the tliickness of it a handbieadlh, and tlie li[>

of it as the li[) of a cup, formed like the flower of

a lily, containing 3,000 measures (/lerpjjTHs

Tpiax^fXiovs), and he completed it.

Josephus.

"Ant." VII r, iii, 5. And he made a brazen sea, constructed as a hemi-

sphere {(Is fjfxKTcpatpiQv e(Tx>]iJ.aTi(T^euT]v), and the

brazen vessel was called a sea on account of its

largeness, foi- the laver was in diameter 10 cubits,

and the thickness made of a handbreadth

And the sea contained 3,000 baths (^drovs.

rpt(r;^(Xioi;s).

The descriptions agree except as to the content of the vessel, which

is given as containing 2,000 measures and also as containing 3,000

measures. At first sight the two contents, differing so greatly from one

another, appear to offer a considerable difficulty, but there is an easy

explication. From the accounts in the Bible it would not be possible to

say whether the vessel was a hemis])here of 10 cubits diameter or a

cylinder of 10 cubits diameter and 5 cubits height. In the latter case it

would, of course, contain exactly half as much again as in the former

case, i.e., if the hemisphere contained 2,0U0 measures the cylinder of the

same diameter and height would contain 3,000 measures. Josephus

makes it clear that it was a hemisphere, but the scribe who wrote 3,000

probably calculated it as a cylinder.

I think, therefore, that we may safely assume that the vessel was a

hemisphere, 10 cubits in diameter, and that It contained 2,000 measures.

The cubical content was, therefore, equal to 2Gr799 solid cubits, and the

capacity of ^oVo P'^^^ ^^ tliis was '1309 solid cubit.

Before discussing what this measure represented it is necessary to

consider the question of the capacity of the smaller lavers, of which there

were 10, five on each side of the Temple. These were supported upon
quadrangular bases with wheels underneath. The varying descriptions

of the bases are of very considerable interest, but as they have no direct

bearing upon the subject of the measures of capacity I need not refer to

them further.

The Description of the Ten Lavers.

Revised Version.

1 Kings vii, 38. And he made 10 lavers of br.ass : one laver con-

tained 40 baths, and every laver was 4 cubits, and

upon every one of the 10 bases one laver.

H 2
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Septuagint.

1 Kings vii, 38.

Revised Vei-sion.

2 Chron. iv, 6.

Septuagint.

2 Chrou. iv, 6.

Josephus.

"Ant.'Vni,iii, 6.

And he made 10 brazen vessels ; one vessel con-

taining 40 measures (reaaapaKovra xoftf) measuring

4 cubits ; one vessel upon one base of the 10

bases.

He made also 10 lavers, and put five on the right

hand and five on the left hand, to wash in them.

And he made 10 lavers, and placed the five on the

right and the five on the left, to wash in them
the parts of the sacrifices.

(N.B.—There is no mention in Chronicles of the

capacity of the 10 lavers.)

And he constructed 10 round brass vessels, of

which each contained 40 measures (xvTpoydvXovs

8eKa XovTrjpas CTTpoyyuXovs \a\Kovs a>v eKaaros f\o}p(i

Tio-aapaKovra x°^^)- And the height was 4 cubits,

and the rims had the same distance apart. And
he placed these lavers on the 10 bases, which were

called M6;^fj'a)5.

From these descriptions it is not quite easy to say what the forms of

the lavers were. From the Bil)le accounts they might liave been cylin-

drical, hemispherical, or quadrilateral, and, looking to Josephus, they

might have been either of the former. Tlie height, as given by him, is

clearly excessive, and may i)ossibly refer either to the height of the laver

from the ground or from the bottom of the base. All that is certain is

that each laver was 4 cubits across and contained 40 measures, translated

in the English version as baths.

It is quite clear that the measure used for the lavers is not the same

as ihat for the brazen sea, or that, assuming them to be the same, the

number 2,000 is too large or 40 is too small. But it is worthy of note

that, though in the English Bible the word "bath" is used for both,

in the Septuagint and in Josej)hus different words are used for the

measure of capacity of the sea and of the lavers, as will appear by
reference to the quotation given above.

A cursory examination shows that the unit of measure of the lavers

is about three times as great as that of the measure of the brazen sea,

and this naturally leads us to remember that the first sub-multiple of the

Hebrew measure translated " bath " was the " seah," which was one-

third of the former. If, therefore, the measure of the sea, which we
have already shown to be equal to '1309 solid cubit, was the " seah,"

the capacity of the " bath," as derived from the same vessel, would

ibe "3927 solid cubit ; 40 of such baths would be equal in capacity to

'3927 X 40, or 15-708 solid cubits.
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Let us see now liow tlii.s would compare with the probable contents

of one of the smaller lavers.

A quadrilateral vessel, of which the length of each side was 4 cubits

and the depth 1 cubit, would contain Hi solid cubits, and the fortieth

part of this is 'JOOO solid cubit.

A hemispherical vessel of 4 cubits diameter would contain 1G"755

solid cubits, of which the fortietii jiart is '4188 solid cubit.

A cylindrical ves.sel of 4 cubits diameter and 1| cubits in depth

would contain 15"7183 solid cubits, of which the fortieth part is •3929

solid cubit. The value for the bath as derived from this is almost exactly

the same as that derived from the brazen sea, and leads one to think that

the small lavers were cylindrical in form. As this, however, cannot be

regarded as quite certain, and as the shape and size of the brazen sea

leave no cause for doubt, it seems preferable to depend on the latter for

the measure of cajiacity and to tiike the bath as being equal to •3927 solid

cubit.

The contents of the subdivisions of the l)atli would then be as

follows :

—

1 seah =
-J
bath = '1.309 solid cubit.

1 hin = I seah = •0654
,,

1 log = iV liin = -0054 „

These are the results as obtained from the desci'iption of the vessels-

in the Temjjle, but I do not think it would be desirable to adopt them as-

conclusive uidess it can be shown that they are easily derivable from the

linear cubit. That this is the case, however, the following considerations

indicate :--

A cylindrical vessel, 1 cubit in diameter and half a cubit in depth, is

equal in capacity to •3927 solid cubit.

A cylindrical vessel, half a cubit in diameter and 4 palms in depth, is

equal in capacity to •1309 solid cubit.

A similar vessel, half a cubit in diameter and 2 palms in depth, is

equal in capacity to "0054 solid cubit.

A similar vessel, 1 palm in diameter and a quarter of a cubit in depth,,

is equal in ca])acity to ^0054 solid cubit.

It is evident, therefore, that the different measures, as based on the-

capacity of the brazen sea, are connected in a simple and probable manner
with the length of the cubit.

In the considerations given above I have only dealt with the measures

relatively to one another and to the length of the Jewish cubit,

independently of what the latter was, as expressed in modern measure.

The actual capacity of each I will now proceed to investigate.

In order to iiud what are the equivalents of the Jewish measure of

capacity in English measures, it is necessary to know the value of the

length of the cubit as compared with the latter. I have already given

in the paper referred to above some reasons for considering that most

probably the length was about 17"7 British inches.
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Agsnming this to be the case, the contents of a solid cubit was

5,545'233 cubij inches, and the capacity of each of the Jewish measures

was as follows :
—

1 bath or epha = 2,177'G13 cubic inches.

1 seah — 725-871

1 hin = 362-935

1 locf = 30-245

35

))

J)

These results do not agree with some previous determinations, but I

am not satisfied as to the value of the data upon which the latter are

based. For example, in the table of measuies given in Bagster's Bible

the log is given as being equal to -833 pint, which would make the bath

equal to 59-976 pints or 2,073-17 cubic inches. This determination,

however, appears to be based upon the statement by Josephus in the
' Antiquities," Book iii. Chapter 8, that the hin was equal to two

Athenian clioas, and as the exact size of the latter is not veiy well fixed

this cannot be regarded as quite satisfactory.

Colonel Conder, in his interesting '' Handbook to the Bible," gives

another determination of the Jewish measures of capacity, and arrives at

the conclusion that the bath, or eplia, was equal to 1,728 culiic British

inches. This he derives from the fact that the capacity of the log is

stated by the Rabbis to have been equal to the content of six hens' eggs,

which he has found to average "4 cubic inch each, thus making the log

24 cubic inches. But it apjjears to me rather doubtful whether this is

altogether satisfactory, especially as, in the same article, he remarks that

Maimonides, in his comments on the tract Peah, states that the contents

of the log were equal to 4 digits by 4 digits by 2j''|j digits, the digit

being equal to the width of the thumb. As the ordinary digit, or finger-

breadth, was probably equal to '737 inch, the digit referred to by
Maimonides must have been considerably larger, and the log must
therefore have been more than 24 cubic inches.

If, however, the log is taken as 30-245 cubic inches, in accordance with

the calculations already given, Maimonides's digit would be -88 inch, or

about 7 barleycoi-ns, as opposed to 6 barleycorns, the equivalent of a

fingerbreadth. It is probable, therefore, that the calculation made by
Maimonides was fairly correct. If the log, as estimated by him, was not

exactly equal to 30-245 cubic inches, it is more likely to have been

a little greater rather than less.

On the whole, therefore, I see no reason to doubt the determination

of 2,177-6 cubic inches as the approximate capacity of the bath.

It is somewhat remarkable, although it may be only a coincidence,

that this value of the bath corresponds very nearly with the value of the

British bushel.

The present standard bushel is equal to 2,218-19 cubic inches ; but this

is slightly larger than the older British measures, which derived their

origin from very ancient sources. The Winchester bushel, which existed
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in the time of Kiu;^ Henry VII, measures 2,150-4 cubic inches, and this,

without doubt, is a representative of much older measures.

The standard bnslu'l, wliich dates only from 1824, was purposely

made a little lar^'cr than the Wiiu-hester bushel, in order that the

gallon, which is one-eighth of the Imshi'l, should contain exactly 10 pounds

weif^ht of distilled water. It is the older measure, therefore, which

must be taken into consideration when making comi)arisons with other

ancient measiues.

There is another curious point with reference to the comparison of

the British measures with measures based upon the cubit, which is

worthy of note. I am well aware of the danger of giving too much value

to what may only be coincidences, but at the same time do not like

passing over thin point. The British standard measures are, as is well

known, cylindrical in form, the height being equal to half the diameter

of the cylinder. Now, if we take a cylinder of which the diameter

is 2 cubits (of 17"7 inches), and the height 1 cubit, the content is

equal to 1 7,421 'Oa cubic inches.

Comi)are tliis witli the standard quarter

of 8 bushels 17,745-53 .,

And with the quarter of 8 Winchester

bushels 17,201-60

Attain, a cvlinder 1 cubit in diameter and

| cubit in height equals 2,177-63 ,,

The standard bushel equals .... ... 2,218-19 ,,

The Winchester bushel equals 2,150-20 ,.

A cylinder ^ cubit in diameter and j cubit

in height equals 272-20 „

Standard gallon equals 277-27
,,

Winchester gallon equals .... .... 272-25 „

La.stly. a cylinder 4 cubit in diameter ami

^ cubit in height equals 34-02 „

Standard pint equals .... .... .... 34-GG ,,

Winchester pint equals .... 3403 ,,

Thus showing that the British measures are given by measures of

standard forms based on the cubit, and following one another in the

simplest possible way. On the other hand, they are not based on

measures commensurate with the British foot or inch. For example, the

standard bushel (according to the interesting work by Mr. H. J. Charny,

entitled "Our Weights and Measures") is contained in a cylindrical

measure of which the diameter is 17 80027948 inches and the height is

8-90463974 inches, which are rather inconvenient numbers for ordinary

use.

I think, therefore, there is considerable probability that the British

bushel is the modern representative of the Jewish bath, and this gives an

indirect confirmation to the statement that the cubit was approximately

17-7 inches. For example, if we calculate the length of the cubit from
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the Wincliester gallon, we have the equation {.c being the length of the

cnbit) :
—

'

111, 272-25

2 2 4 -7854

.'. X = 17-692 inches.

This diflfers by a small fraction only from the length of the cubit as

otherwise determined.

In conclusion, I will give a remme of the scale of Jewish liquid

measures as calculated :
—

\ lorr '873 standard pint.

12 logs = 1 hin 1-309 standard gallons.

24 logs = 2 bins = 1 seah 2-618

72 lo"-s = G bins = 3 scabs = 1 bath .... 7-854

)»

THE PROSPECT FROM PISGAH.

By Eev. W. F. Birch, M.A.

The panorama seen by Moses is thus described in Deut. xxxiv, 1-3 :

—

And Moses went up from the steppes of Moab unto Mount Nebo, to

the top (or head) of Pisgah, that is fronting Jericho. And Jehovah

showed him all the land, (even) Gile'ad, as far as Dan, and all Naphtali,

and the land of Ephraim and Manasseh, and all the land of Judah as far

as the hinder sea, and the South, and the Round, (even) the plain of

Jericho, the city of palm-trees, as far as Zo'ar ("Crit. Comm. Deut.,"

Prof. Driver).

The Hebrew word (l^), so useful in locating the sepulchres of

David {Quarterly Statement, 1883, p. 107 ; 1890, p. 206), and thrice tians-

lated in Deut. vnto, Dr. Driver says " means distinctly as far as." It is

needless, then, to prove it. Failure has ajjparently dogged all attempts

to find a point on the east side of the Jordan or Dead Sea, from which all

the tracts or spots named above may be seen in their resjjective positions.

Accordingly, Professor Driver (" Deuteronomy," p. 419), observes :— " The

panorama is superb, though the terms in Deut. xxxiv, 1-3, are hyper-

bolical, and must be taken as including points filled in by the imagination

as well as those actually visible to the eye."

Let me lead a forlorn-hope to what I believe will prove to be the lon^-

lost head of Pisgah.

To me it seems all but certain that the Biblical description is literally

true ; that imagination has no i)lace in it, otherwise snowy Hermon or

Lebanon, which Moses entreated to see (Deut. iii, 25), would surely have

followed the mention of Gilead ; and that the perplexity is due to taking
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Josephus fis a guide to Zoar and Dan, and letting later writers be personal

conductors to the hinder sea.

I liope a friend for a day will leave Jerusalem in the cold, hurry

down to the mouth of the Kidron, take the steamer 8h miles across the

Dead Sea, and climb the bh miles of the slopes of xMoab to Talfit el

Benat. If this be clone ou the first day of the last month (the anni-

versary of the death of Moses, according to Josephus), hu will probably,

weather permitting, be able with a telescope to distinguish all the tracts

and spots named above as being seen by Moses from the mountain of

Nebo. It is essential to know beforehand the ])ositions of the oljjects to

be looked for. In the above list seekers have been ballled by the three

limits given—Dan, the hinder sea, and Zoar. Josephus places Zoar at

the southern end of the Dead Sea (" Wars," iv, 8, 4), Dan at the springs

of the lesser Jordan (let him mean) at Tell el Kady, while recent writers

identify the hinder sea with the Mediterranean. Here, I suspect, are

three real mistakes, producing naturally disappointment. Let me try to

fix these limits correctly.

Zoar.

Happily investigation has already discovered the true approximate

position, if not the very site, of Zoar, the little city near Sodom. From

Gen. xiii, 10-12, we learn that Lot, from the mountain east of Bethel,

" beheld all the plain (Cicear) of Jordan (in which plain the five doomed

cities were situate), that it was well v/atered everywhere .... as thou

comest unto Zoar." It is now admitted that the Dead Sea existed before

the time of Abraham. Were the cities, then, in the plain at the northern

or at the southern end of it ? This is the question. Let it be admitted

that either plain might be called Cicear. Then it follows (1) If Sodom

(and Zoar witli it) be placed in the plain at the southern end, that this

plain was the plaiu of Jordan. But the muddy Jordan is still 40 miles

distant from it. How could a plain j'ossibly be called the plain of the

Jordan when it was so far from the Jordau ? Such lucus a non lucendo

nomenclature is impossible. In a small country like Palestine names

cannot be hurled recklessly 40 miles. It must follow, therefore, that

Sodom and Zoar were in the northern plain, the only district left. (2) Lot

saw all the plain of Jordan. Ou the east side of the river the plain is

distinctly in sight from the hill near Bethel, being 2T> miles distant, while

it is physically impossible for anyone to see the plain at the south, quite

50 miles distant, as intervening mountains intercept the view (''Bible

and Modern Discoveries," p. 21). One witness after another testifies to

this, while no one (so far as I can learn) comes forward to say he has ever

seen the southern plain from that hill. Either of these points seems to

me enough to kill the error, though nevertheless it still moves, galvanized

by Josephus, Onomasticon, Crusadei's, and Arabic writers, all of no value

on this point. It is cruel even to put such witnesses into the box. It

might also be urged that Gen. xiii, 14, 15, preclude Lot's Hill, near

Bethel, from commanding a view of the country at the south-east end
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of the Derul Sea, which part undoubtedly formed a portion of Moab's

territory not to be possessed by Israel. After Lot's departure, Abram

was bidden to survey the panorama (apparently from the same hill) and

told, "All the land which thou seest, to thee will I give it, and to thy

seed for ever." All that Abram then saw was to be his : but the south-

east part was Moab's, and so could not be his. Therefore he did not see

it, which was quite natural, as it was out of sight.

It is almost superfluous to add

—

(a.) That a plain 25 miles distant might easily be seen to be well

watered, but not so readily one 50 miles away.

(b.) That if Sodom had been at the south end of the sea the four

Kino-s (Gen. xiv); after reaching Hazezon Tamar, must have turned back

to reach Sodom, a foolish mode of proceeding. It is obvious, however,

that, advancing along the west side of the Dead Sea, they would at last

at the north end come opposite to Sodom, with the Joi'dan between it

and them. Probably the tive Kings prevented their crossing the river,

until its depth and rapidity decreased north of the Aujah. Then quickly

followed defeat in the Vale of Siddim, flight to the mountain, and the

leap into a slime pit (bitumen shaft), by which act the King of Sodom

saved his life. See Amama, in loco.

(c.) Zoar is associated with places in the northern part of Moab in

Jerem. xlviii, 34 ; Isa. xv.

(d.) Abraham, from a, spot near Hebron (Gen. xix, 28), loolced towards

Sodom and Gomorrha and toward all the land of the plain. The Hebrew

expression (i^S'^V) requires, I believe, wliat follows to be within

sight {Quarterly Statement, 1696, p. 262), and Mr. G. Armstrong informs

me that from Beni Nairn (the traditional spot) the eastern plain at the

north of the Dead Sea is within sight.

Sir George Grove's arguments for placing the ]>lain of the Jordan

with Sodom, Zoar, &c., at the jiorth end of the Dead Sea, seem to me

insuperable.

In Quarterly Statement, 1879, p. 15, I placed Zoar at Tell esh Shaghur,

near which is a spring. Thi s suitable position was supported by the

resen\blance of the Arabic word Shaghur to the Hebrew Zoar {little).

Mr. Men-ill's identification of Zoar with Tell Ektanu, supported in turn

by its resemblance to Katan, another Hebrew word for little, seems to

me too far-fetched to have any weight. Such a change is most improbable.

Is Littleton likely to be ever called Weeton, or Washington Lavington ?

Let us now be thankful that the position of Zoar is fixed approxi-

mately, if not precisely. Be it observed it has been proved without regard

to Josephus.

The Hinder Sea.

From no mountain on the east side of the Dead Sea is it possible tc

see the Mediterranean near Judah. Higher mountains intervene. It is.

therefore, self-evident that Moses could not from Pisgah see as far as the

hinder se;i, if we assume tliat this sea must here mean the Mediterranean.
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Be it noted, liowever, that Deuteronomy does not say the great sea, but

the behind sea. Behind what or whom ? This is the question. The

expression is also u.sed in Joel ii, 2(>, and Zech. xiv, 8, but it ia in contrast

to another sea entitled the before or Eastern sea, while the mention

of Zion and Jerusalem fixes the spectator between these two seas. In

Dent, xi, 24, the identical ])hrase occurs, used by Moses, iinto the hinder

sea. Here the .speaker is in the plain of Shittim, north-east of the Deail

Sea (and facing east in oriental manner), he naturally defines I.srael's

western limit by the hinder .sea, i.e., the sea beliiml liim. But I ask, is

this one passage by itself sufticient to establish a.s an axiom the jjoint that

whenever in the Bible the hinder is joined to the sea, the Great Sea {i.e.,

]Mediterranean) must be referred to. I have pointed out {Quarterly

Statement 1889, p. 38) that the rigid use of nouns {emek, gai, nachal) is

the key to Jerusalem topography, but I hesitate to deal thus with

adjectives. At any rate, as one swallow does not make a summer, why

is one case (Deut. xi, 24) "to make a rule, and hand over Deut. xxxiv, 2, to

imagination I It is said that this book is of a composite character. Do

all writers then necessarily use the same word with precisely the same

meaning, or has the revi.ser jjlaned down all their differences of usage ?

Let the calm mind of the wise decide.

Pisgah was on the east side of the Dead Sea. Moses, therefoi'e, when

he began his survey looking eastward (iii, 27), would have that sea behind

him, then as he turned to the left about, tracing the scene and horizon,

he sees at last the land of Judah ending near Masada, and so reaching as

far as the apparent end of that sea, described as the hinder sea (as I

believe) in Deut. xxxiv, because it Avas behind Moses when he began

his survey. So Abraham was able to see the rum behind him, i.e., which

had been behind him before he turned round. Let jutlgment stand over

till Dan is examined and prejudice abates. Patrick observes, "some take

the hinder sea to be the Dead Sea." If Dan proves to be visible from

Pisgah, the critics will perhaps incline to acquittal, and not oppose the

sacred writer's claim to fidelity in Deut. xxxiv, by building a rule on

one text.

Dax.

I admit that Josephus practically places Dan at Tell el Kadi. Does

he never err? Do we not suffer to this day through his Jerusalem

blunders {Quarterly Statement, 1886, p. 28) \ Surely he must have known

moi-e of the Holy City than of Dan. Let him then stand down. I will

listen to his tales, but I cannot always be gui<led by him.

Dr. Post (1888, p. 196) invites us to Jebel Osh'a for Pisgah, promising

there the most comprehensive view of the Promised Land. Moses,

however, died in the Laud of Moab, and I do not see how to extend

Moab so as to include Jebel 0.sh'a. Siilghah (first jjroposed by Professor

Paine and supported by Colonel Conder), situated 10 miles due east of the

mouth of the Jordan, in a part where several have been inclined to i)lace

Mount Nebo, at present enjoys the honour of being popularly identified
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with the head of Pisgah. The fatal objection must nevertheless

be admitted that Tell el Kadi (the popular Dan) is invisible from Siaghah

(2,291 feet). There is no doubt here. Part, if not the summit (3,597 feet)

of Jebel Osh'a, higher than Siaghah, intervening, excludes Tell el Kadi

from our sight. Witli grief I realised that the oljjection was true. But
was Dan really at Tell el Kadi I If so, in Judges why is not mention

made of its spring, " the largest spring in Syria, and said to be the largest

single spring in the world "
I Has not Josephus misled us again ? I go-

to the Bible for the truth, and so discover that Tell el Kadi was certainly

not Dan—but most probably Baal-gad.

Tell el Kadi (505 feet) is, according to ray measurement, 102 miles,

from Siaghah (2,291 feet). If, therefore, the line of vision lay along the

depressed trough of the Jordan valley and nothing higher than the Sea of

Galilee (
— 682 feet) intervened, then (according to calculations made for

me by the Eev. Hector McNeile) 392 feet of Tell el Kadi would be

visible from Siaghah. Unfortunately the line passes east of that sea.

Dan and Baal-gad.

The northern limit of the country taken by Joshua was "Baal-gad in

the valley (Bikah) of Lebanon under Mount Hei-mon " (Josh, xi 17) ; the

northern limit at a later date was Dan (as is seen in the frequent i>hrase

" From Dan to Beersheba "). Dan (Judges xviii, 28) was " in the valley

(Emek) that lietli by Bethrehob." It is said of the spies (Numb, xiii, 21),

tliey " searched the land from the wilderness of Zin (in the south) unto>

Eehob (in the north) as men come to Hamath." Beth-rehob and Rehob
(here and 2 Sam. x, 6, 8) are appai-ently identical. Now Bikah denotes

a larger valley than Emek: e.g., the hikah of Megiddo is the great i^laiu

through which the Kishon flows ; while the emek of Jezreel is the valley

running eastwards from Jezreel. One expects therefore to find Baal-gad

in a larger valley than that in wliich Dan was situated. In eastern

Palestine the land possessed reached as far as Mount Hermon (Josh, xii,

1) ; in western, as far as Baal-gad (xi, 17). One would expect the two
limits to fairly correspond to oue another. Further, there are only two
large valleys (Bikah) in one of which Baal-gad must have been situated,

either in the great valley between the Lebanon and Hermon ranges, or

in the Huleh depression, about 16 miles long by 6 miles broad ("Survey
of Western Palestine," T. Saunders, p. 14-j), i.e., the head of the Jordan
valley. I was {Quarterly Statement, 1881, j). 235) in favour of identifying

Baal-gad with Baal-bec, because of the position of the latter in the great

plain, el Buka'a ; but I overlooked a fatal objection, viz., that the land

captured by Joshua must, in this case, have extended some 60 miles-

north of the admittedly approximate position of Dan, the later northern

boundary. Even half the distance would involve the difficulty. One
is therefore inevitably thrown back upon the Huleh plain as the only

possible site of Baal-gad. Dr. Robinson located this place at Banias, the

Tivoli of Hermon, on a terrace rising above the jdain. I would rather
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identify Biial-gad willi 'l\'ll I'l lv;uli, near which Colonel Courier (1882,

p. 22G) found some remarkable basaltic dolmens.

As to the name. Baal a.s a prefix to Biblical names of ])!aces is often

dropi)od. It has also been iivoposed to accept K for (J in identifyini^

Gedcioth, (iibbctlion ; tluis Baal-gad might become Kad. The eminence

would make it Tell el Kad, and i being added to give a meaning, the

result is Tell el Kxrli, or the kill of the judije. It must b;' owned, however,

that Kadi occurs elsewhere on the map ; but the coincidence of Kadi and

Dan each meaning judge does not really help much to connect Dan with

Tell el Kadi, as the Fellahin preserve the sound, not the seiise (1882,

]). 151, and r>oiiar's "Land of Promise," p. 457).

With the lluleh plain representing "the bihdi of Lebanon under

Mount Hermon," we are forced to search elsewhere in this district for a

smaller plain to represent the e7nek in which Dan stood. On turning to

" Memoirs," i, ]>. 84, I read : "This (division of the country) contains two

plains, the Jonlan Plain and the Merj Ayun, the latter of which is at a

higher level, and is the mouth of the great valley which divides the

northern country, the Lebanon, from the Anti-Lebanon. This plain is

very fertile . . .
."

"We may place Dan in this valley without misgivings, as there is no

other rival emek hereabouts available, especially since Merj Ayun exactly

answers the Biblical requirements, as fullows :

—
1. It is an emek six miles long and from one to three miles broad.

2. It is the mouth of the great valley leading to Hamath.

3. It is a very fertile and also a charming and picturesque plain, as

described in Judges xviii, 10 : "A place where there is no want of any-

thing that is in the earth."

4. Laish, i.e., Dan, was connected with Sidon {id. 7), and Dr. Thomson

observes that the tombs hereabouts are exactly like those of Tyre and

Sidon.

5. "Ijou and Dan and Abel-beth-maachah " are mentioned in 1 Kings

XV, 20 ; 2 Chron. xvi, 4. If we place Dan about the middle of the plain

(say) at Ain el Hosh, 1,768 feet above the sea, and Ijon at the north end

of the plain at Tell Dibbin (Dr. Pobinson), or at El Khiam (Colonel

Conder), and Abel (as already identified), below the southern cascades,

at Abil, then the three places are in topographical order from north to

south.

6. Possibly in Ain el Ilosh, written 'Ain el Losh, there may be a

survival of L'.'.skem, or Laish, the earlier name of Dan. Hosh, however,

occurs elsewhere.

7. Kulat esh Shukif (2,345 feet), 2\ miles due west of 'Ain el Hosh,

would do quite as well as Hunin for the site of Beth-rehob.

The Merj slopes southwards, being 1,700 or 1,800 feet above the sea,

and more than 1,200 feet above Tell el Kadi. This great gain in eleva-

tion encouraged the ho])e that 'Ain el Hosh would prove on examination

to be visil)le from Siaghah. With Dan at Ain el Hosh (1,768 feet) and

distant 107 miles from Siaghah (2,291 feet), and with nothing higher
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than the Sea of Galilee ( - 682 feet) intervening, Mr. McNeile reports that

1,520 feet of Dan would be visible from Siaghah (? Pisgah). Still, on
referring to the reduced map and the raised map of Mr. Armstrong, I

was forced to abandon in turn even this hopeful line, since it passes

over but a small part of the said sea on its eastern side, while Jebel
Osh'a seems to fatally obstruct the view of the Merj from Siaghah. A
step, however, has been gained in fixing Dan in the Merj Ayun.

Pisgah,

Siaghah is apparently too easterly to command a view of the Merj.

If it be otherwise, further seai'ch is needless. This hope, however, seems
vain. One must, therefore, forsake Siaghah altogether, and seek among
Moab's mountains for some point sufficiently high and westward to admit
of a straight line being drawn to the Merj unobstructed by any inter-

vening ground. On the map I find "a conspicuous knoll" ("Eastern

Palestine," p. 228), the highest (id 10) point of the ridge hereabouts, called

Talat el Benit (2,579 feet), which stands 6j miles to the south of Siaghah,

and 3 miles to the west of it. From this point (by mj measurement) it

is llSh miles to 'Ain el Hosh. The line, after 26 miles, passes for some
35 miles over an unsurveyed district, which accordingly on the raised

map has had to be filled in from imperfect data. Haze, too, has thwarted

observers. Therefore, without telescope or theodolite, it is impossible

to arrive at certainty. Still, I rely on hope and the accuracy of Biblical

topography for final success.

Starting on an aerial journey from Talat el Benat to Dan we pass

(as I make it) some three miles west of the summit of Jebel Osh'a.

Mr. McNeile reports that " at this point (26 miles distant from Pisgah

—Talat el BenS,t) the line of vision is 891"792 feet above the (/reat sea,

at 61 miles only 29*462 feet, and at the lowest point (62'16'5535 miles)

about 28'5 feet." This shows that op]Josite the top of Jebel Osh'a the

line is some 2,000 feet higher than the Jordan, and some 2,700 feet below
that summit. In other words, if the western side of the said Jebel falls

900 feet on an average for three miles, the line of vision is not here

intercepted. Colonel Conder ("Heth and Moab," p. 181) speaks of "the
brink oi- cliff of Jebel Osh'a .... Far below are the sandstones of

the lower spurs which run out into the Jordan Valley beneath an almost

precipitous slope." From a very high ridge (2,260 feet) called Mureijib

Beni Atiyeh, four miles south-west of Talat el Benat, there is in less than
four miles a fall of 3,552 feet to the Dead Sea (-1,292 feet), which is

precisely 888 to each mile ; so that a gradient of 900 feet per mile for

three miles would not be unparalleled.

From 26 to 61 miles little is known precisely of the elevation of the

valley on the east side of the Jordan. At 61 miles (as stated), or lOj miles

south of the Sea of Galilee, we reach better known land. The line here is

at 29"46 feet above the sea, while one mile to the east is an elevation near

Mukhraba, marked in Schumacher's map of Northern Ajlun as 859 feet.
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so that with a fall of 830 feet for one mile, our line would clear this

dangerous iioint. Heiiceforth the curvature is in our favour, and soon

we are '•aily j,didin'4 over the blue waters of the Sea of Cialilee, 700 or

800 feet above its .surface. Then tlie line Ije^^ns to clind) the liiils of

Naphtali, and tinally we reach terra firma at 'Ain el Hosh, li:U miles

from Pisgah, after a trip which for safety, I hope, any aeronaut may envy.

The data, I repeat, do not exist for one to demonstrate that Dan (at

'Ain el Hosh) is actually visible from Talat el Benat ; but the probability

appears to me so great that I fully expect that on trial both Zoar and

Dan will prove to be in sight fron\ Talat el Benat, thus marking it out

as Pisgah, if no rival takes the field. A transparent atmosphere and a

good telescope will, I hope, settle the question on some ausjjicious day,

to my satisfaction, as elevations have not herein been knowingly pared

down to help this theory.

Should Talat el Benat in turn be rejected, it still remains to settle

matters with the formidable Mureijib, some two miles more to the west,

and 116 miles from 'Ain el Hosh. Hence the line of vision appears at

Gl miles to touch, in the Jordan depression, the lowest point at 282 feet

1)elow the sea, and passes some 500 feet above the Sea of Galilee. This

line seems quite clear of any obstruction from Eastern Palestine.

If, however, Talat el Bendt be the head of Pisgah, the matter briefly ir.

thus. Here the venerable law -giver at last reaches his goal overlooking

the Dead Sea. His view eastwards is limited to a few miles. He scans

the horizon from the east northwards along the mishor of Eeuben. till it

culminates in the highest point of Jebel Osh'a, above the glades of Gad :

thence the horizon dips to its lowest point in the far north, in the ]Merj

Ayun, near 'Ain el Hosh. Thence westwards it rises to the still distant

highlands of Naphtali, in Upper Galilee ; then coming southwards the

horizon undulates over the crested summits of the land of Ephraim and

Manasseh, nearer still it passes over royal Judah, with which Benjamin is

incorporated, until it dips down at Masada, above (or near) the ai>jjarent

end of the Dead Sea. Here there opens a distant vista of the South in

the depression to the. left. Lastly, as he turns towards the Jordan, he

beholds spread at his feet, yet quite 10 miles distant, the broad plain of

Jericho, from the city of palm-trees as far as Zoar, at the foot of the

eastern hills. Then casting one longing lingering look over the goodly

tents of Jacob, as gardens by the river's side, Moses passes away with

Lebanon (Ilermon) yet to be seen (Matt, xvii, 1).

The mention of Dan places these details after tlie conquest. Gilead

describes the whole etistern side (visible), as in 2 Sam. ii, 9 ; 1 Kings
iv, 19. Possibly the term "all Naphtali" may cover any part of Zebulon

within sight. The fiequeut combination of Ephraim and Manasseh (in

this order) accounts for the variation in regard to their geographical order,

which would singly have named Manasseh first. After the disruption, the

land of Benjamin lost at times its individuality in the broader name of

Judah (Psalm Ixxviii, 68 ; 1 Kings xii, 20). The conclusions are as

follows :

—
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1. The plain of Jordan was north-east of the Dead Sea, Zoar at Tell

es Shaghur, Sodom at Tell er Ranieh (1881, 101).

2. Dan was in the Merj Ayun, probably at 'Ain el Hosh.

3. If both the above are visible from any point on the eastern side,

commanding a view of the Dead Sea, then the third limit " the hinder

sea" means the Dead Sea in Deut. xxxiv.

4. The head of Pisgah was in all ]n-obability at Talat el Benat. If

thorough investigation proves this to be impossible, then Mureijib

a])parently must be Pisgah. Haze frequently harasses observers in

Eastern Palestine. Hence arise discrepancies between their reports.

Professor Paine and Dr. Post report Hermon as visible from Jebel Osh'a,

while Colonel Conder says Ajlun conceals it. The latter says "the Dead

Sea is hidden by a projecting ridge," while Dr. Post gives it as in sight.

The difficulty as to Dan increases with the square of the distance ;
so

that it is necessary for Lynceus to report on this perplexing question.

Till then the problem is open to the mathematici, and the hinder sea to

the grammatici If the writer of Deut. xxxiv, 1-3, could resist the

fascination of Hermon and speak correctly about Dan, one should not

liurriedlv believe he stumbled over the hinder sea.

Addenda.

1. The advocates of Zoar at the southern end of the Dead Sea have

such a bad case that they may be excused catching at any straw.

I see it is practically urged in support of the southern site that if

Zoar had been in the Shittim plain at the north, Zoar would have been

mentioned in the list of Israel's cities. The only lists in which Zoar

could thus appear would be in Num. xxxii, 36, "Beth-nimrah and

Beth-haran, fenced cities," and Josh, xiii, 27, " In the valley, Beth-

haram, and Beth-nimrah, and Succoth, and Zaphon." The first two are

distinctly described as "fenced cities," and Beth-haran is identified with

Tell Rameh about one mile from Tell esh Shaghur (Zoar). It is not

claimed that Zoar was a fenced city ; while such would be needless so

near to Beth-haran. Therefore its not being named among fenced cities

proves nothing against the northern site.

2. Again, an appeal is made to Ezek. xvi, 46, " Thine elder sister is

Samaria°she and her daughters that dwell at tliy left hand : and thy

younger sister, that dwelleth at thy right hand, is Sodom and her

daughters." I admit that in the Bible, left and rijht often stand for north

andliouth. Does it therefore follow that when David's mighty men were

on bis right and on his left (2 Sam. xvi, 6), that they were south and

north of him ; or that when Asahel turned not to the right hand nor to

the left, it meant he turned neither south nor north ? Surely the expres-

.sion may only mean, as in 2 Sam. xiv, 19, neither in one direction nor in

another!! I cheerfully admit that Samaria was north of Jerusalem, and

that a Sodom, at the north end of the Dead Sea, would not be south of the
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latitude of JenisakMii, but rather ilue east
;
yet to jiredicate the two

points, tliat in Jlzek. xvi Sodom must mean literally Lot's Sodom, ai:d

left and right must moan literally north anvl south, seems to me to ])v.

towards sottlini,' a ditlieulty, too short a cut to be satisfaetory and safe.

If .Sodom means merely Moab, then rij/it may here well stand for south,

but if Sodom is to be taken iilerally, surely it is easier to let the spectator

look north-east or not to be too ])recise, than to transport the Jordan some
-10 miles to the southern end of the Dead Sea, and to make Lot's si(,dit

])enetrate through mountains. The above objection then does not seem
to me to help the southern site. Professor Ganneau (188G, 21), the chief

of the southerners, ignores distance, and places Gomorrha, which was in

t/<e Plain of Jordan, about 20 leagues fj-om the south end of the Dead
Sea, or 106 miles from the Jordan. Such a leap of Jordan would almost
rival Dan's towards Bashan.

3. The relation of Pisgah to Nebo I have passed by, as it does not
artect the site of the point of prospect. Siaghah " is fronting," or in

sight of, Jericho (Deut. xxxiv), at 17 miles' distance ; so is Talat el Benat,
at 19 miles' distance. Further, the head of Pisgah (Num. xxi, 20), like

that of Peor (xxiii, 28), is said to "look down u|)on" (R.V.) or project
towai-ds the Jeshimon or desert of Judah, on the west side of the Dead
Sea. Herein Talat el Benat far excels Siaghah, being 288 feet higher,.

() miles further south, and 3 miles more to the west.

4. Examination will doul)tless show that Tell es Shaijhur is in sio-ht

from Talat el Benat.

o. Merj Ayun means (General Iiulex) " the meadow or prairie of

.springs." Eobinson (" Bibl. Pes.") suggests that Arjun represents 7>«>-
and adds that the road through the Merj is " the most level of all the
routes betw^een Damascus and the coast ' (Gen. xiv, 14, 1.5).

G. Jer. viii, IG : "The snorting of his horses was heard from Dan."
An invader from the north would naturally traverse the Merj, while Tell

el Kadi hanlly seems to be in the way of the oidinary route.

7. The Huleh Plain is described in "Memoirs," I, 97, as "verv
fertile but malarious"; on the other hand, writers are unanimous as to
the merits as well as lieauty of the Merj. Thomson mentions '• the
j)retty plain and noble fountain" ; Porter " the beautiful plain and fields

of cox-n and green meadows "
; Bonar says (" Land of Promise," 4G2) :

" The region is mountainous in the extreme, but not bare. Wood, frass
and flowers meet us in all directions ; the damj) of the mornin" seems,
to bring out their othnirs, and as we passed along, the fragrance was
refreshing—all the more because it was the smell of Lebanon."

With good reason, then, the five Danites pa.ssed by the swampy Hulelu
and fixed their choice on the "very good land" of the breezy, fertile Mei-j,

observant of the fact that the people of Laish were "ipiiet and secure "

and might be attacked with impunity, being far from Zidou, having no
friend to help them, i.e., with " no deliverer " at hand (Judg. xviii, 28
and 7) to put the aggressors to shame, and having no dealings with (LXX)
the Syrians of Rehob (Kiilat esh Shukif (.-') from ^vtr ^^*^ overlook-inff

I
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ciistle). Therefore with the wisdom of an adder and fury of a lion's

whelp the Danites repeated Abram's attack at Dan " as men come to

Hamath," acting as Simeon afterwards did in the soutli (1 Chron. iv,

39-43).

8. As to names. At Tell el Kadi both the fovuitain and stream bear

the name of el-Leddan, possibly through a survival of early Christian

belief that this was tlie site of Dan. It is said in "Heth and Moab,"

p. 236, that the mound near Tell el Kadi, called Tell el Ajjvll, or the

" Hill of Calves," suggests a connection with Jeroboam's calf-worship.

Ajjul, however, occurs elsewhere.

Again, the city Nebo, on the Moab plateau, may have given its name
to Jebel Neba, east of Siaghah. As the ascent to this part is called

Talat es Sufa, the field close to the cairn of Nebo is taken (" Heth and

Moab," pp. 129, 130) to be the "Field of Zophim, top of Pisgah

"

(Num. xxiii, 14). HajDpily Talat el Benat also has its Zophim close at

hand, in Wadi Tulei'at es Safa marked on the American map (Palestine

Exploration Society, 1875, p. 32).

From Jebel Neba (2,643 feet) parts of Jerusalem are said to be in

^ioht. The distance is 31 miles. It would seem there that a better viewO
is to be gained of the Holy City from Talat el Benfit (2,579 feet), as the

distance is four miles less, and the decline of the Olivet ridge southwards

admits an ampler view from the site of the new Pisgah, six miles south cf

Jebel Neba.

Moses asked (Dent, iii, 25, E.V.) to see " that goodly mountain,"

which (according to Poole) may mean Lebanon or Moriali or the moun-

tainous region. If Moses meant this mountain of Psalm Ixxviii, 54,

examination may yet prove that it was from Talat el Benat that he

t)eheld the desire of his eyes.

liemarhs on Mr. Birch's Paper.

By Colonel Conder, E.E.

There is a drawing of Lot's view from near Bethel in my " Palestine
"

(Philip and Sons). The south end of the Dead Sea cannot be seen. The

sketch was made on the spot with a view to this question.

I believe Baal Gad to have lain on the north slopes of Hermon, whicii

seems to me to suit both Biblical and monumental notices. See Quarteriij

Statement, and ("Tell Amarna Tablets"). The probable site being 'Ain

Jideideh.

Tell el Kady is not visible from Siaghah, I believe. It was looked

for through the 8-inch theodolite in 1881. Kady has not a letter in

common with Gad, the y is a radical ; it represents the Hebrew Katzi,

*' judge "
; and is spelt with dad (Tsade) not with daleth. The view from

Siaghah will be found, I believe (if the survey trigonometrical books ai-e
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rxauiiufd), nut tn iinlinlc Ijuii, wliicli, luoieover, is coiicealeil by higher

'ground in Galilee.

My remarks as to the view from Jebel Osli'a are from notes and
sketches made on the spot. {See Quarterly Statement, 1882, and "Heth
and Moab.'M

ON THE PRESSURE OE THE AT.MOSPHERE AT
JERUSALEM.

By James Glaisher, F.R.S.

Jerusalem is situated in latitudes 31" 46' 40" N. and longitude
35" 13' 3t>" E., and is about 2,500 feet above the level of the Mediterranean
Sea. The observations of atmospheric pressure were began in the year
1861 by Dr. Chaplin, and continued by him till the end of the year 1881.

The results of Dr. Chaplin's observations were published in the Quarterly
Statement for January, 1883. From 1882 the observations have been
under the superintendence of the Palestine Exploration Fund. Thev
were forwarded at the end of each year to the Society, but remained
unreduced for some years ; recently they have been sent to nie at the
end of each year. The results from 1882 to 1896 have been published in

the Quarterly Statements between July, 1893, and January, 1898. So far

as I can learn, the barometer has never been moved since 1861. By
extracting from these iniblishe<l results the highest bai'ometer reading iu

each month the following table has been formed :
—

1 2
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The highest reading of the barometer was above 27'500 inches in

every January, February, October, ami Decenilx-r, 14 times in Noveml)ei-,

12 in April, 11 in March, (J in May, and 5 in ,Sej)tember ; it was below

27"500 inches in every June, July, and August. The liighest reading in

the 15 years was 27'737 inches, in December, 1891.

By taking out of Table I the extreme readings in each month, the

liighest readings have varied —
ins. ins.

In January .... from 27-721 in 1882 to 27-").38 in 1893

February .... „ 27-709 „ 1887 „ 27-50!) „ 1895

March .... „ 27-627 „ 1888 „ 27-438 „ 189G

April „ 27-625 „ 1882 „ 27-4.58 „ 1892

May „ 27-635 „ 1887 ,, 27-407 „ 1890

June „ 27-480 „ 1893 „ 27-396 „ 1888

July „ 27-475 „ 1891 „ 27292 „ 1890

August .... „ 27-439 „ 1896 „ 27-321 „ 1887

September .... „ 27-586 „ 1887 „ 27-402 „ 1893

October ... „ 27-62C „ 1889 „ 27-501 „ 1891

November .... „ 27-692 „ 1895 „ 27-499 „ 1894

December .... „ 27-737 „ 1891 ,. 27-526 „ 1894

The difierences of readings in each mouth for 15 years were small, the

largest was 0-228 inch, in May, the next in order was 0-211 inch, in

December ; the .smallest was 0-084 inch, in June, and the next in order

was 0-118 inch, in August.

By extracting from Table I the extreme readings in each year it is

found that the higliest readings have varied

—

ins. ins.

In 1882, from 27-721 in January to 27-358 in July.

1883
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when it was 0'405 inch ; the next in order was 0"394 inch, in the year

1887 ; the smallest was 0'229 inch, in 1894 ; and the next in order was

0-252 inch, in 1885.

The highest reading for the year in the 15 years has occurred in

—

January, four times, viz., in 18.'=^2, 1884, 1885, and 1890 ; the highest

was 27'721 inches, in 1882.

February, once ; 27'709 inches, in 1887.

October, once ; 27"607 inches, in 1894.

November, twice, in 1893 and 1895 ; the highest was 27'G'92 inches, in

1895.

December, eight times, in 1883, 1885, 1886, 1888, 1889, 1891, 1892,

and 189G ; the highest was 27-737 inches, in 1891,

In the year 1885 the highest readings in January and December were

alike.

The numbers at the foot of the columns iu Tiible I give the mean of

tlie highest monthly readings iu each year ; the highest was 27*556 inches,

in 1882 ; and the lowest was 27-484 inches, in 1890.

The numbers in the last column of Table I show the mean of the

15 readings. The highest was 27-631 inches, in December ; and the

next in order 27620 inches in January ; then decreasing month by

month to the lowest, 27-360 inches, in July ; and then increasing month

by month to December. The mean of all the maximum readings was

27-520 inches.

By selecting from the published results the lowest barometer reading

in each month, the following table was formed :

—
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beiiif? 0-3S7 inch, in IROH ; and tlu' siniillcst, O'lHO incli, in 1802; the

next in onler beinj,' 0'-2\') incli, in 1882.

Tlu- lowest reading for the ye:ir occurred in

—

January, twice, viz., in lS.s;5 and KS>7 ; the iuwcsL was 20-1)78 inches,

in 1837.

February, three times, in 1883, 1891, and 1S02; tlie lowest was

27-02.") incites, in 1S!)1.

March, five times, in 1885, 188G, 1889, 1895, and 189G ; the lowest was

2G-970 inches, in 189G.

April, four times, in 1882, 1884, 1890, and 1894 ; the lowest was

2G-997 inches, in 1884.

December, twice, in 1888 and 1893 ; the lowest was 27020 inches, in

1888.

In the year 1883, the lowest reading, viz., 27"122 inche.-i, occurred in

both January and Febi'uary.

The numbers at the foot of the columns in Table II give the mean of

the lowest monthly leadings in each year. The lowest was 27'177 inches,

in 18!)G ; and the iiighest, 27-229 inches, in 1889.

The numbers in the last column of Table II .show (he mean of the

15 readings. The lowest was 27-099 inches, in March, increasing month

by month to 27-229 inches, in June ; the mean for July was 27-101 inches,

then increasing month by month to 27-341 inches, in October, and decreasing

again to the lowest in March.

By taking the ditferences between the numbers in Table I and

Table II the next table is formed :

—
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The greatest ranges appear in the wintei- and spring montlis, and the

least in the sunnncr and autumn months. The greatest monthly range in

tlie IT) years was 0'73() inch, in January, 1887 ; and the next in order was

()-71 1 inch, in December, 1888 ; tlie least range was 0*129 inch, in duly,

1887 and 1893 ; and the next in order was OiSl inch, in August, 1892.

By selecting from Table III the smallest and largest ranges in each

month, the range of readings have varied

—

in. in.

lu January .... fruui 0-293 in 1889 to 0730 in 1887

February .... ,

March .... .... ,

April ,

May .

June .... .... ,

July ,

August
,

September ....
,

October
,

November ....
,

December ....
,

The greatest difference of range was 0"470 inch, in December ; the

Jiext in order was 0"437 inch, in January. The smallest difference was

0128 inch, in October ; the next in order was 0"134 inch, in August.

In like manner the monthly range of pressure has varied

—

0-290
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January, fo-ar times, viz., in 1834, 18S7, 1390, and 1833 ; the greatest

was 0-730 inch, in 1887.

Ffbruury, twice, in 1883 and 1891 ; the greate.st was O-oV.) inch, in

1891."

March, four times, in 1885, 1836, 1889, and 1894 ; the greatest was

()-567 inch, in 1885.

April, once ;
0-517 inch, in 1882.

December, four times, in 1888, 1892, 1893, and 1895 ; the greatest was

0-714 inch, in 1888.

The least monthly range in the year has occurred in

—

June, twice, in 1883 and 1885 ; the least was 0-144 inch, in 1833.

July, seven times, in 1882, 183G, 1887, 1888, 1890, 1893, and 1890 ;

the least was 0-129 inch, in 1887 and 1893.

August, five times, in 1884, 1889, 1891, 1892, and 1895; the least was

0-131 inch, in 1892.

September, once ;
0-175 inch, in 1894.

The numbers at the foot of the columns in Table III give the mean

monthly i*ange in each year. The largest was 0-356 inch, in 1896 ; and

the .smallest was 0-281 inch, in 1894.

The numbers in the last column of Table III show the mean range in

•each month. The largest was 0-466 inch, in January ; and the next in

•order, 0-457 inch, in March, decreasing month by month to the smallest,

0-182 inch, in August, then increasing mouth by month to January. The

mean monthly range for the 15 years was 0-318 inch.

By selecting in each year from Table I the highest reading in the

year, and from Table II the lowest reading, the i^ange of readings in the

year is found as follows :^

In 1882

1883

1884

1885

1886

1887

1888

1889

1890

1891

1892

1893

1894

1895

1896

[ighest.
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The liighest reading in the 15 years was 27-737 inches, in December,
1891 ; the lowest was 26-970 inches, in December, 189G. The extreme
range in the 1") yi-ai-s was 0-707 inch.

Tlie monthly mean reading of the barometer from tlie year 1801 to

1881 in Table IV has been copied from Dr. Chaplin's jjajjer on the

"Climate of Jeru.salem," published in the Quartcrh/ Statement ior .\An\\;n\\

1883, and those from 1882 to 189() liave been taken from my reports

])id)Iished in the (^narteii>j Statements between July, 1893, and Januarv,
1898.

From Table IV it will be seen that the liighest montldy menu
reading in the 36 years was 27-566 inches, in February, 1801 ; and the
next in order wei-e 27-549 inches, in November of the s^ame year, and
27-543 inches, in November, 1870. The lowest mean monthly reading
was 27-188 inches, in July, 1878; and the next in order were 27-'17

inches, in July, 1890, and 27-236 inches, in July, 1889.

The monthly mean reading varied

—

In January
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January, seven tiint's, viz., ill KS04, 1S73, 187G, 1880, 1881, 1882, and
1895 ; the hi^'liest was 27-519 inches, in 187G.

FeLru.Mv, twin.-, in I8GI anil ISG7 ; tlic lii<,'liest was 27"566 Indies, in

ISGl.

March, once ;
27'-158 inches, in 1877.

October, seven times, in 18G2, 18G3, 18G5, 1883, 1885, 1890, and 1894
;

the hijfhest was 27 -.^^O inchos, in 18G3.

November, seven times, in 1870, 1878, 1879, 1887, 1889, 1891, and
1893 ; the highest was 27 543 inches, in 1870.

December, twelve times, in 18G6, 18G8, 1869, 1871, 1872, 1874, 1875,

1884, 188G, 1888, 1892, and 189() ; the highest was 27-523 inches,

in 18G9.

The highest readings have, therefore, always been during the rainy

season.

The lowest monLldy mean reading in the year has occurred

—

Once in both July and August, viz., in the year 1872, the reading

being 27"281 inches.

In August in six years, viz., 1862, 1865, 1881, 1885, 1887, and 1895
;

tlie lowest was 27 "247 inches, in 1865.

Ami in July in all other years ; the lowest was 27'188 inches, in 1878.

The lowest readings of the barometer have thus always been in the

rainless season.

The numbers at the foot of the columns in Table IV give the mean
reading of the barometer for each year. The highest was 27"442 inches,

in 1863 ; and the lowest, 27'357 inches, in 1894.

The three highest consecutive means are in the first three years, viz.,

1861, 1862, and 18G3, and their mean is 27-438 inches. The three lowest

consecutive means are nearly at the end of the series, viz., iu 1892, 1893,

and 1894, and their mean is 27*361 inches. The mean of the first 12 years

is 27-403 inches ; of the second, 27-393 inches ; and of the third is

27-373 inclie?, indicating a decreasing pressure.

The nundiers in the last column of Table IV show the mean of the

36 monthly means. The highest was 27-464 inches, in November ; and
the lowest, 27-276 inches, in July. The mean atmospheric pressure for

the 36 years was 27-390 inches.

By taking the difference between the numbers in the last column of

Table IV and every reading in this table, the next table is formed.

In Table V there are six instances when the mean of the month has

been the same as its average, viz., in January, 1884 ; March, 1880 ; July,

18G7 and 1875 ; September, 1876 ; and November, 1872.

The greatest number of differences with plus (+) sign appear at the
beginning of the table, and those with the minus (— ) sign towards the

end of the table.

The largest number with a + sign is 0-142 inch, iu February, 1861
;
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iiiid the next in order are O'llG inch, in June, 1865 ;
0-103 incli, in July,

1862 ;
0-101 inch, in August, 1863; and 0093 inch, in May, 1862, and

February, 1865. All the remainder of + signs are below 0-090 inch.

The largest number with a — sign is 0-144 inch in January, 1893 ; the

next in order ai-e O'lOo inch, in January, 1894, and 0-095 inch, in

February, 1881. All the remainder are less than 0-090 inch.

In the year 1861, 10 of the months have the + &'g" ; i" 1862, 11 ;

in 1863 and 1869, each have 9 ; there are 8 in the years 1870, 1873, 1874,

1876, 1877, and 1879 ; and there are only four other years with so many
as 7, viz., 1864, 1868, 1880, and 1891.

In the years 1892 and 1894, 11 of the months are affected with the

- sign ; in the years 1888 and 1890, there are 10 ; in 1866 and 1885, 9 ;

in the years 1867, 1871, and 1887, 8 ; and there are 7 in the years

1878, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884, 1886, 1889, 1893, and 1895.

In the bottom line of Table V it will be seen that the mean pressure

for the year was above its average in the first 5 years, and was above in

9 years between 1866 and 1882 ; at or slightly below its average in 8 of

these 17 years, and below in every year from 1883 to 1896, indicating a

decreasing atmospheric pressure.

By laying down on diagrams eveiy reading in Table IV, the departure

from the mean in every month and the year is shown.

From the diagrams it will be seen that the atmospheric pressure,

in the months from January to June, excepting March, was generally

above its average for the first 20 years of the series, and chiefly below

afterwards. In March it was above till the year 1891, and mostly below

from 1S92. In the months of July, August, and September the pressure

was generally above till the year 1883, and below from the year 1884.

In the months of October and November the excesses above, and

deficiencies below their means nearly balanced each other, and iu

December the atmospheric pressure was genei-ally above its average

between the years 1868 and 1888, and mostly below from 1861 to 1867

and from 1889.

Tlie diagram for the year shows that at the beginning of the series

the atmospheric pressure was most above the mean, and that towards

the end of the series it was most below ; that it was at, above, or near

the mean between the years 1866 and 1882, and below in every year

from 1883.
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THE HOMP] OF SAMUEL.

By Prof. Lucien Gautikr, Ph.D.

Dr. Schick's papers are always extremely insti-uctive ; iioljody apinfciates

tliein more than I do. His long experience of the Holy Land and his

technical knowledge give a special value to all his writings. His notice

in the January number of the Qtiartedy Statement on " Eamathaim-
Zophim " contains the most useful materials. Thankful for these precious

informations, I suppose I may, nevertheless, discuss freely the exegetical

b;isis upon which Dr, Schick builds his theory about the home of Samuel
and its identification with the localities he has so thoroughly studied and
described.

Elkanah, says Dr. Schick, was " the son of Zuph, an Ephratite, i.e., a

Bethlehemite." Now, certainly, such is the sense of the word Ephratite

in Euth i, 2, and in 1 Sam. xvii, 12 ; but in Judges xii, 5, and in 1 Kings
xi, 20, it is quite as evident that Ephratite = Ephraimite. The word
has two meanings, both historically proved ; therefore it is natural

to take it in 1 Sam. i, 1, in the sense which the context imperiously

suggests, nanu'ly, = Ephraimite, as Elkanah is called "a man from

Mount Ephraim.'" It follows that the home of Samuel was north and
not south of Jerusalem.

But Eachel's tomb I Di\ Schick says that, having formerly advocated

in the Quarterly Statement the idea that there were two monuments of

Rachel, he has given it up, and believes now that Eachel's tomb has

always been where it is shown now, near Bethlehem. According to that

theory, which involves the rather unnatural supposition of a strip of

land allotted to Benjamin within the land of Judah, Saul, returning from

Samuel's home to his own village and passing near Eachel's tomb, must
have started from some locality south of Bethlehem. Jeremiah, however,

speaking (xxxi, 15) of the inhabitants of Jerusalem assembled at Eamah
(xl, 1) and going to be brought northward to the land of the Exile,

mentions, in connection with Eamah, " Eachel weeping for her children."

This fact, combined with the most natural explanation of 1 Sam. ix

and X, shows that in Jeremiah's time Eachel's sepulchre was still shown
north of Jerusalem. Later on, and already in the time of the Evangclist-

St. Matthew (ii, 17-18), it was transferred south of the metropolis to the

place where it is still to-day.

Dr. Schick says :
" It might be that of the Eamalis so often mentioned

one or more may iu some passages mean quite another city, but a close

study makes it probable that one and the same, viz., Samuel's home, is

always meant." Of course, he does not include the different Eamahs
mentioned here and there, two in Galilee (Joshua xix, 29, 30), one or

two in Gilead (Joshua xiii, 26 ; 2 Kings viii, 2D ; 2 Chrou. xxii, 0), one

K
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ill tlie Neoeb (Joshua xix, 8) ; Imt I do not uiulerstanJ, if he puts Eania

the home of Samuel near Bethlehem, how his assertion can be main-

tained in view of such texts as Judges xix, 13 ; 1 Kings xv, 16-22. The

Eamah mentioned in these two texts is generally identified with er-Eam,

and it is usually acknowledged that the saine place is also mentioned by

Joshua xviii, 25 ; 2 Chron. xvi, 1 ; Ezra ii, 26 ; Neh. vii, 30 ; xi, 33 ;

Is. x. 29 ; Hos. v, 8. But is it possible to identify this Eamah, which

we may call Eamah of Benjamin, with the Eamah of Samuel ? Several

of the first authorities deny it : Eobinson, Furrer, Schiirer, G. A. Smith,

Buhl, Conder, and Scjournc. Howe^-er, the great majority of the texts

are not incompatible with this assimilation : 1 Sam. i, 19 ; ii, 11 ; vii, 17 :

viii, 4 ; xv, 34 ; xvi, 13 ; xix, 18-23 ; xx, 1 ; xxv, 1 ; xxviii, 3. And if

the " nameless city" of 1 Sam. ix-x is the same Eamah it might also quite

well he situated at er-Eam.

But tliere are two serious objections.

(1) Elkanah's home belongs (1 Sam. i, 1) to Mount Ephraim, and

Elkanah is called an Ephratite = Ephraimite. Is that not a sufficient

proof that we must look for another Eamah, er-Eam belonging to the

territory of Benjamin 1

I answer that we do not know exactly what extent was given to

Mount Ei:)hraim. The Benjamite Ehud (Judges iii, 12-30), after the

murder of Eglon, king of Moab, goes and blows a trumpet in Mount

Ephraim (v. 27). Deborah (Judges iv, 5) " dwelt .... between Eamah

and Bethel in Mount Ephraim." The Benjamite Sheba, son of Bichri

(2 Sam. XX, 1), is called (v. 21) " a man of Mount Ephraim." Zemaraim

(Joshua xviii, 22) belongs to Benjamin ; but Mount Zemaraim (2 Chron.

xiii, 4) belongs to Mount Ephraim, Er-Eam was in the northern

kingdom (1 Kings xv, 16-22), and the terms Mount Ephraim and

Ephraimite could have been extended to some localities on Benjamite soil.

(2) In the same verse (1 Sam. i, 1), Elkanah's home is called in the

massorethic text, " Eamathaim-Zophim" instead of Eamah. Notwith-

standing the o])inion of Gesenius, and some others among the old writers,

it is now generally accepted that this place is the same as Eamah of

Samuel. The hapax legomenon Eamathaim-Zophim is explained either

(o) as a second name of Eamah, the hill (Eamah, singular) having two

summits (Eamathaim, dual) ; or (6) as a clerical error ; or (c) as an

intentional correction ; or {d), according to Dr. Klostermann, by the

clever supposition that only the vowels must be changed and that we

ought to read min-haramathim, one of the Eamathians, i.e., of the

inhabitants of Eamah, that gentilituim being used in 1 Chron. xxvii, 27.

Be it as it may be, all this does not modify our former conclusions, but

the Septuagint usually transcribe Eamah by the dual form ; the First

Book of Maccabees (xi, 34) mentions a village called Eamathem ; the

New Testament has a town called Arimathea ; and Eusebius and Jerome

say that this place, Eamathem-Arimathea, being Samuel's home, was

near Lydda and in the territory of Timnali. If this can be proved,

•we shall have to admit two Eamahs, but if it is not proved, we may
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still maintain the unity of the two Ranialis. If theie hail Ijeen two

different ))hues of that name, both near Jerusalem, both north of it,

both important, both frequently mentioned, how cniild it happen that

nothing ever hints at this fact, and that in the usual language both

are always mentioned l)y the same name, a (juite tf)iMnion name, a

name which is scarcely a proper noun ?

I may add that a superficial reader of Dr. Buhl's very able book,

"Geographic des Alten Palaestina" (pji. 170-172), might be easily mis-

lead and brought to believe that Eamah of Samuel is always written

without the Hebrew article, whereas the "otlier" llamah, Eamah of

Benjamin = er-Rilm, is ha-liamah with the article. This would be quite

false ; both names have systematically and e([ually the article.

Geneva, Switzerland.

HEBREW NAMES IN INSCRIPTIONS FROM
BABYLONIA.

By Theophilvs G. Pinches, M.R.A.S.

It is with great pleasure that I have read the note of Prof. H. Y.

Hilprecht in the January Qiiarteiitj Statement, pp. 54-55. To the

American expedition to Nifferwe are greatly indebted for a large number

of discoveries of the greatest importance, which, under Prof. Hilprecht's

able editorship, are now l)eiug given to the world.

I have lontr felt that there must be sonietliing in the Hebrew tradi-

tion that Niffer is the site of the ancient city of Caliieh, and the presence

of the Hebrew names of which Prof. Hilprecht speaks seem to give great

probability to the statements of those ancient writers, who certainly were

in a position— living, as they did, so much nearer the time when the city

was in existence as an active and integral p^art of the Babylonian empire

—

to know better than we whei-eabouts the site of that ancient foimdatiou

of Ninirod lay.

"VVitli I'egard to the names of which he speaks, it is to be noted that

they are of great value as such. Thus we have, among others, the

Babylonian forms of Adoram, Haggai, Elzabad, Nathaniel, &c. Most

interesting of all, however, are those ending in uma—Gadalyama,

Hananyama, Igdalyama, and Mattanyama, which are, ap])arently, to be

I'ead with the final syllable transcribed as wa—Gadaliilwa, Hananiawa, &c.,

-showing the original Hebrew forms of these names (Gedaliah, Hananiah,

Igdaliah, and Mattaniah), here compounded with the un|)ronounceable

name Yawa (Yahwah or Jahwah), later jn-onouneed as -iah or -iahu only,

and changed to Adonai when it occurred in tlie courae of the Bible

narrative as the name of God. Yahwah is, in fact, the true pronunciation

of the divine name transcribed in our Bibles as Jehovah.
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It is noteworthy, however, that names of the same form occur on

many other documents, most, if not all, from the well-known city of

Sippara. To the four nonies ending in -iatoa, quoted by Hilprecht, we

may add, therefore, ten other;?, namely, Abi'-yawa, Aqabi-yawa, or

Akabiah, Azzi-yawa, Banawa or Beniah, Gamar-yawa or Gemariah,

Hul-yawa, Malaki-yawa or Malachiah, Natanu-yawa or Xethaniah,

Subunu-yawa or Shebaniah, and Yase'-yawa or Isaiah.

That this ending -yama is the long-lost pronunciation of the name

read Jehovah, and not the Babylonian form of the divine name .Jah, is

proved by such names as Bel-Yau or Bealiah, Abi-Aa or Abijah, Ahi-ya

or Ahiah, and by some few non-Biblical names—Yahabi, Ya-abhii,

Xabu-ya', Yd-Dagunu, with several others combined both with Ya and

with Aa. We may, therefore, expect a rich harvest of interesting names

both from the tablets now known and from numberless others yet to be

discovered.

Those who care for this branch of Oriental study will find further

information in my paper, entitled "The Religious Ideas of the Baby-

lonians," in the Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria Institute for

1894-95.
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THE

PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.

NOTES AND NEWS.

Ox April 7tli Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S., avIio for so many years

has been the Chairman of the Executive Committee, entered the

ninetieth year of his age, and his colleagues seized the occasion

to present liiiu with the following address of congratulation,

signed by all the members of the General Committee whose

present address could be found. Sir Charles W. Wilson, R.E.,

took the cliair, and there were also present the Rev. Canon Dalton,

the Rev. Dr. Ginsburg, the Rev. Dr. Wright, Sir Walter Besant,

Sir George Grove, Mr. J. D. Grace, and Dr. Chaplin :

—

" Dear i\Ir. Glaisher,—We, the members of the General Com-

mittee of the Palestine Exploration Fund, desire to offer you our

most sincere congratulations and best wishes on this day, the 7th

of April, when you are entering upon your ninetieth year. Born

in the same i-emarkable year that gave to the world Gladstone,

Tennyson, and so many other illustrious men, you have yourself

witnessed nearly all the important events of this century, with

all the wonderful changes that have passed over the world, the

unparalleled discoveries of science, and the expansion of the

Anglo-Saxon races from a population of twenty millions to nearl}'

one hundred and twenty millions. You have yourself advanced

science in two directions at least—in knowledge of the atmosphere

round the earth and in the science of meteorolog}-. Your services

in science have been recognised by that Fellowship of the Royal

Society wliich is desired by every scientific man. We desire to

•convey to you oiu- recognition and appreciation of those labours,

conducted Avith resolution and success during the long period

L
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covered by your years of life. It is now more than thirty years

since you joined the Executive Committee of this Society. The

Palestine Exploration Fund was then commencing its work on

lines wisely drawn up by the original projectors—lines which

allowed of expansion, yet indicated the nature of the direction

which the work should take. As a member of the Executive

Committee you have assisted in the conduct of the successive

expeditions sent out to the Holy Land—that of Sir Charle.s

Wilson, that of Sir Charles Warren, that of Professor Palmer,

those of Colonel Conder, that of Sir Herbert Kitchener, that

of M. Clermont-Ganneau, that of Professor Hull, those of Pro-

fessor Flinders Petrie and Dr. Bliss, besides the smaller journeys

of special research conducted by other travellers. By means of

these expeditions a flood of light has been poured upon the inter-

pretations of the Bible ; the country has been surveyed ; its

fertility and the former denseness of its populations have been

proved; the true glory and splendour of the Temple buildings and

of Jerusalem have been now brought to light. The Land and the

People can be understood at the present day as had never before

been possible. One department of the work has been from the

outset under your charge—that of the climate and the meteorology.

Your papers from time to time published in our journal on this

subject prove the care and trouble which you have bestowed upon

it. It is now eighteen years since you assumed the office and the

responsibilities of chairman of the Executive Committee. Only

those who have worked with you know the unremitting care with

which you have watched and conducted the surveys and the

excavations abroad, the publication of the reports at home, and,

Avhich is a matter of considerable care and anxiety, the manage-

ment of the finances of the Society. In offering you this grateful

recognition of your pai't in a work which we have every reason to

regard as a contribution to the right understanding of the Bible,

only second to its translation into the vernacular, we venture to

express our earnest hope that you may continue in the post you

now occupy for many years to come, and that the time is still

distant when you will find it necessary to resign your chair as the

head of the Executive Committee."
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RENEWAL OF PERMISSION TO EXCAVATE.

A Jetter dated June lltli has been received from John Dickson,

Esq., H.B.M. Consul at Jerusalem, stating that he has received a

despatch from Her Majesty's Ambassador at Constantinople,

requesting him to inform the Com-niittee of the Palestine Explora-

tion Fund that the Irade sanctioning the excavations which they

propose to cai-ry out has been duly communicated through the

Ministry of Public Instruction to Hamdi Bey.

Arrangements will, as speedily as possible, be made for

recommencing these important researches, and it is hoped that all

interested in the Exploration of Palestine will join in supplying

the Committee with the needful funds in order that the work
may be carried on quickly and efficiently.

Dr. Schick SJnds the following notes an J news :
—

This year very many Eussian pilgi'ims came to Jerusalem, which had not

been the case for some years. It is a sign of a peaceful siate of political

affairs. At the Russian settlement outside the city, a large new wooden

barrack with tiled roof was erected to accommodate the pilgrims, as the

existing buildings were not large enough for the purpose.

The Christian feasts and Moslem pilgrimage to Neby Musa hare happily

passed without disturbance.

The Rev. A. H. Kelk, Minister of Christ Church and Head of the London
Mission to the Jews, ha? had a set of tubular bells pvit up on Christ Church,

which hitherto had only one small bell, not on the church itself but on one of

the neighbouring buildings. This bell was put up in the year 1854, when the

Moslems were not prepared to hear b-^ls, a:id, with a little one on the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre, was thi) very first bell in Jerusalem. It has, however,

been followed by many, some of thein large. Last Christmas a set of three

bells was also put up on the tower of the new Q-erman Church of the Redeemer,

and I heard their voice first on Easter Day. People are being taught to ring

them, so that when the Emperor comes they may be able to do it well. I

have been reqiiestjd by the Germans here to write an essay on the genuineness

of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, or the true site of Golgotha, to be

presented to the Emperor v>hen he comes to the dedication of the Church. I

have, by the help of God, tried to do so, and have related everything which

has come to my knowledge during the last 50 years ; what can be said against

and what for it. But, after all, I have the full conviction that the site is

genuine.

A German profsisor froaa Heidelberg was recently here and called upon
me with reference to an inscription found in the Khankey by M. Clermont-

Gannea I, which I did not remember, but found afterwards mentioned in the

L 2
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Jerusalem Volume, p. 427, and the Quarterly Statement, 1871, p. 103. The
professor said this stone had been on the pagan altar of the tenth legion, and

hence their sanctuary was at Calvary, or the place of the present Church of

the Holy Sepnlehre. If he is right, vre have in this another proof of the

genuineness of the said place, as, according to Eusebius and Hieronymus,

Constantine built his church where formerly a Temple of Venus stood, which

was on Calvary and the Holy Tomb.
One thing has often struck me, namely, people saying that the Cliristians

of the time of Constantine were ignorant, superstitious, and so on. Major

Conder even says {Quarterly Statement, 18S3, p. 73) they hardly knew the

difference between Christ and Serapis. People who were persecuted for

their faith in Christ, and gave their lives as martyrs for Christ, certainly

knew the difference between their risen and living Lord and pigan idols.

Certainly also they knew the Scriptures, and were acquainted with the

configuration of the ground in and about Jerusalem much better than we.

They lived only 300 years after the crucifixion, we 1,800 years. Common
sense suggests the question, " Can we know it better than those of old ?

"

We have received from its author, P. Girolamo Grolubowich, a copy of

" Serie Cronologica dei Reverendissimi Superiori di Terra Santa," printed at

the Convent of St. Salvatore, Jerusalem, 1898. It contains much interesting

information bearing upon the history and present condition of the Franciscan

establishments in the Holy Land, a list of the Presidents and Custodians from

the year 1219, copies and translations of Firmans granted to the Order in the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, list of the various establishments now
existing, &c.

Through the courtesy of Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.E.S., we have received a

copy of his lecture, delivered at the Royal Institution, on " The Metals used by

the Grreat Nations of Antiquity," and published in " Nature." We hope to

rej)rint in our next issue that portion of the lecture wliich refers to Palestine.

The office of the Fund is now established in the new premises at 38

Conduit Street (a few doors from Bond Street), where the Museum is open

to visitors every week-day from 10 o'clock till 5, except Saturdays, when it

is closed at 2 p.m.

Dr. Bliss's detailed account of his three years' work at Jerusalem is now
in the press, and will be published shortly as a separate volume, with the

title " Excavations at Jerusalem, 1894-1897." The book will be copiously

illustrated by maps and plates.

The income of the Society, from March 28th to June 23rd, 1898,

was—from Annual Subscriptions and Donations, including Local Societies,

£182 18*. lOd.; from Lectures, nil; from sales of publications, &c.,

£147 15s. \d. ; total, £330 13?. lie?. The expenditure dui'ing the same period

was £511 OS. lid. On June 23rd the balance in the Bank was £819 is. 2d,
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Memo, for Subscriber.'} fo the Survey of Falesline.—In the original pro-

gramme it was intended that the " Archteological Researches" of M. Clermont-

Ganneau should be published in one volume, but the work increased so luuch

since its commencement tliat the Committee found it necessary to arrange for

the publication of tlie whole in two volumes. Yol. II lias been published in

advance for the reasons stated in the prefiitory note.

Vol. I, wliich treats of Jerusalem and its neighbourhood, is now well

forward, and, when ready, will be sent out to the first 250 Subscribers without

any increase in their subscriptions for the full set.

The set consists of " The Survey of Eastern Palestine," by Lieut.-Colonel

Couder, LL.D., R.E., in one vol.; "The Fauna and Flora of Sinai, Petra,

and the WMy 'Arabah," by II. Chichester Hart, B. A., in one vol.; "The
Archn?ological Researches," by Professor Clermont-Ganneau, in two vols.

Four volumes in all.

There are only a few copies of tlie sets left at the price of £7 Is.

The price of a complete set of the translations published by the Palest'ne

Pilgrims' Text Society, in 13 volumes, with gener.d iiulc::, bound in cloth,

is £10 lOv. A catalogue describing the contents of each volume can be had

on application to the Secretary, 38, Conduit Street,

It may be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded to in the

reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be published, but all are

preserved in the office of the Fund, where they may be seen by subscribers.

Branch Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within

the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan

Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution of the

Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be allowed to pur-

chase the books and maps (by application only to the Secretary) at reduced

price.

The Committee have to acknowledge with thanks the following donations to

the Library of the Fund :

—

" The Hittites and their Language." By Lieut.-Colonel C. R. Condcr, R.E.

From the Publishers, VVm. Blackwood and Sojs.

" Serie Cronologica dci Revcrendissimi Supcriori di Tei'ra, Santa." By
P. Girolamo Golubowich, Jerusalem, 1898. From the .iuthor.

"La Catte Mosaique de Madaba." Presented by Canon Dalton, C.il.G.

The Committee will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library

of the Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to

Palestine and other Bible Lands. A catalogue of Books in the Library will

be found in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.
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While desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications and other

theories advanced by officers of the Fund and contributors to the pages of the

Quarterli/ Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly understood that by

publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt

them.

In order to make up complete sets of the Quarterly Statement the

Committee will be very glad to receive any of the back numbers.

Subscribers who do not receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Acting Secretary. Great care is taken to forward each

number to those who are entitled to receive it, but changes of address and

other causes occasionally give rise to omissions.

The Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund desire to make clear

that they have no book on their List of Publications called "Picturesque

Palestine," nor is any person authorised to represent this book as published

by the Society ; nor has the Society any book-hawkers in its employment.

ToFEiSTS are cordially invited to visit the Loan Collection of "Antiques"

in the Jeeusaleii Association Eooir of the Palestine Exploration Fund,

opposite the Tower of David, Jerusalem. Hours : 8 to 12, and 2 to 6.

Maps of Palestine and Palestine Exploration Fund publications are kept for

sale.

Photographs of Dr. Schick's models (1) of the Temple, of Solomon, (2) of

the Herodian Temple, (3) of the Haram Area during the Christian occupation

of Jerusalem, and (4) of the Haram Area as it is at present, have been i-eceived

at the office of the Fund, Sets of these photographs, with an explanation by

Dr. Schick, can be purchased by applying to the Secretary, 38, Conduit

Street, W.

Application for Lectures should be addressed to the Secretary, 33,

Conduit Street, W.
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THE SITE OF TUE CHURCH OF THE HOLY
SEPULCHRE AT JERUSALEM.

By Dr. Conrad Schick.

I.

The genuineness of this church is by many writers disputed, whereas

others advocate it. Into this question I will not enter in this paper,

but simply give several statements on the coiifiguratiou of the ground,

describing rock scarps, cisterns, &c., which may bear on the matter. I

have recently made careful researches,' in order to be enabled to furnish

plans in plaster of the ground, and in the course of these researches I

found several important things, to report which is now my duty.

1. One of tlie chief points was to ascertain whether the Calvary rock

is really rock or some imitation. I always felt uncertain on this point,

and when asked about it by the Secretary of the English Palestine

Exploration Fund, I could only give a doubtful answer, so I made this

the first thing in my researches. It is well known that in the " Chapel of

Adam," A, in a closed recess, and over it, on Calvary, rock can be seen. I

paid a visit to the Greek Archimandrite, telling him about my doubts,

and asking to be permitted to see the walls of his inner room, which is

always locked. It was opened to me, and I was astonished to find there

a veiy fine and costly museum of a great variety of things, but, alas ! the

walls were plastered so that I could see no rock, nor could the Archiman-
drite tell me what was behind the plaster, as he had not paid attention

to this point before the plastering was done some years ago. Also,

owing to the plaster, I could not see the blocked-up door which once led

on this side to Calvary, besides the one through the Eomau Catholic

chapel on the top of the stairs. So I went up to Calvary and to

the refecto)y of the Greeks, in order to examine the east side. The
wall upstairs, between the place of the Cross and the refectory, is very

thin, and as there are cupboards there, made partly of wood and also

plastered inside, I could see no rock. Coming down from the refectory

half way there is a short passage a little more than 6 feet high, covered

with some long stones, hewed square like lintels, between which are also

one or two pillar shafts which form jjart of the flooring of the refectory

and the passage between the Greek Choir and Calvary.

This flooring of Calvary and of the refectory is 14 feet higher th;.n

the general flooring of the church. If one goes from the latter up to the

refectory by a number of steep semicircular steps, passing the low and
compai-atively narrow and short passage already mentioned, he may see iit

its end a locked door, but as the stair here makes a turn towards the east,

' I made such in 1863, when I had to make a model of the church, then
later at various times, as iu 1SS4, and again iu 1895 and 1896.
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all passengers leave the door untouched and go up to the refectory. This

door was now 02:)ened for me, and I found at B a continuation of the passage

for about 5 feet, and at the bottom of it a sink like a pool and water in it.

A wooden board lying on the brim enabled me to walk in, and I found to

my left hand the rock and a large fissure in it going eastwards for 12 feet {see

Section CD). It is about .3 feet high, and about 18 inches wide on the top,

but at the bottom only 8 inches. It ends at a little door like the mouth of

a cis'^.ern hewn in the rock, and not masonry, which I could plainly see by

its covering being of rock. The depth of the cistern from the bottom of

the fissure is 13 feet 3 inches ; it had nearly 10 feet of water in it. The

extent of the cistern I could not make out, nor could the people tell me.

as they had never been in ; the water is drawn uj) in the refectory

itself. It is clear that it extends also southwards, at least partly, under

the passage and church of the Abyssinians, C. There is another cistern

east of this one, in the court of the Abyssinians, in the same line and level,

and also cut into the rock : so that the rock from Calvary goes, in the

same height and line, eastwards, and, as it seems, as far as to the Russian

property, where it is found very nearly at the same level, so one may
conclude that the rock goes through this whole length as a long rock

bench. This was proved also by what I found in St. Helena's Chapel.

The fissure is at its top covered with flat stones, on which the paving

stones of the Refectory are resting. Wurzburg and other pilgrims

mention the fissure without giving the dimensions ; but Tucker says

'•'

it was so lai-ge that a man may lie down into it " ; and George says

"that amai: may sleep in it"; others say " large," &c. These pilgrims

meant apparently this fissure, whereas Tshudi, in saying that a man may

put his hand into it, means the one in Adam's Chapel, A. With regard to

the colour of the rock the pilgrims differ, which is quite natural, as I

observed also that it is in the fissure white, not like chalk, but rather a

darker colour, so one may say grey, and another one sprinkled, as it is

not a hard rock, but a kind of conglomerate in Adam's Chapel, but in.

the chapel of St. Helena the rock is harder and a little reddish.

Tobler takes the variety in size and colour as an argument that the

rock is a forgery ("Golgotha," Sc. Gallen, 1851, p. 286, &c.), but without

j)roper reason. Although the steps leading up to it (see Section KL) and the

flooring of the passage (not of the fissure) are artificial, the rock is certainly

under them, and was once visible, and the steps cut into the rock, as

Maundeville states.^ Originally the place with the hole in which the cross

had stood was free round about, so that j^ilgrims could walk round it,- which

was altered when the thin wall was put in and the refectory made. The

chapel of the Crown of Thorns, C, is in its lower part most likely cut into

the rock, but as it is plastered I could not see it. On the main flooring

' Ihe steps trodden away by the feet of so many visitors were replaced by

stones.

- At that time there was no refectory, and the arches of the present

building over Calvary were open.
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of the larf,^e cliiuch, between the Greek Choir or Sanctmry aiKl Calvary, F.

the rock is visible, and artificially shaped to look like the flagstones of

the nei'dibouring paven-.ent. And here the surface of the main flooring

is a little hi;,'her tlian the whole—slanting slightly towards east and west

from it.

2. The .second thing 1 had to do was to examine the rock in

St. Helena's Chaj)el, as I hail stated in one of my rejioi'ts that the

northern and southern walls are masonry, and others had contradicted

me stating that they were rock and not masonry. The decision of the

ijuestiou was not so easy, as these walls are plastered, and the sound of

beatir)g on them not so certain. This time I had some fortune. At

several places on the north and south walls .some jneces of plaster had

fallen down, and there it could be very distinctly seen that the wall wa-s

of masonry. Having obtained permission from the Armenian Convent

for a minute and careful examination, and the guardian in the church

liaving received orders to that effect, doors were ojjened for me wherever I

wished. In St. Helena's Chapel, behind the larger altar in the eastern wall

of the middle ajise, is a recess, G, forming a cupl)oard, not ]jlastered inside,

so I could see that the wall was masonry, and that the recess was not

originally built in, but afterwards broken in, as there were no stones with

hewn faces, but shapeless stones or rubble. Yet the rock cannot be far

behind, as south of it the rock is overhanging the stair (.see Section AB) and

partly even the chapel. Then the rooms on the western side of the chapel

were opened. In both, the eastern part is made in two stories, one above

the other. In the northern, H, I could see, in the lower story, the rock u]>

to its cover on north and west side, and going in 15 feet (towards west),

but the upper story goes much more west, to under the altar of the Chapel

of the "Parting of the Garments," I—or a total of 35 feet, and here all

three sides are rock, and also parts of the cover—so that in the round

passage of the church the two basements of the pillars standing to the

right and left of the " Parting of the Garments " Chapel consist of livinj

rock, as well as the_^rs^ step leading up to the flooring of the said chapel.

The southern rooms, J, are somewhat different. The lower one goes in for

25 feet, its western part is much nari'ower than the eastern, and in a

slanting direction, like the staircase north of it. The southern wall

proved to be rock as well as its west end. The eastern part has in it

an oblong-shaped support or pier of masonry for bearing the cover over

it^ and the room had formerly a wide opening northwauls towards the

staii-s. The room of the upper story, only going 7i feet further in than

the lowei'—or, in total, 32i feet westwards—ends in a rock wall. Along

its southern wall runs a walled stone bench, but behind it there is the rock.

My guide (the Armenian priest) said it was of very large stones, but at a

]ilace where the plastering was quite loose, and partly already fallen off, on

removing more of it we could clearly see that it was rock, cut down in a

very straight line from west to east, and at the northern wall of St. Helena's

Chapel we found quite the same, viz., that the northern and southern

walls of the Chapel of St. Helena consist of rock, in straight lines, but
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witli a retaining wall along it, not so high as the rock, but so high

that the spring of the arches could stand on them. This would indicate

that the original coverings or archings of the chapel were a good deal

hif^her than now, and the chapel at that time 2| feet wider ; and that

this lining wall was built when the present existing archings were

made. The question is therefore with the following sentence decided :

The northern and southern walls of the Chapel of St. Helena are mcisonrii

of moderate thickness, but behind them are rock walls. I found, further,

that the basement of the south-western pillar of this chapel is living

rock ; hence much wider and larger than the three others, as any correct

plan will show ; and further, that south and south-eastwards from this

pillar the flooring is rock, and also the steps leading down to the " Chapel

of the Invention of the Cross," K; but some steps are restored with

stones. The old pilgrims speak of the depth of the " fissm-e " going dowri

to St. Helena's Chapel. Of this I found nothing, but it may be behind

the side or retaining walls. The Armenian priest said that formerly a

very large church stood here. Arculf, about a.d. 670, mentions that

east of the four-sided church built on the site of Calvary was the stone

basilica constructed by Constantine, and also called the Martyrium,

built, as is said, on the spot where the Cross of our Lord and the other

two crosses were found, and that " between these two churches lies that

illustrious place where the Patriarch Abraham built an altar ....

where is now a wooden table of considerable size " (Pal. Pilg. Text

Soc. Trans., p. 10). This might have been at the western part of the

present upper story on the south of the stairs going down into the

present Chapel of St. Helena.

3. A third point for examination was the outside of the rotunda wall.

Arculf > speaks of the rotunda as follows :—" This very great church

(of the Holy Sepulchre), the whole of which is of stone, was formed of

marvellous roundness in every part, rising up from the foundations in

three walls, which have one roof at a lofty elevation, having a broad

pathway between each wall and the next ; there are also three altars in

three dexterously formed places of the middle wall. This round and very

large church, with the abovementioned altars looking one to the south,

another to the north, a third towards the west, is supported by twelve

stone columns of marvellous size. It has twice four gates, that is four

entrances, through three firmly built walls .... of which four means

of exit look to the north-east .... whilst the other four look to the

south-east." As the present church has only two walls, viz., the

circles of the square piers, on the places of the former large pillars,

and the outer (embracing) round wall, some writers doubt the fact of

three walls, and translate the sentence not three ivalls but three stories

or galleries, one above the other, as is still the case. But as Arculf's

description is illustrated by Adamuan's plan, which shows really three

1 " The Pilgrimage of Arculfus," Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, London,

1889, pp. 5 and 6.
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walls, I doubted this interpretation, and wished to find, if possible, traces

of a third wall—like the Ascension Church on Mount Olivet, which also

had tliri'e walls, as explained in luy paper on this chuich {Quarterly

Statement, 18!)(i, p. 310). The Greek Archimandrite allowed nie to

examine the magazines in the north-west, outside the embracing wall of

the rotunda, and sent a priest with a servant with me, to open whatever
I wished. Going along the passage which leads to the small open
court, L, we turned southwards into a kind of arched hall, on throu'di

a doorway into a dark and rather narrow passage at M, to the west of

which were two rooms, NN, both full of jars and oil. Immediately
beyond tlieso rooms is an isolated j)ier, and to the west of it are another
two rooms, smaller than the before mentioned, but much higher, one
having in its top a well hole blocked up by a stone. The passage
terminates through an opening into a chamber whicli is closed up on
the south side by the rock, O, in which are cut the tond)s of Josepli and
Nicodemus. On the east of this compartment I could plainly see the
curved wall of the western chapel with a window blocked ujd. In
examining the western walls of the dark rooms I found them of rock
to a great height, even the pier with the arch on it seems to be rock,

and in going back I found it so with the other rooms before mentioned.
When at home and putting down on paper what I had seen, I was
not able to introduce it in the plan of the church, so I had to go
once more measuring the details and heights, when I found that the
two first northern rooms in the passage, NN, are of two stories (two
rooms below and two above), and, to my astonishment, the upper ones
rather narrower than those below. Also I found that all had been
once a cave in the rock, but its roof being somewhat weak, when some
buildings (the Patriarch's residence in the Crusading time) were erected

on it, they had, by masonry, to strengthen it, putting walls and a pier

in the middle, and on closer examination I found that even the side

walls towards the passage were also of rock, and the doors cut through,

two above and two below, but not exactly one above the other ; also that

the passage itself had been divided by wood into two stories, a stone stair

leading up along the rotunda wall. The rock is of rather a brittle and
decaying nature, so sometimes repairs by masonry were necessary. By
the later buildings the passage lost in some degree its proper circular

line by corners of piers, arches, &c., but when put on a plan the original

circular line is clear, and was originally unroofed. The space between
this outer circular wall and the present rotunda wall is 6i feet wide.

The rotunda wall is pierced by doors at several points, and is nearly

4 feet thick, having also piers on the inside, leaning to the piers a passage
(now interru])ted by cross walls) between this circular wall and the j)iers (or

the former jjillars) is about twice as much, or 11 feet, and with the piers

23 feet. The surface of the floor outside the rotunda wall is, in its

southern part, or behind the western apse and its neighbourhood,
12i feet above the main surface of the floor of the rotuntla (see

Section CD), and here the rooms are only of one story, but at the
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novtliern part, where there are two stories, the surface of the passage

aud of the lower rooms is oiily 7 feet 3 iuches '—hence the stair I

mentioned was necessary, and was built when tlie rotunda wall wns

built. But the latter shows parts of restoration. For instance, there

is a long piece near the northern apse, comparatively new and of

a different kind of stone from the rest. Arculf's plan (by Tobler,

"Golgotha," p. 107, and others) shows in the circle behind each of the

three apses a square recess, and just so I found it behind the western

apse.^ The window I observed on the outside of the western apse is

about 14 feet 6 inches above the level of the rotunda floor, and the present

roof of the apse is only 12 feet high and breaks into the daylight of the

window.3 The southern apse is the same, but the northeini one, in its

remaining part, is 26 feet 6 inches above the level of the rotunda floor.

From this it seems clear that an intermediate roofing had been put into

the southern and western apses, thus converting them into two stories.

With regard to the third wall, I found on the south-western side of

the rotunda things in some degree similar to those on the north-west,

just described. But as the convent is here, there has been much more

alteration, though I could detect the circle in the highest story of the

Church of Constantine, where the curious piers and joillars there find

their e.xplanation in the outer circled wall ; also in the story below,

where there is the baking oven and the necessary ajDartments belonging

to it, I found a recess 6^^ feet wide between the walls, and fui'ther north

of it, at the Copts, a similar place, the continuation of the passage. The
three (or four) rooms there go also so far in from the inner and lower

gallery of the rotunda, to the outer or third circled wall ; tlie strange

turning of the inside of the rooms represents the line of the circled

outer or third wall. Then there is, south of the Coptic rooms, a rather

interesting cistern of the Greeks, of which I will speak hereafter.

4. Having done all this, there were still some things left for

examination, especially that joart which belongs to the Eonian Catholics.

I found the dark magazines west behind the large cistern in Sir Charles-

"Wilson's plan correct, only they are situated a little nearer to Christian

Street, and stand parallel with it. Here the rock rises up (visible) to the

springing of the vaultings on the west and north sides, and very likely

still hiirher behind the archiii^s. The north side in the Roman Catholic

convent itself I found the rock not only in a few places on the flooring,

but in the north wall as a scarp in a straight line and to a considerable

height, in some places 20 feet, from the surface of the flooring of the

])assage, going along it, or 25 feet from the general church floor. The

stair there is leaning against the scarp.

"West of the rotunda the rock is 14 feet high, in which are cut the

tombs of Joseph and Nicodemus, O ; some rooms of the Coj^ts rest on

the rock.

^ Or about 24 feet lower than the surface of Christian Street, ou the west.

^ The southern was in later time made into a cistern.

^ So the window cannot be seen inside.
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South of the rotuiula, I liave not actually seen a scarj), but there raunt

be one, in a straight line from the surface of the shops in the south,

where the road is bendinj,', LfoiuLT northwards as far as the outer wall of the

rutunda(.svcl'laii and Section EF), as there are, east of this line, and in the

full lenj^'th iliauilicis of two stories, one above the other, whereas west of

this line are none, but all solid, so there was once here a comparatively

level terrace from trie edge of the scarp westwards to the present street,

or still further, about GO feet wide and 100 feet long. As there is now a

kind of passage, P, behind the (eastern) rooms 8 feet wide, having on its

western wall some old pillars standing in situ, showing that once a row

of pillars stood here along the whole passage, put a little backwards or

west from the edge of the scarp, on which certainly a parapet wall stood,

people could walk here and see from this elevated gallery down to the

then nuich larger court of the church (see sections), and what was

"•oino- on there. The three churches of the present day and the belfry

tower were not built at that time, so the court was much larger. In

the south, the broad stairs, Q, came up from the court to this gallery

and elevated terrace without any bendings.

In the Gethsemane Convent, south of the churchyard, the rock is found

on a level with the floor of the yard (see Section IJ), and so there is some

possibility that originally the court also may have been longer towards the

south. Under the eastern part of this court is a cistern, now used as a

cesspool, as the sewers are entering it. The west side of it, with the niches,

are rock, and it has (most likely) on the east also, but some of the piers,

standing free, are of masonry. The deepening in the rock might have

gone further east, but I could not ascertain this. For fuller explanation

as regards the rock in general I refer to the special paper (No. 5) and the

plans Nos. 3 and 4, but have here to report a few points more.

5. The present buildings on the west side of the churchyard were

hitherto not properly understood, and this may give me leave to explain

them here more fully. The building consists tirst of three churches in

one line from south to north, viz., St. James or Mar Yakoob in the south, R
;

in the middle the Chapel of Marie Magdalene, S—others say, of the " Forty

Martyrs,"' but this latter name is also applied to the chapel in the belfry,

or the northern one of the three, T, which three, perhaps, for a time,

formed the " Church of the Trinity." These churches or chapels are high,

whereas the others behind them, of Thekla, &c., and some rooms or

magazines, are low, forming three stories, for making ui) the height of

the three front churches, wdiich latter ai'e going in towards the west to a

line with the western side of the belfry. Behind the belfry is a dark

place, used as a magazine, with a well mouth on its tloor. (This cistern

is cut in the rock, and of considerable size.) South of this magazine a

flight of steps leads uj) into the higher situated Greek Convent. South

•of these steps is the Chapel of Thekla, U (as I was told), a low, insig-

nificant place, but having a window in its south wall. It is generally

connected with "Mar Jacob," or St. James's Chapel. Inmiediately to

the west of this chapel are two dark empty magazines with very thick
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walls ; and iiortli of the stairs, extending to the wall of the rotunda, is a

cistern, formed so to say above ground, leaning towards the west on the

scarp, which is the west wall of this cistern, towards the north the church

wall, and towards the east and south plain strong side walls ; the cistern

o-oes up to the full height to the level of the former terrace. But between

this cistern and the belfry, and over the whole length, are comparatively

narrow but long rooms in two stories one above the other, to make up

also here the height of the front churches. The lower of these long

rooms is used for storing corn for the convent ; the upper one, which

awakened my interest greatly, is divided by thin wooden walls of nicely

ornamented and carved boards ; the northern one is a refectory for the

members of the synod, the patriarch having his seat in or before a kind of

niche at the northern end of the table on the top of the southern apse of

the rotunda ; whereas the bishops and others have their seats on both sides

of a long table. The entrance is on the west side, and opposite the'east

is a window just where the belfry ends. The next room is decorated with

shelves and pigeon-holes on the walls round about for keeping documents.

Also this room had a window in the east, and on the west side a door

leading into a nice passage and so to the convent. The third was the

sitting room, where the synod held its meetings. It has a door on the

east side leading to a staircase going down into the chapel of " Mar

Jacob "
; this door looks very old, and is remarkable for its nice carvings

and inlaid work. This room has in the south a window towaixls the

broad steps leading down to the church court, and in the west a door

leading to the passage with the pillars, of which I have spoken above.

The synod no more holds its meetings here, but all things are left as they

were in former times, and the place is well worth a visit. North-west

of it, in the corner of the rotunda, and under the Church of ConStantine,

which is the place for the daily worship of the priests and monks, is the

bakehouse, with a large oven, and there is the mouth of an interesting

cistern, V, spoken of above, S, the lower parts cut in rock, but not the

upper part ; it is about 60 feet long, 15 or 16 feet wide, and 20 feet 6 inches

deep, having in the middle a row of 10 piers, on which are arches, and

over the latter flagstones to make the roof, something similar to the large

cistern described in the Quarterly Statement, 1889, pp. Ill and 210.

6. As will be seen on Plan No. 1, the "Church of St. James" of the

Armenians, "W, is on the east side of the churchyard of the Church of

the Holy Sepulchre, inside a form different from that generally given in

the plans, and on the outside of the wall one can see a very large arch

introduced into the wall, which stood formerly on pillars, as may be seen

on its north pier, where part of a carved capital looks out from the wall

;

the southern one was removed, when a window was made there for a

small room inside the wall. Originally this arch must have been open.

It is, perhaps, the remains of the former Church of Mary, which would

then have stood across the present church court, thus giving meaning to

the many piers in the cesspool below. In that case the archway, now

filled up, would have been the chancel arch, and the present Church of

the Armenians the chancel.
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7. In the above I have repeatedly spoken of roonn belonging to tlie

Copts at the rock-ciit tombs of Joseph. &c. It is well known, and shown

on the pl.ins, that along Christian Street, west of the rotunda and the

church, with its annexes, is a long row of shops, but nobody would

imagine that under the flooring of the two first of them, soutli of the

lavffe building with the jiiers, tlie C'ojjts have some rooms, as referred to

above.

11.

Notes and Exjjlanation to the Plans and Elevations of the Site of

the Church of the Holy Sepvlclire.

The former ridge (or a line of connected heights) in a west-eastern

<lirection was artificially worked out to a large, comparatively level place

or platform, and so that the western part was worked down ; whereas the

eastern, standing in the height, became scarps on the north, south, and

east, as a projecting block of rock.

The longitudinal and transverse sections give the rock levels at the

different points shown by the red sectional lines, the datum line being

taken at 2,420 feet above the Mediterranean.

In order to get the Holy Sepulchre as a free standing monument, the

i-ock round about was hewn down, and for the rotunda (towards the west)

made semicircular, as the plan shows. The more eastern, or elevated,

place was the site of the Basilica, with the underground Chapels of

St. Helena, &c. It ended on the east in a scarp (at the Eussian ground)
;

also to some extent there were scarps south and north. The lines of tliese

scarps (now only visible at Calvary and the most projecting part towards

the west) were not quite straight.

Towards the north-west, at the Khankeh, the original configuration of

the ground was highest ; hence here the scarp is higher near the rotunda

than on the other side ; and excei:)t the rotunda, with its chief gallery,

the rock was not worked fully down to the general level of the church,

but a bench of, in general, 4 feet higher was left. The bottom of the

narrow outer gallery is in this western part 12 feet higher than the main

level of the church. In the southern part of it are hewn Jewish tombs,

now called those of Joseph of Arimathea and of Nicodemus.

In the rocky ground were cut many cisterns, as the drawings show.

In some of them only the lower part is rock, the upper portion being

masonry. The one (in the east), X, going down to the deepest level of all

in the area, is included in the plan. It is in a Moslem house, which

apparently was formerly a palace. Next in deepness comes the newly-

restored large Cistern of the Greeks, Y, and the one called St. Helena's

Cistern, Z (one north and one south of the ancient Basilica). Those under

the church and behind the belfry co2ie down to the level of 2,444 feet.

In the eastern part (east of the street Khan ez Zeit) there exist a great
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many cisterns, all hewn in the rock, but comparatively smaller, the

deepest of them (already mentioned) going down to the level of 2,408 feet.

It is remarkable that only the eastern part, or about one-third of the

whole, has regular scarps on three sides, and to a considerable height.

This, I think, indicates that this part is the oldest, and done long before

the church was built, and most likely the ancient Akra, or a fortress

dating back to the most ancient Jerusalem—if even not Zion, as Sir

Charles Warren suggests, there was such a place, as he showed in his

book, " The Temple or the Tomb,-' p. 33, but he put it only too far south-

east on his Contour Plan. West of it the ground is still higher, but

already falling in the ground of the later churches ; and there, I think,

stood a castle mentioned in Nehemiah iii, 7, where the governor Nehemiah

had his residence, and so this whole height would have been called at

that time Thekoa (verse 5 ; cf. Jer. vi, 1).

This castle was certainly connected with the second wall, first built by

Hezekiah (2 Chron. xxxii, 5), and probably the tower Josephus mentions

in (about) the middle of the second wall (" Wars," V, vii, 4). The con-

tinuation of this wall towards the Corner Gate, &c., is difficult to point

out, and I will leave the answer to more competent men.

When, afterwards, the church was built, the place was enlarged by

breaking away the rock westwards, where the ground was rising, working

into the hill, and so producing the state of things we find to-day. As the

place was prepared for a church, and not for a castle, thei'e are towards

the north no proper scarps, and those on the south side were caused by

quarrying stones there, as it seems to me, in the time when the Eoyal

City, under David and Solomon, and the Temple were built, and the

eastern j^art of this platform, as already described, was made. The

fleepening in this eastern part {Quarterly Statement^ 1897, p. 27) was at

that time very likely used as a pool or water reservoir, into which after-

wards the pillars were put. The reason for leaving at its south end

a rock block I do not know.

That this rock platform extends somewhat towards the south we know
by the fact that in the Southern Street (see Section IJ) the rock looks out

nom the surface of the ground; and that about 120 feet south of it is

no rock, but a great depth or abyss, was proved in 1872 (see Quarterly

Statement of that year, p. 47).

In this projecting part of the rock platform is a large cave, similar to

that in the so-called " skull " hill
—" Hedemieh " or Jeremiah's grotto-

hill, north of the city. Also, the scarps are there as in the south and

east, &c., of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre platform-hill, as described

above ; only that Jeremiah's grotto-hill is isolated, whereas this platform

is connected with higher ground on its west side.
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K'KI'Oirrs V,Y l)K. ("ONRAD SCHICK.

I. oi.i) Font IX the Church ok tiik JIolv SKruLciiiiK.

DiiMNU tlie above-nieutioneil investigations J liave Ix-en several times

t'l the Climcli <if tlie Holy Sepulolire ami iiiadf si.rue iiiimitf researches

llu'ie, nf which I repoi't in the above, but wish to mention sometliing'

more—tirst that 1 found an old font there, .standinj^ no longer in its

original jilace, but put aside a long time ago in the corner at the passage

friini the iKirthern (former) apse of the lotunda, leading to the well

or cistern, and the Latin or Fram-iscau ( 'onvent, which passage is

very dark even when the sun sliines. and this seems to be the leasnn

1hat this font was always overlooked. As it was partly bioken and

was lying with other stones there, it was thought to be merely one out

of a luap of stones. It is square, each side measuring 3 feet 8 inches

and -2 feet 3 inches high, all one stone. The hollow inside is rather

interesting ; it is neither square nor round, but consists of four segments

of circles, forming leaves or wings, and for about 16 inches perpendicular

and then rounded out towards the centi-e as the ])lan and section show.

Une side is bioken away to a great extent, and on the top of it is lying a

flagstone somewhat larger, but only o to 6 inches thick, which, I think,

was once the basement. So when the hollowed block (the font) was removed

from its original stand to this place, its base also was removed antl then

])ut on the top of it. I think it stood once in the place Avhich is now
used as the refectory of the Franciscan Convent which seems to have

been the haptisterii of the Latins for some considei'able time when the

Chapel of the Apparition (or of Mai-y) w^as built in the fourteenth

century. In it then sti*od a pair of pillars—one removed when the place

was converted into a refectory by putting across a thin wall and so

making the present jiassage to the well and the convent. The other

]tillar is still standing in the thickness of this (not thick) partition wall.

I found that even Quaresimus, 2,371a, mentions in a.u. 1G20 this very

font, saying :
—" There is the old marble font of the church, outside

sijuare, and iiisiile rose shaped, in the iii-i^hboiirhood of the cistern.''

II. 'i'lIE " ( 'AVK ok WlI.I.lAJI THK IIkRMIT."

We know that in the twelfth centuiy a certain "William,'' called the

'' Hermit," was living in a rock cave in the neighbourhood of the Holy
Sepulchre. This " cave " cannot be the one with the so-called " tombs of

.losei)h and Nicodenuis," as the latter are mentioned before, so we have

to look in this region for another cave, and such a one I found north of

the western apse of the rotunda, the tombs mentioned being south of it.

This cave is situated on a higher level and is much larger, forming two

rooms connected one with the other, or one room with a ])ier in the middle,
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and cut in llif rock, so that the walls and the roof are rock, but the fourth

i^ide towards tiie church (or east; is masonry. The rock rises here about

28 feet above the general tloorini;' of the church ; tiie top of the rock

forming to some degree the ^flooring of " Maghsan el Belik " (the maga-

zines of Giivernmeut), or the magazines in Christian Street, in the high

building, with the many crusading buttre.*ses—once belonging to the

palace of the Latin Patriarch. With this palace the "cave " of William

was in some connection.' So that there is little room for doubt that the

rock rooms I found inider the magazines were the " cave of William

the Hermit," who might leally live a hermit life here in this underground

apartment (yet higher situate<l than the flooring of the church), and

iiettino- onlv some lifdit through the door of the room : it had not anv

other window or light-holes. The rock rooting seems on one side not

very strong, as there is put a pile of masonry to support it, very likely

done when the large building was erected over it, also when the

high cave was made of tivo stories, by corner-piers, and in the middle

a wall was put in, on which rests now a rather flat arch or vault, so

that two stories were formed one above the other, but boih rather low,

on an average only about 7 feet high. The place belongs to the Greek

Convent, various stores being now kept there as in a cool cellar, especially

t)il for the lamps of the church.

It seems the cave was existing already—at least some jjart of it

—

when the Patriarch's Palace was erected, and pi^eserved, as west of it,

when the piesent Christian Street there was made, the rock was loiiered,

as was found to be the case some years ago when the drain was made.

III. A New Collectio:.* of Antiquities.

AYhen investigating closely the question whether the rock of Calvary

is really rock or a block of stone brought there I wished to examine the

back room of the Greek Archimandrite's place—called in Sir Charles

Wilson's plan of the church (Ordnance Survey Oftice, Southampt(jn,

1892) " Dwelling of the Greek Prior." I found that the former partition

wall had been recently taken out and replaced by a much thinner onr

put more to the east so as to make the first or western room larger, antl

all the sides of the chambers (also the now smaller inner room) freshly

plastered over, so that I could not see whether it is masonry or, perhaps,

in some parts lock, and the prior could not tell me what is behind. Thus

far my searchings had, therefore, a negative result, but what I found in

this inner room was a very interesting and costly collection of various

kinds of antiquities, put up under glass very nicely and with much skill.

As the place is totally dark a number of lamps were lighted, and the

things were glittering so that I got the impression of having come into a

sanctuary. I had not time enough to see all the various articles and to

study them, but had to be content when some were shown and explained

to me ; for instance, a cross in which a jiarticle of the True Cioss is said tu

1 ToWer, " Golgotl-.a and seine KirL^lu-n, St. Gallen," IHol, p. 356.
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1k' inlaid, ami similar tllillJ,^><, alsi. tlio old Givt-k (lieialdit) Ka<,de uliicli f

at once- pmiioniiced to be tlie Russian Eagle. They said, " Ye.s," l)ut added
" orif^inally it was (Ireek and later on adopted V)V the Russians.' I said :

—

" How tilings are eliaiiL,dnL; I I was in this room 30 years ago, wlien it

was not only empty but looking like a ruin, stones and earth lying about,

antl no plastering on the walls, but now this collection makes it a glitter-

ing sanctuary." At the time of that early visit I had no intrrrst in the

roek, and hence did not examine the walls for tliat purpose, whidi I now

consider as a juty and regret the neglect.

NOTHS OX Till'] "QUARTERLY STATIO.M KXT."

I>y Professor CLERMOXT-GAyxEAU.

I. Sculptured Head from JVa'aneh (January, p. 26).—This head has

already been described and engraved in my " Arch;^ological Researches

in Palestine," A'ol. II, p. -IG, from our drawing made in 187:1 This eurious

l)it of carving at that time formed part of the stone floor of an Arab
house at Jatla. It does not come from Na'aneh, which is near Gezer, but

was brought in the course of time from the ruins of Ctesarea. It ha.-+

probably since been sold to M. Von Ustinow, who was told this fiction

aliout the })lace from which it came in order to increase its market value.

2. Greek Inscription at WtVl;/ Barada (p. 31).—I think that from

the evidence of the facsimile itself we ought to read, not Ati ['VV']

i-jTto 'HXto7roXe(r(coi'), as Dr. Murray proposes, but rather ^u Mfyt'dTOj

'HXto77oXetr>;. Megistos is, moreover, an epitliet frequently ap{)lied to

Zeus in the Greek inscriptions of Syria {see Waddington, Nos. 2,11(),

:i,140, 2,28<J, 2,292, 2,300, 2,330, 2,340, 2,412, 2,G31). There is, conse-

(juently, no reason whatever for comparison with Zeus Hypsistos.

IJesides, it has nowise been proved that this last word, as is supposed by
I )r. Murray, relying upon Schiirer, and Cumont, has any specific

connection with tlie Jehovah of the Jews. In addition to the two

Beyrout inscriptions, tlie only ones with which these gentlemen appear

to be acquainted, one might quote seven others in Syria, all from Palmyra.

Some of these are in two languages, and the Palmyrian part shows that

the Semitic divinity represented by Zeus Hypsistos is Sliamcsh (the sun),

or the nameless god so popuhir at Palmyra, who is mentioned in the

well-known formula, "To Him Whose name is blessed for ever, the Good
and the Merciful" (h^^^nil t^2l})-

The official title of .Jupiter of Heliopolis in the inscrijjtions is Jupiter

Optinuis Maxinius -whicii favours the reading, ^UyLdros.

3. Inscription at Jerash (p. 33).—These two fragments belong to a

text which was complete la.st year, and the whole of which was copied by

M. Briinnow (" Mitth. und Nadir, des Deutsch. Pal. Verein," 1S70,

J).
38). Dr. Murray's attempted restoration wanders far away from

M 2
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tlie original text. Anyliow, this inscription has no connection with

Mr. Waddington's Xo. 1,907, \vhi(-li clearly belongs to the tirst ceiitury

of our era, whereas this bears the date of 321 of the Pompeian era, which

corresponds with our a.d. 257. The small other fragment, as Mr. Thomson
has discerned, forms part of tlie original stone ; it contains the fifth and

sixth lines thereof. 'O uvdels /Sw/xos jjerhaps means merely that the

altar was brought from some other place.

4. Iiiiicription of the Xth Legion Fretensis (p. 35).—This should read •

*' D(iis) M(aiiibus) L(iicius) Magnius Felix mil(es) Leg(ionis) X Fret(ensis),

b(eueficiarius) trib(uni). Mil(itavit) aunos XYIIII : yix(it) XXXIX."
It is, therefore, the epita])h of a soldier of the Xth Legion Fretensis,

who died in his 39th year, after nineteen Aears of service, and who was a

henefixianus—that is to saj', one who has received a privilege—of the

tribune in command of his legion. Jerusalem has long since furnished

several inscriptions connected with the famous legion which plaj'ed so

great a part in its destiny. I may be permitted to remind my readers

that I was the first to open this series to the epigi-aphy of the world

some 26 years ago {s'^e my essa}on "Three Inscriptions of the Xth Legion

Fretensis, discovered at Jerusalem," Paris, 1872).

5. The Inscription on the Aqiiedact at Siloam (p. 57).—Mr. Pilcher

and other learned men are wrong, I think, in attril)uting to the word

pf2,p2 ill this inscription the concrete meaning of " tunnel." The word,

which occurs twice, does not mean the tunnel itself, but '^
tlie act of

piercing the tunnel,''' which is a very different thing.

6. The Cufi.c Inscription from the Basilica of the Holy Sepulchre

(p. 36).—Eeaders who may wish to consult my exhaustive essay upon

this matter, which is alluded to Ijy M. Van Berchem in his interesting

notice (p. 93), and upon the historical and archteological conclusions of

Avhieh, as he himself says on p. 9, note 1, his own theory is based, will

find it in Nos. 18-23 of Vol. II of my " Becueil d'Archeologie Orientale"

(pp. 302-366 : laBasilique de Constantin et la 2Iosquee d!Omar d, Jerusalem).

I may be permitted to add, in connection with this sul)ject, that the

obscure words,

which occurs in this inscription, perhaps means simply " His Purifying

Majesty,'" and alludes to the very act of the Caliph in restoring to the

Mussufman worship the sanctuary which was thought to have been

usurped by the Christians.

7. The Length of the Jexcish Cuhit (p. 103).—There is a most important

factor of which no (jne hitherto has thought of making use to bring

about a solution of this vexed question. We have at this day four

Israelitish insci'iptions of a date unquestionably earlier than the Captivity

:

the two inscriptions which I discovered in the village of Siloam in 1870,

and sent to the Britisli Museum, where they may now be seen ; the

frao'nient of a hitherto overlooked inscription which I noticed above the

door of the monolithic chapel in the Egyptian style of architecture, in
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the sjimc \ illam' ; hikI, liiiallv, tliu iii.M;rii»tiuu on llie aina-ihu't <<f Siloaiii.

Tliesu four inscriptions, ail close to one another, are all alike in one

respect : they are all carved on the surface of the roi k, and iiinrribcif

iiistile rvtiiiiguhtr cartovrlux countersunk into the rock. The frames of

these cartouches are all of ditferent sizes, but their hei,t,dits and breadtlis,

being all linear fuiiclions of one another, evidently are not due to chance,

but represent aliijuot parts of some regular standard of measurement

—

that is to say, the graduated rule used by the stone-cutters to mark
out their sinfaces. It will at once be seen how much the observation

of this fact may lielii us in detei'mining the length of the Jewish cid>it.

The calculations wiiich I have made with this object have brought me to

some conclusions of great interest, which it would take too long to

explain here. I can do no nu)re than eai'Uestly urge tho3e who devote

themselves to the solution of this problem to avail themselves of this

hint, which hitherto has been altogether overlooked, and which might

lead them straight to the discovery of the truth.

8. Les Matronii/dt de VEglise du St. Sepulchre (in my essay on ''The

Taking of Jerusalem by the Persians," Quarterly Statement, p. 52, No. 24).

—

It is, perhaps, simply a transcription of the hybrid Greco-Latin word,

MarpofiKov, jnatronwum, which desionates in the Byzantine churches the

place reser\ed for women.

TWO BUSTS FROM C.^SAREA.

By the Rev. J. E. Haxauer.

[ FORWARD herewith photographs of two beautifully-preserved life-size

marble busts, which are said to have been dug up at Ctesarea, and are

now in the collection of Barou von Ustinov, here in Jaffa. One of these

—

that with the tillet round the head—is sujiposed to represent Plato ; the

other has the name " Olympiodoros ' carved in one line in Greek letters

across the stone, just above the lower edge.

At least eight eminent men named "Olympiodoros"' are known in

history. We cannot be sure which of these is represented by the bust,

but the fact of its having been discovered together with one of Plato

would seem to indicate that we have before us a likeness of " the last

philosopher of any celebrity in the Neo-Platonic school of Alexandria

.... where he taught before the school was finally suppressed by
Justinian, a.d. 529." He wrote a biography of Plato, and " Scholia," or

commentaries, to several of the lalters " Dialogues."

I would just venture to remark that, as the supposed bust of Plato

does not seem to show in any very marked way either " the broad chest

or the broad forehead" (Brockhaus, "Conversations Lexikon"), from

which some jxssert that the great sage derived his name, it w;i.s

j)robably the work of a sculptor who endorsed the views of those who
maintained that the name was given in consequence of the tiueucy
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of his speech (Diogenes, "Laert.," Ill, 4 ; "Vita Platonis,"' )>. 6, h
; ami

Tychseii, '"Bibliothek der alten Literatav und Kmist,'' V; references

given in Smith's " Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biograjjhy," Voh III,

^Article "Plato").

M

<

d

o

There is in the Vatican a bust of Plato which has hitherto been

considered unique. That found at Ca?sarea resembles it, and I under-

stand that the Baron has lately, at the request of the ]3ersons who ha^e

charge of the Vatican antiquities, sent co]nes of the j^hotograi)hs now
in your hands, and for the purpose of comparison.
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DAVID'S T0:MB and THR SILOAM TUNNKIi.

By Kev. W. F. lliRc ii, M.A.

It is rfitaiii {Qnart'rJi/ Stxtenirnt, 1S95, p. 201 ; ISiJO, )). :204) tli;it tlit-

Sepuk-lires of David woiv <>m Opliel (sn (.-ailed), and also, I ln'licvt', witliiii

tlie wall of Nehemiah (1886, p. 34; 1879, p. 179), aii<l w.iv so situated

that the course of the wall, after passim^ the jiool of Siloah at the

southern end of Ophel, and after reaching as far as the stairs that .u"

down fidin the eity of David (Neh. iii, 1"), Hi ; close to wliieh stairs the

wall itself went tip, xii, 37), came at some point as far as over against

{i.e., o))posite to, in face of) the sepulchres of David, and thence was con-

tiinied as far as the ])ool that was made and as far as the house of the

mighty men.

It is necessary to lie thus painfully pi'ei-ise, in ordci- that tin- uiieer-

tainties attendant on the search for the said se])ulchres may lie reduct-ij

to a minimum. To speak brietiy, the sepulchres fronted the wall Ijetweeii

the foot of the stairs and the pool that was made. Unfortunately,

Dr. Bliss's excavations were cut short before the position of the said stairs

and ))ool was definitely settled.

My conviction is that the wall of the iiool of Siloah (1897, p. 74) was

adjacent to the great dam ; that the stairs may have ascended Ophel

from close to the noi'th end of the dam; that the stejjs (1897, 1>. 263),

discovered a few hours before the excavations ended, may very ])robably

have to do with the course of the said stairs ; and that the jiool that icas

made (if this description is genuine and not a clerical erroi- for the old

pool, 18.90, }). 205) must have included the site of tlu' present upper ])ool

of Siloam (1897, p. 74) ; although, so far as 1 can see, there is sijme

ditticulty in drawing Nehemiah's wall «.^ far as (1890, p. 206) this said

present pool, and, indeed, os /«?• as any piool ])laced even in the Kidrmi

valley, south of the Virgin's Fount, i.e., Gihon.

Satistied as to the tojiographical accuracy of the Bible, I cheerfully

return to the attack of the difficult (question of the jiosition of David's

tonili; and though Herod was scared by fire in his secoml attempt, ami

the Fund was repidsed in Dr. Bliss by the expiring firman, 1 rejoice that

Professor Ganneau at once V)lows a trumpet call to a fresh assault—get

a firman, dig in the bend of the Siloam tunnel, and in six weeks (you

may) find the sepidchres of David. "Who will >h(i\v himself a i)eaceful

Joab, by being the first to get through the subterranean passage into

the long honu' of David ? I shall welcome any discoverer, even from the

land of Sinim. Nehemiah did what he could to ]ioint out to posterity

the position of the sepulchres. To me the long way of first making sure

of the stair.t and the pool that u-as made, seems likely in the end to be the

shortest. Still, if French dash can, by a short cut, more speedily lead us

to victoiy, let it be so.
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Mfrtiiwhile it iiiiiv lit' well tn examine Professor Ganneau's theory,

that David's tonih was (1) of Pluenieiaii ty[»e, i.e., entered by a vertical

shaft, and (2) situated in the great l>end of the Siloani tunnel

(" Athenunim," 1897, p. 3G1).

(1) Xo old Jewish toml)s, entered liy a vertical shaft, ha\e, so far as

I know, yet been discovered near Jernsaleni. The shaft tojnb lately

found ri897, p. 248) jiroves nothing as to Davidic Jerusalem, if its date

l>e Christian, as pointed out by Lieut.-Colonel Conder (1897, p. 83). The

cave of Machpelah seems to have been of the ordinary type, with its

entrance in a perpendicular face of rock. The same position for the door

aiii>arently marked the tomb prepared by Shebna ; Isaiah, xxii, 16,

'• Thou hast hewed thee out here a sepidchre, hewing him out a

sepulchre on high, graving an habitation for himself in the rock " (Hebr.

i^ela, a cUf). This led me to adopt the vertical position (1879, p. 17G),

althoii!^h Sir C. Wilson then thought that the entrance was possibly by a

shaft, like a well. In favour of the Plia^nician "shaft" type it might

be urged, on the other hand, that as David had Phoenician stonecutters

to build his liouse, so they might make him a Phoenician tomb ; and

that the Jews thought (1877, p. 134) that on the way from the Temple

to Siloam there might be a "Sepulchre of the Abyss," which term was

explained to mean a hidden tomb, the dei)th of which was not known

to an\- man. So far tlie evidence is extremely meagre.

Professor Canneau, however, impresses into his service the statement

of Joseph us ("Ant." xvi, vii, 1) that Herod erected a white stone

monument oit (others say at) the mouth (eVi tw a-TOfiia) of David's

sepulchre, and adds :
—" This characteristic expression, aTopiiov, implies

expressly, to my mind, an entry not in the form of a d(jor in the rock

of a vertical shape, as every one supposed, Ijut an entry 171 the form of a

pit.'' The fact, however, that the same Mriter, four times in one chapter

(" Ant." xiv, XV, 5) uses the same Greek word, aTOfnov, to describe the

entrances to the robbers' caves in the precipices of Wady Hamam in

Galilee, shows that the W(n-d is neutral in this controvers}', and does not

necessarily imi)ly that David's tomb had an horizontal opening.

Nor can eVi, with the dative, be forced into necessarily meaning on.

This is clear from the fretpient expression in LXX and New Testament,

(ttI 6vpa or dvpais, at the door or doors. In reference to the tomb of

Lazarus we read (Jolni xi, 38, E.Y.) : "It was a cave, and a stone lay

c'i/aiiist it " (margin or npon, eirfKeiro in avrco}, on which Professor

AVescott observed: "Thus the word rendered lay upon it does not

necessarily descrilje a pit. The sense may be better given by laid

ogaiiist it.'' The reader will by this see that Josephus is neutral,

(2) The a[>in-oach of Sennacherilj undoul)tedly led Hezekiah (2 Chi-on.

xxxii, 3, 30 ; 2 Kings xx, 20; Isaiah xxii, 11; Eccles. xlviii, 17) to

make the S-shaped tunnel from Gihon to the southern end of (.)phel,

near Ain Silwau. Ten years ago Professor Ganneau " ingeniously

suggested" ("City and Land," ]>. 20) that the remarkable curve in the

southern jiart of this conduit was "due to the existence of the tomb and
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thf iieceSHitv df ;i\oi(liii<;- it," the shaft to the touil) ifacliiiig at least

(h'Wii t(i tlu' levi'l of the tuiiii(.'l of Siloaiu (•' AtlH-iia-iim ").

The reader is invited to refer to the {tlaii i>f this 8 tuime], and he will

notice that it has also a northern heml, smaller, intleed, but more extra-

ordiuarv than the otliei-, inasniurli as to reach a south-west-by-soutli

terminus, the course actually goes more nnitU tlian llie starting place.

Was the object of this nortliein bend to a\-oi(l tombs/ If so, whose
tombs were they / An explanation of this bend must be given. "Was
Melchizedec (Heb. vii, 3) buried hereabouts? Or was David, if tlie jiool

that was made was near Gihon ? for myself, f demur to tombs havino-

caused either bend.

From the internal evidence of the tunnel, 1 think it might be shown
clearly, if time permitted, that the said tunnel (from th.e part leading

to the Jebusite shaft to Ain Silwan) was, in an emergency, begun
practically at the same time from both ends, before there was time for

[troper levelling ; that the nortliern miners not starting from daylight,

but from a jioint 50 feet along the Jebusite tunnel (so tortuous that
"six feet lengths could only be got into the passage," by Sir (.'. Warren,
" Letters," p. 38) mistook the rigjit direction from tlie first, being six

points wrong ; while the southern miners, starting from the s\irfa<-e,

took an admirable aim at Gihoti, and kept on very fairly for 160 feet.

Meanwhile the chief engineei- had gained time for quiet reflecticjn,

and modified his plan. Accordingly, on the south the miners were miide

to strike light across tlie axis of Ophel, so as ti> come under its eastern

lowei' slope, and learning there, by the aid of perstms tapping overhead,
their position, they opened \\\) a shaft (as shown in plan) to the surface

at 470 feet from Ain Silwan. It is obvious that before this they had
corrected their level. Now striking north from the shaft the southerners,

still using overhead tapping, easily forged ahead, getting in fresh air

and putting 'out rubbish through their in\aluable shaft, and so, on an
avei'age, making progress at the rate of 10 feet to the (i or 8 feet, at the

most, of the unhappy northerners. Of course, the latter had easily

obtained the right level from Gihon, and could be confident that, by
keejiing well to the west, they must eventually outflank the southerners,

as it would be impossible for the hitter to pass them, if the two levels

were toleralily alike. But beyond this single advantage, the northernens

had a very bad time of it, ignorant from the very outset (so far as I

can see) of their proper direction, with no overhead jumper in crowded
Zion to give them a bearing, without any ventilating shaft in all their

own 762 feet of tunnel, not to mention the initial 50 feet of Jebusite

work at Gihon, while their more fortunate rivals were, e\en at the last,

not more than 474 feet from open air.

Perhaps our Ht>u. Secretary will describe the terril)le miseries endured
by these north-tunnel Jews in tlieii mining task, carried on always at

high pressure throuch wearv months, dav and night, without ceasinj--,

amid ignorance of the true course, in air so vitiated that lamps at times

wtiuld hardly burn (as in the long tunnel, which, however, was ascendii'ij.
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''Waireu's Lettei-.s,'' p. G8), ^vitll eliippings to be diseliarged thiougli a

]iassage kept to the smallest practicable dimensions, evidently 3| feet high

and 2 feet wide {Quarterly Statement, 1891, p. 18), along a distance, at the

last, ••-••f some SCO feet, and all tliis without one friendly ta]i overhead to

show that others were thinking nf tliem. It was, indeed, a grand moment
when first they heard the thnd of the soutliern pick. How great the

ecstacy of their joy as the hole was knocked thi'ongh the soft rock, and

the draught blew out the lamp and wafted through the tunnel a

deafening cheer towai'ds Gihon or the shaft! Well migiit the feat be

recorded in the Siloam inscription. iSuch seems to me to be the story

of the tunnel as recorded in its windings.

The fact that the .southern miners in the first 470 feet practically

described an arc with its convex side northwards, instead of excavating

in a direct line, so far as they could, to the position of their shaft, snffice.s,

a])parently, to show that the avoidance of the sepulchres of David is not

the cori'ect explanation of the great bend. Even if Professor Ganneau's

position for the tond) be right, his argument from Josephns does not

seem to me sound.

The following is the letter of M. Clermont-Ganneau referred to in Mr.

Birch's article. Tt is reprinted by permission from the " Athenieum" of

September 11th, 1897 :—

The chief problem of Hebrew arch;eology is without a doubt the

discovery .still to be made of the tomb of David and the kings of Judah.

This question, so many times mooted without result, has been once more

raised by a ])assage in the last report of Dr. Bliss, published in the

Quarterly Statement of the Palestine Exploration Fund (July, p. 180). In

this we read :

—

" It has been suggested that the apparently unnecessary curve in the

Siloam Tunnel before it enters the pool was made in order to avoid the

tomb of the Kings. Accordingly we have made a large clearance to the

Rock of Ophel in a field to the east of the pool, south of this curve ....
()\\v hope was to find & pit entrance to the tombs, but the clearance has

been completed this morning, and no such discovei-y has rewarded our

toil."

The attempt of Dr. Bliss has led incidentally to the discovery of an

interesting small cornelian seal of scarab shape, with an inscription in

Israelitish PhoMiician characters dating before the Exile, of which I will

speak later. But it has failed comjiletely to realise the splendid object in

view—the discovery of the tomb of the Kings. The result could not

have been otherwise, for reasons whioh I shall explain.

First, I may be allowed to remark that the suggestion, whose author

Dr. Bliss does not name, is mine. I am, therefore, responsible for it
;

and as the event seems to have proved it to be wrong, it only gives me a

greater right to examine the means adopted for verification. The theory

of the close connection of the extraordinary deviation, up till then
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iniexplained, of the tuniifl with the position of the tomb of the Kings,

was expounded bv me at length 10 years ago in the "Eevue Critique"

(October, 1887, pp. 32D-343), and supported by a schematic ])k^n, which

even marked on the ground the point where, as I calculated, the royal

vault ou<'ht to be concealed. As I am unable here to reproduce this

plan I will content myself with an explanatory description. The place is

between the southern curve of the tunnel and the intersection of the

path which descends from the south-east angle of Harani to the Potil of

Siloam, with the level of 2,179 in the map of the Ordnance Survey on the

scale of 1 : 2,500 (towards the bend made by the imth). I pointed it out

more tlian once to members of the Committee of the Palestine Explora-

tion Fund, and I have every reason to believe that it was owing to

instructions given by the Committee to Dr. Bliss that he attempted this

excavation in extremis, unhappily at the moment w^ien the tirman granted

by the Porte was expiring. It is to be regretted that I was not consulteil

on that occasion, for I could have furnished indications which might,

pei'haps, have not been useless towai'ds achieving success and avoiding a

failure of a sort calculated to discredit my theory. In fact, if my article

was known either to Dr. Bliss or to those who inspired his efforts, its

conclusions were misunderstood, and, conse(|uently, it is only my bare

duty as a scholar to explain things.

The disaino- was made on the south—that is, outside the convex side—
of the curve of the tunnel, which I regarded as due to the necessity of

avoiding the vault, which lay full on the straight line of the source of the

Fountain of the Virgin at the Pool of Siloam. Now, on the contrary, it

is, as I have expressly indicated, on the north of this curve—that is,

inside the concave side—that the digging should have been, and must be

in the future, made, for the cui-ve naturally encloses and partly envelops

the obstacle interposed, since it is meant to pass round it. Dr. Bliss has

then, one can see, proceeded to do exactly the opposite of what he ought

to have done.

I may be allowed also to claim the authorship of the idea of which

Dr. Bliss speaks in passing as if it was an obvious datum, viz., that the

entry of the tomb of the Kings should lie a pit, by which descent was

made into the royal vault. This idea, which I submitted at the time to

M. Perrot, was adopted and brietly mentioned by him in his " History

of Art in Antiquity" (vol. iv, p. 336) ; it is to be found stated at greater

length with reasons in the same article of the " Revue Critique" of 1887.

And this was no gratuitous conjecture of mine due to pure imagination.

It rests, in fact, on the reasonable interpretation of a particular passage

of Josephus ("Ant. Jud.," xvi, 7, 1), the bearing of which had not up to

that time been recognised. This passage says that Herod, after having

desecrated and pillaged the royal vault, constructed a monument to

atone for his conduct on the mouth of the vault (eVt tw trTOjiia). This

characteristic expression a-TOfiiov implies expressly, to my mind, an entry,

not in the form of a door made in the rock of a vertical shape, as every

one supposed, Ijut an entry in the form of o pit. I need not insist on the
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iiii])intaiKe of these diita, so material to jruide tlie »ligger wlio wmilil

make uii attempt on the ground in tin- right jjlace ; we must hiok licie

not for a vertioal entry consisting of a gate niorr oi- less monumental,

jinalogous Id that of tlie ordinary Jewish tombs, leading to a series of

mortuary chambers sunk horizontjdly in the nniss of the hill, but the

moutli of a )nt, probably rectangular, relatively of very small dimensions,

j)erhaps not more than two metres long and a metre wide, that is, hirge

<Miouu'h to pass in a sanophagxis. It is easy to understand that an

opening so small is very likely to escape notice, unless great care is

taken ; and this is, perliai)s, why the entry to the vault has defied all

attempts at discovery uj) to our times. This pit, analogous to the

mortuary pits of Pluenicia and Egypt, must descend into the vast

chambers of the vault, which iiossesses probably several stories, and

l>lunges, if my theory is sound, into the de])tli of tlie hill, at least down
to the level of the Tunnel of Siloam.

This is the thing to look for and the place to look for it. With a few

thousand francs, a new firman authorising operations, and si.\ weeks'

work, any one can satisfy himself. I present amateurs Mith the >^\\'^-

gesti<in. Well-founded hopes of discovering the sarcophagus of David,

Solomon, and their successors, with the inscriptions which must liave

been engraved there, will surely make the small outlay worth while.

Lastly, T will say a few words about the ancient Israelite seal so

happily discovered by Dr. Bliss in the course of this last excavation. It

is reproduced in the same number of the Quarterly Statement with various

attempts to interpret it.

Like several other Israelite seals of the same archaic date which I

have had occasion to study in former times,' this one bears two j)roper

names in simple juxtaposition, without being preceded by the lamed

possessoris or connected by an indication of patronymic or otherwise.

The first name is easily read " Ishmael." Not so the second, which has

been variously rendered : by Pere Lagrange, n^"1Il' Bariach ; by I*i-o-

fessor Sayce, first ^n^ 12,» Bar-Yahu, then ')n'''^5r> Paryahu. None of

these readings appears to me satisfactory. I recognise in the second

letter a daletk in place of a resh (the two characters have the same form

in this archaic Israelitish alphabet), and I )n-oj)Ose to read this difficult

name thus : "ITT'^IC) Pedayahu. This is an excellent Israelitish name
found exactly so written in 1 Chrou. xxvii, i>0, and in the shortened form

;-|i-yr, Pedayah, in 2 Kings xxiii, 36 ; Neh. iii, :;?"), viii, 4, xi, 7 ;

1 Chron. iii, 18. It is clearly formed from the root n"TC'
'" ^^ deliver,'"'

and the divine title of .Jehovah (Yahu) :
" Yahu h:us delivered." It i.s

cloisely related to other Biblical names of the same family, 7^^n"T^»
Pedahcl ; "^"l^JHTC) Pedahsur, and to that which I have deciphered on a

very old Pha?niciau seal : '7i<~TC' P'-''^^^*-''-

' See my " Recueil d'Areheologie Oi-ient;Ue," vol. ii, pp. :i7 iuul 116. On
the second seal the two names, notoriously Israelite, Ahaz and Pokhai, are in

juxtaposition, without being preceded by the lamed jtussessoris, as in the newly

discovered seal.
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THE VALLEY GATE.

By Eev. W. F. Biiicn, M.A.

Ix Qonrb-rlj Statinnont, 1896, p. 172, Professor "NViifflit places this gate

oil the south side of the Upper C'ity, aiul thinks it is an error to phice it

near the Jatiii Gate (1879, p. 178).

Let me give the evidence fixing its genei-al position. In the

expressions "valley gate" and "valley of Hinnom," the Hebrew word

for calhij is gai, thus showing that the two localities were connected.

It has been proved that the valley of Hinnom was not the south-west

valley as supposed by Professor Wright, but the A^alley passing through

Jerusalem from near the Jaffa gate to Siloam (1878, p. 180 ; 1882, p. 56 ;

1889, p. 38). To restate the case briefly—The border between Jvidah

and Benjamin passed through Hinnom (Joshua xv and xviii). Jerusalem

is assigned to Benjamin in Joshua xviii, 28, and regarded as theiis in

Judoes i, 21 ; but is also regarded as Judah's in Joshua xv, 63 ;

Judges i, 3, 8.

(1) The popular line for the tri])al boundary through the south-west

A-alley, i.e., Wady Eababeh, places Jerusalem wholly in Benjamin, and so

is evidently wrong ; while the line through the Tyropteon, or central

valley, dividing the city, gives a portion to both tribes, obviates all

difhculties, and is, therefore, manifestly right. The line ingeniously

drawn by General Gordon (letter, 1883) and Dr. Schick {Quarterly State-

ment, 1884, p. 184), both gives to either tribe a part of .lerusalem, and

accepts the south-west valley as Hinnom ; nevertheless, the .scheme fails

for the following reason :

—

(2) Tophet wjispart of Hinnom, and (so far as I can see) has been proved

to have been within Jerusalem (1897, p. 72). But Wady Eababeh was

wholly outside Jerusalem, therefore it could not possibly be the valley of

Hinnom.

(3) A third reason is that Jeremiah (xxxi, 38-40), after foretelling the

rebuilding of the city, gives an orderly descriiJlion of its environs (1878,

p. 180 ; 1882, p. 58 ; 1889, p. 43), mentioning "the whole valley (N.B.,

emek not gai) of the dead bodies and of the ashes and all the fields unto

the brook (nac/ud) Kidron," &c. W hy is the south-west valley here

called emek and not gai I Why is no mention whatever made of the

famous valley {gai) of Hinnom \ As no one will answer my questions,

let me do so. Because the south-west valley was not Hinnom. Because

Hinnom was inside Jerusalem, and, therefore, could not be named as

outside of it (1897, p. 72).

These three fetraight blows would suffice to kill the Hinnom myth, if

it were mortal ; but, unhapi)ily, topographical error can only be stunned

for a httle. If it suits some to revive it, it suits me also to refute it.

When the central valley has thus been proved to be the valley of Hinnom,
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it fulldws ualtirally tliat tlic sallcs nate iini.-t lia\c lim-ii in a |ni-,iliiiii iic.-n

to, or leailinj;' into, tliat valley, ami also aHnnlin^r ogress to the western

exterior of tlie U|i|R'r City. Professor Wright's site leads iieitlicr into

tilt' iiai nor ti> 'ro])Iift (ISDT, p. ~;\\ l.ul into the rnulc.

It nii,L;lit- lit- added that witli the \allcy ^alf near the nortli-west

corner of the Uitper City— the expression (Neh. xii, 31) on the rvjht Itand

— precisely tlescrihes the s^outhern march of the Ezra pi-ocession.

The theory of Robertson Smith and Professor Sayce (1884, i».
7:J)

entirely excluded the south-west hill from pra-exilic Jerusalem, and so, of

course, did not locate the valley gate near the Jatl'a j,'ate. Neither of

these writers, however, made good his theory in these ])ages. I have

pointed out (188!J, p. 10':)) how absurd it would ha\f lieen for the Jews t.-

have made a |)OoI (and fortitifd it) at the foot of the south-west hill

at Siloani, if that hill hail been left outside Jerusalem for the enemy to

occupy it. What fun the ChakUeans would have had in rolling big stones

down hill inti> the water or against a wall so remarl<al)ly illplaced 1

NOTE OX MIZL'Eil AXU .SHKX.

P.y Liciit.-Colonel Cuxder, LL.D., U.E.

The site of Mizpeh of Benjamin has long been sought in vain. That it

was somewhere near Geba (/e6'a) seems to be indicated by 1 Kings xv, 22,

which indicates also a frontier fortress near Ramah {cr Ram). In

Joshua (xviii, 26) it cmies next to Beeroth {Bireh). It occurs again with

Gibeah and Bethel (Judges xx, 1), the latter being mentioned iu verses

2G, 31, though not in the authorised version (.see also xxi, 18), and it was

celebrated in connection with Samuel's victory (1 Sam. vii). It was still

known in the second century B.C. (1 Mace, iii, 4(^1;.

It has never before occurred to me, nor have I seen it suggested by

any other writer, that the conspicuous site called Tell Nasbch occii]Ucs

just the proper ))0sition on the watershed south of Birch. The change

of M into N so often occurs that this name niiulit well represent Mizpeh.

The identification leads us to seek for Shen and Ebeuezer in the same

vicinity ; the former may lie Kefr Shif/an, a ruin west of Ramallah and

east of 'Ain 'Arik (Arohi) ; and Ebeuezer nuist have been a monument

on the highest part of the watershed between these two [see 1 Sam.

vii, 12).

J/ay .J///, 1898.
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HEBREW AXD BABYLONIAN POETRY.

By Lieut.-Colonel Coxder, LL.D., R.E.

The metre used in Hebrew and Babylonian hymns often resembles

closely tliat of the earlier poems of the Koran, and that of the songs now
sung in Arab comti'ies. A line specimen of such metrical writing occurs

in a Babylonian text recently translated by Mr. T. G. Pinches ; but I

have not seen it noticed that the story is thus given in verse. It may be

compared with the metre of the " Blessing of Moses " (Dent, xxxiii,

2-29).

The text in question is one of those which have created interest,

because they have been said to refer to Amraphel of Sliinar, and his

contemporaries C'hedorlaomer, Aiioch, and Tidal (Gen. xiv, 1), in the

time of Abraham. That Amrajihel ('Ammuravil) and Arioch (Eriaku)

Avere contemporaries (about 2140 B.C. most probably) has long been

known ; but there is considerable doubt whether the new texts refer to

this period, though they are concerned with an Elamite invasion of

Babylon. The name of Chedorlaomer has been supposed to be concealed

under the form cucccucum..^., or cucucuma, and that of Arioch under
ERiEAKU or ERiECUA. The name of Tidal is said to occur as tuudkhula
but it is possible that the latter is not a personal name, but a word
meaning " revenge " or spite." The texts bear no internal evidence of

date, and the theory awaits further confirmation. The first text relates

the destruction of Babylon by the Elamites, and the subsequent restora-

tion of a native king. The end of this text may be rendered thus :

" CUCUCUMA his son supported his crown in its midst, by the sword of

iron. He took vengeance on his foe at will. Wicked kings and sinful

princes heaped up evils, so that Marduk King of the Gods was wroth
with them .... disease fell upon them, a curse surrounded them, (their

land) was reduced to ruin. All of thera the King our Lord (conquered).

Obedient to the wishes of the Gods, Marduk established (him), for His
name sake, in Babylon and its Temple. He said :

' Let him return to

his place.' May He strengthen his heart "

In the second of the new texts a vivid picture is given of the desola-

tion of Babylon, recalling one in the Bible (Isaiah xiii, 21, 22). In this I

venture to suggest a few modifications in the translation of the best

preserved part of the text :

—

" With their kings they (served ?) cucucucuma King of Elam, he
established, he overthrew, among them, as he thought fit : in Babylon,

the capital of C'haldea, he exercised rule, taking the city of Marduk King
of Gods, he overthrew, he wasted. Packs of dogs chose it as a hiding

place. Often they caught the wanderers who went over its ruins.

Dragons s])itting poison bit tlie wandei'ers. Dogs gnawing bones chose

the temple of the) Goddess. Great snakes spitting poison bit those who
hid there. AVhat King of Elam ever renewed its tenqjle '1 The sous of
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Balniiin diil so for tlieir (own) kini,'. It was thrir work So I, a

king, a king's son, and son of a king's dangliter, liave sat on the royal

tlirone. It was (Batmakhanna so" of Eriecua, wlio spoiled

What king was there in ancient times, heing proclaimed Lord of

Bab} Ion, who did not establisli, in the months Cisleu, and Tammuz, in

Babylon '

Yet another text from Constantinople has Ijeen thought to refer to

( 'hedorlaomer (spelt kuturlaakiigamau) ; but these signs have no

symbol of a proper name, and I would propose a different rendering, as

the third syllable in this word is nu not la, which latter twice occurs iu

this letter.

1. Ana Sinidinnnm

2. Kibe ma
3. Unima 'Ammitrabima

4. Ildtim sa bit mxiutbalim

5. Idiitika

6. Um sa kutur nuukh gamar
7. Usallania-akku

8. Jnuma izzCinbani ikku ,

9. ina zabim sa (JATIka

10. Zabam In pndu ma
11. Ihxtim

12. Ana nuhti sina

13. li sCdlimu

"To Sinidina thus Amraphel has said : All gods of the temple made
by your Highness shall give you peace—a day of increase of perfect rest.

Lo ! they are lestored (invited baek) by you, by the people of your place.

IVIay they redeem that people. May all Gods give peace to their lands."

The text to be more particularly described is a song, recording the

invasion of Babylon by Cucucucunia, king of Elam, and the defence of

the sanctuary by the gods, who sent an earthquake. The success of the

enemy is attributed to the wickedness of the Babylonians. The end of

the story is broken, but seems to refer to the punishment of the wicked

Viceroy of Elam. The translation is as nearly as jwssible in the metre of

the original, as follows. The lines divide some of the verses into four,

six, or eight—that is into couplets. Occasional variations have been

made in the translation, which is, however, substantially that given by

Mr. Pinches, who states that parts are uncertain in their rendering.

1. Inum rabizu sidum

idib ....
2. Urrida sedu ussu

sa Bit Sarra . . .

3. ]\'akru aniil Elammatu
urrikh limni-itu

4. u Bel ana Babili

usakpidu limutu

1. Lo the Guardian of Salvatioiv

:^pnke (concerning Babylon)

2. Sending down his cherubim'

wlio tlie Tcuiple (guarded)

3. (then) the foe the Elnniite

multiplied transgressions

4. Baal against Babylon

Had devized (this) evil

X
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5. Tnum la samn misaii

Izzizzu ma akhitiini

6. Sa Bit Sarra Bit Kissati

Hani urid sedu su

7. Nakrii amil Elamatu

Illeki busu su

8. Bel (rabu ?) me elisu

Irtasi kimilfi

.9. Inuum sabiirii-xi

Iftaiui limnarn sun

10. GuUum u imi khullum

upazziklii limni sun

11. Urridu ma ilanisur.u

Urridu ma nakkabbis

12. Mekbie imi liranu

Ilma-a samami-is

13. Ilu ^nu patik sunn

Irtasi kimilti

14. unni-is zimi sunu

TJnama manzazu

15. Ina iiibkhi bit Hani

Usakhkbi iizurta su

16 Bit Sarra

Innu-us kigalla

17

Izkur sakbluktu

18

irtasi kimilti

19. (Iklimat?) unnat Bel Bit Zida

Kbarraua Sumer-is

20. Aau Kukukukuma
Episu lirauitu

21. Itgamraa umman manda

(iz) zakur Bel (Eabu ?)

22. unam mamma ii (inam) na

Tna akbi sunu

2-3. Inum sa Bit Zida . . .

ta su

24f. u II Nebu pakid Kissat

urrid (sedu us) su

25. Saplis ana tiamat

iskun

26. Tbiltutu saki rabti

(s)ikhmut samas (ali ?)

5. Lo I thev listened not to justice

Came on tliem destruction

G. To tbe house of Hosts (of heaven)

God sent down his clienib

7. (so) the foe the Elamile

Seized on its possessions

8. Baal mightier than he

Granted (it) in anger

9 inLo 1 they (therefore) broke

pieces

Doubling their transgressions

Whirlwind and an evil storm

Blew iipon the wicked

This their Gods had sent upon

theni

Sent it as a deluge

Tempest yea an evil storm

Whirling up to heaven

Ann who created them

Granted (it) in anger

14. Making pale the faces of them

His abode He ru'ned

15. And the holy place of Gods

Kuining His (temple) courts

16. (Euining) the House of Hosts

shaking the foundation

10

11

12

13

17.

18.

19.

20.

21

22.

He decreed destruction

granted (it) in anger

Baal of Bethzida sped a people

On the way to Sumer

Who was Kukukukuma
That he should do evil

'

Gathering a mighty host

Baal the strong decreed (it)

He wrought ruin He destroyed us

(Being) at their side

23. Lo Bethzida (he deserted)

(Left His habitation)

24. also Nebo Lord of Hosts

Sent adown his cherub.

25. Down along the sea side lands

They encamped (to meet them)

26. Ibiltutu's many chiefs

Shamasli sent (to cities)
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27. Ibir mali siillati

Irma la subafcsu

2S. Sa Bit Zida bita kinim

Sukliuriir sakki su

29. Nakru ainil Elamatu

ixseuz sindi su

30. Saplis ana diir cl mumraa
Iskiinu j^aiii su

31. Urrid amma kharrau dauui

niatu kliarran Meeski is

32. Amil scnii Elamatu

uiiabbil bit makliazu

33. Nuni

inari in kakki

3-i. Sa Ekali kala sunu
[Issa] liil sallat su

35. busu sunu ilki i uia

Utabbala Elamat

36 ir.alku

ibbutu malki su

37

inilu-u nia nialu'u

38

cli

39

niaku

40

kurra

41

Elamat

42

busu su

43

zimi sunu

44

amma ukallam SaiLsi

45 menu
Isnika ana seri

40. I3ab Istar issak issukhma

iltadi gisgallinis

47. Kima Urra lagamil

iriu-umma TUMAKII is

48. izziz ma ina TCMAKII
ina attal ckali

49. Kasuru annna ci

abli idibbu-ubu

50. ana kalla kurradi su

Usuklimit ma agritu

27. On lu> went llic ouiitrv spoiling

Si tiling lands of others

28. In Bctlizida's ancient teniplo

Euini))g its oi.closure

29. (S-o) tlic foenian man of Elam
widened bis dominion

30. Down beneath a .iiaside fortress

They encamped against him
31. But he sent by roads of darkness

On t! e way to Mcshech

32. So tiie wicked man of Elam
overthrew t!ie fortress

33. (all) the chieftans (of tbo

country)

By the sword he conquered

34. Of the temples all things in them
Spoiling he despoiled

35. Seizing the possessions of them
Bearing off to Elam

36. (In eacli country that was) taken

thcv destroyed the rulers

37. . .

* "

Filling all the country

33 ".

.

39

40

Eastward

41

to Elam
42

Their possessions

43

Their faces

44

To the Sun discoveied

45

lluir^-ing tu tlie {^ates

46. Istar's gate he burst he carried

overthrowing in the shrines

47. Like to Urra without pity

lie destroyed with violence

48. He sent forth with violence

to the temple's darknesses

49. In they broke but (seeini;) that

(all) the people murmured
50. Unto all his warriors

lie desnatched this message

a 2
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51. " Sulah sallat okali

lika an biisii sii

52. Siikhklm uziirta supri

Sa-a sakki-i su"

53. An assasii

Isnika mat (Elamat)

51. ibut niilki ....
.... makhar su

55

bit sarra

oG

iirricl sedu ussii

57. iisakhkhi

ItiD.ilu parsi sii

58. Trrii-nm n;a khatmat gigi

Issnkhii katimtii

59. Ana Ilu niinn dannn

Nakru isnika limnis

GO. Ina pani su ilani

Illabisu nii-nri

Gl. Kima birka ibrik ma
inu-usu asriti

62. Ipliikli ma amil nakni

Ukkisi ramansu

63. L'rrid ma nisakka six

Amata ikabbi su

64 mamli . . . i

Ilani illabis nuri

65. CKima birka ibrik ma)
Inu-nsu asriti

66. " nunu dannu
Sukliklu kitirri su

67 biti su

lizbat (all) su "

68 ul idurma

ul ikhsixsu napistum

69 nunu dannu

ul iisaklikbi kitirri su

70. (Amil senu) Elamatu
Izkur matatu

71. Elamatu amil senn

Izkur pa-anis

72. (umma u) sana katte

Usanna anapaltn

73. u suba(d)is mandi libba

tibbilu an E2;ali

7i TUJIAKH lu

asib alr.l ):isakk\i

51. "Spoil the spoils of (all) the

temple

Take of its possessions

52. Overtlirow its covirts Hew c'own

all of its enclosures"

53. He himself (came thither also)

Pressing on from (Elam)

54. Slew the Kings (of Sumer)

(Wasting all) before him

55

the temple

56

sending down his cherub

57. He destroyed (the people)

Who His Laws had broken

58. He destroyed the veil of darkness

Bore away the curtain

59. To the God the mighty ruler

Wickedly tlie foe pressed in

60. (But) before his face the Gods

clothed themselves in light

61. As the lightning lightening

(so) they shook the lands

62. Eearing this the ene.ny

Hid himself (away)

63. Sending down liis cuieftain there

a command he spoke to him

64. (When he heard the people) say

The Gods were clothed in light

65. as the lightning lightening

Shaking all tlie lands

66. ("Is this God a) mighty ruler ?

Take away his crowns

67. (and destroy) his temple

Seize on his abode."

68. (Naught he cared and) nothing

fearing

Cared not for his soul

69. (But from God) the mighty ruler

none can take his crowns

70. (Though) the sinful man of Elam

Had determined to destroy

71. Man of Elam he the sinner

Had decreed (it) far and wide

72. So once more to work destruction

He repeated what he did

73. Proud of heart destructively

To the temple in they poured

74. (But when doing) violence truly

in the shrine the chief remained
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7o II

Itbus amil KiUoc

70

niiiil iiisnkku

77

.... Hill mil tli sii

78

iilduku.

!•>

The destroyer (so) lie made

/•'

t!:r elliffl jill

/ <

.... ilmt (liiv ii|)on liiiii

78
."

lie \vii3 sluiu.

The comparison of this meti'L' with that of oir- of thi- ^.^reat Ilelnusv

songs may jierhaps be illustrated In- rendering it int

follows :

—

English as

Yeluuxli Troni Sinai came

He shone forth from Par.in's Mount
From liis riglit hand shedding on tlic-m

And all slirinos of His He l)!es.-cd

And receiving Thy commands.

Law was given lis by Moses

He was in Yeshuron ruler

Joining tribes of Israel

Live shall Reuben and not perish

Hear Yeluiah the voice of Judal?

With his hands to strive for it

Give thy Thummim unto Levi

Him whom Tliou hast tried by trial

Saying " Parents I regard not
"

And his sons he did not know
For they guarded Thy commandment
They shall leach thy word to Jacob

Incense they shall put before Thee

Bless O Yehuah his substance

<Smite his foemcn's loins asunder

Whom Ycliuah loves sliall dwell

Sheltered by Him all the day

Blessed of Yeluiah liis land

By the gift of sun-ripe fruit

Witli choice things of ancient mounts

Gifts of earth and all therein

Be upon the liead of Joseph

As the j'oung bull is his pride

Therewith peoples he shall butt

These are myriads of Epliraiiu

Zebulon rejoice to journey

Peoples of tbe hills they call

So they suck the sea's abundance
Blest bo He who broadens Gad
One that gnaws the arm and skull

Tliere a lot the judge set by
Duty to Yehuali doin;;

He arose from Seir for them

And Ho came from many shrines

Yea His people loved

Them too walking in Thy way

Heritage of Jacob's race

Gathering the pec])les' chiefs

Nor become a few in number

And towards his people bring liiui

Help against his foes be Thou

To thy Holy One thy Urim

Making strive by springs of strife

And his brethren he disowned

And Tliy covenant observed

And Thy Law to Israel

On Thine altar sacrifice

And his handiwork accept

And his haters sliall not r;se

In reliance upon Him
He betwixt his shoulders dwells.

. By the gift of Heaven's dew

By the gift of flower mouths

Gifts of everlasting hills

Grace of Him within the Thorn tree

Head of him his brethren hated.

As the wild bull's horns his horns

Thrusting lo the ends of earth

These the thousands of Manassch

Isfachar within thy tents

There they oETer victims due

Drain the treasures of the shore.

Like a lion ho has dwelt

Choosing best of lands for him

But with Israel's chiefs he came

Bidden him bv 1,-riiel
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Dan is a lion whelp

Kaplitali be full of grace

Lake and dry land lie sball bold.

Blessed a-nong sons is Asher

Let him dip his foot in oil

Iron and bronze are all tbj gates

Kone i? like Yeshnron's God
In Thy glorj on the clouds

God is refuge from of old

And be drave before thee fors

So dwelt Israel secure

On a land of corn and wine

Hajjpr Israel who is like thee

Shield of tbeir defence

And Tbj foemen quail before Thee

Weymouth, December \Alh, 1897.

Leaping from the softer lands

Of all blessings of Yebuah

Be ho favoured of bis brethren

All tby days are peace.

Hiding heaven in Thy might.

And beneath the eternal arms

He had bidilen to destroy

Solely was the eye of Jacob

Yea bis heavens drop tlie dew
People sheltered by Y'ebuah

is Thy lifted sword

On their idols Thou hast trod

CHURCH PORTALS REMOVED IX THE THIRTEENTH
CEXTURY.

By Ph. J. Baldexsperger, Esq.

It would probably interest most readers of the Quarterly Statement to

know more about the jjortals of churches carried away from Palestine by

the thirteenth-century Saracens, and perhaps Cairo and Damascus may
have the good luck to possess more investigatoi's such as Mr. Hanauer

living in the former city.

Sultan El Moazzam of Damascus was the first to inaugurate this

policy of carrying away the marble ornamentations of the palaces and

churches in Jerusalem. "Whilst Damiette was in the hands of King John

of Brienne, for fear of the Christians' success, lest they should find

a strong city, the Sultan continued the destruction of Jerusalem in

A.D. 1220.

Sultan Bibars followed the same policy when, after having taken

Jafia by surprise on March Tth, 1268, he destroyed the town and carried

away the church portals to Cairo, lest the Christians settled again hei-e.

Antioch was burned by Bibars in May, 1208, and probably nothing was

taken.

Laodicea, which surrendered to Calawun of Egypt in 1287, was the

only Syrian coast town that remained standing and received garrison.

Tripoli was completely destroyed by Calawun on April 27th, 1289, the

best material was emjiloyed in building the new town.

When Acre fell into El Ashraf 's hands on June 17th, 1291, it was

also completely destroyed, and the portals carried away to Cairo, as the

specimen described by the Eev. J. E. Hanauer in the October, 1897,

number shows.
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THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY SEPULCHKE AT JERU-
SALEM OX THE i[08AlC MAP AT ^lADEliA.

By Pastor C. Momjiert, of Sclnveinitz.

{Translated by permission from the ''• Mittheilungen tind Nachrichten"

of the Ucrman Palestine Society.)

For the last 20 years I have devoted my attention to the detailed study

of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem, its original plan, and

the later and various alterations in its form. The discovery of tlie

mosaic map at Madeha, on wliich not only the walls, doors, and gates, but

also the chief streets and most important huildings of Jerusalem were

said to be rej)resented, was accordingly welcomed by me with sijecial

delight and a keen exj^ectancy which can easily be understood. 1

followed all that was written about it with the greatest interest. I soon

observed, however, that the various copies of the mosaic A\hieh were

published up to the end of the year 1897 gave only very inaccurate

representations and differed considerably from one another in details.

On December 4th of last year I found myself before the mosaic picture;

in a state of eager expectation. The Church of the Sepulchre is very

easy to lind, since the mosaic artist, who probably belonged to the age rjf

Justinian (515-565), has accurately indicated the place, which, on the

evidence of the old chi-onicles and its modern situation, clearly belongs

to it.

In agreement with the account given by Eusebius (Vita Const. Ill,

37), the portal of the church with the three entrance gates mentioned

by that writer looks towards the east. The open space extending

immediately in front of this portal is nothing else than the atrium

represented by the same author as lying in an easterly direction in front

of the church, and between the latter and the propyltea in the central

market sti'eet. On the west side, above the roof of the church, may be

seen the Anastasis-rotunda with its peculiarly formed cupola.

The outlines of the church building and of the atrium on the east

front, as well as those of all the other buildings represented by the artist

on the plan of the city of Jerusalem and elsewhere on the historical map,

are in thick dark lines, in the restoration of which mosaic stones, partly

dark brown or dark violet, i)artly entirely black, have been enijjloyed.

In the same manner the outlines of the three entrance gates and other

details are preserved in thick dark lines, Avhile, in order to represent the

wall surfaces of the portal and the Anastasis-rotunda, tog<.'ther with the

cupola, stones of lighter colour were used, white, yellow, grey, sea-green,

and light brown, in various gradations of colour, while the surfaces of the

roof, like our red tile roofs, are in i)ink with streaks of carmine. The

.stone from the neighbouring mountains supplied the material for these

colours ; the stone cubes of the mosaic are not restored from artificially
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coloured "lass. As I had no colours with lue to take a coloured copy of

the basilica, Herr Groth, of Jerusalem, very kindly promised to get me a

copy in the exact colours of the original ; I accordingly contented myself

with sketching, as accu-

rately as possible, the out-

lines of the basilica and

the network of the Stones,

which ionw the mosaic re-

presentation of the basilica

and the atrium situated

on the east front, in order

to be able to publish them

immediately on nn^ I'eturu

to Europe.

As a preliminary to

this task I took certain

measurements of the

mosaic representation. I

first measured the length

of the mosaic representa-

tion of the Church of the

Sepulchre and its eastern

atrium ; from the top of

the Auastasis-cupola in the

west to the market street

in the east, including the

dark outlines in the east

as well as tlie west, I

found the length to be

just 21 centimetres. I

next measured the indi-

vidual portions of the

building. From west to

east, inclusive of the west

and east outlines, the

atrium measured nearly

5h centimetres ; from

north to south, also in-

clusive of the outlines on

each side, exactly 7 centi-

metres. The height of

the portal of the church,

inclusive of the upper, but

exclusive of the lower

outlines, was 7| centimetres, the width of the portal, inclusive of the

outlines on each side, 7 centimetres. The roof, fiom ea.st to west,

inclusive of the west but exclusive of the east outlines, was 4| centi-

The Holy Sopulchi'L- Cliuich in Jurusalrm on the

Jlosaic M;ip at Madelm. Drawn on the Ppot by
C. MoMMERT. (Half the size ol the Oliginal.i
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iiR'tiC's liiii^f, iiR'asuivil ill the centre Gk ceiiliineties, but on the west

side 7 centimetres wide, again inchisive of the outlines on eacli

side. The elevation of the Anastasis-rotunda aliove the roof of the

basilica, inelusive of tlie upjjer but exclusive of the lower enclosure,

measured exactly 4 centimetres ; the width, inclusive of the outlines on

each side, was exactly (5 centimetres, so that the Anastasis-rotunda appears

I centimetre narrower than the basilica. At the same time I observed

that the cupola of the rotunda does i-.ot represent a rej,Milar semicircle, as

might have been assumed from previous drawings of it, but that the

upper rim of the cupola terminates in such a manner that we ai-e led to

the idea of an open, not a shut cupola, as may be conjectured from

Eusebius (Vita Const. Ill, 3.0), and which subsequently has been the

case in regard to the cujiola roof of the Anastatis up to the year IHGH,

when the modern skylight turret was constructed. I also obsei'ved that

the cupula rests upon a round, tambour-like substructure, the masonry of

which is indicated by the artist by the tlarker colouring of the mosaic,

while he brings the cujjola into relief by a lighter tone of colour.

Finally, I took the measurement of the thi-ee eastern gates. As these

three openings stand on level ground on the atrium, they are gates, not

windows, ;is has frequently been assumed from deficient understanding.

The height of the centre gate, inclusive of the upper but exclusive of the

lower outline, was just 2 centimetres, while that of the two side doors

was only li centimetres. The breadth of the centre door, inclusive of

the framework on each side, was li centimetres, that of the two siile

doors Ij centimetres.

I proceeded with the drawing in the following maimer :—After the

mosaic picture of the basilica had been carefully cleaned I laid some

tracing-pa])er upon it, held it firmly with my left hand, and with my
]iencil in ray right traced the junctures of the individual stones. I lightly

shaded the dark stones which form the outlines as well as the packing

of the rotunda wall, and left all the remaining stones white, i.e., the

white, yellowish, greenish, greyish, and light-brownish, besides the pink

and carmine-red stones of the surface of the roof. Where stones were

damaged or wanting I indicated the fact by light shading. In this

manner I obtained a copy of the basilica, which, as far as the outline is

concerned, may fully lay claim to au accurate reproduction of the mosaic

picture.

As for the interpretation of the drawing ol tin- church in question,

learned men have hitherto been of diilerent opinions—a fact which is

easily intelligible if we consider the defective nature of hitherto existing

copies. The learned P. M, J. Lagrange writes on this matter in the

" Revue Bil'lique" (Paris, 1897, p. 4.J4) : "There is evidence of a mighty

facade with a pointed gable and a red roof. But, observe, three window.s,

but no entrance. It is a ch\irch ; it consequently faces the east and can

only show the apse in the direction of the street. It is the Martyrium

of Constantine, as reconstructed by Herr Schick from the description of

Eusebius and the ancient remains, which are to be seen on the Ku-ssian
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territory. The red roof is succeeded by a yellow calotte or coping ;

that must be the Anastasis, the full view of which is concealed by the

Martyrium" {cp. "Rev. Bibl.," 1895, p. 321). P. Lagrange accordingly

seems to regard the drawing as a plan of the Sepulchral Clhurch of

Constantine. This interpretation is inadmissible, however, for several

reasons. In the first place, Schick's reconstruction of the sepulchx'al

church, on which Lagrange relies, is erroneous ; it is neither in agreement

with the account of Eusebius, as is eironeously asserted, nor does it

harmonise with the remains of the old building excavated on the Eussian

territory. Eusebius's account is certainly difficult to understand, and

anyone who refers to translations is badly advised, for we still lack a

good translation of the passages from that author which bear upon the

question. The remains of the old building on the Russian territory

at Khan-ez-Zet exhibit, where Schick's reconstruction of the basilica

(ZDPV, VIII, Plate XI) assumes a massive, closed wall and several

door-bays, one of which is about 8 metres from the south-east corner of

the old wall, on which Schick builds uj) the closed east wall of his

basilica. Further support in favour of the future existence of approaches

to the holy places on this side and at this place in the old building

is found iu the fact that on July 31st, 1897, about 14 metres north of the

south-east corner of the old wall, a stone belonging to this wall wa^j

found, on which was an old Arabic inscription forbidding Christians and

Jews the entry to these places which had in the meantime fallen into the

hands of the Moslems, which has been exhaustively discussed in the

" Mittheilungen und Nachrichten des deutschen Paliistina-Vereins " (1897,

p. 70, s. 99). It is consequently proved beyond question from the

examination of the old remains, as well as from earlier and later informa-

tion, that the entrances to the Church of the Sepulchre were in ancient

times to be found here on its east side. At the same time the representa-

tion of the basilica of Constantine on the famous mosaic at Madeba

cannot, as P. Lagrange would have it, represent the front of this church

and dispense with the entrances.

Others have attempted to find in the Madeba mosaic the ground plan

of the basilica, in the emjity space of which the artist has indicated the

profile of the fayade and the view of the roof. But this interpretation

also is untenable, however much the actual similarity of the outline of

the drawing to the old plan may tempt us to assume i^ For, not to

mention several other things, there is against this view the faci that the

ground plan of the basilica could not come so close to the western city

wall as is the case on the mosaic picture.

The drawing in question exhibits neither a vertical nor a ground plan

of the old burial-church of Constantine, but simply a view, thrown otf in

a few thick strikes, of the building ami of the atrium on the east front,

as it lay before the eyes of the spectator, if he entered the atrium from

the east through the ]jropyl£)ea from the market street, or stood upon the

fiat roof of the eastern vestibule. At his feet was the open court ; behind,

the eastern fayade of the basilica with the three entraJice gates mentioned
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by Eusebius (Vita Const. Ill, 37) ; above, tlie roof of the basilica ; and iu

the baekgiound, the Anastasis-rotuiula, wiih ita peculiarly formed dome-
shaped roof, open above.

In order to make tlie ])iituie intellifjible, let anyone go to the window
or the door of liis house, and direct ins eyes u]ion llie street or the open

space in front of tlie house, and also upon the house opposite his own.

One part, the sti-eet or open sj)ace, then lies fl.it in the level ; behind

rises the facade of the house lying oj)posite, into which one or more doors

lead from the street below. Above the facade of the house, where it is a

question of gable roofs, the roof, and behind, perhaps, in the background,

another higher building or a tower may be seen. Such is the way in

which we must understand the drawing of the basilica on the Madeba
mosaic.

If we next consider the atrium or outer court of the east of the

basilica, between the latter and tlie market street, we must not take

offence at the fact that the draughtsman conceals much which should

have been reproduced here ; he does not represent either the halls

surrounding the court or the cistern prescribed by ritual, but confines

hira?elf to indicating the parti-coloured paving of the court by means

of four wider rows of light, and tive uan-owtr rows of dark stones. It is

inadmissible to consider the alternating dark and light streaks in front of

the church as steps ascending to the basilica, since the ascent from the

m:irket to the atriiim was within the covered propyhea, wliii'h the designer

has suppressed.

The drawing of the church building is equally simitle. A thick black

line, formed by a row of very dark stones (which I took to be black, but

Groth dark violet), gives the outline of the portal. The church exhibits

its east portal, in which the three entrance gates to the basilica, mentioned

by Eusebius (Vita Const. Ill, 37), ai-e brou;^lit into view. The antique

gable, which crowns the fa9ade, has a gable window in the centre

indicated by a quadrangular black mosaic stone, and the cornice, which

separates the gable fiom the lower fa(-ade wall, is also represented by a

row of small black mosaic stones. The outline of the doois is blackish
;

but the packing, which, in the case of the centre door, consists of two

square-shaped little stones of almost the same size, but, in the case of the

side doors, of one com}jlete stone cube and a half cube laid over it, is light

yellow. The fa9ade wall is filled in with grey aud greenish stones of

different tinting, the field of the gable is light ycIFow—colours which

I have left without shading, in contrast to the dark outlines.

The roof of the basilica, set in au exactly similar framework of small

dark stones like the fa9ade of the church, is pink-coloured with streaks of

carmine red. This aiq)ears to have l)een the conventional roof-colouring

for the artist. I have left both tints unshaded. Above the roof, ou the

north side somewhat in a southerly direction, a dome-shaped building,

drawn in a few vigorous outlines, rises prominently. This is the Ana.stasis

rotunda crowned by a cupola oj^en above. We can cleaily distinguish the

wall of the tambour marked with darker, that is to .say, sea-green stones,
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from the light yellow roof of the cupola. The latter, hovrever, forms no

regular section of a circle, but both the dark lines of the outline as well

as the light yellow stones of the packing show above, on both sides, a

deviation from the usual cupola form, and represent a dome-shaped roof,

which on the summit has an almost flat termination, whereby nothing

else seems to be indicated than that this cupola was open above, which

is also the case with the decidedly older Pantheon at Romt;, as the mention

in Eusebius (Vita Const. Ill, 35) of the space under the open sky round

the Holy Sejjulchre requires, and as the construction of the dome exhibited

it in the Anastasis-rotunda until the year 1868. Consequently, the reader

who is so inclined will be in a position to interpret the wonderful old

drawing of the Church of the Sepulchre. A few words still remain to be

said concerning the scientific importance and tlie value of this old mosaic

rei^resentation for the study of the archeeology of the church.

Hitherto, it has been disputed by the learned, whether Constantine

Ituiit one, two, or even three churches upon the place of the death and

resui-rection of Jesus, and of the Inventio Crucis. A detailed study of

the authorities bearing upon this has led me to the conviction that the

Constantine structure united in one large building all three sanctuaries-

Calvary, the Holy Sepulchre, and the Crypt of the Inventio Crucis.

It was, therefore, no small satisfaction to me to find that the mosaic

artist of Madeba represents only one imposing budding over these holy

places.

The notice in Eusebius of the three entrance gates in the eastern

fagade of the basilica and also of the atrium east of the basilica, in the

market between the latter and the propyloea, had been in many ways

misunderstood by the learned. The mosaic artist of Madeba, who had

the Constantine structure before him, shows the three entrance gates of

the basilica in the east front, and in like manner the atiium on its eatt

side. This settles the dispute in regard to the position of the atrium and

the entrances to the basilica mentioned by Euseljius.

With regard to the Anaitasis-rotunda there have been learned men

who held the opinion that Constantine only erected a semicircular

building round the Holy Sepulchre, and that it was not until after the

destruction of the Constantine structure by the Persians in the year 614,

when the buildings were renovated by Modestus (610-626), that the semi-

circular building was converted into a rotunda. But the mosaic artist of

Madeba already denotes this Anastasis as a rotunda.

Eusebius tells us (V^ita Const. Ill, 35) that the space near the Holy

Sepulchre was under the open sky. This induced some learned men to

assume that a large open court extended between the Holy Sepulchre and

the basilica, and that the Anastasis and the basilica were two different

buildings. But the mosaic artist of Madeba gives such a form to the

cupola of his Anastasis-rotunda that it can only be understood of a cupola

open above, after the manner of the Pantheon at Eome, and the traditional

(up to the year 1868) open cupola of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.

We conseriuently get an opening above f<jr the Anastasis of the basilica of
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Constantino which is sufliciently attestod and atlnrds ;ui cxpliinatinii <>f

tlic open space in the Holy Sepulchre. The theory of an atrium hetweeii

the Anastasis and the hasilica consc(|uently falls to the {,'round.

However, I will not tell tales out of school. A work which I li.ivr

ready for the ])ress—"The Church of the Ifoly Sepulrlue and its

Sanctuaiies," which now didy rri(uircs ,i ])nblisher—will, it i-; hcped,
sdon furnish the reader, wlio is so inclined, with further <let;iils in

regard to this interesting subject.

J. II. Free.se.

OX THE TE:\[PERATU[IE of the air at JERUSALTilM,
FROM CONTINUOUS OBSERVATTOXS IS^2 TO \s'.h\

AXD COMPARISOX AVITH THE TE^IPERATURE OF
THE AIR AT SAROXA, FROM SI^[ULTAXEOUS
OBSERVATIOXS 1882 TO 1889.

By James Glaisher, F.RS.

Jerusalem is situated in latitude 31'' 4G' 40" X. and longitude

35^ 13' 30" E., and is about 2,500 feet above the level of the Mediterranean

Sea. The observations of temperature were began in the year 18(51 liy

Dr. Chaplin, and continued by him till the end of the year 1881. The
results of Dr. Chajjlin's observations were published in the Quarterly

Statement for January, 1 883.

Under the head of Temperature Dr. Chaplin states that " to carry

on a continuous series cf meteorological observations in Jerusalem is

extremely difficult, owing to the delays and uncertainties involved in

replacing broken or defective instruments, and although great and con-

stant care has been taken to make regular observations, it has several

times happened that for a long period one or more of the thermometers

has been wanting."

Owing to the causes mentioned by Dr. Chaplin, he felt obliged to

restrict himself to the observations in only eight years—1864 to 1871 —
out of the twenty-one. It is greatly to be regretted that the complete

record made by so careful an observer as Dr. Chaplin could not have boon

rendei'ed available ; in that case our knowledge of the climate of Jerusalem

would have been much greater than it is.

From 1882 the observations have been made under the superinten-

dence of the Palestine Exploration Fund. They were forwanled at the

end of each year to the Society, but remained unreduced for some years
;

recently they have been sent to me at the end of each year. The result-?

from 1882 to 1896 were published in the Quarterly Statement.^ between

July, 1893, and January, 1898, and this pap.*r is based upon the yearly

results published in those years.
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At Saroiia, in latitude 32° 4' N. and longitude 34' 47' E., and about

50 feet above the sea, observations under the superintendence of the

Palestine Exploration Fund were made from the year 1880 to the year

1889, and were sent at the end of each year to the Society, but remained,

as in the Jerusalem series, unreduced for some years. The results of each

year's observations were published in the Quarterly Statements, beginning

July, 1888, and ending October, 18<)0. Tiie discussion of the 10 years'

results was published in the Quarterly Statcinents for the year 1891.

Durin" ei^-ht years from 1882, the observations were taken simultaneously

with those at Jerusalem, and from 1882 to 1889 the results in several of

the tables in the discussion of the Sarona observations are comparable

with the discussion of the Jerusalem observ^ations.

By looking over Table I it will be seen that the temperature of the

air did not ?each 100° in the years 1882, 1883, 1885, 1890, 1891, and

1895, but reached or exceeded 100° in all tlie other years, viz., 1884, 1886,

1887, 1888, 1889, 1892, 1893, 1894, and 1896. The highest temperature

in the 15 years was 108° on June 18th, 1894, and the next in order

was 106° on both July 12th and 13th, 1888. The highest temperature

observed by Dr. Chaplin during 21 years, viz., 1861 to 1881, was on the

28th and 30th of August, 1881, when it remained for some hours at 112°.

The highest temperature in the year

—

1882 was 99°-5 on August 28th.

1883 „ 98'-5 „ June 2nd.

1884 „ 105'-0
,, August 6th and 9th.

1885 „ 98°-0 „ August 7th.

1886 „ 105°-0 „ June 15th.

1887 „ 102°-0 „ August 21st.

1888 „ 106'-0 „ July 12th and 13th.

1889 „ 100°-5 „ August Ist.

1890 „ 97°-0 „ September 10th.

1891 „ 97° -0 „ June 10th and August 8th.

1892 „ 101°-0 „ September 17th.

1893 „ 104°-5 „ July 19tli.

1894 „ 108°-0 „ June 18th.

1895 „ 97°-0 „ June 14th and September 22nd.

1896 „ 103°-0 „ August 14th.

Thus the maximum temperature of the year has occurred in

—

June, five times, viz., in 1883, 1886, 1891, 1894, and 1895 ; the highest

was 10S°-0 in 1894.

July, twice, in 1888 and 1893 ; the highest was 106'-0 in 1888.

August, seven times, in 1882, 1884, 1885, 1887, 188.9, 1891, and 1896 ;

the highest was 105°-0 in 1884.

September, three times, in 1890, 1892, and 1885 ; the highest was

101°-0 in 1892.

In the year 1891 the highest readings in June and August were alike.

1895 „ „ June and September „
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In the year 1884 the temperature reached or exceeded 100" on four

days, viz., on August 6th, 7th, 9th, and lOlh ; in 1886 on five days,

June 14th, 15th, and 18th, and on August 14th and 15th ; in 1887 on

three days, August 16th, 21st, and 22nd ; in 1888 on seven days, July

12th, IStii, 14th, 15th, 19th, 20th, and 21st ; in 1889 on one day, August

1st ; in 1892 on one day, September 17th ; in 1893 on one day, July 19th ;

in 1894 on three days, June 17th and 18th, and July 16th ; and in

1896 on three days, August 13th, 14th, and 15th. Thus the temperature

lias reached or exceeded 100" on 28 days during the 15 years.

It reached or exceeded 90" in the year 1882 on 28 days.

5?
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October
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In tlie year 1891 the lowest re:uliiij(s in Ffbiuary ami December were
alike.

In the year 1892 the lowest readin^fs in .January and December were
alike.

1882 it was at or
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By taking the difference between the highest and lowest tempera-

ture in eacli year, the yearly range was

—

In 1882 7r-0

1883 .... .... .... .... .... G7°'5

1884 76°-5

1885 G3°-5

1886 76°-5

1887 75°-0

1888 .... .... .... .... .... 76°"5

1889 , 7r-5

1890 70°-5

1891 67°-0

1892 65°-0

1893 77°-0

1894 8r-0

1895 67°-0

1896 75°-0

The greatest range, 81°'0, was in 1894, the next in order were 77°'0 in

1893 and 76°-5 in both 1884 and 1888 ; the smallest was 63°-5 in 1885,

and the next in order were 65°-0 in 1892 and 67°-0 in both 1891 and 1895.

The mean annual range of the 15 years was 72°'0.

By taking the difference between the numbers in the above table and
those corresponding for Sarona in Table III, i^ublished in the Quarterly

Statement for 1891, p. 169, it will be seen that the lowest temperature

of the air in each month at Sarona was always higher than that at

Jerusalem, with the following exceptions—March 1882, September 1882,

September 1883, October 1883, October 1885, November 1882, and
December 1884, when the temperature at Sarona was 1°"0, 2°*0, l°-5, l°-5,

0°-5, l°-5, and 3
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The extreme raiifjes in each month are as follows :

—

January th
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May
June
July

August

September

from 0°-0 smaller in 1889 to 14"0 smaller in 1886
0°-0

4° -3

10° -5

3°-0

1886

1882

1883

1882

14' -8
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So that the inaxiiuum has been

—

Once in June,

Three times in July.

Eleven times in August.

Once in September.

The number at the foot of each column in Table IV shows the mean
of each year. The highest was 74°'3 in 1887, and the lowest 70 -0 in both

1882 and 1884.

The numbers in the last column of Table IV give the mean of the

15 readings. The highest was 89°"3 in August, and the next in order 87°'8

in July, and 85°'3 in September ; the lowest was 51 ''0 in January, and

the next in order were 54°'l in February, and 56"'7 in Decendjer. The
mean of all was 72°'2.

By taking the difference between the numbers in the above table

and those corresponding for Sarona in Table VII, published in the

Qimrterh/ Statement for 1891, p. 225, it will be seen that the mean
high day temperature of the air at Sarona was always higher than

that at Jerusalem in the months from September to May, with the

exception of May 1882, May 1883, September 1886, September 1887,

September 1888, and October 1887, when the mean high day temperature

at Sarona was O^'l, 1°*7, 0'"1, 1°'0, 0°'l, and 0°'8 respectively lower than

that at Jerusalem, and always lower than the temperature at Jerusalem

in the months from June to August, with the excejition of August 1883,

which was 1°"0 higher tlian that at Jerusalem. Omitting these excep-

tional cases it varied in

—

September from 0°-3 higher in 1882 to 2°-8 higher in 1884

October
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The monthly mean luw ni^'ht leniperaluie varieU in

—

Januarv from 32'-3 in 1890 to 42''-5 in 1883

February
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39'-7 in February and 42°'G in December ; the highest was 64°-3 in July,

and the next in order were 6S'-9 in August and 61°'3 in June. The

mean of all 52r°'4.

By taking the difference between the numbers in the above table and

those corresponding for Sarona in Table IX, imblished in the Quarterli/

Statement for 1891, p. 230, it will be seen that the mean low night

temperature of the air at Sarona was always higher than that at

Jerusalem with the exception of April 1882, June 1882, and September

1883, when the mean low night temperature at Sarona was lower by

1°"4, 1°"3, and 2°'2 respectively. Omitting these exceptional cases it

varied in

—

January
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The greatest monthly mean daily range of temperature in

—

1882 was 22°-9 in August.

1883
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The month of lowest mean teinperatuif in each year has been

—

Eleven times in Jannary.

Four tinu's in February.

Tiic inmitli cif till' liiL;lH'.st uican temperalurr in each year lias Ijeeu

—

Five times in July.

Nine times in Auj^ust.

Once in September.

The nimiber at the foot of each cohuim in Talile VII shows the mean
of eacli year. The lowest was GO '0 in 18!)4, and the hi«,Hiest 03 "> in

1892.

The numbers in the last column of Table VII give the mean of the

!•') reatlin<;'s. The lowest was 44 '6 in January, increasinj^ month l»y

mouth to tlie liighest, 76^"6, in August, then ilecreasing month by month
to tlie end of the year.

The three coldest months in the year are January, February, anil

December, and their mean value is 47 "1.

The month of highest mean temperature is August, and the next in

order are July and September, and these are the three hottest months in

the year ; their mean value is 75°"3.

The mean of the 15 years was 62""3. From Dr. Chaplin's observation?,

published in the Quarterly Statement for January, 1883, the mean tem-

perature for the eight years, viz., 1864 to 1871, was 62""8.

By taking the difference between the nmnbers in the above table and

those corresponding for Sarona in Table XIII, published in the Quarterli/

Statement for 1891, p. 303, it will be seen that the mean temperature of

the air at Sarona was always higher than that at Jerusalem in every

month, with the exception of May 1883, June 1882, June 1883, and

July 1888, wlien the mean temperature at Sarona was 0"-7, 2 '2, 0^"l,and

2'"2 respectively lower than that at Jerusalem. Omitting these exceptional

cases, it varied in

—

January from 6°-8 higher in 1884 to IT'C higher in 1887

February
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QUARTKKLY STATEMENT, OCTOBER, 1898.]

THE

PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND,

NOTES AND NEWS.

Dr. Bliss arrived in Jerusalem on August 30, and Mr. Macalister,

who I'cplaces Mr. Dickie, on September 2. All has been made
ready for commencing the excavations at Tell es Safi as soon

as the requisite permission from the Sultan reaches Jerusalem,

A short report by Dr. Bliss will be found on p. 223.

Mr. R. A. Stewart Macalister, M.A., who has been appointed

to succeed Mr. Archibald C. Dickie, is a son of Dr. A. Macalister,

the distinguished Professor of Anatomy at Cambridge University.

He has already had considerable experience of excavation work
in connection with antiquarian investigations, having some years

ago been engaged in the excavation of an important early

Saxon cemetery discovered in the neighbourhood of Cambridge,

and subse(]uently in an extended ai'chseological survey at Fahan,

near Dingle, on the West Coast of Ireland. His monograph
on this survey, illustrated by plans, has been published by the

Royal Irish Academy. He has i-ecently been preparing a series

of drawings for a new edition of the sculptured slabs at Clon-

macnoise, King's County, which are to be brought out under

the auspices of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland.

Dr. Bliss's detailed account of his three years' work at

Jerusalem is now ready. It is published as a separate volume

with tlie title " Excavations at Jei'usalem, 1894-1897," and is

copiously illustrated with maps and plans. Price to subscribers

to the Avork of the Fund, Ss. 6d.,.po.st free.
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Eeduction in the Pkice of Maps.—The Committee are pleased to

announce that on and after the 1st October there w-ill be a reduction in the

price of tlie Old and New Testament Maps.

The 12-shect Old aud New Testament Map, hitherto supplied at 12s. 6d.,

can now be had for 10*. 6d. (unmounted), bv subscribers to the work of

the Fund.

The 20-sheet Old and New Testament Map, hitlierto supplied at 23*.,

can now be had for 17s. 6d. (unmounted), by subscribers to the work of

the Fund.

Notes by Dr. Schick : Last year the store of gunpowder in the castle at

Jerusalem was removed from the mosque in wliich it had been for many
years, and was placed in the tower south of David's Tower, on which is the

lightning conductor, and the mosque has been cleaned and rendered again

available as a place of worship.

In clearing away the earth from the part of the Muristan belonging to

the Greeks the apse of a former Church has been found. It is nicely made,

and in good preservation. It seems to be Byzantine.

Dr. Schick also reports that iu June locusts had appeared, and that

provisions were rising in price. He notes that on the Jaffa Eoad a number
of hieycUsts make their exercises daily—a new thing at Jerusalem.

The office of the Fund is now established in the new premises at 38,

Conduit Street (a few doors from Bond Street), where the Museum is open

to visitors every week-day from 10 o'clock till 5, except Saturdays, when it

is closed at 2 p.m.

The income of the Society, from June 24th to September 22nd, 1898,

was—from Legacy left by the late Mr. Henry Smiles, £100; from Annual
Subscriptions and Donations, including Local Societies, £318 13*. Qd. ; from

Lectures, £30 16s. Qd. ; from sales of publications, &c., £149 3s. Qd. ; total,

£598 13s. Qd. The expenditure duiing the same period was £689 19s. Qd.

On September 23rd the balance in the Bank was £727 17s. 2d.

Memo, for Subscribers to the Survey of Palestine.—In the original pro-

gramme it was intended that the " Ai-ehaeological Kesearches" of M. Clermont-

Ganneau should be published in one volume, but the work increased so much
since its commencement that the Committee found it necessary to arrange for

the publication of the whole in two volumes. Vol. II has been published in

advance for the reasons stated in the prefatory note.

Vol. I, which treats of Jerusalem and its neighbourhood, is now well

forward, and, wlien ready, will be sent out to the first 250 Subscribers without

any increase in their subscriptions for the full set.

The set consists of " The Survey of Eastern Palestine," by Lieut.-Colonel

Conder, LL.D., E.E., in one vol. ; " The Fauna and Flora of Sinai, Petra,
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and tlie Wady 'Arabah," by H. Chichester Hart, B. A., in one vol.; "Tlie

Areha'ological Researches," by Professor Clermont-Ganncau, in two vole.

Four volumes in all.

There are only a few copies of the sets left at the price of £7 Is.

The price of a complete set of the translations published by the Palestine

Pilgrims' Text Society, in 13 volumes, with general index, bound in cloth,

is £10 10.«. A catalogue describing tiie contents of each volume can be had

on application to the Secretary, 38, Conduit Street.

It may be well to mention that plans and photographs alluded to in the

reports from Jerusalem and elsewhere cannot all be published, but all are

preserved in the office of the Fund, where they may be seen by subscribers.

Braucli Associations of the Bible Society, all Sunday Schools within

the Sunday School Institute, the Sunday School Union, and the Wesleyan

Sunday School Institute, will please observe that by a special Resolution of the

Committee they will henceforth be treated as subscribers and be allowed to pur-

chase the books and maps (by application only to the Secretary) at reduced

price.

The Co.nmittee have to acknowledge with thanks the following donations to

the Librai'y of the Fund :

—

" Aufschwung der Xatholischen Kirche in Jerusalem," &c. By Pralat

Dr. Hei-mann Zschokke, Wien, 1897. From Dr. C. Schick.

" Jerusalem Jalu-buch," 1898. Band V, Heft 1. By A. M. Luncz.

From the Author.

" Fiihrer durch die Grabeskirche." By Dr. C. Schick, Jerusalem, 1898.

From the Author.

The Committee will be glad to receive donations of Books to the Library

of the Fund, which already contains many works of great value relating to

Palestine and other Bible Lands. A catalogue of Books in the Library will

be found in the July Quarterly Statement, 1893.

While desiring to give publicity to proposed identifications and other

theories advanced by officers of the Fund and contributors to the pages of the

Quarterl'i Statement, the Committee wish it to be distinctly understood that by

publishing them in the Quarterly Statement they neither sanction nor adopt

them.

In order to make up complete sets of the Quarterly Statement the

Committee will be very glad to receive any of the back numbers.

Q 2
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Subscribers who do not receive the Quarterly Statement regularly are asked

to send a note to the Acting Secretary. Great care is taken to forward each

number to those who are entitled to receive it, but changes of address and

other causes occasionally give rise to omissions.

The Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund desire to make clear

that they have no book on their List of Publications called "Picturesque

Palestine," nor is any person authorised to represent this book as published

by the Society; nor has the Society any book-hawkers in its employment.

ToUEiSTS are cordially invited to visit the Loan Collection of "Antiques "

in the Jeeusalem Association Eoom of the Palestine Exploration Fund,

opposite the Tower of David, Jerusalem. Hours : 8 to 12, and 2 to 6.

Maps of Palestine and Palestine Exploration Fund publications are kept for

sale.

Photographs of Dr. Schick's models (1) of the Temple of Solomon, (2) of

the Herodian Temple, (3) of the Haram Area during the Christian occupation

of Jerusalem, and (4) of the Haram Area as it is at present, have been received

at the office of the Fund. Sets of these photographs, with an explanation by

Dr. Schick, can be purchased by applying to the Secretary, 38, Conduit

Street, W.")

The authorised lecturers for the Society are

—

Ameeica,

Professor Theodore F. Wright, Ph.D., 42, Quincy Street, Cambridge,

Mass., Honorary General Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund

for the United States. His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) The Building of Jerusalem.

(2) The Overthrow oj Jerusalem.

(3) The Progress of the Palestine 'Exploration.

England.

The Rev. Thomas Harrison, F.R.G.S., The Vicarage, Appledore, Ashford,

Kent. His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) Research and Discovery in the Holy Land.

(2) Bible Scenes in the Light of Modern Science.

(3) The Survey of Eastern Palestine.

(4) In the Track of the Israelitesfrom Egypt to Canaan.

(5) The Jordan Valley, the Dead Sea, and the Cities of the Plain.

(6) The Recovery of Jerusalem— (^Excavations in 1894).

(7) The Recovery of Lachish and the Hebrew Conquest of Palestine.

(8) Archceological Illustrations of the Bible. (Specially adapted for

Sunday School Teachers.)

N.B.— All these Lectures are illustrated by specially prepared lantern slides.
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The Rev. Charles Harris, M.A., F.R.G.S., Appledore, Ashford, Kent. (All

Lectures illustrated by lantern slides.) His subjects arc as follows :

—

(1) Modern Dincoreries in Palestine.

(2) Stories in Stone; or, New Light on the Old Testament.

(3) Underground Jeru.mlem ; or, With the Explorer in 1895.

Bible Stories from the Monuments, or Old Testament History
in the Light of Modern Eescarch :

—

(4) A. The Stori/ of Joseph ; or, Life in Ancient Egypt.

(5) B. The Stort/ of Moses ; or, Through the Desert to the Promised
Laud.

(6) C. The Stori/ of Joshua ,- or, The Buried City of Lachish.

(7) D. The Sforg of Sennacherib ; or Scenes of As-iyrian Warfare.

(8) E. The Story of the Hittites ; or, A Lost Nation Found.

Scotland.

The Bev. James Smith, B.D., F.S.A., F.R.G.S., St. George's-in-the-Wost

Parish, Aberdeen.

His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) The Palestine Exploration Fund.

(2) A Pilgrimage to Palestine.

(3) Jerusalem—Ancient and Modern.

(4) The Temple Area, as it noiv is.

(5) The Church of the Soly Sepulchre.

(6) A Visit to Bethlehem and Hebron.

(7) Jericho, Jordan, and the Dead Sea.

The Rev. W. Burnet Thomson, M.A., B.D., Galashiels, N.B. His subjects

are as follows :

—

(1) The City of the Great King ; or Jerusalem and the Explorer.

(2) The Temple, the Sepulchre, and Calvary.

(3) Southern Palestine.

(4) Jerusalem to Damascus.

(5) Palestine and Jesus Christ {for children).

(6) The Bible and the Monuments. Discoveries in Ancient Land.

All illustrated with lantern slides.

Wales.

The Rev. J. Llewelyn Thomas, M.A., Aberpergwm, Glynneath, South

Wales. His subjects are as follows :

—

(1) Explorations in Judea.

(2) Research and Discovery in Samaria and Galilee.

(3) In Bible Lands ; a Narrative of Personal Experiences.

(4) The Reconstruction of Jerusalem.

(5) Problems of Palestine.
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ANNUAL MEETING.

The Annual Meeting of the General Committee of the Palestine

Exploration Fund was held at the Office of the Fund, 38, Conduit

Street, W., on Tuesday afternoon, July 5th, 1898. Mr. James Glaisher,

F.E..S., occupied the chair.

There were present :—Viscount Sidmouth ; Admiral Sir Erasmus

Ommanney, C.B., F.R.S. ; Lord Eustace Cecil ; Colonel Goldsmid
;

Walter Morrison, Esq., M.P. ; Colonel Watson, C.M.G., RE. : Dr. W.

Aldis Wright ; Dr. Ginsburg ; Dr. Chaplin ; Professor E. Hull ; Dr.

Lowy ; Henry A. Harper, Esq. ; Fred. A. Eaton, Esq. ; Basil Woodd
Smith, Esq. ; J. D. Grace, Esq. ; H. C. Kay, Esq. ; Dr. F. J. Bliss ; and

others.

Letters of regret for inability to attend the meeting were jneseuted

from the Rev. AVilliam Henry Rogers, D.D., Sir Joseph Sebag Montefiore,

Mr. D. MacDonald, Professor Flinders Petrie, Canon T. K. Cheyne,

Mr. J. Pollard, Mr. James Melrose, the Rev. F. Birch, Mr. F. D. Mocatta,

and others.

The Rev. Canon Dalton read the following Report :

—

Gentlemen,

In resigning the office to which they were appointed at the last

Annual Meeting, your Executive Committee beg to present the following

Report :

—

They have held twenty-four meetings for the transaction of business.

The lease of the premises at 24, Hanover Square having expired, and

the landlord not being desirous of renewing it, new rooms were sought

for the Office of the Fund, and after much consideration a commodious

suite of rooms at 38, Conduit Street, was secured, to which the Offices,

Library, and Museum have been transferred.

A letter, dated June 11th, has been received from Mr. John Dickson,

H.B.M. Consul at Jerusalem, stating that he has received a despatch

from Her Majesty's Ambassador at Constantinople, requesting liim to

inform the Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund that the Irade

sanctioning the excavations which they propose to carry out lias been

duly communicated, through the Ministry of Public Instruction, to

Hamdi Bey.

Arrangements have been made for resuming these important

researches, and it is hoped that all interested in the exploration of

Palestine will join in sup])lying the Committee with the needful funds

in order that the work may be carried out quickly and efficiently.

After remaining some months in England, and preparing for publica-

tion an account of his excavations at Jeiusalem, Dr. Bliss proceeded to

America, wliere he has been engaged with success in lecturing on the

work of the Fund.
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Owing to a disastrous fire at the pieinises of Messrs. Day and C'(j,, the

lithographers, the ait|>e;MaiKf of Dr. Bliss's Ixtok lias lieeii uitavoidalily

delayed, but it is conlidcntly hoped that it will he published shortly.

Although the work of excavation has for a time been suspended, the

exploration of the antiquities of Palestine has been vigorously carrieil on

by friends of the Fund residing in the country, and several interesting

and important discoveries have been made.

Our old and tried colleague, Dr. Conrad Schick, has been indefatigable

in noting and reporting new facts brought to light in various ways in

connection with the archieology of ancient .Jerusalem, and the papers

contributed by him to the pages of the Quarterly Statement are of great

interest. His mature views respecting the Church of the Holy Sejnilchre,

the result of fifty years' study of the subject on the spot, are of especial

value.

The discoveiy which was made last year of an ancient mosaic map of

Palestine on the floor of a ruined church at Madeba has thrown much
light upon the geogiaphy of the country as understood in the sixth

centurv A.D., and also on the condition of .Jerusalem and the Church of

the Holy Sepulclu^e at that period. A learned article on the latter

subject, which was contributed by Pastor C. Mommert to the

"Mittheilungen und Nachrichten " of the German Palestine Society, has

by permission been translated and published in the Quarterhj Statement.

Another discovery of very great importance is that of a Cuflc

inscription near the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at .Jerusalem, trans-

lations and interpretations of which by P. Golubowich, of .Jerusalem,

and by Dr. Max van Berchem have appeared in the Quarterly Statement.

With reference to this inscription M. Clermont-Ganneau writes:—"It

appears to me to be of the highest importance in connection with the

history of the ' Martyrion of Constantine ' ; it jnoves that the old wall

on the Russian ground east of the Holy Sepulchre is indeed the eastern

wall of the martyrion."

As in former years, your Executive Committee have to express their

acknowledgments to many scholars and explorers for valuable contri-

butions to the Quarterly Statements. Prominent among these is a paper

on " The Great Mosque of Damascus," by R. Phene Spiers, Esq., F.S.A.,

embodying the careful examinations of the ground in the vicinity by

Mr. Archibald C. Dickie, and accompanied by notes made by Caj^tain

(now Major-General Sir Charles) Wilson, R.E., in 1865.

Mr. C. A. Hornstein, of .Jerusalem, having made a journey to Kerak

and Petra, has contributed an account of the same, accompanied Ity a

series of excellent photographs which are in course of publication.

By M. Clermont-Ganneau are a learned paper on "The Taking of

Jerusalem by the Persians in a.u. 614," translated from his "Recueil

d'Archcologie Orientale," " Notes on the Seal Found on Ojjhel," " On the

Site of the Tombs of the Kings," &c.
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Fiillowintc up liis oriffinal iuvestio;atioiis of last year on "The Lenoth

of the Jewish Cubit," Colonel C. M. Watson, R.E., has contributed a

carefully worked out jDaper on " Jewish Measures of Capacity," To the

Eev. Dr. J. E. H. Thomson, Professor H. Portei", and Dr. A. S. Murray,

the Statement has been indebted foi- copies of and comments on some

newly discovered Greek inscriptions. The Rev. J. E. Hanauer has sent

articles on " The Skipping of the Mountains," " The Removal of the

Portal of a Church at Acre to Cairo," &c., and the Rev. B. Z. Friedman,

a note on "The Bridge and Cave of Benat Y'akub," embodying the curious

Mohammedan and Christian local traditions respecting the daughters of

the Patriarch Jacob.

Professoi- Hilprecht has contributed a " Note on Recently Found
Nippur Tablets," the Rev. W. F. Birch papers on "The View from

Pisgah," "David's Toml) and the Siloam Tunnel," &c., Professor Sayce,

Mr. E. J. Pilcher, and Mr. E. Davis have discussed the " Date of the

Siloam Inscription," and Mr. William Simpson has sent a suggestion on
" The Temple and the Mount of Olives."

To our chairman, Mr. James Glaisher, the Fund has been again

indebted for much ardTious labour in preparing for publication a

further series of meteorological returns from the Obseivatories of the

Fund in Palestine.

The publications of the Fund dm-ing the year, besides the Quarterly'

Statements, have been new editions of " Mound of Many Cities," " Judas

Maccabseus," and the collotype print of the Raised Map.

Since the last annual meeting 122 names have been added to the list

of annual subscribers, and 115 have been lost through death and other

causes.

Our cordial thanks are due to the honoi'arv local secretaries for their

help so willingly given in collecting and forwarding subscriptions to the

office of the Fund.

The total amount of subscriptions and .sales of books received in 1897

through Dr. Wright, Honorary General Secretary for the United States

of America, was £226 ILs. 3o?.

The Committee have to deplore the loss by death since last meeting

of the following membeis of tlie General Committee :

—

Sir P. Le Page Renouf.

Rev. John Stoughton.

Rev. W. F. Creen%

.

T. B. Johnston.

F. Waymouth Gibbs.

C. W. M. Van de Velde.

Dean Liddell.

Dean Goulbourn.

Sir James Douglass.
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Tlie following is the Trejisurer's Stateiueiit nf Receipts and Expen-

ditme for 1897, wliicli was published in the Qvarterh/ Statement for

April livst :

—

TREASURET^'S STATEMENT.

The total income of the Fund for the year 1H07 was, from Donations and

Subscriptions, t;2,O08 5s. M. ; from Legacy hy the late Edward Cooper, Es(|.,

£1,00U; from Lectures. £65 15.«. id.- from sales of ))ul)licaf ions, £7H2 Ov. M.
Total, £3,83fi lO.v. 2(1.

The expenditure on excavations sit Jerusalem amounted to €'h;}2 l.'i.v. 8c/.

In -Tune the Firman expired, and the excavations «ere closed. Immediately

thei'eafter an application was made for permission to di<j; elsewhere, and the

Committee are now waiting for this jiermission to continue tiu' work.

The amount, £70S 19v. \d., spent on printing, bnuling, &c., is increased

this year by the publication of "Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem," "Saladin,"

and new editions of other works ; it also includes the Quart&.rli/ Statement,

w'hich is sent free to every subscriber of 10.?. Qd. and upwards. On the

otluT side the sales of books amounted to £o3-4 2*. \\d., showing that tliere

is a steady sale for both old and new books.

On maps, photographs, casts, &c., £391 14*. 8r/. was spent; of this amount

£228 G«. Id. has been received back.

Ou advertising, insurance, stationery, &c., the sum of £71 19«. 10/. was

spent.

The postage of *books, maps, parcels, inchuUng the Qitnrter/i/ Statement,

cost £136 7y. bd.

The management, including rent of office, museum, &c., amounted to

£621 13.V. Hd.

At the end of the year the liabilities were all cleared off. The Society

is entirely free of debt, a period unique in the history of the Society since

its foundation in 1865.

Assets.

Balance in Bank, Decem-
ber 31st, 1897..

In hand .

.

Stoek of Publications in

hand, Surveying In-

struments, Show Cases,

Furniture, <S:c.

In addition there is the

valuable library and
the unique collection of

antiques, models, &c.

Liabilities.

£ .V. d.

596 14 10

48 10 4

£64;

£ .9. d.

Current Expenses.

Waltkb Mobeisox, Trea-ttirer.

The C'nAiitMAX.—Has any gentleman any remarks to make upon the

Report which has just been read ?
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Professor Hull.—I have the pleasure of moving the adoj^tion of the

Report. I do not know that any remarks are necessary, except that of

cono-ratuhitiou for the progress that has Leen made in the work of the

Society in Palestine, for the number of publications that have gone forth

and have been purchased by tlie public, for the fact that now we have a

clear balance sheet, and also for the pleasure of seeing our chairman in

his place, looking so hale and hearty. (Applause.) I think these are all

subjects for congratulation, and with these few remarks I beg to move

the adoption of the Report.

Admiral Sir Erasmus Ommaxney.—I quite agree with everything

the last speaker has said, and I have very great pleasure in seconding the

adoption of the Report.

The Chairman then ]H\t the resolution to the meeting and declared it

carried unanimously.

The Chairman.—Usually I have had to speak of the absence of

Dr. Bliss in Palestine, but last year we were favoured with his presence,

and are now. His experience is of a very unique kind. Mr. Harper

told me that when he was at Jerusalem he was shown the excavations,

but was told he had to go up to his knees in something worse than water

to reach them, so he was contented to remain at the top. But our

excavator had to go, wdiether it was pure or impure ; he had to do it,

and he did it. He is here to-day. After the close of the excavations he

wrote an account of them, which is in course of publication. Since then

he has been in America, and I am sure that he will kindly tell us some-

thing, as he did last year, with regard to his work.

Dr. Bliss.—As the chairman has just told you, a year ago I had the

honour and pleasure of speaking of the excavations at Jerusalem, which

had just been closed. I feel as if I had had quite six months of excava-

tions since then, because taking lodgings here in London with Mr. Dickie,

who had been with me side by side in the excavations at Jerusalem, we

thought the same thoughts and pored over the same maps, worked over the

same measurements, and went over the same statistics until I really felt

I was conducting excavations in London. Because, of course, the prepa-

ration of the book, although based upon the reports in the Quarterly

Statement, involved a working over of the old material, systematising it,

reconsidering conclusions, and putting it into a permanent shape. This

work lasted until March 1st, and then with the permission of the Com-

mittee I went over to America. The condition was a peculiar one. We
had applied for a new permit to excavate, and we did not know at what

hour this might be granted. Accordingly I was given permission to go

to America subject to instant recall provided I had three weeks there.

At the same time it was understood that I was to do as much as I could,

by public lectures and otherwise, to interest people in the history and

work of the Society. It was rather a case of making Inicks without

straw. In the first place I was to give lectures, and in the second place,

as I was subject to instant recall, I was unable to make engagements
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very fai' ahead. Acconlin^ly, I wa.s not clear to ilo the best for the

Society in interesting people in a ))ractical way, and yet I think, under

the L-ircunistances, my efforts were sn.i-essful. For example, I was ^civen the

lionour of an invitation to the annual meeting of the American Oriental

Society at Hartford, wliere wcie gatheied together represeiiUitive

Orientalists fioni America—from the various Universities, and this led

to invitations to ^jive lectniis at an early date at Yale University,

Columbia, Chicago, and at Hartford Theological Seminary. Hesides this

I lectured at a Jewish College at Philadelphia, at my own Alma Mater,

Amherst College, Harvard University, and at various other places, and,

o-entlemen, I think you would have been gratified to see the great

interest that was awakened in our work. I owe a great deal to the

cordial co-operation of Professor Wright, our most hard woiking and

conscientious secretary in America. Of course, hearing a voice fresh from

the work is different from receiving mere leports, and I think that new

interest was stimulated which may bear fruit in the future. Esjjecially

at Yale did I receive the most enthusiastic reception. There I had a

large audience, mainly composed of students of the college, and l.tesides

that there was a large porportion of the citizens of that historical

educational centre. The financial aspect, of cour.se, was hampered by

the fact that I had always in view this return telegram, and was not free

in my movements. But I was able to bring back a considerable am«>unt

of money, of which £90 was contributed l)y three members of the well

known family of the Dodges, whose philanthropy is known all over the

world, and who have done so much for the East, as is shown by their

great contrilnitions to the American College at BeirAt, of which my
father is President. And I learned one thing, namely, that if ever I

was able to return to America for six months unhampered, with a

programme that I may have made beforehand, perhaps with the assistance

of that great Ijear-leader, Major Pond, I might be able to come back

with several thousand dollars, and having sown .seed that wouM bear

fruit in the future. My coming back was most opportune. I had

determined to take a certain steamer, and at the last moment I altered

it for a quicker steamer, because something told me that I shouKl find

this meeting of peculiar interest. The steamer I ditl not take has not

been heard of yet. And I am exceedingly glad that instead of having

taken that steamer I took the ss. " Umbria," which brought me here in

time to share with you the news that a new firman has been granted for

continuing our work in Palestine. A year ago, on June 29th, I made

application for this firman. Many people have said to me, "Why have

you not received the firman before I It must be that the Turkish

Government opposes excavations?" Gentlemen, consider the matter.

Turkey has a highly centrali-sed government ; everything passes through

the Council of State, and must receive the signature of His Majesty the

Sultan. You know Avhat the history of Turkey has been during the

last year. Important as our excavations ajipear to us, remember that

this is but one of all the thou.sand details of business that have come
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before His Majesty duiiiig the year. And it seems to me, wlieu I think

of the various documents that miist be attended to and signed, that we
have no right to feel anything but a sense of congratulation that we have
received this jiermit from that exceedingly busy monarch before the

year was complete. A good deal of time was consumed l)y uecessar^^

correspondence, but I am glad to tell you that the questions involving

slight difficulties have all been answered satisfactorily, that all the

difficultic^s have been swept away, and it seems to me that, taking into

consideration these two things, first the exeeediiigh- busy state of things

at Constantinople, and, secondly, the fact that we had to pass carefully

and legally through a certain routine, we have got our permit in very

good time. Now a word in regard to what we may hope for in the next

two years. Our work at Tell el Hesy showed that Palestine is a very

important e-entre, and that a site wliere the ruins are nf mud brick is

exceedingly important, l)ecause nuid brick is a wonderful conservator of

antiquitie.s. We have applied for an area including 10 square kilometres,

in which area may be found four important sites :—Tell es Safi, Tell ej

Judeideh, Tell Zakariya, and Khurbet Dhikerin. All of these sites,

with the possible exception of the last, show signs of being Israelitish,

or certainly pre-Eoman. Tell es Sati, you know, was the Blanche Garde
of the Crusaders, and therefore we may have to work our Ava}" through

modern remains before we come to the more ancient site. It is a splendid

position. This mound is shaped something like the crescent moon, about

600 yards from tip to tip. It is situated upon lofty white dirts, 100 feet

high, and must always have been an important site. The same may
be said of the two other Tells ; and by whomsoever they luay have l^een

inhabited, they were certainly exceedingly important. Now Gath has

never yet been identified. Those who were interested in the choosing of

this site think that Tell es Safi may be Gath, from certain considerations

which I have not time to enter into now. I go back with a mind so open
that I think it is possible that Gath may Ije either of these three places, and
this, instead of being a limitation, is really the contrary, l)ecause we have

three chances instead of one. You remember that when the first permit

was taken out under the jjresent law of excavations, it was because of

the sites of Umm Lakis and Khurbet 'Ajlan, which were supposed to be

Lacliish and Eglon. Within a week Dr. Flinders Petrie proved that

neither of these suppositions could be correct. But, owing to the fact

that in these 10 square kilometres there were included other sites, Tell el

Hesy was attacked, and has been proved, to the satisfaction of most
.scholars, to be Lachish—in other words, Lachish was sought for in one

place and was found at another. So, gentlemen, whether Gath be found

at Tell es Safi, or at Tell ej Judeideh, or at Tell Zakariya, or at none of

these places, yet there is no doubt that they are all ancient sites, in which

something of interest will be found. In retui'uing to Palestine, where I

hope to break ground by the 1st of September, it will be a great pleasure

to me to feel that I have the interest of so many in this countiy, not

only of the general supporters of the Fund, not only of the General
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('(iiinnittee or of tlie Executive Cominittee, but that you, Mi. ( liainnau,

will still follow me with interest, and atlbnl nie the support wliicli I have

so loni;- rt'ceivetl.

The t'liAiUMAN.—Since Dr. Bliss has l)een in Jerusalem Mr. Harper

has been there. Whoever has seen the result of liis laboui-s in those

beautiful coloured diawings—which I am assured are very correct indeed

—would be glad if he would favour us with a few wurds. Perhaps lie

may tell you something that will interest you.

Mr. Harper.—Well, Sir, the tirst thing that occurs to me is that ;i.s a

Committee we may congratulate ourselves that Dr. Bliss is going out so

soon, because I understand that many old ruins are being puUeil d(jwn

in order to make modern improvements. Roads are being maile in

many parts of the country, and future travellers, and even our friend

Dr. Bliss, will, before long, jjerhaps lie able to travel in a dog-c.irt
;

he need not ride his horse to the excavations. There will Ije i-ail-

ways, and he will not be able to tell the Committee anything of

his hardships, because everything is being made smooth and easy. Of
course, the interest of the country remains the same. But when I look

back twenty-eight years, I do not know of any land where the alteration

has been so great. It is very fortunate that we began our work so many
years ago. We talk in Engla'nd of the jerry buildei', but if you went even

as far as Bethlehem and Hebron you would hnd jerry buildings there also.

As for Jerusalem, our friends the Jews ai'e building theii- new houses

thei'e and cutting down olive trees. I had some interesting talks witii

Dr. Selali Merrill in Jerusalem, who, I hope, will contribute some )ja]iers

to the Fund, because he is now the United States Consul again, and he

takes a deej) interest in all matters connected with Jerusalem. As ]>r. EJliss

knows, the obstacle to excavating in Palestine—I think the truth should be

known— is not the Turk. I think Dr. Bliss will bear me out in that. The
Turk is a dilatory sort of fellosv, but it is other people who are the

obstacle. There is always underlying everything a sort of dread of the

theological question. The opposition to any excavation work by the

people in power arises from their belief that it is not a purely archtvo-

logical question ; they always think we have a theological motive, and

you cannot make them understand that all we want is truth. 1 think

that is nearly all I have to say, excepting that I hope Dr. Bliss, in

going again, will not have .such dirty excavations as he had in some of

those places at Jeiusalem wdien I last saw him there.

Dr. LowY.—Before I speak of matters which interest me personally,

and perhaps interest others also, I wish to say that we ought to

congratulate ourselves in having Dr. Bliss as one of the great repre-

sentatives of excavations. We see in his welcome jnesence a token of

peace and union between England and America. It is a \ery great

pleasure to notice that while England is striving to recover the remains of

Biblical antiquity, you have an exceptionally gifted Ameriam doing the

work hand-iu-hand with Englishmen. This is a great triumph both for

England and America. It is a sign of amity i)i the region of learning,
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and is a great advantage to the present time and to the time coming.

I have listened to many new pieces of information which mnst be

welcome to all of us. But there is one thing to which I wish to advert

more jxirticularly. It seems that there are three competitors for the

name of Gath. The word Gath means a " wine-press," consequently,

there must have been vineyards in the neighbourhood. Now the

question is—I put it merely as a question—whether those three

competing localities are at the same time wine-growing places. Of

course, where there are several places containing vineyards we cannot

decide which is the real Gath. I most cordially sympathise with

removing the veil, or rather the dust, which covers monuments of

bvgone ages. Such men as Dr. Bliss, and a few others, while they

have been excavating and bringing to light ancient cities, or jDortions

of them, have also Ijrought to light most important inscriptions, which

tell us a great deal of the history of former days, I mean days of the

period which takes its date from the early times of the Bible. We
have, on the whole, very few such relics, and every one of them is

exceedingly precious. I would suggest that whilst we are most grateful

to those explorers who open the ground of buried sites, fuller attention

should be given by the Exploration Fund to certain things which are

not buried in the ground, but which are buried in the memories of

the native population. I mean, that you should gather the folk-lore

of Palestine from the survivors of the ancient races which occupied

Palestine and Syria. It is true I have seen in the various Quarterly

Statements some exceedingly interesting notices of this kind, but these

come in very casually. It would be a very interesting work if you

had a systematic survey of the remembrances of customs, and what-

ever else is handed down by the peasants of Palestine, of the Lebanon,

and of adjacent parts. In these traditional records there is a fund

of history which hitherto has not been .systematised and carefully

collected. I venture to suggest that the Committee, which is so ably

working, should also direct their attention to the preservation of

survi-\an<y folk-lore. You would have the additional advantage of

attracting to youi- great undertaking a large number of the general

public, who, at the present time, are not so much interested as they

ought to be. And whilst I speak of the general public I beg leave

to make a digression : it would have been an advantage to our meeting

if, instead of its being held in this room, a larger place had been taken.

A o-oodlv number of ladies and gentlemen might then have been invited

and would have been made acquainted with the Palestine Exploration

Fund. Now I come to a point which, though connected with my
personal history, may serve as a stimulus to those who are able to

make researches in Palestine. It is about twenty-five years ago that

I had occasion to catalogue the late Lord Crawford's Samaritan manu-

scri])ts. ^t that time I was exceedingly interested in the condition

of the modern Samaritans, who, as everybody knows, ai-e now dying out.

I believe that there are only about one hundred and twenty men left.

«»
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In regard to births llic itiupoition is oiu* f^iil to six hoys. Tlit'V ilo not

intermarry with tlu' Mohainiuedans, for tliey detest tliein ; tliey do not

intermarry with tlie .lews, for tht'V avoi<l tlieni ; thi'V do not t-ven intt-r-

marry witli the christians, for there is no conimunication between thcni.

The Samaritans two liundred years ago vised to come from Gaza and from

Damascus, and from some other places in Palestine, to visit N&bhis, and

perform a sailed service, namely, to I'ead the entire Pentateucii, from

the scroll which was supposed to be written outside the Tabernacle

of Moses. In Gaza, I believe, they were forcibly converted to Islam.

Traditions about the Samaritans may still be lin,t,'ering in Gaza and in

Damascus. I therefon; entreat the working representatives of our Society

to collect any surviving traditions concerning the Samaritans and to

embody their communications in the pages of the excellent Quarterly

Statement.

The Chairman.—I might just mention, with regard to the remarks of

Dr. Lowy about the Samaritans, that we had a series of questions drawn

up, and got information upon the folk-lore of the Samaritans, and all

those particulars the last speaker mentioned, and the whole series was

printed.

Mr. Walter Morrison.—Might I mention that at the start of the

Palestine Exploration Fund the collection of folk-lore was one of the

first objects put into the prospectus ? And I think from time to time

we have found much folk-lore, but it is not collected. What we want Ls

to get something published like Lane's " Modern Egyptians."

The Chairman.—I beg to move that the following gentlemen be

elected as additional members of the General Committee :—The Bishop

of London, John M. Cook, Esq., Professor Mahaffy, and Dr. Selah

Merrill. (Carried.)

The Chairman.—The next business is the election of the Executive

Committee. I may as well say that we wish to add to the Committee

the names of the Rev. Herbert Ryle, D.D., President of Queen's College,

Cambridge, and the Rev. Professor George Adam Smith.

Colonel GoLDSMiD.—I have much pleasure, Sir, in proposing the

re-election of the Executive Conniiittee, with the addition of those

gentlemen you have mentioned. If I may be allowed to say one word

on what my friend remarked about the Jews cutting down the olive

trees, I think it is only in fairness to the Jews I should say that to them

we owe the planting of an enormous number of olive trees, mulbeiry

trees, and fruit trees of every description. I was there in 1883, and after

my visit, seeing that they were at their last gasp and almost at starvation

point, I went and saw Baron Rothschild, and I begged huu to send

help and assistance. He did .so, and where there were three stiirWng

colonies then, there are twenty more or less flourishing now. The export

of wine from these colonies is enormous. The ditliculty that Baron

Rothschild had was to find markets for the wine. Some was sent to the
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Berlin Exhibition, and it had a great sale there. I assisted a few gentle-

men in starting in London a depot for the sale of these wines. Another

thing is, I think that this Palestine Exploration Fund will, some 2,000 years

hence, owe a debt of gratitude to the Maccabeans. You may have heai'd

of them in London. We had a meeting last Sunday, and we agreed

that a monument should be erected to the memory of Judas Maccalieus

in Palestine. Two thousand years hence, when you are digging there

you may find it, and it may afford a subject of much debate to decide

whether it belonged to Judas Maccabeus or to anyone else.

Profes.sor Hull.—I beg to second the re-election of the Executive

Committee. (Carried unanimously.)

The Chairman.—There remains for me but a pleasant task, and that

is to ask you to thank those who have worked so well for us. First and

foremost there is Dr. Bliss, who did his best, I believe, in every respect,

and although this debris at the bottom of the valley did not please

Mr. Harper, Dr. Bliss took no notice of it, and he did well. There is

Sir Walter Besant—I wish he were here—but he has attacked too heavy

a task for him to have much leisure. I am thankful for the little time

that he can spare us. His love for Palestine is none the less 'than when

he was here so constantly with ns. To these gentlemen, and to our valued

and indefatigable Acting Secretary, I ask you to give your best tlianks.

(Carried unanimously.)

The Chairman.—There is one other vote. Our Treasurer was absent

one year and I hatl to go through the auditing of that year, and I was

told that Mr. Morrison had done that every year since he had been

Treasurer. It was a heavy bit of work, a very heavy bit of work. It

must not be supposed that our Ti-easurer merely receives the money with

one hand and signs cheques with the (jther ; but he goes through all the

accounts, and if there is a penny wrong he will find it out. I would ask

you therefore to thank him as warmly as he deserves for the valuable

help he has afforded. (Carried unanimously.)

The Treasurer.— ^Ir. Chairman and gentlemen, I never expected this

compliment. I was one of the original founders of this Society, and it

has been a labour of love to me to work for it. I have been Treasurer

during nearly the whole period of its existence. And auditing the

accounts is one of the necessary duties of a Treasurer.

The Chairman.—That concludes the business of the meeting.

Mr. Henry A. Harper.—I think we ought not to separate to-day

without giving an unaninicjus vote of thanks to our Chairman. I was

starting for Palestine when that testimonial was being presented, and I

very much I'egret that I was unable to be present. I think it is only

due, and I may say it is what we all feel, that our very best thanks are

due to him. How he keeps up his interest is a splendid example to us.
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I I iiily v/oiuler lie does not now go out and see the laud foi- Iiiniself. Tlici o

are a lot of us who would take liiui if he would oniv "o. I beir.

gentlemen, to ])roj)nst' the thanks of the Conuuittee to oui' C'liaiiTiian.

Mr. Basil Woodd Smith.—I Ijeg to semnd that ivsolution. I am
sure everyone who has the privilege of working willi Mr. Glaisher is

asttiiiished at his energy and perpetual freshness. He is a le.sson and a

model to us who are many years younger tlian himself. We return him
our most hearty tlianks. (Cheer.s.)

The Cii.MKM.^N.—I thank 'you very much indeed for the kind words
you have spoken. I have done the best I can ; I wish I could do more.

It is a most tempting invitation to me to go to Palestine, but with my
failing legs I dare not think of it. I totter about ; but, fortunately,

my trouble is all in the lower limbs, and it leaves me with that energy

which I wish may continue for some time. I beg to thank every member
of the Committee for the honour they did me in presenting me with that

testimonial. I thank you all. It is a kindness which has given to me an
intensity of ple;isure, I quite agree with you in being glad that Dr. Bliss

is going out so soon. At all events where he is going it will be away from

the jerry builder ; and I hope that this time next year he may have much
to tell us of the results of his labours. I thank you.

The proceedings then terminated.

REPORT BY F. J. BLISS, Ph.D.

I HAD hoped that this Statement would contain a preliminary report from
me, dated from the Camp, announcing the commencement of the excava-
tions. The permit authorising us to dig at Khiii-bet Judeiyideh and
environs was issued some weeks ago, but, owing to the going astray of

a letter requestiug me to comply with a final formality, I did not find

the i)ermit awaiting me here on my arrival on August ;30th. It has taken
some time to set the matter right, but I hope that we shall be able to
be on the ground next week. The three chief ruins of interest included
in the permit occur at the three angles of a triangle. At the southern
apex of the triangle Ave find Khtirbet Judeiyideh and the tdi of the same
name two miles north-east of Beit Jibrln. The tell is a large natural
hill, with sides artificially scarped. The top is fairly level, and at one
end occurs a large mound of debris. The visit made by me to the district

in June, 1897, was a brief one, but it struck me at the time that the
whole hill had been fortified, with important buildings at one end. The
site is a splendid one. Six miles to the north-west of this tell is Tell
es Sati, the summit being about 600 feet above sea-level. The tell is.

long and narrow, not uidike a crescent moon in shape. The lenrrth,

north and south, is about 550 paces. Blanche Garde, the fortress uf

R
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the Crusaders, puce stood on the southern end, from which the top

gentlv inclines to the north. In the centre of the tell is the modern

village, about 2i0 paces in length. To the east are white clifts, and on

all sides the land slopes rapidly. In 1890 Dr. Flinders Petrie visited

the place, and found Jewish and Amorite pottery, unmixed with other

styles, to within at least 30 feet of the top. On a straight line connecting

A:>calon with Jerusalem, Tell es Sati will be found to lie about 19 miles

from the former and 23 from the latter. Five miles almost directly east

from Tell es Sati lies Tell Zakariya, a hill over 1,200 feet above sea-level,

I'esembling Tell Judeiyideh in many jjarticulars. For sanitary reasons

we shall probably pitch our first camp near this spot. On the lines

connecting Tell Judeiyideh with the two other tells are minor ruins

which deserve examination.

The chief subject of interest at present is, of course, the coming visit

of the German Emperor. A carriage road has been constructed to the

Mount of Olives via Scopus. Eoads both inside and outside the city

have been repaired. The angle in the Joppa Gate has always rendered

the entrance of carriages difficult, and now a new entrance is to be

effected by tearing down the wall thrown across the moat from the

gate to the citadel, by filling np the moat, and by removing some small

shops. Mr. Macalister arrived in good health on September 2nd, and

we look forward to a season of great interest.

Jerusalem, September l-2th, 1898.

BIRKET ES SULTAN, JERUSALE:\I.

By Dr. Conrad Schick.

1. There are several large reservoirs or pools for gathering water at

Jerusalem, of which Birket es Sultan is the largest. It is situated in

the western valley, opposite the south-east corner of the city wall and

33.5 feet distant west of it. As it is described in the Jerusalem volume

of '• The Memoirs," p. 376, mentioned in the modein guide books, and seen

by every traveller or pilgrim, it is not necessary for me to give a long

description ; it will be sufficient to say that it is 588 feet long, and

on an average 265 feet wide, an area of 155,820 square feet, and con-

structed in a very simple manner by two walls being built across

the valley—the lower one, on account of the descent of the valley,

])m\" much higher than the upper, at the same time also much

thicker and stronger, and supported by a mound of earth. The thick-

ness of neither of these walls has yet been ascertained, but that of the

lower will very likely be the same as that at the old Pool of Siloani,

about 28 feet, against which is put a mound of earth, as at all pools
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of such construction. The Bethlehem carria^jfe load ikjw fjoes over it,

crossing the valley at a level of 2,.392 feet above the aea ; for when the

road was improved some years ago it wjw made 2 feet higher. At the

inside the bottom of the pool is at a level of 2,:i;J2 feet, the wall, therefore,

being 00 feet high. The road was made at the same time als(j murii

wider, as is shown in the plan, sd tliat the little building, which was

once a mostiue, nearly disappeared, also the troughs <>pp(j.site on the

northern side of the road, where there was once a fountain, came lower

than the ground. According to the inscription in the recess of the little

Saracenic fountain building, it was made about a.d. 1520, a bninch of the

aqueduct bringing the water there for the use of the passers by and

those wishing to pray in the mosque.

When the Ortlnance Survey map -^^j^-, was made in 1864-65 the

bottom of the pool was at the level of 2,355 feet. How deep down the

rock woulil be found was not known, as there was ajipai-ently a great

accumulation of earth, and as all such pools have an outlet near the

bottom it was supposed that tliis ])ool must also have one but choked u,"!

by earth. Generally, a passage or stair in the mound or the thickness of

the wall leads down to sucli an outlet, so as to enable the outflow of

water to be regulated when necessary. I supposed this was the case hen,

:and in order to find it out I made, about 15 years ago, some excavations,

namely, a shaft at the inside of the wall in the centre of the pool, but at

about 14 feet deep there came out from the earth so much water that we

could not go further. For several weeks peojjle fetched water from

there, and afterwards, during several years, the earth which was good for

building and other purposes, as being pure and having no stones in it,

was carried away, so that the bottom of the ])ool became there much
lower, and every year since some water has collected. In 1896 and 1897

there was a great quantity, and when i visited the place in February,

1897, fellahtn were bathing and swimming there, as they did also the

year before, when a few were drowned. By all this the outlet has hitherto

not appeared ; there is still too much earth there. Yet there are sevei-al

other things which have atti-acted my attention and lead me to report on

this pool. When making the shaft I found that at a later period, in the

centre of the pool, another wall of 50 feet long and 8 feet thick wiis built

before the old and high (lower) wall abutting or leaning u])on it, so as to

;strengthen it. In the middle of it, for a length of 22 feet, it is sloping,

•whereas both the ends are perpendicular so that they look like piers.

This masonry is carried up for 30 feet, and built of small hewn stone.*,

whereas the old wall has larger and worn-out stones. Such I could also

.see higher up, as in recent years the last remains of the cement have

fallen down, so that every stone of the wall can be seen. Accordingly 1

give in the elevation section, east to west, a view of the north side or

face of this wall. It will be seen that higher up the middle part, for

100 feet long and about 20 feet high, there are also small hewn .stones,

indicating that this p.art of the wall had once fallen down and been

restored with smaller stones. To the right and to the left are larger

r2
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stones, worn, but not so much so as those lower down, which also are

slightly smaller. The ujjpermost layers look more modern, so one can

easily detect three or foui' different periods of building, which explain to

some degree the history of the pool.

On examining the bottom of tlie pool, which is rock, and both

sides of the valley one detects, about 100 feet south of the present nortli

wall, rock-cut scarps on both sides as if the pool originally extended

only to there, and as to these scarps there are corners showing the width

of the original pool (as shown in the Plan), which was then 480 feet long

and on an avei'age 130 feet wide, making an area of 62,400 square feet,

about the same size as Biiket Mamilla, which is 316 feet long and

200 feet wide, making an area of 63,200 feet.^ At that time the southern

wall of Biiket es Sultan was 16 feet lower,^ as indicated by the condition

of the stones already referred to, and further proved by the lines of the

roads. For on the eastern side of the then smaller jjool ran down a road,

turning at the end of the pool to the right and going over the wall

westwards, and also straight on down the valley towards Bir Eyfib,

having on the east side a rock scarp where stone steps led up to the road,

which ascends the eastern hill {see Plan). When afterwards the pool was

made larger the rock steps led down into the new part of the pool, and

the road had to be brought more to the east and higher up on the slope

of the hill, hence the cuiious corner, &c., at the south-east of the present

pool {see Ordnance Survey plan -r^o)-

2. A Seco7id Fool.—A glance at the long section (north—south) will

show that the water of the enlarged pool, if it were quite full, would

come up to the highest possible point at the level of the load, running

over the south wall and mound, 60 feet high, whilst at the north wall it

would be only about 10 feet high. The wall there being about 36 feet

high, the upper 26 of it are not needed for the pool, hence there must
have been some other reason for carrying it up so high, and it seems to

me clear that this wall formed at the same time the lower wall of

another pool, situated higher up the valley, as shown in the section and

in the plan by dotted lines. Being not so deep as the larger or southern

one its breadth must have also been diminished. In heavy rain the

surface water would come first into this smaller pool, as the musfaih or

filter, before it ran over to the large pool. The rainwater from the

surface of fields always carries with it some earth, and is not clean but

muddy ; coming into the musfaih the jjarticles of eaith sink to the bottom,

and the clean water on the surface runs then over to the real reservoir.

Such a filter pool must be cleared from time to time, and if this is not

done it becomes gradually full of earth, and so it is here.

That such an upper pool was once hei'e Pabbi Schwarz states in his

book.^ Now there are flourishing some trees there. But not only is this

^ Two and a lialf times smaller than now.
- The level of the water wlien the pool was full required no greater height.

^ Schwarz, "Das Heilige Land," Prankfurt a, M., 1852, p. 229; see also

Tobler, " Topographic tou Jerusalem," ii, Eerlin, 1854, p. 71.
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pool iii>\v lull (if caitli, l)iit tlir uroiiuil ;ilsn in its nfii^'liliuui'liiMxl lias

become higher and higher. Fifty yeai's ago tin- wall, with tiie many

iirches bearing the pipes of the aqueiluct coiiiiiig fioiii SdIoiiiom's Pool

and going to the Temple area, was mon- than the height of a man

(13 feet high in the middle), and all the arches, nine in nundjer, oj)en ;

but nnw lliey are all shut up, the wall only looking a few feet out from

the ground. Tlir next generation will no m.)re inulei-.stand how their

fatheis and grandfathers could here speak of a bridge.

On examining the bottom of the large pool, I found that towards the

south-eastern corner thei'e has been a cave, the greatest part of the roof

of which is now fallen in. This cave was towards the oiiguial j)Ool

closed up with a thick wall, the remains of which are still there. It may

be that a little spring ran out from the cave in ancient time.s, when the

eastern hills were not so mueh covered with rubbish, in which the niin-

water is now taken and absorbed. Such springs are often found in thi.s

country, even in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem, running in the rainy

season, and drying up sooner or later in sunnner. If really such a spring

was here, it would be the " Diagon WeU"'(Neh. ii, 13), which would

have been the reason for buikling such a pool here, a.s was done at

Bethel, the lower of the three " Solomon's Pools," aud several others in

this country.

In eidarging the original pool the side-walls had to be removed and

put on either side higher up on the slo])e, but as the whole ground rises

towards the north, the new side-walls would naturally become lower and

lower at that end, and become even with the surface of the ground before

reaching the north wall ; but as a parapet was needed, the walls were

carried on except at the north-western c-orner, where a space 30 feet

long was left open as an entrance, where animals from the western main

road might go down by the slope into the pool and to the water, at

whatever level it was standing.

3. History of the Pool—In the Bible, especially in the Old Testament,

pools are often mentioned in connection with Jerusalem, but, except in

the case of Siloah, their locality is not stated. In 2 Kings xviii, 17, and

Isaiah vii, 3, and xxxvi, 2, is mentioned an "upper pool," and this

implies that there must have been a " lower" one, which in Isaiah xxii, 9,

is really mentioned. One lying highei' u]i than another could be the

" upper" and the other the "lower" ])ool. As in one and the same valley

two old pools are formed—the Mamilla a.nd the Birket es Sultan, it wa.s

only natural to locate those mentioned in Scripture here, and not mueh

can be said against this, nor the identity be fully proved. The pool

which Hezekiah made is quite another one, as I have i)ointed out in the

Quartedij Statement (18!)2, p. 9, ct seq.), ssituated in the upi)er part of the

eastern or Kidron Valley. In the time of the siege of JerusiUem by

Titus, Josephus speaks of pools inside the town, but mentions also the

" Seqient's Pool " - as adjoining Herod's monument, which was found and

1 See my paper on "The Dragon Well," p. 230.

= Josepiuis, "Wars," V, 3, 2.
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described in the Quarterly Statement (1892, p. 115), situated just west of
Birket es Sultan. This notice jtroves that this pool (Birket es Sultan)

existed when Jerusalem was destroyed by Titus. It is remarkable tliat

afterwards the Talmud does not speak more fully of the pools of

Jerusalem—very likely^ because they were not in any connection with
the religious conceptions of the Jews ; and the case is the same later

with most of the Christian pilgrims, as there was no indulgence of any-

kind connected witli the pools, except Siloah and Bethesda. Even
Felix Fabri, Avho often goes into minute details, does not mention the

jjool in qiiestion, although he often passed along its brink.

The first distinct notices of this pool we have from the Crusading
times, when it was called " Lacus Germani," or the pool of a German by
birth, who probably had the surname Germanus. That the j^ool already

existed at the time we have already proved, and he not only restored

it, bvit at the same time enlarged it, M-hich proves that he wanted and got
two' pieces of ground from the Church and Convent of Zion at the foot

of this mountain, by a change of another piece of ground or vineyard

near the Church of Procopius. These newly-acquired jtieces of ground
were at the foot of Mount Zion, and below and to the side of his house.

He had need of it to make a pool for gathering water from the slopes of

the hills for common use and for watering the horses.- For repairing

the old pool he did not want more ground, but for enlarging the ah^eadv

existing one ; and we may be sure that this pool, with the wall;,

roads, &c., was brought at that tune to the size and shape that it has
now. The pool not only became larger in extent, but, by the side-walls

being placed higher up on the slopes, much deeper, and so the south wall

had to be made 16 feet higher {see Plan and Sections). Germanus's house
may h^ve been the one now known as Bishop Gobat's School, of the
Church Missionary Society, or perhaps even lower down and nearer his

P'lol, where there is the ruin of a former house close to and a little

higher than the aqueduct where it makes a bending. For a jarojser house
the foundations are rather too narrow, only forming a single room ; and.

if really this was his house, he was then a single man who had devoted
himself and his property to the service of the neighbours and the whole
community. Other traces of foimer houses I have not yet detected in

this neighbourhood, except on the opposite hill.

All such watei'works require to be often looked to and small repaii's

done, otherwise they soon go to decay ; and so we find that about one
century later, according to the inscription given by Schwarz and Schulz
{see Tobler in his " Top.," ii, p. 78), in a.d. 1291, Sultan Muhamed ibn Kilian

restored the aqueduct and made the .smaller annexed jwol, and certainly

also repaired the large one, which hence was called the Pool of the
Sultan, or Birket es Sultan. Marino Sanuto saw this pool, putting it

down on his plan of Jerusalem, and so as if it had been divided into

' Probably one on the western the otlicr on the eastern side.

^ See Tobler, " Topographie von Jerusaleui," ii, Berlin, 1854, p. 72.
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several parts, and remains of the north wall of tli'- original jirxil liail bfiii

still staiulint,', or at least were recognisable, so that with tlje aqueilu<;t

bridge and the south road there woidd then have been six croHs-wails,

and he gives just six strokes aeross, otherwise his figure is rather a j)uzzie.

Abtnit 170 years later (a.d. 1484) it was apparently in decay, as Felix

Fabri does not UK'ntiou it, but speaks of woi'k having been begun l'»

bring water fnmi a gri'iit distance to Jeiusaleni, and rt'innving old watt-r-

courses, and making tanks for the storage of water. Wheliier the wi.rk

was interrupted for a time we do not know, but it was finished half

a century later (a.d. 1537), as is stated by the Arabic inscription on tiie

foinitain standing on the south wall of the pool. It is quite dear that

at the time of theso repairs the above-mentioned strengthening wall was

built with the small hewn stones, and also the middle piece of the wall

over it, together with the fountain and the ))ipes bringing the water to it,

as also the mosque. When, 28 years later, Helferich (a.d. lot;")) saw the

pool empty, this does not indicate that it was out of repair, but that the

pool, through the water being used, may have become empty every year.

Twenty years later (a.d. 158G) Zuallart shows in his plan the four walls,

or the well, in a large place embraced on all four sides with a wall, so

signifying this pool. Delia Valle, a.d. 1616 (I, 159), says : "The water

of the Bethlehem aqueduct runs on top of the Bersaba (erroneously called

so) Pool as a living fountain." Hence the fountain on the top of the

south wall was still in acting condition. And a little later Quaresimus

(a.d. 1620) speaks of a wall and embankment, over which the Bethlehem

road passed, of low walls on east and west, forming a kind of pool.

Zuriner (a.d. 1658) calls these walls strong, and remarks that the

channels wliich formerly brought water to the pool were still to be seen

in the north. In a.d. 1673 it was reported that the pool was in good

condition ; but 50 years later (1723) it is described by Ladoir and

Pococke as " ruinous," as all later visitors describe it. Nothing was done

in the way of restoration. In 1846, when I saw it first, the .south wall was

bearing still for the greater part the cement, but this has since gradually

fallen down, so that, as above stated, every stone can now be seen. The

accumulation of earth in it was much higher than now, as already

meutioueil, and the pool is now, since about a dozen years, used as the

place of the weekly cattle market, as the going down tlie old rock steps

is not very bad for animals. The central flat ground is nearly every

summer used as a threshing-place, as the corn, ^:c., can so e:isdy be

watched and protected. The north-eastern comparatively level rocky

ground is every year used as a place for pounding hamra.
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THE DRAGON WELL.

By Dr. Coxrad Schick.

The Dragon Well is mentioned only once in the Bible (Neh. ii, 13)

a.t the examination of the ruined walls of Jerusalem by Nehemiah at

night. He says he went out Ijy the Valley Gate, even before the Dragon
Well, and to the Dung Gate, to the Fountain Gate, and to the King's
Pool, and turned back and entered by the Gate of the Valley. Most
of the topographers, from Eobinson' down to Professor Dr. T. F. Wi'ight,

in Quarterly Statement, 1896, \\ 172, put the Valley Gate in the neigh-

bourhood of the present Jafta Gate, which agrees fairly with Nehemiah
xii, 31-39. Although the starting point of the two comjDanies is not

mentioned, yet it must have been the Vallej^ Gate or its very neighbour-
hood, somewhat south of it, where they rose up to the top of the wall.

Now Nehemiah (ii, 13), after jmssing this gate, came to the Dragon
Well, as he was going southward down the valley, and not westward ; so

the Dragon Well cannot be looked for at Birket Mamilla, as so many
writers have done, but with more probability at the so-called lower pool,

or Birket es Sultan, as I have suggested in my recent pajDer written on
this pool, where I say that in it was once a rock cave, out of which, at one
season of the year, a sirring may have risen, as in many places in this

country. This sj^ring gave the first motive to build here a pool, as was
often the case with other springs in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem and
elsewhere. This spring would be the Dragon Well. In the Quarterly

Statement, 1889, p. 44, Mr. Bii'ch remarks :
—" Evidently on the west (of

the Holy City) there was a spring called in Nehemiah ii, 13, the Dragon
Well(really spring, '«m)." And Eobinson saj'S :

—"All these circumstances,

as well as the nature of the ground, seem to leave little rooni for doubt
that an open fountain did anciently thus exist somewhere in the vicinity

of the ujiper jjool west of the city."- This he erroneously identified with
"Gihon," wliereas it was the Dragon Well—which has not to be looked

for near the "upper pool," or Birket Mamilla, as done by Eobinson and
other writers. Nehemiah had no need to go from the Valley Gate westward
to such a distance. He wanted to go round the city and hence down the

valley (southward), where he soon passed the lower pool, or the Dragon
Well. It caused much confusion that, in the Middle Ages and until

modern times, this spring became connected with Gihon. The New
Testament does not mention Gihon—as at that time this name was no
more in use—but mentions instead Siloa, and so does the historian

Flav. Josephus, speaking of Siloa, and at the same time also of a

^ "Felix Fabri," Pal. Til. Text So.?., Part II, vol. i, p. 200.

2 " Biblical Eesearche?," i, p. 347, Boston, 1S56.
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•^SSerpent's Pool," or Well (" Wars" V, 3, 2), telling us that Titus razed

and levelled ail tlie ground from Sco])us to Herod's MoiMuneiits, "wliicli

adjoined to the pool called " the Serpent's Pool " -driigon and serpent are

often synonynious ; and from this notice we see that the old name was
.**till in use and not clianged, and, furthei-, that tlie iiool took its natne

from tlie spring. That it n\eans the site of the present Birket es Sultan,

we learn fiom what he fmthersays (Y, 3, ')),that Titus moved his original

camp, and divided it into two parts, one making a fortified camp two
furlongs distant from the north-western corner of the city, and tlie othei'

more to tlie south, on the height opposite the Tower of llij.-picus—the

present castle, also two furlongs distant from the wall— at the end of

the levelled ground, and so on the height west of Birket ea Sultan, where

recently Herod's monuments were found, as reported in Quarterlif

Statement, 1892, pp. IIG and 205.

The real cause that this spring and pool wei-e connected with a <lragi'ii,

and hence so called, we do nut know, and various su'ryestions have been

brought fill ward, as that the aqueduct goes on the slope of the mountains

in a serpentine line, and therefore its outlet was called the Serpenfs

-or Dragon's Well, in which case the aqueduct must have existeil in

Neheiuiah's time, which is most likely, as it is believed that Solomon

made the first aqueduct, bringing water to the Temple. ]My idea

was always that the outlet of the aqueduct ' or of the spring here, the

watei' pouring in a basin and further on to the pool, had the form of a

dragon's head—as often may be seen, even in modern times, and without

looking for it, in China or Japan. The Orientals are accustomed to give

things the name of some characteristic feature of it, and so here the head

of a dragon. Other i^eople think that the name originated in some

fabulous saying—that a dragon lived in the spring—as at the Well of

the Virgin in the Kidron Vallej'^, holding the water back sometimes

and .sometimes letting it How, as the ancients explained the intermittent

springs. If this is the case, then the Dragon Well was an iutei'mittent

>spring, like Siloah. Further, a few years ago, a lady pointed out to me
that in Birket es Sultan are, in summer time, black and long worms,

in such great numbers as are not seen elsewhere, and asked whether

this circumstance would not account for the name of this pool, "Serpent's

Pool or Dragon's Well." I mention this merely to show the various

suggestions, and leave it on its own merits. At the old Temple site or

the i^reseut Ilaram esh-Sherif, some distance from the north-east corner

' The proper or ciul outlet of the aqueduct was in the Temple area, but

that there were also outlets at fit places between, and so here at Birket es

Sultan, is as mucli as certain.

' j\Iay not the aqueduct, witli its long winding course frjm 'Solomon's

Pools,' have been called the * Tannin,' ' Dragon,' or ' Monster,' as the winding

.ascent to the fortress of Masada was called 'the Serpent.'"— Sir Charles

Wilson, in Smith's "Dictionary of the Bible," 2nd edition, 1S93, vol. i, Tart 1,

p. 803.
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of the platform, is a round-shaped cistern, called Bir el Hanish. which
means exactly Dragon "Well. When examining the place, not cue of my
attendants was willing to go clown, fearing the Hanish, or Dragon. It
may be that one day a fearful serpent was seen there, and so the cistern

was henceforth called by this name, probably it was also so with the
Dragon's Well, spoken of in this paper. Jeremiah, chap, ix, 11, pre-

dicted that Jerusalem should become a "den of dragons,"' which certainly

was fultilled, and dragons, or fearful serpents, were, as one clearly see.s,.

not in ancient times such very rare creatures as they now are.

HEBROX A>:D its NEIGHBOURHOOD.

By Di-. CoxRAD Schick.

After more than a score of years I recently visited this old city again,

and found it much altered, enlarged, and in son\e degree modernised ;

and on looking at the large Map and "The Memoirs," I felt the duty and
the desire to give a more complete plan than that in " The Memoirs," iii,

p. 352. I had at the same time in my hands the map and description

of Dr. Ivosen, of which Colonel Conder speaks in the Quarterly Statc-^-

ment for 1881, p. 270, et seq.^ I have divided this tract of land into

30 squares, each of one kilometre, in orrler to tind easily the names
spoken of in tlie description. Some of the names are uncertain, and
I followed in general "The Memoirs'"' and " Name Lists."

The Naraes of the Places.

Abraham's stone (5 D)— Eosen.

'Ain Bussah or Hameidan (1 A).

„ Darib (Eosen), or Magaribeh (4 B). Not described anywhere, but

mentioned by Eosen, p. 15,

„ Deir Bahhah (3 A)—see " Memoirs," p. 320 ;
" Name Lists," p. 385.

„ Fesfus (3 B). Mentioned by Eosen, p. 15.

„ Hasan (4 A)—mentioned by Eosen, ]>. 15, and Condei's map."-

., Heskah (6 C)—Eosen, p. IG, and Conder's map. Eosen calls it a

large spring, forming a brook.

„ Ibn Islitu (4 E)—" Name Lists," p. 386 ; Conder's map.

,, Jebel Amba (4 B). A small spring, according to Eosen, p. 15.

„ Jedldeh (2 D)—" Memoirs," p. 307 ;
" Name Lists," p. 386 ; Conder's

map.

' Issued in the " Zeitschrift der Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft," vol. xii,

p. 477 (I think of the year 1857, as Dr. Rosen prepared it in the .year 1856).
- The map referred to by Dr. Schick as " Conder's map " is that published

in the Survey of Western Palestine, " Memoirs," iii, p. 352.—Ed.
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'Aiii Kana (4 C). A nice 8j)iiii<^ close to tin- mail ; an a(|Uc(luct brought
foiinerly tin' water to tlu- ]:tv^f Kaua aiiueduct t, and so t<» th»*

city—C'oiiikr's ma)).

„ Kashkaleh (2 D)—"Memoirs," p. :W> ;
" Nume ListH," p. :JS(;.

„ Khal)ieh (2 D) (Rosen, 'Aiii il Hanieitle). " Memoirs," iii, p. 320.

Kliabieli means "hidden."

„ Klieir eil Din (3 C)

—

see "Name Lis^s,'' p. 3K0.

„ Magavibeh (4 B). Is most likely tlie .^ame as " Derib."

„ Mezrilk (5 C)— " Name Lists," p. 3H7. Closu to it is now built a new
house

—

Quarterly Statement, 18H1, p. -lH).

„ Nernk (Neruh) (2 C)—Rosen, p. 7. It Hows in the lield a little

south of the road. I observed no masonry at it.

„ Nimreb (3 D)—Rosen, p. 10 ;
" Name Li3ts,'"p. 4(tl.

„ Sareli (3 C)—" Memoirs," p. 314 ; "Name Lists,"' p. 3K7
;
Qitarterh/

Statement, 1881, p. 270. Kosen says, p. 10: "Situated behind

the road, the early travellers did not see it ; only Pet.lchiah of

Refrensburg mentions it : the water runs out of a hi'di wall into

a basin.'"'

„ Sebta (3 B)—Rosen, ]). (!, and (luiders map. Nnt on the lari^e.

" Memoirs," p. 360.

„ (es) Shems (2 A)—" Memoirs," p. 3f!l, not on large maj) ; O'utlers

map.

„ Umm el Faraj (2 D)—Conder's map.

,, Wfidy Bussas (4 B). Rosen gives 'A in Wady Ebsas, p. b") ;

( 'under'.s

map.

„ Zerka (G B)—Conder's map ;
" Name Lists," \). 387.

Aqueduct (2-3 C), also (2 D)—Conder's map ; Rosen, &c.

Ballfitet Sebta (3 B)—"Name Lists," p. 388 (the so-called Abraham's

tree), near Hebron ;
" Memoirs," p. 308.

Batn Abu Sad (3 C)—Conder's majj. The height west of 'Ain Sareh, with

some slight ruins and new houses.

Beit el Khulil (5 D) = the house of Alraham—" Memoirs,' p. 322,

following.

Bir Abu Debbakeh (1 C)—Conder's map.

„ el Haddad (2 A)—Conder's map. The word means well of the black-

smith.

„ el Hajjeh (1 E)—Conders map.

„ Ibrahim (2 D)—" Memoirs," p. 307.

„ Ifneh (6 C)—Rosen, p. 16 ; and Conder's map. The hlr used now a«

a stable.

„ Ijdeh (4 D)—Rosen and Conder's map.

„ en Nusara (4 C)—" Name Lists," p. 3i)l.

,, er Rameh (5 D)—Conder's map, and "Name Lists," p. 3!)1.

,, es Sebil (1 B)—"Name Lists," p. 3!»1 ; Conder's map.

„ esh Shakhatir (2 A)—Conder's maj).

„ Shower (1 E)—Conder's map.

,, es Shems {see 'Ain).
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Bii- Y'akub (marked 5 on map ) (2 D). A very old one

—

Conder's

map.

„ Y'akfib (2 D)—Rosen and Conder's map. An old well, south of the

roal going west after it leaves the Jerusalem road.

Bukei'a el Koton (1 E)—Conder's map. The word means a small bak'aa

or broad, flat valley surrounded with hills, and Koton = Cotton.

Burj Heskali (6 C)—Conder's map and Rosen.

Cemetery of the Jews, Hebron (2 D)—" Memoirs," p. 308.

Cemetery of the Moslems, Hebron (1 and 2 D).

Deir el Arb'ain (2 D)—" Memoirs," p. 327 ; Conder's map.

El Biissah (1 A)—Conder's map. The word means a place of moisture

wliere grass is growing.

Eskak el Hish (2 B). Meaning the entrance lane to the forest—Rosei:,

p. 3.

Haram (2 E)— " ]\lenioirs," p. 333.

Haud el Ayady (2 A and B). The word means a trough—Conder's map.
Hebron

—

see below.

House of Abraham

—

see Beit el Khulil.

Jebel Abu Harje (1 i)). Only by Rosea.

„ Abu Ihlal (3 B)—Rosen, p. 2.

„ Abu Immameh (4 A)—Rosen's map.

„ (Daher) or Abu Rumman (1 B)—Rosen, p. 3 ; Conder's map,

„ 'Ain Amba (4 B)—Rosen, p. 15.

„ el Batrakh (5 D). A beacon station of the Survey ; the highest

point in this district, if I read right on the large majj, 3,345 feet

above the sea

—

see "Memoirs," p. 295. There this summit is

not minutely described, but Rosen (p. 20) says :
" The upper part

is a tell, now laid out in terraces and cultivated. On the top

are cisterns and remarkable ruins, with large hewn and bevelled

stones, but no Jewish tombs." Marked on Conder's map.

,, Beilun (2 and 3 D). The mount between the two Khallets above
the "es Sheikh" quarter of Hebron—Rosen, p. 3, and Couder's

map,

„ Besatiu (4 D)—Rosen's map.

„ Dtiweirban (1 A). According to Rosen ; Conder's map.

„ Elani (4 C)—Rosen, p. 3, and Quarterly Statement, 1881, p, 270,

„ Gahar—Rosen, p. 22; Ras Jliher on large map (1 E)—"Name
Lists," p. 406. Rosen says that on its summit are ruins, cisterns,

&c., and thinks it to be very little lower than Jebel Batrakh, the

highest 25oint (3,345 feet) in this district.

„ Galis, or Jalis (1 E)—Rosen, p. 9, and Conder's map. The mount
directly east of Hebron.

„ Geabireh—Rosen ; J'aabireh—Conder's map. The moiuit above

(or north) of the main part of Hebron, with a mosque, &c., on its

summit—*Y'6' Rosen, p. 6, and "Memoirs," p. 307, where the

names are si^elt a little differently from those on the map.
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.Tebel Gelgel (2 C)—Rosen, iii;i]>, uinl \>. 3. Abuvt- tin- ijimrry KiiH' »ii

Neby. Mit^Mit this have been in ancient tinieH a Giit^l ?

„ HabrU er Kiuh (2-3 1))—"Mi-nioii-s," p. ;}(i7
; .•imi "Name Li.-sts,"

p. 39G.

„ el Ifneh (5 D)—Rosen's map, and p. IG ; Conth-r's map.

„ Jeledeh on Conder's map, and (Jelede on Hdsen's (2 B). Tlie

mount opposite "Sebta"' or AVnahams Oak, with a fi-w new
houses.

„ Kubb el Janib (1 D). The mountiiin soiitli of Hebron—"Name
Lists," p. 39G ; Condei's map.

„ Neir (1 C)—Rosen, p. 3, and on his map. Tlie chief height and
continuation of Daher Abu Runiman.

„ Nimreh (3 D)—Rosen, ]>. 10, and especially on his map.

„ Rumeideh (2 D)—Rosen, p. 3 ; Conder's map ; and " Memoirs,"

11. 308.

„ wad el Franj (2 E)—Couder and Rosen.

Juret Bachlas (6 D)—Rosen, \\ IG. Conder's map gives JQmt Bahrah ;

belongs to the Wadys.

Kabr Hebifiu (2 D)—" kemoirs,"' p. 308 ;
" Name Lists," p. 394 ; Conder's

maj).

T\ana (3 C) = the Aqueduct—Conder's map ; sec Rcsen and 'A in Kana
above ; see Rosen, \). 9.

Khallet Abu 'Asa or Ka«heh (1 D). Meaning the dale of the father '.A.sa,

or of the Akasheh, i.e., the Sheikh with long hair (a derwlsh)

—

Conder's map.

„ Abu Majnt^n (2 B)—Conder's map.

„ el Batrakh (4 D)—Rosen ; Conder's map.

„ el Butmeh (4 C)—Rosen, p. 8, and Conder's map = dale of the

Terebinth tree.

„ el Franj (2 E)—Conder's map, and Rosen, pp. lo and 22, ami his

map.

„ Hadfir (2 D). The side valley between the quarter " es Sheikh "

and the main part of Hebron—Conder's map.

el Hish (2 B). Slurkak el Hish—Conder's map.

Keshkaleh (2 D). The side valley west of the "es Sheikh '

quarter of Hebron—Conder's map.

Masheh (1 D)—Rosen, but it means n.ost probably Khallet

Akasheh

—

see above,

en Nusrany (1 B)—Conder's map.

es Sherif (3 B)—Conder's map ; or Magharebeh (3 B)—Rosen,

p. 22.

Khtirbet Abu-ed Dubh, on large map " ed Duki" (5 D)— Rosen, p. 17 ;

" Name Lists," p. 397 ; " Memoirs," 347 ;
Conder's

map.

„ Bachlas (G D)—Rcsen, p. 10. Name of the ruin near Joret

Bachlas.

)5
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Khurbet Dahdah (5 C)—Eoseii, pp. 7 and 16. The height of Khurbet
" Ramet el Amleh " is so called, and has the ruins of Dahdah
in the south and Amleh in the north—Conder's map and the

large map.

,,
Dar Esha (6 C)^on Conder's map simply " Es-ha "

;
" Memoirs,"

p. 353 ;
" Name Lists," p. 398.

„ Dar el Haddad (2 B)— Rosen, p. 23, and the mark for it on large

map, but without the name.

„ el Habs (6 C)—Conder's map ;
" Name Lists," p. 393.

HakCirah (3 A)—" Memoirs," p. 353 ;
" Name Lists," p. 399

;

large map and Conder's.

„ KeizCm (5 £)—" Memoirs," p. 355 ; "Name Lists," p. 399.

,, Khallet Magaribeh (4 B)—Rosen ; Conder's map.

„ Kut'a (3 D), or better of "Wad Kut'a—Conder's map ; "Name
Lists," p. 413.

., Muntar (3 B)—Rosen, p. 3 ; Conder's map ;
" Memoirs," p. 376.

„ Nimreh (3 D)—" Memoirs," p. 360 ; " Name Lists," p. 401
;

Conder's ma]).

„ en Nusara (4 C)—" Memoirs," p. 360 ; "Name Lists," p. 401
;

Conder's map.

,, Ramet el 'Amleh, or 'Amileh (5 C)—Rosen, pp. 7 and 16
;

'"Memoirs," p. 377.

,, Sebta (3 B)—"Memoirs," p. 360 ; and Conder's map.

,, SerSsir (2 A)—" Memoirs," p. 361 ; and " Name Lists," p. 401.

,, Siret Bellah (6 D)—Conder's map.

„ Wady Kut'a (3 D)—Conder's map, and " Memoirs," p. 371, and
" kame Lists," p. 403.

Kubb el Janib (1 D)—Conder's map and Rosen, p. 6.

Kuff en Neby (2 C)—Rosen, p. 3 ; Conder's map.

Kurn et Thor (or Tor) (3 C)—Conder's map, and Rosen, p. 6.

Mohawir [4 C)—Conder's map, and Rosen, p. 9, aud his map. Name of a

long hilltop with a few new houses.

Miigharet Dhukka'ah (2 B)—Conder's map
;
Quarterly Statement, 1881,

p. 270 (mitldle) ; see " Memoirs," pp. 375 and 381, where the legend

is told.

Pools, see Hebron.

Ramet el 'Amleh (5 C)—" Memoirs," iii, p. 377.

Ramet el Khulil (5 D)—" Memoirs," p. 377 ;
" Name Lists," p. 405

;

Rosen, p. 17.

Ras J'aabireh (2 E)—Conder's map ; Rosen, Ra=i Geabireh, p. G, and his

map.

,, et Tor, or Kurn et Thor (3 C)—Conder's map, aud Rosen's map,
and p. 5.

„ Yanb<i'a(5B)—Beacon station; Conder's map ; Rosen, p. 6 ; "Name
Lists," p. 406.

JRujm Sabzin (4 C)—according to Rosen, p. 8.

Russian Hospice (3 B)—Conder's map ;
" Memoii's,' iii, p. 308.
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Saliel SabJyeh (1 E)—Conder's map, and Rosen, j). 1.").

„ Sebta (3 C)—Rosen, ]). -2, and his map.
Wady Aim 'Asa, or Harjeli (1 1))—Rosen's niaj).

,, Abu Ruinnian (1 B)—Conders map.

„ el Besatla (4 D)—Conder's map, and Rosen, p. 22 (wrong on Iuh

ma))).

„ Burj Heskali (G C)—Conder's map, and Rosen, p. IC.

„ el Bussfis (4 A)—Conder's map ; Rosen gives W. Ebsar.

„ el Bfis.sah (1 B)—Conder's map.

„ Deir Balihah (3 A)—Conder's maj), and Rdsen, ]>. 2, and his map.

„ Gelgel, or Sliukak el Hish—according to Conder's map (2 <

'}.

„ Halfah (1 A)—Conder's map, and Rosen, p. 15.

„ Ibn Isllm (4 E)— " Name Lists," p. 411.

„ el Kady (1 E)—"Name Lists," p. 412 ; and Conder's map.

„ Kanali (3 C)—Conder's maj), and Rosen, j). !), and majj.

„ Kedir (3 A)—Conder's map ;
" Name Lists," p. 412.

„ Khallet el Magaribeli (3 B)—Rosen, p. 15, and his map.

„ Kheir ed Din (3 C)—Conder's map, and Rosen, ]). 5, and his map.

„ el Kurni (3 A)—Conder's map, and Rosen, p. 3, alid niaj>.

,, Kanlsh (3 E)—Conder's map ;
" Name Lists," p. 413.

„ Kut'a (3 E)—Conder's map, and " Name Lists," p. 413 (" :^Jemoir8,"

p. 371, "Khurbet").

„ Malaibeh (4 B)—Conder's map, "W. Melabeh ; Rosen, p. 9.

„ Menser—according to Rosen ; Khallet en Nusriiny—Conder's map
(IB).

„ Mezruk (5 C)—Rosen, p. 17 ; "Name Lists," p. 413.

,, En NusAra (4 C)—Conder's map; "Name Lists," p. 414; Rosen,

p. 8, and the following.

J,
Serasir (1 A)—Conder's map and Rosen's map.

„ Sherabieh (1 C)—Conder's map.

„ Shukak (1 A)—Conder's map.

„ Sdwed (6 B)—Conder's map ; Rosen, p. IG ; and " Name Lists,"

p. 413.

„ Thoghrali (1 C)—Conder's map ; Rosen, ])p. 5 and 33, and his maji.

,, Tutfah (2 C)—Conder's map ; Rosen, pp. 5 and G ;
'" Name Lists,'

p. 413.

Hebron the City, and what belongs immediately to it {see ''•Memoirs,'^

p. 305).

The city of Hebron formerly consisted of four distinct parts, but in

modern times so many new houses have been Imilt between that it has

become all as one.

1. The Haram (1—2 E), or Sinctuary'over the tombs of the Patriarchs,

is the chief and most interesting building of the whole, standing

on the western slope of the hill Jabreh, ^o calle 1 from a

mosque standing on iti top—" Memoirs,' \. 333, following.
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nortliern part
;

(v. Is), Sliituei, the son of IHali, in Itt'tijaiuiii, tlie

midille part of tlic iiiniiiitaiiis ; ami (v. 10) the hoii of lli-atd, the

southern j)rovince, or '• Aniljoth, Soehoh, ami all the laud of Hcplier."

Now the land of Hepht-r was, according to Joshna xii, 17, situated in

the southein part of .Tudah and Simeon, Sochoh north of it and more
westward (xv, :5.j), whereas Aruboth was east of the latter in the

centre of Judah, wheiv to-day is found the 'ArrAb place, which in

apjiarently the ancient Aruboth, a locality only once mentioned in

Scrij)ture, and it secuH not to have been a large city, l)ut simply a

notable place with some dwellings. In all these 12 provinces there is

scarcely mentioned the proper city where the officei-s were residing,

but the inovinces are named according to some rcniarkable feature in

them, and so here the 'Arrilb Valley, bringing forth nuich provisions.

It is described in "The Memoirs," iii. p. 301, in the following words :—

"There is one valley especially well watered, as its name implies,' Wady
'Arrftb, from which the Jerusalem aqueducts are suj)plied. iiunning

water was fouml in this valle}', forming a seil or stream, in the month
of October," 1874, and there was plenty of water ir. the sjirings and spring

wells along its course. The water from 'Ain ed Dilb and 'Ain KAeiziba

(a few miles distant south-east), also finds its way into this valley ; the

water of all these sjirings is very good The pool is one of the m\in

reservoirs supplying the aciueduct to Jerusalem, somewhat smaller than

those near Urtas, 240 feet by 160 feet, but it resembles them in masonry,

as does the channel of the aqueduct." It is situated lower down the

valley, where all the various branches of the latter are united and it

becomes narrower, till half a mile further down it is a rocky gorge,

where, as in the western part, it is about two miles broad, with a number
of watercourses, finally uniting at the pool. Close to the pool runs out

the most copious spring, and there is the ruin of a former mill. The
water was conveyed by the aqueduct a very long and winding way, tii-st

to the pools near Artas, and either into them, or further on to Bethlehem

and Jerusalem, or when required, also to the pool at the foot of Herodium,

the present " Frank Mountain."

It is remarkable that in this wide and fertile valley of 'ArrAb there

are found only a few ruins, and these of only small j)laces—larger places

or cities having been situated on the surrounding hills : and .so it is still,

as may be seen on the large ma]), there are only three such small and now
ruined places : Khurbet Beit Sh'ar and Khiirbet Marrina, in the plain,

yet situated about 100 feet higher than the pool ; and the third more

' This word is also used in Gon. vii, II, translated :
" Windows of hcavpn,"

out of which the waters of tlie deluge flowed. [It should be borne in mind

that there is a radical difference between the Arabic root , ,•_; and the

Hebrew 2L"lb^
' ^^^'^ former having 'am for the first letter, and the laUer

aJeph. The aruhoih of Genesis vii, 11, arc latticed windows, whicli when
opened allow the water to fall, when closed, prevent its fulling.—Eu.]

- The most dry season of the jear.

s
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east : Khfu-bet el Fureidis, whicli is on the top of a rocky hill, standina:

like an island in the plain, towering more than 100 feet above the general

surface, and situated a short mile west of the pool, between the two chief

watercourses of the plain, Avhere they come nearer to each other before

uniting, about 1,500 feet east, at the bridge of the new Hebron load,

where there is now a new station. At the eastern foot of the hill comes

out a nice spring, so that between it and the new road is now the general

watering place for animals. Twenty years ago, when I was examining all

the springs and old aqueducts by which Jerusalem was provided with

water, I put down on my map this hill as Cherbet Arab, people not telling

me any other name, but learn now^ from the map and " The Memoirs "

of the Palestine Exploration Fund its real name, viz., Fureidis, or the

"Little Paradise," which, of course, is much more suitable, as really in

ancient times there must have been line gardens and orchards here,

which by skill and labour would become a sort of paradise. This seems

to me the more probable, as I have been for 20 years convinced that the

son of Hesed, one of Solomon's provincial officers, had his abode on this

hill, if not always (as these noble officei's were of such high rank that

even two of them were sons-in-law of the king, and might have their

proper residence near the king in the capital), certainly once or even

oftener in the j'ear, wlien visiting this and the other districts of his

province. " The Memoirs " (iii, p. 353) says that on the top of this hill

are " walls, foundations, cisterns, &c." At the time when the various

aqueducts were in use the inspector, with his staff, may also have had his

abode here, also gardeners and others similarly engaged. The place was
of importance, but never a regular city, and hence never named or

counted with other cities in Scripture, but was the Aruboth or

^Ai'ub-place.

Jerome gives also Aruboth as a place in Judah {vide Stark, " Palestine

and Syria," Berlin, 1894, p. 16).

It may apjiear strange that the twelve districts are not named from
•one of their chief cities, but rather from some other characteristic

;
yet

this is quite natural, as they were not political departments, but com-

mercial or financial districts, and many of the real cities were exempted,

as Jerusalem, and if not all the Levitical cities, at least those of the

priests ; and so Hebron and others would not be mentioned, whilst other

places of minor reputation, being impoi'tant in a financial point of view,

were mentioned. So it was with Aruboth, w'hich I take to be the present

Wady 'Arrflb.

Josephus (" Antiq." VIII, 2, 3) counts only ten offices, putting some
of the provinces divided by Scripture into one. He also places them in

different order, mentioning first those on the mountains : first, the one
•of Ephraim ; and the second, Dioclerus (the Greek name for the son of

Hesed of Scripture (?) ), which was over the toparchy of Bethlehem,

mentioning a city instead of a valley ('ArrCib = Aruboth). Also, this

proves the correctness of these statements.

In " Palestine under the Mo.slems" I find on p. 440 :
—" Nasir-i-Khusrau
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writes in his diary: ''A couplr >if Icajfues from .Terus;iloiii is a place

where there are four villages,' .lUil (liere is here a spring of watt-r, with

luunerous gardens ami onlianls ; ;intl it is called l-'aradis, on .Kcoiint of

the beauty of the spuL."' The eilitur adds : "This is the aniicut llerodiiini

in the W.ldy Urtas, at the present day known as the ' Frank Mount;iin.'

The wonl urtus is pruliaMy ;i con uption of hurtm, which has the sjinie

meaning as FirdAs."

To nie it seems it migiit be more properly applied to 'Arrftb, where

there is still the same name, as shown in the above article ; and the four

villages can also be found there, but not so easily at Trtas. These

four villages were in a.d, 1047 (850 years ago) inhaViitcd, but are now
desolate, and the gardens gone.

SOME REMARKS OX THE TAliEKNACLH
CONTROVERSY.

By Dr. Conrad ScnicK.

During my long life 1 have not only studied this matter thoroughly, but

have made several models of the Tabernacle, which are now in England,

America, Germany, and Jerusalem. I made thom in two forms—the one

according to the explanation of the Jews, tiie other following in the

essential parts Mr. Fergusson in Smith's " Bible Dictionary." So the

visitor could judge for himself. Still I had to answer a great many

objections, but have not gained much by them." Under these circum-

stances it is natural that whenever there comes before me some article

or paper on the Tabernacle I read it with interest, and so also the quite

new idea laid down in the Quarterl)/ Statement, 18!)G, p. 18!). But finding

this verv incorrect I thouoht not much notice would be taken of it, in

which presumption I was wrong, as since quite a controversy h;is arisen

.about it (189G, p. 223 ; 1897, pp. 154, 225). In these papers it is chiefly

the meaning of the Hebrew text that is criticised, but how the Jews

interpreted the words is left out entirely—yet Jews should know it

best. But as appaiently technical expressions are used, of which the

real meaning is lost, so all have to go back to the root of the word,

and bring things out ditl'erently. In these ca.ses the architect or

technical man should also be asked, and this gives me the freedom to

make the following remarks :

—

1. The paper {l^uartedij Statement, 1896, p. 189) begins with a gross

» Khurbet Fureidls ; K. Beit ZAtu ; K. Muiv.na; K. Ucit Sh'Hr

" People arc often remarkably ignorant.

s 2
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error, giving the height of the Tabernacle "over 40 feet,"' whereas the-

"kroshim" (the boards), according to Exodus xxvi, l(j, and xxxvi, 21,

were only 10 cubits, or 15 feet, long, hence the Tabernacle wlien j^ut u[)

was only so high with a flat roof, or, as Mr. Fergusson gives it, Avith

a pitched roof 22^ feet high. On what are the 40 feet, or 27 cubits,

grounded ? Apparently there is an error. Further, according to the

text, each board had two sockets of silver on which the boards stood,

and on each side (except the fi'ont) were five bars, and not only five in

all, as the drawing (p. 189) shows, for we read in Exodus xxvi, 26-27 :

—

*' bars of Shittim wood " (whereas the sockets were of silver), " five for

the boards of the one side of the Tabernacle, and five bar^ for the boards

of the other side of the Tabernacle" (the drawing gives 2h), "and five

bars for the boards of the side of the Tabernacle, for the two sides

westward." This is the same as in chapter xxxvi, 31, 32. So there were
15 bars, without the "middle bar." Then I wish to remark that if the

boards (put on both sides) were not standing upright but sloping, so that

both were meeting at the top, the house was furnished, it did not want
any carpets, whereas the carpets were just the main parts ! For in

chapter xxvi, 1, it is said :
" Thou shalt make the Tabernacle of (or

with) ten curtains," and in v. 6, " couj^le the curtains together. ... it

shall be one Tabernacle "—without the boards, those are mentioned
afterwards. Further, accoiding to Exodus xxvi, 2, and xxxvi, 9, the

first curtains were 28 cubits, or 42 feet, long, hence hanging down 21 feet

on each side, but as the greatest height of the Tabernacle CFei-gusson)

was only 15 feet, about 7 feet of the carpets were, on each side, useless,

or lying on the ground ; and if, as stated in the paper I refer to, it was
40 feet high, 19 feet of the boards on each side had no covering. It is

also stated that the bars were not round but in section square—the

reason or proof is not mentioned—and would be unlike to modern
Arabian tent-poles, as those are all round.

2. Quarterlij Statement, 189G, p. 223.—Agreeing with Mr. Fergusson,

except the " middle bar," which it makes a ridge-cord, extending from the

middle of the west wall (as there were six—resp. eight—boards it would
be between the third and fourth), eastward over the empty space of the

Tabernacle as far as the middle pillar at the eastern enti'ance.- In fact,,

the difference is only between a cord and a wooden bar.

3. Quarterl}) Statement, 1897, p. 155.—Agrees with Mr. Fergusson's

theory, but goes on to say that this theory does not agree with the text.

In what manner I cannot understand, for Mr. Fergusson has five bars on
each side—just as the text says—and the " middle bar " or ridge-pole is

quite another one, not one of the five, for in P]xodus xxvi, 26, 27, the side

bars are described, and after that in v. 28 is then said :
" And the middle

bar, in the midst of the boards, shall reach from end to end" ; "in the

midst of the boards" means rather between and higher up and longer

' Also the diagram shows the height four times the width at the bottom.
- Between the boards there was support, so it required a piece of wood to

be put on the top of botlj, over which the rope could be laid.
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than the others ; "from end to end, ' that is 40 culiitn huij;. There were

10 curtains, each 4 cubits wide, iiiakiiij,' 10 cuhits, wlicreaa tlie lioartls,

20 in nuinlier, each 1^ cul)its wiih-—as the text sjiys— makes duly a wall

of 3U cubits, hence tlie rods on tlie sides were only 'M) cubits lont;. 'Ihal

tliis ridge-pole wanted son\e su]»i)ort is \nifiue«tionable. There were the

middle pillars on both ends, the corner boards being longer or rather

having a movable arm upwards, some arrangement over the jiillar between

the Holy and most Holy and others, as I showed in my models.

It 18 said Fergussoii invented and suggested things which are not

mentioned in the text. This is so to some degree. But it is clear that

there were some things which are not mentioned in the text. For

instance, every Arabic tent has also a carpet on the floor ; shall this

wandering temple not have had one t I think it had, and that the floor

was not left as bare earth or sand, but that a carpet was put on it, which,

however, is not mentioned in the text. Further, the four ])illars between

the Holy and most Holy must have had some architrave, otherwi.se,

although based each on a silver .socket, they would not have stood firm

enough when bearing the curtain. These latter also retpiired .some con-

trivance for hanging them up and kee])ing them in their right jiosition,

but this also is not mentioned. Again, the third and fourth covering

"wanted also some arrangements, which are also not mentioned in the

text, and then comes the comparison with the temple, which was built

according to the Tabernacle, only the measures were doubled. The

temple, it is said, was 30 cubits high, that is, the doubling of the 15 of

the Tabernacle. It had little buildings round about, also behind, and at

the Tabernacle it was the verandah. It had a j)orch of 10 cubits, the

doubling of the 5 of Mr. Fergusson's Tabernacle. It was 20 cubits wide

" according to the width of the house," hence the doubling of the Taber-

nacle, which was 10 cubits wide, and .so on. The paper of which I speak

says, on j). 155 : "Mr. Fergiisson has not a single inch to enclo.sc the large

triangular spaces above the live pillars," but Josephus ("Anti(i." Ill, 6, 4)

speaks of many curtains besides those mentioned in Scripture, and if

these will not be admitted, the third cover of red rams' skins, and the

fourth of badgers' skins are only mentioned not fully ilescribed, so one

has the liberty to arrange them accoriling to his own idea, and in

my models I tilled uj) these spaces with the outer coverings (the third

and fourth).

4. (Quarterly Statement, 1897, p. 225.—This i>aper intends to .show tliat

the Tabernacle was a tent, and hence the right explanation of ita ileacrip-

tion must be in conformity with an Arab tent. I had not the pleasure

to see Mr. C. W. Colton's " little book " on the Tabernacle, and hence I

cannot say anything about it, except what is here mentioned, viz., tluit

he omits " the ropes invented by others to hold the planks '' in place, as

such are not mentioned in Scripture and not necessary, which are both

quite true, but it is new to me that ropes had to hold the planks in their

upright position. I have it not on my nu)dels, nor have I seen them in

Mr. Fergusson's drawings, nor in any other. The burs hold the whole
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structure together. The writer of this article agrees that the curtains may
rest on the structure made up by the boards and bars, but thinks that the

curtains could also further rest on the pillars, five at the entrance and four

between the Holy and Holy of Holies, also being supported l)y the staves

or poles of the utensils, taking them out of their rings when the things,

showbread table, altar of incense, candlestick, &c., were resting on the

ground, and using them during the resting time as additional supports for

the curtains. This idea is ingenious, but [ ihink incorrect, for although

it IS said in Numb, iv, 12, that after the utensils were wrapped in their

various coverings they should be " put on a bar," this bar could not be at

the same time the support of the curtains, which would be free when the

four curtains of the tabernacle were taken away. The altar of incense

was 1 cubit wide. To carry it on the shoulders of men poles of 5 cubits

were long enough, only half the height of the boards of the Tabernacle,

and could not have been used as supports for the curtains of it. The
poles of the " altar of biirnt offering " may have been used for such. The
altar, 5 cubits wide, wanted staves or poles at least 10 cubits long, or

even longer, and could be left there till the taking down of the four

main carpets or curtains. All this is suggested to bring the Tabernacle

in a fuller conformity with " oriental tents." But besides all this

remains the framework of wood, the 28 boards, each H cubit broad,

similar to which there is nothing in any regular oriental tent, and hence

the necessary conclusion is that the Tabernacle was a special tent-

building, not in full conformity with other tents, but as a wandering
temple having its own special features. The more so as everything had
at the same time a typical meaning.

TELL ER REESH, &c.

By Eev. J. E. Haxauer.

At a distance, accordii;g to Dr. Schick (Quarterly Statement^ 1893,

p. 286), of about 5,200 feet from the Eastern Gate of Jaffa, there is a

long, low ridge or swell of ground, having upon it several depx'essed

knolls {see enclosed map tracing) running through the orange gardens

in a general direction from north to south, and crossed by the carriage-

road to Jerusalem at the place where there stands a group of houses

known by the name of " Saknet et Turk." About 1 kilometre south of

this Saknet the undulating ridge culminates in a remarkable isolated

natural hill called " Tell er Reesh." The name means '' Mound of the

Feathers" or "plumes," but the sound " Eeesh '' is temptingly suggestive

of " Richard "
; and though we have no pi'oof positive that one of the

two English Crusading Richards encamped here, yet it is not unlikely

that Ca?ur de Lion did so, seeing that the Tell commands a first-rate
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view tif the Idwit t^rDund <>ii cither side of the ridge, .nid ihat from tlie

foot of Tell ir Ivccsli there stretches away the battlefield on wliich,

thougli greatly outiiumlHTetl l)y tlie Saracens, he defeated Saladin ou

August r)th, ll!)2(.sw AViiken, "Gescliiclite <U-r Kreiizziige," IV, na^-aCJi).

A little way north-west of the Tell is an orange garden, belonging

to the family of the late Anton EyAl>. 1 call attention to this garden

because the tomb mentioned by l>r. Tliomson (" Land ami tlie IJook,"

edition 187.'', p. 5:^0) as having been discovered by the late Mr. x\rutin

Murad, U.S. Consul, and su])posed by him to have been the tomb of

Dorcas or Tabitha, is heie and still accessible. Mr. Miirad, so Dr.

Thomson tells us, gave it to the Armenian Convent at Jerusalem. It

has now passed into other ownership, and the late Anton Eyub was so

sure that it was the real tomb of Dorcas that by his express wishes

he and his wife were laid to rest, when they died, in two (jf its kokim,

which were thereupon walled up. At my request, Mr. J. Baldensperger,

who is well acquainted with the Eyi'ib family, very kindly undertook to

enquire as to the reasons the late Anton Eyt\b had given for believing

this tomb to be that of the saint, and the twofold answer I received is

as follows :

—

(1) "Up to the year 1859, about which time the Russians purchased

the 'Bayaret el Markob' {see Dr. Schick's article above-mentioned),

there was no counter-claim whatever against that of the ' Murad-Eyitb'

tomb, but the Greeks and Armenians used every year to visit the place

and hold Divine Service there on the day when the feast of Tabitha is

celebrated." (This festival takes place in May, about the fourth Sunday

after Easter.) "Since, however, the Russians ac([uired the property

close to Saknet Abu Kebir and built the church ou the summit of the

knoll there, the pilgrimage has been diverted thitherwards."

Whether pilgrimage was made to the Murad-Eydb site before the

discovery of the tomb is not clear.

(2) " Some time before the property came into tiie possession of Anton

Eyflb, and whilst the tomb was used as a pig-stye by the pei-son who was

then owner, a stone-cutter, who had gone to get some tools that had been

left in the ([uarry close l)y, saw a bright light shining in the tomb. He
api)roaclied and looked in. The pigs were invisible, but in the sepulchre

he beheld a woman wrapped in a shroud. He thereupon told the owner

what he had seen, and the latter had the swine instantly removed from

the place. The light and the shrouded woman were also seen on another

occasion, and after the Eyub family Iwul acquired the property. Therefore

the tomb must have been that of Tabitha.''

There is nothing remarka1)le about the sepulchre itself. It is an ancient

Jewish tomb, like so many others that have of late years been found in

he neighbourhood. A staircase at the bottom of a rock-cut tunnel,

4 metres Ion" and 1-25 metres wide, leads down eastwards to a dome-

roofed rock-cut chamber 3 metres long, 3 wide, and 3 high. The southern

and northern walls contain each two empty kokim 2 metres long and

0-90 metre wide. Distance between kokim 0-45 metre. The two kokim
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in the eastern -svall are walled nj). They contain the bodies of Anton
Eyl!ib and his wife.

The ancient Jewish necropolis of Joppa, discovered by Professor

Clermont-Ganneau, and described by him in 1874, and also by Dr. Schick
in the latter's paper already referred to, is situated on the knoll where
the new Russian church now stands, forming with its tower a striking

feature in the landscajje.

The small slabs with epitaphs dug up round about here are exceed-

ingly interesting. Some have been published, but new discoveries are

constantly being made. They marked the graves of Hellenistic Jews,
f!uch as those who.se names we meet with in reading the Acts of the

Apostles and St. Paul's Epistles, Some of them are bi-lingual, the

names being given (like that of Dorcas or Tabitha) in Greek and also in

Hebrew or Aramaic. A few have only the word " Shalom," i.e., Peace,

in Hebrew, under the Greek. As specimens may be interesting to Bible-

readers, I am sending squeezes of several lately found and now in the

collection of Baron von Ustinov, to whom my warmest thanks are due for

his kind permission to make the i.mpressions as well as for many other

acts of courtesy.

About 1 kilometre east of the Eussian church is the Mosque of

Sheikh Murad which perhaps marks a Christian site. In Baron von
Ustinov's collection there are two pieces of a remarkable marble slab

which was found here. On one side is an Arabic inscription of which
I am forwarding squeeze, and on the other side of the same slab

some carving which once formed part (about a quarter) of the tombstone
of a Crusading Bishop. One-half of his mitre, face, and beard ar^i

preserved, and also the crook of his episcopal staff and an angel

blowing a curiously-shaped trumpet. A Latin inscription, of which,

imfortunately, only a fragment of the date remains, once framed in the

whole. I am sending a squeeze of this together with the others. The
Arabic inscription is also mutilated.

The Bishop of Salisbury, to whom I had the honour of showing this

fragment, thinks that the prelate whose resting-place it marked, " died

apparently on All Saints' Day, 1198" ("Salisbury Diocesan Gazette,"

June, 1898, p. 131).

Since writing the above, a friend has shown me the following account
of Tabitha's grave in the new edition (18.'J7) of Frere Lieviu's "French
Guide Book for Roman Catholic Pilgrims" (vol. i, p. 129; Jerusalem,
1897) :—

" Caveau sepulcral.—Historique : D'apres la Tradition c'est la qu'a
dCi etre ensevelie la pieuse Tabitha ; mais on ignore laquelle des loges

funeraires de ce caveau sepulcral a eu I'honneur de posseder la depouille

moitelle de cette sainte fenmie.

" Etat actuel : Ce caveau sepulcral, assez grand et bien distribue,

«st situe a 30 met. S. de la maison de M. Antoine Ayoub," &c.

It is clear) v the tomb I have described above.
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-SQUKKZK" FROM TIIK MUSCjUK ol' SHillKIl

MURAl). NEAR JAFFA.

(ReferiL'd to in ^ii. liana uei's pajn'!', ]>. 211.)

By H. ('. Kay, Esq.

CO • ^ •

J >
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. ^AJJO • tLv^-j twV-c .
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1. In the name of God, the Meiciful, the Cirarions.

•1. But lie only shall frequent the temples of Uod who helieveth in God

3. and in the last day, who practiseth prayer and payeth the legal alms

4. and xoho feareth none but God. And these shall perhaps he of the

number of

5. the truly directed. The restoration of this auj^pieions mosque was

ordered by
6. tlie needer of God('s help), the Aratr Jamal ad-din

7 in the year six and tliirty ....

Tlie words in italics are a verse of tlie Kiufiu (cliaj). ix, verso 18),

\'ery commonly carved or painted on the walls, tScc, of a u,t>sque.

The beginning of line 7 is absent, and we have consequently not tiie

uame of the restorer—only his honorific surname Jauml ad-d'tn.

The date of the iiiscrijition is imperfect. It gives only the units and

tens of the year (3G), the numeral that ought to express the hundreds is

absent. The actual date might therefore be 736 or 836 or !)36, &c.

The word '^J^ is incorrect. Grammar requires it to be ^^_^^, not

*wV««.'-
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GOLGOTHA OR CALVxVRY-'^ A PLACE OF A SKULL.'^

By J. M. Tenz.

The traditional Calvary in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre is ascended

by 18 stej)s ; below are chambeis cut in the rock which are used for

religious ]:iurposes. The rocky hill, when in its natural state, may have

been a hillock of the form of a skull, or a skull of some warrior who fell

in one of the sieges of Jerusalem may have been found in one of the

clefts of the rock to give it that name, and may have led to the strange

ti-adition that the skull of Adam was burieil in Golgotha. Origen

distinctly asserts that there was a Jewish tradition that the body of

Adam was buried in that place—"Place of a Skull." There is no

historical evidence to show that there was a public place of execution

where Calvary is commonly fixed, nor would that rich man Joseph of

Arimathaga have made his new sepulchre so near a place where criminals

were put to death. The Roman Guard hurried Jesus away and nailed

him to the Cross at the first convenient spot, as there was some fear of

a popular insurrection. When they came to the place, called the place of

a skull, there they crucified him. This place was near the city. Dr.

Schulz states that he traced the remains of a wall, excluding Golgotha,,

and taking in the pool of Hezekiah. Some recent discov^eries made by
Dr. C. Schick and others also support this. Before the third, or

Agrippa's, wall outside Calvary was built the gate in the second fortifi-

cation on the east side of that place must have been the principal

thoroughfare, as now at the Jafi'a Gate, and many coming from the south,,

west, and north countries would have passed close by that little hill of

14 or 15 feet in height where the crucifixion is believed to have taken

place. The gentle rising ground west and north from that hill, and the

city wall on the east and south, would have given sufficient accommoda-
tion for the chief priests, scribes, elders, and people who stood beholding

;

and they that passed by reviled, wagging their heads and scoffing.

Now in that place where Jesus was crucified there was a garden and
a new se2:)ulchre, there laid they Jesus. The traditional sepulchre is

about 140 feet from the chapel of Calvary, only little of the natural rock

is visible within the tomb, the rest is covered on all sides with brown
marble. A little distance further west are the so-called tombs of Joseph

and Nicodemus. They are left in their natural state, and are decidedly

Jewish, and must have been without the second or Nehemiah's wall, as

none but David and the kings of Judah were allowed to be buried

within the city of David. It was not till 10 years after the crucifixion of

our Lord and Saviour that Agrippa began the third north wall which
enclosed Calvary and the tomb within the city.

Some time after the destruction of Jei'usalem by the Romans under
Titus, Adrian caused the ploughshare to jmss over the ruins of the city
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and temple, and lniilt a new city and cillfd it Arlia t'apitolina. An
edict was issued interdicting every Jew fmni entericg it. Nor did the

Christians escape persecution. A temple of Venus was erected on tlie

site of Calvary and toml) to j)nllute the s])ot rej,'arded as siicred by

Christians. Yet Christians were in time permitted to settle then»^elves

within the walls df the city, and Aelia soon became the seat of a

liishopiic. Amid all the changes and superstitious it is most unlikely

that the sacred spot where the Redemption of the World was com-

pleted should be forgotten. The tradition of the site of Calvary and

the tomb was anterior to the time attributed to the finding of the Cross

bv Helena, and the building of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre by her

.son, Constantine.

I hope Dr. F. J. Bliss, who made important discoveries of the .south

wall of ancient Jerusalem, may have an opportunity to make further

researches of the second or Nehemiah's north wall, which woidd decide

the extent of the city in the time of our Lord.

There is another place outside the Damascus gate which of late yearn

also received the name "Skull Hill." From the nearest road it takes

a1)out three or four minutes to ascend to the top of that hill. According

to the Jewish tradition it was the place of stoning. The criminal was

Hrst cast down from the precipice of that hill, a height of about 50 feet,

and if life was still left in him was then stoned to death. Near by is

a tomb, believed by some to be the tomb of Christ. But when it was

first discovered by the owner of that land and pointed out to Dr. C.

Schick, it was full of bones and earth, and when cleared out the mark of

a cross was found on the east rock-wall, and another on the north side

of the chamber, which are still to be seen, no doubt dating from the

crusading'- time. The entrance to this tomb is more than 2 feet above the

ancient level of the rock-floor outside, so that the disciples would not

have been required to stoop down to look in the tomb as .stated in

St. John XX, 4, o. Where the garden is supi)osed to have been, large

cisterns and walls of ancient buildings have been discovered, and on the

rock-floor in the front of the entrance of the tomb is a long trough cut in

the solid lock which appears to have beeii used as a drinking place for

cattle. There is no sign that thex'e was at any time a rolling or other

stone before the entrance, as in some Jewish tombs, but that it was shut

by a door. The arrangement of the interior is the same as that of

several other Christian tombs in the vicinity and near St. Stephen's

Church, which is now erected on the foundation of a former church of

that name, where it is believed St. Stephen Wiis stoned.
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NOTES ON THE "QUARTERLY STATEMENT/'
JULY, 1898.

By Professor Clermont-Ganneau.

P. 141. The Holy Sepulchre and the Altar of the Tenth Legion Fretensis.—
The Roman inscription at the Khankah, to which reference is made, has

been engraved and exphiined in my essay, " Trois inscriptions tie la Xme.
legion Fretensis trouvees a Jerusalem" (Paris, 1872), where I have

suggested the idea (attributed by Dr. Schick to the Heidelberg

professor), that this religious dedication may have reference to the temple

of Yenus erected on the traditional site of the Holy Sepulchre. We
must notice, in connection with this last point of view, the fragment of

imperial Roman dedication by one of the Antonines, found in Russian

territory, adjacent to the basilica of Constantine, which I published in

the "Times" of 1884.

P. 157. Reliquary {of the Crusades).—I have published and explained

in detail (" Revue d'Archeologie Orientale," Yol. II, p. 234, et seq.) this

extremely curious monument, which, according to the inscriptions

engraved upon it, probably contained reliqnes of the True Cross, the

chief apostles and disciples, and of St. Oswald, the ancient Anglo-Saxon

Xing of Northumberland.

P. 159. The Bust of Olympiodorus.—Without attempting to prejudge

the identity of the person represented, I think 1 ought to observe that

the form of the letters of the inscription engraved below the bust seems

to be evidently anterior to the sixth century a.d., at wLich period the

celebrated Neo-Platonist of this name lived.

P. 161. The Tunnel of Siloam and the Tomb of David.— I regi'et that

Mr. Birch, before writing his article, was unable to consult a lengthy essay

•of mine devoted to the question in my " Recueil d'Archeologie Orientale
"

<Yol. II, pp. 254-294) The brief letter addressed to the " Athenteum,"

which he takes for the basis of discussion, was necessarily very summary
<iud only contained a portion of the arguments upon which my hypothesis

is based. I can only refer him to the essay for all that relates to the

<liscubsion relative to the double sinuosity of the canal. As for the

"mouth" of the sepulchre, of which Josephus speaks, it is certain that

the word <tt6juov may be applied to a vertical orifice, such as the opening

of a cavern in the side of a mountain, as well as to a horizontal orifice

such as the mouth of a well. But if the se])ulchre really had an entrance

in the form of a gate, why did not Josephus simply say tVi rfj 6vpq, thus

employing the very word used by the Evangelists when speaking of the

entrance to the tomb of Jesus—^a tomb in conformity to the type of the

"ordinary" Jewish tombs. If he says eVi tw arofxtu), it is not without

cause. It is to be further observed that the Jewisii historian, in his

account of the violation of the underground vault by Herod, expressly
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uses tlu^ rh.iractuiistic verb KartiXOtv (irent down). We ni:iy also in tlii.s

connection refer to the passa^'e ("Antiq.'Mml. vii, 15, 3) wliere he tviys that
the T/iehi' of the kings were biirieil witli such skill lieneath the "^roun.l

that they could not be seen by those who entered tlie ilnema. As for

fVt with the Dative, it may denote 8\iper-\w»\tum as well aHyua;/«-p<)sition.

Conipan', for example, in the Septna<,nnt version, the manner in which
the hantUing of the large stone which shut "tin- mouth of the well " of

liaban (Genesis xxix, 3, 8, 10)' ia translated : tVi rw ord/xart roO (ppfarus.

Here we n)ust also notice the word aroixa—of which arofxiov in merely the
diminutive—which literally renders the irel)rew "^^"^n ^^ ^V--

P. IGl). J/izpeh and Tell jYusbe/i.— This identiliiatinu, which is, how-
ever, very hypothetical, has already been proposed by the Abbe Raboisson
ill the "Revue de Terre-Sainte," 1894, and in his paper " Les Maspeh,"
read before the Congress of Orientalists, 1H')7 (])p. 3 and x'jf/.). He found
on Tell Nasbeli some cut tlints, and establislicd (he fact that the city of

Jerusalem is visible from it.

P. 177. 'f/ie Constantinian Basilica of the Ilnhj Sepulchre and the

Mosaic Map of Madeha.—M. Mommert's (hvawing clearly jjroves that the

three bays, of unec/ual height, made in the front of the l)asilica, are, as I

had maintained, really three doors and not three windows ; this fact deals

a decisive blow to M. Schick's theor}^ of the weat-east position of the

basilica, and justifies the conclusions which I liave developed at length

elsewhere in regard to the famous CuHc inscription of the Mos(iue of

Omar discovered at this spot {see my " Recueil d'Archeologie Orientale,"

Vol. II, pp. 302-3G2). I doubt whether it is necessary to see, M-ith

M. Mommert, in the superposed horizontal lines figured by the mosaic

below the basilica, the representation of the flagstone pavement of

the atrium which preceded tliis edifice on the east. We ma\- be
pei-mitted to ask ourselves whether they may not rather Ije the steps

of the staircase which, as I have shown, afforded access there. As for

M. ]\Iommert's hypothesis, according to which the three Siinctuaries of

the Resurrection, Calvary, and the Invention of the True Cross, did not

constitute three distinct edifices, but rather one single one which included

them, it appeal's to me that it is very ditiicult to reconcile it with

the formal statements of Eusebius, Saint Sylvia, and the most ancient

pilgrims. I should rather be inclined to believe in the existence of three

editiccs, distinct, but rising in the interior fi-oin one hyptethral hieron,

quadrangular, skirted by jjorticoes, and surrounded h)j one enclosure—the

whole comparable in certain respects to the little haram of Hebron.

The wall in which the Cufic in.scription was fitted is .said to have been

not the wall itself of the front of the basilica, but that which formed the

enclosure of the east side.

' Verses 2, 8, 10 in the Greek Text.

" Notice, in jjas.sing, the close analogy between the Hebrew and the Greek as far

a3 the illiatiou of ideas is eoueerued, j^^ "^"d aro^ia (mouth) designating in

both languages wliat wc call the "edge" of a sword.
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XOTES OX GREEK INSCRIPTIONS.

By Dr. A. S. Murray.

In the Quarterly Statement for July, 1898, j). 157, Professor Clermont-

Ganueau animadverts on certain Greek inscriptions wliicli had been

published in the January number. As regards the inscription of Wady
Barada, the reading Att ['Y\|/-] ('orcp was not mine, as he assumes. He
appears to have overlooked the heading of the communication and the

fact that my note was printed in brackets, professing no more than to

give some recent information on that epithet. From the photograph

of the stone Professor Clermont-Ganneau reads Ail Meyiorw, wliich is

right so far as it goes ; but he takes no notice of the two letters C U)
at the end of line 1, which appear to me to have survived from the

word SojT^pi, so that the full phrase would have been Ail "Iwrnpi

Meyio-rw. For this combination of epithets compare CI. Gr. 3949.

With Professor Briinnow's transcript before him of the inscription at

Jerash, made while the stone was still unbroken, Professor Clermont-

Ganneau remarks that my " attemj^ted restoration wanders far away

from the original text," so easy is it to be wise after the event I

THE METALS USED BY THE GREAT NATIONS OF
ANTIQUITY.

By Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.E.S.

[Rewintedfrom ''' Nature^'' April 21s^, 1898, hy permission of the Editor.]

Palestine.

Between the great territories of Egypt and Assyi-ia lies a narrow strip

of country, small in extent, but very important in the history of civilisa-

tion, commerce, and religion. During the period of which we are speaking

it was occupied by a succession of different nations. It formed part of

the possession of the great Hittite people. We cannot read their inscrip-

tions, and we know little of their history. We have, however, bronze

and silver seals that are supposed to belong to them, and curious bronze

figures. They seem to have had abundance of silver, probably from the

mines of Bulgardagh, in Lycaonia. We read of Abraham purchasing

a piece of land from Ephron the Hittite, for which he weighed out "four

bmidred shekels of silver current monej' with the meichant." He was,

in fact, rich in silver and gold, and among the presents given to llebekah

were jewels of silver and jewels of gold.
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Tlio first iinlice of nutuls in I'iik'sliiK- (n wliidi we i!;iii give an

approximate ilute is in coiiiiL-ctiun with tlu' iinaaiun uf that land, an<i

other countries further to the eastwaid, bv the ^^reat Kj,'vptian k'lUfi

Thothines III. lie led his army through the Plain of Ksdraelnn, ami

gained a victoi-y at Megiddo, and amongst the spoil were chariots iidaid

with gold, chariots and dishes of silver, copper, lea«l, and what was

apparently iron ore. This took place about ii.c. IfJUO. The <jriginal of

the long treaty of peace and amity between Katesir, King of tiie

Hittites, and liameses 11 is said to have been engraved on tablets of

silver.

When the cliildicn of Israel left Egypt they were, of course,

Acquainted with the metals used in that country. They borrowed the

jewels of silver and gold of their oppressor.s, and of these the golden calf

was afterwards made. We read, too, of the "brazen serpent,"' and of

elaborate directions for the use of silver, gold, and brasn in the construc-

tion of the Tabernacle. Lead is mentioaed once, but iron seems to have

been unknown to them, the word never occurring in the Book of Exodus
;

and though it is occasionally mentioned in the later Books of Numbers,

i;)euterouomy, and Joshua, it is alway-s witJi reference, not to the

Israelites, but to the nations they encountered. Thus we read of the

Midianites having gold, silver, copper, iron, tin, and lead, wliich were to

be purified by passing through the fire ; of the King of Bashan, a

remnant of the Rephaim, who had the rai-e luxury of an iron bedstead,

whicli was kept afterwards as a curiosity at Rabbah ; and of the spoil of

the Amorite city of Jericho, comprising gold, silver, cop])er, and iron.

Later on the Canaanites were formidable with their "nine hundred

chariots of iron"; and later still the Philistines, who.se champion, Goliath

of Gath, was clad in armour of bronze, and bore a spear with a heavy

head of iron. Amo)ig the materials collected l)y David in rich abundance

for the building of the Temple were gold, silver, bronze, and iron ; but

the best artificers in metals were furnished by Hii'am of Tyre, at the

request of Solomon. During the reign of the latter there was an immense

accumulation of these precious metals in Jerusalem. The comparative

value of the different materials is indicated by the words of tiie prophet

in describing the Zion of the future :
" For brass I will biing gold, and

for iron I will bring silver, and for wood bra-ss, and for stones iron''

<Isaiah Ix, 17). Another prophet (Jeremiah vi, 29, 30) uses thr simile of

the refining of silver by the process of cupellation.

The great mound of Tel el He.sy affords a very perfect example of the

debris of town upon town during many centuries, and of the liglit that

these mounds throw upon the progress of civilisation. When Joshua,

after the decisive victory of Bethhoron, led his troops to tiie plain iu the

south-west corner of Palesthie, he besieged and took I^ichish, a city of

the Amorites. It then became an important stronghold of the Israelites
;

' The word ''brass" at tlie time of the ininslalion of our Bible was used

indiscriiiiiuately for co])pcr or any of its alloys. In the Old 'J'cstuiiieiit it

never refers to the alloy of zinc, to whicli the term is now conlined.
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its vicissitudes are frequently mentioned at various dates of the sacred
history, as well as on the Tel el Aniarna tablets. The mound has lately

been explored by Messrs. Petrie and Bliss ; and in the remains of the
Amorite city (perhaps b.c. 1500) there are large rough weapons of war,
made of copper without admixture of tin ; above this, dating perhaps
from 1250 to 800, appear bronze tools, with an occasional piece of silver

or lead, but the bronze gradually becomes scarcer, its place being taken
by iron, till at tlie top of the mound there is little else than that metal.

The Palestine Exploration Fund has kindly lent me specimens of these
finds for exhibition. About u.c. 700 Lachish was the headquarters of

Sennacherib, during his iuvasit)n of Palestine. From it he sent his

messengers to Hezekiah, and at the same town he received the peace-

otFering of, the Jewish king, 300 talents of silver and 30 talents of gold,

to raise which he had to despoil his palace and the Temple. In
Sennacherib's own version of the transaction the silver is given as 800
talents, and the gold 30. Lachish was finally deserted about 400 B.C.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BOOK OF JOB.

By Lieut.-Colonel Conder, LL.D., RE.

The pictures of social life in the Book of Job are often illustrated both by
antiquarian study and by the customs of Arab tribes in our own time.

These methods do not, it is true, cast any definite light on the date of the

work, since the civilisation described was of great antiquity, but they

often serve to bring out the precise meaning. The following notes refer

to language, geograj>hy, civilisation, religious ideas, and natural history.

Language.—In general character the Hebrew of the book is that of

the time of the prophets between Amos and Jeremiah, but so tei'se and
idiomatic in structure as to make the Book of Job perhajis the most
diflicult in the Old Testament to translate. The Septuagint translators

seem to have found this, and often did not apparently understand their

text. Jerome was, perhaps, the first to remark that the Arabic sometimes

best explains the meaning of words used in this book, and later scholars

have observed Aramaic forms and meanings, which indicate a dialect

such as that of the Xabatheans or of the Syrians, influencing the writer.

These peculiarities do not, however, render it necessary to suppose a late

date now that we know from the Moabite Stone and the Samalla texts

that outlying dialects of Hebrew, as early as the ninth century B.C., were
strongly Aramaic in character. It was probably the speech of the neigh-

bouring land of Uz, which influenced the language of the unknown author.

No Persian or other later imported words appear to be used, and in some
particulars the language might be thought arcliaic.

Geograplvj.—It is very generally allowed by scholars that the scene is

laid in or near Edoni, and not (as Christian tradition held from the fourth
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century a.d.) iii Biushau. Tlie land of Uz imleed is dearly ]>lacecl in

Edoni (Gen. xxxvi, 2S
; Lam. iv, 21), and near it wan Toman, wlience

Job's tirst friend, Eliplniz, eame {.we Gen. xxxvi, 15 ; Obatliali, H, !>).

Not far off were the tribesmen of Seba {see (Jen. x, 7 ; xxv, 3), a noitli

Arsib tribe, and the district of Teraa is also noticed, which is mentioned

with the Nabatlieans and Kedar not oidy in the IJible ((Jen. xxv, 13, l^t ;

Isaiah xxi, 14 ; Jer. xxv, i'3), but also in tlie texts (jf Tij,'lath l*ile?'er III,

who reached these tribes through Gilead in the eighth century b.c. J^lihu

is mentioned as a descendant of Earn, and tluis a kinsman of Caleb

(Ruth iv, 19 ; 1 Chron. ii, 10, 1!)), and of a family which had its

possessions mainly south of Hebron, in the Negeb or south country

near Edoni. It is possible that this indicates the home of the author

of Job,' which would agree with the jjeculiarities of the lan<;uage. The

Casdim (or Chaldeans as translated in the ICnglish version) were the

" conquerors " of Babylonia. The Babylonians invaded Edom in

Abraham's time, but after that date the earliest known attitck was

that of Tiglath Pileser (in 734 n.c.) after he had become King of

Babylon as well as of Assyria. If the word Casdim is to be under-

stood as a proper name in Job it is possibly to the raids of this age

that we find allusion in the first chapter. The natural scenery described,

including snowy mountains, desert, plain, deep valleys, crags, bare rocks

covered with broom and with grass after storms, great heat, ami on the

other hand hail and frost, points (like the natural history of the book)

to the region of Edom in a manner perhaps not ajjplicable to any other

parts of Palestine. Job was the greatest of the Beni Kedcm, or "Sons

of the East," while on the other hand the wonl 'Arabah, used more than

once for a desert valley, points geographically to the broad vale west of

Edom, between the Dead Sea and Gulf of Akabah. The country generally

is described as the home of a tent-dwelling race, but references to a "town"

witli corn, wine, and oil round it might ai)ply to the site of Petnu, as the

reference to mining also points to Edom or to the Sinaitic desert, ami is

not applicable to other parts of Palestine.

The remarkable simile of the torrent fed by snow and dried by heat

would well apply to Edom, the mountains of which are snow-covered iu

winter, but the desert hot in summer :

—

"(Ye) my brothers have di.saiipointed like a winter torrent, like a

stream of the torrents that pass away. Which are black with ice, the

snow being hid above them. When it melts they vanish ; by heat they

^ The country on the bordei-s of Arabia was colonised first by the de8ccndunt«

of Ham and Shem, then by those of Abraham's wife, Kclurali, by the eons of

Esau following the Ishmaelites, and yet later by the Hebrews, perhaps after

David's conquest of Edom (1 Chron. iv, 39-43), when some of the pastoral

families of Simeon superseded the older population of Hnmitic mce, and

found pasture in Edom iu Ilezekiali's reif^n. .lob himself niuy perliaps hare

belonged to this tribe, which was scattered in the time of David {xee verse 21)

irom its original possessions in the Negeb, or " dry " land round Beershcba—

a region afterwards recolonised by Judah.
T
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are wasted from their place. Men turn aside tlie paths of their way, they

ascend to a waste land, and perish. They explored the ]iaths of Tenia

:

the caravans of Seha expected them. They are confounded for they went
confidently thereto, and they seek (or dig water jiits). So now are ye ''

(Job vi, 15-20).

The position of Job seems to be described as that of a pastoral

patriarch respected, however, in some neighbouring town, and perhaps

even owning an oliveyard :

—

" "When Shaddai was with me, and my young men round me. When
mj^ ways were washed with cream, and the rock squeezed out for me-

streams of oil. When I went forth up to a town I took my place in the

square. The young men hid themselves, the eklers stood up and stopped.

Princes were scant of words and put their hands on their mouths

I chose their way and sat as head man, as a king, one that comforts the

unhappy " (xxix, 6-25).

Civilisation.-—The book is remarkable on the one hand for its jiictures

of lawless nomad life, and on the other for its knowledge of science,,

art, law, trade, mining, and settled institutions. It depicts a period of

oppression and confusion, while insisting on the ethics of a better age.

The picture of Arab raids on the settled inhabitants is an instance of

the first of these aspects, indicating a border region between the desert

and the tilled lands :—
"They remove landmarks, they steal and pasture flocks. They drive

off the orphan's ass, they take the widow's ox in pledge. They turn the

needy from the path, the poor of the land hide together. Lo ! the wikl

asses of the desert go forth to their deeds. Rising early for pi-ey the-

^Arahah is food for their young men. They reap fodder in the plain

(Sadeh), they pluck the vineyard wickedly. They sleep naked on a rock

with no cover from cold. They are wet with mists of mountains, shelter-

less they cling to a rock. They steal from an orphan's breast,' and take

a pledge from the poor. Naked they go without clothes, and carry off the

sheaf of the hungry. Men must press oil between the walls, they have

trodden wine presses but thirst. Men cry from a city and the soul of the

wounded cries aloud" (xxiv, 2-12).

The wild desert men were thus apparently confined within regular

boundaries, such as now divide village and tribal lands. Their naked-

ness reminds us that the Arab robber still takes off all clothing and rubs

his body with oil or fat before attempting to steal into a village or

cattlefold. Of the lowest class of broken men among such nomad tribes

we have another vivid notice, recalling the Arab outcasts of to-day :

—

" But now those younger than I mock at me, whose fathers I had

scorned to set with the dogs of my flock. What strength of hand had

they for me ? whose vigour was gone, shrivelled by want and famine,

gnawing in a desert, on the eve of ruin and destruction. Plucking salt

things from bushes, and bi'oom roots for food. Such as they drive out

^ Alludes probably to the custom of carrying things in the shirt bosom.
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from a people, ami cry on as a thief, tn aliide in clefts of vall.-\s, in i-aitli

holes, anti on bare rocks, suorinj.' amon<( Ini.shes, an<i liii.iillin;^ under
tliorny shrubs. Sous of fools, even nameless sous, scourged from the
land" (xxx, 1-8).

The buildings described by Job include stone houses as well as mud
walls, and tombs sunk in the rock. The " house of stones " is mentioned
in the simile of the spider, the translation of which, however, jiresents

difhculties :

—

"The hope of the impious i)erishes, whose confidence is cut down, and
his trust is a spider's house. He leans on it and it will not stand. He
strengthens it, but it will not last. He (has made it /) before sunrise,

and over his (web i) his suckers go out. His fibres are woven o\cr a

circle : he takes hold of a house of stones. Should om- ruin him, and
refuse to overlook him, lo I he goes happy on his way, and othei-s spring

lip amid dust " (viii, 13-19).

In another passage there is perhaps a reference to the desecration of

tombs containing treasure, when, after desiring to be buried with jirincea,

Job continues :
—

"They await death and are uo more. But they dig fur him among
the hidden treasures, they who rejoice exultiug and sire glad for they

have found a tomb—that of a great man—the way whereto was hid, and
God had hedged it in. So sighs are my food and groans my di ink, for I

fear (this) fear, and it will come on me, and what 1 dread will hapjien to

me, I can have no peace and no rest, and no quiet, and trouble will

come " (iii, 21-26).

In a more famous passage the writing of inscriptions on rock is

noticed :

—

" Would that my words were now written, would that they were

noted in writing, wei-e graven on a rock as witness, with an iron graver

and lead. For I have known my Redeemer alive, and the inmiortjil

endures beyond the dust, and after my body and members are destroyed,

I shall see God, whom I see myself and my eyes behohl, and not a

stranger" (xix, 23-27).

No refei'ences to scrolls occur, but in other jtassages clay tablets seem

to be intended in connection with sealed agreements, and records of

trials, such as we find among the cuneiform texts. One pas.sage might

perhaj)s refer to the " case tablets" often found with an envelope of clay

over the document :

—

" Seal up in a case my fault, and plaster over my sin " (xiv, 17).

The astronomical references in Job are of a simjile kind (ix, J) i

xxxviii, 31-33), but there is diHerence of opinion a.s to the identification

of three of the stiirs or constellations mentioned :
—

"He has made Ash, CesU, and Cima/i, aud charabei-a of 7V;«a»i."

"Canst thou bind C'ma/i in fetters, or set free C"e«j7, or send the Zodiac

{Mazzaroth) in its time, or guide Ash over his sons/" Trobably Anh is

the great bear revolving round the pole, his "sous" being the little bear.

Cimah has been thought to be Sirius or the Pleiades, and L'tsil^ Oriou.
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The stars were watched bj early shepherds as indicating seasons, and the-

antiquity of observations of stars, both in Egypt antl in Babylonia, is

far greater than any probable date for the Book of Job.

The most remarkable description in this book is, howevei', that of

mining operations. Copper mines still existed in the fourth centuiy

A.D., at Fenon, near Petra (see Quarterly Statement, July, 1896, p. 244),

but the " bluestone," or lapis lazuli, was quarried by the Egyptians in

the Sinaitic j^eninsula, and to these mines, perhaps, the author refers.

In Palestine itself mines never appear to have existed :—

-

"As there is a source of silver and a place of gold that they refine,.

iron is taken from earth and copper smelted from a stone, man has put
an end to darkness and has searched every limit—he who searches for a

stone in gloom and shades. He has mined a torrent bed, among a people

sojourning in places forgotten of feet going to and fro ; among men who
flit over land whence food comes ; and he has turned up its tire-like

depths—a place of bluestone its stones are, wherein are sjieckles of

gold, a way that birds of prey have not known, and kite's eye has not

spied, sons (jf the wild beast go not there, no jackal has passed by
it. He lays hand on flintstone, he has dug among roots of mountains,,

by rocks of rivers he cuts, and his eye has seen all things precious ; the

drippings of streams he has dammed, and has brought what is hid to

light. But Wisdom, where is she found, and v.'here is the place of dis-

cernment \ No man has known her price, she is not found in the land

of the living. The depth says ' not in me is she,' and the sea says ' not

with me.' None gives gold for her, or weighs silver to bii}- her. She is

not valued with gold of Ophir, with piecious onj'x, or bluestone. Gold
and crystal are not her price, or vessels of fine gold her value. None
thinks the price of wisdom is more than coral, pearls, and rubies. To])az

of Cush is not her worth, and she is not valued with pure gold

"

(xxviii, 1-19).

This passage indicates a knowledge of trade extending to the Persian

Gulf and to Upj^er Egypt. But mast of the stones noticed were

commonly used in Asia as early, at least, as 1500 b.c.

Another remarkable passage describes the honourable burial of a

wicked man, who has been successful in life. It contains the remarkable

words (as rendered in our version) " the clods of the valley shall be

sweet unto him," which is not intelligible. Perhaps Nahhal in this

case does not mean a " valley " but may be comparetl with the Arabic

Nahl for " bees," and " the lumps of bees " may mean the wax or honey-

comb, used for embalming. This points not to Egyptian but to native

custom. The Babylonians embalmed in honey (Herodotus, i, 198), and
Herod is said to have so embalmed Mariamne (Tal. Bab. Baba
Bathra, 3, b). In this case the passage becomes cleai'er :

—

" Who will declare his way to his face, or charges him with what
he has done? And he is carried to the tombs, and escorted to the

grave. Sweet for him are the honeycombs, and all men crowd after

him, and before him numberless " (xxi, 31-33).
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The coiidit i<iu (if slaves is contiasteil in llie Book of J(<b witli tlie

duties of u hired man, by whom a sohlicr seems to be intended from

the refeiciRT to military <hity (vii, 1") whiih is mentioned aj^ain : "All

the days of my service I will trust till my relief comes" (xiv, 11); but

the humanity of Job to his slaves is mentioned (xxxi, 13), and esiiecially

in the recognition (15) that they are human beings like liimself.

lielujioHS Ideas.—The name of Jehovah was unknown to JolVs Arab

friends, and is only once used by Job himself (xii, 9). The morality of

Job was that of Semitic peoples generally, including justice, generosity,

piety, and kindness to the weak; and until revealed Jehovah seems,

perhaps, only to have been distantly heard of by him (xlii, ;J). Even

in the speech of Elihu there seems to be a reference to tlie belief in

a judgment by God under the sea, which recalls Babylonian ideas, as

does the description of Sheol (xvi, 22) as the " Land of no return" :-

"The ghosts tremble beneath the waters that they inhabit, Sheol

is bare before Him, and Abaddon uncovered " (xxvi, 5, 6).

" Lo, He has spread light round Him, and has hid the roots of the

sea, for therein he dooms the peoples" (xxxvi, 30-31).

Another reference by Eliphaz may imint to Syrian mythology

-

Reseph being the God of tempest, and the Beiii lieseph probably the

storms :

—

" For man is born for labour and storms {Bcni Resej)h) will tly forth
"

(V, V).

There is also an allusion to the " ships of reed " which the Phcenicians

—like the Egyptians—used to let loose on rivers in memory of Adonis.

(My days), says Job, "pass away with the ships of reed" (ix, 2G).

Natural History.—n^t most distinctive jdant mentioned in Job is

the white l)room {Rothem, Arabic Jietem), whicli is a desert plant, found

in the Negeb, in the Jordan valley, in Moab, and Ednm, but seldom in

Palestine proper. Many of the beasts and birtls belong also to the

Eastern desert, such as the wild ass, the rock goat or ibex, and the

ostrich. With these are noted the lion, jackal, and stag, the eagle,

kite, migratory hawk, and the Reem or "wild bull," mistranslated

" unicorn." The latter still existed in Northern Syria at least as late

as the twelfth century B.C., and yet later in Assyria.

The line description of the horse whose " throat is full of neighing,"

and who is "unsteady at the voice of the trumpet" (xxxix, 1!), 24), and

the reference in anothei- passage (xxxix, 18), seem to refer to horses used

in war and in hunting, but ridden, and not hai-nessed to a chariot. This

is of interest, because the riding of horses does not ajjpear to have begun

very early in Asia. We have an Assyrian representation of a rider

in the seventh century B.C., and the Scythians who invatled Palestine

in the same century rode horses. In earlier times they were driven, and

the dromedary, ass,' and perhaps mule, were riding animals long before

the horse. In Homer the hoi-se is not ridden in war, but a rider is

carved on a Lycian tomb of the fourth century n.c.

Two "reat beasts, however, are specially described, the notice of
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which seems to show a wider knowledge of the world. Behemoth is

usually supiDosed to represent the hippopotamus, but the niention of his

"nose/' and of a " tail like a cedar," points rather to the elephant. The
hippoijotanuis has hardly any tail. The elephant was still found near
the Euphrates in the twelfth century B.C., and perhaps not extinct till

some centuries later. Leviathan is generally allowed to be the crocodile,

and though perhaps known to the writer from Egyptian accounts, it

is to be noted that it still exists in the Crocodile river west of Mount
Carmel. The Canaanites (or merchants) are noticed in this connection,

and the author may very likely have seen Leviathan in Palestine, and the
elephant in North Syria. The translation of both these descriptions

requires revision, and is sometimes considered doubtful by scholars :

—

" Lo, now Behemoth whom I have made (is) with thee. He eats

grass like an ox. His might is in his loins, and in the muscles of his

belly. He swings a tail like a cedar. The sinews of his flanks are
plaited together. His bones are plates of copper : his libs like bars
of iron. He first is sent on ways that are unmade, they are wasted

;

for the mountains bring him forth food, where all beasts of the field

I'ejoice. He lies under shady trees, in covert of cane and marsh. The
shadow of shady trees covers him, willows of the torrent bed surround
him. He drinks a river and hastes not : he is confident, as he (spouts l)

what has gone down to his mouth. He perceives for him Ijy eye, and his

nose pierces the snares '' (xl, 15-24).

The hippopotamus does not visit mountains, and the proposed
derivation of Behemoth (" the great ox "') from an Egyptian word is,

to say the least, doubtful :

—

"Wilt thou take Leviathan with a hook, or press his tongue with
a cord ? Wilt put a withe in his nose, or pierce his jaw with a thorn ?

Will he make many supplications to thee, or speak thee soft ? Will
he make a bargain with thee ? Wilt take him for a slave for ever ?

Wilt play with him as a smaU bird, and bind him for thy girls? Shall

caravans go trading on him, and Canaanites go shares in him ? Canst
thou fill his skin with pricks, or his head with a fish spear ! Put thy
hand on him, think of the fight, thou shalt not have another. Lo, his

courage is belied who is cast down even to see him. None is so bold

as to stir him up, and who can stand before him ? Who is he that

prevents Me to retort that all under the heavens is mine i Nay, I am
silent at his babble, and words of boasting, and fine reasoning. Who
will be barefaced to harness him, who will come to his headstall in the

file ' ? Who will open the doors of his face, terrible with teeth round
about, a piide of scaly plates shutting him in close sealed, they come one
on the other, and no air can pass them. They cleave one to the other,

covering over without division. When he snorts a light s2)arkles, and
how red lidded are his eyes. Flames go fiom his mouth, sparks of fire

leajj out. From his nostrils comes a steam, as of a seething pot, or

' Cijl, a string of camels tied one behind another.
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a niarsli. His breath could kiii<lle coals, and a Jlaiiu- <,'oeH fioiii liiit

lunnth. Stivjvtrth lodrres in his neck, and tcnoi- runs Iji-forc him. Tin-

flakes of his tlcsh clfavc close on him and arc stitl'. His heart is har<I

as a stone, haid as the nether niillatoue. His rising the deer fear, who
stray amoiifr the broken banks. Lay at him a sword it holds not, or
spear, or dart. He counts inm as chdjiijed straw, copper as rotten w.ifHi.

A son of the bow cannot make him lly, sJiuLCstones are turned t<i stubble
on him, daits are n-ckoned jus stubble, he laughs at the shaking of a
javelin. 8hai]i ])oints are under him, he di-ags a threshing sledge ovei-

the mud.' He makes the ])i>ol boil like a pot, he makes the lake a
(musk ?) pot. Behind him shines a track, he renders the deep hoary.

Nothing on earth is like him, which makes him fearless. Of all mij^hty

(beasts) that one sees he is king, over all sons of the wild beast" (.\li).

THE VALLEY GATE.

By Professor Theodore F. Wright, rii.D.

In the Statement, 1898, p. 168, the Eev. W. F. Birch as.sail.s, in his vi\a-

cious manner, my suggestion as to the position of the A'alley Gate of

Nell, ii, 13, by reiterating his belief that the Valley of Hinnom lay

within the city, and was not the western and southern valley outside,

which it is generally supposed to have been. In support of his view,

which he feels that he has "proved," he states that a j)art nf Jerusalem

was of Judah and a part of Benjamin, and that therefore the Valley of

Hinnom, which is the boundary defined in Josh, xv, 8, xviii, 16, was the

Tyropceon. He makes an inference from an inference from Jer. xxxi

38-40, and understands that he has delivered "three straight blows"

which might " suffice to kill the Hinnom myth, if it were mMrt:d"; but

he expects that it is onl}' " stunned for a little."

But, on the conti'ary, the Hinnom idea is rather enlivened by the

smart strokes of Mr. Birch. It does not mind proof which runs in a

circle. It notes only facts. It meets the declaration that Jerus;ilem

was partly in Judah and partly in Benjamin by asking ^\v. Birch to

point out Jel)us in the list of the towns of Judah. It acknowledges

that Judah had attacked Jebus (Judg. i, 8). but it admits no inference

from this tliat Jebus was in part given to Judah because it does not

tind it named in the list of Josliua xv. However the attack of Judah

may be exijlained, Jebus was not in Judah according to all the Bible

statements as to towns and tribal boundaries. As Judah took possession

of its territory before the lot was cast at Shiloh foi- Benjamin, it may

' Ecferring to the sluarp stone tcetli of a threshing slwlgc.
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"be that Judah undertook to conquer the whole southern country, from

Jebus to the Negeb and including the district of Simeon, l)ut in no

way can this war confuse us as to the localities so distinctly set forth,

the north line of Judah in Josh, xv and the south line of Benjamin

in Josh, xviii being exactly the same, and both of them passing " south
"

of Jebus.

A portion of Mr. Birch's reasoning is not plain to me, but I take it

tkat his whole contention falls with his main premise and assumption,

that Jerusalem was divided by his Valley of Hinnom between Judah

and Benjamin.

Cambridge^ U.S.A.

ERRATUM.
Quarterly Statement, July, p. 162.

For "AYescott" read " Westcott.'
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